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H. L. CORTIS, Amateur Champion, won the 25 and 50 Miles Amateur Championship Races
on a Bicycle fitted with Bown's " iEOLUS" Ball Bearings, beating record time.
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Bown's

Patent^OLUS Ball

Bearings

FRONT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

Are universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require but slight
Lubrication, and consequently are the most Durable Bearings yet

introduced.
As a proof of their vast superiority, all the principal Amateur and Professional Bicycle Races

have been won by the use of these celebrated Bearings.

FJ^ONT WHEEL BEARINGS.

Vi^Z,
Elevation. Section. Front View with Cap removed.

BACK WHEEL BEARINGS.

Elevation. Section.

WILLIAM BOWN,
308, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PROPRIETOK AND MAKER.

IV.D.—ITInnufnrturcr of every clrMcriplion of Fittings for;ISicycle8, nud 8tninpinK<i
iu Iron uud HtccI for Mninc
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Bown's Patent "iEOLUS" Ball Bearinj^s arc admitted to bo by far the best as regards durability,
easy adjustment, for attaining groat speed, and requiring loss lubrication than all others.
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THE NEW QUADRANT.
ON THE TRACK

(First appearance).

Tl]e Mile Handicap,

first prize, ten gns.,

at ^stog, May 16th,

vfOY) by a youtl] of 18

years, "witl) ridicu-

lous ease" (see ijews-

papers).

ON THE ROAD.

''T\}e 'Quadrant'

beat the bicycle by

upwards of a njile.

Tin^e for 22 miles of

rough and hilly road,

Ih. 37n?." (fostcard

fronj'7aed,"May20.)

for full particulars

see "The Tricyclist,"

J\Iay 22i?d.

No. 5, BICYCLE STEERING. No. 9, SIDE STEERING.
A spleijdid conjbination of lightness witi) streijgth, and of speed with safety.

MAKERS-

LLOYD BROS., SlieepGote Street, Birmingtam.
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CHEAPEST, FINEST AND BEST MACHINES IN THE MARKET.
— »««««•«- .

BICYCLES

;

The Champion Safety.

PRICE £10 10s.

Nancy Lee & Nonsuch

TEICYCLES :

Paragon and

Flying Scud.

Champion Safety."

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS for CASH,

OR ON EASY TERMS.
Lists and all information Free. "Flying Scud."

wuTsimmMM.
COOPER KITCHEN, Manager.

CITY OFFICES AND SHOW ROOMS:

Tower Chan^bers, Moorgate St. ; & Albioi] flace, Loi]don Wall, E.G.

A Large Stock of Second-hand Machines, in Excellent Condition, on Sale or Hire.

THE NEW PATENTED "SAFETY" CYCLIST SHolT"

CO

CO

will prevent slipping.

will give a very powerful grip on the Treadle,
will enable Cycli&ts to ride up-hill with ease,
will increase speed. [Boot or Shoe.
will lead the Crank further round than any other
will keep the foot from contact with the spokes,
will ensure greater safety in Cycling,
are as easy to walk in as any other Shoes.
PHccM 8h. <id., ISm., 14m. Postage Otl.

Hundreds of pairs have been sold. Also Patent Detach-
able Soles to fit any Shoe. Price 78. 6d. Postage 3d.

Special Terms to Cycling Clubs.

Patentees and Sole Manufacturers:

WATERMAN & Co., BRISTOL.

Tlie IROQUOIS

Cycling Depot,

INSURE YOUR BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
AGAINST

ACCIDENTS
THE LONDON AND PROVINCIAL HORSE & CARRIAGE

INSURANCE GOMPY., LIMITED.

Chief Office : 17, Queen Victoria St., E.C.

Agents Wanted to j)Ubh this dais of basinefs.

47, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER,

LONDON, W.

Illustrated Price Lists post free on
application.
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TRUE TILL DEATH.

A NOVEL.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

This is only a commonplace story. It

has few startling situations, and no plot to

speak of; but then, how could it have much
in the way of perils by flood and field and
hair-breadth 'scapes when it principally

concerns the fortunes of such a very com-

monplace person as Charles Beverly, a clerk

in a corn office ?

Nothing to boast of for a hero, do you say ?

Perhaps not ; but every-day characters

have sometimes strange stories, and every-

day events have sometimes very powerful

significance, and every-day lives can some-

times hold in their petty scope such bright

spots and such dark spots—can catch a

glimpse, just here and there, of such a

wonderland of unattainable glory—that they

who may wander at will all through its tinsel

palaces never know, for these see thereby

how empty and desolate and drearily stupid

is that gorgeous dreamland which afar off

seemed so grand, and can compass, too,

moments of gloom deep and hopeless—dark

as is the valley of the shadow of death.

'Tis a right gallant thing to die nobly ; but

surely 'tis a braver thing to live nobly, though,

sooth to say, the latter is much the less

belauded, and often very scantily rewarded.

Still, there are forlorn hopes that are

altogether hopeless, for which never a medal

is struck, and valiant self-devotion, not for

fifteen minutes, but for scores of years, which

goes for ever undecorated; and human lives

laid down, not by the merciful bullet or sabre

stroke, but surrendered to the accursed

torture of years, without even honourable
mention. Perhaps these things must be.
The pity is there should be so much sympathy
misdirected. But to our tale.

" I hope you won't be shot by mistake for
' his honour,' Charley."

" Do I look very like a landlord, Tom ?"

" Oh ! dear no, nothing so respectable," the
first speaker answered, laughing.

" Then what do you mean ?"

" Well, it has occurred to me Beverly, that

your lamp might draw the enemy's fire

before they even waited to see who you were,
or what you were riding on."

" I don't think it is very likely."

" Most unlikely, I admit ; but accidents
may happen with the best regulated moon-
lighters, and that Nesbar Pass is an ugly

spot on these dark nights. You had better

take that old revolver I bought from Sinton.

I don't believe it ever fired a shot since its

earliest infancy, though the beggar charged
me enough for it."

" It would be a valuable weapon, I am
sure," the person addressed as Charley

returned carelessly, as he occupied himself

with getting into a tightly-fitting cycling

costume.
" It would, for if you fire it, you are bound

to damage someone, should it be only

yourself—it is safe to burst."

" I think I won't fire it."

" Oh ! bring it anyhow, it looks so jolly and
adventurous, I quite envy you."

" Do be sensible, Tom, for the sake of

variety."

" Do be foolish, Charley, if only for the

sake of variety. I want to tell the girls I
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Igave you the fireiron—firearm I mean,

intend to do a lot of lecturing on the dangers
I

that you must pass," Tom, exclaimed repeat- l

ing the last words in a pompous tone, and
\

evidently under a vague impression that
1

he was quoting Shakespeare. " For good-
;

ness sake ! take it with you, Charley, and

I shall have a regular triumphal reception for

you on your return."

By this time they were leaving the house

where the conversation had taken place, and

Tom Melton, enjoining his companion to

await his return, dashed down the street at

a rapid pace. He returned immediately,

and, with much affected seriousness, handed

his friend the weapon he had spoken so

disparagingly of.

Charley muttered "Confounded nonsense !"

and put it in his pocket. As he was mount-

ing the bicycle which an urchin had been

holding in the street, Tom said, very heartily,

" I say, old fellow, I do wish you success !"

" Thank you. Melton, I know you do."

In a moment the cyclist was round the

corner of the street, and his companion

walked lazily in the same direction. Stop-

ping at the door of a large, gloomy building,

with the word " office " conspicuously dis-

played on the wire bhnds with which most

of the windows were furnished, he whistled a

few bars of a popular tune, looked up and
down the street with a wistful air, and,

finally, he pushed the door open slowly and
went into the office. His evident reluctance

to enter the place was not begotten of any
want of familiarity with it, for he had been

in the habit of visiting it daily for some years,

and he was well acquainted with its exterior,

at least, for a much longer period, Arkford

being his native place.

Arkford is a good-sized town in the South

of Ireland, and if it is not marked in maps it

ought to be. It IS a seaport too, though
only a very indifferent one, and the river

which runs clean through it is a pretty,

meandering, eas3'-going kind of a river which
blunders seawards with a wonderful num-
ber of winding turns, and gives one the im-

pression that it is not very sure of where it

came from, and cares not a jot where it is

going to, provided only it be not asked to go
there quickly.

The corn trade was Arkford's strong point.

It had made the fortunes of all the local

notables—even the great Mrs. Jones owed
her proud position to the successful specula-

tions of the late Mr. Jones in that important

branch of commerce ; and after his decease

had not the wealthy Mr. Spriggins increased

and multiplied his riches from the same
source ?

It was into the latter well-to-do merchant's

office that Tom Melton had betaken himself

after seeing off his friend, Charley Beverly.

Charley was second clerk in the office in point

of seniority, and in the esteem of the mana-
ger. Tom was fourth, or fifth, as regards the

first attribute, and thirteenth as regards the

second, there being precisely that number of

officials employed.

Some five or six miles from Arkford lay a

tract of wild mountainous country. It was
through this that Charley Beverly had rid-

den. Let us see how he fares.

CHAPTER II.

A NIGHT RIDE.

A WILD wintc might. A night when doors

creak, and windows rattle in a melancholy

way, and people draw round the fire closer,

and speculate on the chances of those poor

souls who go down to the sea in ships. When
the conversation of even the hardiest sceptic

tends unconsciously towards the supernatural,

and a ghost story is an assured success

should any narrator feel in the vein. When
a house is a convenience thoroughly appre-

ciated, and a roof over one's head voted a

good thing, for which we wonder why we are

not ordinarily more thankful ; a pair of

slippers an inestimable luxury, and an easy

chair an absolute necessity. Such a night

was that on which Charley Beverly rode

homewards through the great Nesbar Moun-
tains.

The road was level, for it ran through a

cleft in the range, and on every side of it

tall peaks rose in gloomy piles, steep and
rugged, till with their giant heads they blotted

out the moon and threw a black pall of shadow
over the narrow pass. Driving, ragged-look-

ing clouds swept the mountain-tops, and
bathed the moon and stars and rock-

crowned cliffs in a dreary vapour shroud.

Down the hill-sides rivulets came tumbling

and foaming in splashing cataract, ming-

ling their babbling melody with the moans of

the storm-fiend as he shrieked through the

gorge, and filled it with his wild dirge.

" A lonely night, and a lonely place,"

Beverly said to himself, as he bent down
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and strove to hold his own against the fierce

wind which sometimes headed him and bade

fair to sweep him back, then it would

suddenly change and, coming with a strong

gust round a sharp turn, send him flying

before it at headlong speed.

It was a gruesome place at the best, and

to-night it wore a dismal aspect. Tired,

wet through, his hands benumbed, his

limbs cramped, and his heart not over

joyous, the cyclist struggled on through the

gloomy region, whilst the swish, swish of his

wheel through the mud told of stiff work. At

intervals a cold mist swept up the valley, and

pierced with its cold dank breath his sodden

clothes, and clung to his hair in rimy film.

In the far distance a dim yellow glare told of

the lights of Arkford, but in the deep cloud

drifts each single flame was blended into a

hazy halo. He rode forward into the deepest

and darkest gorge in the range, and felt a

slightly increased pulsation as he glided

under a pile of rock which sheltered the road

completely, though overhead the storm still

raged, and the moon being now completely

hidden, he peered forward into the stream of

light which his lamp threw out. Somehow
Tom Melton's chaff recurred to him, and he

gripped his handles tighter, and slightly

raised his weary frame from the saddle.

Passing the pile of rock, the wind, which

had been against him, being suddenly calmed,

his wheel took the full impetus of the incline,

and the pace he was going at was quickened

till he was obliged to press the brake hard.

As he rounded the corner, now at full speed,

his lamp lit up the road for some distance,

and he was surprised to see three or four

men standing in the centre of the way. He
was more surprised by their action, for the

instant his light appeared they threw up their

hands, in which they had sticks or weapons
of some kind, and shouted something unin-

telligible at the top of their voices ; at the

same time, they drew across the road and

commenced running towards him. Quick as

lightning it flashed on Beverly that the men
were there for no good purpose, that they

had probably mistaken his light for that of

someone on whom they meant to wreak

vengeance, and that come what might he

could not stop.

For a second he thought of trying to pull

up, but then, with a muttered " Devil cares,"

he plunged his hand in his pocket, and

drawing out the revolver Tom Melton had

insisted on arming him with, he shouted to

the men to clear the way. Giving his pedals

a vigorous shove, he dashed at them.
" Stand back, or I'll fire !" he shouted.
" God save us ! what is it at all ?" the men

exclaimed.
" Stop !" they cried, flourishing their sticks.

" Stand back," he cried, " or I'll blow your
brains out !" Stand back they certainly did,

and as he swept past he heard them yell,

"A horse has fallen at the bottom of the

hill, and you'll be killed if you don't stop !"

*' Oh, Lord ! is that it ?" the cyclist said, as

he slipped the weapon back into his pocket,

feeling extremely foolish the while. Unfor-

tunately, his wheel was now out of all control,

and he felt he must be smashed against

whatever conveyance lay at the bottom of

the hill. So he would have been, had not a

gust of wind taken his machine in front the

moment he cleared the rock, and this enabled

him to slacken speed gradually.

At the bottom of the hill he found a heavy
dray lying on the road, and a number of

peasants good-naturedly helping to raise a

fallen horse.

After passing the obstacle, he pushed on

in a monotonous way, annoyed with himself

for having gone so very near to do perhaps

a serious mischief.

" A nice adventure, certainly, if I had
killed one of those men," he reflected—"not
that I am much of a shot, or that the best

marksman could take a very accurate aim if

riding on a bicycle. At any rate, I am glad

I did not fire."

The shimmer of his lamp glanced like a

will-o'-the-wisp over hill and dale, through

wood and bog, and as he travels along we
may as well inquire what manner of man is

he who rides so late, and why he takes such

a night for his journey.

Charley Beverly was a tall, handsome
fellow, of a quiet manner and a frank,

generous disposition. He had sharply-cut,

delicate features, and very dark hair and

complexion. A thoughtful, abstracted ex-

pression seemed natural to him, but his face

could wear a very resolute and passionate

look at times. Like most of the office

hands in the establishment of Mr. Spriggins,

his spare time might be represented by a

negative quantity, and his only amusement
was a well-earned ride on his wheel when
occasion permitted. Occasion, in the pre-

sent case, meant a journey of a score of miles

each way to secure the support of a gentle-

man who was believed to have considerable
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influence with a London firm, and whose

nomination had actually secured fair ap-

pointments for more than one apphcant,

Beverly, however, was unfortunate, as there

was no further vacancy in the establishment

in which he hoped to obtain a situation, and

even had there been such, his friend had

exhausted his introductions for some time to

come. He was now riding home in a rather

dejected frame of mind, and as his musings

were a trifle melancholy, we will not follow

them.

At last the lights of Arkford began to

separate into single lamps, and the crest of

hill over which he struggled showed him his

journey was nearly done. Ten minutes

more, and he rode up the street, crunching

over fallen slates, and bumping over debris

of various composition. He experienced all

the well-known and unavoidable discomforts

of a wet ride when divesting himself of his

saturated clothes. After much effort he

arrayed himself in a dry suit, and, though

the night had not improved, he informed

Mrs. Pyper, his landlady, that she need not

wait up for him as he had provided himself

with the latchkey.

" Dear bless us ! Mr. Beverly, are you not

too tired to go out to-night?"
" I am quite rested now," he answered

carelessly.

" He's off to see that girl," Mrs. Pyper
reflected, as she went downstairs—" goodness

knows she is a shameless thing."

" Failed again !" Charley muttered, when
Mrs. Pyper had closed the door. " Well,

well, better luck next time"—but his laugh

was dry and forced, and not at all in keepmg
with the hopeful words.

CHAPTER III.

AMY AT HOME.

" A woman such as the Creator gave, in his

wealth of love,

To fill this earth with beauty, and to move
Men to a higher, nobler life. . . ."

Walking smartly for ten minutes, Beverly

turned into a quiet street and knocked at a

door half-way down. A light step in the

hall, and the sound of it sends his chilled

blood coursing merrily through his veins

again, and drives into indistinctness the
long, weary ride, and dwarfs into positive

insignificance the sore disappointment he

had suffered. He cares little just now that

there is a possibility that he may, after all,

have forgotten his latchkey, and an absolute

certainty that the fire will be out when he

returns.

"Charley!" "Amy!" Nothing more
was said for a few moments, and yet the

limited dialogue appeared quite satisfactory

to those engaged in it, for neither seemed
anxious to make further observation.

The girl addressed as Amy then asked,

eagerly, " Have you good news, Charley ?"

"No, Amy."
They walked into a small, neat room, where

a bright fire burned cheerily. They sat down
together, and after apparently trying her best

to say something comforting and sympathetic,

the girl could only manage to whisper, " I am
so sorry for you, Charley."

" Well, it is a bore, to be sure, but better

luck next time," he answered brightly, repeat-

ing the words of his previous soliloquy. He
soon asked her how she was getting on with

a new song that he had given her a couple of

days ago. To which she replied by asking

him why he did not warm himself thoroughly

after his ride before coming out again, and
she affected to scold him in a pretty caress-

ing way that he seemed rather to like.

"You thoughtless boy, you should be more
careful of yourself," said she, glancing up

with a fond look.

"You darling girl, you always think for

me," he answered, with a tenderness which

caused the blue eyes to droop again.

They talked pleasantly for a while, plan-

ning various matters, till Amy suddenly ex-

claimed, " Oh, Charley ! I forgot to tell you

the Meltons are coming in this evening, and

they will be here immediately."
" I wish they were anywhere else !"

" Now, Charley, don't say that, they are

our best friends— I don't know what I should

do without Jeannie."

"Well, I apologise; but what a pity you

should have asked them this evening, when
you knew I would want such a long talk with

you after my ride."

" I really did not ask them, Charley
;

Jeannie had promised to come in some even-

ing this week, and when I met her to-day she

told me to expect them, so I could not help

it. Of course, I would much rather"

but she stopped abruptly, seeing Beverly

looking tenderly at her.

" What were you going to say, Amy ?"

' Nothing—only—that is"
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" Now, say it out."

" I was going to say that "—a longer pause
—" that I would rather—have you all to my-

self," and she tried to hide her face, and to

pretend she was not aware that Charley knew
exactly what the remark was to be before she

had spoken a word of it.

Amy Rentford was one of those women for

whom life must needs have many a sore trial,

except everything has been, by good fortune,

made very happy for them. Not by any
means that she had not a brave and faithful

heart, but her nature was too fine, and her

power for suffering too keen, to pass through

with impunity what for many would be mere
trifles. As yet only a girl, the wrong side of

most of life's joys had made her a woman.
She was rather pretty, with light brown hair,

deep blue eyes, a nose perhaps the least bit

retrousse, and the sweetest little mouth im-

aginable. When she spoke, or laughed, a

row of white, even teeth showed under her

red lips. She was tall above the average,

but her easy, graceful carriage had the effect

of making her appear smaller than other

women of less stature.

As they were talking a knock was heard at

the door, and Jeannie Melton—a brunette of

the petite style—and her brother Tom pre-

sented themselves. Between Tom Melton

and Beverly an animated conversation at

once arose as to the ride, the strong wind,

the heavy roads, the new saddle spring, and
all the other ever-green and ever-interesting

cycling topics. Meantime, the somewhat
diminutive housemaid announced tea, and
with it Mr. Rentford — Amy's father

—

drifted in.

The old gentleman was rather severely

given to the use, and, as often as possible,

the abuse of intoxicating liquors. Blue

ribbons he treated with abhorrence, and

temperance lectures with contempt. He
was a man of few words, and those few were

invariably as far as possible from the point

at issue. He was dressed this evening with

unusual care. Toilet arrangements were not,

indeed, his strong point, but he entertained

a profound respect for Miss Melton, and
always arrayed himself, when she visited,

in what he considered a most recherche style.

Very bald, a long mane of hair was brushed

from his ear over the top of his head, and

distributed economically over the shining

surface. It may be remarked that, as even-

ing—and liquor—passed away, this tag fell,

lock by lock, into its original place, with the

effect of introducing, as it were, quite a

series of tableaux vivants to the company.
The Rentford pere of the early part of the

night was not the Rentford of the night half

gone, and decidedly unlike, in outward
appearance, the Rentford of the night

wholly gone. Just now he was in quite an
aggressively virtuous frame of mind, as well

as a pronounced respectability of bodily

apparel. His square-cut coat buttoned
about the region of his heart, and exposed
an elaborate prospect of shirt front. He
looked so bland and complacent that,

when all were seated at the table, Amy was
tempted to ask him to have a cup of tea.

" Won't you have a cup of tea, father ?"

she inquired.

" Well," returned her parent, " I think I'll

just take a a drop of whiskey."

Jeannie giggled slightly, but instantly

repressed her merriment, and poor Amy
felt that her remark was rather unfortunate.

Tom Melton straightway asked the old

gentleman, with the utmost gravity, if he

found that liquid suited him, and expressed

complete concurrence in the stricture on the

injury of tea-drinking which promptly

followed.

Amy looked put out for a few minutes, but

the usual thrilling conversation of the tea-

table soon restored her equanimity.

Tom recounted, for the amusement of the

party, Charley's adventure in the Nesbar

Mountains, and the matter gained so much
interest, and such a variety of sensationa

details, that the hero of it scarcely recog-

nised his own part therein, whilst the

exciting description of the dark pass, the

stern challenge, and the plucky rush of the

doughty cyclist on certain death was quite

magnificent.

Of course, it was not absolutely certain

death, and, of course, the cyclist only rushed

on it because he could not help it. Still, the

feat was held to be most knightly.

When the narrator had finished, the girls

were quite pale, and they had serious

thoughts of spending the night together, so

nervous had the story made them.

"Amy," Mr. Rentford remarked, "the

gentlemen might like a little spirits."

Amy looked appealingly at the gentlemen

and they at once declared that of all good

things " spirits" would be the very last they

would care for. Though Mr. Rentford

insisted, the gentlemen were firm. It is

unnecessary to say that the host's instinct of
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hospitality was such that, had the guests

replied in the affirmative, he would have

joined them in a " little something hot."

This attention, however, not being required,

he sank gently into a slumber, from which,

at intervals, he aroused himself sufficiently

to interpolate an occasional remark in his

usual apropos style.

The evening passed quietly, happily,

stupidly away, and all were vastly surprised

when Jeannie Melton, looking at her watch,

exclaimed, in awestruck tones, that it was

eleven o'clock. Then the girls had still

some further confidence to exchange, and

pipes must be lighted by the male visitors,

and Mr. Rentford must be roused, or " shook

up," as he called it, and another half-hour

was quite gone before the Meltons were on

their way home ; truth compels the state-

ment that it was even a little more before

Charley Beverly sought the hospitable

mansion of Mrs. Pyper.

Mr. Rentford's household was small—it

consisted of only his daughter and himself.

He was a retired civil servant on a small

pension, which Amy endeavoured to add to

by giving music lessons, and the business of

making both ends meet was one with which

she was very familiar.

She was fairly, but not technically, edu-

cated, and, considering the very limited

field for girls of her class, regarded herself

as fortunate in having secured a few tuitions.

Of course, she was open to the charge of

being too great a lady to set about anything

useful—what " something useful" may mean
the good people who so often bring this

indictment do not make very clear. It must
be presumed that, when the complaints

against fine ladyism are so general, the com-
plainants know of vast fields for unemployed
female enterprise. Is it not, then, very

churlish in them to withhold all information

as to where the golden harvest lies ? They
must be very selfish persons, or, possibly,

very absurd.

She had known Charles Beverly for two
years, and some six months before the date

on which this story commences, they had
entered upon that most unsatisfactory of all

human arrangements—an engagement, with-

out the least probability, and hardly even a

hope, of fulfilling it. Charley was a friend-

less fellow, depending on his very moderately

remanerated situation in Mr. Spriggins's

office. They had, however, some sunny
moments, when Beverly received an en-

couraging answer to one of the numerous
advertisements on which he spent more
money than he could well afford. On these

occasions all their troubles were forgotten,

and love's young dream was rehearsed as

fondly, and foolishly, and happily as if

Charley was already possessed of a house
and land, and Amy's grocer was paid in

full.

The happy periods were not very lasting,

for somehow the advertising process always

failed just when it seemed about to be

crowned with success. Every attempt

Beverly made proved abortive, and after the

last unsuccessful mission on which he had
ridden on the day our story opens, he
seemed to be, if possible, more deeply imbued
than ever with certain politico-economic

theories which he affected. These theo-

ries 'Were a puzzle to Amy, and some of

them passed her comprehension utterly.

The only thing she could make out clearly

was, that wondrous changes were to be

brought about to the lasting benefit of every

one in general, and the clerks in Mr.

Spriggin's office in particular. On the latter

head there could be no mistake. Clerks

—

notably those in corn offices—were to be

recompensed for their services with a

liberality wholly unprecedented.

Amy's pupils were very earnest, if some-

what stupid disciples. Her favourite was a

little musician, by name Nelly Jones, and by

birth a daughter of the great Mrs. Jones.

This lady, who rather frightened Amy, had
an intensely keen appreciation of her own
excellence — an appreciation which might

appear to a casual observer scarcely justified

by the degree of excellence noticeable.

Mrs. Jones was not, however, an evil-

disposed person, and she deserved all the

more credit for her upright conduct in this

world, because she anticipated no unpleasant

consequences in the next— being so very

respectable.

CHAPTER IV.

THE OFFICE.

" What is the matter with you, Beverly ?

you look down on your luck."

" I am down on my luck."

" I don't think you are ever particularly

up on it," the first speaker continued.
" I am not aware that I have any luck to

be particular about," Beverly replied, and
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Tom Melton concluded that Charley was

out of temper.

Tom was a fair-haired lad of twenty, or

thereabouts, and of a strangely mercurial

temperament. Beverly highly valued his

sympathetic nature—no one ever aided and

abetted him in grumbling with the same

sincerity as Tom Melton. This morning,

however, that gentleman was in unusually

good spirits, for he was as easily elated as

depressed, and just now, because the sun

shone a little, and a couple of sparrows, of a

decidedly shabby-genteel appearance,

chirped about, he was quite facetious.

They were chatting in an office in which

about a dozen clerks had either begun work,

or were conversing with each other for a

minute or two before the day's duties were

entered on. Their conversation would have

been distinctly uninteresting to an outsider,

but it was no doubt amusing to them-

selves, for an occasional laugh was audible,

notwithstanding that the point of the

wit was, as a rule, rather obscure. The
jesters were in the minority, and the majority

stood in listless attitudes, biting their pencils

in what might have been a meditative way,

only that they never meditated ; or gaping

in what might have been a reflective way,

only they never reflected ; or a speculative

way, only they never speculated, or a thought-

ful way, only they never thought—they only

lived.

As to the details of that cheerful existence,

they ate, slept, and filled ponderous ledgers

with long rows of closely-written figures,

which they set down and totted up without

the least volition or the least inaccuracy
;

without the least positive concern, or the

least positive disgust. Neither anxious were

they, nor impatient—only indii^erent. They
had, none of them, much of a past, scarcely

a present, and absolutely no future. There-

fore, they took all things philosophically

;

learned without a care that " corn had risen,"

and viewed the fall with complacency ; they

regarded the prospects of the Ministry's

tenure of office, the probability of an Euro-

pean war, the possibility of Home Rule, and

all such matters with supremest unconcern,

for these things could hardly, by any combi-

nation of circumstances, affect them. They
were perfectly aware they would never be

much better off, and it was unlikely they

could be much worse ; they had grown to

their desks, and the wood had entered into

their souls.

Beverly and Melton were somewhat in

advance of the others, for they had sufficient

energy left to grumble, and something might

be expected of them. Presently the head of

the office came in, and the ledgers were

opened, and the work begun. The mono-
tonous scraping of pens over the paper, and

the rustle of the turning of pages, were the

only sounds which broke the silence of the

place for some hours.

Having finished a portion of work, and

being obliged to wait on another clerk before

he could resume, Beverly applied himself to

his favourite occupation, in spare moments,

of speUing over the signboard of a shop on

the opposite side of the street. He was
already well acquainted with the name, and

had an exhaustive knowledge of the various

commodities for sale on the premises, but he

rarely failed at some portion of the day to

carefully read the list. On wet days he never

omitted to rehearse the instructive catalogue.

" Well, Charley, stands John O'Toole's

where it did ? " Melton inquired, coming

round from his desk.

" Tea and tobacco, spirits and ale, to be

consumed on the premises," Charley said, in

a critical way. " I can never make out, Tom,
whether the tea and tobacco must be con-

sumed on the premises."
" By Jove ! that's a puzzler, Beverly. You

have a great head, certainly, to have dis-

covered that conundrum—a great, fat head"

—

"Come, now. Melton; that's a little too

flat."

" What, your head ? Too thick, you mean."
" No, your joke I mean, if 1 can call it

yours, when every fellow in the place regards

himself as possessing a royalty in that awful

jest."

" Hallo ! here's the boss, and I am caught

again."

Mr. Melton."

"Yes, sir."

" Will you go on with your work ?"

" Yes, sir," sotto voce, " to be sure, sir ; why

not, sir? same to you, and many of 'em,"

and again the scraping of peus, and the

opening and closing of the great ledgers,

were the only sounds in the office.

Tom was in a chronic state of reprimand

from his chief. A smart, intelligent worker,

he generally managed to devote as little time

as possible to it, and as much as possible to

conversational intercourse with his clerkly

brethren. He had very little belief in ex-

pending all his might on that which his hand
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found to do, and not the least intention of it.

On the contrary, he preferred to stroll about

among his more plodding fellows, telling

them good stories, and otherwise interrupt-

ing them in their duties, and he was conse-

quently in rather ill repute with his superiors.

Beverly, on the other hand, stuck to his

desk—not so much for any strong personal

interest in that portion of the office furniture,

or from any inability to get through his work

quickly; but his rather high spirit made any-

thing in the way of reproof too great a strain.

He had also a different way of receiving the

" word in season " to which nearly all the

fellows were subject. Whilst Tom Melton

had always an excuse of undeniable argument

for any single sin of omission or commission

possible to the official heart, Charley received

his admonition with unvarying silence, and,

indeed, Mr, Smith, the manager of the office,

seldom troubled him. That pundit was far

from the monster of human depravity which

most of his clerks considered him, but he

was obliged to maintain the discipline of the

place, and had, perhaps, just a sUght weak-

ness for a little scolding, which he liked to

indulge in at stated mtervals, without the

trouble of having regard to the innocence or

guilt of the delinquent arraigned, and Melton

he found most satisfactory for general

purposes in this matter. Beverly's deter-

mined manner and tacit protest disquieted

him not a little, but Tom's ready apologies

were just what he liked, and Tom was aware

of the fact, and acted upon the knowledge

with great regularity.

" Have you finished, Melton ?" Beverly

inquired, coming round from his desk.

" Not quite, but we shall go out together,

and he won't stop me," Tom answered,

putting away his books, with the air

of one who much preferred to put off

till to-morrow what could be done as well

to-day. Besides the delightful excitement

of passing Mr. Smith, with the chance of

being detained, it was so much nicer than

staying to finish, and then walking out boldly.

Anything for a change. If Tom had only

been allowed to write his ledger wrong side

up for a week it would have been a treat to

him.

They passed out into the street together,

and took the road to Beverly's lodgings. Tom
employing the time in describing at great

length an elaborate scheme he had thought
out for " raising the wind." The details of

the project were not as yet quite developed,

although he expressed entire confidence in

being able to bring it eventually to a tangible

result. For so far, however, all Beverly

could make out of it was that a certain sum
was to be borrowed, and a sinking fund

estabhshed, out of which all existing debts

were to be paid in full. At the same time no

definite provision appeared to be made for

the liquidation of the funded debt, but in

that important oversight Tom Melton is not

by any means the first unsuccessful financier.

" What do you think of it ?" he asked at

length, as his auditor did not express any

warm approval.
" Think of it ? it's magnificent !"

" Now, stop chaff, and tell me, Beverly, will

it work ?"

" Well, it entirely depends on circum-

stances."
" What circumstances ?"

" Perhaps I should say a circumstance, for

I must admit your scheme is very complete,

with one slight exception."

"And that is ?"

"Where is this individual, or corporation,

from whom the grand advance is to be ob-

tained, and where is the security to come
from ?"

Tom's face grew less confident, and he was

obliged to confess that he had not thought of

that ; still he endeavoured to convey that

the difficulty would be overcome in good

time.

" I did not quite settle it yet," he said,

" but I shall make it all right by-and-bye."

The young gentlemen under Mr. Smith's

supervision were one and all in a very

marked state of " hardupness." Their

salaries were spent with unfailing prompt-

ness three months in advance, and would,

no doubt, have been equally well disposed of

for six, only that the shopkeepers of the town
drew the line at the former term. The best-

worn topic amongst them—indeed, the only

stock topic—was a review of various and, in

many cases, elaborate schemes for " raising

the wind," and no better illustration of the

sentiment of faith in human nature could be

found than their fidelity to the abstract

possibility of that devoutly-wished-for con-

summation, in spite of the entire practical

failure of every effort to attain it. Melton

was perhaps the most versatile in his pro-

posals, and Beverly may be consequently

excused if he took a somewhat pessimist view

of the latest.

They shortly arrived at the hospitable door
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of Mrs. Pyper, and Melton was about taking

leave of his chum, when Charley suddenly

desired to hear a few of the heads of this

new scheme over again. Tom excused him-

self, as his time was up, but Charley appealed

so anxiously he at length demanded the

reason of so much solicitude.

" The fact is," Charley said, with a laugh,

" I was so late home last night that old

Pyper is sure to haul me up for it except you

come in. I was away this morning before

she was up."
" Oh ! then I must oblige," Tom assented.

" I wish my governor was as easily pacified."

Mrs. Pyper opened the door in person, but

the presence of the visitor disarmed her

wrath, and Charley's object was secured.

CHAPTER V.

A MUSIC LESSON.

In a large, well-furnished room, a Httle girl

was engaged in producing certain sounds from

a piano which, according to the sheet of music

open on the instrument, were representative

of the melody " Home, Sweet Home," but

which, as a matter of fact, bore not the least

resemblance to that tolerably well-known air.

Patiently and gently, if a little wearily,

Amy Rentford directed the young musician.

By many little devices she sought to explain,

and simphfy, that great musical problem,

and uncomplainingly she went through the

task of giving a lesson and learning it at the

same time. The moment she dropped either

role the pupil was nonplussed. It was dull

work, but the hour must be employed and

some progress reported, so the one—two

—

were again counted with the same prompt

response from the performer, and the three

—four—still lagged painfully as ever. The

little fingers strayed on wrong notes, and the

little head forgot the right ones, and the

little heart at last gave in, which means that

the child ceased playing and commenced to

cry. Amy let her rest a minute, and then

began to console and pet the despondent

artiste till in a short time the tears were dried,

and another brave effort made.

These incidents were not new to Amy
Rentford, though of course they were a little

irksome, and could scarcely be charged for

at the end of the quarter—the whole worry

coming under the head of " a music lesson."

" She was accustomed to it, and did not

mind it," the parents ofAmy's pupils declared

when their children were more than usually

stupid, or more than usually insolent, or more
than usually obstinate.

It is a peculiar theory, and, like many
comfortable theories, scarcely quite accurate,

that of custom making the dreary delightful,

and one which is at times strongly repudiated

by the object of the supposed solace. Doubt-
less the sensation of undergoing any physical

or mental discomfort may be, on the occasion

of its first experience, decidedly unpleasant*

but it is really very hard to see wherein a

repetition of the nuisance decreases its mis-

fortune, whatever it may do to render it still

more objectionable. True, the good people

had other theories equally hard to under-

stand, and possibly their views on most

subjects were not a little owing to the stand-

point from which they were regarded. Thus,

Amy could never understand, when her

pupils advanced quickly, why the whole

praise was accorded to their own inherent

cleverness, and when they progressed but

slowly, or not at all, the entire blame was

attributed to faulty instruction.

But she was paid for all this—not liberally,

perhaps—not even decently, but she was
paid, and others would do it for the same
figure, so, according to modern ethics, and

that political economy which Charley

Beverly hoped one day to revolutionise, she

had nothing to be dissatisfied with.

A slight interruption occurred at intervals

during the lesson, owing to the entrance of a

gentleman—Mr. Peter Jones. He came into

the room from time to time upon various

pretexts, in a hurried, fussy way, sometimes

to obtain a book or paper, and sometimes to

leave it back again ; but, whatever may have

been the purpose of his visit, he always

exchanged a few words with Miss Rentford.

The subjects of these remarks were of a very

general nature, and strangely out of range

with the earnest manner of the speaker.

He was the only son of Mrs. Jones, and

only brother of the embryo musician, in

whose studies he took the most profound

interest—at least, he invariably remained at

home on the day of the lesson, although

that was pretty nearly the only day on which

he did so. He was, in the severest sense of

the word, a " young man " of three or four-

and-twenty, was about medium height, and

had a pleasant, good-natured face ; but he

brushed his hair up into a little knob on the

top of his head, and wore side whiskers,
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besides other enormities, including a black

frock-coat ; whilst the most important items

in his toilet were a much-cherished great

coat, and an almost omnipresent umbrella.

He had money, however, and plenty of it

;

his whiskers might be straw-coloured, and

were straw-coloured, but he had money ; his

gait, perhaps, a little the reverse of martial,

but he had money ; his trousers much in-

clined to bag at the knees, but he had

money ; his—the comparisons need not be

pursued

—

he had mon&y. In addition, he was

a right good fellow with it, and everyone was

agreed that it would be a pity he should ever

have less.

The little one whom Amy Rentford was

endeavouring to accomplish in " Home,
Sweet Home," was by no means the most

trying of her pupils, if not the cleverest, and

when the lesson was over the one—two—bore

a much less hopeless contrast to the three

—

four—and the little face shone with the

radiance of duty done. Amy then closed her

portfolio and prepared to leave the house, to

begin again the same task in a neighbouring

one.

Mr. Jones was in the hall, and he politely

handed Miss Rentford her umbrella. It

was a slender specimen, with a great ring

through the handle, the combined utility

and ornament of which Mr. Jones was
admiring very sincerely (he had an eye for

an umbrella).

" That is a very handy arrangement, Miss

Rentford," he said, with marked approba-

tion.

"Yes, it is convenient," Miss Rentford

assented.

" It—it—prevents your dropping it, you
know," Mr. Jones insisted.

Amy again admitted the justice of his

conclusion, and showed symptoms of de-

parture. Mr. Jones, however, still held the

umbrella and examined the ring with much
care.

*' What is the good of making it so large ?"

he continued ;
" they surely did not think

any lady's hand would require such a cir-

cumference as that to go over it."

Amy was not aware of the object in

making the ring so large.

" Why—don't they make it smaller ?" Mr.
Jones demanded, but Miss Rentford had no
information to furnish. He returned the pro-

perty to its owner, and then, with the air of

a man who had a desperate duty to per-

form, and who meant to go through with it

regardless of consequences, he said solemnly,
" Miss Rentford, do you not think two
lessons in the week would be a great advan-

tage to Miss Nelly ?"

" I dare say it would."

"Could you manage to spare the time, do
you think, Miss Rentford ?"

" I am not sure that I could ; I should re-

quire to consider it, Mr. Jones."
" Pray do consider it. Miss Rentford,"

Peter said eagerly, " if it would not tire you
too much."

" Oh, not at all ; it would be much easier

than some of the lessons I give. Mrs. Jones
did not mention it to me."

" Did she not ? Of course not— I have
not spoken to her yet," Peter said, in some
confusion.

" Indeed ?"

" But it will be all right. Miss Rentford.

I shall tell her about it. I am glad we have

settled it so nicely," he said hurriedly, and
then bade her good morning in evident con-

cern lest she might not consider the settle-

ment quite so definite.

" But, Mr. Jones"
" Now, Miss Rentford, it is really better

to leave the arrangement as it is. I know
my mother will be delighted."

"What is the arrangement?" Amy said

desperately. She had no intention of giving

another hour in the week simply because

she might not feel too tired for it.

Peter felt dreadfully awkward ; he could

not bring himself to speak to Amy about

terms, and he certainly could not bring him-

self to name a figure to her which would be

at all in keeping with her usual fee. Had he

consulted his own inclination, he would

have fixed the remuneration at four hundred

a-year, or thereabouts ; but it occurred to

him that possibly Mrs. Jones would consider

that sum exorbitant.

" Mrs. Jones may wish to think of it before

finally deciding," Amy said, coming to his

rescue at length, and the deliverance was
gratefully accepted, and Miss Rentford set

out for the residence of her next pupil.

On her way home in the evening she met

Charley Beverly, and to ordinary observers

it would seem that the meeting was acci-

dental. But it was not.

" What detained you. Amy ?" he asked.
" You remember, Charley, I was obliged

to give the Browns an extra hour this even-

ing for the day you brought me down the

river."
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" I forgot that ; but you are tired, and
look quite done up," he continued anxiously,

for the girl's face wore a jaded look, and the

interminable jangle of " Home, Sweet Home,"
and other melodies had not yet ceased to

din in her ears.

" I am rather tired, but the air will soon

refresh me," she answered, trying to look as

cheerful as possible. " How good he is to

think of me," she said to herself, with a

happy, grateful feeling.

" I have a treat in store for you to-night,

Amy," Charley suddenly said, looking as if

he meant to be coaxed before he would part

with his secret.

"What is it, Charley? don't keep me in

suspense "—but Charley insisted on three

guesses at least, before he could forego the

luxury of withholding a tale which for so far

had not yet been told.

Amy guessed, but failed ; and Beverly then
triumphantly exclaimed, "I am going to take

3'ou to a prayer-meeting !"

"Oh ! is that all ?" poor Amy exclaimed,

and then hastily correcting herself in fear

and trembling lest her piety might be

doubted. " Of course, Charley, you know I

like to go very much, but I thought it was
something else."

" So it is, you foolish girl," he said, laugh-

ing. " Did you not hear that there is a

theatrical company to act in the Town Hall
to-night ? If you did not, then learn the

interesting fact from me, and be also,

through the same channel, informed that we
are going to see the play."

"You are so good, Charley, it will be such

fun. I don't know how long it is since I saw
a play."

" Forty years, I would say."

"Not quite. I am not so old as that, sir,

but it is at least five."

"Well, it will not be three hours longer."

"Charley, would you mind to ask Jeannie

Melton to come with us ?"

"Won't her brother fetch her ?"

"I suppose he will, but if you would not

mind I should like you to ask her."

"Very well. Amy, I shall do so."

" Thank you, Charley, it will be so pleasant

when we all go together."

(To be continued.)

->^-<-

CYCLING CONSIDERED IN ITS RELATION TO HEALTH.-

The Healtheries Exhibition is a thing of

the past, and the question is still not un-

frequently heard whether, after all, it really

did any good. There is no doubt as to that

in the mind of the present writer. Not only

did it introduce him to a knowledge of the

only real perfection in strawberry jam, and
to a few other such delicacies, but he was in a

position to know, for example, the solid work

that was done in diffusion of a true apprecia-

tion of scientific food-values by the very

great success of the Vegetarian Restaurant,

which served at a profit over a hundred and
sixty thousand meals in the less than six

months. So the Exhibition did good ; and
another of the good things which it did was
to superintend the publication of a series of

handbooks on matters relating to health and
health-culture, with one of which it is the

purpose of this article to deal. How the

little body of specialist writers was selected

we do not know, but we are sure that a hap-

pier choice could not have been made than

that of Mr. Cobb in connection with cycling.

Mr. Cobb is well known. We do not think

we should be far wrong in saying that he has

done more for the sport, and for the sport,

too, as considered apart from the pastime,

than any man who at the present time is in

active harness on its behalf, because to

champion cycling in the position which it is

now the good fortune of cycling to have

attained is a very much more simple matter

than it must have been to pose as a bi-

cyclist in the daily Press and elsewhere,

when tricycles were not, and the rider

almost meekly submitted, as if to a thing

unavoidable, to the brick of the urchin and

the sneer of the person of fashion. And
during the whole of the time when Mr.

Cobb, as President of the Bicycle Union,

was safely leading the "young bear" through

* By Gerard F. Cobb, M.A. Printed and published for the Executive Council of the International

Health Exhibition by Wm. Clowes and Sons (Limited). 1884.
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the multitadinous " troubles" which have

traditionally surrounded its youth, he was

working, as few men do work, as Bursar of

Trinity, Cambridge, and at the same time

was occupied in many other capacities in the

life both of the University and of the town,

where assistance such as he was able to give

was invaluable. Mr. Cobb's latest effort in

the cause of cycling—the handbook in the

Health series—has now been before the

public for some considerable time, but for all

that we do not think any apology is needed

for a review of it in the pages of the " Wheel
World." We are inclined to fear that the

circulation of these handbooks was not so

large as it might with advantage have been,

and that Mr. Cobb's treatise, relegated with

the others to the comparatively inaccessible

shelves of the " Parkes" Museum, has not

fallen to any extent, and will not fall, into

the hands of the ordinary cyclist. And that

introduces us to a point upon which we feel

by no means clear—to what class the book

is intended to appeal, whether to the ex-

perienced cyclist, as one would imagine from

certain takings-for-granted that appear in

its pages, to the professed hygienic inquirer,

as some of its theoretical discussions would
seem to imply, or to the British public at

large. We do not make this as a serious

objection, since we believe it will be read by
but few persons of any sort, of whom we are

sure that all will find something to interest

or amuse, but we think it can be appreciated

to the full by those only who are able to

consider it from each of these points of

view.

After defining his subject, to the exclusion

of the departments ofhistory and mechanism,
as " that which has direct bearing upon the

hygienic aspect of the pursuit," Mr. Cobb
proceeds to an examination of the rationale of

the aches and pains experienced by the

novice in bicycling, and shows the fallacy

of the opinion common among outsiders that

it is the legs only which tire. Especially are

themusclesof the back strengthened; and the'

rider who for some time after attaining his

balance has been habitually troubled with

back-ache, finds that in time—and this in

everyday life as well as in bicycling—he is

able to " carry his back" with much greater

comfort to himself. Therefore, bicycling is

to be recommended as strengthening the

back, as well as the arms and legs. As
strengthening it, yes; but as straightening it—

a

point upon which Mr. Ccbb afterwards

touches—we are uncertain. We should be

inclined to lay the blame in this matter, if

blame there be, to that only too frequent

cause of physical distortion—the demands of

an anti-natural fashion. The fashionable ma-
chine of to-day is built with handle-bars cow-

horned to such an extent as to be sometimes
lowered to the amount of four inches. Of
course, this is an advantage uphill, and, as

no one of the several forms of double handle

has been found to be a success, appearance

on the level, and safety with it, have been

sacrificed to the exigencies of the average
" flier's " uphill " burst." And the average

flier sets the type of machine, which is seen

in the fact that the light " Crippers " are

even more at fault than the bicycles.

Having spoken of its muscular advantages,

Mr. Cobb goes on to consider the claims of

cycling from other hygienic points of view,

with his remarks on which we for the most

part entirely agree, though perhaps it is a

little too strong to declare that "there are

very few parts of England in which, by occa-

sionally taking the cycle a moderate distance

by train, it would not be possible to have

three or four rides a week, and yet not pass

over the same ground more than once in a

quarter of a year." In summer touring the

delicious ten miles before breakfast receives

due commendation, with the sensible remark
added that the probability of getting a decent

breakfast at eight or nine o'clock is much
greater than at seven. A light lunch is

advised, and a substantial meal at the close

of the day's ride, which is also in accordance

with the views of the present writer. Then
some space is devoted to explaining (this

apparently to a bicycling novice) the nature

and causes of the ordinary accidents, and of

some extraordinary ones too, such as the

dangers of Black Forest sheep and cows,

which can never be frightened out of the way,

since " they regard all human beings with an
affectionate confidence which is apt to be

embarrassing." In dress Mr. Cobb is almost

a Jaegerite; he is a great advocate for

bathing ; and he finds it better not to smoke
when riding. With regard to companion-

ship, he broaches a somewhat novel theory,

in which most people will tacitly agree with

him, though few would have ventured to put

it down on paper. " The essential charm of

companionship lies more in its being always

possible rather than in its being necessarily

and always actual. Now, the pedestrian can

hardly part company with his fellow, neither
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on the other hand, can the two (unless excep-

tionally tried and close friends) march side

by side for any length of time in solemn

silence. Under these circumstances, conver-

sation ceases to be a spontaneous utterance

of thoughts that naturally demand it, and

the brain is driven to taxing itself to invent

topics of talk to fill up the gap, a result which

from every point of view is most undesirable.

Nothing, however, is more natural or more

customary than for the cyclist and his com-

panion to ride at times in file instead of

abreast, and whilst keeping within hail of

each other, and thus retaining all the com-

forting consciousness of companionship, to

be nevertheless out of conversation range,

though always ready to close up when there

is really something to say." That is all

eminently true.

Mr. Cobb next treats, in a few sentences

which constitute almost his only direct al-

lusion to tricycling, of the question of ladies

riding. He is entirely favourable to it, sug-

gesting that most of the better class of girls'

schools possess private grounds admirably

adapted for use as training grounds for over-

coming the initial difficulties of the nervous

and inexperienced beginner. Upon ladies'

dress, upon which no two persons are agreed,

he says nothing, neither does he upon the

class of tricycle they should use, which should

certainly not, in the opinion of the present

writer, be any form of " Cripper"—a machine
most unsuitable for a woman, even when seen

under the favourable circumstances of the

dummy at South Kensington.

Mr. Cobb is great upon the quality of pre-

sence of mind, devoting several pages to an

amplification of the obvious truth that the

habitual practice of bicycle riding is a valu-

able education in what is called " nerve ;"

but he bases, curiously enough, the necessity

of it on the agency of fear. It is, according

to Mr. Cobb, the fear of the " penalty of re-

mounting " which keeps the cyclist in the

saddle to worm his way through the five

minutes of congested traffic or the dangers

of the bewildered flock (and " the move-

ments of pigs," he says, especially, " have

always defied human calculation "), whereas

he might, had he preferred it, have been

safely on his legs at the side of the road. And
it is quite true that this is so with a large

proportion of riders. They believed when
they learned that as soon as they were able to

transfer their bodies from the ground to the

saddle they had mastered the whole art of

mounting, and since that time they have
never improved, in spite of the fact that they

have more than once broken their springs,

and possibly even their noses. Instead of

the customary' six hops, followed by a mo-
ment of nervous terror, and finally by a con-

vulsive spring, the rider should retain his foot

on the step until he feels himself firmly seated

in the saddle, which is no acrobatic feat, but

possible to everyone who attempts it, pro-

vided his machine be not, as most men's ma-
chines are, several inches too big for him.

The importance of the cycle as merely a

means of locomotion to the working man is

fully insisted on, and also its value to mem-
bers of rowing, cricket, and other clubs as a

means for the " enlargement of the area of

combination." Indeed, the idea of its in-

fluence as a decentralizer in the develop-

ment of our rural economy is carried a good

deal further, for several instances have come
under Mr. Cobb's notice in which " courtship

has been carried on by farm labourers at a

very considerable distance from their homes."

But surely, to be " inclined to think that the

time is not far distant when some acquaint-

ance with cycles, both as regards use and

construction, might fairly form part of the

practical curriculum for both sexes at our

Board schools," is to be a trifle carried away
by one's subject beyond the sober domain of

practical politics. To imagine the youthful

agricultural labourers proceeding along the

highway in a class " of both sexes," or

solemnly enlarging upon the theory of the

Crypto-dynamic, is to imagine a thing which

will probably be some time before it passes

from imagination into fact. And here, if we
may venture to say so, is the fault which one

feels throughout in reading the essay as a

whole. Mr. Cobb's ideas are in general

large and profound, while the subject is

somewhat small and insignificant, and the

consequence is that they do not always

seem to the reader to iiarmonize. It is

the same with the language ; Mr. Cobb's

style is that same stately and occasion-

ally ponderous style which old Cambridge

men will recall as characteristic of his

public speaking as well as of his writing, and

which the proverb reminds us must always

be akin to the ridiculous. However, it is fair

to say that the boundary line is not over-

stepped by more than one or two phrases in

all the book, and that there must have been

an especial difficulty m the feeling that it was

to appear under the auspices of the mighty
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International Exhibition, and that the subject

must, therefore, be treated judicially, and

with no unbecoming levity. And thus the

subject has been treated—and treated success-

fully—in a way in which no one who was not,

what Mr. Cobb is, a practical cyclist and

continental tourist, a strong writer, and a

man with a name, would have been capable

of treating it with proper advantage to

cycling and to the world at large, and there-

fore the pity is the greater that it has not

had the same opportunities of general circu-

lation, by means of which the author's suc-

cessor in the N.C.U. presidential chair has

been able in an article in the " Nineteenth

Century," both less pretentious and less care-

fully written, to bring the subject under the

notice of societ3\ —jf. S. Whattou.

> • <

THE FIRST AND LAST RUN OF THE LADIES' TRICYCLING CLUB.

" Each newly-joined aspirant

To the clan—to the clan,

Must repudiate the tyrant

Known as man—known as man.
They mock at him and flout him,

And they do not care about him.
And they're going to do without him

If they can—if they can !"

—Princess Ida.

Scene L The Start. A rural spot, far from

the haunts of men. Twenty ladies discovered,

mostly young and beautiful, all mounted on

tricycles of all shapes and sizes.

1ST Lady (the captain, of uncertain age,

wearing a poke bonnet, veil, and green

spectacles, and bearing a large white

umbrella).—Now ! this is my idea of perfect

enjoyment. Why should men, our natural

oppressors, be considered necessary com-
panions in our pleasures. I have always

said that they introduce flighty conversation

and banish the subject of women's rights, a

subject dear to all of us. Now we have
passed that rule forbidding their presence at

any time in our rides, we shall have a fair

chance of really improving our minds by
serious conversation.

2ND Lady (in a fresh-looking print, and
sailor hat trimmed with maroon, of seven-

teen summers).— It is so jolly to get quite

away from them, and though I don't know
much about women's rights, I consider we
ought to have our privileges as much as the

men. Would you believe it ? my cousin Tom
declares we shan't enjoy ourselves a bit, and
says he shall ride out and watch us reach

our destination. Of course, I told him that

none of us will take any notice of him.
3RD Lady (about 25, dressed in grey, riding

a " Salvo").— I shall ride with you as much
as I can, but I am sorry you forbid the

society of men entirely, for I intend, during

the summer, to do a good deal of riding

with my husband, and so shall have to leave

you on these occasions, much as I should

like him to accompany us.

2ND Lady.—Of course we couldn't make
an exception in your favour, for, if we did,

every one of our members would be wanting

to do the same {seeing 1st Lady's eye fixed

sternly on lier)—at least—of course—that is

—perhaps—someone might.

4TH Lady (in pink, with some asperity).

—

We understand, my dear, what you mean
perfectly, and agree with you.

5TH Lady (in light blue, with a meaning
smile).—None of us imagine for one moment
that you would introduce a man to our

Castle Adamant, whatever the rest might do.

1ST Lady.— I have sufficient faith in all

of yon to believe that no one would do such

a thing. Let us prove that women can live,

and live happil}', without men, then we shall

be able to take the position in the world

that we own by right. Do you know, I

heard a man called the other day a hen-

pecked husband. A henpecked husband,

indeed ! I expect his wife merely treated

him as he should be treated, instead of being

forced down into a nonentity. I consider

all women henpecked—at least— I don't

exactly mean that—but—you understand

what I do mean.

Scene IL In Full Cry. Another rural spot

eight miles further on the road. The ladies are

all off thtir machines, and walking with them

uphill. They appear dusty and tired. The

captiAin is leading by some yards.

1ST Lady.—Come along, my dears, we
shall soon be there now, and then we shall

get some tea. You can't be tired, surely ?

Why, you all told me that you had ridden

40 miles in a day easily with your brothers
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or cousins, and, though the day may be

warm, you have had no tiring chatter, such

as they indulge in, to wear you out.

3RD Lady.— I shall have to turn back

presently to meet my husband, who said he

would follow. What a capital run down
this hill I shall have going back !

2ND Lady.— I envy you. No, I don't—

I

forgot. I hate going downhill. Tom
usually shoves my machine uphill for me,

and I find this rather hard work, but, as

Shakespeare says, " I would not change it."

Do you see those bicyclists coming up the

hill ? I wonder whether they find riding as

monotonous as we do—that is, I mean to

say, as enjoyable as we do. I should think

it is very stupid for a lot of men to ride about

together. What have they got to talk

about? I never heard of men's rights or

bluestocking men, and they never indulge

in afternoon tea.

1ST Lady.—Their talk is of racing, betting,

theatres, and other vices, my dear, and they

never discuss the higher aims of man for

the simple reason that they have none. I

have carefully noted man's character now
for some years, and candidly own that it is

a degrading study, worthy of no woman's
attention. Vice is as natural to a man as

virtue is to a woman.
4TH Lady.—For my own part, I consider

one sex quite as bad as the other. If I had
to choose between them, I think I should

prefer spending my life with a man rather

than with a woman.
1ST Lady.—You are wrong. I am con-

vinced true happiness can only be found in

the society of women. I always think

Reginald Heber must have known his sex

perfectly to have remarked, " Though every

prospect pleases, and only man is vile."

You will notice the delicate compliment to

our sex. He knew that comparisons are

odious, and therefore did not mention us.

2ND Lady.— I am sure Tom is an exception

to most men—he has no vices, unless teasing

comes under that head ; but that could

hardly be, as women tease one horribly, and

you say that they have no vices.

5TH Lady.—Tom seems to occupy a good

deal of your attention, my dear. Please

remember that you are out with the Ladies'

Tricycling Club, and to them man is an un-

known being.

2ND Lady.— I beg all your pardons, I quite

forgot. Oh ! how hot I am. When shall

we be there ?

Scene HI. The DeatJi. Another rural spot,

near the destination. The ladies discovered in a
straggling condition, still led by the captain, who
is endeavouring to get the n to travel faster.

2ND Lady.— I wonder if Mrs. has met
her husband all right ? I expect she will

meet Tom on her way back and tell him all

about our trip. That will not take her long,

though, for we have come across no objects

of interest, either masculine or neuter, or,

for the matter of that, feminine. I suppose
she will stop and tell him how we are all

enjoying ourselves

—

{musingly)—why do we
all tell small stories in our every-day con-
versation ?

1ST Lady.— I shall think it extremely weak
of her if she does stop to speak to your
cousin

; as for telling him that we are enjoy-

ing ourselves, that would be quite un-

necessary, and would appear as if there was
a question about it. I only hope her husband
will tell her how much more he enjoys riding

and talking with his nasty companions to

riding with her. It is horrid the way some
women study the pleasure of men.
4TH Lady.—Well, poor things, they work

hard enough all day long, and deserve a
little spoiling in the evening. I am afraid

my brothers won't be able to spare me often

to ride out with you all, much as I should
like it.

5TH Lady.—And I shall have to play

tennis at my brother's club sometimes. I

must not be so selfish as to study my own
pleasure entirely.

1ST Lady {severely).—Does your brother

ever study your pleasure, I wonder ? I

intended starting a tennis club in connection

with our select tricycling club, but I am
afraid it would not be so well attended as I

should wish, if you intend joining your
brothers in their amusements.

2ND Lady.—A tennis club as well ! Oh,
bother ! One can have too much of a good
thing, you know. Fancy playing tennis

with a lot of girls {seeing the ist Lady looking

rebukingly at her)—at least, I should say

with a lot of one's own sex. It would be

fearfully stupid.

[At a turning in the road the ladies sud-

denly run into another tricycle club, com-

posed entirely of young men, 18 in number.

The last speaker, on seeing the leader,

quickens her pace, and greets him joyfully

as her cousin Tom. With such an example

before them, the seventeen other young
ladies follow her ; the men are introduced,
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and they pair off in true comic opera style,

leaving the captain sad, sorrowful, and alone,

with nothing to do but to take her solitary

way home, with bitter feelings of disappoint-

ment in her breast at women provmg so

weak when their courage was put to the test.]

Extract from the minutes of a special

general meeting of the Ladies' Tricycling

Club :
—" It was proposed by Miss , and

seconded by Miss :
' That this club do

amalgamate with the Benedicts T.C This
motion, on being put to the meeting, was
carried, with only one dissentient, who
handed in her resignation, and refused to

believe it was for the general good of the

members. She also foretold their speedy
return to her way of thinking."

The captain of the Benedicts was named
Tom.

—Kris Marlowe.

> • <

THE QUEST OF THE NIGHTINGALE.

BY AN IMMATURE BICYCLIST.

Readers of the "Century" magazine will

remember an article in one of last year's

numbers by John Burroughs, the American

naturalist, with the above title. The series

of idyllic scenes sketched by the genial

pen of that fascinating writer fired my
imagination, and, with a friend, I endea-

voured to hatch various emulative pro-

jects. Finally, my friend, an enthusi-

astic devotee of the cycling art, con-

ceived the idea of a nightingale hunt on

bicycles. "We will sally forth," said he,

" 'neath the full moon's pensive gaze, and,

wending our lonely way far from the 'busy

haunts of men,' will woo the full-throated

songsters in the peaceful groves of Keston."

There was only one objection to this

romantic proposal, an initial difficulty of

some weight— I was no rider. Fully 15

years ago, in the heyday of youth, I had
wrestled for a few brief inglorious hours with

a prehistoric "boneshaker;" but my efforts

to propel the mass of dislocated and centri-

fugally-disposed parts, whose whole was by
courtesy a velocipede, were not attended by

the success that the associated sufferings

merited.

On a sultry evening, in the summer of

'82, I had indeed bestridden one of those

developments of modern ingenuity, denomi-
nated by the "cognoscenti" a "Facile."

For half-an-hour on that occasion I had
waddled in mid-air from one to the other of

alternately adjacent friends, with much
erratic but terribly futile expenditure of

muscular force. With invincible faith,

however, in the power of feeble man to

transcend apparently insuperable obstacles,

my friend calmly disregarded the above con-

siderations, as well as all my demurrers to

the proposed expedition on the grounds of

age, respectability, and the general vis inertia

of an unambitious Briton. But I was ulti-

mately lured to my fate by the following

casual incident.

On the evening of the 27th of Ma\', I was
engaged in observing the antics of a respect-

able citizen of solid proportions, mounted
for the first time on two wheels. A period

of exhaustion on his part naturally superven-

ing, I seized the opportunity to try my own
powers. To my delight, I managed to

preserve my equilibrium for a hundred yards
or more. In the excitement of my success,

I announced my readiness and competency
to undertake the long-talked-of nocturnal

expedition. I argued, with fallacious enthu-

siasm, that the longest journey was but com-
posed of so many series of hundred yards,

and I quoted to myself convincingly, " Ce

n^est que le premier pas qui coitte /"

At 10 p.m., on the 28th, the heavens were
favourable, the moon benignantly and pity-

ingly illuminated the devious ways of a

populous South-eastern suburb, as three

more or less stalwart forms arose from a

certain supper-table. I premise that my
own form was the " less" stalwart, so that a

by no means gigantic " Facile" loomed large

beside me. I said not many words, but

visions arose in my mind's eye of the

astonishment of my expert companions at

the pace I would presently achieve ; and
especially was I convinced of the ease with

which I would scale the Bromley Hill of

which I had so often heard.

With considerable extraneous aid, I

mounted my iron steed. At that instant
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luy high resolves oozed magically out

at my fingers' ends, for a gentle incline

of about three feet to the mile found

me engaged with superhuman energy in

an effort to pull the handle off. The
accumulated force of years seemed to con-

centrate itself in my digits, and immedi-

ately I generalized the inference that bicy-

cling was not an exercise for the lower but the

upper limbs.

In vain my experienced mentor insisted

upon the totally unnecessary character of

my struggle with the handle. In strict

theory I willingly acknowledged the truth of

his contention ; but practically I felt through

my whole being that, if my iron grip relaxed

for one moment, I was lost. The severe

contest lasted but a few minutes, and then,

with much celerity, I " dismounted," as my
manoeuvre might, perhaps, in a spirit of

euphony be termed. Prudence then dicta-

ted a little walking exercise, which was
indulged in with some difficulty ; for my
benumbed and semi-paralysed forearm

muscles were now scarcely equal even to

the task of pushing the " monster"—as by
this time I was in my inmost heart already

disposed to denominate my machine. How-
ever, a feeble remnant of self-respect insisted

upon another effort, and similar proceedings

followed.

The tension of my feelings and of my
muscles was then somewhat relieved by

the ease of a long descent, and I began
dimly to realise that a hand-to-hand

internecine fight with the handle was not

absolutely necessary to steady progression

—

at least on a downward slope; in point of

fact, new ideas urged themselves upon me
every moment. I learned, for instance, the

magnetic attraction exercised over objects

in the road by the gutters ; as if instinct

with passion, my machine would make
sudden and purposeless charges at the
" kerb." Moved by some imbecile impulse,

on one occasion it made such a ferocious and
unpremeditated assault upon the sidewalk

as to project the front wheel completely

upon it, dropping me, in much perplexity of

soul, quietly and gracefully behind—a more
gentle " deposit " than I could possibly

have accomplished by my own efforts—and
so by ^^ easy stages," as they were ironically

termed, we reached the foot of the Bromley
Hill. I rejoiced greatly, for so far was I now
from my late ambitious views regarding

it, that I welcomed the hill as giving a most

solid reason for a little respite from the con-
flict, a valid excuse for a walk. Here, more-
over, the original object of our " ride," which
had dropped into total oblivion, was suddenly
recalled to recollection. While inhaling the
delicious aroma of the hawthorn, with which
predominantly the fragrant air was filled,

with the keen delight of those who rest from
arduous toil, the long-read-of and often-

imagined monotone of the nightingale fell

upon our ears. Bred in the far North, a
denizen of cities, I had never until that

moment heard the wonderful note. Too
distant for full enjoyment, it yet inspired

fresh vigour into at least one jaded frame.
In the long walk that ensued I had for the
first time a heart sufficiently " at leisure

from itself" to appreciate the beauty of the

silent night.

The air was eloquently still, and to the mani-
fold sweet influences of nature the unclouded
moon lent with its soft radiance indescri-

bable perfection. Save for a rare belated

cart, or wandering guardian of the public

peace, no sign of human life diverted our
imagination from its full sympathy with the

scene. But now through the quiet shades
of Bromley I worked my energetic way,
while my companions sported around me in

curves amazing to one whose sole aim in life

had again become mathematically precise

directness of route.

Meanwhile, the distant prelude to the

song we had come to hear was ever and
anon audible, even to my again pre-

occupied sense. A helmeted figure loomed
into vision, and we inquired for any
favourite haunt of the bird of our quest.

Receiving, in kindly provincial twang, a

satisfactory reply, we sped onward until we
arrived at Bromley Common. Then a

splendid cycling road to the right began to

relieve me of my anxiety with regard to the

inherent viciousness of my handle. At last

we reached our goal, alighting within easy

earshot of five or six nightingales in full song.

Clambering over a gate, and wending our

damp way knee - deep through the dew-

saturated grass, we surrendered ourselves to

the full enchantment of our position. Long
did we stand there and drink in the witchery

of the scene, regaled with inimitable melody.

To one who thus for the first time heard the

nightingale some sentiment might well be

pardoned. It was no longer possible to

doubt the supremacy of that startlingly full

and thrilling tone, pervaded, as it i?, by the
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most delicate purity, ov^er all the strains of

rival songsters. But for ages it has been the

theme of poets, the rapture of all nature-

lovers. I will not attempt to " gild the re-

fined gold" of their praises by any stammer-

ing efforts of my own.

Amply repaid for my toilsome enterprise,

I set my face and my " Facile" homewards.

Exulting in my growing familiarity with, and

command over, my machine, I began to

appreciate the poetry of its motion. The
gentle descent to Bromley was almost an

unmixed pleasure. Less and less vindictive

did my feelings become towards the long-

suffering handle. Acting on the advice of

my " guide, philosopher and friend," I even

found it possible so far to desist from at-

tempts to wrench it off as to lean gently over

it and persuade it, rather than by brute force

drag it, to its normal right angle. My fingers

also began to take on some pliability, and in

the exuberance of my new-found powers I

practised upon the melodious bell and the

hitherto inaccessible brake. The Bromley

Hill, the coming descent of which had been

haunting my foreboding soul for some time,

now lost its terrors, and served but to ex-

hilarate by lending wings to my rapid feet.

Nor did the level road now daunt me,

though its notorious dilapidations did bring

into vigorous play the catapult-like resources

of my spring saddle ; but I confess that I

hailed with secret fervour, in a truly pious

spirit of thankfulness, the tower of the church

which marked the whereabouts of home.

Having left my saddle but twice whilst

homeward bound, I was not sure that I now
possessed latent energies sufficient for an

unaided dismount, I therefore bargained for

assistance from my friend ahead. He
awaited my approach, bent on this last kindly

office. But alas !
" I reckoned without my

host." I ceased to pedal, but the impetus I

had acquired failed to carry me the neces-

sary distance— I smote the ground a limp

and dusty mass, and thus ingloriously ended

i6 miles of high endeavour.

And yet, for a degenerate specimen of a

Briton, whose habits and professional necessi-

ties tend to the destruction of what original

muscularity or elasticity he might have pos-

sessed ; whose principal athletic achievements

for many years had been an occasional ten

miles walk ; whose bicycling experience had

been almost nil—I did lay the flattering

unction to my soul that I was entitled to

some credit as a fairly successful night-errant

cyclist.

It was " two o'clock and a fine morning"

when I retired to my well-earned repose,

the sweet memories of the queen of song

mingling its raptures with the stern realities

of life, to which the hard saddle had suc-

ceeded in making my person but too keenly

alive.

-J. S. B.

> • <

HIS CHOICE.

Others may praise the grand displays.

Where flash the wheels like tail of comet

—

The club-runs made on gala days :

Far may I be at such times from it

!

Though then the public may be " lost

In wonder " at a trifling cost.

Fanned by the breeze, to whirl at ease

My faithful wheel is all I crave
;

And if folks rave about the " seas

Of upturned faces," let them rave !

Your monstre meets, I like not these
;

The lonely tour hath more to please.

—Karl Kroii.
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FRONT AND REAR-STEERING MACHINES COMPARED.

Among the many fallacies which have

obtained currency with the " men of the

wheel," few, perhaps, have been more gene-

rally received as true than the axiom " front-

steering " means safety, and "rear-steering "

danger. Now, having found this to be in-

correct, and that one rear-steering machine,

at least, is safe, and that danger may be ap-

prehended from front-steerers, I trust that

the result of some careful experimental en-

quiry may be both interesting and, perhaps,

profitable to cyclists.

In the first place, we should have a defini-

tion of what is meant by front-steering and

the opposite, and it should be understood

that any machine whose front wheel, or

wheels, turn witli regard to the frame of the

machine is a front-steerer, and the reverse is,

of course, a definition of a rear-steerer. Other

than this there appears to be no definition

which will apply to all machines. Strictly

speaking, all wheels steer the machine

equally, its course being entirely governed

by the relative position of the front and rear

wheels to each other. Thus, when the planes

of the wheels are parallel, it maintains a

straight course, but whenever they cease to

be so, a curve is performed, the sharpness or

otherwise of which depends solely on the

angle formed by the planes of the front and

rear wheels, and this is totally irrespective

of whether it be the front or hind wheel

which is turned by the rider with regard

to the frame of the machine. A little

careful consideration of this important

matter will convince, I think, most of my
readers that the mere fact of front or rear-

steering in itself has really nothing to do

with the safety or otherwise of tricycles. It

should rather be looked for in certain modes
of construction, and the arrangements, either

good or bad, which are usually attendant

upon front or rear-steering machines. Thus,

rear-steering has been made answerable for

all the shortcomings and unscientific arrange-

ments of tricycles with frames of the

"Cheylesmore" or hayfork type, generally

single drivers, or at best only double drivers

of the ratchet class, with totally insufficient

weight on the hind wheel to ensure steerage

when the brake is applied in descending a

hill. From such poorly-designed affairs,

the tricyclist has, perhaps naturally, and

certainly with some success, rushed to front-

steering machines for security from all

danger, and many, I find, are wiUing to trust

themselves entirely to the brake when run-

ning down a bank, oblivious of the fact that

a pin may come out or snap, the band give

way, or the brake fail from some cause un-

foreseen at a critical moment, and the

consequences may be of the most serious

character. And I will here remark that I

believe the serious accident, reported in The
Cyclist, which, recently befel Mr. W. E. Croft,

of St. Matthew's Street, Ipswich, was caused
by the running away of a front-steerer, from
which at a high speed he could not safely

dismount. Having been run away with by
one a few weeks since, I can speak from

experience that the sensation of inability to

check the increasing speed is anything but

pleasant, and therefore have resolved that,

unless I know a hill to be of the mildest des-

cription, I will never attempt its descent on

a front-steerer, but rather stick to the

tricycle I had made to my order, nearly a

year ago, and on which I can well afford to

laugh at the " Notice to Cyclists.—This hill is

dangerous," being well able to descend any

hill travelled by wheels at a good speed, with

ease and complete safety, and without the

nuisance of back-pedalling, which I hold to

be a primitive, unscientific, tiresome, and

sometimes even a dangerous operation. I

say dangerous, because when running in

company with a rider who is not back-pedal-

ling, one is tempted to go at so high a speed

as to lose the pedals, and which, once lost,

cannot be recovered ; thus, when running

fast, it becomes a delusion and a snare as

far as regards safety.

The pattern machine which I can recom-

mend to all riders, like myself, who wish to go

at a decent speed with ease and comfort, and

at the same time have a laudable desire

before all things to preserve their skins

intact, is a modification of the " Rover" tri-

cycle of Messrs. Starley and Sutton's manu-

facture. It is a 42in. machine, with cranks

of 5in. instead of the usual 6in. radius. The

crank-axle is fixed 2in. nearer the ground

than usual, having a clearance of about 3in.

only; it is also 2in. farther back. The

saddle is, of course, lower and farther back

to correspond with the pedals. These altera-
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tions I have found necessary to obviate the

only important evil attendant on this type of

tricycle, viz., unsteadiness at a high speed,

caused by the great height of the centre of

gravity, combined with the load on the hind

wheel being insufficient to ensure good steer-

age under any circumstances which may
occur ; and I may say the result of my altera-

tions has been in the highest degree satis-

factory, and I now consider that I have the

steadiest machine out, combined with an

element of safety which cannot easily be over-

estimated, that, should the powerful brake

from any cause fail, the rider can at any time

pull up the machine by simply pressing his

right foot on the ground as heavily as may be

required for the purpose. On another occa-

sion I may show the great advantage of short

radius cranks, but will merely now remark
that they enable the crank axle to be placed

nearer the ground, and thus, by lowering the

centre ofgravity, greatly increase the stability

of a tricycle.

In conclusion, there is one feature in front-

steering machines which should not be passed

over without remark—that is, their extreme

dirtiness. Thus, a rider having run, say

forty miles, or even much less, on a dusty

road becomes as white as a miller, whilst on
a wet road the mud is hardly less objection-

able. The difference in this respect is so

great that few gentlemen who wish to ar-

rive at their destination in a decent condi-

tion would care to travel on a front-steerer.

—J. C. Withers.

-> • <

THE CYCLING CELEBRITY.

The cycling celebrity is a being as to

whose character, merits and demerits there

is much diversity of opinion in this wheel

world of ours, and he has always the pleasant

consciousness that, in proportion to his

eminence and popularity with one set of men,

will be the contempt and dislike with which

another party will regard him. It is so in all

the larger fields of life, and the absence of

such a thing from the small stage of cycling

politics would be unnatural and almost un-

healthy. When one sees a man mildly

liked and believed in by his friends and

everyone else, one is apt to regard him as

an amiable creature, whose heart is too good

to allow him to make enemies, and at the

same time to feel that such a man must from

time to time as he goes through life abandon
some of the attributes of manhood in his

desire not to offend. And somehow or other

one feels a contemptuous pity for this good-

natured man stealing over one, which mingles

almost imperceptibly with the liking one is

bound also to entertain. Possibly the com-
bination of sentiments may be unjustifiable,

but there it is. Now, taking another class of

man, you come across the well-beloved,

whose friends swear by him, while, with even

greater fervour, glows the strong hatred of

his enemies. There is generally some back-

bone in a man who can inspire a really

hearty mediaeval stab in the dark hatred, and

the man of the world regards him with more
confidence than the universally-belauded

and mildly-pleasant individual. Craving
pardon for these wanderings in the byways
of human nature, let us see how the " cycling

celebrity" comes out of the ordeal to which
his eminence subjects him.

It is the fashion with certain schools among
us to regard the celebrity with feelings of

awe. Men who read the cycling papers, and
thus become more or less familiar with the

names of the great among wheelmen, and
who, either from residential or other reasons,

do not mix with them, nor meet those who
know them, nor, in fact, obtain any further

insight into their characters than is supplied

in the somewhat vague but universal word
" popular," as applied to hon. sees, and
others, by some peculiar process of inward
reasoning, invest the " well-known rider

"

with attributes which, while not strictly

speaking heroic, are still more than ordinary
;

whereas the cycling celebrity, take him for

all in all, is a very every-day person, and
frequently a pleasant fellow who is more
amused than anyone else at the deference

paid by the outside cyclist who grovels before

him.

On the other hand, there is a class of men
among the outside rank of cyclists who
sneer at and despise—or affect to despise

—

the genus cycling celebrity as the outcome
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of self-advertisement and push, refusing to

recognise any claims advanced by the sup-

porters of the said genus in favour of un-

selfish labours devoted to the good of the

sport, of honest racing for honour, or of

natural bonhomie and irresistible good

humour, which have made the man de-

servedly popular and welcome wherever he

goes. Right w-ell does the writer of these

lines remember a conversation he once had
with one of the most venomous writers on

the wheel Press, who, perfectly ignorant in

his calm self-sufficiency that his auditor was
mentally weighing him and his words, and

scorning both, poured out a bitter tirade

against numbers of well-known men, scratch-

ing and biting and tearing their names, and

appearances even, to tatters, the reason

being, as his listener well knew, that he had
been deservedly cut and snubbed by the men
whom now, in his agony of mortified vanity,

he was traducing. The case is typical,

though, of course, there are numbers of

men who regard the celebrity with a con-

temptuous indifference which is more legiti-

mately begotten, emanating, as it does, from

an indolent wonder at his unselfishness, his

extraordinary enthusiasm, or his very limited

powers of amusing himself in his leisure

hours, as exemplified by attendances at

Executive meetings and other sportive

gatherings, when the world on Von s'amuse

lies before him. And from the point of view

of such critics, no doubt, our hard-working

Executive men, chief consuls, and others of

like calibre, present characteristics of human
nature eminently laughable. It is neverthe-

less to these enthusiasts and their honorary

labours that we owe the present flourishing

condition of the wheel world, and certainly

not to the pitying smiles of those who sit in

the seat of the scornful.

Turning now to the celebrities themselves,

we find them " all sorts and conditions of

men," and one or two women. There is the

legislative celebrity, the racing celebrity, the

touring celebrity, the talking, the working,

the dancing, the letter-writing, and, in all

humility be it written last, the journalistic

celebrity; while the few feminine celebrities,

curiously enough, are mixed up with unplea-

sant memories, bringing to mind the wise

Gallicism, " Cherchez la femme.'" Dealing first

with the legislative celebrity, we can safely

assert that no sport can boast a more intelli-

gent and presentable set of men than that

known as the Executive of the N.C.U. True

it is that there are one or two failures in its

composition, if judged strictly on the public

form of the men, but taken as a whole the
body thoroughly merits the confidence re-

posed in it. There is, however, among these

good gentlemen a tendency towards the in-

cubation of a conviction—let us put it gently

—that the Executive of the National Cyclists'

Union, being the most celebrated persons
therewith connected, can afford to disregard

all protests and suggestions emanating from
the common herd of delegates and others,

and it is in such cases as this that the cycling

celebrity is apt to show his weak points, and,

becoming intoxicated with power, court the

downfall which unnatural indulgence in either

liquor or license invariably produces.

Then comes the racing celebrity, who is

very much worshipped by a class of cyclists

who speak with bated breath of the great

This or the well-known That, till the poor

rapid-pedalling youth finds his flattered brain

turning, and he indulges in some piece of

extraordinary bombast which brings the

public derision down upon him. Of course,

a large proportion of our cracks are modest
fellows enough, who recognise that Nature is

a good deal more responsible for their feats

than they are, and are humble accordingly
;

but there are one or two notable riders who,

robed in the peacock plumes of champion-

ship honours or the like, sun their Jay-like

bodies and wag their noisy tongues to no

little tune about their own performances.

The tourist is scarcely so great a man as

he was some years ago, and the cycling

Press no longer offers the same facilities for

the manufacture of the touring reputation

as in days of yore, when columns upon

columns of dreary verbosity were scooped

out at " twopence a go" to the unfortunate

readers of the cycling papers. True it is

that, in the younger days of the sport, a good

deal which is now stale and unprofitable

was eagerly seized upon by the reading

public, and perhaps there is no class more

honourably entitled to the name of cele-

brity than the class which produced
" Obadiah," Hampton-Roberts, C. R. Mad-

dox, S. J. B. Fletcher, and others of like

repute.

The talking man is well known at our

meetings, and he can be summed up in the

expression of opinion that he is ten

times more dangerous to his enemies, and

ten times less useful to cycling and his

friends, than any other class of man. He

\_LJir)0
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wields a power in his eloquent tongue which

has to be reckoned with in debate, but which

usually accompanies a complete inaptitude

for dryasdust work.

The working man—no reference here to

the beer-drinking fraud of ordinary life— is,

when genuine, the best and highest type of

cycling celebrity. It is he who on fine

summer evenings, when all the world is bent

on pleasure, sits laboriously working through

accounts, drawing up notices, and generall}'

dabbling in the thousand and one small

labours of love which go to fill up the time of

the enthusiatic devotee of sport. This man
never speaks at Council meetings, his name
appears seldom in print, but he is a great

fact and an invaluable factor in wheel life.

At this season of the year in cycling circles

the dancing celebrity only needs passing

notice. He is not much of a celebrity, being

frequently a brainless nonentity with an ear

for music, a pleasing exterior—and a friend

on a paper.

> • <

THE WOMAN'S VIEW.

I.—CYCLING.

While every man who has ever tempted

his fate on two wheels or three considers

that that momentous fact entitles him to

confer by word of mouth, or through the

Press, his valuable opinion upon cycling

matters in general upon the vulgar herd, it

is very seldom that the voice of the cycling

woman is heard in the land. Despite the

popular superstition, women must either be

more diffident in airing their special opinions,

or less enamoured of the sound of their own
voices than the members of the sex tradition-

ally regarded as superior to such small weak-

nesses, for the cycling woman can no longer

be looked upon as a cypher in the cycling

sum. Now-a-days, the women who ride are

assuming a number which entitles them to a

hearing and consideration never hitherto

afforded them ; and, as women and men must

perforce view most questions in life from

somewhat different standpoints, it may, per-

haps, be wholesome, as well as seasoned with

a certain palatable novelty, to glance, for

once in a way, at certain cycling things and

persons from a woman's point of view.

Let me begin with the thing itself—that

harmless title of a healthy exercise and inno-

cent recreation, which has been wrested by

the fanatic and the weak in intellect to their

own destruction in their wild endeavour to

invest cycling with a freemasonry, a responsi-

bility, and a dignity which have no shadow
of an existence outside the circumscribed

bounds of their own minds.

Brotherhood of the wheel, forsooth ! sacred

claim of cycling society ! As well talk of the

great and noble guild of the tennis-racquet,

or preach the holy rights of the worshipful
company of Jehus.

Does the fellowship of the wheel call upon
one to show civility, offer aid, and respect

the rights of a fellow-man simply because he
propels himself on wheels in preference to

any less fatiguing method of locomotion ?

Granted to the vaunted freemasonry all that

its most ardent champions claim for it, and
in what, pray, does it transcend the ordinary
claims of humanity upon its members ?

The manor woman who shows discourtesy,

refuses help, or abuses the rights of any other
manor woman, cyclist or non-cyclist, is trans-

gressing the laws of civilization, Christianity,

and that universal brotherhood which covers

a field far more extended than the area of

the wheel.

Therefore, cycling has no divine rights

—

no claims other than the ordinary claims of

humanity—and as to its patrons glorifying

themselves into the position of paladins and
heroes, and their sport into a sort of crusade,

or, at the very least, a Rosicrucian society,

the idea is very lamentable.

Cycling—at least, this is the view of the

representative cycling woman—is a pastime,

a healthful exercise, a rational recreation,

meant merely for the individual profit or

pleasure. To speak of cycling with bated

breath and a capital " C," as if it were an
institution, an art, or a science, is only to

illustrate the inherent weakness of that

human nature we all call " poor," and whose
poverty we all secretly assist. " There's a
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good d^al of human nature about most

people," in the words of the late lamented

Artemus Ward.
Not a doubt but that cycling in itself is one

of the finest inventions of modern days ; not

a doubt of its joys, its solid advantages, its

merits. Surely all these are enough in them-

selves, without the mass of inanities poured

forth to prove that the wheel is the regene-

rator of society, the revolutionizer of men
and manners (alas! it is notunfrequently the

latter !) the foundation and the limit of the

universe. Really, to hear some enthusiasts,

one would imagine that, unless a man's

hopes, thoughts, and aspirations are bounded
by metal spokes and an india-rubber tyre, he

is unworthy of a place in the land of the

living.

Listen to the intellectual conversation of

the average youth of the wheel. Cycle is

his only topic, cycling technicalities his sole

vocabulary. Round and round his theme
he wanders, with a ghastly monotony sug-

gestive of that Inquisitorial mode of torture,

whose simple mechanism was the slow-drop-

ping water, till one longs with an unholy

longing that, in the words of contemporary

wit, he were broken on his own wheel, or

that, for his sake, the circle might at least be

squared, and cycles know him no more.

Of course, this folly has its natural result.

Cycling and cyclists are exposed to a certain

amount of derision in the mind of the

general public which it will take far longer

to remove than it has taken to create. A
certain prejudice which exists against cycling

and all connected with it in the ideas of a

vast number of rational and matter-of-fact

persons of all classes no doubt owes much of

its rise and continuance to these wild ravings

of cycling fanatics, and so long as the ravings

continue the prejudice will probably also

last.

That any prejudice should ever have been

roused is a thousand pities. No sport was
ever so likely to win its rapid way to universal

success, if left to stand on its own merits

—

but no sport has ever been left less to its own
vindication.

As a pastime, none has probably ever been

invented so likely to be popular with persons

of both sexes, all ages, and all conditions.

Clever metaphysicians proved long ago that

the play where most hard work is involved

is the play most likely to attract, and least

likely to pall ; and cycling is a case in point.

The very element of hard work—the exercise

of muscle and employment of mind, lend a

charm to this method of locomotion which
no other can surpass. Just for that reason,

the much-talked-of electric tricycles are

never likely to prove a very great success,

even should they become practicable ; simply
to sit upon a machine propelled by an unseen
agency would be deUciously indolent, no
doubt, but hardly violently amusing—not
half the pleasure of driving a carriage or

steering a steam-launch. It is the pleasure
of achieving swiftness by our own exertion

which lends zest to the rapid spin on the
level, or triumph to the breathless victory

over a stubborn hill.

I said that the universaHty of cycling is one
of its chief claims to popularity, and I repeat
it. From the grey - haired grandfather,

majestically enjoying his constitutional on
his tricycle, to the schoolboy, proud of his

first wavering essay on a friend's bicycle
;

from the chief lady in the land, who manages
her machine with as much dignity and grace

as if she were opening Pariiament or receiving

foreign potentates, to the workman, swiftly

covering the weary miles between his day's

work and the home that Hes at the other end
—there is not an age nor a class that may
not avail itself of its advantages.

A party of gay young people, bent on
pleasure, and looking as if life had not a

heavier care than amusement, flashes past

the country postman on his three wheels,

the errand-boy with his " Carrier," the me-
chanic with his bag of tools on his handle-

bar. People who have never owned, and
never could hope to own, any other means
of locomotion besides that provided by
nature, now find within their reach a

vehicle and a steed in one, which gives

them a chance of exercise from which want
of time, perhaps, or want of strength, has

hitherto debarred them, and have at hand
a source of pure enjoyment, of wholesome
recreation and delight, such as nothing in

life has ever before afforded.

As a healthful exercise, cycling may
certainly be counted without a rival. Even
horse exercise, a medicine only to be enjoyed

by the rich, yields its place to the iron steed

of the nineteenth century. So wonderful

and so numerous are the benefits to be

obtained from the regular use of cycling,

that the medical profession all over the world

are recognising its value, and recommending

its adoption. It's a positive fact, that story

of the doctor who implored his partner
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advise no more tricycles to his nervous and

dyspeptic patients. "By Jove!" he ex-

claimed in consternation, " they're all getting

perfectly well, and the practice will be

ruined !"

Dr. Gordon Stables, a name equally well

known in the cycling and literary worlds, tells

us of the wonders worked for him by the

use of a tricycle—a medicine which, if known

in time, would have prevented the loss of a

brilliant career in the navy ; while it would

take too long to quote the list of the ph)'si-

cians and the men of science who agree in

declaring that, under proper conditions and

with rational use, no exercise so beneficial

or so productive of lasting good as cycling

has ever been brought under the notice of

the public.

Then take cycling as a mere pastime.

Was there ever invented an enjoyment so

innocent, so delightful, so calculated to

cater for the truest pleasures of mind and

heart ? To the dwellers in heated towns and

noisy cities it opens up the country—a store-

house of delights never before revealed. I

suppose few people ride about upon paved

streets for the mere pleasure of the thing

—

the universal instinct is to rush to the green

fields, the shaded woods, the free, joyous air

of heaven. There is a something in the very

scenes into which cycling carries its devotees

that must needs cleanse the soul from the

fine dust of this lower earth of sordid cares

and conmionplace interests ; that must, how-

ever insensibly, sink with a blessed sense of

peace and rest into the fevered and weary

heart, and raise it, if but for a little space,

into an atmosphere clearer and higher than

that of everyday life. Even to the most

terrible of the many fearsome species of

the genus wheelman, the youth who clothes

himself for the wheel as though for a

masquerade, who rends the hush of the

summer air with his vocal efforts, or the still

more unholy blast of his dread horn ; who
regards " chaff" as the business of his young
life, and his own dreary witticisms as the

very crown and pinnacle of humour—even

to this lamentable example of warped
manhood some shadow of the better

influence must haply descend. True, the

most exquisite bit of enchanting scenery is to

him only a peg on which to hang the last

fragment of pointless slang, or the newest

absurd adjective of admiration. Yet he

steers again and again in the direction of a

beautiful landscape, and the oft-repeated

experience of beauty can never be without

some effect upon even the dullest soul.

As for the mind, that has ears to hear and
eyes to see. What joys does not cycling lay

at its feet ? The botanist, the geologist, the

student of natural history, all find themselves

provided with an enchanter's carpet to carry

them to the haunts of their studies. The
archaeologist may visit every ruin, and explore

every earthwork for miles about; the artist

may sketch or photograph to his heart's con-

tent ; the fisherman may visit his favourite

streams; the ardent but horseless huntsman
be present at every country meet. There is

hardly a pursuit of mind or body to which
cycling does not lend its willing aid. And,

besides all that, it has its own particular

joys. " Who that ever knew them can for-

get"—the long, long wrestle with some deadly

hill, upon which one's first gallant rush must
subside at last to the slow hand-to-hand

struggle which calls out every power before

the very topmost curve be reached ?

And then, after the brief pause of triumph,

the swift rush through space—the sensation

that is more like flying than any other wing-

less thing can achieve—the long, long glide

and sweep and slide which repay one a

thousand times over for the toil that has gone
before ; the experience which teaches one

what one probably never comprehended be-

fore, why hills are embraced in the economy
of nature.

And then the pleasures of touring ! The
pressing onward, by aid of map and sign-

post, through a new country, which seems

your very own by right of discovery, where
each turn has the charm of the unknown,
and every step the impress of novelty. The
riding up, in the perfumed dusk of the

summer evenings, to the little country inn, or

more ambitious country-town "hotel;" the

delicious sense of mild fatigue, too gentle to

be exhaustion, yet just enough to make the

prospect of repose delightful ; the supper,

for which one's appetite startles oneself, and
at which even the ham and egg of daily life

seem to have a flavour unknown before ; the

night's rest upon pillows that seem of down
in that state of beneficent fatigue, even

though they be none of the softest; the

early call to renewed pleasure, and the morn-
ing start while the silver dew still lies heavy

on grass and leaf, and the long, level sun-

rays have no power yet to tarnish its first

freshness—these be joys which keep the

heart young, or renew its youth.
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Speaking from a strictly feminine point of

view, there are two somewhat puzzling facts

about cycling connected with the sex which
is not my ovvn. First, it is a problem which
the mind of woman will probably never

satisfactorily fathom—why men can never

see any element of amusement in an occu-

pation unless they are either beating or being

beaten ? I am not aware that women are

ever seized with a feverish frenzy, should

another woman pass them while riding in

peace and (juietness, to dash off in pursuit,

and pin their wildest hopes for the present

moment upon the overtaking and passing of

that other woman. Yet there appears souie

mysterious instinct in man which prompts
him to such a step. Hence the perpetual

race-meeting which floods the land, and per-

vades the conversation of the male cyclist,

which seems the object of his life and his

hopes from spring to autumn, and which no
repetition seems to stale. Someone murmurs
low in mine ear that there also exists a thing

called the racing - woman. Granted, but

isolated instances of women led on to their

own destruction by the persuasions of their

men-kind no more prove the existence of a

racing instinct in womanhood than the King

of Dahomey's amazon corps betrays a
martial ardour among women, and the love

of competition remains essentially a mascu-
line characteristic.

The second puzzling fact hangs upon the
first—Why should the desu'e to prove their

opinions by their money be so curiously

rampant in the male breast ? in other words,
why should betting exercise so deadly a
fascination over men that even the harmless
cycle-race becomes a mere excuse for the
winning and losing of money ? Is it because
the bicycle or tricycle so closely supplants
the living steed that it carries the associa-

tions of the turf with it ? or is it that anything
in motion has a pernicious effect upon that

sex popularly known as " stern ?" or that

that mind has a natural tendency to evil

which even the innocent cycle cannot curb ?

Whether any or all of these reasons touch
the question in hand I leave to the abler

decision of the sex to whom betting has so

weird a charm, and racing so fatal a fascina-

tion. No doubt they will be able to furnish

me with a solution which my own powers,

unaided, would altogether fail to supply.

In which hope I live.

—Hcndi'ica C. Vcrplanck.

> • <

THE CYCLIST'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE : WHAT TO DO AND
HOW TO DO IT.

Nothing now-a-days is of any account

without an introduction. It is no use,

generally, knowing a girl by sight unless you

get an introduction. A new play is intro-

duced by a speech from the manager after

the first performance or at a matinee. A
new picture has an introduction written into

the catalogue. A new scientific theory takes

atrial trip at a meeting of the Royal Society

—

and if all these things, why not an introduc-

tion to such a novelty as a " Cyclist's Book of

Etiquette ?" We ask, why not an introduc-

tion ? but even if anybody gives us plenty of

good and sufficient reasons for omitting it,

no difference will be made ; we have started

on the introduction and mean to write it.

Hitherto the unfortunate cyclist who was

desirous of knowing how to conduct himself

under a set of entirely new circumstances

had no one to whom to look for guidance,

but now we propose to stand in t'.ie proud
position of "guide, philosopher and friend "

to the timid cyclist who yearns to climb into

the bosom of the highest cycling society,

but who fears that, even shcu'd he be able

to enter into the charmed circle, that he
would be quickly ejected for soiuq faux pas

that he might in his ignorance commit.

We shall carefully bear in mind in writing

that cyclists are a race entirely apart from
other people—that the rules and regulations

which govern the conduct of ordinary mortals

do not apply to men who ride the wheel of

steel ; that what may be bad form in general

society is quite the reverse amongst cyclists,

and that what is good form in the common
or garden drawing-room is not understanded

of wheeling circles. If w3 bear this always

in mind and write up to this lofty standard,

we feel that, indeed, we cannot go far wrong.
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We shall also tender a few suggestions as

to how to become an "eminent cyclist,"

because it seems to be the natural ambition

of every man who rides a bicycle to be con-

sidered eminent in some way or another.

Hitherto the aspirant for eminence has had

to rely upon his own unaided efforts, inas-

much as no one will even give him advice,

but we propose to show him some of the

paths along which he must wander to gain

the goal of his ambition, and to furthermore

advise him how to keep there.

We think that we have nothing further to

add by way of introduction, having filled up

our allotted space, and therefore simply

launch our " Cyclist's Book of Etiquette"

upon the much-abused cycling public, in the

hopes that they will read and profit by it, and

not go for the writer thereof with sticks and

other lethal weapons.

CHAPTER I.

HOW TO BECOME A CYCLIST.

The Cycling Fever—Asking Advice—Learning

to Ride—Buying a Machine—Paying for a

Machine — Dress — Accessories — General

Conduct.

The Cycling Fever.—On being bitten

with the cycling fever, the best thing to do is

to inform your friends of the advent of the

disease, and request them to obtain the

certificate of two doctors, and to lodge you

in Colney Hatch until you shall have

recovered. They will probably refuse to do

this on the ground of expense, but you will

have performed your duty, and Society will

only have itself to thank when the time

arrives—as it surely will—when it loathes

the sight of you, and you will be able to pose

as a superior person, and inform Society,

with a superior smile, that you always warned
and advised it, but that it would not be

guided by you. It is the correct thing to re-

mind people of what you prophesied—ifyour

prophesy comes off; if it does not, it is per-

haps as well to forget that you had expressed

any opinion at all.

Asking Advice.—Having definitely de-

cided to go in for cycling, it is the correct

thing to ask all your acquaintances who have
any connection at all with either bicycle or

tricycle for their advice in the matter,

whether you intend to take it or not. The
man on whom you call three nights a week

for a month, and keep from his virtuous

couch until the small hours what tmie you

talk over cycling in its various phases, and
discuss all manners of machines, feels that

your politeness is a compliment, and when
we can give so much pleasure to others at so

slight a cost to ourselves it is our bounden

duty so to do. If you know four or five men
who ride, do not make one of them jealous

by spending all your time with another, but

divide your favours equally, and let each one

feel that you are going to take his advice in

preference to that of the others. If you

think that after a month or so of your atten-

tions one or more of your friends show signs

of weariness, redouble your attentions, and

that will probably bring matters to a climax.

Learning to Ride.—The chief difficulty

in learning to ride is to obtain a proper

machine to learn on. It is absurd to buy a

new one when you will probably break it in

the course of the first or second lesson, and

the machines that are let out on hire are not

good enough. It is, therefore, usual to

borrow one from a friend, telling him first

that you are a capable rider and have learnt

for some time past. Lies are not considered

bad form in cycling society. Having pro-

cured your machine—or rather your friend's

—call upon some acquaintance whom you

do not care much for, and insist upon his

giving you lessons, which is a polite way in

cycling circles of asking him to hold you on

the bicycle whilst )'ou devote your whole

energies to falling off. If he should object

to acting as your mentor, badger him until

he gives in, and mark your sense of his

churlishness in not jumping at the oppor-

tunity of doing his duty which you offer him
by giving him as much trouble as possible.

There is not much to do in learning, except

to remember that, whatever may happen in

the way of falling, you should always

endeavour to fall on your friend—it is what
he is there for. Perseverance is the golden

road to riding, and you should, therefore,

practise every morning and evening. If

your friend objects to being dragged about

during all his leisure time, take no notice of

his objections, but simply insist on his

coming. His temper will probably give out

some day, and he will refuse to have any-

thing more to do with you, but by that time

you will have learnt to ride, and he, having

served his purpose, can do what he likes.

Do not thank him for all the trouble he has

taken, it might embarrass him.
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Buying a Machine.—Don't be in a hurry

to select a machine. The true cyclist always

takes some little time to make up his mind.

Call on every maker, keep each one an hour

or so explaining the various makes, take a

catalogue, and go away. Don't mind taking

up a man's time, even if you are certain that

3'ou will not buy one of his machines ; he is

tliere to answer questions, and explain

things, so you see he only does his duty, and

as a high and lofty virtue of that kind should

not be rendered too attractive and familiar,

there is no reason why you should not make

it as irksome as possible. Always remember

to make depreciatory remarks about the

machines before the maker—he may not like

it, but who is he that you should consult his

feelings ? and, besides, it looks as if you

knew all about it, and were rather an im-

portant personage. When at last you do

place your order, do not have a standard

pattern, but have one built especially for

you, with all manner of fads and little

dodges of your own incorporated in it. Call

every other day to know how it is getting on,

and write long letters on alternate days.

When it is nearly completed, countermand

your order, and have it built on entirely

different lines. This sort of thing gives the

manufacturer an opportunity of bearing

worries good-humouredly, and we should

always give our fellow-creatures a chance of

exercising and practising their little virtues.

Paying for the Machine.—Don't—that

is, unless you are compelled to. Even in

these days there are still to be found cyclists

who pay for things without being summoned,

but the idea is quite exploded, and does not

obtain in the best cycling society ; nothing

stamps a man as an outsider so much as

paying for what he orders. Always bear this

in mind.

Dress.—Anything is good enough to cycle

in ; some people like to look neat and tidy

on a machine, but this is mere vanity. An

old pair of trousers, cut down by your sister

to form knee-breeches ; a pair of stockings

which once belonged to a female—the ones

with clocks up them are preferable ; a pair

of side spring boots—don't tuck the tags in
;

an old tail coat and a polo cap, worn squarely

on the head, forms a pleasing, neat, and
appropriate uniform, which cannot fail to

strike every onlooker with admiration. Do
not on any account wear gloves, and if any

black oil gets on your fingers, smear it over

your face, because it gives you a gay and
tfc'o'rto't' appearance.

Accessories.— No cyclist is complete

without a sufficiency of accessories, such as

lamps, bells, maps, road-books, burnishers,

burnishing paste, oilcans, et Iwc genus oiiiiie.

Therefore, make a round of the depots, and

select a specimen of everything of this kind

that you see there, bearing in mind the

golden rule of not paying for them ; simply

allow the man to retain a description of them

in his book.

General Conduct.—As soon as you have

become a cyclist, you must bear in mind that

you have become a member of a class of men
totally distinct from everyone else. Tales

that have no connection with cycling are not

to be read, whilst the veriest bosh, if it has a

cyclist for its hero, is to be perused with

avidity. You must take no interest in any-

thing that does not bear upon wheeling, and

the most uninteresting thing, if it is connected

with your sport in the slightest possible

degree, must be lauded up to the skies. You

must, in fact, sink yourself as a member of

general society entirely, and become a cyclist

et prcctera nihil. Above all things, preserve

an attitude of good-humoured contempt and

com.miseration towards those benighted

idiots who do not cycle, but ifyour chimney-

sweep bestrides a wheel, you must always

treat him as your nearest and dearest friend.

(To he continued.

)

> • <
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NOT PROVEN

THROl'GH A LUCKY RIDI-: TO RIPLEY.

Fortunately, it has not been my lot to

haYe often visited a police-court, and from

the painful recollections connected with my
last appearance there, I most sincerely trust

that it may be a long while before I am in

such a position again.

At the time I am writing about I was Hving

in rooms at Kingston with my chum, Will

TraYers, a man whom I had known for years,

and who, like myself, was a most enthusiastic

cyclist. They say that adversity draws

people closer together ; whether this be so

or not I cannot say, but if it be so, we ought,

indeed, to have been the very firmest of

friends, for we were both in a chronic state

of what is vulgarly known as hard up—hor-

ribly hard up ! but that had not the slightest

effect on our spirits, and we were jolher,

probably, than the majority of millionaires.

'Twas at the end of July, when Travers came

home one night, with a face radiant with joy,

and informed me that he had come in for a

good thing in the way ofmoney—" nearly a

hundred pounds, old boy !" he shouted, and

when, after a deal of dancing about, he cooled

down enough to talk like a being in possession

of his senses, he proposed a tour for the

August bank-holiday, and offered to stand

the expenses. I naturally asked him where

he got the money from. " I can't tell you, old

boy," he replied, " it is a secret, so don't ask

me—nothing in the world, not even the rack,

would persuade me to divulge it." They say

that women are curious, and I would be the

last person in the world to deny it, but so

undoubtedly are men, and I racked my brains

during our tour to think how he could have

got this money, until at last, seeing no solution

of the myster}', gave it up as one would a

difficult riddle.

Our trip was very jolly, but uneventful, until

we arrived home on the Monday night in

time for tea. We dashed intoour sitting-room,

only to start back with surprise to see a

stranger sitting in the armi-chair as though

he were at home, a clean shaven, hard
looking man, with an inmovable face and
cold grey eyes, which there was no staring

out of countenance.
" Mr. William Travers, I believe ?" said the

stranger, in an enquiring tone of voice.

" My name is Travers," replied Will, as he

sat back on the sofa, dead beat with the ride

of the day ; but I don't think I have the

pleasure of your acquaintance. May I ask

your name, sir ?"

" My name is Greig—John Greig, detective !

and I arrest you on the charge of having forged

a cheque for one hundred pounds on the

Bank, your employers. I have a cab

outside, and you had better come quietly,

sir, and no one will see you."

"Will!" I said, on recovering sufficiently

from the astonishment I felt to speak, " for

heaven's sake, say this is a foul lie, my dear

old chum ! where did you get the money you

have from ?"

" Young gent," said Greig, *' you'd better

'old yer tongue ; the le«t said the soonest

mended, and anything you says will be

brought up in evidence against you."

As Travers walked out of the door with

he detective I stood dazed like one in at

dream. Could he be guilty? absurd! Rut

then the money he had and refused to ac-

count for ; what could it all mean ? and as I

threw the window wide open for fresh air, he

put his head out of the cab, which was just

starting, and shouted, " Get someone to de-

fend me, old boy !"

As soon as I had changed my clothes, I

dashed off to call upon a solicitor who was

an intimate friend of ours, and told him the

facts of the case as far as I, in my ignorance

of the real state of affairs, knew them, and

having obtained a promise from him to at-

tend at the Mansion House on the following

day, retired to my diggings as thoroughly

miserable as man could well be.

After having passed an almost sleepless

night, I hurried up to the court to hear my
chum's case, which was some way down the

list, and so had to listen to a lot of pocket-

picking, wife-beating ruffians being tried

before his case came on.

The plaintiff's case was as follows :—

A

cheque, in the name of a well-known cus-

tomer of the bank, had been sent to them by

post, requesting them to forward to a given

address one hundred pounds in notes, which

was immediately done, and in due course

was found to have been a forgery. The
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address given proved to be a library wliere

letters were taken in for anyone who paid a

small consideration for the privilege. The
main point of the case—in fact, the only

evidence against my chum, was supplied by

the boy who was in the library at the time

the letter was called for, and who swore posi-

tively that Travers was the man who came
in for it ; so the whole of the case rested on

the boy's word, and he asserted most

obstinately that he could not be mistaken.

After a deal of cross-examination, none of

which, however, succeeded in altering the

boy's opinion, the case was remanded for a

week, so that further enquiries might be made.
In vain I suggested numerous idiotic plans

to my solicitor friend ; he assured me that, un-

less Travers could prove an alibi, nothing in

the world could prevent his being convicted.

When I indignantly asked him whether he

thought he was guilty or not, he replied, in

a cautious, lawyer-like manner, that things

looked very black against him.

The days after that slowly dragged on

until I was quite sick of hoping and longing

that some evidence might turn up. The case

was to be heard again on the Tuesday, and
on the Sunday, feeling so seedy with the

worry of the whole affair, and thinking that

a good ride in the fresh air would brighten

me up, I mounted my machine sadly, thinking

who had been my companion on the previous

Sunday, and rode down to Ripley to dinner.

After dinner I was smoking a pipe in the bar-

parlour of the Anchor, listening to the would-

be mashers trying to chaff the fair Annie

Dibble, and decidedly coming off second best

in the passages of wit, when a boy came in

and asked for some shandy-gaff. The face

of the boy seemed familiar to me, and after

he had ridden off, I was trying to think

where I had seen him, when it suddenly

flashed upon me—the witness in the trial

against my friend ! and with one of those

fortunate impulses which one cannot account

for afterwards, I paid my bill, jumped on my
machine, and rode rapidly off in the direc-

tion of London.
By the time I had arrived at Red Hill I

overtook the youngster, and seeing that he

had dismounted, I did the same, and walked

slowly up the hill with him, got up a conver-

sation, and soon worked myself into his good

graces by praising the machine he rode.

This delighted him immensely, and we rode

along together for some time. After talking

about all sorts of subjects, the conversation

gradually worked round to trials and police-

courts, and he informed me, in a tone which
was meant to impress me, that he was a

most important personage, that he was the

principal witness in a forgery case, and, with

a little pumping, told me the whole sad tale

over again.

" I suppose you have a lot of people come
into the library you are in for letters during

the day, don't you ?"

" Oh, yes, dozens," he replied.

"You must have a very good memoiy for

faces to remember so positively the man
who called for this particular letter ?"

" Well, you see, sir, I was not exactly

certain at first, but the detective that came
round told me that it was the man, and that

I was to be sure and be certain about it, so

I suppose it is all right.

"Yes. yes! quite right. I've got an ap-

pointment in town and must say good-night !"

and so saying I leant over the handles, and
rode as I never had ridden in my life before

—

uphill I ground and downhill I flew, till I

arrived at my lawyer friend's house so out

of breath that I could hardly speak. I burst

into his room, without any warning, and

gasped out, " Saved !"

" What the deuce do you mean ? What on

earth is the excitement about ?" said he, and

as I told my tale, stammering with haste, he

sat and rubbed his hands and chuckled like

a fiend. " Beautiful, my boy, beautiful !

we shall win the day in a canter. I shall

want you in court, so mind you are there

—

and now good-night, as I want to read."

Out into the moonlight I went, and indulged

in a demoniacal breakdown in the middle of

the road. How my patience lasted through

the Monday is entirely beyond my compre-

hension.

At last the day arrived, and I attended at

court as promised, and had to sit still and

listen to the evidence which was read over.

The boy was then put into the witness-box to

be cross-examined.
" Now, my boy, you are quite sure that the

prisoner was the man who called at the

library where you are engaged and fetched

the letter in question ?"

" Positive, sir."

I was then called to confront this juvenile

Ananias, and must own to feeling extremely

nervous and uncomfortable.

The boy was then asked, " Have you ever

seen this gentleman before ?"

" Yes, sir."
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" Where did you meet him ?"

" On the Ripley Road last Sunday ; he was

riding a bicycle and spoke to me."

"Do you remember what you told this

gentleman about the present trial ?"

" No, sir ! that is— I don't—I'm not cer-

tain."

" Oh ! you are not certain ; well, let me
refresh your memory. Did you not tell him
that you were not certain that the prisoner

was the man who called for the letter ? Now,
sir, no prevarication, did you or did you not

tell him so ?"

"Yes, sir! I was not quite sure until the

detective told me that it was the man, and

I was to be certain about it, and then I

seemed to remember.

Mr. Detective Greig looked decidedly small

and doubtless wished himself in any other

spot on the globe rather than the one he at

present occupied, while a flush of hope
crossed Travers's face, and he smiled for the

first time for some days.

In a few sentences, with a contemptuous
tone of voice, our solicitor pooh-poohed the

evidence of the boy, which, as he said, was
absolutely worth nothing, as he simply swore

to anything that he was told to.

The magistrate dismissed the case prompt-

ly, and as the three of us walked arm-in-arm

out of the court, the loafers outside were con-

siderably astonished to see a brand new
Lincoln and Bennett go hurtling into the air,

accompanied by as loud a huzza as one

tolerably strong pair of lungs could shout.

Who really forged the cheque never was
found out, and my friend left for India in a

few months' time, and it was not until many
years afterwards that I found out where he

had received the money which caused his

sudden flushness at the time, and was
pleased to think that I, at least, had never

believed him guilty.

Whatever people may say against the

practice of riding on Sunday, I have never

regretted my ride to Ripley, which was un-

doubtedly the means of preventing my friend

from " languishing in dungeon deep."

—E.A.Lloyd.
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The perusal of vols. 4 and 5 of the

then leading wheel journal

—

The B.T.—re-

cording the events of 1879 and the latter part

of 1878, form very interesting reading, and
contain much useful information. On Octo-

ber the 12th, 1879, however, The Cyclist came
on the scene, and almost at once took its

present position—the lead. Those, there-

fore, desirous of following cycling history,

will find it contained in the pages of that
journal.

George Waller, the professional long-dis-

tance rider, first came out in April, 1879,

at the Agricultural Hall, in a six days' com-
petition, and astonished the world by doing

in the first day 253 miles, including 188 with-

out a dismount. " Geordie," who hailed

from Tyneside, lived mostly on oysters and
light puddings duringthesix days, and ended
with a top score for himself and the " D.H.F.
Premier."

In May, 1879, we find M. D. Rucker giving

Liles 20 yards start at Stamford Bridge in a

mile, and Ernest Runtz according 25 yards
in a like distance to the future amateur
champion.

The Kentish Meet at Wateringbury on

Whit-Monday is a thing of the past. With
the virtual extinction of the Kent Club the

cyclists of Kent seemed to lose their indivi-

duality, and the affair fell through. " Hee-
land Charlie" once attended this meet, rode

nito Maidstone afterwards, then trained to

London, rode to Paddington, trained to

Leamington, and got in to the social gather-

ing after the Midland Meet there about ten

p.m., with his hearty " W^ell, men, how
' aare ' you ?"

It was Harry Venables who originated the

word " 'bus " for double tricycles ; Wat.
Britten, of the Clarence, who introduced the

word " bike ;" and C. W. Nairn who first

called the wood pavement gentry " street

pests."

" Silenus," of the Rovers B.C., was an
extraordinary individual. He had, like

Ryan, the gift of hurling out words by the

yard ; but, also like him, with no particular

meaning. He was employed in the office of

a well-known London weekly, but having
" slated" his own editor in the cycling Press,

thought it prudent to join the staff of a pro-
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vincial paper, where a flow of words are

looked upon by the majority of the bucoHc

readers as an attribute of genius. We forget

his name, but he was a jovial enough card to

speak to after dinner, at a gathering of

which kind we last met him.

When the N.C.U., in its wisdom, decided

that instead of the four miles race for the

championship there should be four separate

events at i, 5, 25, and 50 miles, the B. N., in

its wisdom, wrote :
" There can now be no

such person as an amateur champion, as

there are four races at different distances."

How the writer must have writhed over

Cortis's and Hillier's quadruple victories !

In July, 1879, the then leading paper

wrote under its heading, " Tips, Straight and
Otherwise,"' as a straight tip :

" That, as we
give 20 pages for twopence, we are doing a

great deal for cycling." In 1885 from 50 to 60

pages for a penny is by no means an uncommon
output for the now leading journal in cycling

—

TJie Cyclist.

That H. H. Griffin's foot-race idea is not

new will be gathered from the following

quotation from " Silenus," printed in the

cycling Press on June 19th, 1879 :
—" Silenus

suggests that foot-races should be added to

the programme at bicycle race-meetings,

with a view of securing a better gate." [" We
hardly think this plan will ever meet with

much favour. Every sport is best kept sepa-

rate,"] writes the editor of the time.

There were three Cortis v. Keen matches,

two at Stamford Bridge, which are the best

remembered—viz., at one and five miles, in

which Keen was victorious, and to which we
have previously alluded as drawing the

largest " gate " we ever saw at these grounds
—and a 20 miles match at Wolverhampton,
which the Long Wanderer won in ih. 4m.

42fs. This was on the 13th October, 1879.

The Stamford Bridge events were on the

i8th of the same month.
" Grit from Back Wheels " was the most

fearless, and possibly the sharpest, series of

criticisms which ever appeared in the cycling

Press. Dealing as they did, however, with

everybody, friend or foe, who wrote in any of

the journals, they were naturally not popu-

lar, except amongst those who read and
never wrote. They first appeared on the

3rd April, 1879, and ended on the 13th No-

vember, 1879, when the writer of them left

the staff of the paper in which they appeared.

They undoubtedly stopped a lot of twaddle

by making men careful as to what they wrote.

It was no uncommon thing before "Grit"
appeared to see a man write to the papers
to say that he considered it better to keep
his bicycle suspended from the ceiling to

save the strain on the wheel which might be
caused by its standing on the floor ; or to

find a man seriously urging in the correspon-
dence columns that all bright machines
should have washleather jackets sewn on
the backbone and forks to keep out the rust.

The Surbiton track, one of the fastest in

the kingdom, and of a much more interestmg
shape than a circular path, was opened on
the loth April, 1879.

The " Notts, pots" were certain prizes
originally given by Mr. James Carver, of
Nottingham, in 1879, to be raced for amongst
the riders of his own make of machine, and
very handsome trophies they were. We
remember helping to christen them with
champagne provided by the generous
Nottingham manufacturer one night after the
Stanley Show at the Foresters' Hall. They
were subsequently thrown open to any make
of machine, and contested for at the Trent
Grounds, Nottingham.

Webber, in his first race at the Crystal

Palace last month, looked round more than
once. Let us hear what was said of this

practice in 1879 at the inquest held on poor
Bird, who was killed on the Coventry track

:

—" Mr. Turner, then manager of the Coven-
try Machinists' Co.'s works, bore testimony to

the fact that Bird, the rider who was so

unfortunately killed while racing at Coventry,

caused the accident by a swerve, the result

of turning his head tu look behind him.'"

In 1879 a suggestion was made by Mr.

Elliott, of the Buckingham Club, which has

never yet been carried out, but which we
cannot help thinking would be an interesting

performance. We allude to a 24 hours

race for amateurs in a covered building, or

where wind and rain could not check their

speed.
The Highways Amendment Act having

been passed in 1878, the cycling Press in

1879 teemed with draft byelaws, suggestions

as to bells, lamps, dismounting clauses, cSic,

and the scholarly pen of Mr. Gerard F. Cobb
will be traced in many eff"usions in the two

volumes to which we allude at the commence-
ment of this article. Besides which, letters

from Mr. Sclater Booth, Sigma Smith, Mr.

Nahum Salaman and others on the subject

will be found.

On the 27th March, 1879, appeared the
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Judgment in the now celebrated case of

Taylor v. Goodwin, in which IMr. Charles E.

Taylor, of the Athenccum B.C., sought,

by appeal against a conviction obtained ad-

versely to him by Inspector Goodwin for

furious riding, to prove that a bicycle was

not a carriage in law. In a series of articles

which we propose starting in " Wheel

World," to be entitled " Old Stories Re-told,"

we propose giving the history of this case, so

we will only say here that Mr. Taylor had no

desne really to prove that a bicycle was not

a carriage, but merely thought it a good op-

portunity to have the point settled, and, as

he had the means, he generously spent them

for that object, and obtained what, though

adverse to himself, was a favourable decision

as regards cyclists, viz., the fiat of the

pueen's Bench that a cycle was a " carriage."

The daily Press, as is often the case, was

ver}' weak on the point, one leading daily

stating that it was preposterous to take up

the time of the Court with such a trumpery

question, and in the next few lines saying

that, had the decision been otherwise, legis-

lative steps must have been at once taken in

the interests of the public !

Probably one of the least-known works on

cycling was the " Bicyclist's Pocket Book

and Diary for 1879," published by The

Country newspaper, and edited by C. W.
Nairn. It was too well got up and priced

too high to take generally, but some good

practical advice was given therein, as will be

found by a perusal of the following extract

from the Editor's article—eight years leaves

the advice as sound as it was in 1879 :

—

PRACTICAL BICYCLING ADVICE.

No. I.

—

Its Value as ax Exercise.

Bic}'cling has now li\ed down the prejudice
which, from a medical point of view, existed

against it. It is admitted that the idea of rupture
being produced by it is simply nonsense. Taken,
as all exercise should be, judiciously and in

moderation, it is one of, if not the best exercise

of the day. Its special benefits are that it

increases the circulation ; works more muscles
than are worked in any other exercise ; amuses
the mind by the places which can be visited by
its means

;
gives the lungs a greater change of

air than could ordinarily be obtained ; induces
strength of nerve and powers of self-possession

;

stimulates the appetite, and last, but not least,

is an almost infallible remedy for a sluggish liver.

The art of riding can be easily acquired by any
person sufficiently active for the ordinary duties
of life. There is no limit to the age at which
bicycling can be learnt ; the only drawback to an
elderly man acquiring the knowledge is the fact

that he cannot, as a rule, stand, with impunity,
the preliminary falls which every adult learner

must experience more or less. A boy of eight or

nine can be taught without falls, because he can
literally be caught when falling if proper atten-

tion is given to the task, but it is different with
adults There is, perhaps, no person who derives

so much pleasure from bicycling as the man who
has been accustomed to active exercise on the

river or in the cricket or football field, and who
has abandoned those pastimes on reaching " the

thirties." The only persons for whom it is un-
desirable to learn are persons suffering from
heart disease or consumption ; all others may
ride, not only with impunity, but with great

physical advantage.

No. 2.

—

Choice of a Machine.

To say, as a hard and fast rule, that a roadster

machine should be heavy or light
;
should never

exceed 5oin. in the driving wheel ; or should be
regulated by a man's height, or even by his

length of leg, is an exploded theory, ist. A
light machine, if well made, will run as easily

o\'er a rough road as a hea\y one ; it only
requires more careful riding

—

i.e., instead of

sitting heavily on the saddle, as could be done
on the heavy machine, it is necessary, by leaning

on the handles, and keeping the weight partially

on the treadles, to humour the light machine.
The question between a 35 pounder and a 52
pounder is therefore merely one of the rider, but
for the novice we certainly say, unhesitatingly

—

" for the first year at least ride the heavy machine."
Nine men out of ten will eventually take to a
light machine, which tells most favourably in

comparison with a heavy one on a long journey
or a smooth road. A novice, unless he is excep-

tionally acti\e, should never ride at first his full

size of machine, because most of a novice's

tumbles and falls are in mounting. A man
should reallv be measured, so to speak, for his

machine. That is, his height is nothing to go
by, as some men of equal height are long in the

body and short in the legs, and vice versa. Thus,
a man of 5ft. 7in. may ride a 56in., while a
5ft. (jin. man ma}' be limited to a 52in. Nor is

the length of leg an infallible criterion, as, unless

a tall man is well knit, his legs cannot be utilised

to their full length. In purchasing a machine,
therefore, the novice will do well to ride a strong,

heavy machine at first, and when he becomes an
accomplished rider to invest in a light machine
by a good maker, who has a reputation to lose.

No machine should be without a brake. The
neatest, most powerful, and only reliable brake
is that applied to the front wheel, and by far the

safest front wheel brake is the " grip brake," as

the power of applying it can be used wath much
more delicacy than in any brake worked by
revolving the handle of the bicycle. As the

principle of a bicycle wheel is tension, not inward
thrust, there is no extra rigidity secured by
spokes screwed direct into the hub as against

those simply nutted. This is entirely a matter

of taste. It will be seen that there is no inward
strain on the wheel, when it is considered that if

there were, the spokes in the felloe might occa-

sionally protrude and push the rubber off. The
best bearings are double balls. The bearings of

a hind wheel must be adjustable. On other

points a purchaser must be guided by his own
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judgment, but he cannot go far wrong if he goes

to a well-known and respectable firm.

No. 3.—Joining a Club.

If a rider is a very young man he will do well

to join a club. By far the best clubs for sociable

considerations are the local clubs to be found in

almost e\-ery district of the Metropolis, and also

in country towns. An older man, unless he is

absolutely without bicycling friends, acquaint-
ances, and cannot otherwise find any, is better

without a club, as it is somewhat undignified for

a man of assured position to ride in uniform in a
club procession, though nothing is more appro-
priate or fitter for youngsters than a club run.

The Touring Club provides, to a certain extent,

companions for its members, but, of course, as

they have no club runs, a man has not an oppor-
tunity of judging whether he will like the man
" the gods provide him." A man joining a club
simply as an introduction to the racing world
had better select that having the greatest prestige

of name.

No. -On Touring.

A companion is a very desirable adjunct to a
tour, but by no means a necessity. In fact, pro-
vided a man knew that he would find genial

companions at every resting-place for the night,

he might dispense with a companion on the

road, as that luxury frequently entails delays
when one is fresh, and stern chases when one is

weary, the chance of meeting with a man of

equal speed being rare. If a companion be
chosen, however, he should be a man of even
temper and as nearly equal tastes as possible,

both as to sight-seeing, expenditure, and speed.

For the ordinary tourist the best " wardrobe" is

a riding suit of blue serge, with a straw or deer-

stalker hat, as the latter can be worn anywhere.
A spare warm jersey, flannel shirt, and a thin

pair of serge trousers (which pack up small),

with comb, toothbrush, collars, handkerchief,
and necktie, will be found sufficient alike for

comfort, and to enable one to go about witho.ut

attracting that attention which is the lot of any-
one clad in polo cap and knee-breeches—

a

costume which, however appropriate near a

bicycle, is objectionable apart from it. Four is

a better number for a tour than two, for many
reasons, the principal of which are that one's

companions can be changed, and that a party of

four are more likely to get attention in the way
of specially -prepared meals, &c., than one or two
travelling alone. It should be remembered that

excessive fatigue in most men paralyses the
digestive system, while exercise, moderated in

proportion to one's strength, increases the work-
ing of that organisation. Men who can ride

day after day scatheless over give-and-take roads
more than 50' miles a journey are exceptional.

The better system is to do 70 one day if a chance
offers, and only 30 the next day. One day's rest

in seven is not sufiicient to thoroughly enjoy a
tour ; there ought to be two days' rest. Never
carry a knapsack ; it is unsightly, top-heavy, and
generally worrying. Always remember that a
few pounds extra wheeled on a machine are not

felt as compared to what they would be if carried

on one's back. The " Multum in Parvo" is un-

questionably the best luggage-carrier. As " legs
over the handles" is the safest manner of resting
those limbs downhill, it is undesirable, if possible
to avoid it, to have any luggage on the steering-
bar. A large "Multum" will carry the articles
we have already named. The way to thoroughly
enjoy a tour is to exactly where one fancies,
without reference to roads. If walking has to be
done, it is no more fatiguing to walk and wheel a
bicycle than it is to walk alone. Beyond an
occasional glass of ale, stimulants should be
avoided when on the road, as they cause the
rider to overtax his strength. In the evening,
after the work is over, they can be indulged in —
moderately, of course. The majority of men
require good generous diet under exertion, if

prolonged for more than one day. A small box
of powdered Fuller's earth will prove a great
boon to the majority of bicycling tourists. It

should always be taken into consideration, before
starting on a tour, whether the main object of it

is to see the places, or simply to fly over good
roads. Never part with your luggage, or rend it

by train. Never ride at your top speed when
touring, or fatigue will result. Examine your
tyres every morning before starting, and touch
up the cement with a hot poker if necessary.
Try all nuts before starting. Keep the hind wheel
bearings carefully adjusted, and never forget to

tighten up the saddle thumbs-crews. Never ask
anyone but a bicyclist what roads are like.

No. -On the Ko.\u.

After learning to keep a bicycle on end and to

propel it without fatigue, the rider's task is by no
means complete. He has to learn what may be
called the "coachmanship" of bicycling. It is

a want of, or a disregard of, this knowledge that

usually brings riders to grief. It may be divided

into two parts, viz., that which is required for

one's own safety, and that which is required for

other people's. First of all, learn to keep to the

left invariably, whether the road be rough or

smooth, when meeting a vehicle. Always, in

overtaking it, pass a vehicle on its right side,

no matter how easy it may appear to be to

continue your course to its left. Led horses

should be given a wide berth, and always
passed on the side on which the man is walk-

ing or riding. Vehicles and horses should never

be passed by a party on both sides at once.

Never shout at pedestrians, but gi\'e notice of

approach either by a bell or by coughing, or in

some other inoffensive way. Always carry a bell

and lamp ; they are useful, and will shortly be

compulsory by law. The ordinary sleigh-bell is

by far the best. Whistles and gongs are almost

useless. Bugles are very effective, if well blown,

but too noisy and obtrusive for single riders or

small parties. Never ride on the path. Never
take your feet off the treadles until you can see

the bottom of a hill, no matter how well 30U know
it. Remember if the wind be fair you will require

more brake power at hills you may have easil\-

descended before. On greasy, newly-watered

macadam avoid close proximity to vehicles, turn

in the knees, stick tight to the handles, and steer by

these means, carefully a\'oiding leaning over to

either side. Legs over the handles is the only

safe way of flying a hill. Never hold }our

breath in riding uphill ; it has a tendency to
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develop heart disease by closing the lungs against

the pumping of the blood. When running sud-

denly into stones at night stick to the machine
and keep it going ; never give in till actually

down. Never needlessly chaff anyone ; it may
be only the exuberance of that vitality which
athletic exercise induces, but outsiders will make
no allowance for such a feeling. Always remem-
ber that whereas a bicycle cannot be pulled up to

a dead stand like an ordinary vehicle, it is incum-
bent on every rider to dismount under circum-
stances that necessitate a stoppage, and that for

not doing this in a crowd a rider at Battersea
underwent " a month's hard labour."

No. 6.

—

General Meetings.

The vast majorit}- of young men who form the

personnel of bicycle clubs know, naturally, little or

nothing of the usage at public meetings. It may
be well to remember therefore— (i) that every

meeting must have a chairman
; (2) that every

motion brought forward must have a seconder
before the mover is allowed to speak on the sub-

ject
; (3) that due notice—say seven days—should

be given of every motion
; (4) that an amendment

must be what it denotes, i.e., an amendment of a

motion, not simply its rejection
; (5) that only one

amendment can be moved at a time, and that

every amendment must have a seconder
; (6)

that an amendment, if carried, must be re-put as

an original motion
; (7) that the chairman can, if

he choose, bring forward motions and \ote like

any other member
; (8) that the chairman, if the

voting be equal, has a second or casting vote, but
he cannot use both his votes unless he has given

his first vote with the other members, i.e., he
cannot wait the result and give a vote and cast-

ing vote to turn the scale
; (9) that every speaker

must confine his remarks to the motion or

amendment
; (10) that no one can speak twice

on the same motion, except the mover, in reply
;

(11) that a motion can only be amended or with-

drawn by leave of the meeting; (12) that the

ruling of the chairman on a point of order is

absolute.

No. 7.

—

Things to be Reimembered.

Never to stir out without a spanner and oilcan.

Always to trim your lamp and provide matches.
To tighten up the saddle-screws with pliers or

spanner, and not to trust to the fingers. That
buckled wheels, by pulling, will generally spring
all right again. That nothing wears so well, if re-

quired to tie on a loose tyre, as ordinar)' twine.

That gravel roads should be chosen for riding in

dry and macadam roads in wet weather. That
indiarubber does not slip on ice. That a leather

strip tyre does not slip on greasy macadam or

stones. That those who perspire freely should
always carry a dry flannel shirt for a change.
That a little extra weight on the machine makes
very little difference. That an oily rag rubbed
over bright work, in time, will prevent rust. That
there should be no funking when mounting. That
the backbone is the safest mode of dismounting.
That good oil is the cheapest in the end.

No. 8.

—

On Maps and Day Runs.

There is no map that gives so much satisfaction

as the lin. Ordnance Survey. There are many
county and other maps copied therefrom, but all

we have yet seen have lost considerably in the
process. The Government office for the sale of
Ordnance maps is at the corner of Hemmings's Row
and St. Martin's Place

;
the prices vary from is. to

4s. per sheet, and embrace the whole country. For
detail maps the Gin. Ordnance will be found almost
perfect for home reference, but too large for port-

ability. The scale being marked on every map,
all a rider has to do is to produce his lin. Ordnance
and with a paper scale (made in a few minutes)
track out and measure up any run he fancies in the
locality of the town at which he resides. All round
London good roads are to be found, the best being
in the south-west and north-west. The south-
east is the most hilly district. The Portsmouth
Road has been much written up, but it is not
nearly so good as the Brighton Road or the
Worthing Road,.taken as a whole. All the West
Middlesex roads, though flat, are soon dusty in

summer, and heavy and muddy in winter. Very
good running and scenery are to be found in

Essex, but keep clear of Epping Forest, if loose

roads are an objection. A Londoner cannot,
however, go far wrong, either as regards roads or
scenery, whichever way he turns.

No.
(J.

—

Metropolitan Law Affecting
Bicycles and Riders.

2nd and 3rd Victoria, cap. 47, otherwise the
Metropolitan Police Act, 1839, declares by-

Section 54. That every person shall be liable

to a penalty of not more than forty shillings who,
within the limits of the Metropolitan Police
District, shall in any thoroughfare or public
place commit any of the following offences :

—

2. Every person who shall turn loose any
horse or cattle, or suffer to be at large any un-
muzzled ferocious dog, or set on or urge any dog
or other animal to attack, worry, or put in fear

any person, horse or other animal.

5. Every person who shall ride or drive
furiously, or so as to endanger the life or limb of

any person, or to the common danger of the
passengers in any thoroughfare.

7. Every person who shall draw or drive any
cart or carriage, sledge, truck, or barrow upon
Siny footway or curbstone.

8. Every person who shall roll or carry any
i^'Jicel upon any footix'uy, except for the purpose of

loading or unloading any cart or carriage, or of

crossing the footwa3^

13. Ever}' person who shall use any threaten-
ing, abusive, or insulting words or behaviour, with
intent to provoke a breach of the peace, or

whereby a breach of the peace may be occasioned.

14. Every person, except the guards and post-

men belonging to H.M. Post Office, in the per-

formance of their duty, who shall blow any horn
or use any other nois)' instrument for the purpose
of calling persons together or of announcing any
show or entertainment.

15. Every person who shall wantonly throw or

discharge any stone or other missile to the

damage or danger of any person.
And it shall be lawful for any constable belong-

ing to the Metropolitan Police Force to take into

custody, without warrant, any person who shall

commit any such offence within view of any such
constable. [This is not usually done, the police

preferring to proceed by summons, but it is

lawful.

—

Ed.
J

Note.— 2, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, and 15 are sub-
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sections of section 54. 2,13 and 15 are in favour
of bicyclists.

Section 62. That ever}^ person who by com-
mitting any offence herein forbidden shall have
caused any hurt or damage to any person or

property, may be apprehended with or without
any warrant by any constable ; and if he shall

not upon demand make amends for such hurt or

damage to the satisfaction of the person aggrieved,

he shall be detained by the constable, in order to

be taken before a magistrate, and upon conviction
shall pay such a sum, not more than /lo, as

shall appear to the magistrate before whom he
shall be convicted to be reasonable amends to

the person aggrieved, besides any penalty to

which he may be liable for the oftence. [The
person aggrieved may be his own witness, but if

he has no second witness the money goes to the
Police Fund.

—

Ed.j

The Metropolitan Police District extends
roughly from Erith to Staines, and from beyond
Barnet to beyond Croydon. The principle is a

15 miles radius from Charing Cross, and every
parish touched by this line is included.

No. 10.—CouxTRV Law Affecting Bicvci^es.

ToK'iis.—Within corporate towns or boroughs
the local Town Councils make their own bye-
laws, and in many places, among which we can
mention Gravesend, Brighton, Rochester, Chat-
ham, Windsor, Nuneaton, Winchester, Leaming-
ton, Liverpool, Coventry and Bath, they have
already enforced the use of bells by day and bells

and lamps by night.

Cotnitrv Roads.—Under the Highways Act, 5
and 6 William IV., cap. 50, it is illegal to ride

on any footpath, or furiously, or so as to endanger
the life or limb of any passenger, or not to keep
to the left in meeting other vehicles, etc., or to

the right in overtaking them ; all under a penalty
not exceeding 40s.

By the Highways Amendment Act, 1878,
county authorities have power to make byelaws
for regulating bicycles, and they will make a bell

by day and a bell and lamp by night compulsory.

The heading " A Tariff, or Recognition at

Last," which appears in the cycling Press on

the 13th March, 1879, proves that the C.T.C.

was then only in its infancy. The paragraph

to which we allude referred to a tariff just

then fixed for cycHsts at the Hautboy and
Fiddle, at Ockhani, then a much frequented

cycling house, of 3s. 6d. for bed and break-

fast, which made it really worth a rider's

while to stay out of a Saturday night.

Mr. Flegg, of the Temple B.C., and Mr.

C. W. Pagan, of the same club, gave, in 1879,

their ideas very fully on the respective sub-

jects of " Training" and " Touring," but as

these will form the subject of lengthened

articles hereafter, we will do no more now
than record the fact.

Haynes and Jefferis, the makers of the

" Ariel " bicycle, were amongst the earliest

firms in the trade, and at one time seemed
to have the rosiest of chances. In 1879, how-

ever, the partners handed over their busi-

ness to a company, and although this

flourishes at present in private hands as one
of the first firms in the trade, under the title

of " Rudge & Co.," Haynes and Jefferis are
known no i.nore in wheeldom.

Cyclists have done a lot from time to time
in the way of charity, in addition to the

Abercarne and other subscriptions, even
down to such remote places as Lisdoon-
varna, in Ireland. In November, 1878, a
bicycling carpenter, named Larkin, at this

town, fell off his bicycle, and having a chisel

amongst other tools in hi? pocket, unfortu-

nately cut a vein, through which he bled to

death. Dr. Stacpoole Westropp, of Lisdoon-
varna, appealed, and successfully, to English

cyclists to assist the widow, and, thanks to

the exertions of the English brothers of the

wheel of the Irish doctor and the Irish car-

penter, a sum was raised. This is true free-

masonry of the wheel.

The system of giving prizes at an exhibi-

tion of cycles was only tried once, viz., in

November, 1878, at the Agricultural Hall,

and the selections raised such a howl of

indignant protest from other makers that

the promoters of exhibitions never tried the

process on again. We won't stir up details

of the case again, but merely record the fact

for the information of those who may wonder
why there are no awards at the Stanley

Shows of to-day. How will the deliberations

of Lord Bury and Messieurs Boverton Red-

wood and Robert Todd be received when
the luventionaries authorities publish their

decisions, we wonder ?

Many good opinions relative to cycling

have appeared from time to time from the

pens of medical men who have been practi-

cal riders, and, if we except that of the

gentleman who suggested last year the possi-

bility of injurious perineal pressure resulting

from riding, not one of the articles has been

unfavourable. The " Leisure Hour," in

December, 1878, published one of the early

treatises of the faculty on our favourite

pastime, and a perusal of it now by old riders

will lead them to endorse its accuracy.
" Faed " made his debut as a writer in

1878, and throughout the remainder of that

year contributed largely in prose and verse

to the cycling journals. Parodies on music-

hall ditties, letters on all sorts of practical

subjects, and an interesting tour in Scotland

and through Scotch "Mists" are amongst

the matters contributed.
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One of the most extraordinary individuals

who ever appeared on the cycUng horizon

was S. F. Huxley, of Stow-on-the-Wold and

other places, hon. sec. of the Balaclava, the

Connaught Rangers, and other B.C.'s. In

March, 1879, he organised a " grand inter-

national paperchase of bicyclists at Stow-on-

the-Wold," the result of which we never

heard; and he subsequently organised a race

meeting at Surbiton, under the ostensible

auspices of the Connaught Rangers B.C.,

no member of which, except himself, how-

ever, appeared on the ground. It was

generally believed that he was " the only

one," and certainly, if that be true—and we
believe it is—he scores record, for prizes and

everything except members were forth-

coming.

About November, 1878, H. J. Grout, who
has always had something more or less new
on the tapis in the cycling line, brought out

the portable bicycle, which was made to take

to pieces and pack into a bag not much more
cumbersome than those in which cricketers

are wont to carry their implements. Like

many of Grout's ideas, however, and good

ideas, too, the portable bicycle did not have

a " boom" on it.

"Jarge" at one time affected the "Arab"
bicycle, originally made by Harrington and
Co. (the enamel people) when they had
works at Ryde, Isle of Wight. This machine
was fitted with an enormous alarum gong,

and this bell was the cause of the only com-
pliment which our only Judge's physiognomy
has ever drawn from the female mouth. It

happened thusvvise. "Jarge" was riding

near Sevenoaks one day on his " Arab"
steed, which was fitted with the enormous
alarum referred to, and which was nick-

named the " Toxophilite," w hen he overtook

an elderly country female walking in the

road. He at once sounded his bell, and was

greeted with, " Bless your handsome tace lor

having that 'ere bell !

"

T. Kyle, of the Arion B.C., who is now,

we believe, down somewhere in Cumberland,
was a " flier" in his time, and came rapidly

back to scratch in a short but successful

career on the path. Doubtless he would
have developed championship form had
further time and opportunity been given him
on the London tracks.

The Lewisham B.C. is one of the most
successful clubs in London,' thanks, no
doubt, to their always having had a club-

house at which members could meet, store

machines, etc. Our first acquaintance with

this club dates back to January, 1879, when
they held their first dinner at Anderton's.

They have never looked back since that

date, and hold their annual race meeting on

the 4th of the present month at the Crystal

Palace. The Lewisham—if we except C. T.

Hunt—have never possessed a racing crack

to advertise them, but have built up their

reputation by steady, consistent hard work

and good management.
The C.T.C., ever since they started in

August, 1878, have been more or less in con-

flict with some person or another. It is

perhaps only to be expected that now, out

of 17,000 odd members, a few are to be found

always prepared for war or argument ; but

we refer to so long ago as 1879, when J. W.
Beningfield was elected a vice-president and
was subsequently suddenly shot out of office,

owing to the then secretary hearing that he

(J. W. B.) had, months before, written some-

thing in a defunct journal depreciatory of

the club, an honour—or the reverse—which

the worthy Pickwickian denied in toto.

There was grist, however, in the C.T.C., or

it would not have survived through all its

early troubles.

—A'. Y.

->-•-<-
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THE RIPLEY ROAD.

SECTION, PLOTTED FROM ORDNANCE DATUM.

" Toujniirs perclrix,'' growled a friend of

mine the other day, when I told him I pur-

posed giving a section of the above road

—

" toujours perdrix—the Ripley Road. Bah!

It's always the Ripley Road. Don't you

ever go anywhere else ?" TJiose u'ere Jiis last

words.

Since many road performances and won-

drous times are achieved between the

Anchor at Ripley and the Angel at Giggs-

hill (better known as Ditton), it occurred to

me that it might prove interesting to the

heroes of these several doughty deeds, and

the cycling public to whom they are made
known, if in some way they could see " what
manner of road this is that scorchers delight

to scorch on," and therefore I have endea-

voured to delineate the same as truthfully

as the data of the Ordnance Survey would

permit. I trust that the readers of the

" Wheel World " who do me the honour to

inspect this section will not at first sight be

struck aghast at the up-and-down appearance

of the road-line. I must ask them to bear in

mind that the scales are even more distorted

than those to which the London Hill Sections

were drawn. The horizontal mile is here

represented by three inches, whilst one inch

equals every lOo feet of vertical rise. When
this fact is grasped, the section itself will not

look so much like an attempt to delineate the

contour of the Scientific Frontier to Afghan-

istan, as proposed by the late Lord Beacons-

field. Now, as to the exact distance between

A and B, the two extreme points of the

section, which has been a doubtful quantity

ever since I have known the road. Since

1878 I have heard it given as 10 miles dead,

lO:^ miles— aye, even 10^ miles ; but after

careful and repeated measurements I find it

is neither of these.

The exact distance between the Angel at

Giggshill and the Anchor at Ripley is g^

miles and 126 yards—that is, ten miles less

314 yards. This measurement is taken from

the 6in. Ordnance maps, measured from point

to point, without regard to the milestones.

At Esher there is shown upon the Ordnance
sheet a peculiarity with regard to these same
milestones. At the corner of Esher Station

Road, on the north side of the main road, is

a pillar (called a milestone by the Ordnance
people), upon which numerous distances are
marked. One of these gives Hyde Park
Corner as 13 miles distant. One hundred
and sixty-six yards farther on towards Ripley,

on the south side of the road, is another
milestone, which also announces Hyde Park
Corner to be 13 miles off. How to account
for this discrepancy of 166 yards I do not

know, and which of the stones is the correct

one I am unable to decide ; but it should be

added that that one at the corner of Esher
Station Road is the only one on the north

side of the road, whilst the other coincides

with its fellows on its Ripley side, which are

all upon the south side of the highway.

Starting from Giggshill, no milestones are

met with until the two just referred to, and
between the stone on the south side of the

road, marked as being 13 miles from Hyde
Park Corner, there are none shown until we
meet that one which stands at the junction

of Fairmile Lane, and which purports to be

16 miles from the Corner.

Noting these discrepancies and omissions,

I have taken no notice of the existing monu-
ments of the past, but have measured the

distance through from end to end.

Now, with respect to the sahent points

disclosed by the section. Firstly—the

Anchor is 48 feet abo\'e the Angel, so that

this superiority in height, coupled 'with the

easier south-western slopes and the long run

down from the top of Esher village up to

town, should be the fastest way of the road.

Experience has long ago proved this to be

true. Secondly—the highest point on the

road is the summit of Esher Hill, which is

128 feet above the Angel, 80 feet above the

Anchor, and 14 feet above the next highest

point on the road, viz., the top of Red Hill,

which is 147 feet above datum. Thirdly

—

the Fair Mile belies its name. It is not a

mile, neither is it fair, except to look upon

and ride. It is not level. The portion that

appears so to the rider is a mile, less 257

yards in length, and in that distance falls 22

feet towards Ripley.

The gradients of the hills are nowhere

severe, any ordinary rider can get from one

end of the road to the other without a dis-
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mount ; but, notwithstanding this, it is by no

means an easy road, not having (as Mr.

Nairn lately remarked whilst commenting
upon Jack Keen's wonderful 31m. 57s. over

the distance) a level yard from start to finish.

Now, I do not think it is necessary to add

anything further to the foregoing remarks.

Any other particulars may be easily ob-

tained from the section by the use of the

scales.

In conclusion, if I have by the few words
and lines I have here placed upon paper,

given any new rider—aye, or any old one, an
additional interest in the dear old road, I

have encompassed my desire, and am suffi-

ciently thankful. —Harry J . Swindley.

> • <-

df:finitions of the day.

(NOT ACCORDING TO THE N.C.U.)

Amateur.—A man who races for Ijvc of

valuable prizes.

Bugle.—An implement to enable nonentities

to make a noise in the world.

Champion.—A man who happens to draw

first prize in a lottery.

Danger-board.—A cockshy provided for the

delectation of tramps.

Editor.—Any advertisement-canvasser with

unlimited credit at cutlery and mucilage

shops.

Felloe.—A steel hoop, carefully smoothed
to prevent the adhesion of cement.

Gong.—A cumbrous substitute for a shout

of " Hi !

"

Handicap.—A game of chance, designed to

expose the handicapper's crass incom-

petence.

Indiarubber.—A substance used as a fla-

vouring for composition tyres.

Joiin-o'-Groat's.—The loadstone rock that

draws cyclists from the uttermost parts

of the land by train.

KuKLOs.—The root from which are derived

the words "jigger," " wheelist," and
" bike."

Lamp.—A beacon to guide the bucolic eye

when practising brick-throwing at night.

Medal.—The pot-hunter's horror.

Nickel-plate.—Metallic veneer, useful to

cyclists fond of the phrase " Chips I

must and will have."

Odometer.—An instrument to indicate how
many miles a cyclist has not ridden.

Patent.—A trap to catch fees.

Queer Street.—The residence of cycling

"athletes."

Road-record.—A game of hide-and-seek

amongst railways.

Scratch-race.—A means of training for

funerals.

Tea.—Ironical name given to any heavy
meal taken after noon by clubs.

Unattached.—A rider with too much good

sense to pay for the privilege of being

bullied by consequential " officers."

Vanity.—The passion that impels a bicyclist

to ride a machine too large for him.

Wrench.—An instrument designed to mangle

the fingers of whoever steals it.

'Xpenses.—An elastic sum of money ; now
called " presents from uncle."

Yard.—A space varying from an inch to a

furlong, according to the fancies of race-

meeting judges.

Zoedone.—Froth, flavoured with jam and

rusty nails, fatal to non-teetotal cyclists.

—Faed.
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Never in the history of the wheel has so keen

and widespread an interest been evinced in the

championship races as this year. Even the

bright particular star of Bob English, which

shone so brightly during last autumn, has paled

its lustre before the brilliant constellation com-

posed by Illston, Mayes, Furnivall and Ciatehouse
;

and yet, after all, the unexpected re-appear-

ance of Sellers upset the calculations of the

knowmg ones ; and still again, the sudden ad-

vent of Webber, whose form developed so

suddenly as to make him too late to enter for the

race, has left the 1885 one mile championship

a practically undecided point. Whatever may
be the results of the longer-distance races, the

popular mile has achieved the distinction of

proving that we have at least half-a-dozen men
on the path between whom there is scarcely a

pin to choose, all of whom ride right out, not

one indulging in the waiting tactics which arrived

at such a disgraceful height of absurdity last

}ear. Sanders Sellers is one mile champion of

1885 on the bicycle, by virtue of his victory on

June 13th ; but to English, Illston, and the other

men who rode so well at Aston, belongs almost

as full a meed of credit for having ridden a losing

race so well.

Before the absorbing interest centred in the

all-popular " bicycle mile," the tricycle five miles

championship falls into comparative insignifi-

cance, and the wanner of the title has much less

occasion to be proud of it under the existing

circumstances. Ha\ing an unenviably-growing

reputation for tricky riding, Robert Cripps can

scarcely feel satisfied at winning the tricycle

championship at five miles by aid of his unfair

cutting-down tactics. Every student of tricycle-

racing form is agreed that Sidney Lee is Cripps's

superior at this distance, as at others ; and with

his dearly-bought experience of Cripps's habit of

unfair riding when fair would not suffice him, Lee

may be excused for objecting to start in a heat

containing four riders, on such a track as that at

Aston. A championship is a high honour, but

life and limb must not be imperilled recklessl}'

for even a championship ; and in the event

Cripps's riding in his preliminary heat showed

that there was ground for Lee's dread, the

eventual winner riding unfairly, certainly, even

if not so transparently unfairly as to catch the

umpire's attention ; so that the honour won by

the 18S5 tricycle champion at five miles is indeed

a barren one.

Records on the path keep on getting faster and
faster. With tricycles, both ordinary and tan-

dem, as well as with dwarf bicycles, it is easy to

understand that the improvements in speed are

mainly attributable to improved construction, as

well as to growing experience on the part of tri-

cycle-racing men
;
but it is difficult to compre-

hend how human powers can go on improving to

such an extent that one 3^ear's racing men beat

the performances of the previous year's racing

men on bicycles practically identical in construc-

tion. I-*"or details of the records that have been

beaten during the past month on the path I

must refer readers to the racing columns.

Road-riding, again, brings us face to face with

a similar state of affairs, the old order giving

place to the new, and the new men eclipsing the

deeds of the old. Oxborrow, on a " Facile
"

bicycle, beats Adams's record b}^ 35 minutes on
the Land's End to John-o'-Groafs journey, not-

withstanding serious meteorological obstacles
;

and Fletcher, on a tricycle, reduces the three-

wheel time, under the same circumstances,

by 6^ hours. Thus it is shown that Adams
on the " Facile," and Nixon on the tricycle, were

only considered pre-eminent at the distance-

riding game on sufferance, other men supplanting

them at the first attempt.

The absurdity of this John-o'-Groat's record

business is made particularly manifest by the

hysterical way in which the narrative of Oxbor-

row's journey gushes of his entrancing pluck and
wonderful endurance, and of the bra\-ery and

courage he displayed in pursuing his task under

such fearful strain to his constitution. For what,

prithee, was all this striving and suffering en-

dured ? For the mere reputation of being able

to ride, under certain circumstances, aided by
runners-up and trainers, and pace-makers galore,

from one end of our little island to the other in a

few minutes faster time than it had ever been

done before.

That portion of the reading wheel world who
do not take an interest in racing matters must
have become heartily sick of the initials "A. A. A."

and " N.C.U.," but there is still more trouble in

store, and no prospect of the breach between

athletes and cyclists being repaired with reason-

able speed. Conferences ha\e failed, blame

being put upon the N.C.U. delegates for insisting

upon carrying matters with a high hand, and the

war between the Athletic Association and the

Cyclists' Union bids fair to be settled b)- no
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arbitration, but by sheer force of numbers. If the

A. A. A. can secure any considerable support from

clubs antipathetic to the N.C.U.,it will gain its

object sooner or later ; Ijut so long as a majority

of clubs and of independent race-meeting pro-

moters see fit to support the N.C.U.'s claims,

the Athletic party will be the sufferers. At

present matters stand thus : The N.C.U. claims

entire and sole control o\er amateur cycling in

this country, and does not recognise any sen-

tences of suspension or disqualification passed

upon cyclists for c\'cling offences by the A. A. A.,

but is willing to recognise all such sentences

passed upon athletes for athletic offences. The
A. A. A., on the other hand, claims the con-

trol of all cycling races held at any meeting

at which athletic sports are also held, and claims

the power of disqualifying or suspending from all

cycling and athletic races any cyclist (or athlete)

who races at such mixed cycling and athletic

meetings, for cycling offences as well as for

athletic offences. This threatens to create a

completely new class distinction amongst riders,

the N.C.U. supporters on one hand being alone

eligible to race at all meetings under N.C.U.

rules, and the A. A. A. supporters being only cjuali-

fied to race at Athletic meetings. But to further

complicate the position, the A. A. A. lays it down
as law that nobody in the land may hold a meet-

ing for athletic sports, whether cycling races are

included or not, without its permission, and that

permission is nexer to be given unless the cycling

races, as well as the athletic competitions, are

held under A. A. A. rules alone ; whilst the N.C.U.

consistently maintains the simple principle that

all cycling races, wherever held, must be held

under N.C.U. rules alone, but the athletic com-

petitions at mixed meetings may be held under

A. A. A. rules. This is a perplexing jumble of

contradictory fiats, I know, and is a trifle inclined

to upset the average intellect ; but, taking all the

broad facts together, and entirely losing sight of

petty side-winds raised by individual arguers for

purposes of personal animosity, the position of the

N.C.U. is undeniably the stronger one of the two
;

and it is already apparent, from the wholesale

manner in which sport-promaters are ignoring

the A. A. A. manifesto, by advertising their cycling

events to be run under N.C.U. rules alone, that

the Athletic Association's position is untenable.

After the delightful weather, with grand roads,

experienced at Easter, cyclists ought not to have

grumbled much when the second Bank Holiday

of the year turned out deserving of the name
Wetsuntide. But cyclists did grumble, nath-

less, in discordant chorus with the chuckling of

the railway companies, who reaped golden har-

vests by carrying homeward the machines and the

carcases of bedraggled and besodden tourists.

Recollecting the annoying way in which a

false report was industriously circulated to the

effect that the "Kangaroo" race last autumn
would take place from Bath to Hounslow, where-
by a large number of cyclists and police were
hocussed into a fruitless journey, it was with a
considerable grain of salt that riders swallowed
the announcement that the London B.C. had
decided to change the route for its annual
Bath-to-Hounslow road race on Whit-Monday.
It may have served its purpose by putting the

police and the public off the scent ; but the race

took place over the old course, and resulted in

the accomplishment of the loo miles in 7 hours
i,i, minutes. Considering that the last part of

the journey was over very heavy muddy roads,

this time practically upsets the " Kangaroo"
performance, differences in the state of wind and
roads making a vastly greater difference than is

indicated by the few minutes' variation in the

times.

Thomas Stevens has reached Buda-Pesth in

safety, the roads steadily deteriorating as he pro-

gresses onwards. By the time this is in print,

his adventures will be assuming their uncivilized

character once more, and there will be more
walking than cycling, less club-escorting, and
more equixalents for John Chinaman's " Melican

plan-cae " suppers.

The Records Committee of the N.C.U. is at

work. So is the Circumlocutionary Procrastina-

tion Department of Her Majesty's Red Tape
Office.

It is definitely settled that Harrogate and
Tunbridge Wells Camps are to clash as to dates.

But, practically, there will be no clashing, so very

few of the Southern residents ever going North,

that Harrogate will not suffer in consequence of

the Londoners and residents in the Southern

counties establishing a camp on the border-line

of Kent and Sussex. As at Harrogate, so at

Tunbridge Wells, two days will be devoted to

racing. And as at Harrogate, so at Tunbridge

Wells, there is a soothing obscurity as to the

destination of the gate-money accruing at said

race-meetings.

The Union Treasurer maintains his position

of masterly inactivity. Conscious of his perfect

rectitude, he scorns to convince his clientele of

that fact, and is content to exist in calm and

silent contempt for outside and inside opinion.

And the wheel world rolls on in sublime ignor-

ance of what has been done with the Union's

money, and completely unaware of the pecuniary

position of the "National Wheel Federation."

For this reason, I the undersigned—and doubtless

many another loyal Unionist— have steadily

refrained from seeking to enlist fresh recruits to

the ranks of the independent members, feeling too

strongly my humiliating impotence to assure my
friends of the Union's affairs being without re-

proach. For how long is this state of things to

continue, Mister the Treasurer ?
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The summer of 1885 is rapidly passing onward,

and with the approach of autumn, longing

thoughts are wafting racing cyclists' imaginations

towards the Springfield and Hartford tourna-

ments. Springfield is indeed becoming the

Mecca of the pot-hunter ; and nothing but the

consideration of what an awful big hole an

American trip makes in one's pocket-money

deters a horde of British wheelmen crossing the

Big Drink.

The Australians are an enterprising, and withal

an original set of men. One of their innovations

has been a race for a lad3''s bracelet, the winner

forthwith laying the guerdon of his powers "at

the feet of his fair nominator." Such a revival

of the courtly proceedings of the days of chivalry

would be romantic, doubtless, but too much so

for the blase race-goers of this country, where a

man who openly presented his prize to a woman
would be ever thereafter derisively chaffed for

" mashing in public."

The abortive attempt to establish a local

centre of the N.C.U. in Ireland seems to have

quite aroused the Irish Cyclists' Association into

a state of unwonted activity ; and there appears

to be no reason why we should endeavour to

thrust the N.C.U. down the Hibernian throat if

—

as is evidently the case—the Hibernian taste

prefers entire home-rule. The Irish Cyclists'

Association works on lines identical with the

rules of the N.C.U., and by the Union acknow-

ledging the association, a mutually advantageous

treaty could be established, and in view of the

attitude of the Athletic Association such a treaty

would be an additional point of strength in the

Union's armour.

George M. Hendee has beaten the previous

fastest records for a quarter-mile and half-a-mile,

but, as was the case with the mile record of

2m. 3gs. made in America last year, the English

Solons will be sure to reject it as a world's record,

on account of the American path being measured

eighteen inches from the inner edge, whereas the

N.C.U. regulation is for paths to be measured

twelve inches from the inside. For exactly the

same reason, there is talk of withholding the time-

medals won b)' the competitors w'ho beat the

standard time in the championships at Aston,

the path there being measured eighteen inches

from the edge. When the N.C.U. lay themselves

out to split hairs, it is marvellous how very fine

they succeed in cutting them down ; and yet it is

a fact that the very men who are so strict as to

measuring paths one foot from the edge are

blindly content to ignore the difference between

a raised and a level edge. The Crystal Palace

track, for instance, has such a level edge that a

wheel can touch it and ride over and over it at

full speed without danger to the rider, but the

Aston and American paths have solidly raised

edges, to touch which means a certain cropper to

either bicyclist or tricyclist. Consequently, the

absence of danger in touching the edge at the

C.P. enables cyclists to ride quite close to

it, even though it would not pay to actually cross

the edge and ride on the gravel inside ; but, on
the other tracks, the presence of the raised edge
necessitates the preservation of a discreet dis-

tance to come-and-go in, so that actually the

rider on the Aston or American path has to ride

further with eighteen-inch measurement than the

rider on the Crystal Palace path with its twelve-

inch margin. Hendee's wheel, on the Springfield

track, must have covered a greater distance in

riding nominally half-a-mile than it would have

covered on the Crystal Palace track, and to

Hendee must belong the credit of holding the

world's record at a quarter-mile and half-a-mile.

We have enjoyed an unusual immunity from

racing-path accidents this year, in the London
district at any rate. This is not what we are

used to. I met a racing man limping along, last

week, and found that his foot was encased in

bandages. "Those nasty dangerous bicycles,"

again ? Well, no, it seems not. Our cyclist is

suffering from the results of the harmless neces-

sary pastime called swimming, having cut his foot

badly by striking it against a broken bottle in a

pond. Somebody must go a genuine cycling cropper

on the path soon, to fulfil the destiny of the sport.

Failing another volunteer, I have no doubt that

before long I shall have screwed up my courage

and unscrewed a nut somewhere, so that the void

will be filled, and the racing-path cripple of the

time will once again be he hitherto known as

"Axis" in these columns, but henceforth to be

designated only —Faed.

The Emerald Isle.

As anticipated, the races held under the auspices

of the Caledonian Games Committee on Whit-

Monday, the 25th May, turned out a great suc-

cess. Sunny weather prevailed during the entire

day. The racing was all that could be expected,

and was witnessed by a numberless crowd of

spectators, who showed their appreciation of the

catering by continuously cheering the contestants.

The refreshments supplied on the grounds were

at a moderate charge and of a first-class quality,

which added considerably to the success of the

success of the meeting.

The General Meet of Irish Cyclists took place

on the 6th June, when a great "muster" of

wheelmen turned up. Before the meet a ten

miles bicycle and a two miles tricycle road-race

were decided, the running in which by most of

the competitors was of a very praiseworthy

character, and brought about a delightful

finish. Over 300 cyclists rode in processional

order afterwards, and formed a very interesting

spectacle as they wheeled down the main road of
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the Park and into the Viceregal grounds, when
the Countess Spencer viewed the procession, and

gracefully acknowledged her appreciation of it, on

which all the cyclists enthusiastically responded

by saluting Her Excellency as they respectively

passed by. The meet was subsequently photo-

graphed by Mr. John Lawrence, of Sackville

Street. In the evening a capital dinner was sup-

plied at the Wicklow Hotel, at which several of

the wheelmen who took part in the meet were

present. A very enjoyable evening was spent,

and several interesting speeches were delivered,

moistened intermediately with some capitally

rendered songs, which were kept up till midnight,

when the assemblage broke up.

The Leinster cycling race-meeting was held at

the Ball's Bridge Grounds on the 13th June,

but for some reason or other which I cannot ac-

count for, was not attended so well as it deserved,

having regard to the exertions used by the officers

of the club to make it a success ; but undoubt-

edly there was some want of management some-

where when the competitors in a five miles

handicap race were allowed to go two laps over

that distance, thus altering the position of the

second and third winners of the five miles race

into the respective positions of fourth and fifth

when the race was stopped. I say "the race,"

because no one seemed to know the distance,

though everyone knew that the competitors did

more than five miles. The racing was very lively.

The Irish Champion Cycling Club races take

place on the 20th, when some interesting items

will be decided, the prizes for which are of the

highest class, and should evoke some lively com-

petition.

Mr. Quinton, of the Irish Champion C.C., is

about resigning his post of hon. sec. to the Irish

Cyclists' Association. Should he determine on

doing so, the association will be losing one of its

most energetic officers, and one whose place it

will find very hard to fill. —Athcliath.

->• <

MIDNIGHT MEDITATION.

(With apologies to the shade of Longfellow.)

BY H. B. GATES.

By his evening fire the cyclist

Pondered o'er his public shame
;

Battered, weary and disheartened,

Still he mused, though sadly lame.

'Tvvas a ride through twenty counties

That had tasked his utmost skill
;

But alas ! a great disaster

Vanquished—and had made him ill.

From a distant Northern city

He his precious steed had brought,

Day and night that anxious rider

Rode, and ne'er of danger thought

:

Till, exhausted and desponding,

Sat he now in shadows deep.

And the day's humiliation

Found oblivion in sleep.

Then a voice cried " Mind, O master !

From the fallen branch of oak.

Shape thy course with utmost caution,"

And the startled cyclist woke

—

Woke, and in the glowing embers

Saw once more that fatal hill,

And the source of all his anguish.

Mourned again his fearful spill.

O, thou bold, ambitious cyclist !

Take this lesson to thy heart :

Ride discreetly, if thou fearest

Coming homeward in a cart !



[Inventors and manufacttirers are requested to give the'Editor'early intimation of all novelties introduceJ hy^Jhem

,

for description in this department .']

A New Racing Tricycle.

Tricycles of the "Humber" pattern have

become so popular among racing men that it is

but seldom that any other style of three-wheeler

has a look in on the path. The introduction

last year of the " Cripper"—as the popular voice

insists upon denominating the " Automatic-

steering Humber"—has led to various modifica-

tions of the single front steering-wheel actuated

by a bicycle-pattern handle-bar, and one of the

most successful roadsters made on these lines

has been the " Quadrant," wherein the patent

qHiadrant steering enables a very large steering-

wheel to be used, securing the best position for

its rider whilst preventing too much weight

making the steerer drag or " cling" to the ground,

as well as materially reducing the vibration.

The makers of the "Quadrant" have now
adapted it to the purposes of path racing by two

ingenious alterations which secure the desiderata

of the excellent position of their roadster with

less sensitive steering. Travelling at top speed

on the path, handle-bar steering tricycles, uncon-

trolled by springs, are apt to answer their helms

too rapidly, to avoid which Lloyd Brothers

fasten the handle-bar rigidly to the frame, and

on its right hand extremity mount a vertical

rod with ordinary handle, which actuates a

rack-and-pinion connected with the steering-

wheel axle ; thus, without sacrificing the handle-

bar " position," the dead certainty of rack-and-

pinion steering is secured. In addition to this,

by tilting the quadrants from front to rear,

instead of setting them up horizontally, the

steering-wheel is made to lean over when on a

curve, so that there is no slipping, nor tearing-

out strain on the rubber, but the machine takes

corners in a scientifically safe style at top speed.

An Ordinary Bicycle Made Safer.

Just at the present time, when there is such a

run upon dwarf bicycles on account of their pro-

fessed safety, attention can well be drawn to a

simple device whereby Markhamand Co. increase

the ;:afety of the ordinary tall bicycle in a very

simple manner, or, alternatively, retain the same

degree of safety as the usual raked-fork secures

at the same time as using an upright fork, and so

placing the bicyclist more directly over his work.

This is accomplished by means of a spherical

weight carried close to the ground behind the

back-wheel of the bicycle, by means of four rods

set up on the back fork. In such a position the

power of the weight is much greater than its

mere specific gravity would suggest, the distance

from the saddle multiplying its power to keep the

backbone down.

Adjusting the Pitch of Saddles.

Hitherto the only method of altering the pitch

of a saddle has been to insert wedges of wood,

leather, or paper between the saddle-plate and

spring ; or to have the spring itself permanently

bent, fore or aft as the case might be. By means

of Starley's saddle-tilt, these operations are

rendered unnecessary, and a rider can alter the

pitch of his saddle to any extent in a few-

moments, without taking it off the spring. The
saddle-tilt's position is between the ordinary clip

and the spring, and it raises the saddle three-

quarters of an inch in its centre, so that it is only

available for adjustable-saddled tricycles, or for

bicycles which are not up to the riders' full

reach.

A Portable Tyre-heater.

The familiar but inconvenient red-hot poker,

with which the cyclist was erewhile wont to heat

the rim of a wheel from which a length of rubber

tyre had become detached, was never a very satis-

factory implement, and various attempts have

been made to provide a more effective substitute.

Gas tubes and Bunsen burners are scarcely port-

able enough for the average cyclist to regard them

with favour ; but in the "Yankee" tyre-heater

which Fisher and Co. have introduced from

America we have an article thoroughly effective

and extremely simple, consisting of a small tin

lamp with two burners, so shaped as to warm the

rim on both sides of a spoke at once ; and being

provided with hooks to hang it on to the wheel,

the rider is not under the irksome necessity of

holding it in position, but need only shift it from

spoke to spoke as the cement becomes sufficiently

warmed. Ordinary lamp-oil can be burned in

it, and it is so small as to be easily carried in the

tool-wallet or the touring-bag.
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A Standstill Bicycle.

Many attempts have been made to provide a

kind of stilt or crutch whereby the ordinary bi-

cycle can be kept in a standing position while the

rider mounts or dismounts, or merely rests on

the road ; but the excessive complication has

prevented any such contrivance coming into

practical use. The dwarf bicycle, on the other

hand, offers greater facility for the use of such an

appliance, and the " National " makers have suc-

ceeded in adapting one to the " Bicyclette"

which was illustrated in the June issue of this

magazine . By means of this simple arrangement

the rider of the " Bicyclette " can come to a dead

standstill, and remain so without toppling over

sidewise. As the " Bicyclette " is constructed

with a clear space between the saddle and the

handle-bar, this enables a lady to mount and

ride it in ordinary costume.

A Luggage-carrier for Bicycles.

Several years ago some of our London agents

used to sell an iron grid-like plate for luggage-

carrying, so shaped as to be fastened on the

handle-bar of a bicycle, under the lock-nut of the

steering-head, and having a lamp-bracket for the

then popular head-lamp on its front edge. The
excessive weight of this contrivance, and its

liability to break short off where fastened under

the lock-nut led to its speedy abandonment ; but

in America a similar idea has been more usefully

carried out in the Lamson luggage-carrier, which

consists of a stiff wire bent into such a shape as

to hook under and over the handle-bars them-

selves, and to strap down to the brake-spoon.

This is very light, and its practical usefulness is

attested by the fact that Thomas Stevens uses it

to carry his luggage round the world.

A Pocket Ambulance.

Accidents will happen to the best regulated

cyclists, and a great many riders have qualified

for rendering first aid to the wounded by attend-

ing the St. John's Ambulance Classes. To these

particularly, as well as to every man or woman
possessed of the most elementary degree of

surgical skill, the " Nyd Case," recently intro-

duced by Whittles and Co., will be a valued

acquisition. In the form of a tiny tin box, very

much resembling a travelling soap-box, is con-

tained a complete pocket apparatus sufficient to

temporarily dress wounds, to stop bleeding, and
arrest the evil done by the venomous bites of

dogs, snakes, wasps, etc. For cyclists frequent-

ing the racing track, more especially, the Nyd
Case will be welcome, and during the hot

months now approaching the tourist will appre-

ciate the antidote to the painful stings of the

wasps, which frequently trouble the wheelmen on
the highways, as well as being armed against the

dread of hydrophobia.

Balm for Wounds.
Of the many dark dodges and wily wrinkles

affected by racing men, Elliman's Embrocation

is considered the most effecti\e preparation for

rubbing into stiff joints and applying to ex-

coriated flesh ; whilst there are many like com-
binations of oils enjoying considerable local

repute in various parts of the country. A recent

introduction from India is called Thilum, and
aims at once to remove stiffness, to cure cut and
bruised flesh, and to relieve neuralgic pains,

having also the vast advantage of portability—

a

point in which other specifics are sadly deficient.

It is undoubtedly a powerful remedy, and inas-

much as a box of it is no larger than an ordinary

watch, its compactness should render it a favourite

with the tourist as well as the racing cyclist.

A Collapsible Saddle.

" Of the making of new saddles there is no

end "—might reasonably be the exclamation of

anyone at all familiar with recent introductions

in the way of bicycle and tricycle saddles. The
"Buffer" was admittedly a great stride in ad-

vance of anything that preceded it, but Lamplugh
and Brown's latest invention can give " streets

start and a beating" to even the Buffer. It will

be recollected that Harrington introduced a sliding

clip whereby any saddle could be rapidly de-

tached from its spring and so carried away from

the machine ; but in the New Buffer saddle this

object is achieved to an improved degree without

the need for the extra clip. In general construc-

tion it resembles a Buffer saddle, with the ex-

ception of its frame being made of two steel

tubes instead of a stamped iron plate ; and by
unfastening a hook under the leather, the two
lengths of rubber can be drawn off the tube,

when the front of the leather is released from the

tubular frame in front and the entire leather with

its rubber "buffers" can be folded in two and

placed in the pocket out of harm's way.

Healthy Garments.

The " Healtheries " Exhibition of last year

brought prominently forward the system of

clothing advocated by Dr. Jaeger, since when the

Editor of The TvicycUst and some other wheelmen
have practically adopted the all-wool clothing

insisted upon by that German professor ; and
without going to the extremes advocated by Dr.

Jaeger with regard to bed-clothing and boots, it

is apparent that there is much virtue in the

system of eliminating every particle of non-

woollen material from our garments when cycling.

The underclothing manufactured by the company
controlling the patents in this country is excel-

lently adapted to cycling purposes, permitting

free perspiration, but preventing too rapid cooling

of the body, and it seems well-nigh impossible

for the rider garbed in " all wool " to catch cold.



Webber has been an "eye-opener" to the

handicapper and London racing men generally

this past month, and it is a thousand pities that

red tape prevented his competing for the N.C.U.

mile championship. It is difficult to see either

the utility or the sportsmanlike side of a hard and

fast rule which compels an entry being made for

a championship event many days before the

actual event comes off. If I except Webber, who,

though not a resident, has come out in London,

there is little doubt but that Furnivall is the best

man in the London racing division up to date.

Mayes is very speedy, and the prettiest rider

amongst the scratch division, but the Berretta

man has more stay at the finish, and since he

obtained a larger machine, has greatly improved

in the straightness of his riding.

*
* *

Letchford's mile in 3m. i^s. on a " Humber "

tricycle at the Alexandra Palace is record for the

distance in equity, if not in law, the latter failing,

I understand, owing to the timekeeper's watch

not having passed the Kew standard. Hard lines

for " ' Aunty ' Nixon."
*

* *

The road "dashes" against time have been

noteworthy this past month. The tandem ride

of Freddy Cooper and H. J. Swindley from

Ripley to Ditton—10 miles—in 34m. 30s., and

Jack Keen's ride on an ordinary light roadster

bicycle over the same course in 30m. 57s., are

grand performances, there being hardly a single

bit of level going in the distance, and the hills

being pretty fairly balanced.

Young Illston's riding at the Crystal Palace in

the Brixton B.C.'s five miles invitation race was
a "show-up" for the once-invincible London
racing brigade, and whatever one may think of

the ultimate effect of racing on the boy, there are

no two opinions as to his being able to go the

pace now.
*

* *

Engleheart has also been again riding the

"Kangaroo" to victory, and also doing good

work on an ordinary, but perhaps the surprise of

the month was the re-appearance of Sanders

Sellers on the path, and his wresting of the mile

championship from Londoner and " Brum" alike,

at Aston on the 13th June, in 2m. 47is. On the

same day Webber is found at the Alexandra Palace

doing 2m. 43fs. for the full mile and then failing

to win. Hard cheese.

Croppers and Cripps have become synonymous

of late, but nevertheless he managed to take the

tricycle champion.ship at Aston in i6m. 53^s.

When I turn to the Pride of Tyneside, who made

such a brilliant di-but down South last year—Bob

English—there is a feeling of disappointment.

Just as he had got fit for the mile championship

he manages to come a cropper. But for this fact,

it is an open question whether two distinguished

ex-" makers' amateurs" would not have been

amateur champions of England at the moment

these lines are penned by
—Scorchaloiw.

> * <

MATIN.

Blithely I ride on my good three-wheel.

And I sing as I gaily go.

When the moon burns dim in the western sky,

And the east is all aglow.

Turn fleet, my wheel, turn fleet and true.

And bear me bravely on

Through woodland roads, dew-kissed by night.

To greet the early dawn.

Ah ! fair is the earth at the break of day,

And swift I speed along.

While my wheel keeps time to the happy rhyme

Of my joyous matin song. — " Out ins.
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XTopics of tbe Zimc.
[Correspondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.]

The Editor sat in the Editor's chair,

At the Editor's desk in the Editor's lair,

With the Editor's frown on the Editor's face,

And the Editor's head in the usual place.

In the Editor's hand was the Editor's pen,

And from near and from far came the Editor's men !

Abandoning marbles, and gi\"ing up spoof.

They came from the cellar they came from the roof

;

Abandoning drink, and forsaking their " wittles,"

Renouncing their beer, and forgetting their skittles,

They tumbled respectfully in through the door,

And sat on the table, and stood on the floor.

While "Junius Junior " and " Axis " were hard

At work with a chalk on the coat of the bard.

And ev'ryone else was conspirmg to " injer
"

The innocent hat of Jehossofat Jinger,

Who came by appointment, and started to snore

As soon as he'd planted his hat on the floor.

The Editor tapped with the Editor's pen.

And silence fell over the Editor's men.

The Editor coughed, and the Editor spoke,

And music transcendent his larynx awoke :

" Take paper and pen, my talented men.

And write me a number—one equal to ten !

I'll alter the cover in style and in tinting,

I'll alter the paper, I'll alter the printing !

We'll burst on the world with a number or part

As " Wheel World " has never displayed from the start !

So get you, my men, with paper and pen,

Each into his special particular den,

And hand to the printers by Saturday night

A budget of record for perfect delight !

"

The barbarous mob felt a frenzy of zeal.

And heard with emotion this fervent appeal

;

They rushed from the sanctum to borrow the dollars

To purchase white waistcoats and vertical collars,

Resolved that—regardess of exes—the staff

Should never be subject to further rude chaff.

But hold up its head with a very fierce look.

And feel itself equal in style to the book !

—

Their efforts resulted in what you will see

In reading the number commencing Vol. Three !

—Titanamhungo.

A Whitsuntide Tour,
j and obtaining a view of the waterfall which, with

The 4.50 a.m. train from Sunderland landed its ceaseless roar, rolls on, as it were, unchanged

us, a bicyclist and tricyclist, at Middleton-in- and for ever in majestic splendour, we started for

Teesdale in time for a second breakfast and a ' Langdon Beck, and our troubles began in earnest,

start on our machines for the " Far West " at A " push trick" for some miles over Yaad Moss

nine o'clock. Fell against a head-wind, accompanied by blind-

Four-and-a-half miles of good surface, but wet ing showers of hail and rain, and a run downhill

roads, brought us to the hospitable inn at High for some distance, brought us to the pretty little

Force, where, after partaking of a slight reviver,
^

town of Alston, Our feeling of loneliness on the
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open Fell made us greet a fellow-wheelman, in

the shape of a peripatetic scissors-grinder, with

his unicycle, in the most cordial way, and he

reciprocated, as is the wont of all cyclists, by

affording us information as to roads and weather

to be expected on the other side. An excellent

dinner at Alston prepared us for a six miles push

up Hartside Fell ; excellent surface, but on this

occasion wet, and in consequence unrideable. An
amount of perseverance, however, not common
with butterfly riders brought us to the summit,

and, in our " Gossamers," we prepared for a run

down of five miles " legs up " to Melmerby. An
oil-up for " man and beast," and a short political

discussion with some genial farmers enjoying

their evening pipe and glass of toddy, and then

we ran, on fairly level road, through pretty

country scenery, to Penrith, where we put up at

the George and made ourselves comfortable for

the night.

The tricyclist's conscientious objections to Sun-

day riding being overcome by the brilliant idea

that the Penrith Mrs. Grundy did not know him,

we determined to spend a happy day by riding

down the side of Lake Ulleswater to Patterdale,

and a glorious time we had—good road and fine

weather combined, with magnificent scenery

;

such surroundings could not but impress the

most thoughtless of minds with the beauties of

Nature. The snow lay glistening in the declin-

ing sunshine on Hellvelyn, and the light and

shadows cast upon the barren and verdure-clad

hills formed a sublime picture. But I have no

pretensions to poetry, so go back to hard facts.

We returned to Penrith for the night, and

started next morning for Gilsland. Following

the main road until within a few miles of Car-

lisle, we passed through the pretty villages of

Cumwhinton, Wetherall, Warwick Bridge, and

Brampton, the latter little town heing en fete with

holiday-makers ; Lanercost Priory, nestling in

the valley of the Irthing, and along the Roman
Wall brought us to the famed " Shaws." Here

we found the usual gay life, and a respected R.C.

paying marked attentions to a lady of vast

dimensions, and evidently enjoying himself,

minus his bicycle.

Our start from Gilsland on Tuesday morning

was witnessed by a. number of the visitors, who
expressed deep interest in us, and desire for safe

arrival in Newcastle. After an uphill run

through Tyne Valley, past Haltwhistle and

Bardon Mill, over anything but good roads, we
"anchored" in the ancient town of Hexham,
where the health of the tricyclist gave way, and

necessitated his taking train for home. Lonely

and forlorn, the bicyclist rode on to Newcastle

over hilly and stony roads, and on reaching the

city took train for " canny " Sunderland, and

thus concluded a jolly little Whitsuntide tour.

-

—

T. H. Elu'cii.

American Racing Rules.

Under date April, 1S85, the Racing Board of

the League of American Wheelmen promulgated
a code of racing rules and regulations closely

allied to, and partly adopted from, the set re-

cently formulated by the National Cyclists'

Union
; there being several points of radical

difference, and more of actual expression, ap-

parent in the two sets, although on most points

the usages are practically alike.

The American code commences with ten

lettered clauses, and then proceeds with thirty

track rules. No definition of an amateur is em-
bodied.

Clause A renders amateurs liable to suspension

for competing under any but L.A.W. rules, or

rules approved by the L.A.W. , and so on.

Clause B adopts the N.C.U. system of official

espionage over records, adding the Puritanical

proviso :

—
" No record made on the Lord's Day

will be considered."

Tracks are to be measured eighteen inches

from the " curb "—as the inner edge is termed.

The Board reserves the right to exclude from

the racing path any and all machines which, in

their judgment, do not come within the accepted

meaning of the terms " bicycle " and " tricycle,"

either by the peculiarity of construction or by
undoubted mechanical advantages which they

may possess.

The National championships are fixed at half-

mile, one mile, two miles, three miles, fiv^e miles,

ten miles, and twenty-five miles bicycle, and one

mile tricycle, and are open only to members of

the L.A.W.
Separate State championships may be insti-

tuted by permission of the Board.

Official handicappers are appointed, as by the

N.C.U.

It is recommended that fifty dollars value be

the prize limit, except for challenge cups.

The N.C.U. rules are adopted against payment

of amateurs' expenses, open betting, and value

prizes.

The track rules provide for a referee and three

judges, the referee occupying the position of the

N.C.U. judge, but the three judges placing the

men at the finish. Umpires report to the

referee.

Three timekeepers are required, starting their

watches by the flash of the pistol ; and the aver-

age time is that recognised in case of disagree-

ment.

Scorers count the laps and keep record of

results and times as reported to them.

Starting races is exactly according to the

N.C.U. system, the wording of the rules as to

pushing off being copied verbatim.

Costume, wearing numbers, and changing

machines are also in accord with N.C.U.

custom.
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Some rather elaborate rules are laid down as

to drawing for positions ; and it is enacted that

" when races are run in heats and a final, the

winner of the fastest heat shall take the pole in

the final," which means, apparently, that the

fastest heat-winner has the privilege of the

inside berth for the final heat, although the use

of "curb" in one place and "pole" in another

creates some doubt as to whether " curb" is not

the inside and " pole " the outside ; but I believe

both mean the inside.

" The finish of all races shall be judged by the

first part of the driving-wheel which touches the

tape fastened flat on the ground at the winning-

post." Breaking a mid-air tape is thus done

away with, as with the N.C.U., but the substitu-

tion of "driving-wheel" for "machine" per-

petuates the confusion that used to obtain in

tricycle races before the N.C.U. rule made all

clear by starts as well as finishes being decided

by the first part of the machine that touches the

tape.

Passing on the track, fouling, and dismounting

are practically identical with N.C.U. custom,

but no fee has to be paid by a competitor enter-

ing a protest, and it is specified that if any com-
petitor dismounts, by accident or otherwise, he

shall not have a fresh push-off, although his

attendant may hold his machine while he re-

mounts on the extreme outside edge of the path.

Clubs may reject entries—except for champion-

ship races held under their auspices—officers

may not compete, and the N.C.U. rule as to

novices is adopted, with the addition that a

novices' race " should properly be the first race

of a meet."

Five rules are quite new to English riders,

dealing with races seldom, if ever, seen on this

side of the Atlantic. They are as follows :

—

" In a race without hands, the start shall be
made as usual. Ten seconds from the time of

starting, the starter shall ring his bell, and this

shall be the signal for the riders to take their

hands off. The competitors must then ride with

the arms folded, or the hands and arms other-

wise kept quite off the machine. Any competitor

touching any part of his machine with his hands
or arms shall be disqualified."

" In a slow race, a straightaway course, not less

than three nor more than five feet in width,

should be marked out for each competitor. Any
competitor who rides outside these lines—to be

judged by the centre of the driving-wheel—or

who comes to a standstill, or who is dismounted,

or who fails to start at the signal, shall be
disqualified."

" In a lap race, the position of each rider shall

be taken at the finish of every lap. The first

man shall count a number equal to that of the

contestants at the start ; the second man shall

count one less ; the third two less, and so on.

The competitor who scores the greatest number
of points shall be declared the winner, whether

he ride the whole distance or not."

" In a team race, the position of each rider

must be taken at the finish of every mile. The
riders shall count as in a lap race, and the

aggregate scores of the team members shall

decide the victory."

" The contestants in a run-and-ride race shall

be started on foot in the usual manner, and

umpires shall be stationed on the track at the

mounting and dismounting stations, who shall

take account of the fairness of mounting and
dismounting. Mounting before reaching, or dis-

mounting after passing, the station, shall be

sufficient cause for disqualification."

The code concludes with the usual proviso that

ignorance is no excuse for violation.

—A.J.W.

The First John-o'-Groater of the Year.

We never were believers in "only men," but

always had the utmost faith in the proverb that

there were as good fish in the sea as ever came
out of it. This being so, we are glad to see that

the proverb has been endorsed in cycling circles,

and that it was not
J. H. Adams that got a

" Facile " record from Land's End to John-

-o'-Groat's last year, but merely a good man
on a good bicycle. This year, as good a man
in better condition has been found in the person

of Oxborrow, who has ridden the "Facile" to

renewed and greater glory over the same course

in 6 davs 23 hours 10 minutes, or 35 minutes

less than Adams. It is peculiar to note, and

evidences to our mind that there is a debtor and

credit side when managing the human frame

;

that whereas Oxborrow was miles ahead of

Adams's score in the earlier stages of the jour-

ney, he got shorter distances in at the finish,

just when the long Snodlander was beginning to

put forth his well-known long-distance powers.

Lawrence Fletcher versus Alfred Nixon.

Though at one time it was thought that Nixon's

record for that playful little jaunt of modern
cyclers, Land's End to John-o'-Groat's, had

been eclipsed by Webb, the researches of the

N.C.U. left subsequently no doubt that the

honour lay with the ex-captain of the London
T.C. until last month, when Mr. Lawrence
Fletcher, of the Anfield B.C., a prominent mem-
ber of the cycling community, knocked the pro-

verbial sparks out of it mounted on a " Humber"
tricycle. Mr. Nixon's record was 8d. iih. 50m.

Mr. Fletcher's is 8d. 5h. 20m. Bad roads and

rain are claimed as detrimental factors in

Mr. Fletcher's performance, but there are cases

where harder but slower work tend most to keep

the man from exhausting himself. It is, indeed,

a case of gearing down versus gearing up. The
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former is the easier pedalling, but the pace

necessitated knocked the rider all to pieces in the

long run.

Camps and Campers.

Those Londoners who have not the time or

funds to penetrate in August as far North as

Harrogate, there to drink whisky, sleep under

canvas, see old friends, and make new ones, have

now, or will have next August, an opportunity

of performing the above-named feats of skill,

endurance, and sociability within 36 miles of the

Metropolis, for the Southern Counties Camp
Association has been formed, with Mr. Vernon

Smith, of 37, Tavistock Square, W.C., as hon.

sec, and will open proceedings on the 31st July

next, and end them on August 4th. A race meet-

ing will also be organised in connection with the

camp, and whilst a man may live therein and

partake of breakfast, lunch, and dinner for one

day for i6s., for two iis. will see him clear. If

he extend his visit for three days gs. 4d. will be

his disbursement per diem, and if for four days

8s. 6d. only.

The Provincial Cyclist : A Suggestion.

The provincial cyclist is representative of a

large and widespread class, and, taken as a body,

the provincials are probably of better social

position than their brethren of the wheel in

London, who seem chiefly to belong to the com-
mercial and clerkly classes. The country rider

of good standing must exercise a powerful influ-

ence over the cause of cycling in his neighbour-

hood, and through him and his doings the

popular verdict on cyclists generally is largelv

coloured.

It seems to me that the wants of this class of

rider are by no means sufficiently catered for by
the cycling Press. London men and London
doings obtain undue prominence, and local news
is condensed to microscopic paragraphs, which
serve but to whet the intellectual appetite of

provincials.

On the provincial cyclist dark allusions to

London celebrities are for the most part lost : he
is probably in contented ignorance as to who
"Dot," "Nym," " Kosmos Junior," and a host

of other mammoths of cycledom may be ; the

exciting accounts of the "Fleet Street Fliers

C.C.'s " run, in which, "despite the elements,

one member carries out the fixture" to some
suburban village, do not in the least interest a
man to whom the very name of Ripley is an
abomination.

My premise that the need of catering for pro-

vincial cyclists does exist, is proved by the fitful

appearance of " District News " and " So-and-so
Notes" in the different papers; but, at best.

these local communications are badly managed,

and they are far too personal to be of any real

use or interest. Even were these local chronicles

all they might be, they are always the first to be

ousted when there is any " pressure on space."

The remedy for all this seems to me simple.

Let a system of district notes be perfected and
judiciously locally distributed ; let each note be

a short but complete miniature paper in itself;

London news must come first in order and size

—

honoris causa—then general news, and lastly, the

complete system of district news.

Such a method would please both Londoner
and Provincials : no rider in the kingdom but

would feel that a part, at least, of his cycling

paper would prove of unfailing interest to him
;

reference to events in any part of the country

would be facilitated, and a widespread attention

would be drawn to our fascinating sport.

— Walter Moresby, B.A. (Cantab.)

Amongst the Clubs.

Inter-club runs, ladies' days, medal " scorches,"

club runs through wet and mud for attendance

medals, and all the varied phases of summer
club wheel life are at present in full swing, and
the only regrettable thing to record is, that the

longest day has passed for 1885 for ever.

The run on landlords' spare clothing at Whit-

suntide by the numerous soaked cyclists who
were on tour was great, and many were the Good
Samaritan Bonifaces—including mine host of the

Saracen's Head, Ware—who responded to the

call, and are publicly thanked by clubmen.

The London B.C. 100 miles road ride on

Whit-Monday, despite the fact that the last 30

miles were over very wet roads, was done in jh.

33m. 43fs., by Mr. P. H. Watson, of Aylesbury,

a new member of the club. The best of these

performances was Appleyard's in 1878—7h. i8m.

55s., and the fastest 100 miles on the road, G.

Smith's on the " Kangaroo, " in September

last—7h. iim. 37s.

The tricycle clubs, owing to the wet, made but

a poor show at that usually popular gathering,

the Hayes Meet, on the 6th June ; but neverthe-

less, some 80 ladies and gentlemen rode in line

over two of the most picturesque commons in the

world—Hayes and Keston. The London T.C.,

the organisers, and the Crystal Palace, under

Alfred Nixon, made the bravest show.

Woodford was en fete on the 13th ult., when
about 300 cyclists—mostly bicyclists—rode in

procession, headed by Chief Marshal Cozens.

In these days, when one is apt to hear on every

side that the bicycle is giving way to the tricycle,

it is pleasant to be able to record the fact that

the vast majority of these riders were bicyclists,

and 240 of them clubmen.
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A SONG OF THE BREEZE.

Oh, I'm a wild rover from over the sea

!

Laughing at danger—'tis nothing to me.

The white plumed gull I chase in his flight

Away from his sea-girt home
;

Back to the depths sinks the dolphin in fright

—

I lash the blue waters that sparkle in light,

And the bright waves leap into foam.

The white-winged yachts I speed over the sea
With swagger and bluster and blow

;

The sails are all set, the blocks are all free,

But I mock the sailor-boy singing in glee

His merry " Yough ho, yough hai, yo !"

And now a gay cavalier, saucy and bold,

Telling such love-tales as never were told :

I kiss the lips of beauty fair
;

I look into her eyes of blue
;

I nestle in her sunny hair,

She hath a lover now—take care^
Yet care not I—I love her too.

I bring her perfumes rich and fine

From flowers of rarest hue
;

I fan her cheeks at day's decline

—

They glow like brightest ruby wine

—

That she loves me I know—I do !

And now I am only a scft summer breeze,

That murmurs and whispers, and sighs in the trees :

And I sing through the meadows at break of day.
Brushing the dew from the grass

;

The rose-petals fall, and the lily-cups sway,
While the golden-eyed daisy-heads nod, in their way,

A welcome of joy as I pass.

I skim the fair uplands ; bright billows of gold
Sweep over a sea of ripe grain.

The sickles are sharp, and the moon has grown old
;

The harvest has come—soon the tale will be told.

And I shall be over the main.

Oh, I'm a wild rover ! and speed where I will,

I sing my yough ho, yough hoi, yo !

Good-bye—there's a wheelman a climbing yon hill

;

He is near to the top, but he sighs for the thrill

Of my kiss on his brow. I must go ! —Outing.

Zo Corvesponbents.
HOME.

I

FOREIGN.
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new volume of '

' Wheel World '
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j

that the subscription to the '

'
Wheel World '

'

to note that the subscription has been re- has been reduced as follows :—To the Con-

duced from 7/6 per annum post free to 6/-.
|

tinent and Canada, 6/- ;
U.S.A., i^i.ys

;
India,

Country subscribers can thus have it delivered '. g/-; Cape Colony, Australia, New Zealand,

at the same cost as purchasers in town.
;

10/6 per annum, post free.
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Lace Saddle.

PERFECT ADJUSTMENT.
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lace tight and fasten the end
by the screw underneath the
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Lace Saddle.

UNEQUALLED VENTILATION-

EXCELLENT ELASTICITY.

GALLING IMPOSSIBLE.
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H, L. COKTIS, Amateur Champion, won the 25 and 50 Miles Amateur Championship Races
on a Bicycle fitted with Bown's •• iEOLUS" Ball Bearings, beating record time.
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Are universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require but slight
Lubrication, and conseq[uently are the most Durable Bearings yet

introduced.
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have been ivon hy th« iise of these celebrated Bearings.
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Elevation. Section. Front View with Cap removed.

BACK WHEEL BEARINGS.

Elevation. Section
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Bown's Patent "^OLUS" Ball Bearings are admitted to be by far the best as regards durability,

easy adjustment, or attaining great speed, and requiring_les9 lubrication than all others.
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TRUE TILL DEATH,

A NOVEL.

CFL\PTKR VL

AT THE PLAY.

Tom and his sister were discovered pre-

paring for the play, and when Amy had been

supphed with some refreshment, they were

ready to start, and forthwith did so. Amy
persnaded them to waUc round by her father's

house, ostensibly to inform him of her move-
ments, but in reality to see if he was con-

ducting himself in a becoming manner. She
found him in his most agreeable state,

namely, fast asleep, and as she knew there

was little chance of his awaking before they

returned, or at least before the hotel bar

hard by was closed, she felt quite at ease,

and thoroughly able to enjoy a pleasant

evening.

There was a crush at the door. Public

amusements were of rare occurrence in

Arkford, and the people turned out in large

numbers to patronise any circus, diorama,

concert party or theatrical company which
entered their town. It must be admitted

that, with a few exceptions, these entertain-

ments were, one and all, bores of the most

pronounced type ; and even the Arkford

people themselves, although far removed
from the possibility of seeing an3'thing better,

were aware of the great inferiority of their

recreative pabulum. Nevertheless, they did

not despond, but went again to the same
circus the next time it came round, with a

vague hope of beholding something fresh—

a

hope which, of course, was never gratified.

The business of this evening being a play,

the chances were more in favour of some-

thing new, but, as usual, it was something

very old. Charley's party, however, enjoyed
the evening greatly, though, in truth, their

amusement was supplied more by themselves
than by the performance. It is unnecessary
to say that the drama inculcated a lesson
with a very highly-strung moral tone ; and
it is satisfactory to be able to relate that the
punishment of vice, and the exaltation of

virtue, were seldom more signally achieved
than in the play in question, and never was
that very proper denoument more enthusiasti-

cally applauded than by the good people of

Arkford.

" I suppose it must be the desire for

novelty that makes people approve of and
cheer actions on the stage which they them-
selves are wholly incapable of, and, what is

more, don't want to be capable of," Beverly
began, his weakness for a little lecturing

under favourable circumstances growing
manifest in a pause between the acts.

The girls did not agree with him at all, and
were of opinion that the pleasure derived by
the British public from the universal triumph
of virtue on the stage lay in the capacity of

the said public for a corresponding purity of

motive oft the stage.

Tom Melton, pressed for his views on the

question, did not seem to have formed anj'

dehnite, or, indeed, intelligible opinion re-

garding it. He did not know—he supposed

it was all right—at any rate, he always liked

to see the beggar squashed. The " beggar "

may be taken as referring generally to any
shady character, and in this instance to a

person who had forged a will under circum-

stances of a peculiarly distressing nature.

" Well, well," Charley admitted, " it would

be dull sport if we had too correct an
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imitation of ourselves. Everyone wishes a

photograph to be flattering, and declares

the likeness to be striking in proportion to

the degree that it is flattering. So I sup-

pose we like to see ourselves ' touched up '

a little when we go to a play, and at once

recognise in the hero or heroine our own
exact counterpart."

" I am afraid you are showing us to be

very unreasonable," Jeannie put in depre-

catingly.

"As a rule, people are rather unreason-

able," Beverly replied sententiously ; and

Tom Melton promptly added

—

" Yes, of course ; doesn't some chappie—

I

forget his name, but he is a regular swell at

saymg good things—observe that ' the popu-

lation of this country is' "

" The population is how much ?"

" That's just what I have forgotten," Tom
remarked candidly, " but it does not matter,

we will not stick at a million or two, especi-

ally as it has got nothing to do with the

subject. The population is a certain number
of millions, ' mostly fools ' is what the gentle-

man said, and it's the ' mostly fools' part I

wish to draw your attention to."

" I think your ' chappie ' was a little too

severe," Amy said, with an amused look at

the speaker.

" ' Mostly foolish ' would have been nearer

the mark," Charley quietly added.

When the curtain had fallen, Tom pro-

posed that Mr. Beverly n.nd Miss Rentford

should accompany his sister and himself

home, and there discuss at leisure the merits

of the play, with the assistance of cold

mutton and beer. To this proposal there

appeared to be no dissent. Amy was a little

frightened at the lateness of the hour, but it

was so seldom there was any break in

the monotony of her life that she felt a little

reckless for the time being. In addition to

the material bodily sustenance, the host was
obliged to provide the necessary appurten-

ance for its consumption, for the entire

Melton household had been for some hours

in the embrace of the drowsy god by the

time they arrived.

The street door was closed as carefully as

it had been opened, so that the sleeping

dignitaries might not be disturbed, and
when they were seated around the fire with

a plentiful if somewhat confusedly served re-

past before them, great satisfaction with the

play—in spite of Charley's criticism—the

supper, and things in general was expressed.

Naturally, there were one or two drawbacks
Amy and Jeannie had only one knife between

them, and Tom, having given the solitary

tumbler available to Charley, was obliged to

drink his beer out of a teacup. They dis-

cussed the various incidents of the pla}', and
even went so far as to propose re-acting the

last scene of the tragedy. It was, however,

discovered that both ladies were obliged b}'

the exigencies of the plot to embrace the

same gentleman, and for this part Tom and
Charley were equally anxious to be cast.

The selection led to so much chaffing argu-

ment that the project was abandoned in

despair, neither being inclined to surrender

his right, although the girls declared that

Tom should have the vole.

" Did you really mean it. Amy, when you

proposed that Melton should be the hero in

that acting business we were talking of to-

night ?" Charley asked, in a jealous tone,

when about to say good-night to Amy at her

own house.
" Now, Charle}', how can you ask that ?"

she replied.

" Why not?"
" You might have easily guessed that I did

not wish it."

" How could I guess it ?"

" You might have known that I did not

want him "

'•Yes?"
" Because— I said I did,"

CHAPTF.R VII.

S T I I. I. - II U X T I N G.

" Bv Jove ! Charley, that was a stroke of

luck for us that old barque's going to the

bottom in the bay—we shall have grand times

for a fortnight," Tom Melton remarked in

the office one morning. " What luck, too, that

she went down in deep water; we shall have

no trouble with damaged cargo."

" I am ashamed of you. Melton ; think of

the loss to old Spriggins."

" Yes, indeed, just think of that."

"And then, had any of the sailors been

drowned, how would you like to have been
one of their wives ?

"

"Can't say, as the sailors were not drowned,

and I never was a sailor's wife—moreover, I

don't want to be."

" Well, I suppose you are right," Beverly

continued; "but let us hurry up, and we
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shall be out ir; time to join the fellows in the

run this evening."

It was the time of year when the days

begin to lengthen, and it was a pleasant

relief from the grind in the office to skim

along in the twilight at the pace of a dozen

miles an hour, with five or six fellow-cyclists

to bear them company. There were a con-

siderable number of wheelmen in Arkford,

and although no regular club had been

formed, musters of ten or a dozen for a ride

were not unfrequent. On this evening, the

weather being fine and the roads in good

condition, a longer run than usual was pro-

posed. Melton was in high spirits, " having

dodged that fellow Sinton," as he said—

a

circumstance which always gave hiui great

satisfaction, for Sinton's presence did not

add much to the hilarity of any assemblage

—and rode at the head of the party discus-

sing various schemes for the edification of his

companions.

It might be well to explain that the gentle-

man whose room was so generally declared

to be preferable to his company hardly

seemed to deserve the unfavourable verdict.

Indeed, apart from his unprepossessing

countenance, Sinton's great personal un-

popularity was hard to understand. Still,

that he was disliked, both in the office and
out of it, was not to be doubted. Beverly,

as a rule, refrained from expressing any

decided opinion when the subject of Sinton's

character was under consideration, which

consideration was entered upon about seven

days in each week. He only professed to

regard him as an interesting specimen of an

almost defunct development of the human
animal—that is, a man who could save

money out of a fixed income. And then, in

anything relating to money matters, Charley

was a little startling in his individuality of

judgment, and his pronouncements on such

matters must be accepted, as they were in

Arkford, with some liberality of interpreta-

tion. Still, no one cared for Sinton.

Far into the Nesbar Mountains Tom rode,

till the gathering darkness obliged the

cyclists to dismount and light their lamps.

It was a calm, mild evening, with scarcely a

breath of wind. Here and there a tiny spark

showed where the shepherds' cottages were

scattered over the hills, and from the marsh
to the right of the road came a famt call of

curlew and teal, or the weird sound of the

landrail, as it called and answered to its

kind, echoed over the fields bordering the

road, and lent the sense of loneliness peculiar

to this dreary cry.

The neighbourhood had long been famous
for the "poteen" it produced, and Melton,

struck with a happy thought, proposed a
" still-hunt." At the time any proposition,

however unreasonable, would have been
welcomed, so assent to the suggestion was
given with enthusiasm. They arranged to

toss for who should stay and look after the

bicycles, whilst the others sought the bubble

reputation at the cannon's—that is, tiie

bottle's—mouth. The duty of sentinel fell,

by the incident of chance, on Melton. He
explained the nature of a certain informality

in the proceedings which, he held, must upset

the decision, and proposed to draw lots, or,

as an alternative, to have another toss. The
point of his argument, however, was not

sufficiently clear to the others, and he was in

danger of being left behind, when Beverly

volunteered to exchange places with him.

This offer was gladly accepted, and the

amateur Revenue officers set out over the

hillside.

For some time a good deal of " grief" was
experienced, for the fellows fioundered

through swamps, and tumbled down gulhes,

and scrambled up banks, in the most reckless

fashion, suggestive of credit with their

tailors and bootmakers. A little fellow who
had brought a bugle insisted on sounding

loud alarums at intervals, under the impres-

sion that he was of service in keeping the

force together in the darkness, but it was
decided that this proceeding would spoil the

chance of coming on the poteen-makers in

flagrante delicto, so the general voice obliged

the bugler to cease his minstrelsy.

They were soon pretty well blown, and

nmtinous murmurs and hints that they had

gone far enough were heard, and dark

insinuations that the leader knew nothing of

where he was going, when Melton suddenly

connnanded, " Now, boys, keep quiet, I see

a light, and I fancy it is Barney Murphy's

stiU."

All attention was now paid, and silence

observed, as they moved forward with

caution. They hoped that in the darkness

Mr. Murphy would not recognise them, but

take to flight and leave his still in their

charge, and they stole quietly up to within a

few yards of the light. It came from a fire

which burned in a hole scooped out of the

mountain side, and past which a stream ran.

Around the fire three or four men were
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seated, talking in a careless vvay, evidently

free from any apprehension of being dis-

turbed. They were hardy-looking men, and

our friends hesitated in their advance until

Tom whispered that he recognised IMurphy,

and that it would be all right, even should

their rz/st' fail. Then two of theband who wore

helmets, which might well pass in the dark-

ness for the headgear of the police, quietly

put their heads above the ridge under which

they lay. Just then one of the men at the

fire was describing in burning words how
little he feared the "ganger" or any other

man. " I would like to see him show his

face"—and the man smote his thigh with an

emphasis which almost made the helmeted

wheelmen wish the}'' had not come.
" I would like to see Holy Virgin !

there's the peelers !" and the warrior sprang

to his feet, and into the middle of a small

barrel with tlie same movement. He was

out in a moment, or rather through, for every

stave was shattered, and the whole brewing

staff took to flight amid whoops of triumph

from the attacking party. Melton jumped
into the still-hole, and, seizing a large bottle

of the " cratur," flourished it delightedly.

Meantime the worthy proprietor of the estab-

lishment and his guests were scurrying as fast

as they could go over the heather, regardless

of everything save to escape from the
" peelers."

" Make yourselves at home, gentlemen,"

Tom said, " and allow me to offer you a

little refreshment after your journev." His

hospitality was not refused, and his health

was proposed and drunk with uproarious

enthusiasm. Some of the men were anxious

to make there and then " a night of it,"

with speeches, songs, and all sorts of festivi-

ties, but the majority were in favour of

returning without delay, and the minority

having acquiesced, they started for the home-
ward journey, " well pleased with their

visit," as the newspapers say. A sample of

the native brewing was requisitioned, and
when some of the more conscientious ob-

jected to this confiscation, they were reminded
that the worthy Murphy was most fortunate

to get off so well.

After the departure of his friends, Charley
Beverly walked about to keep his blood in

circulation, and allowed his thoughts to run

back to Arkford, and when there to dwell

principally with a certain Miss Amy Rent-

ford. He thought of her, but not as lovers

usually think of their mistresses ; he was

not composing a sonnet to her eyebrows»

nor was he gazing in imagination into her

eyes—he was only thinking, would Mr. Rent-

ford be " under the influence" to-night, and,

if so, how Amy would manage with him ?

This was a very unromantic and unpoetic

reflection, no doubt. But there are such

lots of people who have little or no poetry

or romance in their lives that Charley was
not singular in the prosaic nature of his

meditations ; and there are such lots of

people, too, in whose lives this " manage-
ment " of some individual plays such a pro-

minent part, that it is by no means a small

consideration. On the contrary, the man-

agement is so often such a necessitous

undertaking that no amount of importance

is too great to attach to it ; the only wonder

is, whether the persons managed are really

always—or ever—worth the trouble.

Beverly was so much engaged with his

meditations that he scarcely noticed the

time passing until he was aroused by the

appearance of a police patrol. It occurred

to him to have a laugh at the expense of the

absent still-hunters, so, accosting the con-

stables, he informed them that he had seen

a party pass who were unmistakably " in the

trade." At the moment the sound of voices

proclaimed the return of the explorers, and

Charley, feigning excitement, exclaimed,
" Now is your chance—here they are back

again !"

" Oh, Lord ! what is this ?" Tom Melton

shouted, when he found himself promptly

collared on leaping into the road. It was con-

veyed to him that he was arrested on suspicion

of having illicit whiskey in his possession.

" It is all a mistake, Sergeant, it is indeed
;

we only took a sample—that is, we only drank

a little."

" Look here. Sergeant," another delin-

quent struck in, who, not being arrested, had

his wits about him, "we are only out from

Arkford for a run, and our bicycles are lying

on the road here somewhere. What would

we have poteen for ?
"

"Well, young gentlemen, all I can say is,

if you have no poteen you have a mighty

strong smell of it," the Sergeant answered

good-humouredly.
" Perhaps we have, and perhaps we had a

drink too, but you can't ver}' well arrest us

for that."

The Sergeant was appeased, and Melton

draw a breath of relief when Ihey were at

length bowling along on their wheels.
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" I say, boys, what a near thing—fancy,

I had a bottle in each pocket ; if they had

searched nie I was done, and might have

been ' found'—as the country people say

—

in a hundred pounds."
" I suppose, Tom, you would have paid

the tine decently ?
"

"No, certainly not," Tom answered.

chapter viii.

Peter's proposal.

Amy Rentfokd had just finished giving

Nelly Jones her weekly lesson when Peter

came into the room.

He observed casually that the day was fine,

and Miss Rentford agreed that it was. He did

not speak for a moment,and after a slight stam -

mer, he again asserted that the weather was
above the average, to which Miss Rentford

again repHed in the affirmative.

All this hesitation and iteration in conver-

sation was quite new to Peter, and Amy was
at a loss toaccountfor it. He was notoriously

a good talker, and not at all bashful, but in

Miss Rentford's society his habitual self-pos-

session seemed to entirely desert him.

Amy supposed he intended renewing the

conversation about the extra music lesson,

and waited in some anxiety for his next re-

mark. Nothing, however, was farther from
Peter's mind at the moment than any lesson,

musical or otherwise. He had spoken to Mrs.

Jones on that subject, and had been coldly

received ; and now he meant to come to the

point at once, to which the extra lesson was
only intended to lead up. He had purposed

laying siege—now he would take the place by

bold assault.

There was nothing particularly brilliant in

his next movement, for after some effort he

only conveyed that he anticipated a continu-

ance of fine weather, and Miss Rentford saw

no reason to dispute his forecast, and, indeed,

she added that she had also calculated on an

improved atmospheric condition. Peter there-

upon looked disappointed ; he had apparently

reasons for his conviction ready, and now that

there was no divergence of opinion to be met,

he was at a loss for further conversation. There

is, however, such a thing as the courage of des-

pair, and he suddenly became possessed of

something very like it. He perspired a little,

and hurried over his words in a somewhat

breathless fashion, but he managed to say

what he wished. It was altogether removed
from meteorological speculation, for it

amounted to a declaration of love and an
offer of marriage.

Amy was too much surprised to speak for

sometime. He, Peter Jones, Esq., who had
everything, to ask her, x\my Rentford, who
had nothing, to be his wife ! The thing was
too extraordinary to be realised. She looked

at him to see if he were really serious, and
was quickly convinced of poor Peter's entire

sincerity. He was pale and red by turns,

and his face bore the unmistakable stamp
of deep anxiety for the answer to his ques-

tion.

" Mr. Jones, I am sure you do me great

honour, but I really never thought of this be-

fore," Amy said, in a helpless way.
" No, of course not, how could you ?" he

blurted out ;
" but you will think of it. Miss

Rentford ?—promise me you will think of it."

" I am afraid I can scarcely promise in the

sense you mean, Mr. Jones, for I never could

accept your off'er."

Peter's face fell, and a wistful look came
into his eyes. " Miss Rentford, are you quite

sure that with time you could not reconsider

your answer ?"

'• Quite sure, Mr. Jones."

Not a word more he said ; he never

begged, nor pleaded—he never upbraided

her, nor cursed the name of woman, nor

threatened to go to the dogs, and leave his

innocent blood upon her head ; nor did he

rehearse even so much as a single sentence of

all the thousand and one paltry, cowardly,

currish revilings which the lords of creation

usually heap on the woman who has sinned

beyond all forgiveness, beyond all toleration

—who has failed to bow down and worship

at their shrine. He only took her hand and

pressed it kindly, tenderly.

" If you ever want a friend. Miss Rentford,

will you call on me ?" he said, simply.

"You are too good, Mr. Jones."
" No matter about that, will you do what

I ask?"

She paused a moment, and then impul-

sively put her hand in his.

" Yes, I will, and I shall never forget your

kindness—indeed, I never shall."

" Thank you, I have your promise," he

said, and, pressing her hand again, he lelt

the room.

Amy stood for some time toying with the

music on the piano in an abstracted way. It
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was all so sudden and so unexpected that

she could scarcely understand it. " He is a

noble fellow, after all," she said to herself,

and for a moment there came to her a

glimpse of that far-off land where music

pupils cease from troubling and music

teachers are at rest.

It was a pleasant land, too—strewn with

soft carpets instead of threadbare shodd}',

beautiful pictures instead of worthless daubs,

rich dresses instead of well-worn garments;

with first-class railway tickets, the latest

fashions, new books, old china, and other

CHAPTER IX.

KATHER UNPLEASANT.

" Time travels in divers'paces with di\ers persons."

Charley Beverly was walking down one
of the bye-streets of Arkford, on his way to

the friendly hearth of Mrs. Pyper, when he

encountered a man at the first corner who
stumbled against him awkwardly. It was
Mr. Kentford, in a state of bland intoxication.

" How do you do, Mr. Beverly;?" he

inquired, with a rather weak articulation.

"QUITE SURE, MR. JONES."

desirable matters. It could be hers as

Peter's wife. She had only to say a word
and it was hers.

'' I shan't think of it," she said aloud. " I

will never be false to Charley—never!" and
she closed the piano with a bang.

And Peter Jones learned the old lesson

that there is one thing in life which mere
kindness of heart will not win—one thing, at

least, in all this world of greed which money
will not buy—woman's love.

''Are you drunk again?" was the rather

ungracious response.

"By no means," he answered. "Just

taking a walk—hie—to meet a friend."

" You deserve credit for the fidelity you

display to your appointment."

"Oh! I never dishappoint a friend,"

replied Mr. Rentford, with an air which was

evidently meant to be heroic, but which was

not quite that.

"The sentiment dues e(}ual honour to your
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head and heart—especially as your friends

very often disappoint you," Charley

answered.

They were now walking in the direction of

Mr. Rentford's house, and the old gentleman

proceeded to moralise on the subject of their

conversation in what he again intended to be

an edifying manner, but which, as before,

fell somewhat short of the design.

" Yes," he pursued, reflectively, " I always

stick to a friend—hie—till he treats me"
" I know you do."
" No, no, Charley— I say no matter how he

treats me"
" I know you are not particular as to what

you drink."

" Now, Charley, you are too clever for me.

I mean till a—hie—man treats n)e badly."
" Badly ! what do you call badly ? A half

glass, I presume."
" I say till a man treats me with—hie

—

indig—hie—nity," Mr. Rentford said, with

some asperity.

" Well, I mentioned the only indignity I

ever knew you displeased with."

They had now arrived at the Rentford's

house, and were informed by the maid-of-all-

work that Miss Rentford was out, but was
expected in half an hour. Charley sat down
to wait, and certainly the host did not tire

him with much conversation, for he quickly

fell asleep in his arm-chair. He gave his

guest, however, ample occupation in another

direction. That consisted in keeping him on

his seat, out of which he slipped every few

minutes to the floor. When Amy returned

he had just managed to elude Charley's vigi-

lance, and had telescoped himself into a

confused jumble of arms, legs, and waist-

coat on the hearthrug.

The girl looked at him in silence, and a

weary, tired look came into her eyes, which
Charley had often seen there before—a sad,

heart-sick look.

" Don't mind him, Amy, dear; he will be

all right by-and-bye. Tell me, how have

3'ou got on to-day ?" he said cheerily. " Does
Master O'Reilly show any signs of being

able eventually to comprehend that musical

enigma, the key of C ? and how are the

Joneses pleased with Miss Nellie's progress

in 'Home, Sweet Home?' and is Miss

Gogarty yet perfect in ' The Maiden's

Prayer ?' and, in short, tell me all the news
you have."

" Don't ask me about them to-night,

Charley. Will he always be like this ?"

pointing to the gentleman reposing on the

hearthrug.

" I should say not. I don't think he can
stand it much longer."

" Oh, Charley!"
" Well, I ought not to say that, of course

;

but if it should please Providence to call

him"
" Now, Charley, you must not talk like

that; you know it pains me."
" Then I shan't do it again," he said,

seeing the girl really vexed.
" Please, Miss, there's a mouse has

drowned hisself in the rnilk-pan !" the maid
announced in a frightened voice.

" Throw it out," Amy said, indifferently.

" But there is not another drop in the

house. Miss."

" Then we must do without it."

The girl did not leave the room, and Amy
asked her crossly what more she required.

She felt less patient than usual of the petty

incidents in her life.

" 1 don't like to touch him. Miss."

Amy made a quick movement, as if all the

mice m all the milk-pans in Arkford would
not terrify her, but she stopped again. Few
female hearts can brave a living mouse—none
a dead one. Charley saw his aid was
wanted, and he politely undertook to re-

move the intruder, muttering to himself, " I

never could see what there was to be afraid

of in a mouse."

When he had executed the business Amy
thanked him coldly, and Charley replied

that it was no trouble. There was a short

silence, and then Beverly took his hat and

said, " You look put out, Amy, I shall go

away if you wish."
" Suppose I do not wish ?"

"Then I shall stay. I shall do whatever

you desire me."
" You are very good—too good," she said

softly.

" Then may I stay for an hour ?"

"Yes."

They sat down together, and proceeded to

discuss in a more cheerful waj' their various

concerns—what had occurred at the office,

at the Joneses (with one omission), and other

exciting and novel experiences.

Anon the old theme cropped up, and the

old hopes and fears were talked over, and

the old, old dreams were indulged in, and

the old, old impossibilities were sighed for,

yearned for, passionately, uiiserably, and

hopelessly ; and the old heart-sickness of
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"Will it evermore be this?" sank down on

hem, and the old wretched God-abandoned

feeling oppressed them as it has oppressed

for all time so many, as it will oppress so

many till time is no more.
" Did ever clock made by man travel at

such a rate?" Beverly asked himself as he

watched the hands of the timepiece racing

up to the final stroke of the hour. The
minutes left to him were now so few he could

do nothing but keep on reckoning up those

that remained, forgetful that by the process

he was losing even them.

It is a disagreeable occupation, this watch-

ing the hands of the clock—disagreeable, at

best, when we are merely chafing over

the laggard moments which intervene

between us and some pleasure, or the

cessation of some discomfort, though

every second brings us nearer the be-

ginning of our joy, or the end of our

sorrow. It is worse when we are

greedily regarding with niggard eye

those fleeting time units which are

carrying with ever - quickening stride

our happiness from us. It is a stupid

thing waiting for an hour which is to

l)ring us weal — it is horrible waiting

for an hour which must surely bring

us woe.

When Beverly rose to go he assumed

an air of cheerfulness, for he could not

leave the girl in the weary sadness of

spirit which she had been in for the

greater part of the evening. He spoke

gaily and bravely to her :

" You must not let your father worry

you more than you can help."

" No, Charley, but it is very miserable.

I fear he will never stop it."

" Upon my honour I don't think—that is

—

I mean, we must hope for the best."

Amy shut the door after him, and then

began to cry in a piteous way.

Some people never cry.

have very little to cry about.

fussy, gossiping creature, and Peter was well

accustomed to these interviews, which were
usually the result of something Mrs. Jones
" had heard" from her " own correspondents"

in the town.

These reporters had no permanent
engagement with her, but were employed,

so to speak, by the job, their welcome in her

house being in exact proportion to the degree

of novelty in their news, and the variety of

detail connected with the items—so much a

line, as it were. Some of them, indeed,

might almost be said to be on the regular

staff, but even they were obliged, if they

wished to hold their appointments, to be

Perhaps they

CHAPTER X.

FALSE INFORMATION.

" Peter, I have something very important
to say to you—most important, I assure you,

and I wish you to accompany me to the

library," Mrs. Jones fussily and excitedly

said to her son. She was at all times a

I ALWAYS STICK TO

energetic and efficient in the discharge of

their duties. In return for their trouble they

were received and entertained at The Lodge,

the best house in the town or neighbourhood

in point of wealthy and luxurious surround-

ings. Perhaps that does not say very much
for it, for Arkford was not remarkable for

the number of luxuriously-appointed houses

in its vicinity. Still, it was something to be

received at The Lodge, and Mrs. Jones had
always a pleasant coterie of interesting people

around her.

She considered that the only way to arrive

at the truth in a gossiping town like Arkford

was to believe but a portion of what she

heard, and, acting on this determination, she

accepted as fact everything derogatory to
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the honesty, respectability, or morality of

her neighbours, and declined to credit any-

thing favourable or complimentary thereto.

Mrs. Jones led the way to the library, and

Peter felt that this was no ordinary meeting.

There was an impressive earnestness and a

portentous responsibility of demeanour on

his mother's part which assured him that he

was " in for it," though in what way he had

yet to learn.

Arrived at the library—from what reason

so called it would be difficult to decide, books

at any rate were not its most prominent

feature—Mrs. Jones shut the door carefully,

and, without seating herself, she turned on

her son with an awe-struck face, and said in

an extremely shocked voice—" Peter, Peter,

what is this I hear about you ?"

"Don't know, 'pon my soul," Peter

irreverently and somewhat snappishly

answered.

"Oh! Peter, Peter, this is no laughing

matter."
" Never felt less inclined to laugh in my

life," Mr. Jones promptly remarked.
" Peter," Mrs. Jones observed with severity,

" I tell you this is no joke."

" I wish to heaven it were," her son

answered stolidly.

Now Peter knew perfectly well that his

mother wanted to arouse his curiosity, so

that she might enjoy the exquisite pleasure

of playing over and fondling the news,

whilst the listener impatiently waited—a sort

of nibbling at one's cake and having it too.

But the gentleman was in no humour to-day

for rehearsing a scene out of the stale

gossip of Arkford. Besides, he was getting

rather tired of it, so he waited and refused

to be interested.

Mrs. Jones was taken aback. She was
still boiling over with her grievance, but the

audience was not up to the mark. The
boxes were asleep, and the pit empty.

Her tableau would be a dead failure to such

a house. The slow music and half-turned

Hghts were wanting. She tried again.

" Peter, I am deeply grieved by a matter

I have heard in the town, and I insist on

your giving me every information about it."

"I am positively unable to do so."

"And I insist— I command you to inform

me."
" I declare it is out of my power."

Mrs. Jones grew hysterical, and began to

sob, which melted Peter's heart.

"Well, now, mother, if you want me to

tell you anything about this misfortune, will

you at least let me know what it is ?"

"Oh! Peter, why do you prevaricate so,

why do you deceive me ?" Mrs. Jones
sobbed.

Peter was overthrown—routed horse, foot

and artillery, and, moreover, he did not
know it.

"What on earth do you want me to tell

you, mother ?" he exclaimed at last, in-

terested and curious. But Mrs. Jones, if

victorious, was not to be baulked of her
lawful triumph, and indeed, revenge, by an
unconditional surrender. She refused in

turn to say a word. Peter begged, but she
was obdurate

; he entreated, but she would
not speak.

" Look here, mother, there is no good in

our going on like this. If you have any-

thing to say to me I am here to listen ; it

not, I am going out for a walk," and he
moved towards the door.

The intelligence was then conveyed that it

was " all over the town" that " Miss Rent-

ford (the artful thing) was setting her cap at

Mr. Jones, and if that gentleman was
not quickly advised to his own good the un-

scrupulous girl would succeed in her design
;

that it was quite noticeable how much he

was infatuated with her, and that Mrs.

Brown had openly challenged her with the

enormity, and that she had flared up in a

passion and refused to answer any questions

on the subject, or to recognise the right of

anyone to speak to her about it, proving

thereby the suspicion to be correct."

" Now, Peter," Mrs. Jones said, breath-

less from her peroration, " I think you will

admit that I had good reason to be

alarmed."
" What danger did you anticipate, may I

ask ?" Peter said coldly.

" What danger !" This was too bad, and
Mrs. Jones showed symptoms of another

hysterical fit.

" Are you mad ?" she gasped.
" I hope not," he answered.
" I am thankful I acted without consulting

you," Mrs. Jones said, beginning to realise

that perhaps, after all, she might be making
too much of the matter.

" What action did you take ?" Peter in-

quired in a hard voice.

" I wrote to the young person informing

her that her engagement here was at an
end, and I sent her a quarter's salary in ad-

va nee."
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'* Did you give her any reason for this ?"

" I did."

"What?"
" I said I hoped it would be a lesson to

her to remember her proper station in

future, and that her designs on my son were

well known and much talked about in Ark-

ford, and had lowered her very much in the

public respect.

" In the public respect!" Peter Jones re-

peated, in a fierce, bitter, half-suppressed

voice. " In the public respect—in the respect

of foul-mouthed liars, in the respect of mean,

sneaking slanderers, in the respect of low

brutal ruffians, of moral thieves, and social

muckbirds !"— he dashed

out of the room and banged

the door after him.

Mrs. Jones sat petrified.

Peter had always been so

quiet, and so utterly re-

moved from anything
heroic, that his eloquence

took away her breath.

Worse tlian all, she had

arranged f)r a brilliant

and classical pose, and

here was Peter posing. It

was too bad, when she had

been inwardly comparing

herself to quite a variety

of famous women, ancient

and modern, to have Peter

doing all the tantrums,

and sweeping away all her

tragedy. However, she felt

glad of one thing, she

had effectually extinguished Miss Rent-

ford ; at least she said to herself " she was
glad," but she repeated the remark so often

that it would seem she was scarcely con-

vinced that she had been altogether judi-

cious or fair. She began to think that per-

haps she had been too hasty, and might have
wronged the girl, and being by no means a

bad woman, only a spoilt one, she felt rather

sorry, and finally, after much inward
struggling, she decided to write to Miss

Rentford and apologise for her letter, and
even offer to reinstate her in her appoint-

ment, if she would undertake to renounce
the'devil and all his works—that is to say,

her son and all his money.

Her letter began :
" Mrs. Jones, with her

compliments," and with great redundance

of phrases and vast confusion of pronouns it

conveyed the gracious reprieve decided upon.

A servant was despatched with it, and
desired to wait for an answer.

In half an hour the mesenger returned,

and informed Mrs. Jones that he had seen

Miss Rentford, and she had given him a

letter which had been already written when
he arrived, that she had opened and read

the second letter he had given her, but said

there was no answer to it.

" Like the girl's impudence !" Mrs. Jones

said to herself, ^as she opened Amy's note.

MR. PETER WAS THERE TOO, MA AM.

She felt awkward somehow about opening it.

It was short and to the point

—

" Madam,—1 beg to return your money.
" A. Rentford "

" Well—I—never—did"— Mrs. Jones said.

Her amazement was so great she could not

complete the sentence.
" I forget to tell you, ma'am," said the

messenger, reopening the door in a hesitat-

ing way

—

"Yes ?"

" Mr. Peter was there, too, ma'am."

(To he continued.)
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II.—CYCLISTS.

It is the general habit to speak of The
CycHst (alwa3'S with a capital " C") as if he

were a member of a race hke the Jews or the

gipsies, hving among all nations, yet still a

thing apart, gifted with different modes of

thought, and qualities of mind, from his

fellow-men. Like the drop of oil in water,

he moves among surrounding elements, hut

does not mix with them ; he is a Cyclist

before he is an Englishman—he is the member
of a society mysterious and mighty as a

Nihilist league, and his aims and his habits

are alien from those of common humanity.

Now, all this is very delightful, but it is all

very idiotic, too. Cycling men and cycling

women are in no wise altered by their devotion

to cycling. All that their favourite pursuit

does for them is to bring out into bolder relief

certain idiosyncrasies, and to crystallise them

;

so that special types of man or womanhood,
not much observed previous to the appear-

ance of cycling on the stage, have of late

become inseparably connected in the public

mind with the use of cycling—not, in every

case, to the vital advantage of the latter.

It is only in accordance with the laws of

nature that the terrible, or beacon-light

types, should make themselves so much
more actively felt than the superior ones,

and of course cycling in the abstract gets

judged by the least worthy of its votaries,

and is found wanting. No wonder that the

mere name of cycling becomes a scorn and
a reproach to the outside Philistine; no
wonder that it is regarded with terror and
loathing in many and many a well-ordered

circle, when its representatives are such as

they too often delight to be.

Let us consider one or two types of each
sex—common enough types—too common,
alas ! for the success of the pastime.

Place aux dames. And to those who still

hold "the ancient ci'eeds " respecting

womanhood, its dignities and its obligations

—who still claim for it the rights of respect

and modesty and seemliness—there is a

subtle mockery in the ring of that very

conventional phrase, which has been so

wrested from its proper use. Place aux
dames ! It has become the slogan of the

shrieking sisterhood of cycledom—the im-

perious demand for space wherein the cycling
woman may elbow her way to the front of
cycHng life, and hold her position there by
force of muscle, not by the chivalry of those
from whom she had once no need to claim
her " rights."

Still, let me begin, as one is used to do in

most of the affairs of this life, with women.
The first portrait which rears itself before

my mental vision is one but too painfully

familiar to us all—the type of cycling woman
which, for want of a better term, one may call

the Amateur cycling female. Not amateur
as distinguished from professional ; but

because, toil as she may, ride as she will,

year in, or year out, there is a stamp of such
unmistakable rawness about herself and her

work, that the effect, after a long continuance
in the paths of cycling, is of as embryo a

nature as on the first day that she mounted a

machine. " Time cannot stale her infinite

variety " in the matter of vagueness of

riding and eccentricity of attire ; and she

abounds—but there ! we all know her only

too terribly well.

Always seated too low (this artless damoi-

Stlle invariably affects a cushioned abomina-

tion in lieu of the ordinary saddle), with feet

which seem to claw the pedals rather than

to work, with hot and dust-begrimed visage,

with weird contortions and painful effort,

the Amateur female staggers into view.

Costumed in summer in hot and clumsy

attire, her winter tricycling dress seems mostly

fur-cape, heavy black jacket, or ulster. To
the heart of this type of tricycling woman
are dear the crude and vivid colours ; the

long waving feathers ; the floating frills and

sash-ends that are as baits to the driving

chain and wheel-cogs ; the hair that is loose

and flowing, and the redundancy of florid

ornament which strikes awe to the soul of

the casual beholder. Fondly does she cling

to the rear-steering machine ; wildly does

she wobble in zig-zag lines from side to side

of the road she blesses with her choice.

Never, if she lives to be older than the

Patriarchs, does she master the first rudi-

ments of steering ; never does she learn the

error of her ways, and relinquish the vain

attempt to ride—she glories in the very
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attention she attracts, and believes its source

to be the profoundest admiration and deHght.

Far different from this fearsome creature

is the woman whom we may classify as the

Professional. Very conversant with her

special business is this latter type of person.

Puzzle her in cycling technicalities if you can

—she has the precisest knowledge of every

screw and rod in any machine yet invented,

and runs through them in a five minutes'

conversation with an airy glibness which

does credit to her memory for detail.

Nothing unbusinesslike about the Pro-

fessional—either in attire, manners, or style !

No floating fancies in costume—no fragment

ofmere prettiness ! Plain and stiffand precise

is her attire, running with a certain yearning

in the direction of divided skirts and such

temptingly masculine lines of costume ; hers

the headgear " warranted serviceable " if

unbecoming; hers the gaunt and grim

severity of appearance, which means work,

not frivolity. Perchance she races—or at

least has secret aspirations in that direction
;

certainly she rides far and hard ; tours with

fine scorn of escort or chaperon, and has in

life two soaring and sublime aspirations—to

annihilate the twenty-four hours' record of

every other living woman, and to vote at

Council meetings with the members of the

sex she flatters by her imitation while she

affects to scorn it. Fearful and gruesome

as the Amateur may be, the Professional is

far more of a terror to the ordinary man.
Her own male relations seem but poor

weak creatures, who either make a protest

too feeble to deter her from the war-path, or,

still more under her rule, applaud her

exploits, and urge heron to her own destruc-

tion. Very rampant is the Professional, and
daily increasing in numbers and in force,

ventilating her special views with an energy

which becomes acrimonious when it meets

with dissent, and a clearness that admits of

no misunderstanding.

There is apt to be about her a frankness

that verges on the coarse; and a candour in

the public discussion of certain subjects, such

as the details of costume, which would be

startling, could anything done by her surprise

the world at large. She is fearless, honest,

manly ; but she is probably a considerable

lowering of most people's ideal of perfect

womanhood.
Cycling is far more popular among men

than it has become, or is likely to become,
among women. One reason for this is, no

doubt, the expense of a machine, special

dress, etc., which is far more a drawback to

the average woman than to the average man.
Another reason may be found in the fact

that many women do not care to ride

unescorted, and the necessary companion
is not always to be obtained. At all events,

the proportion of female cyclists is compara-
tively small, when one takes into considera-

tion the three hundred thousand inhabitants

of the British Isles who go upon three wheels

or two. Types, therefore, are naturally more
numerous and varied among male cyclists

than in that sex which it is courteous to call

"fair."

The Amateur class is not, of course, confined

to womankind. We all know the man who
never does learn to ride, and yet, with the

eternal spring of hope ever vernal in his

guileless breast, never ceases to attempt it.

To this type belong those perilous creatures

who always choose, for preference, the wrong
side of the road; who habitually cross under
the very nose of nervous horses ; who have a

harmless way ofjamming the brake hard mid-

way in the swift descent of every uncanny
hill ; who will select crowded thorough fares

for their daily practice ; and who start on a

tour with a varied assortment of luggage,

embracing " things I might happen to need,

you know, old chap !"

Enough ! we all know him, and since he
generally selects two wheels for his gay

performances, he is not unfrequently removed
from the scene with an abruptness which we
cannot do better than copy.

Professionals there are, too, by the score

—a not objectionable departure, if one has

not too much of him. Trim, and brisk, and
business like ; utterly uncorrupted by the

vices of bugle and gauntlet, and jockey-cap,

dear to the Amateur's heart, he knows his

work, whether his professionalship be real

or only imitation, and unless he takes to

racing on the high-road, he does not excite

one's worst feelings to any great extent.

Of course he is a specialist, and fancies

his own love for his wheel is shared by the

world at large ; and, like a mother with her

first baby, dreams not that his oft-repeated

raptures, or the excellencies of his dear

possession can ever weary the outsider's ear.

Still, there is something very refreshing in

seeing anyone, in these indifferent days, given

over, body and soul, to the love and the

cultivation of one mortal thing; and enthu-

siasm has always its noble side, whether
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other people partake of it or no. To this

class belongs the man who conhnes his

researches in contemporary literature to the

cycHng Press; who begins on the all-absorb-

ing topic before he has reached the dining-

room with his partner at a dinner, or taken

two turns of a valse with her at a ball.

Should said partner be herself a member
on her own side of the Professional type,

there will rapidly take place that agitation

of cones at the coast-stations, meteorologi-

cally taken as the worst sort of storm-signal,

and the uninterested sharers of the revels at

which they are professedly enjoying them-

selves would do well to form a ring.

As for the type of cycling bore—he is as

wearisome to describe as to encounter, and
hardly repays the fatigue. Surely he is

known to us all ? and the shudder which

goes with his name is the result of an experi-

ence too bitter to be tempted again, even in

recollection. All bores are terrible, but

perhaps he is as terrible as any, since, to the

uninitiated, cycling is not an exciting subject,

nor cycles objects of frenzied interest. Let

us drop the bore—happy if it were as easy

a process in real life a.s it is on paper.

There is a type of cyclist limited, I am
glad to say, to the members of the sex that

is not my own— I mean the Rufftan. Alas !

that cycling and he should ever have joined

partnership—alas ! that to too many minds

the names should have become synonymous.
The being whose curiosly-constituted organi-

zation can find pleasure in riding over help-

less old women and little children ; who sees

a fine humour in startling innocent foot-

passengers with a wild and discordant yell

as he sweeps past in his frantic flight ; the

creature who annoys quiet guests at country

inns, who shrieks broken fragments of sense-

less songs through the peaceful moonlight

air; who vulgarises and degrades any sport

or pastime which he chances to affect ; and
to whom the aid to swift motion which the

wheel supplies is but the incentive to horse-

play or to careless brutality—it is the beings

of such a type as this that assert their

individuality so fiercely and persistently as

to impress it for ever on the minds of the

outside world; and it is to them, and such

as themselves, that we owe the prejudice

against cycling which still rages among so

great a number of sensible people.

But it will be argued, and with justice, that

there is a certain unfairness in bringing into

public notice none but the objectionable types

of the cycling world. True, and were I to

stop here, I should amply have earned the

character of one who can read but one side.

The medal has its reverse, and it is a bright

one. The types left to the last are the truest

and the best.

For among all the feminine cyclists there

is one whom we may call the Womanly Rider.

Neatly garbed, and well mounted, she rides

her machine with an ease and a grace which
rouse but one feeling in the breast of the

beholder. There is nothing conspicuous in

her attire, yet nothing untidy, eccentric, nor

unbecoming. Her gown is built for the

purpose for which she wears it, and with a

view to that purpose's requirements ; but she

does not scorn to look her best, and to be

charming even though she cycles. She does

not ride in public till she has at least

mastered the art sufficiently to save herself

from being a spectacle in the eyes of gods

and men ; but even her past-master (or

mistress-) ship of the science does not stir

within her a yearning to display her prowess

on the racing-path. She rides because she

loves it—because it is a healthy and delight-

ful exercise—not because she hopes to win

laurels, or to show that she can beat a man
on his own ground if she likes. Not hers the

vaulting ambition that would demand a

place at public meetings, or clamour for a

vote in public affairs ; should need be, she

can say a word or two, appropriately and

well, but she would rather shun than seek

the necessity that would force her to it. To
see her on her tricycle is a joy for ever ; to

ride with her is to wish that ride might last

through life. She does not hold the creed

that a woman is any less a woman when she

mounts her saddle ; nor does she at any time

aspire to equal terms with men at tricycling

or on other ground. She loves not publicity

for its own sake ; she leaves little loophole for

criticism, but she does not defy it.

Like herself, the Manly Cyclist is the best

type of the sexto which he belongs. Cycling

is the amusement or the convenience of his

life—it is not that life itself. He has other

interests, other joys; yet for all connected

with the wheel he possesses a keen zest and

a hearty liking. He does not relinquish

every fragment of gentlemanly feeling and

good taste the moment his foot presses the

pedals ; but yet he does not, on the other hand,

rave of the brotherhood of the wheel, or the

freemasonry of cycling, or indulge in any of

the maudlin excesses which cover the whole
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sport with ignominy. He is ready to leap to

the saddle and ride fast and far ; but he does

not gauge a man's virtues by the number of

miles he can cover in a given period, or rank

the hero of the racing path above the men
of intellect who have helped to raise and

maintain the national standard in the eyes

of the civilized world.

These are the best types of cycledom

—

would that I could add they are the common-
est. The cyclist, as we would wish to see

him or her, is not the cyclist most frequently

presented to our view. Were it but so, the

very name of cycling would be removed from

the associations which, alas! too closely cling

to it, and become, in the eyes of the world,

what those who know it best perceive it to

be—a thing worthy of the highest esteem

and appreciation ; one of the boons of this

nineteenth century of ours, " a blessing to

men," after the style of those writing imple-

ments of advertisement fame. But till the

manly and the womanly cyclist overpower

by their numbers the more rampant and

aggressive types which accompany them,

cycling will never free itself from popular

prejudice, popular ridicule, and popular

scorn. —Hendrica C. Verplanck.

> • <

LEAVES FROM THE PRIVATE DIARY OF A RECORD-BREAKER.

First Day (Monday).—At 4.45 a.m. to the

minute I, accompanied by a Representative

of the powerful Press of England, started

from Land's End to ride to John-o'-Groat's

in the shortest time on record. The plan we
arranged was for my companion to ride

for a short distance morning and evening

with me, make all arrangements as to sleep-

ing, etc., take the train over the greater part

of the distance, and leave me to get signa-

tures during the time he was absent. He
also arranged to do all the wiring, writing

the account, and—which was very much to

the point—all the paying. His luggage con-

sisted of time-tables, road-books, nuts, bolts,

spanners, a complete change of woollen

clothing, and a mackintosh ; while mine was
supposed to be the same, but was in reality

a complete change of C.T.C. uniform, with

several wigs, false beards, whiskers, mous-

taches, and a make-up box, besides a variety

of caps enough to stock a shop of the cricket

and polo soft cloth kind. As I had a parti-

cular reason for his not knowing of these

last articles, I represented my luggage as

composed of two complete changes and
a large quantity of wraps, which a fond

mother insisted on my carrying. Having
introduced the dramatis personce^ I will

proceed to describe our adventures. As I

think I remarked before, we started from

John-o'-Groat's at 4.45 a.m., on a misty

summer morning, on bicycles, the name of

which I refuse to give. We rode at a very

good pace to Penzance, where R.P. (the Re-

presentative of the Press, by which initials I

shall call him) was to take the train. We did

the distance, about ten miles, in an hour and

a quarter, and, without stopping, I left him to

find the railway station, riding hard as long

as I thought he could see me. As soon as I

was out of sight I slackened my pace, stopped

at the first inn, and spent a couple of hours

in putting away a very capital breakfast and
indulging in a short nap. R.P. had arranged

to catch the 6.25 train to Taunton, so

when I found the clock nearing nine, I

got a signature and left the hospitable

roof for the next station—Marazion Road

—

where I had settled to catch the next train.

On my way there I left the high-road for a

few minutes, and donned a fair wig and
whiskers, and putting on a blue cricket cap

in place of my polo of C.T.C. cloth, I boldly

rode to the station and took a ticket for Taun-

ton. Leaving Marazion Road at 11.20, I

had a very comfortable journey to Taunton,

which place I reached at 4.37, having slept

the sleep of the just most of the distance.

Directly I left the town I discarded the wig,

whiskers, and cap, and with several signa-

tures in my record-book, which I procured

at the stations en route, I prepared to meet

my companion. It was not long before I met

him, and after remarking to me how fresh I

looked, we rode at a merry pace to Bristol,
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about 45 miles distant, where we stayed the

night, arriving there about 9.30. Distance

for the day, about 160 miles.

Second Day (Tuesday).—Left Bristol at

4.15 in a slight drizzle, the people of the

house using bad language at our leaving so

early, and rode to Gloucester (35 miles),

managing to get an apology for a breakfast

on our way. Arrived at Gloucester at 7.30,

where R.P. again entered the train, leaving

me, in his own opinion, to ride to Whitchurch

to meet him. After leaving him, as on first

day, had a comfortable breakfast, and

strolled on to Cheltenham to catch the 9.20

train. Wore a reddish wig and moustache

in the train, and with a pack of cards, which

I had thoughtfully brought, managed to pick

up some good red gold from some yokels,

much to their disgust, as they imagined I

was an amateur at card-playing. I got

several people to sign my book in the

carriage without knowing the reason, and

feeling that I had done well, I left the train

at Shrewsbury about 5 o'clock and prepared

to meet my friend at Whitchurch. When
we met he expressed surprise at the pace

I had made, and asked a few questions that

might have been awkward if I had not been

well prepared. We did not wait anywhere,

but rode straight through to Warrington,

where he had written for beds. Soon after

our arrival a lot of bicyclists came in, and

on finding that we were the record-break-

ing pair, immediately enquired the route we
had taken. I answered all their questions

about the roads and the towns very cleverly,

as I thought, but when I found that they had

all been waiting for me at a village which I

had not passed through, although the road

I was supposed to be traversingdid, I trembled

for my safety, and, by a happy inspiration,

said that I had heard the roads were bad

there, so had gone round by another road,

which though longer was decidedly better.

They sensibly agreed that the roads were

bad, and though not knowing of the route I

had taken, settled down with the conviction

that I knew the roads in their district better

than they did themselves. Retired soon

after, leaving orders to be called at 3.30.

Machine and self in perfect condition.

Distance for the day, about 190 miles.

Third Day (Wednesday).—Rose from our

couches, after four hours' sleep, at four

o'clock, and after dressing quickly, knocked

up the landlord, from whom we got a signa-

ture, much to his annoyance and our amuse-

ment. Then mounted our bicycles, and on
a fine but coldish morning we rode the 35
miles to Preston, at a good, steady pace, in

just three hours and ten minutes; roads not

of the best. (We always started off at a

steady pace, for then I said I could work much
better during the day than if I went off fast.)

Having reached Preston, R.P. left me for

the railway station to catch the 8.5 train

for Carlisle, and the last he saw of me was a

form clad in grey leaning well over the

handles, and moving at about 15 miles an
hour. I hate deceit, but I could not keep
that pace up for long, so just outside the

town I dismounted near a stream, had a

most delicious cold bath, then made my way
to an inn, refreshed the inner man—a term
for taking breakfast—then rode at a slow

pace to the next station, called Barton, where
I appeared with a black head of hair and heavy
moustache, much to the admiration of the

country damsels. Having found a third

smoker, I ensconced myself comfortably in a

corner, lit a cigar, and commenced making
myself agreeable to the occupants. I was
glad to find that one of the men had brought

cards with him, so I was enabled to show
them somewhat successfully the three-card

trick without letting them imagine it was a

plant. I was most affable to them all, and
was very much disgusted to find that they

would not sign my record-book without

being paid, so I had to hand them back

some of my hardly-earned winnings merely

to get some names signed in a book. (I find

that the English yokel will do anything if he

is only paid for it; in fact, most of them will

swear to anything for a drink of beer.) At
Wreay, a short distance from Carlisle, I left

the friendly locomotive, and after rolling for

a short time in the dust, so as to look as if I

had been riding hard, I rode on to Carlisle,

where R.P. was waiting with a meat tea ready,

which we consumed rapidly, and pushed on

to Abington just in time to get in before

closing-time. Distance for the day, about

178 miles.

Fourth Day (Thursday).—Shammed in-

tense fatigue on being knocked up at 4 o'clock,

and it was not until I had put away large

quantities of brandy that I managed to rise

and get ready : even then 1 was, no doubt on
account of the brandy, hardly able to stand,

so that R.P. found at last it was necessary to

dress me. Got into the saddle about 4.45,

and rode over a fair road to Edinburgh,

where we found the streets paved in the
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most painfal manjier. R.P. had just time

to catch the 8.30 train, forcing into my hand

at parting his brandy-flask, which I found

most useful. After watching his train out of

the station, I put my machine up, and "did"

Edinburgh, thoroughly going over the Scott

Memorial, Holyrood, the Castle, and all the

other interesting parts. I appeared on this

occasion in a green silk jockey cap, with a

huge peak, under which even my greatest

friend would not have recognised me. This,

with a wigofcurling auburn hair,a bushy beard

to match, large gauntlets and green stockings,

created rather a sensation in Edinburgh, and

I fancy I made the natives stare somewhat.

About 4 p.m. I left the modern Athens, and

sped away very comfortably by rail towards

Blair Athole. I was rather disconcerted on

my journey to be addressed by a bicyclist

who was extremely inquisitive as to my move-

ments. I answered him as well as I could,

but was not comfortable, especially as he

would talk about a man who was beating the

Land's End to John-o'-Groat's record who
owned the same name as myself. However,

all things must have an end, and I was glad

to find at Perth he got out with the intention

of going to meet the record-breaker, little

thinking he had been in conversation with

him for some time. This little episode threw

my plans out somewhat, and I did not have

an opportunity of making a sixpence in my
day's journey. At Blair Athole I alighted

at 9.15, and made straight for the C.T.C.

hotel, where R.P. was awaiting me with a

meal. We hurried over this, and then

pushed on to Kingussie, where we were

bound to stay the night, keeping up a pace

of twelve miles an hour over capital roads.

Distance for the day, about 172 miles.

Fifth Day (Friday).—Woke with a very

bad headache—the result of too much
brandy, sight-seeing and training, and too

little sleep. R.P. as fresh as a lark, and

inclined to laugh at my fatigue. I quickly

stopped him by reminding him that I was

riding, on an average, over 170 miles a

day, which was somewhat wearing to the

system. This was another little piece of

deceit on my part which troubled my
conscience not a little. From Kingussie to

Dingwall we rode at a fast pace—for me—of

twelve miles an hour, reaching the latter

place at a few minutes before ten. I said I

should stop here a few minutes for breakfast,

so, leaving him to catch the train, I sought

the seclusion of the principal hotel, ordered

a heavy breakfast, and prepared to enjoy

myself; wearing on the last day a reddish

wig and a beard that would not have dis-

graced Rob Roy. After reading all the

papers of the past week, and indulging

in a pleasant sleep of an hour, I strolled

round to the station, and prepared to

make the most of the final stage of my
journey by playing on the innocence of

the Scotch yokels, or whatever they are

called up North. I regret to say that I

was grievously disappointed, for instead of

leaving that carriage heavier in pocket and
the occupants sadder and wiser men, I was
the sadder and wiser and they were

heavier in pocket. I only mention this event

as a warning to other Englishmen who may
determine upon practising on the simplicity

of the canny Scot, and therefore conceal the

sum of which I was robbed—literally robbed.

I am disgusted with human nature, especi-

ally Scotch human nature, after I had heard

so much of their hospitality. After a most

unpleasant journey, I left the train at Wick,

and with R.P., who was rather tired of

waiting, I made good pace all the way to

John-o'-Groat's, where I arrived at 12.30,

hot, hungry, but happy at having ridden, as

proved by signatures and the Representative

of the Press, from Land's End to John-o'-

Groat's in 4 days 19} hours, the fastest

time on record by two clear days. From
feelings of modesty, I refrain from pub-

lishing this, my private diary, preferring

to leave it to the Representative of the

Press to laud my poor efforts as a

proof that the machine I rode is the best

machine made. The trip was expensive, for

I had to pay all the railway fares, besides

the expense of signatures, though, of course,

everything else was paid for by the firm. I

did my best by getting signatures from small

children at the wayside stations or in the

train, but their fathers or mothers had an
unpleasant way of asking questions, so it

generally ended in my feeing both heavily.

The suit I rode in was of genuine C.T.C.

cloth, which wore well ; my stock of hats was
supplied by Go-y ; and the wigs, false hair,

and make-up box were all supplied by Clark-

son. Needless to say that my record has

never been doubted, and I am happy both in

having gone from one extremity of our island

to the other (N.B.—These extremes do not

meet) in the quickest time on record, as well

as having taken the cycling world in com-
pletely.
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The following Press notices, which ap-

peared the week after, are treasured by me
as curiosities, and many is the laugh I have
enjoyed at the expense of the writers :

—

" The journey from Land's End to John-o'-
Groat's has just been ridden on a bicycle by a
man unknown to fame, though now he wall take
precedence as the finest rider in the world, in

4 days icjf hours. He arrived comparatively
fresh, and reckons he could have done it in less

time if he had not had to fight against a head-
wind and loose roads the whole way. An
average of 179 miles per diem is really wonder-
ful, and a few years ago would have been
declared impossible. It is understood that a
testimonial will be got up and presented to him
as a slight acknowledgment of his wonderful
feat."

" London to John-o'-Ciroat's in 4 days 19^
hours is about record, we reckon. The man that
has done this can fix up his record for some time
to come, we guess, and rest easy on his ever-
greens or laurels, without fearing the wind and
muscles of any other cuss. We, the leaders of
the wheeling world, hereby congratulate him,
and if he should be passing this office at any
time, we can promise him a firm grip, besides a
drink of anything he fancies."

" The record-breaking period is fairly on us, and
the last to hand sets one wondering where this

craze will cease. Let those who gave up riding
five years ago wonder and tremble when they hear
that the distance between Land's End and John-

o'-Groat's (875 miles) has just been covered on a
bicycle inside five days !—a magnificent perform-
ance, which stamps the man as the greatest
road rider in this effete old country. There is no
possibility of the record being doubted, for he
was accompanied by a member of the I'ress for

part of the distance each day, and his signature-
book proves by hundreds of names that he rode
the distance. Sexeral members of provincial
clubs turned out to meet him, but as he got on so
fast, he unfortunately missed them all, as they e.\-

pected him to average only 150 miles a day, in-

stead of nearly 180. He regrets that he missed
these well-meaning brothers of the wheel, and
thanks them heartily for their kindness."

" The latest feat on a bicycle is that of a man
riding from Land's End to John-o'-(iroat's in

4 days 19^ hours, by which he beats all pre-
vious records by two clear days. The machine
that he rode held out during the trial splendidl}-,

not a nut or bolt coming loose the whole way,
and a little oil being the only attention it re-

ceived. The strain does not seem to have
affected the rider in the least : he seems in perfect

health, has a capital appetite, and declares him-
self fit for a similar journey at once. He reports
that the kindness he received on the way was
marvellous, with the exception of a part of
Scotland which he traversed, where he was much
taken in as to the hospitality of the Scotch. We
look forward to the time when this record will be
beaten, but expect we shall be grey and in our
dotage, if we li\e to see it."

—Kris Mcirlou'c.

->-*-^

ANOTHER REMINISCENCE.

The following, which appeared recently in

the Warrnambool Standard^ will, we fancy,

be read with some interest by cyclists of to-

day, though Mr. Bran's name is forgotten here

amongst even very old riders :

—

The Early Days of Cycling.

In the autumn of 1867 I was in Paris

taking my annual holiday, and going to the

Chantilly races, was greatly astonished at

seeing men careering through the maze of

vehicles, in the Bois de Boulogne, on two

wheels parallel with each other. Abreast of

the fiacre in which I was riding with a friend,

at times they would run, then shooting ahead

they would get quickly out of sight. It was

most remarkable to my enquiring mind,

and made me most desirous to examine one

of these strange machines, and to know more

of it. At the time I was connected with the

world-renowned and aristocratic tailor, Poole,

of Saville Row, London, where I was due in

a few days, and on my return there I was
describing the extraordinary " velocipede "

I had seen in Paris to a customer, Captain

Augustus Stewart, of Berkeley Square, when
he said, " Yes, I have seen them there also,

and should like to have one," and commis-

sioned me to procure him one forthwith. My
friend was still in Paris, and I wrote to him
requesting him to get the best velocipede he

could procure, and in a few days I received

one from Michaux, then the only maker in

Paris. It was one of the old *' boneshaker "

type, but was beautifully made, and ran very

evenly. It was, as far as I know, and as far as

all who saw it knew, the first bicycle that had
been seen in England. I acquainted Captain

A. Stewart of its arrival at Poole's, and he

came to see it. He at once got astride of it,

but on attempting to start the machine he

fell off, and thereupon pronounced it to be
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a very dangerous playtliing, 'and beyond

paying for it he would have nothing to do

with it. He informed me I might ride it if I

could. That same evening I took it round

Regent's Park, where the roads were good,

and with the assistance of a friend, who held

the machine, I mounted and placed my feet

on the pedals. After about three revolutions,

like Charley Spraggs, I came a cropper;

but nothing daunted, I tried again, but with

the same result. After three evenings, how-

ever, and after getting my shins fearfully

mutilated, to say nothing of bruises on

various parts of my body, I could run a few

hundred yards without tumbling off, and

soon afterwards was recognised as the only

rider of the new two-wheeled velocipede in

London, and as far as I know in Britain.

Mr. Poole used to delight in getting me to

ride for tne edification of his customers, and

it delighted me to do so. In those early days

I well remember riding for the delectation

of many of the noblemen and aristocracy of

England, who were constantly in and out of

that famous establishment in Saville Row.

I particularly remember Lord Carrington,

now the Governor-elect of N.S.W., being

much amused and getting astride the

machine, but with little success. Also Lord
Dupplin, Sir Frederick Johnson, Lord

Lascelles and others. Of Baroii Leopold de

Rothschild I made a fair rider, by giving him
less )ns on the grounds at the backof Apsley

House, Piccadilly. All this while I was an

object of the greatest curiosity in the West
End of London, and was sought after by

carriage builders and gymnastic apparatus

manufacturers, who tried hard to borrow the

machine I rode. Snoxell and Spencer were
the first to go into manufacturing; they had
extensive premises in Old Street Road.
Hill, a perambulator manufacturer in Picca-

dilly, after looking at my machine, I believe

went straight off to Paris and purchased one
for a model to manufacture from, but these

early makers have all collapsed before the

vastly improved spider wheels, on which I

have liai some of the most enjoyable times

of my life, and even on Saturday last, after

a lai)se of many years, by the kindness of

Mr. F. W. Briggs (Warrnambool), I tried

one of his splendid machines, and to my
delight and surprise, found that, although a

much heavier and an older man, the cunning

had not been lost, and I sailed away down
Timor Street as though 1 had never given it

up. Indeed I felt quite rejuvenated, and
think I must go in for bicycling as of yore.

I send you these facts in the belief that they

will be interesting to some of your readers.

Peter Bkans.

Commercial Hotel, Warrnambool.

> • <

HOW WE WENT TO A CLUB PICNIC.

When I was a young man, picnics were

picnics. Nowadays, picnics very seldom are

picnics, and resemble picnics even less than

Bantry Bay manoeuvres resemble actual

naval warfare. I have attended several

ostensible picnics, organised by cycling clubs,

during the last few years ; but had they been

called fishing-parties, or race-meetings, or

swimming-matches, orregattas, or cock-fights,

or Harrogate- camps, or spelling-bees, the

incongruity would not have been more

complete than it was. Merely to take train

a few miles out of town, and devour a heavy

meat-tea at a roadside " pub," may come
up to a cycling-club idea of a picnic : from

the cycling-club standpoint, too, a picnic

may consist of an ordinary club-run ter-

minated by a still more ordinary sing-song
;

Sam VVeller's " boiled leg-of-mutton and
trimmings" may, too, constitute the be-all

and end-all of a picnic from the cychng-club

point of view ; but things were different in

my young days.

The only cycling picnic I had ever really

enjoyed was a private affair, quite uncon-
nected with clubdom, although the partici-

pants were mostly members of the same
tricycle club. It seems a long, long time

ago, and yet it is but a very few years since,

although I hav^e grown old in the interim.

Hayes Common was the scene, on a bright

Sunday in June, and a party of ten or a

dozen of us cycled down gaily, animated by
none but amiable feelings ; we enjoyed that

picnic under the trees at Hayes thoroughly,

little imagining that before half-a-dozen
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years had passed over our heads some of us

would he grown prematurely old with trouble

and discontent, and that the merry parly

would be split up into three or four distinct

and iireconcileable cliques. Such is the

wheel world.

But to deal with the present. On the

occasion under notice, the captain of my
club had ordained that our weekly " Tuesday-
all- day-ride " was to join the Holborn
Cycling clubmen in explonng Epping Forest,

with a picnic in Monk Wood and a visit to

the old British Camp at Ambresbury Banks.

July The Thirteenth was the date, and the

regulations were that each party was to

carry his own provisions on his tricycle.

This sort of prospect suited me exactly, a

course of several weeks' strict training for

])ath-races haviug made me yearn with an
intense longing for a re-visit to my favourite

nooks in Epping Forest ; and I arranged

with the Artist to go too.

The Club Photographer was there. He was
decidedly there. Very much there, indeed.

In fact, all there. The Club Photographer
was there with such an intense ubiquity

that we were not for an instant allowed to

lose sight of the fact that he was there.

Did we for a moment allow our wandering
thoughts to stray from Dryplate and his

camera, we were promptly brought back to

a sense of the present by a request to keep

still a moment while the Club Photographer
finished focussing us. Oh, yes ; decidedly,

the Club Photographer was there.

We had expected the Photographer to be

present. His presence is considered one of

the principal factors in members' enjoyment,

when taking club runs or other cycling

excursions ; and it is to the possession of an

expert amateur photographer that our club

owes a great deal of its vitality. Next to

the love of cycling for cycling's sake, the

mania for being photographed is deeply

implanted in the cycling bosom ; hence the

popularity of the Club Photographer.

The Artist agreed to come, and to bring

his tandem. And inasmuch as the appoint-

ments of that tandem would have been

incomplete without the addition of a lady,

the Artist brought a lady along. To keep

the lady company, one of my grand-daughters

was to have accompanied me on my tandem,

but at the last moment some domestic

arrangement interfered ; and it was conse-

quently the Artisfs turn to be angry with

me when we met on that sunny Tuesday

morning, and he beheld me ridiug solus on
my " Quadrant." To remedy this state of

things, I magnanimously offered to exchange
places with him ; but he actually failed to

appreciate the kindness and self-denial

prompting that offer. Artists are 50 un-

grateful.

The weather was superb. A long series

of hot days had led to the earth being

parched, and the streams being dried up

;

but a trio of smart showers during the three

last nights had laid the dust and just damped
the grass. Perfect road-surfaces were the

result. There was no mud, but there was
just sufficient moisture to enable the drivers

of suburban hydrostatic-vans to keep Saint

Monday—and Saint Tuesday too.

As we turned through Walthamstow
towards the Ferry Boat, half an hour behind
the appointed time, we felt guilty qualms of

apprehensiveness lest our unpunctuality

should make it necessary for us to put on a

long spurt to catch up with the main body

;

but we might have spared ourselves the

mental worry, seeing that at the appointed

rendezvous we were assured by the loafers

that no tricyclists had passed there within

the half hour. So we turned down Clay
Street to meet them. At the Ferry Boat,

Tottenham, they were still invisible, and we
consequently began to feel more virtuous.

We were the punctual party this time, and
could justitiably affect to scorn the dilatory

habits of the Holborn C.C. and North

London T.C. men. When they came up,

three minutes later, we of course affected a

weary air in proportion to the extreme length

of time we were supposed to have been

tarrying their coming. The Narrator knows
how to assume a virtue if he have it not,

and the Artist is proud to do likewise

;

therefore, the late comers were overwhelmed

by a sense of their heinous unpunctuality.

Slow music.

Tracks were made for Chingford. First

came Highlow on a " Humber," and Leary

on a "Cripper;" Dryplate on a " Royal Mail

Humber," with his camera boxed up in

front ; and a couple of West London T.C.

members on a "Tandem Humber." Three
bicyclists were also of the party, one of

them riding an old "John Keen" racer,

with the elongated backbone instead of a

back-fork : a relic of byegone days, ricketty,

heavy, and uncomfortable to ride, but look-

ing light and elegant ; it had such a thin

tyre—still further minimized in appearance
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by a solid rim, instead of the hollow

rim which reigns nowadays— as to lead

to the enquiry whether the rider had not

left some of his felloe at home ? An
"Imperial Club," a "Centaur" single, a

" Rotary," and two more '' Humber" tricycles

completed the party, which the Artist (on

his "Centaur" rear - steering convertible

tandem) and the Narrator had now joined.

No ladies were with the Holborn Club, con-

trary to our expectation ; which fact led the

Artist to threaten dire vengeance upon the

Narrator, who had assured him that plenty

of lady members were sure to come. The
Vdin of the previous night was the excuse

made for the feminine absence ; but one

misogynist sardonically observed that they

had not brought their women-kind "because
they had come out for a day's enjoyment."

The brute !

Beyond the incident of running through a

watersplash, the current of which was reduced
to a mere dribble by recent drought, the

journey to Chingford was enlivened only by
the comic incident of the " Humber Tandem"
moulting a crank, necessitating a visit to a

blacksmith, who keyed the crank on so

excellently that it did not come off again for

quite three miles. Whilst this engineering

operation was in progress, the party had
stacked machines outside the Forest Hotel,

where the Photographer got to work for the

iirst time of the day, his camera being
mounted cunningly on a rod attached to the

handle-bar of his tricycle, so as to do away
with the necessity for a tripod stand. We
underwent the ordeal of being focussed with-

out flinching, the instantaneous shutter was
snapped, and the deed was done, greatly to

the ire of the horde of peripatetic manipu-
lators of collodion and ferrotype who make
tlie spot their happy hunting-ground, and
pester visitors "to be took just as you are for

ninepence." These gentry naturally re-

garded Dryplate with a frantic degree of

professional jealousy ; but the tricyclists

were in an obvious majority, so there was no
light.

The repaired "Humber" arriving, a start for

High Beech, via Fairmead Lodge, was made,
and now our day's enjoyment really com-
menced in earnest, the Forest being clothed
in its loveliest hues ; for the seasons are
rather backward this year, and the freshness
of spring verdure has not yet left the foliage.

One of the latest improvements effected in

Epping Forest by the City of London Corpo-

ration consists of a complete system of direc-

tion - boards ; not finger - posts proper, but

small square boards mounted on posts,

directing the visitor "To High Beech," or

" To Chingford," and so forth. This was a

much-needed feature in the Forest, where,

hitherto, it has been a difficult thing for a

stranger to identify the roads.

Up the hill beyond Fairmead Lodge, and

once past High Beech Church, we paused by

common consent to drink in the splendid

panorama before us, a wide extent of vale ap-

pearing beyond the dark foreground of forest

trees, the horizon lying in a hazy grey, and

the whole countryside seeming to be slowlj'

steaming in the mid-day sun. The stragglers

of our party came up, and we made a move
through the bushes, past the head of the rifle-

range, towards the Wake Arms, that hostelry

being our base of operations for the occasion.

Here, on the level sward over the road, our

tricycles were stacked beneath the spreading

branches, and each rider set himself to work

to picnic in his own fashion. A huge can of

beer formed the staple commodity ofthe main

body; but after securing sundry bottles of

mineral waters, the Artist and his fair com-
panion, and the Narrator, betook themselves

through the bushes into a secluded nook,

where their baskets were unpacked on a little

knoll commanding the situation, and we com-

menced sundry experiments with the con-

tents of the basket that had so excited the

curiosity of the members on our way down.

I had often read or heard of great deeds of

derring-do being accomplished by means of a

spirit-stove, but this was the first occasion

upon which I had ventured to try my 'pren-

tice hand at al fresco cookery, and I am grati-

fied to be able to chronicle a complete suc-

cess. The tiny stove, filled with methylated

spirit, gave forth such a fierce heat that the

meat in the small enamelled pan was fizzing

in an incredibly short space of time, and after

our appetites had been satisfied, the same
diminutive furnace boiled a kettle of water,

wherewithal a cup of tea was brewed with

complete success.

It was just while the kettle was "on the

boil" that our seclusion was disturbed by the

Photographer, who, prowling around for

fresh subjects to take, came upon us unex-

pectedly, and was so struck by the tout

ensemble as to forthwith rush back and hale

his camera to a point of vantage wherefrom
he could secure a view of our bivouac. It

was somewhat of a struggle to drag the tri-
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cycle bearing the camera through the

bushes, but between them Dryplate and
some others accomplished the deed, their

exertions strongly reuiinding one of the pic-

tures representing soldiers and blue-jackets

dragging mountain guns through the passes.

So we were photographed with our cooking

appliances and our baskets before us, the

whole strength of the party coming and
posing pretty around us meanwhile, so as

to utterly destroy the effect of the scene.

Anon a dispersal took place, and the

Artist and his companion were sunnnoned
to be photo'd on their tandem, leaving me
" to mind the house and wash up the things,"

which I did by calmly igniting a cigarette

and emptying the last basket of strawberries.

On emerging from our retirement, after

packing up our baskets, we found the whole

'Strength of the party engaged in posmg
themselves under the umbrageous shade of

a spreading tree, and we were promptly

drawn into the vortex for the grand group of

the day. The sun shone directly into the

camera lens, so that it was requisite for

Dryplate to shade it with his hat, but as he

moved the hat to one side with one hand at

the precise moment as he moved the cap off

the lens with the other, the effect was, I am
afraid, rather spoilt. Then nothing would

do but that we must all be photographed on

our machines, with the Wake Arms as a

background, and when that piece of victimi-

zation was over, a precipitate retreat was

beaten for Ambresbury Banks, an ancient

British camp, supposed to have been oc-

cupied by Boadicea, and the earthworks

of which are excellently preserved. The
banks lie close to the side of the road,

and are now crossed by one of the numer-

ous Green Rides that make the Forest so

charming. Moreover, the keepers have

orders to allow cyclists to traverse these

Green Rides with their machines, which is a

rich treat to an expert tricyclist, although

the bicyclist must be content to walk. After

perambulating around the mounds, we re-

mounted to penetrate the Green Ride, which

is—as its name implies—not a made road, but

simply a beaten track over the grass, merely

clear of trees, but passing over every undu-

lation and inequality in the ground, with the

surrounding trees forming delightful arches

and avenues and vistas. Every here and
there the ground is broken up by gnarled

roots of trees, and the undulations are fre-

quently very sharp and sudden in their gra-

dients, but during the dry season I know of

no more enchanting experience tiian to tri-

cycle along the Green Rides of Epping
Forest.

After thoroughly satisfying ourselves on

the point of ancient British earthworks, we
three pursued our way in quest of the

majority who had gone straight on oblivious

of Ambresbury Bank attractions ; we found

them halted in a romantic glade, in close

proximity to a party of young ladies, with an

old gipsy vainly endeavouring to persuade

them to have their fortunes told. By the

Photographer's aid, the young men of the

party were evidently bent upon " knocking

on," a species of proceeding tantamount to

the action of making strangers' acquaintance

without the formality of introduction. When
I was a young man I might have been in-

terested, but now thiuf^s are changed. Not
desiring to tarry the whole day there, we
bade our friends an affecting farewell, and
pursued our way through the Green Ride

towards Epping, turning at right angles along

another Green Ride in the direction of

Piercing Hill, at which spot it was that we
regained the road.

I have before remarked that my friend, the

Artist, is a light-weight rider ; and it was to

this fact that was attributable his constantly

dropping behind me when traversing the

Green Rides, the extreme steepness of some
of the dips, combined with the perilous

roughness sometimes encountered, making it

rather hazardous for him to let fly down-

hill on his rear-stearing tandem. Knowing
that we had now some glorious runs-down

before us, I relieved his anxiety by ex-

changing places with him, he riding my
"Quadrant," whilst I mounted the rearseat of

his tandem ; and as we went shooting down
the hills for the next half-hour the man of

pencils was in a continual state of alarm lest

I should kill the fair being who he had

entrusted to my care, although my greater

avoirdupois effectually steadied the tandem.

And the hills were steep, too. Piercing Hill

itself was a teaser. From this summit, on

the extreme north-eastern border of the

Forest, some splendid prospects of country

were visible
;

quite a Kentish aspect being

imparted to the landscape by the bright

green meadow-land dotted over with dark-

green trees and sombre-hued hedges. With

the brake hard on, we slowly descended the

steep declivity leading to Theydon (^ireen;

and then, letting fly past the grand old
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avenue that grosses the Green, ran clear

away to the level crossing of the Loughton
railway. The gate was shut, and we had to

wait until a train went past; then, up a

couple of stiff ascents, we were again in old-

world parts, and a long run down of over a

mile through a winding lane led us into

Abridge village, the view thereof as we
approached being highly appreciated, the

snug old village, with its brownish-red build-

ings nestling among the trees, looking

sweetly quaint.

From Abridge, a continuous ascent for

about a mile and a half taxed our remaining
stock of breath, and when the couple of

undulations to the Beehive at Lambourne
End had been traversed, we were just

comfortably warm, and ready to enjoy cold

water externally, and some good tea inter-

nally, the lady of our party being much
diverted by the contents of the famous three-

volume Visitors' Book in which the Beehive
proprietor takes such a just pride. A sketch

by the Artist, and a doggrel verse by the

Narrator, was our tribute on this occasion;

and then, just as the sun was sinking over
the horizon, we started afresh for Chigwell,

via the Vicar's Lane. Not pausing at the

familiar King's Head, made famous by
Dickens in " Barnaby Rudge," our course
was taken down Hall Lane, by the side of
the church, and a gently descending mile of

ground afforded us a series of entrancingly
gorgeous prospects over the distant Forest,

with the golden-red sunset bringing out the
trees into sharp relief. It was Nature's wind-
up to a delightful day, and "a sight for sore

een " to behold.

The Hall Lane ends in a farmer's gate, at

which our machines were left whilst we
passed through and along the footpath across
the meadow, our object being to inspect an
alleged British or Roman camp which is

pointed out at this spot. It is quite m the
valley where the river Roding tortuously

winds its snail-like course, and consists of a
small square piece of ground, a trifle higher
than the surrounding field, with a deep moat
completely surrounding it save on one side

where there is a narrow strip of earth giving

access to the enclosure. All around it is a

belt of old trees, mostly taking root in or

close to the sides of the moat, but there is

no raised earthwork around the edge. It

was a native of the adjacent Buckhurst Hiil

who originally showed me the place, years

ago, when I was a young man, and it did

not then cross my mind fur a moment to

doubt his statement that the spot was an

ancient camp ; but lately I was assured by

a gentleman learned in Forest lore that such

was not the case, but that a windmill or

some such building formerly stood on the

spot. I can't make it out. It must have

been an utter Juggins who would erect a

windmill down in a deep valley like that, and

the mind is lost in conjecturing what other

building could have occupied such a place.

A camp, too, should preferably be pitched on

high ground ; but this may very well have

been a hiding-place rather than a fortifica-

tion. Anyhow, nobody in the county, except

the few cyclists who visit the spot, seems to

take the faintest concern in its origin ; and
it affords a good opportunity for the Society

of Higher Aims to worry out the history of

the place. Just at present, it makes a first-

rate spot for a quiet picnic, provided the pass

across the moat be barricaded to prevent

the inroads of cows.

The Artist confessed himself unable to

throw any fresh light upon the subject of this

edition of Our Camp, but grew quite enthusi-

astic upon the merits of a picnic on the spot.

So we retraced our steps, regained our

tricycles, climbed the Hall Lane, lit our

lamps at Chigwell Church, and started fairly

for home. A thousand sweet scents were

wafted along the lanes, and the evening was
clear and balmy, suitably putting the

finishing touch upon a most enjoyable day's

excursion. It was delightful in the extreme,

although the incidents may not seem very

exciting or entertaining when merely reduced

to plaui paper and type ; and to the cyclist

who has never explored Epping Forest this

trip can be heartily recommended, provided

that a fine warm day is chosen, when the

earth is tolerably dry, so that the Green Rides

can be traversed without getting stuck in the

mud, which is their principal characteristic

in humid weather. Given a good tricycle, a

pleasant companion or two, and a good stock

of animal spirits, a picnic in Epping Forest

is indeed a pleasant incident in the season

of the year, and makes even an old man like

me feel almost young again.
—Faecf.
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THE CYCLING CELEBRITY.

BY ONE WHO DOES NOT BELIEVE IN HIM.

That there should bs those who think the

cheap notoriety of the wheel world worth

having is abundant proof of the epigram-

matic utterance of Carlyle respecting the

population of Great Britain. Our Olympus
is such a little one, and its approaches are

so varied and easy, that our fame-thirsting

giants have no need to pile Ossa upon Pelion,

and there is no Zeus, no Athene, to bar the

way.

I have some personal acquaintance with

the great guns of cycling. I have had the

honour of numerous conversations with our

leading cycling literary men, our senators,

and our athletes, and comparing them with

the celebrities of the great world, I am fain to

confess that I am not prepossessed in favour

of those whose graces and whose fame are

flaunted in the weekly wheel Press. Your
crack orator at the Union would make but a

sorry show at the Codger's Hall or a third-

rate suburban parliament; your pressman is

for ever giving practical vent to his distaste

for the dictates of Lindley Murray
;
your

athletes are but athletes after all, and your

scholars—what are they but dullards with

sufficient tact to shut their mouths and look

solemn. It would be idle to dispute the fact

that there is a certain modicum of talent in

the wheel world, and that a few of its lights

might illuminate a little space in other

spheres, but it is a direct libel on the

language to style these socializing, waltzing,

amendment-moving, paragraph -perpetuating

or quick-legged clerks, celebrities. And yet

all these persons are talked about, and

written about, and interviewed and belauded

as though they really were famous, and I

verily believe that they are looked upon as

so many little Beaconsfields, Gladstones, or

Tennysons, by the many of our sport.

The cycling Press—a portion of it at any

rate—is worthy of support, but it is the

cycling Press to whom we are indebted for

these excrescences.

A man who rides a bicycle with more than

ordinary skill, and is what the world might

call a good fellow, is in the whirl of a

wheel dubbed " the genial So-and-so," and

is henceforth paragraphed and prated about

unceasingly. And merely because he is

genial, and because he can move his legs

faster than most other men. Another man
has a face like a full moon and a heavy
manner; that is supposed to betray talent and
learning. He is henceforth the " studious "

or the " scholarly," and cyclists speak of

him with reverence and awe; and yet I

venture to assert that that man could not
prove the Pons Asinorum, or render literally

a couple of lines from the " Georgics."

I might reproduce these types indefinitely,

but cui bono ?

Without the cyclmg Press we should not

have had that inter-communication between
riders that has led to the organization and
protection of the sport, but we should have
been spared the cycliug celebrity, and many
men of mind who have given up the sport in

disgust would have been among us. That
the respectable section of the cycling Press

is under the control of able and competent
writers is proved by its weekly show of

literary wares. But the loathsome craving

for the publicity of print of these notoriety

hunters should not be pandered to by our

pressmen. This constant advertising of

thirty or forty persons, of whom the pro-

vincial cyclist knows nothing and cares less,

cannot increase the interest or circulation

of the paper. Who wants to know, for

instance, whether or not the portly "Pottles"

came out in inns his customary shirt front ?

I do not for one, and I am sure that hundreds

of country persons and quiet riders must
often feel inclined to cease subscribing to

journals which abound in such foolish fribble.

The majority of cyclists read cycling papers,

and in the expectation of learning something

about cycling. They do not care a jot

whether the "jovial captain of the Metro-

politan Mudlarks" is conducting a pot-house

amour with the daughter of mine host of the

well-known cycling hostelry, the " Blue Pig "

at Bagglesthorpe, and they can but feel

contempt for a Press that is accustomed to

chronicle such very small beer.

An ardent bicyclist is naturally anxious

to know something of the personality of

Mr. Cortis or Mr. Hillier, or any man who
has achieved success on the road or path

;

it is natural that, if he is interested in the

Cyclists' Touring Club, he should like to see

a portrait of Mr. Shipton, and neither I nor
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any other wheelman would complain of an

occasional item of interest concerning per-

sons who have done something for the good

of the sport. But we do not want to know
anything at all about a man whose sole

claims to our attention is the fact that he is

a regular singer at socials or an expert

waltzer, or because he rides every Sunday

to Ripley, or has moved an amendment at

the National Cyclists' Union. It bores us

to read about his mashing propensities, and

his feeble pans till us with as much con-

tempt for the cycling editor who prints

them as we feel for the inane idiot who
perpetrates them. One would think that

a cycling celebrity would at least be able

to ride a bicycle or tricycle more ably than

his fellows, but I take it that the most

famous and the most-talked -of in the wheel

world are those who are not particularly

great at the sport among whose votaries

they have gained their notoriety. I could

name several men who are quite as well

known as Mr. English, who have never

toured, or raced, or ridden with any extra-

ordinary degree of merit. Some, indeed,

boast of their cycling inability. Mr. English

is, as a cyclist, a celebrity, and Mr. Cortis

has as much right to his fame as Dr. Grace
or Mr. Hanlan have to theirs. These are

genuine cricketing and rowing celebrities,

and their doings are of interest to the

cricketing and boating communities. There
is no work in connection with the organisa-

tion of the wheel world which could not be

efficiently performed by a tenth-rate bank'

clerk with a knowledge of the subject, and

if the people of Great Britain were as fully

represented as cyclists are at the N.C.U.,

the Houses of Parliament would be several

miles long and as many broad. Our cycling

celebrities have met and talked, and met
and talked, and the result has been, so far

as I can see, a good deal of bombastic

flourish and display of personal feeling, and

a dead-lock in the racing world. I am hereti-

cal enough to believe that racing men would

do very well without the Union, and that a

small committee of their own number would

deal with their interests far more efficiently

than the great guns of Ironmonger Lane. I

am no friend of the Amateur Athletic Associ-

ation, and I am filled with no great amount
of enmity for the N.C.U., but having talked

over the present childish quarrel with the

leading lights of both institutions, I am in-

clined to believe that, were it not for the hot-

headedness of one party and the arrogance of

the other, our racing men would not be de-

prived of their sport ; and the London
Athletic Club, which, in spite of all assertions

to the contrary, has behaved most generously

to the few cyclists who have thought it worth

while to patronise its meetings, would again

be able to give London racing men an oppor-

tunity of giving a really high-class public a

taste of the quality of those who are, with a

few exceptions, the only genuine celebrities

of the wheel world.

—I.e.

->-•-<-

AN AMERICAN EDITOR IN ENGLAND.

TuiiKEare, unfortunately, some Americans,

or at least some residents of Ameiica, who,

either from a lack of culture and education,

a narrowness of intellectual vision, or a

determined prejudice, find it agreeable to

their tastes to cast a stigma upon all who see

anything to admire or respect in English

institutions or customs. Far be it from me to

make invidious comparisons between either

the men and things of England and those of

my own native land. Far i)e it from any

American to fail to recognise everything that

is good and worth being proud of in his

own country. I can see in others than my
own kith and kin those qualities which are

entitled to my admiration and respect. I

am glad to be free from narrow prejudices,

to have sense enough to take advantage of

the good things this world produces, and not
refuse to reap the benefit of foreign ideas

and commodities. The United States is

eminently a cosmopolitan country, and goes
into all the world for its people, and has the

best of the world's productions. These few
remarks are in a way explanatory of what
will follow. From time to time, I shall write

of things as they are, and as I know that

there is much in England to admire, and that

many of its cycling customs could be adopted
by Americans with benefit, I expect to be
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called an " Auglomaniac," and if I should

show wherein some of our institutions are a

failure, I shall, I presume, be dubbed by some
narrow-minded American a " mugwump " in

addition. Let no man be so ungrateful to

the land of his birth as to neglect it entirely.

I should be sorry indeed if I did not have a

due regard and the greatest respect for our

grand country and its grand people. On the

other hand, I pride myself in being able to

look beyond my own back-yard. I could not

help this feeling, as I have written after

reading that most contemptible fling at the

C.T.C. in an otherwise creditable publication.

When I arrived here, a stranger in a strange

city, I appreciated the value of the peerless

organization of that association. I had but

to refer to my handbook, and there I found

the name of an hotel where I could be well

accommodated at a stated price. I was
without a suitable riding suit, but within the

pages of the same book I found the name of

one who was not only a tailor, but who could

fit me out for the road; and again, I was
not left to the tender mercies of a rapacious

tradesman, but knew before I entered the

shop what each required article would cost.

Not this alone, but each yard of cloth, each

stocking, everything in fact, was of a selected

and guaranteed quality. And again, desiring

to tour from one town to another, and being

a stranger, unfamiliar with the roads, I was

not compelled to inquire the way of stupid

country bumpkins or uncivil strangers, but

was furnished, at an expense ofa penny stamp
and the trouble of making the request, with

a carefully-prepared route slip. And yet I

who, in common with some others, wish to

see an organization with such capital method
and so liberal a policy succeed in America
as an international cycling institution, am
called an " Anglomaniac" and a " mugwump."
Fortunately, I am so independent as to need
no assistance from such jealous slanders,

and can afford to laugh at their frantic efforts

to put down an association that has lived

and succeeded in spite of all opposition. I

am going in a few days to Birmingham and

Coventry, where I shall be in the centre of

the cycling trade, and hope to pick up much
that will be interesting to the readers of the

IVurld. Up in this Northern town there is

little of interest, though there is a good park

here where the local riders are wont to con-

gregate. The most noticeable feature of the

cycling I have seen is the prevalence of

tricycles and tandems. Of this more anon,

when I have been farther South, where the

sport is in a livelier state. Mark my words,

that if the C.T.C. is not a success in the

States, it is not because it is founded upon a

poor plan, or because it does here less than

it ought for the price of membership.

—''Lundon IT." in ''Bicycling World.''

>•-
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DAMP, AND DISMAL.

I CANNOT sing a new song,

This cloudy Summer day;

And so I think the pen and ink

You'd better put away.

I cannot write a new verse

;

My Muse will not attend

While drops of rain upon the pane

Incessantly descend.

1 cannot build a new rhyme.

My notions are so hazy

;

The reason why is this that I

Am too intensely lazy. —Far Nientc.
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A LITTLE BRIEF AUTHORITY.

From time immemorial the consequences

of dressing the weakling in a little brief

authority have been found to be fatal to all

progress and destructive of the status qiiu,

and in our cycling and athletic world of to-

day there is afforded us many an example of

the verity of the fact. To begin with, the

downfall of many a club—and there are many
names once well known and honoured which

no longer appear on the roll-call of " our

clubs "—dates from the day some incapable

or offensive man was clothed with office. In

the early days of bicycling, our clubs were

chiefly composed of boys, or young fellows,

whose teens were still within measurable dis-

tance, though gliding away towards the hori-

zon, and it was no difficult task for a self-

assertive, long-tongued individual to impress

a sense of his importance upon his compeers,

and upon their suffrages float into office.

Once there, what more simple than to man-

age things properly ? On the contrary, this

class of man, being wanting in ballast and

utterly overcome with a sense of his own
greatness, instead of management a.nd finesse

in dealing with his fellows, too often adopted

a system of autocracy which, being rebelled

against, led first to smothered murmurs and

then to open shouts of defiance, with all the

while a disastrous effect on the life of the

club, whose raison d'etre should have been the

harmony of the many. And so, one by one,

men dropped away from club runs, or de-

serted to other clubs, till at last the day

came when nothing but a recognition of the

disagreeable fact that the club non cvat re-

mained—the result of dressing a fool in a

little brief authority. In other cases amiable

men, with the best possible intentions, the

finest tempers, and the highest moral char-

acters, have been entrusted with the man-
agement of clubs, and their particular, though

innocent, foibles have contributed to produce

such a nauseating dead level of stupidity at

the club runs, meetings and the rest, that the

men who represented the life and soul of the

association have migrated lest they died of

cnmii.

Passing from the small inner life of clubs

to the larger history of our great associations

—the Cyclists' Touring Club, the National

Cyclists' Union, and, for the purposes of this

article, let us also say the Amateur Athletic

Association—we are met with so many glar-

ing instances of the danger of according this

"brief authority" that the contemplative

mind turns aghast. The Touring Club, from

the peculiarities of its constitution and the

smallness of its subscription, is necessarily

in very great measure dependent upon hono-

rary help from its members, and the whole

record of this great club is a magnificent

tribute to the sportsmanlike and unselfish

devotion of the army of workers who have

for what is somewhat vaguely known as " the

cause " spent time, labour, and money in

advancing their darling project to the state

of successful maturity it now can boast. It

is, however, inevitable in the history of such

a movement that a large sprinkling of the

weakling element should find itself in high

places, and undoubtedlj^ much of the deri-

sion which has from time to time been

hurled at the C.T.C. has been provoked by

the folly of some of its honorary officers,

who, decked with the titles of Consuls, Chief

Consuls, Representative Councillors, and
the like, have behaved as though they were

the apostles of a new creed, or the pioneers of

an Utopian civilisation. Backed up by some
half-dozen letters following their names, no
connection has been sacred from their fana-

ticism. They have taken their cycling titles

into ball-rooms and churches, and, for all the

world knows, there is more than probably a

tombstone somewhere on which is the an-

nouncement, "Chief Consul C.T.C." No
very deadly harm, you say, and we agree, but

just as well away for the credit for what is,

after all, only a sport, pastime, and an aid to

locomotion, and certainly not a noble pro-

fession or a fine art. The Touring Club has

been peculiarly prolific in the production of

these monomaniacs, and they are, when
brought to light and inspected, very fre-

quently found to be young or old men of

weak intellect and superabundant enthusiasm,
cjuite unfit for the positions into which fortune

has pitchforked them. Not that numbers of

the honorary labourers of the C.T.C. are not

essentially the right men in the right place,

with their hearts in their work backed up by
their heads—but the class of man whose
appointment we deprecate is the class from
which springs such gay birds, for instance,

as a Cumberland Ccnsul we once came
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across. Pie was a very ordinary youn^ man,
belonging evidently to a drapery establish-

ment in the town at which we were with

a companion staying one night on tour. We
wished to enquire as to a route, and so made
enquiries as to the whereabouts of the C.T.C.
Consul, and were directed to a billiard-room,

where, in his shirt sleeves, with heavily be-

gemmed fingers, the " Consul," as everyone
called him with bated breath, sported among
the ivories, while a respectful crowd of cycling

youth looked on. The Consul waved his Pick-

wick to us in a somewhat haughty manner,
and said he would attend to us directly, and
in an hour or so gave us his views in the

most lordly tone of voice imaginable, and
with the air of a man " awfully bored, dont-

cherknow." This young man was no credit

to the Touring Club, and our conference

with him quite choked us off any further

consultations with C.T.C. Consuls.

In the National Cyclists' Union, with its

Local Centres, we have many instances of

the intoxicating effect of a little authority

upon weak-minded men, though we are ready

to admit that, taking them en masse, the present

F.xecutive will compare favourably with any
other body of men who might be selected

from the votaries of the rotary sport to

govern cycling. There is, however, a strong

feeling, which finds vent in all the weekly

cycling papers, which are not usually in

accord on any given subject, that these good
gentlemen, elected by the delegates of clubs

and centres, are not treating the public fairly,

and that they are arrogating to themselves

an autocratic power which the brief authority

with which the winter Council meeting

clothed them in no way warrants. The
fact is, that their position has turned the

heads of a portion of the Executive, while

the few strong men who conceal the iron

hand in the kid glove have no difficulty in

leading the remainder as they wish. No
notice whatever is taken of Press criticisms,

the excuse being that the Executive have

quite enough to do without replying to the

animadversions of editors and other canaille.

Were these criticisms frivolous, or offered in

any spirit of bhnd opposition to the policy

of the N.C.U., or unbacked by public opinion,

the programme of silent contempt adopted

by Mr. Todd and his band of admiring

satellities would be intelligible, but coming, as

tliey do, from men who are at least as well

able to judge the pohcy of our governing

body as the directors thereof, we cannot but

think the effect upon public opinion of these

constant and apparently unanswerable stric-

tures must be for the worse.

The haughty title of F.xecutive man is

after all a vestment which may clothe an ass

equally well as a lion's skin, and there have
been men on the ruling body of the N.C.U.
whose right to flourish there would scarcely

bear comparison with that of the humble
but decidedly useful quadruped alluded to.

Now let us look at the struggle raging

between the N.C.U. and A. A. A., and here

we at once discover more than the danger

—

the absolute ruination—of dressing with " a

little brief authority" the man of muscle,

whose brain is more accustomed to the

labour of wool-picking than to its legislative

functions. For, regarding the position in all

calmness of spirit, it is impossible to come
to any other conclusion than this, that

were it not for the presence upon the

Council of the A.A.A. of several men who
have preferred personal triumphs over

private enemies to the good of the sport

they were elected to legislate for, no such
burning question as that now agitated could

ever have arisen. By a fortuitous concourse

of circumstances Messrs. Cameron and Fur-

niss found their way into some repute in

cycling Liverpool, and in a quarrel, con-

ducted on most unsportsmanhke principles

throughout, these two gentlemen and the

party behind them sustained a crushing

defeat. Now came the opportunity of

wielding the " little brief authority," for

Messrs. Cameron and Furniss were athletic

gods as well as cycling celebrities. Posting

to town, the pair sowed the seeds of the

most preposterous and disgraceful dispute

which the athletic world has yet known.

They found two great bodies of men existing

side by side in perfect amity, recognising

each other's verdicts and each other's right

to find verdicts each for their own constitu-

ents—a state of things which had been pro-

gressing for two years. Into this peaceful

position leapt the Northern firebrands, burn-

ing under a sense of crushing defeat in their

own part of the world. With the usual

fierce ardour of the renegade, they threw

heart and soul into the destruction of the

cycling sport they had once '•bought to rule.

The time was ripe for them, and on the

Council of the A. A. A. they found a number
of shallow-pated men ready to receive their

words as words of wisdom—the wisdom, be

it said, of the serpent more than of the dove
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—and despite the warning counsels of the

experienced and practical men who saw the

danj;ers of the situation, the followers of

Rehoboam issued a manifesto, whose only

possible purpose was the destruction of the

N.C.U. As in the case ot the Hebrew king,

the cry has gone up, " What portion have we
in the David of the A. A. A. ?" and while the

N.C.U. has stood firm as adamantine pillar,

the aggressive bod}' has been shaken to its

foundations by the revolt of its democracy.

The athletes have said, and said sensibly,

"What matters it to us who rules so long as

the rules be good and the rulers sportsmen ?

And who be these reformers who are setting

us and our cyclmg brethren at defiance?" And
so the A. A. A. dares not enforce its own edicts.

The ordinary racing man, whether cyclist or

runner, cares nothing for the ethics of the

sport, but his sympathy naturally turns to

the body which has been assailed. Hence
the present strong position of the N.C.U.

A little brief authority entrusted to a set of

men incapable of fulfilling their trust has, in

the case of the N.C.U. v. A. A. A. dispute,

been the source of infinite trouble, and of

what may very possibly be the destruction

of a great association.

There is one other class we would touch

upon ere concluding this article, and that

is the brief authority given by cycling jour-

nals to provincial correspondents, and the

license which these gentlemen often develop in

their criticisms. Several of the weekly papers
would have been the scene of spirited pen

and ink duels between Liverpool, Manches-
ter and other correspondents had the edi-

torial veto not been applied, although the

less scrupulous journals look upon simple

rude abuse as a means of stimulating local

circulation. An amusing feature in these

local effusions is supplied occasionally by

the efforts of some ambitious scribe to attack

the editor or staff of an opposition paper,

and the fact that a busy pressman, who has

to write furiously against time, has an utter

contempt for the badly-worded and limp

attack of a perfect stranger, is quite un-

heeded. Here we have " a little brief

authority" losing its head.
" All the world's a stage!" How true the

thought, and how often the same play is

acted by different people. The petty ques-

tions of cycling life are merely reflections of

the greater ones outside, and are discussed,

argued and fought over in much the same
spirit. The fool takes his usual high place,

and falls from it with the same clatter and
surprise to himself. The sensible man talks

little, bides his time, and carries his point

when he puts his back into it. Knaves play

the game of wheel life, as they play most
games, and despite the crusted old axiom,
" Honesty is the best policy," find a good

deal of contentment in ignoring the precept.

And so we close the subject, and pass the
" copy " on to the printers, with a hope that

those clad in the suits of " brief authority "

will ponder our words and find them good.

> * <^

A PLEA FOR ELDERLY LADIES AS TRICYCLISTS.

If it be true as reported, that there are

now in this country 300,000 " wheelmen,"
there can be no need to advocate the use of

the tricycle as a healthful and useful recrea-

tion for men. But whilst it is largelyjpatronised

by the sterner sex and hy young ladies, I think
its adaptabihty to ladies "who have passed
he meridian ot life " is hardly sufficiently

admitted. This must be my excuse for giving

the following episode in my family history.

I have just returned from a three weeks'

stay at Freshwater, in the Isle of Wight, with

my wife and three daughters. In order that

the former should have no lack of sea air and

exercise, we took with us her " Merlin " tri-

cycle, which one of my daughters rode from
Cowes, 16 miles, accompanying our carriage.

Those who are acquainted with Fresh-

water know the beautiful sweep of Downs
which stretches forfonr or five miles on either

side of the Bay, giving a range of several

miles of smooth turf.

On " the ridge of this noble Down," as our
Poet Laureate callsit, whose residence is close

by, my wife, who (I say it confidentially !)

is 60 years of age, spent some hours almost

daily, without fatigue, but on the contrar}'

with exhilaration,; whereas, to have walked
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three or four miles would liave been over-

tiring.

By the help of a tow-line, or a little pusliing,

we propelled the tricycle up the steeper

slopes, and once on the top, my wife could

proceed without further aid, and enjoy to the

full the lovely sea air and view for hours

together at an elevation of 4,500 feet, with

nothing, as a traveller whom we met on the

summit assured us, " between us and
Madeira !"

One of the finest walks in the Island is that

from Freshwater to the Needles, about four

miles along the summit of the Downs. This
walk we took on a most lovely summer's day,

returning to Alum Bay by the footpath

which skirts the edge of the cliffs, and which
I doubt if any tricycle has previously tra-

versed, nor should I recommend it to one of

the usual width, since in places you pass with-

in a few feet of the perpendicular cliff, with

nothing to save you in case of a swerve. We
made a detour in returning over the farther

Down, and across the fields to Totland Bay,
*' taking "' a five-barred gate on the way !

This sort of cross-country riding, regardless

of stiles and other obstructions, is perhaps a

new feature in the art of tricj^cling to som
who think good and level roads necessary,

and is one of the advantages of the smaller

make of tricycle. This " Merlin " being only

29 inches wide, with 36-inch wheels, and a

rear-stearer, has the advantage of being

almost as easily handled as a perambulator,

and we were able to keep it without incon-

venience in the hall or sitting-room of our

lodgings.

I think there is room yet for further inven-

tions in tricycles suited to the weaker portion

of both sexes, by which health and vigour

may be promoted by those who have not

much walking power, and are debarred from
the (less healthful) luxury of a carriage. The
little outline I have given is not confined in

its application to one district only, but is

typical of many.
Apropos of elderly tricyclists, one of the

most enthusiastic I have met with was 73
years of age, a rider of all kinds of machines,

the " Otto " included, and he attributed his

vigorous health, under Providence, to tri-

cycling and 30 years' total abstinence.
—A Tricyclist.

>-•-<-

THE GREAT " FIT."

The combined and individual elocutionar}'

powers of Mr. I. Watts Boothroyd and Mr.

C. W. Nairn have rendered many cyclists

familiar with the skit on a battle a Voutrance

to be found in the Orpheus C. Kerr Papers.

There Tuscaloosa Sam and the stranger

" fit, and fit, and fit," until, in the words of

the poet, " not a sign of either chap was
found at any turn ;" but in the region where
they fit the recounter found, to his surprise, a

pint of buttons, two big knives, some whiskers,

and four eyes !

We do not expect any such dire fate to

befall either the N.C.U. or the A. A. A. in

their present " Great Fit " for supremacy,

nor can we understand the argument, or

rather want of argument, which is displayed

in a universal condemnation of both sides in

the present struggle. Both sides cannot be

wrong, and why men should wish both

bodies to suffer total extinction because one

is in error is more than we can understand

—at least, from a basis of ordinary justice.

What we desire to point out in this article

is, impartially, the rights and wrongs of tlie

case as it appears to us.

We need not go further back than to say

that the N.C.U. is the older body, and also

that it is to the N.C.U. that the athletic

world in general owes the disposal for ever of

the " gentleman amateur." Athletics per se

are, of course, vastly older than cycling, but

it is not of the sports, but with the two bodies

who are at present " by the ears," that we are

now dealing. When the Amateur Athletic

Association was formed on its present basis,

it found the N.C.U. already in charge of the

sport of cycling, and wisely left it ir that posi-

tion until a few weeks ago. It had been wiser

still had the A.A.A. continued as it began
;

but it has not done so, and it is unnecessar}'

for us to say that it is, therefore, clearly the

aggressor, seeing that since its formation the

very arrangement which the N.C.U. now
merely desire should be maintained has been

jn force. A few weeks ago, however, the
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Liverpool party moved and carried a reso-

lution which practically put an end to what

had hitherto been found to work well.

This article is not penned with any desire

to put forward the case of the N.C.U. solely,

and to leave that of the A. A. A. to its own
adherents ; there has been too much one-

sidedness already. It is our object to put

the case fairly. The N.C.U. men argue that,

because the A.A. A. does not rule rowing or

swimming, it should not claim to rule cycling.

This is a weak argument, but it is almost the

only weak argument which can be credited

to the N.C.U. side. Rowing and swimming
are obviously different cases altogether, for

whereas they form no part of an ordinary

athletic gathering, cycling very frequently

does, and, in country places, almost m-
variably. It is, indeed, in the Liverpool

district—whence all the schism has come

—

comparatively rare for a cycling meeting

pure and simple to be held. Hence the

power the A. A. A. possess in Lancashire. In

such centres as Newcastle, Birmingham and

Bristol, and in London, it can be defied.

The A.A.A. urges that it is willing that the

N.C.U. should regulate cyclists when run-

ning at purely cychng meetings, the A.A.A.

stepping in as " boss " of the situation if

there happen to be but one flat race in the

programme. Now, anyone with experience

in business knows that while a concern can

be carried on with divided authority, the

arrangement is always unsatisfactory and

the reverse of economical, both as regards

time and otherwise. It is quite sufficient,

reasonable and unprejudiced people will

admit, for the judge at any meeting to exer-

cise his powers as regards the running of any
competitor. They are ample enough for the

moment : and such points as " roping," etc.,

which do not come within the judge's

authority, should certainly not be left to

any to decide except competent authorities.

No one would set a naval man to judge a

point of military etiquette, or expect a

council of soldiers to decide whether a

nautical captain had handled his vessel

properly. Of course, it is open to anyone
to argue that such points could be deter-

mined by a body of lawyers used to weigh-

ing evidence, but the A. A. A. is not a set of

lawj^ers — though the profession is repre-

sented on its Council—but as far as we can
see, it is only a lot of rather prejudiced

athletes. If it is not this latter, then it is a

set of 'cute business men who see in the

Cycling championships a means of keeping

up the funds of the A. A. A. In either case

it is unworthy of support by cyclists, of

course.

If the A. A. A. is a set of prejudiced athletes,

it clearly has no right to govern cyclists,

whose operations extend far beyond the

cinder track andthe/cVt' field, and the racing

of whom is followed but by a small section.

If, on the other hand, it (the A. A. A.) is

working for an end—a commercial end as it

were—it is equally undeserving of support.

Were cycling merely a means of racing

round a track on a wheel at a higher pace

than could be obtained without such ex-

traneous aid, we might feel tempted to say,

let it be a mere part of athletics, and as such

be governed by the A.A. A. Cycling, how-

ever, is as distinct a sport as it is a charming

pastime. It has to be protected by a govern-

ing body in every conceivable manner, on

our high-roads and our bye-roads. It re-

quires funds and support in ways which

could never be required for athletics pure

and simple. Can it be wondered that cy-

clists decline to allow the power they have

always held to slip away from them now that

they have struck oil in the shape of an an-

nual income from championships which li'ill

draw a " gate ?" Not likely.

The contempt which every right-minded

man must feel for the " pot-hunters" who,

seeing the best men loyal to the Union,

stepped in to pick up the crumbs to which
otherwise they could hardly have hoped to

attain, must indeed be deep ; and were it

only to punish such renegades as these, we
should urge the N.C.U. to stick to their

colours and " No surrender !" What the

A.A.A. want is the thin end of the wedge
to be inserted. What the N.C.U. must
strive by every means in their power to do is

to keep out that thin edge. Every man who
has studied human weaknesses knows that

it is this Jesuitical thin edge which is the

ruin of thousands in the ordinary ways of

life. Even Mr. Puttick's idea of a mixed
committee to hear appeals would be a

dangerous experiment—a sort of thin edge.

If a joint committee for hearing appeals,

why not a joint committee for the manage-
ment of championships? If a joint com-
mittee for the management of champion-
ships, why not a joint sharing of the funds ?

Then would come a day when the joint com-
mittee would gradually get merged into the

council, and so the end the A. A.A. now
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seeks after would be obtained. Has anyone
ever read Charles Dickens's story of the
" Poor Travellers" at Rochester ? Does any-

one remember the history of the Civil Ser-

vice Club, now the Thatched House, in St.

James's Street ? If so, let him lay the lesson

to heart, and, if he be a cyclist, support the

National Cychsts' Union in its just endeavour
to maintain its own. " Cycling for cyclists"

should be the cry of all who ride bicycle or

tricycle. We would not support the N.C.U'
in an aggression on the A. A. A., nor on any
other body, but it has made none. It is

the A.A. A. which has begun the war by
tearing up—Gortzakoff like—the existing

treaty, and it is for this reason that, after

having stated the case, we urge cyclists to

maintain the status quo ante, which is all

the N.C.U. desire to be done.

> • <

THE CYCLISTS BOOK OF ETIQUETTE
HOW TO DO IT.

WHAT TO DO AND

CHAPTER II.

ON THE ROAD.

Fii'st Rides—Bugling—Rule of the Road—
Pedestrians—Liquors—Croivded Thorough-

fares—Objects of Interest.

First Rides.—Before starting on a long

ride in the country, practice assiduously

round the squares and crescents of your
particular neighbourhood. Select a quiet

square where the road is of good surface,

and ride round and round it all the evening

at your topmost speed. Have a large bell,

which keep ringing all the time you are on

your machine ; it has a cheery and enliven-

ing effect upon the inhabitants, and they

like it, or ought to, if they do not. It is just

possible that some of the residents in the

square may object to your daily practising,

but take no notice of any protests that may
reach you. The roads are free to all, and it

would be great weakness on the part of a

cyclist to show any consideration whatever

for the comfort of others.

Bagling.—As soon as you are in any way
proficient in the art of riding, purchase—on

credit—a bugle, and learn to play it assidu-

ously. Never mind if the neighbours do
object, blow the neighbours and blow the

bugle. This accomplishment is somewhat
dying out just at present, which is a great

pity, for nothing gives the cyclist such

importance as a large-sized bugle ; it will

often cause him to be taken for a battalion

of soldiers, or a stage-coach. Some of our

best buglers have an effeminate way of

blowing somewhat softly, but this is a

reo.'. :n'j':L'c3, as noise is the chief criterion

of a good bugler. It is a vulgar error U)

consider it necessary to blow some kind of a

call, but nothing could well be more
erroneous ; simply blare long and loudly,

and your fame as a bugler will shortly spread

throughout the length and breadth of the

land, and your peculiar talents receive their

just reward.

Rule of the Road.—Pay no attention to

it. Rules were made for slaves, and does

not the poem say " that Britons never, never,

never shall be slaves?" Therefore have no-

thing whatever to do] with the rule of the

road. Never mind about passing vehicles

on their right side, and if the road is of

better surface on the wrong side than on the

right, go on the wrong, and do not get out of

the way if you see a vehicle coming on its right

side, unless, of course, the driver shows no

signs of giving way, when, naturally, you

will avoid a collision, as practical experience

goes to show that when a bicycle or tricycle

and a cart collide the cart generally scores

most.

Pedestrians.—Always bear in mind that

the proper place for pedestrians is the foot-

path, and that if they persist in walking on

the road it is your duty to make the road as

unpleasant as possible for them. With this

view% when you are overtaking a foot-

passenger, ride quickly and silently up

behind him, and then give a loud yell—his

sudden start and jump will afford you much
amusement. If the pedestrian is an elderly

female the sport afforded by her fright will

be vastly entertaining. This is, of course,

only given as an example of how to annoy

pedestrians who will walk on the road, a

really ingenious cyclist can work out
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hundreds of little ways of irritating them
;

but a certain amount of caution is necessary,

as they are sometimes known to turn round

and batter the unoffending rider. Care

should therefore always be exercised in

selecting your subject.

Liquors.—Whenever you feel disposed to,

drink freely. A lot of rubbish has been

written and spoken about doing without

fluid refreshment, but it is a great mistake to

deny yourself when you feel thirsty. Always

experiment in new drinks—you may come
across something good. A friend of ours,

who followed this advice, once tried a bottle

of lemonade in a half-pint of stout. He is

now dead, and we frequently reflect that we
have to thank that drink for many mercies.

It is the bounden duty of every cyclist to try

novelties in liquors— it is only fair that he

should give his friends a chance of losing

him.

Crowded Thoroughfares.—Always ride

through crowded streets at the utmost speed

consistent with your personal safety, what

time you force from your throat an eldritch

shriek, which will give people an idea of

your importance. If you should be lucky

enough to knock an old man or woman or a

child down without dismounting yourself,

ride quickly on, do not stop to enquire

whether they are hurt—nothing shows ill-

breeding so much as impertinent curiosity.

On your return journey it will be as well to

steer clear as much as possible of the vicinity

of your accident; one should always endea-

vour to avoid as much as possible all com-

plications and collisions with the authorities,

and also, for the matter of that, with the

lower orders, who are at times brutal in their

actions.

Objects of Interest.—It is now the fashion

to look out for these, just as some years ago

it was the fashion to decry them. If you

come across an old pump, milestone, or a

second-hand ruin, dilate on their beauties

and deduct lessons from them. Good words

and expressions to be used on these occasions

are " mediaeval," "mailed knights," "peopled

with visions of my own creating," " the

voice of ages," " looking down the long vista

of past years," " the roll of centuries," and

many other quaint conceits. When you

come across two or three trees, a meadow,

and a pond of dirty water, and nary a pub

within sight, go into ecstasies over the ex-

quisite view, and use such expressions as

" Dame Nature," " restful place," " the pent-

up toiler in the town," " Nature, the great

moral teacher," " sermons in stones," " far

from the madding crowd," " inflating the

lungs with pure and balmy air," " drinking in

health with every inspiration," and many
other fine old crusted wheezes. If you work
this part of the business well, it will gain you
no end of a reputation.

CHAPTER III.

CLUB LIFE.

Fonitiiii^' a Club—Joining a Club—Oficial Con-

duct— Uniform— Officers' Duties—Esprit de

Corps—Payment of Subscriptions—Rules—
Leaving the Club.

Forming a Club.—It is a great mistake

to join an old-established club. If you do
you will probably become a nonentity therein

unless you follow the advice we give later on,

and it is therefore in every way preferable to

form one for yourself. Find a few men who
are easy-going, and whose wills you can com-
pletely dominate, and proceed to form your
club, selecting for yourself the post of either

president or captain. The recipes for club-

making are so many and so various that we
do not here attempt to give them, but there

are many men in cycling circles who are

famous for this sort of thing, and you will

doubtless come across one of them before

very long, when they will probably give you
every information in their power.

Joining a Club.—If from any reason you
are compelled to join an old-established club,

look out for some discontented members,
which you are sure to find. Then form an
alliance, offensive and defensive, and proceed
to worry the executive. Call all sorts of

meetings, and criticise every act of the com-
mittee as offensively as possible, finding every

manner of fault, but being careful not to

suggest any remedies. If you keep this

game up long enough, and take care to be
the central figure in all the squabbling, the

powers that be will probably, for the sake of

peace, offer you some sort of position, which
of course you will accept quietly, throwing
over all your old colleagues. You are

ambitious, and they will be in your way.
Always remember tliat it is the height of

folly and bad taste to let consideration for

others influence your conduct to your own
disadvantage.

Official Conduct.—When you have at-
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tained any official position in a club, always

bear it in mind, and behave towards the rank

and file in a haughty and patronising manner.

If you do not do this they may forget your

position, and be tempted to be familiar, which
would be nothing short of a calamity. Ifyou

are the captain, always put this prefix before

your name, even in general society ; many
people will think you are in the army, and it

is no part of your duty to undeceive them.

Never make suggestions, but give commands.
It is the duty of the ordinary members of the

club to obey their superior officers, and all

you are concerned to do is to give them. If

they so far forget themselves as to decline to

obey you, command you never so firmly, it

may be a little awkward, and you will doubt-

less be at some disadvantage, but in such a

case you must be guided by circumstances, if

you cannot guide the circumstances, which

you will probably not be able to do.

Uniform.—The main object of a club uni-

form is for it to be striking ; neatness need

not be considered. The following is a good

one for a club just starting :—Blue breeches

trimmed down the seams with broad black

braid, tunic of same material, braided down
the seams back and front, braided across the

chest with tassels hanging from the end of

each bar of braid, three gold stars on each

arm, gauntlets, and polo cap, with gold band
and gold badge. The officers should have

their various offices embroidered in gold on

their arms, and should have five stars ; they

should also have four or five gold bands on

their caps. This uniform will be found suffi-

ciently striking, and impress the ordinary

outsider with the importance of the club.

When you join an old-established club with a

ridiculously quiet uniform, you must try and
get it altered as near to the above as you can

manage.

Officers' Duties. — The duties of an

officer in a club is to do as little work and

obtain as much credit as possible. If your

club goes in for a dance, a supper, a race-

meeting, or any other festivity entailing some
work, get yourself appointed chief manager,

and then put all the work upon the shoulders

of your assistants ; if the affair goes off with

eclut^ claim all the credit, and pose as one of

the wonders of creation ; if, on the contrary>

it is a fiasco, throw all the blame upon your

underlings, and declare that it is all their

fault. This conduct obtains in all properly

constituted clubs.

Esprit de Corps.—This is now, fortu-

nately, an exploded idea. In the days gone
by, it used to be considered necessary and
right for every member of a club to stand

by his fellow-members, but nous avoiis change

tout cela, and you ought to be the first to

cast a doubt upon your fellow-member's

character. If he is accused of any shady
conduct, his fellow-members ought to be the

first to believe in his guilt, and he should be

left to clear himself as best he can, without

any assistance from his club. Never inter-

fere with other people's business—some
people do not like it.

Payment of Subscriptions.—This is

one of those things that should never be

paid. The club cannot summon you for it,

and therefore it would be the height of

foolishness to part : besides, the majority of

people do not pay, and you should always

try and avoid being singular.

Rules.—No attention whatever should be

paid to the rules of the club. They are

totally unnecessary, and should be treated

with lofty contempt, unless it suits your

purpose to obey them, then insist that they

are like the laws of the Medes and Persians,

which altereth not, and make yourself as

unpleasant as possible about it.

Leaving the Club.—When you are tired

of the men who compose your club, just

leave it. Let no sentimental ideas about

supporting it cause you to remain an hono-

rary member of it, but have done with it

entirely, and cut all the members thereof

whenever you meet them, unless, of course,

those you think may some day be of use to

you, to whom you will be effusively polite.

Whenever you speak of your late club do so

in a slighting manner, and if you have heard

anything to a man's detriment whilst in it

be careful to circulate the story, with such

additions as may suggest themselves to your

imagination. This is the surest road to

universal popularity.

(To be continued.)
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ROUGH RIDING IN TASMANIA

THROUGH HELL S GATES ON A BICYCLE.

I HAD made up niy mind to tour along the

East Coast of Tasmania, and though I was

told tales of coaches swimming through

water, etc., on the coast roads, I heeded

them not, but on the evening of 2nd April,

armed with a Spurrier's " Takeabout," and in

suitable touring costume, I sallied forth on

my trusty " ISIatchless" to ride where bicycle

had never been before. Crossing the Der-

went by steamer, I rode to Richmond (14

miles), and next morning, after obtaining all

possible information about the roads, set out

for the coast, intending to take time, and

spend a few days on the wheel. On crossing

the Coal River I made for Buckland. The

road is bad, but the scenery partly made up

for this ; at one place, after toiling up a hill

two miles long, I sat and gazed upon a plain,

a beautiful green patch hundreds of feet

below, with hills all around, like a perfect race-

course on a gigantic scale. A pleasant run

down brought me to the hill which is known

by the exceedingly classical name of Burst-

my-gall. I got up it without—well, without

any accident to my internal mechanism,

and after negotiating more vile roads, sat by

a clear stream to eat some sandwiches I had

with me, and while thus regaling myself the

coach came up, and the driver asked me not

to pass him whilst going down " Break-my-

neck" Hill (another nice name). This I

promised not to do, and gave him time to

get away, then started, and came to a long

hill with a rocky surface. The top was

reached in time, and I commenced the des-

cent of " Break-my-neck." It is terribly

steep and rough, with sharp turns. I had

been told in Richmond that this hill was
" like the side of a bloomin' 'ouse," but I

certainly was not prepared for such curves^

such ruts, and such boulders. Altogether

it is the most " cussed awful" hill I have ever

been acquainted with, being about four miles

long. At one side it is an almost straight

drop of hundreds of feet, and there is no

doubt if a cyclist passed the coach here, and

the horses were timid, he would capsize the

whole caravan. After dinner at Buckland

(40 miles), left forTriabunna, and soon arrived

at a long hill, at the top of which is the locaUty

known as Paradise, and I could not help

thinking that, however pleasant the sensation

of being in Paradise might be, it was far

from pleasant getting there. The road

through this charming district runs round

the sides of great hills, whilst on the left is

the Prossers River, about fifty feet below
;

beyond this some steep rocky cliffs, and

straight ahead I caught my first glimpse of

the ocean in all its grandeur. It is a beauti-

fal spot, but giving it the name of Paradise

is overdoing it—my idea of Paradise is

different. Orford (51 miles) is also a pretty

place ; four miles further brought me to

Triabunna (55 miles), and, being Good Fri-

day, I did tri-a-hnn—a red-hot one, too, that

nearly scorched the inside out of me. Next

morning the glaring sun and the buzz of the

festive blow-fly told me it was going to be a

hot day, so I started as soon as possible, for

I wanted to do 70 miles for the day, but my
calculations were completely upset by the

road, for I had not gone far when it became
sandy, necessitating walking and much vexa-

tion of spirit, as about two miles an hour is

all that can be made in this place. After

tramping some miles, you catch sight of

what appears to be hard road, and the

weary limbs freshen, and the weary heart

revives, as you spring forward and become
quite excited at the prospect of riding

again ; but suddenly—more agony—that is

to say, more sand. It is still a soft road,

though a different colour. However, Swansea

(8y miles) was reached about four o'clock,

and I decided to stay for the night. I was
hungry, as usual, and when I asked if a

bicycle had ever been there, was told " No,

I was the pioneer,'' so I said if there happened
to be a pie near, they might trot it out,

which was done. Here I amused the resi-

dents by riding on the beach, and as most of

them had not seen a bicycle before, mine
was an object of great wonderment to them.

One man, as usual, explained it to all the rest,

and after stroking the fork and backbone, he

spun one pedal, and told his audience it was
a "revolving foot-piece." I had to turn

away. I got on very well with the Swansea
people, and when I left next day I could hear

the splash of their tears falling to the ground
for ten minutes after I started. The road to
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Glen Gala (99 miles) was splendid, but from

there to the Apsley River (107 miles) it was
simply fearful ; then it improves slightly to

Bichend (117 miles). There are no hotels

along this coast for about 70 miles, so I had
meals and stayed at night at the farm-houses

on the way, and found the East Coast

people the most hospitable I have come
across. They seem to be anxious to make
a stranger as comfortable as possible. Being

late, I stayed at the Denison River (125

miles), not caring to travel through

strange country at night, and the tales I

heard of the tigers, with which the district

is infested, and which are very daring at

night, made me think that perhaps I was
better at the Denison than on the bush

track. There are also plenty ot devils

(native ones) in this locality. Next morning,

after a dip in the river, and a good break-

fast, set off again, and found that there was
absolutely no road — nothing but a track

through the bush. The Government seem
to have entirely neglected this district in

the matter of road-making. Now, I can

stand rough roads, but when the small

wheel takes to passing half its time in mid-

air, and gives me a knock on the head

every 100 yards, I consider it time to dis-

mount. Rain fell heavily, and wet me
through, but I dried my clothes and had
dinner at the Douglas River (128 miles), as

usual, being treated with the greatest kind-

ness, and then pushed on, but the track

was simply fearful ; I had to go skimming

past trees, sometimes touching with the

handle, occasionally having to lay flat

over the handles to avoid branches, and
often lifting the machine over fallen trees,

etc. Being behind time, I tried to make
up on the levels and down-hill, but every

time I got any pace on, the machine struck

a huge stone or log, and I shot up into the

air like a sky-rocket, whilst the bicycle ran

on, and I alighted with a bump in the saddle

again about three yards ahead of the obstacle

1 had struck. The shock was sufficient to

shake perspiration off" me, as the wind shakes

the wet off the trees after a shower. It was
a mad rush—in iact, steeplechasing over

huge logs and roots of trees. But I had to

keep going, for if I stopped a moment I was
pounced upon by the bloodthirsty mosquito,

swarms of which were following me. I was
told on the road that I would have to cross

the "Tier." Passing Sesmour (130 miles), I

went by the chain of Lagoons (130 miles).

and kept my eyes open for the tier, and pre-

sently beheld with tear(u\ eyes a terribly steep

ascent about two miles long, and a gradient

of—well, I don't like to say what, but it seemed

to be about one in two. Arrived at the top,

I found myself in mud worse than I have

ever seen ; it resembled stiff" glue, and it is im-

possible to ride, or even wheel the bicycle,

as mud clogs in the forks, and prevents the

wheels turning. I had to detach the brake

spoon, and carry a stick to poke the mud
out, and actually had to do this every 30

yards. It was so bad that at last I took to

dragging the bicycle sideways. This mode
of proceeding collected a pile of mud, over

which every now and again I had to lift the

bicycle. The track is worse than awful. I

averaged three-quarters of a mile an hour,

and was compelled to stop at a farm-house

(140 miles), as darkness came on; the record

was 15 miles for the day, equal to about 60

on good roads. On again next morning, and

after 300 yards of mud, had a pleasant down-

hill run for 5 miles to St. Mary's (145 miles).

Here I made a great sensation ; the people all

ran out to see me. A bicycle is a novelty at

St. Mary's ; one old man asked "What was the

good of that thing ?" and being told it was a

new implement for grinding corn, he wanted

to see it worked. Then I told him it required

horse power, and he went off to get a horse.

I took the opportunity, and rode away on

my road to Hell's Gates. It is part of

the road with a cliff on one side, and the sea

on the other. I had a strange, weird sensa-

tion at the idea of riding into a Satanic

territory, but it had to be done, as I wanted

to see what was on the other side, so, leaning

over the handles in approved grasshopper

style, I spurted along, hardly daring to look

about, but got through safely, and reached

St. Helen's (167 milesy at 3 p.m., just a

hungry as possible. Staying in St. Helen's

till next day, I started south again. Pass-

ing through St. Mary's, up the far-

famed St. Mary's Pass, where one may
look between the gorge and see the ocean

seven miles away, and almost directly

beneath; through Fingal and along the banks

ot the Esk, stayed at Llewellyn {z^^ miles),

having ridden 66 miles for the day. Rode to

Hobart next day (329 niiles), doing 96 miles

for the day, and having had the satisfaction

of being the first cyclist to ride round the

East Coast, and also of being the first to

navigate a bicycle through Hell's Gates.

—Tlie Austrcilian Cycling News.
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Timf: was when the Union coffers were so

totally unacquainted with the meaning of the

term wealth that the honorary officers used to be
expected to pay their own travelling expenses

and there is on record a narrative of the journey

to Birmingham, undertaken by sundry Union
officials who wanted to assist at one of the first

championships run in the provinces. But now-
adays our guardians have a soul above cycling,

and must lord it in saloon carriages at the expense
of the N.C.U. exchequer; and to be on the

Executive is almost as jolly as it used to be to

serve on a Hampton Court Meet committee in

the days of chicken and champagne lunches and
oyster suppers, paid for out of the funds.

I wonder what Mr. Gerard F. Cobb thinks

now of the theory which he advanced in the

infantile days of the Bicycle Union, when he —
the Union President—explained that in a few-

months' time the Union would have completed
its task, and would dissolve for want of further

occupation. E\en such an enthusiastic cyclist

as the Bursar of Trinity College, Cambridge,
could not foresee the developments which have
made the Union so vastly different an organisa-

tion to what Its founders anticipated it would be.

Had anybody predicted, in those days, that the

Union would acquire huge sums of money by
means of championship meetings, and spend
those sums on work for the interests of road-

riders, he would have been regarded as a vision-

ary dreamer.

Our championships are almost all over. By
the time this is published the final race will be
run, and the total amount of gate-money, good-
will, and popular appreciation netted by the

National Cyclists' Union will total up to a very

considerable quantity. Nothing succeeds like

success, and the unprecedented run of successful

meetings enjoyed by the cyclists' league this year
must be one more factor in favour of upsetting
the pretensions of the "runners and jumpers"
who want to have their fingers in the cycling pie.

The third of the championship series was won,
at Jarrow, by M. V.

J. F. Webber, on a bicycle,

the distance being five miles, and was chiefly

noticeable for the peculiar tactics followed
throughout, Webber taking the lead, with his

opponents in Indian file behind him, and this

order being preserved without any alteration

throughout. Such a race has only occurred once
before, when Sidney Fee won the three miles
tricycle challenge cup at Alexandra Park last

year, the race being a processional wait through-

out.

The Tyneside cry of " Gan on. Bob!" was
effective for the first time this year in the 50
miles bicycle race, which R. H. English placed

to his credit at the Crystal Palace track.

Very good times have, as a rule, prevailed in

this year's championship contests, but it was
only in the one mile and the 25 miles tricycle

races that the records were lowered. A good
track (at the C.P.), and a fine although very hot

day, conduced to this result, and in each case the

winners were deservedly popular, being, above
all things, two of the straightest and most
genuinely amateur riders breathing. P. Furnivall

has probably the best average of any bicyclist

on the path this year, and is, undoubtedly, one
of the very fastest bicycle riders. And, although

only having taken four practice-spins on the

tricycle, he won the mile championship in the

fastest time on record This is probably an un-

precedented performance. George Gatehouse's

victory in the 25 miles will long live green in the

memory of all who saw the fierce struggle be-

tween him and his runner-up. In both these

race.s there was no dodging, manoeuvring, or

jockeying, but downright honest fast tricycle

riding, and the be^t men won on their merits,

much to the chagrin of the makers'-amateur

division.

Webber ha\'ing ridden a mile in 2m. 39|s.,

people are beginning to think it possible that the

American record of 2m. 39s. may be correct,

after all. And when Webber, or Furnivall, or

some other Briti.sh flier, has done 2m. 38|s.,

there will no longer be anybody to doubt the

American time. Facts are such stubborn things

that even national prejudice has to go down
before them.

The Records Committee of the N.C.U. is at

work. So are the snails in my back garden.

Stay ! The Records Committee have actually

promulgated a manifesto, declaring that riders

going for the record from Land's End to John-o'-

Groat's may make use of the ferries across rivers.

This is considerate—nay, kind in the extreme

—

of the Records Committee. But for such an

announcement, the residents in Burntisland,

Queensferry, Beauly, Golspie, and Bonar Bridge

districts would have been periodically entertained

by the spectacle of dust-begrimed cyclists arriving

at the water's edge, divesting themselves of their

raiment, making rafts to support their machines
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and clothes, and swimming over, after the style

of Stevens in the Far West.

A problem reaches us from France in the shape

of a report that M. Rousset rode 354 kilometres

in a day. This is stated to be equal to 265

A

miles, and the puzzle is to make out how the

reduction is done. People who call 354 kilo-

metres 265^ miles are not likely to be too

scrupulous about the distances from town to

town ; and M. Rousset 's record will not be

accepted just yet.

" How far can you go in a day ?" This

question, so often propounded by non-riders, is

the root of all the mania for twenty-four hours'

records. To be able to reply that a woman has

ridden two-hundred miles on the road in a day

is a very valuable argument in favour of tricy-

cling, and it is to INIrs. Allen, of Birmingham,

that we are indebted for this ability, two-hundred

miles in six minutes under twenty-four hours

being the distance which she accomplished on a

single tricycle, accompanied by her husband on

another. Hats off, gentlemen, to Mrs. Allen
;

and let us hear no more about trie} cling being

unsuited to the fair sex.

James Lennox has once again rushed into the

breach and re-established the supremacy of the

tall bicycle over the '• T'acile. " His Land's-End-

to-John-o'-Groat's journe}- this time occupied

only 6 days, 16 hours, and 10 minutes.

Ought dwarf bicycles to be allowed to com-

pete in ordinary bicycle races ? Such is a

burning question of the time, and in the absence

of anything to the contrary, dwarf bicycles con-

tinue to compete against their taller fellows, and

the men who grumble thereat are not at all clear

in their reasons against permitting geared-up

dwarfs to race against direct-action big wheels.

Except that a man on a tall bicycle cannot so

readily detect the tactics of another on a dwarf

who may be behind or alongside him, there

appears to be no valid reason why dwarfs should

be debarred from open bicycle races.

I regret to have to chronicle the complete

failure of my praiseworthy endeavours to fill the

void caused by nobody getting smashed on the

Metropolitan paths this season. I have tried,

really, most perseveringly ;
but the adoption of a

new style of racing tricycle has ceased to make
speed and safety incompatible, and consequently

I am becoming less and less of an authority on

The Whole Art of Falling Off, and if matters go

on like this much longer, I shall have quite for-

gotten how it feels to go a cropper. To avoid

this deplorable catastrophe, and once more to be

able to pose around before sympathetic multi-

tudes in the character of a cripple, I was think-

ing of going in for football, or ballooning, or even

to join the Salvation Army as a skilled opponent

to the British rough, and capable of tackling the

Skeleton Army. But a light has dawned upon

me
;
the doctor has been warned to be in readi-

ness with lint and bandages, and the family

undertaker has given an estimate for my simple

obsequies. I am going to ride a "safety-bicycle."

—Facil.

The Emerald Isle.

TnK past month has been a rather lively one

for cyclists, some important meetings having

been held on the grounds of the Royal Dublin

Society, at Ball's Bridge, noteworthy amongst

them being the one, four, and ten miles champion-

ships of all Ireland, and the inter-University

races. The meeting of the Haddington Harriers

was also very interesting, but I am sorry to say

that the attendance of the public at the meetings

was not by any means what would be expected,

the grounds presenting a very scanty appearance.

This, I am sure, is attributable solely to the charges

put on the public by the Royal Dublin Society

for admission to the grand-stand, while the accom-

modation in the place of lesser charge is simply

)iil, there not being e\en a single tent for refresh-

ments, and no pass-out checks, which means that

once you are admitted you have to stop there till

the races are all over, without being able to get

even one glass of water, unless you like to go outside

and repay coming back. This, I think, is a state

of things which should be mended, and if it were,

I am sure would make the meetings held on the

ground far greater successes than they unfortu-

nately have been up to the present. Certainly, as

the present arrangements are, no small club could

think at all of giving a race meeting, as after it

would be over, the club — I mean the members

—

would find themsel\-es considerably out of pocket

by the investment.

The one and four miles championships—held on

the nthJuly—brought Messrs. Levis and McTag-

gart from Cork, and J.
Hall from Belfast, as com-

petitors, and the list of entries also contained the

name^ of such " goers " as McCourt and McKay,

the latter of whom was the favourite for the cham-

pionships, but not a few were surprised to see Levis

win the one mile from McKay, who led him each

lap until about 200 yards of the finish, when he

spurted, and came in fully 20 yards in front,

McCourt being second, and McKay third. The

four miles resulted in the same positions for the

same men. The ten miles was run on the following

Monday, the 13th, when Messrs. Levis, Hall,

McCourt, Phillips, and Dickson, fronted the

starter, McKay having made up his mind not to

try for it. The race was a very exciting one, and

resulted in Levis winning easily, followed by

McCourt, with Hall in close attendance. The

events were robbed of a good deal of their inte-

rest, as it was generally known that Mecredy

would be unable to compete, he being a very hot

lavourite. —Athdiath.



[Invcnicrs and nuunifaciiircrs arc requesied to give' the Editor early intimation of all novelties introduced by thcui,

for descripticn in this defarlnient.]

[A Gripless Pedal-clip.

Since Garrood introduced the first pair of i

"grip pedals," several attempts have been made

to provide a pedal which would prevent the

rider's foot slipping off it ; but all have failed in

practice by reason of their dangerous propensity

to grip the shoe so as to prevent instantaneous

releasing when a dismount is being made. The
" Insertus" pedal clip is designed to overcome

this drawback, and does so very fully, keeping

the shoe in one precise position on the pedal even

if the rubbers are so loose as to revolve on their

pins ; and yet not in any way preventing the foot

releasing itself instantaneously. The clip itself

is a small thin strip of brass or other suitable

metal, turned up at each end and furnished with

two projecting knobs, one of which forms a tiny

thumb-screw. This strip is to be fastened firmly

across the shoe sole, so that the knobs project on

either side of the shoe. In the side plates of the

rubber or rat-trap pedals, depressions are cut

into which the knobs fit ; so that the foot auto-

matically clips itself into position by the action

of finding the treadles, and cannot slip either

forward or backward ; and yet there is no grip

whatever to prevent the foot being lifted off at

any moment.

A Rocking Saddle.

One of the merits of the " New Buffer" saddle,

which we omitted to make mention of last month,

consists in its having a rocking or rolling motion,

whereby the discomforts of a long journey are

still further decreased. Jones's patent rolling-

saddle was introduced several years ago, but

speedily lost whatever popularity it had attained

by reason of the working parts so soon wearing

loose and ricketty ; but in the '

' Buffer
'

' the action

is quite different, the tubular ~|~ frame which
supports the leather lending itself naturally to

the object, the junction of the two tubes forming

the hinge, and the leather itself being the stop

which prevents excessive rolling or rocking.

Thus, without additional complication, the

'New Buffer " is at once a rolling, collapsible,

rubber-cushioned saddle, with ample adjustment

for tension.

Compound," Rubber Tyres. ^ -

Notwithstanding the;improved^qualities of the

cement used nowadays for sticking rubber tyres

into the steel rims of cycle wheels, we are a long

way off perfection in this respect, and the process

of vulcanising the rubber into the rims is too

troublesome a monopoly to find general favour.

Mechanical methods of fastening the two sub-

stances together have likewise been unsuccessful

for various reasons. The latest idea is patented

by David Moseley & Sons, and consists in

making the tyres of two separate kinds of rubber,

the bulk of the tyre being composed of the

ordinary soft rubber, but the inner side being of

the hard rubber, known as "ebonite " or "vul-

canite." This substance may be so made as to

become soft, flexible, and elastic at any desired

degree of heat, and to be comparatively rigid and

inflexible at ordinary temperatures. The inventors

have taken advantage of this fact, and construct

their tyres of such vulcanite or ebonite in combi-

nation with the ordinary soft rubber mixtures
;

the hard constituent forms the seating, and the

soft part the cushion or wearing surface. A tyre

made in this manner, when immersed for a short

time in hot water, or otherwise suitably heated,

becomes perfectly soft, and may be extended or

compressed to any reasonable extent so as to be

placed in position in the rim of a wheel. The
tyre will retain its softness and flexibility for a

considerable period, so that the work of fixing

it may be done very deliberately. When cold

the vulcanite again becomes comparatively hard

and inflexible, and the tyre must be cut com-

pletely through in one or more places, or be

re-heated, before it can be displaced. Even in

cases where the tyre is stretched similarly to

an ordinary tyre, the union between the soft

and hard rubbers being absolute, no cut can

spread further than the hard rubber, and such

tyres may, as we have seen on the steering wheel

of a tricycle, still be used with safety, even if cut

through to the rim in a dozen places. With
such a tyre placed on a forty-eight-inch tricycle

wheel in the simple manner described we have

employed the utmost force short of such violence

as would ruin the wheel in a vain attempt to

d'slcdge it. Should occasion arise, the tyre may
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be removed from and be replaced in position as

often as desired, the only trouble involved being

that required to warm it. This simple operation

may be carried out by anyone, the only precau-

tion to be observed being to take care not to

burn the india-rubber.

A Shifting Spring.

Upon all well-balanced front-steering tricycles,

especially of the type known as the " Premier"

or " Salvo," the rider's main difficulty in riding

up steep hills is to prevent his front wheel lifting

when he pulls at the handles. The " Matchless

Sliding Spring," invented by N. Salaman, is de-

signed to prevent this, by enabling the rider to

shift his weight forward in accordance with the

severity of the gradient. This is accomplished

by means of a spring carrying any saddle, which

is mounted on four grooved pulleys or rollers,

which in turn take their seats upon a species of

tramway that forms the horizontal portion of a

"P pillar, replacing the ordinary p pin. A spring

catch engages in holes drilled on the tramway

bed, by which means the moving spring and

saddle can be locked in any desired one out of

eight positions.

Still Greater Safety.

A very telling defect of the dwarf t}pe of

bicycles is their extreme liability to slip sidewise

on greasy paving, the thrust of the gearing-up,

close to the point of contact between the wheel

and the ground, combined with the greater

convexity of the small driving-wheel, being the

cause of this. In this event, an old invention

comes forward very noticeably in the shape of

Sparrow's patent method of applying a thin strip

of leather around any rubber tyre, whereby such

side-slipping is obviated. Anything that can add

to the safety of dwarf bicycles should be wel-

comed, and this patent of Sparrow's deserves

better patronage at the hands of cyclists than it

has hitherto received.

> • <

THE BICYCLE RIDER THAT DIED.

AFTER THE STYLE OF THE LITTLE BOY THAT DIED.

I am all alone in my sanctum now

The publishing hour draws near,

And the type's dull click and the outside hum

Are the only sounds I hear.

I sit at my desk and work with a will

To issue in time my sheet

;

x\nd I scarcely heed the noise of the world

Or the murmur on the street.

I think, as I toil, of the month just past—

A season of endless pain—
And it seems to me, as I write, the pen

Re-echoes the sad refrain.

I recall to mind a scene which occurred

A very short time ago

Which ridded the world of an awful bore

And added a soul below.

While one day over my " Loose Spokes " sweating.

With a brow revealing care,

I heard the disgusting thundering noise

Of a footstep on the stair.

With a cautious tread the owner advanced

Through the half-way open door,

When with a frenzied shriek a " wrench " I threw

And laid him out on the floor.

My hours of bliss have been many since then,

For his death has others warned

That an editor is an awful thing

Whose powers must not be scorned.

I often whistle and sing at my work,

And think of my crime with pride,

And never lament the terrible fate

Of the bicycle rider that died.

—The Southern Cyeley.



I'p to last month no records had been cracked,

and it looked almost as if we were to have a

season without the excitement in this line which
has been given to us the last few racing seasons.

In July, however, Webber, the Isle of Wight
boy, who is, it is said, supposed to be still at

school, came with a rush at the five miles cham-
pionship and got within f\ve seconds of record,

and men felt that the hero of the year had shown
up. It was not, however, until the gth July that

Webber got " on the books." On the calm and
peaceful evening of that day, in 2m. 3y^s., at the

Pickwick meeting at the Crystal Palace, " the

boy" gained the en\ied mile record hitherto

standing to the credit of Cortis, and which
neither Hillier nor English could upset last

}ear.

* *

Records, however, had not \et been suiiicientlv

beaten, for at the tricycle championships at one
mile and twenty-five they fell like houses of

cards, not only once, but twice : for Sidnev Lee,

getting home in his heat in 2m. 5<j|s,, held the

coveted honour for the space of a trifle o\er fi\e

minutes, the next heat seeing P. Furnivall home
on a " Genuine Humber" in 2m. 58IS., and this

now stands as record, the docker being G. P.

Coleman, checked by George Atkinson. Letch-

ford—whose 3m. i^s. at the Alexandra Palace
in June was doubted—won his heat in 2m. 59*s.,

and also " dead-heated " with Furnivall in

2m- 59i^- 1'he run-off, however, left the record-
holder (Furnivall) Amateur Tricycle Champion
of England at one mile.

*
* *

So much for the mile. When the 25 miles
[

competitors trotted around, English was the
fancy and Gatehouse the wish of those whose

opinion was worth anything, but the result ga\e

us as Amateur Tric}cle Champion at 25 miles

George Gatehouse, of Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, with the following records to his credit,

viz., at 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 22, 23, 24, and 25

miles. The total distance was done in ih.

26m. 2cj2s., and 17 miles 98 > yards were ridden

within the hour. Twenty miles . occupied ih.

8m. 42s. Cripps and Lees (of Clay Cross),

whose photographs, surrounded with prizes,

ornament Humber and Co.'s depot on the

Viaduct, both ran, but were outpaced.
* *
*

Professional events at amateur meetings, which
have not pertained in London since the da)s of

the St. George's B.C., some ten years ago, are

now becoming somewhat the fashion, the Keen
Fund Committee's example having been followed

by the Stanley C.C. It must be stated, however,

that the professional races have not proved par-

ticularly attractive, and unless they prove to be
this there is no other reason for their existence.

*
* *

Asbury is amongst the London riders who
have impro\ed of late, and both Capern, Mac-
beth and Collingwood are going well ; but

Speechly still lacks fire, and is far off licking

any man in the world "holler" this season.

Was it the Irishmen's prowess or the \ile Irish

track which gave victory to Dublin Univer-

sity over Cambridge. Judging by Whatton's fall,

I expect it was the latter. There is one question

which men are asking one another in the racing

world, and that is
—" Is it not better to have an

above-board maker's amateur than one who
plays the role sub rosd P" Amongst those who
reply in the affirmative is

—Scoi'c/ialuii''.

>•*<
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^Topics of tbe Zimc.
[Correspondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.']

The Provincial Cyclist.

(See page 49.)

Mr. Walter Moresby, B.A. (Cantab), in the

columns of " Wheel World," draws attention to

the inefficient way in which the provinces are

catered for in the cycling Press. Whilst ad-

mitting that there is something in the complaint of

Mr. Walter Moresby, B.A. (Cantab.) , I would point

out to him that he has offered no practical sugges-

tion to remedy the present state of affairs. Almost

all the papers have notes from the chief provincial

cycling districts week by week, in which are

chronicled the events of the week, but it often

happens in smaller districts that nothing of

importance has occurred, and that therefore there

are no notes. If Mr. Walter Moresby, B.A.

(Cantab.), will make a really practical suggestion,

I have no doubt that the conductors of the

various wheel journals will cheerfully accept

them, as from my experience their chief object is

to capture provincial readers.

—The Octopus in " Wheel Life."

Front & Rear Steering Machines Compared.

(See page ig.)

" A writer in this month's ' Wheel World '

advocates a method of pulling up (or attempting

to pull up) a tricycle when flying down-hill,

should the brake give way, by pressing against

the ground with the foot. Now, I decline to aid

and abet him in an experiment in this direction

—

indeed, I should conscientiously advise him not

to attempt it—but if he is irrevocably bent upon

it—if no persuasions will induce him to abandon

his project— then I should feel really obliged if

he will let me know when it is to happen, in

order that I may be at least afforded the melan-

choly satisfaction of assisting in picking up the

pieces. I will also undertake to break it gently

to his mother on reasonable terms."

— Nyni in " Wheel Life."

A Man of Stamina.

Every man who has successfully done the

John-o'-Groat's trip, i.e., the full journey either

from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's, or vice versa,

must of necessity be a man of stamina, but if we

had to accord the palm to one in particular, it

would be to James Lennox ; for, starting as he

did from Land's End against an adverse gale

which, over the open moors of Cornwall, com-
pelled him to walk, he had either to fail in his

effort or do wonders during the later days of his

wonderful week's journey. He chose the latter

course. Calmly thought out, his journey is

something marvellous. Gloucester to Preston is

a tremendous day's journey (155I miles) when we
remember it was the third from the start, and
that only ten hours sleep had been enjoyed
over 386J miles of road. Another five hours in

bed, and Lennox sought the poppied arms of

Morpheus no more until 235I miles had been
covered, and Dunkeld safely reached. He thus

slept but fifteen hours whilst traversing 622J
miles. He had but seven hours at Dunkeld for

sleep and rest, and then rode right through sleep-

less for another 256 miles—878^ in all—with 22

hours for the week's sleep. " While you are

eating, and sleeping on soft beds," are the his-

torical words of the famous Gordon. Let anyone
who put in a modest 48 hours in bed without any
special exertion the week James Lennox was
toiling from Cape to Cape of Great Britain, think

what such a journey on such scanty draws on
" Nature's sweet restorer" really means, and he

will, as we do, class it as one of the greatest

physical efforts known since " Adam deh^ed and
Eve span."

Twenty-five Miles Amateur Tricycle

Championship.

CRYST.\L PALACE, JULY IITH, 1885.

We are indebted to The Tricyclist for the follow-

ing model description of this important race :

—

" On the pistol firing, a beautiful start was

effected, and no unsportsmanlike eagerness was

shown to take advantage of the chances of

position. As soon, however, as the fourteen

riders got on the move, J. Lee raced away at a

good pace, closely followed by his nearest com-

panions on the mark. ' Quite a club run !' cried

a spectator as the pairs got on the move ; but it

soon became evident that the ' club run ' were in

a hurry, perhaps for their tea, and Bob English,

with a conspicuous red jockey cap, having

worked his way to the front, came along,

with Cripps, J.
Lee, and Cousens in

close attendance. The big Cambridge man
(Gatehouse), grasshoppering on his ' Automatic-

steerer,' was also noted creeping up on the out-
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side, and the quintette, consisting of English,

Cripps, J.
Lee, Gatehouse and Cousens, rapidly

left the rank and file. One mile was credited to

English in 3m. 8s., and the judge having in-

formed the men that record would be cut at two

miles, spurting began thus early, J. Lee, of Clay

Cross, after a smart dust-up, securing the wished-

for honour, the record - book now reading

—

' Two miles, J. Lee, Clay Cross C.C., 6m. 21s.'

Approaching the third mile a similar intimation

caused some more spurting between the leaders,

and Cripps placed his name on the scroll of fame

as follows :
—

' Three miles, R. Cripps, Notting-

ham B. andT.C, gm. 385.' The pace was fatal to

the chances of several men. H. C. Sharp, Buck-

ingham, Bates, and the rest were nearly half a

lap to the bad, whilst both Letchford and Wilson
had already left the track, Gossett following their

example shortly afterwards. The pace now be-

came more easy, Gatehouse getting, as is his wont,

to the head of affairs, but being spurted at each

mile by riders anxious for records. At four

miles, however, the watches showed 13m. 4s.

against 13m. 3s. record time, Cripps failing by
one second to gain the wished-for distinction

;

whilst at five miles, reached by English in

i6m. 24s., the riders were five seconds behind

the record. Gatehouse, who was being carefully

coached by his trainer, Charley Wilson, kept

cutting out the pace at a remarkably even rate,

and did not trouble himself to spurt for the

records, which he would scarcely have got at

this early period, as both Cripps and English

were running very fast. The disappointment

of the party was Sidney Lee, who looked

white and weak, and who scarcely made
any show. At this point Cousens had fallen

a bit behind the leaders, but was going well

and strongly, whilst the rest of the riders

w^ere falling further and further in the rear.

There seems a probability—amounting almost to

a certainty—that Cousens was once mistaken
for S. Lee, as both had tied handkerchiefs around
their heads to keep the sun off, and this may
account for the dropping of a lap with which the

Kildare man should have been credited, as he all

along up to this point maintained the advantage
he had gained. At about 6| miles the leading

cavalcade overtook Nixon, who was swinging
along with any amount of power at a regular

pace, but the road rider, putting on a spurt, ran
past the lot, and led for 100 yards or so. It

seemed impossible, however, for him to get

out of a certain pace— a fact often noticed

with road riders. At seven miles, for the

first time, Gatehouse led at the post, after the

judge had given warning of the approaching com-
pletion of a certain distance, and as in doing this

he fairly held English, those who were watching
the race began to fancy that the Cantab's spurt-

ing powers would outstay those of the Tynesider.

Six miles, we may note, had been credited to

English and Lee (as dead heat) in 20m. 51s., and
Gatehouse's time for seven was 23m. i8s. He
also scored the eighth mile in 26m. 5ifs. ; and
apparently on sufferance, as far as mere spurting

went, he took the ninth and tenth, in 30m. 25|s.

and 33m. 59|s. respectively. After ten miles the

riders were again inside record, having over four

minutes in which to complete the eleventh mile,

and this announcement woke them up, and some
very smart racing ensued, the eleventh mile being

credited to Cripps, in 37m. 26s.

—

best on record.

Too much praise cannot be given to Gatehouse

for his excellent judgment at this juncture, as he

was pacemaking nearly all the time, and was not

to be hurried, albeit the would-be record holders

often spurted away from him at the conclusion

of each mile. The twelve miles fell to English,

after a sharp dust-up. Time, 40m. 51s.

—best on record ; w'hilst the same rider also scored

the 13th mile in 44m. igs., a best on record by im.

34s. In the 13th mile Baker, who was very

much exhausted, fell, but he soon started again,

amidst the plaudits of the crowd. Gatehouse

was still making the running, and had the satis-

faction of seeing Cripps and J. Lee first fall a

long way behind and eventually retire, his only

attendant in the 14th mile being English, who
waited on him with dogged pertinacity. The
Cambridge crack simply kept going hard, and

English found himself quite busy enough without

indulging in spurts for intermediate mile records,

and Gatehouse easily secured the following

records :

—

15 miles .. 51m. 4s. .. G. Gatehouse, jun.

16 ,, .. 54m. 34s. ..

17 ,, .. 57m. 51S. ..

and he covered 17 miles 986 yards in the hour,

beating record by about 1,000 yards. Gatehouse

here weakened a trifle, whilst English seemed to

be staying the better, and the Tynesider took

the i8th mile in ih. im. 35s., and the igth in ih.

5m. IIS. After he had secured the latter by half a

yard, he eased on the outside, and, permitting

Gatehouse to pass to the front, smiled amiably

as he took up his old post behind the University

pacemaker. At this point. Gatehouse was looking

abnormally serious, and he looked as if his pace-

making efforts had been too much for him, but a

couple of laps later he looked a different man,

and smiled a seraphic smile upon the one mile

amateur champion tricyclist, who encouraged

him from the rails of the enclosure. The 20

miles record was the next feature, and both had

a good go for it. Gatehouse proving successful,

his judgment at this point being excellent.

Time, ih. 8m. 42s. ' Bob,' not yet beaten,

came with a wet sail and secured the 21 miles

record in ih. 12m. 20s., and the judge began to

call out ' so many more laps,' the excitement

gradually working up to fever heat. English was
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reserving himself for the final effort, and Gate-

house, swinging along with remarkable power,

and clean and easy action, easily secured the

records at

H. M. S.

22 miles, time .. .. i i6 3|

23 I 19 4ii

24 M , I 23 19

The 24th mile was, of course, finished on the

further side of the track, and Wilson gave his

charge orders to go. As the pair came round to

the post, Gatehouse led, and the judge cried,

' Three more laps.' The pace became faster.

Gatehouse apparently putting in all he could,

whilst English was right forward and going

hard. Amidst gradually-increasing excitement,

the men dashed round, and the judge called,

' Two more laps.' At the causeway English,

following Furnivall's tactics, made his effort un-

expectedly early, and, slipping past Gatehouse,

not only secured inside berth, but a lead of a

good five yards, and with this advantage he came
round to the bell. On the signal for last lap,

English put in a great effort, and the five yards

became seven at the near end of the causeway,

and the supporters of the undergraduate almost

gave up hope. But Wilson had schooled his

pupil well. In the causeway straight Gatehouse

made his effort, and shot closer on his man in a

very remarkable manner. At the the odd miles

starting-post on the further side he had drawn
level, amid loud shouts of ' Gatehouse!' from the

spectators, and also from Buckingham, who was
riding round in the hope of securing a time medal.

Riding neck and neck, the pair momentarily dis-

appear behind the bank of reeds on the further side,

and in a breath the colours of the Cantab emerge

with a clear lead of the white vest of the North-

countryman, riding with the utmost determina-

tion and extraordinary power, seeing the distance

covered, and the pace at which it has been ridden.

The C.U.Bi.C. representative draws steadily

away from English, and amidst loud cheers lands

himself the 25 miles amateur champion tricyclist

of 1885 by 17 yards. Both men have ridden a

splendid race, and are heartily applauded. Gate-

house's time is ih. 26m. 29^3. Previous record

(C. E. Liles), ih. 28m. 58s. The remaining com-

petitors, far in the rear, finish as follows:— C.

Cousens, Kildare B. and T.C., 3rd; H. C. Sharp,

4th. Sharp was—in error—given as third man,

but he rode a lap short, and after an examination

of the score-sheet, the placing was given as above.

Nixon and Buckingham both finished the dis-

tance.

"The tricycling section of our sport is to be

heartily congratulated. Not only did these two

championships secure a splendid record as to the

number and quality of the entrants, but record

times were made in both contests, and both fell to

bondjide amateur riders, men who would qualify

under the strictest of amateur definitions ; and
that the public appreciated the fact was
evidenced by the applause bestowed upon the

victors. Both Letchford and p:nglish are to be
congratulated upon splendid perforn-ances.

Letchford has fully established his record, al-

though it has now fallen, whilst English rode, as

he always has ridden, like a thorough sportsman
—in short, as one would expect a man from the

Newcastle district to ride, after the Union's
experiences amongst the sport-loving crowds in

Tyneside. The rate at which Gatehouse forced

the pace broke up the men behind him, with the

exception of English, in a phenomenal manner,
whilst his judgment was excellent, albeit, we
suppose, that some of the credit of that develop-

ment must be given to his trainer and mentor

—

Wilson."

Safety Bicycles.

When Mr. W^illiam Hillman first brought out

the " Kangaroo," or geared-up safety bicycle

driven by two chains, everybody said the idea

was not new ; but, at the same time, it is passing

strange that no one had thought of putting it into

practical shape before. Seeing the great " boom "

there has been on safety bicycles, and how readily

every firm, large and small, has followed the lead

of the " Premier " people, it would seem as if the

patent were not sound, or otherwise royalties

would have been gone for. Be this as it may, to

Mr. Hillman undoubtedly belongs the credit

of having given modern wheel society a

safety bicycle, and he ranks but second to

the great James Starley as a cycling me-
chanic who has benefited his fellow-riders

whilst, we hope, enriching himself. A silly

attempt has recently been made to depreciate

the " Safety" bicycle by denying its safety and

allowing it but the title of "Dwarf" machine.

The attack was made by one whom, we believe,

has long ceased to ride, and whose first thoughts

are with athletics, not cycling. Nothing could

be more unfair. The " Safety " bicycle of the

" Kangaroo " type is an undoubted safety

machine. On greasy roads alone is it liable to

fall, and this can be counteracted by the fitting of

Sparrow's leather tyres. In all other respects it

is safer and easier to mount and dismount than

an ordinary bicycle, which latter, indeed, scores

only on the point of appearance. —A'. Y.

Stevens.

We allude not to the first Fenian who escaped

from the clutches of the law at the outbreak of

the now gigantic political conspiracy, and slept

in Buckingham Palace Hotel prior to quitting

this country for ever, but to the American-

Englishman who, born at Berkhampstead in Hert-

fordshire, possesses equally English doggedness
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and American go-aheadism, and is at present en-

deavouring to ride round the world in the cause

of " Outing." When Mr. Stevens was crossing

the great American continent from San Fran-

cisco to New York we thought but little of it here,

just as the lines on a newspaper contents bill,

" Awful calamity in China — 10,000 people

drowned " has less effect on us than " Murder in

St. Giles—shooting of a policeman," distance

dispelling interest. Mr. Stevens, however,

showed up amongst us at the Barnes Meet,

and then English cyclists realised the fact that

he was really "on the job," and that his jour-

ney was no Yankee newspaper romance. Hence

his future journey awakes interest. " Calais

to Constantinople " per bicycle knocks

the deeds of our Pagans, our Maddoxes, our

Pollocks, our Pletchers, and other continental

tourists into the proverbial cocked hat, and it is

undoubtedly the biggest thing that has yet been

done in connection with the wheel. Riders will

watch with interest Mr. Stevens's next move,

viz., across Asia, that dark, semi-barbarous, and

mysterious Continent which holds the bones of so

many travellers.

The Cycling Moltke.

When the German war of 1870 was in full

swing, we used to read that the great Pield

Marshal of Prussia, who was " silent in seven

languages," sat at Berlin and directed the

German armies in the field by wire. Nothing of

a parallel nature to this has occurred in cycling

circles until the past month, when it was gravely

announced that Mr. Thomas Marriott, a tried

old stager at long-distance riding, had "placed

himself unreservedly in the hands of Mr. Tom
Moore, who would direct his course day by day

from London by wire." Fancy a man whose

chance of success rests on his ability to take

time by the forelock and make every possible

point the weather and roads will allow him,

placing himself unreservedly in the hands of

anybody, much less—well, well, we won't be

personal. Did Mr. Thomas Marriott do so ?

Not much, we fancy.

Cycling in Holland.

The " Maandblad" of " De Nederlandsche

Velocipedisten Bond" is passing the same phases

as the C.T.C. Gazette. It is now included in the
" Kampioeu" (Champion), and at the same time

the word " Weilrijders" has been substituted for

" Velocipedisten" in the title of the Bond.

In its description of the great races held at

Masstricht, it appears that the Hollanders are in

the habit of naming their machines much the

same as we do our racehorses. Here are a few

specimens :—" Queen Jane," "Go On," "Never
Mind," "Farewell," " Diavolo," " Vorwaerts,"
" Sans Peur," " Trois Fran9ois," Peut Etre,"

" Miss Mary."

The first event was an international race for

bicycles. The prizes were : Gold medal, value

fi.130 {£10 i6s. 8d.) and a prize in kind ; second,

a silver medal and ditto ; third, a silver medal

only ; and fourth, a bronze medal. The distance

was 5,500 metres, and the winner M. Emile de

Beukelaer, of Antwerp, in iim. 14s.

The fifth event was a bicycle race open to

strangers. Distance, 2,400 metres. Prizes

:

Silver gilt medal and prize in kind ; a silver and

bronze medal. M. Em. de Beukelaer won this

race also, in 5m. 20s.

The opening procession seems to have been

something gorgeous, and quite of the sort dear to

a Dutchman's heart. First appeared two

mounted policemen, next a band, then a musical

society, followed by a M.C., the cyclists (dis-

mounted, I presume), sundry cycling big-wigs,

more " brothers of the wheel," described by the

reporter as " kuiteboeren," a slang term difficult

of translation, but meaning literally calf boors.

After these came a string of carriages with the

"jury," President of the Momus club (under

whose auspices the races were held), other

authorities, sundry clubs with their banners,

another band, and two more police on horseback

—fancy the sight ! Arrived at the ground, view

the scene. On the roofs, in the windows, on the

towers of the church, in the trees—everywhere

spectators. The enclosed grounds were also

crowded with interested sight-seers. In the

midst I noticed a married couple from Rotter-

dam, the lady riding an "Otto" with much
grace. Who says Dutch is not a poetical

language ?

" De Kampioen" (Holland) announces that the

Christiana Bicycle Club purpose making a

racing track in that city, upon which races will

be held after the pattern of those held in England
and Germany.

Official Procedure.

So much has been said about, and so much
curiosity has been evinced, as to whether Webb
has ever received notice from the Executive of

his suspension, that I have very much pleasure

in laying the exact procedure adopted by the

Executive before the readers of Wheel Life.

It was in this wise. Egerton, having been sworn
to secresy on the revised version before Todd,
Sheppee and Shipton, was despatched to Webb
to tell him that Todd wished to speak with him.

When Webb called, he and Todd took train to

the north coast of Scotland, when they embarked
in a boat and rowed ten miles out to sea. When
Todd thought that they were well out of earshot,
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he took Webb up into the bows of the boat and

whispered to him that he had heard from some-

one who had been told by another fellow who
got it from a member of the Executive, that he

(Webb) had been suspended. They then rowed
back and took train to London. Now that

everyone knows the true state of the case, let us

not hear it said again that Webb has not received

official notification of his suspension.

—The Octopus.

To the Editor of "Wheel Life."

Permit me to say a few words in answer to a

paragraph in last week's Wheel Life from your

correspondent, "Octopus." He seems to be a

gentleman of weak memory, judging from the

repetition of names with which he flavours his

remarks.

I am glad he sees the necessity of capturing

provincial readers, and it must be a satisfaction

to him to feel that his literary efforts tend that

way ; but I should like to express in language

suitable to the apparently limited understanding

of an octopus an idea by which such a desirable

object might possibly be more rapidly attained.

Roughly sketched, the plan would be somewhat
as follows :

—

(i.) London news (first in order and import-

ance).

(2.) A series of complete separate records of

events from all the cycling centres of the king-

dom. Comprehensive district titles could be
selected, which would naturally include wide
areas under each heading. The news from each

district should form a complete miniature local

newspaper.

(3.) General news, &c., &c.

The adoption of some such idea need not

entail harder work than at present on anyone,
and the bulk of the paper need not be increased.

It is true that the news thus contributed would
vary in excellence with the abilities of the local

writers, but degrees in excellence are inevitable,

unless, indeed, the ubiquitous services of a

learned octopus could be secured.

—W. H. Moresby.

To the Editor of " Wheel Life."

Although in no way objecting to your very

humorous remarks respecting a statement made
in an article in "Wheel World" for this month
bearing my signature, I nevertheless think that

in the interest of cyclists who are searching for a

comfortable, easy-running, and above all a safe

machine, as well as in justice to myself, that I

ought not to pass over your witty paragraph

W'ithout some notice.

I do not make assertions at random, neither

have I drawn upon my imagination for my facts

—thus, when I said that "should the powerful

brake from any cause fail, the rider can at any
time pull up the machine by simply pressing his

right foot on the ground as heavily as may be

required for the purpose," it is only what I have

already done many times, nor does it require any

agility on the part of the rider so to do, and even

a stout man of fifty can perform the " experiment "

with certainty and ease, provided he rides the

rear-steerer I mentioned.

In conclusion, I will only add that, should you

favour me with a call when in this neighbour-

hood, I shall be most happy to perform the

" experiment" on the hill going down to West-
bury-on-Trym, which is steep and somewhat
crooked. I mention this hill because, about ten

days ago, a rider told me in reply to my ques-

tion as to where he had been lately, that he had

been laid up three months from injuries caused

by the running away of a front-steerer down it,

which machine he could neither stop or dis-

mount from in safety. —
J. C. Withers.

From New York to Liverpool

(THOMAS STEVENS'S LONGEST FERRy).

One of the most popular forms of diversion for

passengers aboard the Atlantic steamers seems

to be trying by jury any of their fellow-passengers

who may perchance do anything which can be

strained into an unwarrantable proceeding, or in

whose possession is found anything that can be

tortured into a circumstance needing investiga-

tion.

The passengers of the City of Chicago were

particularly fortunate in having amongst them

some fifty members of the Lyceum Company,
returning to England from their recent American

tour. As may be readily imagined, many of

this eminent company are decidedly jolly good

fellows - men well able to " keep the table in a

roar"— so that we were by no means lacking in

social entertainments. Trial by jury, however,

held the sway in our evenings' diversions. As

a specimen of these trials I choose the following,

which was held on the evening of the second day

out.

Mr. Johnson, of the Lyceum Company, from

some reason unaccountable to the remainder of the

company, was found to have been left behind at

New York. The second day out the discovery

was incidentally made that Mr. Houson, another

member of the company, had two Waterbury

watches ; whereupon, as Mr. Johnson was known

to carry one of those timepieces, the luckless

possessor of two was promptly accused of mur-

dering Johnson in cold blood, and robbing him

of the Waterbury. In the evening, court was

organised, a judge appointed, and a jury im-

panelled ; Mr. Harbury was appointed crown
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prosecutor, Mr. Mead attorney for the defence,

and the accused was at once arraigned, charged

with murder and robbery. Witnesses were ex-

amined by both attorneys, Mr. Mead displaying

a marvellous knowledge of human nature by pro-

ducing among other witnesses one who carried in

his various vest pockets no less than three Water-

bury watches, thus plainly demonstrating to the

jury that there was really nothing of a suspicious

nature in the bare circumstance of his client

carrying two. On the other hand, witnesses for

the crown were produced, who knew Johnson
had recently invested in a Waterbury, and who
had seen the prisoner in his company the evening

previous to sailing, since which time the missing

man had never been seen. Lengthy speeches,

sparkling with wit and banter, as might be expected
from two talented actors, were given by the op-

posing counsel in summing up the evidence, whilst,

in charging the jury, " Me Lud " the judge, being

a native of Dublin, confined himself chiefly to

puns, a proceeding which so outraged the jury's

sense of propriety as to bring down the vengeance

of that impartial body upon the whole court ; the

verdict being that the judge was guilty of com-
promising the dignity of his position by manu-
facturing puns ; the prosecution was guilty of

conspiracy on the high seas, in arraigning upon a

serious charge a person whose countenance so

plainly bore the stamp of child-like innocence
;

the defence was guilty of creating a painful

scene in court, and causing a blush to hover o'er

a cheek where blush was never known to have

hovered before, by mercilessly causing the owner
of that cheek to haul three Waterbury watches

from his pockets
; and the prisoner at the bar,

whilst found innocent of the original charge, was
found guilty of "the awfullest, but neverthe-

less the commonest crime in America," viz.,

wearing a gold-plated chain and a Waterbury
watch.

These trials are usually held in the smoking-

saloon, and the various fines and penalties

inflicted invariably take the form of large bowls

of punch, during the discussion of which song,

recitation, and story make each occasion more
merry than the last. But amusement for the

ladies is, of course, not to be overlooked, and on
the evening of Wednesday, April 15, the court

was removed into the large dining-saloon, and
everybody invited to hear a specimen of that

most interesting— at least to ladies— of all

English trials, a breach of promise of marriage.

The defendant was a portly, white-haired old

gentleman of seventy-three, and the " fair plain-

tiff" a " made-up" damsel of seventeen summers,
and who was, according to her own testi-

mony, a Salvation Army Hallelujah lassie, bear-

ing, besides her proper name, the suggestive

pseudonym of "Happy Jane." " Happy Jane"

was a member of the Lyceum Company, and a

splendid character actor, as were also the four

attorneys ; consequently, the whole proceeding

from beginning to end was a first-class comedy.
The next evening came the usual entertain-

ment for the benefit of the Seamen's Orphan
Institute, and here again the Lyceum Company
took hold in earnest, and gave a programme of

song, recitation and Shakespeare interpretations,

which the captain and everybody pronounced

the finest entertainment they ever enjoyed aboard

an Atlantic steamer.

The weather and the voyage was, on the whole,

delightful for so early in the season, and with the

exception of one lone iceberg—which, however,

everybody pronounced equal in size to three

ordinary every -day icebergs, and of course what

everybody says must be true—nothing remark-

able was encountered on the voyage. The ice-

berg kindly reminded us of its frigid presence

for seventy-five miles after we had left it, and if

someone enterprising enough to get up a corner

on " Hot Scotch" had been aboard, they could

have accumulated a small fortune whilst we
were in its vicinity. Its estimated dimensions

were— height above water, 400 feet ; length,

three-fourths of a mile ; width from one-third to

one-half a mile.

I started from Liverpool on my bicycle trip

across Europe and Asia, as announced, at four

o'clock in the afternoon of May 2. The start

was made at Edge Hill Church. It was Saturday,

and a rain-storm was just setting in. Never-

theless, there were at least 500 people assembled,

and 25 members of the Anfield and other Liver-

pool bicycle clubs accompanied me out some

16 miles, part of the distance through rain,

when all returned but four, who stayed overnight

with me at Warrington, and continued twenty

miles further on Sunday morning. The crowd

waved hats and handkerchiefs, and cheered as we
started from the appointed place. I found the

roads splendid, and everything pleasant except

the weather, which has been exceptionally un-

favourable for May. I had perhaps six hours'

sunshine between Liverpool and London. Rain,

however, only makes the roads heavy, and not

unrideable. I spent Sunday night at Stone,

Staffordshire
; on Monday, with rain all the

morning, I passed through Birmingham. I

reached Coventry on Monday evening. On
Tuesday (raining again) I passed through

Northamptonshire and Buckinghamshire to

Fenny Stratford, and on Wednesday (still rain-

ing) through Hertfordshire to Berkhamsted. On
Thursday morning " Faed" and Mr. W. H. T.

Whorlow, captain of the North London Tricycle

Club, met me near Watford, and together we
entered London by the Edgware Road, Park

Lane, Piccadilly, Knightsbridge, and Brompton,

to the " Inventories." Here I concluded to

remain over to the annual tricycle meet at
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Barnes Common, on Saturday, May 9, where the

London tricycle clubs were largely represented.

There were over 800 cyclers there. " Faed"

and several London cyclers rode with me to New-
haven, and a number of Brighton wheelmen

came out 14 miles to meet us.

I crossed from Newhaven to Dieppe in the

night of May lo-ii, and in the morning Mr.

Parkinson, of Dieppe, rode with me to Rouen, a

distance of 42 miles. I found the English roads

immeasurably superior to even the Boston
" sandpapered roads ;" but the French roads are

still more perfect—regular billiard tables for

smoothness. I passed the night at Elboeuf, and

reached Paris Wednesday evening, staying over

a couple of days to meet two gentlemen who are

acquainted with the roads to Vienna. I am
picking up a few French words, and shall be able

to get along very well by the time I reach the

German frontier and French words are useless.

—Thomas Stevens in " Outing."

Amongst the Clubs.

The most noticeable feature of clubs of the

present day is the prevalence of long-distance

rides. On all hands we hear of medals being

given for this purpose, and hot and dusty bicy-

clists are found on every hand struggling for club

twenty-four hours medals.

Black Fen, near Eltham, and similar resorts of

strawberry gormandisers—we do not use the

word offensively—are frequently the goal of

cycling clubs on Saturday -afternoon runs in

July ; but that strangely-named club, the Ogeola,

had their " annual strawberry-and-cream feast"

at their club-house in town. Consequently, only

one man ran to Watford.
" Ladies' days" have also, as is usual at this

period of the year, been plentiful. They are

mostly held with quiet zest, and appear to be

much favoured by East London clubs. The men
of the East have had a world-wide reputation

for wisdom from a very early period of the world's

history.

The Argus, on their " ladies' day," announced

that after T the evening would be devoted to

" socializing or waltzing at the option of the

members." We wonder which recreation they

eventually decided upon, as the two are widely

different.

The Old Sal. at Barnet, the Anchor at Ripley,

the Angel at Gig's Hill, and the New Inn at Ham
Common are all running a scratch race this year

with their visitors' books, and some thousands of

signatures have already been received.

There is an extremely pretty country north of

Hatfield between that town and Hertford, and at

one of the intervening villages, Little Berkhamp-

sted, is a hostelry, yclept " The Four Horse

Shoes," which Sub-captain Josh. Saunders, of the

Civil Service C.C., vouches is comfortable, and
" Josh " knows a thing or two.

Table of New Tricycle Records up to July 12, 1885.

PRESENT HOLDER.
P. T. Letchford
A. J.

Wilson
P. T. Letchford .

Philip Furnivall .

J . Lee
R. Cripps

R. Cripps
G. Gatehouse,
R. H.English.
G. Gatehouse.

R. H. English

G. Gatehouse
R.H.English
G. Gatehouse

H. M. S.

29.1

Hi
5H
21

38i

I 35

5 11:

8 42
12 20
16 ^

DISTANCE.

. i ...

o 37 26 II

O 40 51 12

o 44 19 13

o 47 45i 14

o 51 4 15

o 54 34 16

o 57 58 17

I

I

I

I

I

I 19 4ii
I 23 19

I 26 29§ 25

The one hour record on a tricycle is

15

19
20
21

22

23

24

H. M. S. PREVIOUS HOLDER.

o o 47 H. J. Webb

o I 32I M.J.Lowndes
0218
o 3 ii P. T. Letchford

o 6 26g H. J. Webb
o 9 45 M.J. Lowndes

* m

o 37 44 M.J. Lowndes
o 42 24 H. J. Webb
o 45 54i '• :;

o 49 21 C. E. Lues
o 52 53 ,

56 29 H. J. Webb
1 o 3| ,, ,,

I 3 10 C. E. Liles

I 7 15

I 10 50
I 14 33
I 18 3
I 21 43
I 25 21

I 28 58^

17 miles 9S6 yards.



q8 a club incident.

A CLUB INCIDENT.

Come, all ye bold cyclers, and listen to me

While I chant you a lay of a certain C.C.*

—

A rare set of fellows, so blithesome and gay,

Who never fell out and—what more can I say ?

It happened in this wise : A new member joined.

Whose sister for looks beat the Graces combined

—

We were all of us smitten, but up to the neck

In love fell our captain, and ditto the sec.

But the captain was artful, and thought of a plan

To aid him the fair creature's heart to trepan

—

He studied his Cyclist, and quick did arrange

For a double he saw in the " Sale and Exchange "

—

And he sniffed at us all with victorious pride

Whenever his charmer would sit by his side :

The sweet-tempered sec. was with jealousy wild,

And hinted the jigger could " go and be biled."

As we sat in our clubroom one very hot day,

\Vith machines polished bright, and in uniform gay

—

A picnic was on, and the double was there,

The boss smiling sweet, and triumphant his air.

We strolled to the window, and gazed in the street,

When oh ! what a vision our optics did greet

!

The captain he smole not a smile any more.

As the scribe with a " Chair" pedalled up to the door.

Inside sat the lady who'd stolen his heart.

Who calmly remarked, " We're quite ready to start

—

This is cycling made easy^—delightfully so :

I hope you won't find the double too slow!"

The captain he spoke not—he went for a beer

—

But we saw in his eye just the trace of a tear:

The sec. proudly flew with his burden so fair —
We could hardly keep up with the "Coventry Chair.'

We all of us guessed that the mischief was done

When a fixture was made every eve for a run
;

It could have but one ending, we solemnly said.

And watched for the upshot with terror and dread.

He took her a-shopping, to concert and ball,

The coach ever ready to answer her call

;

And one fine sunny morn, when she gave him the beck,

He " chaired " her to church, and she's now Mrs. Sec.

* Name suppressed for obvious reasons

]

— Wheel Life



R. NAGELl Co^, 31 HoSm Viaduct, LONDON, E.C.
) ^^J

THE PATENT

Lace Saddle.

PERFEOT ADJUSTMENT.

To effect aame, draw the
lace tight and fasten the end
by the screw underneath the
plate.

THE PATENT

Lace Saddle.

UNEQUALLED VENTIUTION.

EXCELLENT ELASTICITY.

GALLING IMPOSSIBLE.

WRITE FOR TEFiTIMO'SIALS AND TRICE LIST, POST FREE.^ TO BE HAD OF ALL CYCLE AGENTS.

'InYlncMe'Blcycles^^^Tricjcles
Fourteen distinct patterns. The ligJitest machines in the

World. Unrivalled for spc'd. Holding the best records.

Equally valuable for the patJi or the road.

1 Milr Bicycle Rocoi-a (i'oilis) 1SS3
1 iflilc C'lisiiii|»iou>»lii|» 1SS4
lO ITIilc* Record, on "vnss l>»*Si

50 ITIiU's C'li:iiiii>ion!.>iii|> ... «. J>iS4
lOO Jlilcsi Kccoid 1SS4
1, •^, nud :S Tlilc!!) Nocinblc Hccord J SSI
ItolOO.TIilcs Aii.«itr;ilinii tk' C'nnndiaii <'liaiiii»ioiJ*lii|>s,

(>oriiiaii, Bcl^inii, Iffollaiid, niid llnnsariaii i'liniii-

pion.«ihii>.«i, M'itli oilier uiiiiieroii<* siicce'«s>CK in all
parrs iu ISSa. ' XVINCIULE" TRICXCLE

The Surrey Machii]ists' Co., Ld., Igviqcible Cycle Works, 129, Gt. Suffolk St., Boro', London, S.E.

New Illustrated Cafalngnes o« application. Cabinet Fhotos, id. each.

FACILE" SAFETY BICYCLE
(LEALE (ft STRAW'S PATENT).

The loupp^t il'stance <-ver ridden in one day, vij!..3(»0i

niiU-si in 'i i hoiiivx, wai on a 16in. ' Fa rile." The
loii'-est co'itinuous joufLiev evevmade on a machine, viz.,

ti.O.lO iiiilex ill 1!) coiiiecinive dajx, \va^ ridden on
a 40in. "Facile." iNIore " t^ne day" rides of 200 .iiile-; and
upwards have been made on the " Facile" I'laii on any
other niaf'l.ine. AU are invited U- try the '• Facile ' by
hiring one for a month, on terms stated in Descriptive

Panphlet, free on applicn^ion.

ELLIS & CO., LTD.,

47, FARFIINGDON ROAD {'."Vst). LONDON, E.C,
TR.'^D.^ VIARK.

MAPS FOR CYCLISTS.
GEOEGE PHILIP Sc SON have jtisb published a comvlele series of County

Maps speciallv prepared j-Qr Cyclisls. They show the Myiii Itoads distinctly

colounecl ; the Dangerous Hills iu tKuee dlSerent de-^rees; places where C.T.C.

Consuls and Hotels may he found and where macliroes may be repaired.

Noi-thampton ,
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LONDON: GEORGE PHILIP & SON, 32, FLEET STREET, E.C, AND ALL BOOKSELLERS. ETO.
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JUST PUBLISHED. PRICE 6d., POST FREE 7 STAMPS,

THE

RIGHTS S LIABILITIES OF CYCLISTS,
A LEGAL HANDBOOK,

By JOHN A. WILLIAMSON, Solicitor.

-:o:-

LONDON : ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STI^EET, E.C.

THE LATEST NOVELTY ^

Lock and Chain Complete,' Nickel-plated, »/- post free

H
INSURE YOUR

picycles and Jricycles

AGAINST

ACCIDENTS
WITH

"A novel and sonnia,Tiic\e."—Birviingham Saturday
Night, June 20th.

, . „
" Simple and effective, and suie to recommend itself.

—Birnungham Oivl, July 10th.
" It supplies a long-felc want, and should have a very

large Bale."—Athletic Neivs, July 16th.

"Instantaneous action, and practically a • safety*

guard against thievery."—r/i« Cyclist, July 8»h.

THE LONDON & PROVINCIAL

Horse & Carriage Insurance Co.,

LIMITED.

CHIEF OFFICE:—

17, QUEEN VICTORIA ST, E.G.

Agents wanted to push this class of business.

READY IN FEW DAYS. SECOND EDITION OF

TRICYCLING FOR LADIES,
By MISS F. J. EESKINE.

PRICE 6d. POST FREE, SEVEN STAMPS.

London: ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET ST., E.G.

ILIFFE * SON, PRINTERS, 98, FLEET STREET, LONDON; WORKS: COVENTRY,
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H. L. COKTIS, Amateur Champion, won the 25 and 50 Miles Amateur Championship Races

on a Bicycle fitted with Bown's " J30LUS" Ball Bearings, beatmg record time.
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Bown's

PatentiEOLUS Ball

Bearings

FOB

FRONT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

Are universaUy Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require but slight

Lubrication, and consequently are the most Durable Bearings yet
introduced.

As a vroof of their vast mperiority, all the principal Amateur and. Professional Bicycle Baces
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WILLIAM BOWN,
308, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PEOPEIETOK AND MAKER.

TV B -Mamifactiircr of every .lescription of Fittings for Bicycler, and Stampings
n.ai. iTA.iuM

^^ Iron and Steel for same.
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Patent "^OLIIS" Ball Bearings are admitted to be by far the best as regards durability,

y adjustment, or attaining great speed, and requiring less lubrication than all others.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

PRIZE ARTICLES.
We offer a Prize of ONE GUINEA, and another of

HALF-A-GUINEA, for the best and second best article,

entitled

QY eiXPERlENCES OF jSAFETY OYCLING.

The papers should be descriptive of the writer's actual ex-

perience with the machine or machines spoken of, and that paper

will be adjudged the best which, with interest and readableness,

combines the greatest amount of information useful to intending

safety riders.

'%u* Articles should he addresssd The Prize Editor Wheel World, g8, Fleet

Street^ London, and should reach him on or before the i^tli of September.

[Fop Contents of this No. see paga 3 of Cover.]

THE NEW QUADRANT.
ON THE TRACK

(First appearajice).

T\]Q Mile Handicap,

first prize, ten gns.,

at yVstop, May 16th,

wori by a youtl^ of 18

years, '^witlj lidicu-

lous ease" (see i;)ews

papers).

ON THE ROAD.

"Tl^e 'Quadrai^t'

beat the bicycle by

upwards of a njile-

Tinje for 22 miles of

rough and hilly road,

Ih. 37nj." (Postcard

fron}^7aed,"May20.)

For full particulars

see "The Tricyclist,"

J\lay 22ijd.

No. 5, BICYCLE STEERING. No. 9, SIDE STEERING.
A spleijdid coiT)bination of lightness witlj strerigth. and of speed with safety.^^^^^

MAKERS-

LLOYD BROS., SlieepGote Street, BiriDingliaiii.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

CHEAPEST, FINEST AND BEST MACHINES IN THE MARKET.<
BICYCLES

:

The Champion Safety.

PRICE £10 10s.

Nancj Lee & Nonsuch

TRICYCLES :

Paragon and

Fiying Scud.

"Champion Safety."

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS for CASH
OR ON EASY TERMS.

Lists and all information Free. "Flying Scud."

>^>^^^>^^^^

uffDowMAmmms' m.,
COOPER KITCHEN, Manager.

CITY OFFICES AND SHOW ROOMS:

Tower Chanjbers, Moorgate St. ; & Albioi] place, Loijdon Wall, E.G.

A Large Stock of Second-hand Machines, in Excellent Condition, on Sale or Hire.

PRESS NOTICES ON THE

MbeclMorlb
FOR JULY.

-: o

''With the present month commences a new series of
the Wheel World, an illustrated magazine devoted to
bicycling and tricycling matters. In appearance it

will compare with any of the almost innmiierable
monthlies, and travellers on wheels may be proud of
it. It proves itself what it aspires to be—a thoroughly
representative publication. The contents are charm-
ingly varied, but all apropos of the special character of
the inagazine. It gives much valuable advice and
information on the management of the machine, and
we wish we could compel all who travel on wheels to
subscribe to and diligently peruse it, for we are sure it

would greatly improve the tone, temper, and manners
of bicyclists, and immensely increase their poijularity
with the pedestrian portion of the public. The editor
has our heartiest wishes for its success."

—

Nottingham
Daily Guardian.

"The best advocate for cycling yet brought before
the public."

—

Lady's Pictoiial.
" Just such a publication as all cyclists will be pleased

\i\ih.."—Hants Observer.
" Nicely got u^) in every respect."

—

Western Figaro.
"We consider the magazine an excellent one."

—

Wakefield Echo.
" A capital illustrated monthly magazine."

—

We^^tern
Daily Mercury.
" A large amount of useful information and amuse-

ment."— Windsor and Eton Gazette.

,

The July Number sent post free, as specinieu,
on receipt of six stniiips. Annual subscription

^ix 8hil!ina;s.

LONDON : ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.

The IROQUOIS

Gycling Depot,

W, eOEEN'S ROAD, B4YSW4TER,

LONDON, W,

Illustrated Price Lists post free on
application.
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TRUE TILL DEATH.

A NOVEL.

CHAPTER XL

NONE BUT THE BRAVE.

When Peter Jones left the library he hur-

riedly donned his great coat and seized his um-
brella ; even the inordinate excitement was

not sufficient to render him forgetful of these

useful things, or, perhaps, the force of habit

was so strong that he arrayed himselfmechani-

cally. He walked quickly into Arkford, and

was soon knocking at the Rentfords' door.

There was a cold, proud look on Amy's face

which not a little disconcerted the worthy

fellow, but he was in much too great a rage to

be utterly abashed by it.

" Miss Rentford," he began, " I need not

tell you I have come about that wretched

business of my mother's letter to you."
" Indeed !"

"Yes; and I have come to tell you that I

would give anything to recall it, and that I

admit your right to treat me as coldly and
proudly as you please, and that you have

been cruelly insulted and ill-treated, but I

will not allow you to think that I could

possibly be so mean as to approve of such

a scandal. You cannot, you do not think

me capable of it, Miss Rentford ?" he said,

excitedly.

" Of course I do not."

He felt relieved, although still far from at

ease, and he looked so sincerely miserable

that Amy could not help saying

—

" I hope you will not annoy yourself about

it, Mr. Jones—pray do not trouble yourself

further."

" I can't help troubling myself about it—it

is too shameful !" he exclaimed ;
" and you do

not altogether excuse me. Miss Rentford. I

can see you are not friendly with me, although ~

I swear to you I am more humiliated and
miserable than I can tell you."

" I do not blame you, indeed ; still, I can-
not quite forget that your mother said my
conduct had lowered me greatly."

" Please do not repeat that. Miss Rentford.

I could not stand it."

Amy relented, and Peter was comforted.
A knock was heard at the door, and Charley
Beverly walked in. Jones nodded to him
in a friendly way : he had often seen him
and spoken to him in the office, but Beverly
took no notice of his greeting.

" Will you allow me to ask. Miss Rentford,
what brings this gentleman here ?" Charley
said, in a grandiloquent way ; he had evi-

dently heard of Mrs. Jones's letter. Indeed,
Mrs. Pyper had conveyed the intelligence to

him before he was five minutes in his room.
" Will you allow me to ask what business

it is of yours ?" Peter remarked, in a casual
way. Beverly was taken aback. It was
very hard to pose with Peter in the audience.

" I did not address you, sir," he said,

with as much magnificence as he could
command.

" Certainly not," Peter answered, coolly,
" but I took the liberty of addressing you,
sir. I presume it is allowable to address
you, sir ?"

Charley looked vicious, and Peter indif-

ferent. Amy saw that it was time to inter-

fere, and she said quietly to Beverly—" Mr.
Jones came here to apologise for a letter

Mrs. Jones sent to me to-day. He has
always been good friend, and I am sorry

you should speak to him in that tone."
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" I beg your pardon, I am sure," Charley

briefly answered ;
" perhaps I am de trop ?"

Amy gave him a look which caused him

instantly to repent the words.
" I don't know if you are de trop,'' put in

Peter, " but you are certainly disagreeable."

"Don't you think, Mr. Jones," Charley

said, "that, considering the scandalous re-

port Mrs. Jones has given weight to by her

action to Miss Rentford, your position here

is rather awkward ?"

"I think it is very contemptible."

" And don't you think your presence in

this room is in rather ill taste ?"

" I think it is in very good taste."

" Perhaps you will explain how you arrive

at that conclusion ?"

" I will do nothing of the sort," Peter said,

doggedly. " I do not recognise your right

to the information," he added. Charley,

although checkmated at every move, deter-

mined to score somehow. It was hard to

suffer defeat in Amy's presence. His eyes

began to blaze.

" Very well, Mr. Jones, I claim no right to

question you," he said, " and I claim no

right to ask you to leave this house by the

door further than that if you remain where

you are one minute I shall fire you out by

the window !" He walked over and threw

the sash upwards, saying, as he did so—" It

is the correct thing, I believe, in these

matters not to mind the -^lass, but that is

too expensive a method for us common
people."

These fellows were making themselves

very ridiculous, and yet Amy felt that she

could not deny that somewhere in an out-of-

the-way corner in her woman's heart there

was just a shade of satisfaction—she liked

the rough and ready way her sweetheart

proposed to settle the argument, and she

liked the dogged pluck of the little fellow in

the overcoat, as he stood grasping his um-
brella with never a sign of a flinch. She
liked it because she knew it was for her, but

she walked over to Beverly, and put her

hand on his arm.
" Put down the window, Charley," she said.

He hesitated, and the blue eyes looked at

him wonderingly. ^

" Have / to ask you twice, Charley ?"

The window came down with a crash.

Then she spoke to the other—" Mr. Jones,

I think you were rather irritating to Mr.

Beverly— I wish you to apologise."

" For what, Miss Rentford ? Am I to

thank him for not chucking me out of the

window ?"

" You can do as I ask, or refuse as you

please. Perhaps you owe me a little defer-

ence to-day."

" I do, and I shall do anything you ask,"

Peter said, now all submission.

"Look here, Beverly, I am sorry I an-

noyed you, but I have had a good deal to-

day to put me out of temper, and you must
admit your own reception of me when you
came in was not very cordial."

Charley put out his hand, and they agreed

to forget the unpleasantness. Then Peter

Jones, who had refused to leave the house

when requested by a man twice his bulk,

and with the dead certainty of being pitched

into the street as a penalty for remaining,

humbly and dutifully took his leave because

a girl bade him good evening.

CHAPTER XII.

ARKFORD BECOMES DULL.

" Old times were changed."

" Arkford never was so dull," everyone

said. " It was never very much livelier,"

they might have added with equal truth.

This, however, would not have suited the

popular bent, which was to regard Arkford

as a place where once pleasure reigned

supreme. No one, of course, professed to

define very clearly what particular loss they

mourned, but all were agreed that the glories

of the place had departed. If it be al-

lowed that Arkford ever had any glories, it

must certainly be conceded that they had
most effectually betaken themselves else-

where.

Amy agreed with the general verdict—she

found her native town very dull indeed ; she

had lost the best pupil on her list in the

person of Miss NelHe Jones ; and she had
lost a pleasant acquaintance, despite his

inconsequent vocabulary, in that little lady's

brother Peter. Mr. Jones seemed to have
effaced himself as completely as had the

pristine splendour of Arkford. Amy did not

see him with the bodily eye for quite a

month. She saw him, however, sometimes
with her mental vision.

"Why did he propose to her?" she said

to herself, and make her stupid life and all its

paltry surroundings so much more dreary,

and her weary cross so much heavier to
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bear, and then she petulantly blamed him
and reproached him to herself for coming
across her path to unsettle and tempt her

with " what might be." It was rather hard

on Peter, seeing that he was very willing

and very anxious to fill that poor empty life

with brightness, and take up that weary

cross on his own right manly, if rather

sloping, shoulders.

For a little time she somehow felt coldly

towards Charley. She hated herself for it,

but she could not help it. He came as

usual, and was always patient and gentle

with her, but they only seem.ed to make
each other miserable. Beverly had still

vague ideas of bettering himself, and still

read the advertisement columns in every

newspaper on which he could lay hands.

He did not, however, care to talk to Amy
as he used about his hopes and fears, his

trials and failures, and she did not ask him
about them as she used.

One day, Charley,- who had been standing

quietly gazing out of the window for some
minutes, turned to Amy and suddenly asked

her—" Will you tell me what was the true

version of that Jones's row you had ?"

" The only row was that Mrs. Jones wrote

me an impertinent letter and dispensed with

my services."

" Yes, dear, I am aware of that. I meant
to ask you what was the cause of her dis-

pensing with your services, and what was in

the letter she wrote to you ?

" There was a pound-note in it," Amy
said, answering the last question in a slightly

prevaricating way.
" A pound-note is a very good thing

indeed, and not to be despised, but I did

not refer to the financial contents of the

letter. I wished to know what Mrs. Jones
wrote in it ?"

" Oh ! she said a lot of things—that I

should remember my proper station, and
that I had lowered myself greatly in the

public respect, and so forth."

" Why did you not tell me that before ?"

Charley said furiously. " Why did you not

tell me that when the scoundrel was here,

that I might have torn his lying tongue ?"

" What scoundrel ?"

" Peter Jones."
" He is no scoundrel !"

Beverly stopped short. He was silent for

a moment, and then he came over and took

the girl's hand in his own, and, looking

straight into her eyes, said very quietly, " I

beg your pardon, darling, for speaking so

roughly. Tell me all about this."

"There is nothing to tell," Amy answered,
sullenly ; she was annoyed at his peremptory
manner in demanding as a right the informa-

tion he wished for, and she would make him
feel he must be more deferential.

"There is. Amy, and I wish you to tell

me," he said, still quietly.

Amy tried to hold her ground ; she had
braved his rage with indifference, but there

was a determination in his voice and eyes

now which overcame her. It overcomes
most women, this sort of determination.

Only some men have it, only those who can

sacrifice themselves as ruthlessly as they

would an enemy, who can tear a thing they

love out of their hearts, and trample on it

—

tear it out and trample on it, though the

doing of it rends their vitals.

" I really do not think, Charley, that you
need interest yourself about it," she said, in

a doubtful way, and her eyes did not meet

his.

"I choose to interest myself about it, and
I wish you now to tell me what I ask."

" Suppose I do not tell you ?" she replied.

" I don't wish to suppose that."

"Why not?"
" Do you care to know ?"

"Yes."

"Then, if you do not forthwith tell me
every single thing I wish to ask you, Amy
Rentford, I shall walk out of that door, and

out of your life for ever !" There was a

desperation in his voice that cowed her, but

her spirit rose against him. Was it for this

she had refused Peter Jones and his money ?

"Then go," she said hoarsely, "I do not

want you."

Just a moment he stood looking at her,

then he came over, and before she was aware

he had taken her in his arms and kissed her.

Without a single word he turned on his heel

and walked towards the door. He will look

back, she thought, and she would tell him
not to go.

He never looked back.

"Charley, Charley, my darling, do not

leave me—come back to me!" she cried

wildly.

He came back to her, and fondled and

petted her, and coaxed her out of the

frightened hysterical mood she was in. By-

and-bye they were happy again, and Amy
asked him if he had really meant to go away
from her.
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"Yes, darling, I really meant it," Charley

said.

" Oh, Charley ! how could you ?"

" You do not understand. Amy. I could

not, and would not do it if I thought I should

be any loss to you. I know too well that it

would be the best thing I could do for you,"

he answered sadly,

" Any loss ! It is cruel of you to say that,

Charley."

Presently she asked him, " Y)o you tell me
everything, Charley ?"

" Everything I think you would care to

know."
" Would you tell me anything I might ask

of you ?"

" Of course I should."
*' Then will you tell me," she said, shyly,

" do you care for that Miss Reilly ?"

" What rubbish. Amy ! I hardly know her."

" I heard that you knew her very well."

" From whom ?"

" Mr. Sinton."

A dark shade crossed Beverly's face. He
did not break out as he had done about

Peter Jones, but, looking into the girl's eyes,

he said quietly

—

"Amy, it was Sinton who brought me to

the Reillys on the only occasion I was there
;

he forced me to come, or, at least, he pre-

vailed on me, and then he came to you and
told you this—this lie."

" I am so glad it is not true, Charley," she

said, and nestled close to him.
" Promise me to never mention his name

again," Beverly sternly asked, and the pro-

mise was dutifully given.

They were happy and miserable by turns

as the winter days passed drearily away, but

they never again tried each other so far.

Amy's time was mostly devoted to her pupils,

and Charley's to the office.

Tom Melton and his confreres plodded on

in their quiet groove. They were about as

joyous and as stupid as ever, as little good, as

little evil, and as short of cash as they had
always been, and would always be. Their

days were, of course, spent under Mr. Smith's

supervision, and their evenings in as much
dissipation as their means would permit.

Such of them as were cyclists rode out on

fine Sundays, as of yore, and, as of yore,

severely shocked by so doing all well-behaved

citizens of Arkford— especially those who
were thoroughly tired of outing during the

six days of the week, and glad of a rest and
a lazy day on the seventh.

They were incorrigible, these fellows.

They regularly refused the numerous tickets

for scientific lectures and such entertain-

ments, and made light of the still more
numerous tracts and such developments of

literature with which the Good Samaritans

of Arkford kept them supplied. To be sure,

the benefactors themselves never attended

the lectures, and it had been even hinted

that they never read the tracts, but they did

not fail to write down these gratuities on the

credit side of their moral account-books.

They offered the bread, and if the misguided

ones would not eat it was not their fault

—

only what they called bread the misguided

ones designated a stone.

So the dull winter wore away and the

springtime came.

CHAPTER XIII.

SHADOWS.

"Old Rentford'is gone at last, Charley,"

Tom Melton said to his friend, whom he met

on the street on his way to the office.

"Good heavens! Melton— are you in

earnest ?"

" Never was more so
;
just heard it as I

came down the street. Drank himself to

death like a gentleman."

Charley, without waiting for Tom's further

remarks, hurried up the street to the Rent-

fords' house. There was a little group of

people assembled who had come to render

Amy any service in their power, and cer-

tainly the girl required all their sympathy.

The sudden death was a cruel shock to her,

and now she could remember her father only

as he had been before her mother's death.

That event had [been the beginning of her

troubles, as it had been the beginning of his

frailty. He had never been quite the same
man since his wife died, and, in the usual

perverse method common to humanity, he

endeavoured to lighten his sorrow by adding

daily fresh grief to it.

Now he was dead and gone, and Amy was
alone. When Beverly came he went up to

her and, without speaking, he gently put his

hand on her shoulder. She[started_up, say-

ing, " I am so glad you are come, Charley.

I wanted you so very badly to-day, Charley."

A slightTsob, and thenja great^deep sigh told

how truly she had spoken.
" Amy, dear, you must] be a brave, good
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girl," he said, tenderly stroking her hand

between his own.
" Ah ! yes, Charley ; but it is hard to be

always brave—to be always trying."

" It is, darling, hard enough, God knows,"

he said. " Sometimes it seems as if it were

too hard ; but we must not give way"—and

the strong ring in his voice seemed to give

courage to the girl, and to lift her crushed

heart into life again.

He stayed for some time comforting and
consoling her, as only he could, and when he

was leaving he met Jeannie Melton coming
in. He was now satisfied, for Jeannie was

Amy's best friend, and he knew that the

bereaved girl would have all that love and
affection could give, which, be it said, is a

good deal.

Jeannie was a tower of strength to Amy
throughout that cruel day. It was a strange

day to them. People constantly came and
went. They gathered in groups, and dis-

cussed the dead man's life, said it ought to

be a warning to all, that he was no one's

enemy but his own, that we must all die

some day, that Teddy Moore's dog had
cried all the previous night, and that they

knew it was " before something" (though

in truth Teddy Moore's dog cried nearly

every night), and, finally, they exchanged
confidences on the probable length and re-

spectability of the coming funeral. Mrs.

Murphy came early, drank much punch, and
wept copiously. She was a person of sym-
pathetic nature, and easily moved by any-

one's grief—or punch. But she was neces-

sary. For many years she had seen most
Arkford's youth take up life's cross, and
most of its aged ones lay it down. Under
her directions all arrangements were made,
whatever the nature of the incident which
occasioned her presence in a house, and for

the time she remained her authority was
undisputed.

Beverly and Melton came in the evening,

and when they arrived Tom was quite taken

aback by the sad, shocked look on Amy's
face. He tried to stumble out something in

the way of sympathy. But he had so very

often referred lightly to the event which had
just been fulfilled, that he found it rather

hard to find any suitable observation, and
could only mutter some unintelligible phrases,

which, however, were not very much more
insincere than the usual run of such civilities.

True to his nature, Tom, who was, generally

speaking, the liveliest and brightest in their

party, now completely subsided into a woful

state of depression. Not that any exuberant

conduct would have been expected, or,

under the circumstances, very desirable, but

instead of helping to cheer the gloom, his

face would have gone far to dispose the

most disinterested person to the blues.

The great quiet, the solemn way the people

walked out and in, the whispered words, the

muffled sounds, and that—that dead man
lying in another room, all were entirely

opposed to the natural bent of Tom's mind,

and he grew quite melancholy. Charley

saw that he was only distressed by remain-

ing, and contrived to make some excuse to

give him an opportunity of slipping away.
" Thank goodness, I am out of that place !"

Tom exclaimed, in a relieved way, when he
was safe in the street, " it would kill me in

an hour."

It must not be thought that Tom was a

selfish fellow. He was the reverse, and he
would stand by a friend in any extremity.

As a rule, however, he preferred that the

extremity should not arise, and if it must be,

would have preferred a more interesting one.

Charley and the girls felt quite relieved

when he was gone. They did not like to see

him downcast—he was the type of the

brightest side of their lives, with his merry
jest and bright smile, and frank boyish ways.

Towards evening the people, who had been

coming in at intervals, somewhat slackened

in numbers, and Amy's maid brought in tea.

Jeannie eventually promised to remain for the

night, so Charley was charged with many
messages to Mrs. Melton, which he promised

to deliver accurately, but which he failed to

deliver in any sense, for although he called

there, he altogether forgot what had brought

him.

As soon as the funeral was over. Amy
accepted Jeannie's urgent invitation to stay

with her for some time, and the house where

the Rentfords had lived was closed up.

Amy's aunt, who was living in a remote

village a hundred miles from Arkford, was

the only relative she possessed who had
ever taken any interest in her, and that

good woman now offered her a home. The
offer, not unreasonably, had for a condition

that Amy should help to educate and other-

wise assist in ministering to the mental and
bodily requirements of Mrs. Thompson's
numerous offspring. The prospect was not

quite delightful, but it would be unwise to

absolutely decline it, so she decided to stay a
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month with the Meltons, and perhaps, some

day, one of Charley's numerous irons in the

fire would come out a red-hot success, and

then all would be right.

Beverly came very often to the Meltons

now. No doubt Tom and he had always

been the fastest of friends, but from the

commencement of Amy's visit they became,

if possible, more devoted to each other—at

least Charley was. Mr. and Mrs. Melton

were good-natured folk who were anxious

to see young people happy, and they cared

not a jot whether the Arkford gossips took

umbrage at the circumstance or not.

It might be inquired what business had the

Arkford gossips with their happiness or un-

happiness. The Arkford gossips had, or

took, concern in every business under the

sun, provided only it were not their own.

These Melton parents had other peculiar-

ities. They never expected old heads on
young shoulders, and declared, on the con-

trary, that they liked above all things to see

youthful heads in that position. They would

grow old soon enough, they used to say, and
the truth of their opinion is very apparent.

CHAPTER XIV.

SUNSHINE.

A PARTY of half-a-dozen cyclists were
riding quietly along a pleasant road which
led from Arkford.

The early spring was just clothing the

hedgerows with the first coating of their garb

of greenery, and laying on patches of bright

colour in places, whilst elsewhere winter's

sombre tints prevailed. It was the time of

year when one feels disposed " to go some-

where," whether it be to the nearest town
or the Antipodes ; when the long hibernation

of dark days and rain-sodden streets and
roads is beginning to be shaken off, and the

spirit stirs in keeping with Nature's awaken-
ing, and thrills to the carol of singing birds

;

when the year is young, and the earth is

glad, and Nature rises from her sleep like a

giant refreshed—the glorious spring.

The cyclists rode over a sweeping, undu-
lating road, scarcely a hundred yards of

which in any place was level, but which rose

and fell in gentle gradients. Southwards
from them, some three or four miles away,
the great Atlantic murmured a soft lullaby,

and where, three months before, the waves

used to break in a roaring avalanche of raging

foam, and dash the white spray in sheets

over the tallest cliffs, now the green wavelets

tumbled and splashed with an easy, drowsy
monotony.

From time to time a rising sweep of the

country, or a belt of wood, or a dip in the

road, hid the sea from view, only to

discover it again after a few minutes' ride.

Dimly on the far horizon the Nesbar moun-
tains shone in a halo of purple, which

glowed around the peaks, and chastened the

rugged mountain tops with its soft glamour;

huge masses of snow-white clouds floated

gently over the blue sky, mingling, as they

drifted past, with other bodies of shining

vapour, till they piled themselves in great

banks, only to fall asunder and scatter

again in fleecy patches, or long glistening

streaks of beautiful white ; fussy, hurrying

streams babbled through green meadows,

here sparkling over a moss-grown rock,

there gurgling in a deep pool ; here the glint

of a tiny cascade shone through the trees,

there an overhanging bank spoke of finny

treasures beneath. Birds sang gaily, till

their sweet music filled the morning air with

gladness ; rustics whistled blithely, happy in

that they existed, and our friends moved
along on their swift wheels in the ecstasy

begotten of the beautiful day, the pleasant

time of year, and the happiness of a holiday.

Yes, the last consideration had no small

share in their happiness. The ledgers were

now forgotten, the endless rows of figures

were ia oblivion, and they drank deep

draughts of the fresh breath of heaven, laden

with scent of flowers and song of birds and
ozone from the distant sea. They were filled

with youth's bright joy ; they were drunk

with Nature's glory.

Tom Melton, in high spirits, rode in the

front rank. He beguiled the way by furnish-

ing such of his companions as were suffi-

ciently near to hear him with a variety of

amusing episodes, supposed to be incidents

in the life of no less a personage than him-

self, but which were in reality gathered from

numerous sources. His audience was by no
means critical, and not in the least curious

as to where the items came from so that they

contained a happy wit. They were not all

of them good riders, and they had none of

them particularly good machines ; they knew
absolutely nothing ofrecords, and were utterly

ignorant of " times," "distances," &c. But
they enjoyed their ride quite as much as the
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best mounted and best equipped clubman

ever did, and if an occasional halt was neces-

sary till some weak-kneed brother picked him-

self and his bicycle from a " fearful pit and

from the miry clay" into which he had, quite

involuntarily, betaken himself, why the way
was only enlivened by the fun of it. Melton

and some of the fellows rode well enough,

but others found an unobserved stone a

matter very difficult of negotiation, and an

unforeseen rut quite impossible of it.

These embryo record-cutters began their

journey in heavy marching order, as it were.

They never dared to set forth without the

most elaborate preparations for casualty,

and the number of spare screws, wrenches,

sponges, bandages, &c., with which each

took care to supply himself, would suggest

a lengthened tour, whereas they seldom rode

a dozen miles at a stretch. Their foresight

was not always unnecessary, for they fre-

quently consumed the greater part of their

" sundries " on the journey, and were often

obliged to borrow a spare screw from a

friend. This was, of course, owing in part to

the general dilapidation of their steeds, and

in part to the very unorthodox and unbicycular

duties required of the frail roadsters—headers

being more the rule than the exception.

They had, further, a custom which was

rather dangerous to their wheels, and ex-

tremely so to their necks. It was that of

riding down all hills, whether they had a

brake or not, and when they had a brake

they never used it. The hills in the neigh-

bourhood of the Nesbar Mountains, and for

twenty miles around, were sometimes of

extraordinary length and steepness ; it was
all the same, these fellows always rode

them—at least they always tried. Sometimes
the party did not muster its full strength at

the bottom of the descent. The missing

ones, however, were so well accustomed to

accident that they generally managed to come
off without much serious hurt.

"Where is Beverly to-day. Melton?" a

panting cyclist inquired.

" Oh, he stayed with the girls," Tom an-

swered. " You see, Miss Rentford did not

like to come so soon after her father's death,

and Jeannie would not come without her, so

of course Beverly would not leave them."
" Well, it is a queerish way to spend his

holiday," the first speaker returned. " I

should not fancy mooning about Arkford all

day."
" Nor I ; but then you know we are not

spooney—well, not very spooney," Tom con-

tinued, adding the last clause to his sentence

when he observed the deprecatory look in

his companion's face.

Tom could scarcely claim complete im-

munity from the tender passion, for he was
deeply smitten twice in the week on an
average by one or other of Arkford's. fair

ones. By this process he would naturally

run out of material quickly in the limited

population of that fair city, only that it made
not the least diff"erence to him whether the

particular object of his present admiration

had previously ensnared him, or that he had
been more than once a victim to her charms,

or, for that matter, that any number of other

fellows had been like victims. For the time,

no matter how short, the lady was supreme,

and Tom quite indefatigable in his atten-

tions. Flowers, music, and other trifles

made quite a formidable inroad on his pocket-

money—the only variation being the address

of the recipient.

The party now turned southwards off the

main road, and rode along a narrow and
little-frequented way for some miles till they

arrived at the shore, where they dropped
off their machines beside a cottage which
professed to supply entertainment and
lodging. They had brought in various

parcels distributed over the number the

materials necessary for a modest picnic, the

idea having been projected by Melton, who
had also undertaken, from his acquaintance

with the people in the cottage, to borrow

safficient utensils for their " swarry," as he

designated the repast, after the manner of

Mr. Weller's correspondent.

Gathering drift-wood for making tea in

gipsy fashion was the first occupation, and

Melton was in a state of uproarious mirth.

He was running hastily into the cottage for

the twentieth time, and, forgetting how very

low the doorway was, banged his head
with much violence against it. Everyone

laughed, and Tom at first pretended that he

did it on purpose, and that he was not at all

hurt, and when the fellows laughed the

louder he pretended to feel rather angry,

but in reality he only felt rather foolish. He
presently emerged from the cottage bearing

an enormous kettle, with which he marched
triumphantly at the head of the procession

to the camping ground, situated quite close

to the shore.

They were soon engaged in discussing the
'* swarry," and a right good one they pro-
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nounced it. When refreshment had been

enjoyed, some threw themselves on the grass

and Hghted cigarettes or pipes, whilst others

were satisfied to lie on the greensward and

listen to the splash of the waves, and enjoy

the warm sunlight. Everyone discharged

the first requisite in conversation with

assiduity—that is, everyone talked fluently;

but all were remiss in the second and not

less important factor—that is, no one paid

the slightest attention to what was said by

any save himself. Perhaps it was the best

way in the end, for, in point of fact, very

little was said that, with the most indulgent

criticism, could be considered worth listen-

ing to, and the range of subjects treated was

thus much larger than would have been pos-

sible under the ordinary arrangement of

these matters.

The afternoon was spent strolling about

the shore, climbing over the wet, slippery

rocks, or paddling in clear pools, the season

not being so far advanced as to tempt them
to try a header.

Then the ponderous kettle was replenished,

the smouldering fire stirred, and a brew of

whiskey-punch concocted. The whiskey

—

native manufacture—was of the rankest taste,

and the water was " smoked." Still, it was

their holiday, and the beverage was pronoun-

ced to be of surpassing excellence. Melton

was called on for a speech, and replied with a

characteristic address which, it must be

admitted, rambled slightly, from a tribute to

the personal excellence of each individual

present to a review of the sport of cycling.

Coherency was not much affected, and no

particular subject matter recognised, but the

speech, as well as the liquor, was cordially

approved of, and when Tom sat down, or

rather lay down, for seats were not supplied,

there was a very enthusiastic and, in the

opinion of all present, a well-merited round

of applause.

Forthwith, Alfred Mason, a large-bodied, if

not a very philosophically-minded, wheel-

man, was importuned to reply. He smiled

graciously and cleared his throat in a pro-

mising manner, so the company stretched

themselves in easy attitudes to enjoy another

intellectual treat. The good Alfred, how-
ever, paused.

" Get up ! "the recumbent cyclists shouted.
" It's not that," the orator answered. " I

—

I—what am I to reply to ? What was it all

about ? " he appealed helplessly to his nearest

neighbour.

" Oh bother that, go on."

" Yes, but I can't go on—I do not remem-
ber what it was about."

" Deuced hard to say what it was not
about," Tom reflected.

" Well, then, can you not return thanks ?
"

they cried.

" Oh, yes, to be sure," Alfred said, again
hopeful. " Did he propose anyone's health,

or anything like that ?" he anxiously whis-
pered to his neighbour.

"Faith, I don't know, I think not—goon
anyhow, say something."

" Gentlemen," he began at last. " Hear !

hear !
" was violently shouted by the fellows,

with the honest intention of encouraging
the speaker, though, in truth, the speaker
experienced very little assistance from the

approval. When silence was restored, Mr.
Mason resumed

—

" Gentlemen."

At the second repetition of the word there

was what reporters would write " laughter, "

amidst which Alfred's neighbour whispered
" Brother wheelmen." The orator's face

cleared.

" Brother wheelmen," he sententiously

remarked, and again the reporters, had there

been such, would have written " laughter."

Alfred paused, again the cue had failed.

"Fellow cyclists," the prompter whispered.
" Fellow cyclists," emphatically continued

the speaker, and this time there was loud
laughter, which quite demoralised Alfred,

and he was about to give it up, when a happy
thought struck him, and he turned to the

audience, who again gave him their attention.
" Fellow cyclists, you may have heard a

longer speech, but you have seldom heard
a shorter!" and he resumed his seat on the

grass with a satisfied air.

" Bravo ! Alfred, I knew I should put you
on the right tack," the prompter said to

him.
" Your assistance was invaluable," Alfred

briefly answered, apparently not over pleased

with the help he had received.

" Where is Sinton to-day ? " Melton in-

quired, " he has no spooning to do."
" He dines with old Smith."
" Well, I am hanged if that isn't worse

than Beverly!" Tom said, with unaffected

disgust.

"No matter, Sinton knows what he is

doing—he means to keep in with the

authorities."

" I do not blame him for that," Tom said,
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*' though it is a thing I myself could never

do ; but he might not be always sneaking

after the old frump."

The evening was now wealing away, so the

bicycles were got out, and a start made
for home. Although it was not yet dark it

was thought better to light lamps, in order

to prevent the necessity of stopping on the

way, so they rode along, the red lights shin-

ing brightly, and the swift wheels rolling

noiselessly.

CHAPTER XV.

BY THE RIPPLING WAVES.

As Tom Melton had informed his com-

panions on their way to the picnic, Beverly

remained behind to spend his holiday with

the girls. He came early in the morning

and informed them that he had chartered a

small boat and a handy boatman, and he

proposed, with their permission, to take

them down the river.

The girls gladly assented, and in half an

hour they were drifting down the stream.

The boatman rowed, and Charley, who
declared steering to be the part of small boat

navigation for which he had a preference,

took the helm. In addition to the presumed
responsibility, and, therefore, interest of this

occupation, the arrangement permitted—
indeed, demanded—that he should seat him-

self between the girls, and this was exactly

what he enjoyed. It would never do to be

away from Amy, and, somehow, little Jeannie

Melton had lately got a trick of looking

wistful when she was overlooked, but the

disposition described made everything nice.

Where the river widened gradually into

the estuary, numbers of snowy gulls, red-

legged divers, long-billed curlews, and a

variety of other seabirds flew, swam, or

waded about, and in their movements
Jeannie took the greatest delight. She

catechised Charley as to their names, places

of birth, and other particulars in a manner
worthy of a registrar, and Beverly's memory
was greatly tasked to supply the necessary

details. When his recollection failed, how-

ever, his imagination furnished the required

information.

They rowed about, landing at various

islands which lay around the mouth of the

bay, and the fresh air and bright day did

Amy much good. She had been low-spirited

and melancholy, and, like most refined

natures, she evinced a tendency to grow a

little morbid under affliction. But the gentle

breeze, the dancing wavelets, and the

mighty sea slumbering afar brushed away
her unhealthy moping, and Beverly was
intensely happy in seeing her so gay and

bright, like what she used to be when he

knew her long ago—when he sent her his

first valentine.

Whilst the boatman rested they walked

over one of the little islands. Jeannie Melton

was soon engaged in gathering ferns and

leaves—there were very few wild flowers out

yet. Charley and Amy moved on, most likely

forgetting all about the little fern-gatherer,

and remembering only that they were to-

gether, and that they were happy. It was

quite a length of time before they thought of

Jeannie; then they were very penitent for

having left her—at least, they told each other

they were very penitent, notwithstanding that

no very pronounced grief was visible on either

face.

They found Jeannie near the place where

they had left her. She was sitting looking

out towards the sea, and did not observe

them till they were close to her. Then she

turned with a start, and began to diligently

renew her search for ferns.

" Why, how idle you have been ever since,"'

Charley said ;
" you had those two feeble

specimens when we went away."

The foolish girl blushed, and stammered

out something unintelligible.

" What were you doing?" he asked, pur-

suing her up a steep bank which she had

climbed.
" Nothing," she answered, still climbing.

" What a strange little one you are," he

said, gently, when he came up to her, and

turned her face round to him. " Why do you

run away from me in that way ?"

" I was not running away ; I only came up

to get some—some "—she looked helplessly

around for a cue, but neither leafnor blossom

was anywhere visible.

Charley noticed a beautiful fern about

half-a-mile off, and whilst he was examining

it critically with the naked eye, notwithstand-

ing th6 distance, Jeannie recovered her

composure.

He then offered his services to Miss Melton,

and insisted on helping her to complete the

collection she was making, but his politeness

was declined. Jeannie said she had as many
specimens as she required. Charley would

not be denied, and with a view to show his
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anxiety to please, at once clambered up a

very sleep place at great personal incon-

venience, and with much show of risk. He
brought down such a nice lot of ferns that

Jeannie was fain to forgive his former neglect

;

so she thanked him with a sweet little smile,

and Charley felt that he had put matters

straight.

They came down the bank to where Amy
was waiting for them, and Beverly was sur-

prised when he tendered Miss Kentford a

blossom which he had culled from the

highest point of the slope to find his offering

unappreciated. Amy always hated that

particular blossom, and could not be induced

to accept it.

" Well, the deuce take it ! but these girls

are hard to understand," he said to himself.
'• It is no end of a job to please two women
at the same time," he reflected, and very

justly—it really is no end of a job.

The three walked round the beach silently.

" Shall we row over to Mulroy Island or

homewards ?" Charley asked.

The girls did not mind, they said. They
would leave it to him.

" You need not leave it to me," he
answered simply. " I brought you out to

enjoy yourselves, and I mean you to enjoy

yourselves. I shall go wherever you wish."

Jeannie looked up timidly and gratefully,

and Amy just touched his hand with hers.

They were sorry for their nonsense, and
Charley was reinstated in favour.

Jeannie decided that it was time to return

home, as she had promised her mother not

to " stay late on the water "—Mrs. Melton
regarding the perils of the deep with the

liveliest apprehension.

Pulling homewards against the stream,

they sang a few of the melodies which popu-

lar consent has fortunately set apart to be

rendered when on the briny sea—fortunately,

for otherwise one might hear them oftener,

and the seldomer the better will be generally

admitted as a fair criticism on most of the

music referred to. The chorus in each had
something about "pull away," or "a long,

long pull," or "row, row," but Jack Smith
did the pulling, whilst the choristers in no
measured terms exalted and glorified the

process.

Indeed, Jack began to think that when
they sang so much about the delights of

pulling, he would not mind if they did a little

of it, but admiration of rowing, as an exer-

cise, did not appear to go quite so far with

the nmsicians. They preferred to sing about

the pulling, and to let Smith do it.

Charley saw the girls home, and said he
would go down street and see if Tom and
the bicycle men had returned, and if that

worthy gentleman had arrived he would
come back with him—an assurance which
pleased his listeners greatly.

When he was gone, Amy, shyly at first,

began to speak of him, saying he was such a

good fellow, so thoughtful, and so kind, and
so forth—indeed, she gave quite a lecture on

the subject without noticing that Jeannie

answered never a word. When the pane-

gyric was over, and they were going to their

rooms to change their sea-splashed dresses,

Jeannie gave a little sigh. Amy did not hear

it, it was such a soft little sigh—one of those

that no one ever hears.

(To be continued.)

> *<r
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III. -CYCLING LITERATURE.

" Let ins make the ballads of a nation,

and I care not who makes its laws."

Some such sentiment appears to have

actuated the rush of cycling literature which

has become so distinctly a feature in the

periodical literature of the day as to call for

special mention.
" Let others wrangle at council meetings,

or spend their time and breath over N.C.U.

and A.A. A. battles, or any other internecine

and alphabetical warfare"— so cries the

cyclist of yearning and ambitions soul.

" I don't care how cyclists are legislated for,

or what becomes of any of them, so long as

I may have the rapture and glory of seeing

my own darling effusions in print, and

swaggering by their means among my
own limited circle as a man of literary pur-

suits, or a poet."

A curious fact that cycling should demand,
and actually maintain, a large amount of

special literature, devoted to itself and its

own interests
;
yet the fact remains—a sig-

nificant fact, indicating how important an

element cycling has already grown to be in

the life of the present day. Other sports

and pastimes cannot boast of a similar

characteristic. The turf has its organs, it is

true, but merely for practical purposes.

There has never yet been any need for the

inauguration of a special order of periodical

literature, wherein all the fiction, fact, poesy,

and humour has the horse for its one and

only subject.

And so with football, tennis, cricket—or

even technical subjects of more utilitarian

interest—one paper or magazine of a prac-

tical character is found fully enough to meet

all the demand : it is reserved for cycling

alone to rejoice in an ever-increasing library

of special periodical literature, all bearing

upon its most immediate interests.

Certainly the result is sometimes odd, not

to say grotesque. As long as cycling litera-

ture confines itself to practical matters con-

nected with itself—as long as it only soars to

lighter fields of burlesque even, or the graceful

essay on matters cycling—the business is

legitimate enough; but when cycling begins

to rule with despotic sway the regions of

fiction and poetry, matters become some-

what more difficult—in fact, perilous. One so

very soon has enough, and more than enough,
of the bicycle or tricycle as the dens ex

iiiachind of a love story, or the inspiring muse
of a ditty; and the mass of cyclist authors is

so slow—so lamentably slow—in recognising
the fact ! Not but that capital tales may be
written, and have been written, with cycling

or cyclists for their features in chief; not
but that cycling matters may afford food for

poetic fancy and material for a pleasant

verse—they have not yet risked their popu-
larity by their over frequency—but the affair

may be said to stop there.

At least, it ought to stop. It is to the

reproach and iniquity of that youth with the

yearning soul that it doesn't. Oh, terrible

youth ! why are you not content to fill the

contributors' column of your native gazette,

or hymn the praises of Pears's soap or Mrs.

Allen's hair-restorer ? Why will you persist

in flooding the pages of our cycling Press

with effusions which rouse us to homicidal

frenzy by day, and banish sleep, wide-eyed

and affrighted, from our pillows at night ?

Why does the horse appear to have become
as extinct as the dodo in the pages of your

writings, and every feat of agility, every deed
of prowess, and every high-souled act of

chivalry owe its origin and execution to

metal wheels and chains ? From leaping a

five-barred gate to climbing a watch-tower

nothing seems impossible to the bicycle or

tricycle of modern fiction ; and nothing

beyond the bounds of reason to the cycling

hero of these feeble tales, from rescuing

single-handed the lady of his choice from a

band of bri^^ands to converting himself, by

a single stroke of genius, and the inspiration

of one magnetic glance from the aforesaid

la'dy, from a most common-place youth of

the common or bugling sort to a hero of

romance—a Crichton, or a Bayard.

I suppose we all know the ghastly cycling

novelette, or novelettina, of these days. A
youth of lowly birth but noble aspirations,

apparently unfettered by the baser considera-

tions of grammatical accuracy (if his bio-

grapher is to be taken as read) ; a damsel of

surprising loveliness and an utter unsophisti-

cation which reflects considerable honour
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as a place of residence for the young, upon

the slightly suburban locality in which the

scene is generally laid—probably with a nice

feeling on the author's part that it is safer to

cling, in a descriptive way, to familiar por-

tions of his native land.

Would that this same delicacy of sentiment

accompanied him through life. Why does

he not confine himself for ever to the lowly

youth whose aspirations are more lofty even

than his aspirates, and paint the noble-

souled, if homely, surroundings of that worthy

young man with the faithful touch of one

who too has known and loved them ? Why
will he persist, with an energy which will

ever be his bane, in revelling in scenes from

what is vulgarly known as " high life ;" in

placing his very common-place young man
and child-like maiden in a background of

would-be rank and fashion ; and in attempt-

ing, with an almost pathetic earnestness, to

describe the details of a kind of life with

which he has a far less practical acquaint-

ance than that of the footman who carries in

the afternoon tea-tray ?

Why must Araminta's uncles all be

" nobles and earls of high degree ?" Why
must the lowly youth with a soul above

grammar so clearly outshine every other

male denizen of Araminta's high but hollow

sphere, simply because he chooses two or

three wheels as a means of locomotion ?

And when will the voice of popular common-

sense refuse to put up any longer with

Araminta, and the cycling foe of Liudley

Murray, and cycling literature know them

no more ?

There's another kind of cycling tale, very

common in its varied forms—the tale where

love-making takes little or no part in the

proceedings—probably because the author

is sufficiently young yet to have all that part

of his personal experience still before him,

and to be very properly shy of writing on

matters he knows nothing whatever about.

This order of tale deals with the weird,

the terrible, and the adventurous cyclists,

under this regime beard lions in their dens

;

ride long and weary miles in a period calcu-

lated to fire a flame of envy in the soul of

the most hardened record-breaker ; slay

robbers and murderers in a good old style

which makes one realise the blessings of a

state of society where a police force is in

operation ; and generally conduct them-

selves like nothing human or divine.

Araminta's lover generally introduces him-

self to her notice in a harmless, if eccentric,

fashion. He flings himself over the handles,

and falls prone at her feet in a crowded
thoroughfare ; or, in milder mood, he meets

her in a Devonshire lane, and offers her a

ride on his tricycle, the which, Araminta,

being an untutored child of Nature, and
recognising the high soul under its travel-

worn uniform, blu^hingly but cordially

accepts. But the thunderbolt hero of a

thousand tales knows no such tame methods
of appearing on the stage. When he deigns

to let a heroine share the glories of his

history (she is generally rather hinted at in

an off-hand manner than described with the

lingering rapture which acquainted us with

the precise number of hairs in each of

Araminta's golden ringlets) he comes into

her presence in far different style.

It is amid the crash of burning house-

roofs, or the din of battle's fray, that he

flashes upon her gaze. Wrapped about with

flaming bed-curtains, or brandishing a

crimsoned weapon with one powerful hand
(the other is, of course, always left free to

grasp his trusty handle-bar), he rushes upon
the enemy, animate or inanimate, like a

Nemesis in knee-breeches, and sweeps from

his cycling path all that crosses it.

Now, all this is very idiotic, and why
should it be ? Why should the cycling

public be supposed to content itself with

writing of this description ? Is there any-

thing in cycling calculated to soften the

brain, and weaken the intellect, and fit it for

the reception of such literary rubbish as

this ? Why should people, simply because

they ride upon wheels, be condemned to sit

down to the perusal of such stuff as floods

the greater portion of cycling literature, the

which, if it had not cycling for its expressed

object and its excuse, would not for a single

instant be tolerated by any sane public who
had mastered the art of reading ?

Why should it be ? Cycling and twaddle

do not necessarily mean the same thing,

though it too often looks like it. We have

all met with tales that were fresh and manly
and pleasant—good to read and gratifying

to remember—even if they were cycling

stories. Invention and imagination are not

yet altogether exhausted, even if they are

tied d(jwn to a special subject, and Pegasus

immolated upon an altar of spokes and
tyres. Tales that are natural and humorous
and interesting may still be spun out by the

score, with cycles and cyclists for their chie
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features, and cycling for their highest joy.

Let us meet in a body, as reasonable cyclists,

and protest against the Aramintas and the

Seven Champions of Christendom — the

worthy but illiterate young men, and the

doughty deeds of dauntless daring.

There is one class of cycling literature

which is, perhaps, at least to the ordinary

woman's view, the most attractive. I mean
that class of fact or fiction which deals with

natural description : accounts of cycling

tours, tales where scenery and places of in-

terest bear a part of their own. Even the

outer, or Philistine public can appreciate

such writing as this; while the great mass of

special cycling literature—trade news, sport-

ing items, and even the ordinary run of

cycling topics^—is as a sealed book to them.

One phase of cycling literature has a very

gratifying side — I mean the humorous.

Most special subjects seem utterly devoid of

wit, and their devotees of the appreciation

thereof, but it is a pleasant sign of the real

virtues of cycling, if it makes its followers

one degree more capable of comprehending

and enjoying a joke, and brings a single ele-

ment of mirthfulness among a race whose
over-serious way of taking life and its plea-

sures has always been one of its most

characteristic misfortunes.

A good deal might be said (from the

woman's view again) of the extraordinary

part borne in »all cycling literature of the

periodical sort, by that side of cycling life

which is covered by the name of " sport."

Racing-fixtures, race-meetings, champion-
ships—all these things seem to possess a

grandeur and an importance in the eyes of

cycling man which is altogether past the

finding out of woman, whether cycling or

otherwise. But the mind of man is a curi-

ously-constituted piece of organism, and
there is no use trying to understand its work-

ings. Of course, since sport hath charms to

soothe the manly breast, the place devoted

to its special demands in cychng literature

does not seem, to the male mmd, excessive,

and therefore is not likely to abate.

Trade news must also possess less potent

attraction to the mind feminine than it does

to the masculine mind, since the commercial

part of cycling has naturally more interest

for the sex that leans to commerce, and is

vitally affected thereby. When a woman
wants to buy a new machine, or obtain some
hopelessly-longed-for price for her old one

;

when lamps possess an interest, and new

inventions in bells an alluring charm, then

trade notices tempt her, and advertisements
dazzle—but only then. But to the woman's
mind must there for ever remain a mystery
in the fact of so vast an amount of cycling

literature being so unworthily employed as it

too commonly is. There is a class of cycling

paper hardly worth ranking as literature at

all, so pitiful and so undeserving is it of a

place in all the wide world of letters. I am
speaking of such prints as owe their popu-

larity to their success in providing for the

coarsest and lowest tastes of a human nature

that is not confined to cyclists—the taste

that can be tickled with a low witticism,

that rejoices in a vulgar personality, that

finds pleasure in a wholesale massacre of

the Queen's English, and a style of jour-

nalism which can not even instruct its

readers in the earliest rudiments of com-
position and rhetoric.

Publications such as these tend to lower

the tone and the taste of everyone who reads

them, and are more likely to degrade cycling

and its devotees, both in their own nature

and in the estimation of the world at large,

than any other unassisted thing.

It is perfectly possible to be witty without

being coarse, to be amusing without trans-

gressing the canons of taste, to be interesting

without abuse. Some of the publications in

question have never yet mastered this simple

but useful truth, and the result is such as to

cause a feeling of compassion even in the

breasts of such of the public as most un-

feignedly disapprove of their manners and
their ways, and most sorrowfully deplore

the effects of their influence.

Let us demand a cycling literature that is

pure and interesting and good. Let us have

a class of periodical which, even though it

be devoted to cycling interests, to the ex-

clusion of all outside subjects, shall still not

be of a sort to excite the scorn of the non-

cycling reader, or the mirth of the educated.

Let us have a class of fiction where the

heroes and heroines are real men and
women, not impossible creations of an en-

feebled brain ; where real life and real events

and real, conversations make a whole that

people may read with pleasure and interest,

not the shadowy fancies of an impossible

existence, of which no one cares to hear.

Let our cycling rhymes be sense, not twaddle.

Let our language l)e at least something of a

relation, even if only that of a cousin twice

removed, to the EagUsh tongue. . Let us
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have a better tone—a higher aim. Let us

offer as experiments to the Society of Cre-

mationists the cycHng authors who rush into

print where older and wiser people fear to

tread. Let us find m jre women writing for

the cycling Press, now that the lists of cycling

women grow daily longer and more im-

portant. And let us all try to bear in mind,

as far as may be, one fact, and to act upon

it, as far as is reasonably practicable, in our

ordinary every-day lives—the fact that the

msre practice of cycling does not necessarily

-:-.7^the cyclist of every pretension to being

a creature of intellect, however small that

intellect may be ; and that a system of litera-

ture which founds its sole claim to considera-

tion upon the ignoring and concealment of

that fact is a system which, in its very

existence and continuance, is an insult to

cyclists and to their pursuits.

—Hendrica C. Verplanck.
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OUR TEWRLNG ARTIKALS.

BY JEHOSSAFAT T. JINJER.

I. INTRODUKSHUN.

It iz rediklus. I don't gno what 2 du. I

will go and ask Blojjers, or praps Porkin.

Pars the both

Ewer sints the Tewring Artikals fust

apered in the Trisiklist my respektid frend

(if sich he will alow me), the Edditurof this

maggazin, hes been in a xtasi ov jellusi and
a phrenzi ov anger, kloseli borderin upon
diskwietude. He hes been seffral times herd

2 sa thet B4 thet comon rasin man Hilyur

and his tupni paiper shall beat a sooperyur

pusson like hisself, and a sooperyur pub-

likashun like the" Wheel Whirled," he will du
a variaty ov thingz, amung wich, eting his

lied and bein emfatikali bloed are the

simplest and easyest of akomplishment.
Unstop the dekanter.

So he has finali kum 2 me with a rekwest

thet I shall at wunst prosede 2 arranje and
eddit a searis ov Tewring Artikals, which
shal immejutli kause a entire bust up on the

part ov any oppersishion shop wotsoever,

and kum upon the prezent jennerashun like

a shour ov brikbats, as the gratest fort ov
sientifik reserch gnown 2 moddern times.

When I sed thet I wud du this thing, I

must hev bin lukkin upon the Skoch kold
when it was ov an undilutid kuller.

MT, iz it ? Hev yu got a korkskru ?

I am afrade I must hev bruk thet kork.

Got a fu bits intu the glass, I phansy. Wun-
der if thur iz any in the rest now. I will try

anuther drop and see.

It iz ridiklus. I dont gno nuthing about
Tewring. Nevvur tewered in mi hphe.

Spoze I'd better start now. Bleeve I'll jist

go &: tewer ^ter Porkin & Blojjers & see wot

they kan tell me. In the meantime I shud

B pertikly glad ov any litl ints mi reders kan

give me, saim as Trisiklist wus—allwus pur-

vidin, ov kourse, thet the ints a4menshund
shal B strikly gratis, & postij pade. I may
also menshun thet my korespondents naim

will B printed larje over his remarx at a

modderit figger, & thet I will kail him " well-

gnown" or " sellebrated " 2 order at five

shillins a time. A diskount on takin a

kwanliti.

I am afrade I hev busted thet kork. It

wont du 2 leave this wiski opun, kase the

dust gets in. Think I hed better laik it with

me. Beestli nusans tho, karryin a botl.

Spose I jist karry it in—a—jist so. Hum.
I will go & find Blojjers.

Almost wish I hed karried sum of thet

wiski outside, now. Anyway if anithing

hapens (dont spoze it will) I ken get sum on

the way.

I will find Blojjers or totali bust in the

attemt.

Chapter Fust.

Hedding.—A Phite, and other amoosements.

I hev found Blojjers. I hev also found

Porkin. I hev likewise priti nereli lost mi-

self. Things hev bin happenin with unkom-
fortabl frekwensi.

When I fetcht out my distants-anighlater

& started 4th in pursoot ov Blojjers, I im-

mejutly phelt kweer in mi stummuk. It
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must hev been the wiski. I am subjek 2

this—the stummuk thet is, not the wiski ov

kourse. In these kases nuthin will du me
any gnd but a litl moar wiski.

I tuk sum ; & I phelt better. When I had

tuk a littl moar I phelt alrite.

It was rediklus the way thingz went on.

When the Bord ov Werks puts laiuposts rite

over the kerb it iz bad enuf ; when they stik

'em in the midl ov the rode it is konsiderable

wuss ; but when they leave 'em all over the

plais, with speshal instrukshuns 2 doj a

respektabl midl-agid trisiklist, they simpli

kost the lampost's own destrukshun. There

is seffral yards ov stray lampost hangin 2 mi

mashean now.

These lamposts got so pertikly annoyin

thet I determind 2 kail at the ist Vestriman's

I kum 2 & demand a xplanashun. I soon

got 2 a plais wich I wus perfekli serten must

B a vestriman's. It wus a pub. I went in.

I komenst with deplomacy. I didn't

menshun the lamposts, but jist orderd a

small go ov wiski 2 disarm suspishun, & wus

at wunst konvinst thet the landlord must B
a Vestriman frum his swindlin short meshur.

So xpeeryensin the kweerness in the stum-

muk again I had anuther. Pheelin better, I

jist orderd a 3rd in the kaws of diplomasy,

and Bgun 2 pheel kwite diplomatik. I am
fond ov diplomasy. Diplomasy is fust rate.

Solumli reflektin on this (diplomasy), I

rode along 4 sum distants, & by the time

anuther klishun reminded me thet I lied

4got the lamposts entireli. I hed gone a

gud strech & disrememberd the way bak.

But I konsoled miself with the recollekshun

ov mi konsummate & enjyabl diplomasy.

It wus veri kind ov the man with the

baker's barrer 2 shute me over rite on 2

Blojjer's dorestep, & if I hed a good klinker

he shud hev bin sootabli reworded. But I

hedn't got a klinker. Liphe is a series ov

bitter regrets, and fu ov liphe's trials are as

hard as a frunt-dorestep agenst the bak ov

the hed. This is a moral tewring maksim,

4 which I shall charj xtry.

It wusn't by any menes kumfortabl, but,

sumhow, I didn't seem 2 want 2 get up.

Seemed moar konsistent with diplomasy 2

stop where I wus.

Pressenly a miskreant kame out ov the

house. It wus not Blojjers. It wus
s'm'uther josser.

He.sed, " Klear out."

I sed, " What shall I klear out ? If yuve

got sich a thing as a small dram-flasque now.

or a kase-botl, I mite opperate on that, jist

2 oblidge yu."
" Moov on," he kontinyud, in a vise smellin

strongli ov impashuns, " moov on."

I sot up.

Then I sed, " Du yu mene yu want me 2

moov miselph ? Bkos, if so, I hev jist moovd
—on thisyer dorestep. But if yure ankshus

4 me 2 moov s'm'uther artikal, I'm afrade yu
must ekskuse me. I'm a litl diplomatik at

pressent, & don't pheel ekal 2 the task.

Whur's Blojjers ?"

The unprinsipld ruffun hed the owdasiti 2

deni all nolij ov sich a pusson, & aktuli inted

thet I wus in a stait ov intokskashun. " If

yu don't talk yureself oph my primisis," he

added in a manner sujestin brikbats &
gnukkle-dusters, " I'll jist kik yu on 2 the

uther side ov the rode."

I lukkt at the uther side ov the rode. It

seemed as unkomfortable as the side I wus
on, but it wus as far oph as the uther side

ov the rode ushali \z. So I sed :

—

" Doant bleeve you ken do it, ole boy, not

in I kik. Why I wa—lets see what du I

wa ? Is it siksteen-seven or seventeen-siks ?"

1 added, thotefuli konsiderin " siksteen-seven

or sev"

The barbareun on the dorestep didnt hev

the kourtesi 2 wate till I hed made up mi
mind. He seemed 2 fansi he kud juj a man's
wate to a pund by jist liftin him on his to.

B4 I kud finish my sentens I phelt a hand
on mi kote-koller, with about 94 gnukkles tu

it, & I asended.

When I kame down agen it wus ontu the

top ov mi distants anighlater. I apeered 2

hev traveld any end up without kare. But I

hedn't gone akross the rode. I gnu he

kuddnt du that in i kik. The geerin up wud
B 2 hevvi.

Diplomasy sujested mi stoppin whur I

wus ; but the handl ov the brake wus stikkin

in mi hi & interpozd a strong Rgument in

faver ov gettin up. So I got up. The ruff

savidge whoze untootred mind hed promted
this disgraisful tretement ov a emminent
man wus jist goin indores. Thur apeered

2 B onli wun way ov attraktin his aioshun.

I purseeded up the steps & grabbed his kote-

tails with an amount ov vim rareli observed

in diplomatik sirkles.

He didn't apeer 2 hev antisipated this

manoover, & heddnt purvided hisself with a

tilt-rod, so thet when he shot bakwards &
fell on me at the bottom ov the steps, sur-

prize wus depikted on the bak ov his hed &
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aparent in evvery kwotashum he uzed. I

newer hung onz a better pare ov kote-tales

in mi liphe, & I shall taik the ist oppertnnity

ov sendin round 2 ask whur he got the stuph

from. He stud up with sprizin agiUti, & as

1 hung on 2 his kote-tales I stud up 2. Thur

wus goin 2 B a phite. I kud see it in his i.

So I immejutli did what I kud 2 xtingwish it

with mi rite phist.

He sot down hard on his kote-tales as if

he hed Dtermind thet I shud newer tuch

them agen.

I sed, " Dubbl-died minyun of a parokial

obligarky— I will hev a kuppl of rounds with

yer. Tewring 4 ever. Britons newer shall

B slaivs ! Kum on !" & I sparred viggerus.

He kum on a lot 2 kwik. He didn't apeer

2 konsult mi pussonal konvenyens in the

matter at all. He kum on by fast delivery,

& sent his hed in fust. I stopt it netely with

mi stummuk (jist on the pane), and imme-

jutli assoomd a rekumbent pozishun.

I inphormed him thet if he imported this

annimus inter the diskushun he mite posibli

arouse mi rezentment. " The blud ov the

Jinjers," I sed, " will bile over."

I got up & found thet it hed begun already.

The gnose seems 2 B the bilin pint in the

Jinjer family.

He apeered 2 mistaik his phist 4 a kind ov

kort plarster, and immejutli aplied it 2 the

plais with prazeworthy fervur and vigger,

follerin this up bi hittin me vilentli in the

Ibo with his rite i.

He seemd 2 regard this last as a mistaik

of stratejy, and hung outer the kerbstoan 4

repafes.

When he got up he throo his arm around

me, as tho he intended 2 konklude peas, &
4thwith kuddled mi hed under wun arm in a

manner both osstentashus & unkomfortabl.

Then he dusted me about the fais with a larj

bunch of gnuckkles. He kep on 4 a long

time. It Bgan 2 get monnotonus.

I sed, " If yu keep on like this much
longer yu will rouse mi indomitabl sole."

Jist then he trod on a piece ov orange

peil, & immejutli asoomed the horrizontal.

He was in a handy pozishun 4 sittin on.

So I got on his stummuk. It seemed 2

soothe him konsiderabl.

Jist as I wus wunderin whether he wud
stop whur he wus if I went 2 set mi watch

by the nerest pub. klok, I hapend 2 luk up

at the korner ov the street & found thet it

wus the wrong wun ^ter all, so I gave the

fo a partin skweeze 2 keep him kwiet, and

mounted my distants anighlater with a dedli

resolv 2 persoo my tewring infestigashun 2

the bitter end.

I wus goin away from him when it kum,
and I hev sinse been wundrin what thet

brik wud hev phelt like if I hed met it kum-
min in the opposit drekshun. It jolted me
kwite enuff as it wus, & I immejutly assoomed

a velossoti ov 40 miles an hour.

I respekfuli submit thet I wun thet phite,

the brik bein a irrelevant Rgument, & hevvin

no relashun 2 tewring whatever.

Pressenly I reklekted thet I wanted 2 set

my watch, and as starin up at church kloks

alius ricks my nek, and as my wotch alius

goes best when set by a klok Bhind a bar, I

lukt about 4 a pub. Kevvrus how soon I

found I. Thur wus plenty ov baker's shops

about with kloks, but no klok ken possibli go

rite in a baker's shop. Any atmosfear xcept

thet ov a pub. disagrees with a klok's konsti-

tushun. In this respekt kloks resemble

Blojjers. In this respekt also Blojjers re-

sembles Porkin, who is a Ttoatler on prin-

serpul. This also is the onli respekt in wich

Blojjers and Porkin differ entireli from

Jehoss. T. Jinjer. Hev anuther ? Say
when.

As I jist sed it wus remarkable how soon I

found a pub. In fakt I found 2 ov them on

opposit sides ov the road, and was undesided

as 2 wich hed the best— I mean, the most

krekt Klok. I soon seteld this dought how-

ever by Dtermining 2 luk at both, & chek i

bi the other.

Disgustin thing, wot small kloks pepel use.

Imposibl 2 read them from the frunt dore.

Hed 2 go in—kuddent help it.

Thur wus a barmade Bhind the bar, & the

klok wus low down—Konsekens wus I kud-

dent tell the time Bkos ov her hed. So I

stared hard at her fase, so as 2 see the time

the moment she mooved. Sumthin in the

air made me shut mi rite i, but I kept on

starin with the uther. When she askt me
wot I wanted I didnt tell her— I was diplo-

matik ; &. when she tuk her fase away 2 go

& tell the chukker out I found that the klok

wusn't Bhind her at all—it wus in s'm'uther

plais. So I got under the bar-table tu luk

4 it.

I shall report thet chukkerout 4 damagin
his master's propitty. When he pikt me up
he nerely smasht the tabl with me. It wus
bad enuff 4 me, but it must hev bin puffikly

offul 4 the tabl.

When I lepht that Stublishment by the
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frunt dore I floted throo the air akross the

pavement, and fetsht up sharp agenst my
distants anighlater. I am thinkin of buyin

anuther masheen now, without so many
brakes & spikes & thingz, wich get 2 B in-

konvenient 4 the sort ov tewring in wich I

hev bin induljin. It wus not kumfortable, &
I wud rather hev bin lukkin on.

I wusnt 2 B beat in this fashun, & I Dter-

mind 2 set thet wotch or bust. So I went

akross 2 the other pub. I shuvd open the

dore & immejutly all wus kaos. Sumbodi
wus lyin on the floor & kort mi to in his

weskut pokit & 4 seffral minits we wus lokked

2gether in mortle kombat.

Wen we opened our hize we wus lyin on

the paivment in frunt ov the pub. It wus
not s'm'uther josser. It wus Blojjers.

" Jehoshafat Thurrergud Shinzher, by

Kishmet !" he jaklated. wunderinly, karefuli

fishin up my rite boot out ov the bak ov his

nek. " And wotjer think yersh doin rampajin

about like this hyer ?" " Tewring," I replide,

solumli, disinterrin Blojjers fals theeth frum

among my kote-tales—" Skimmin ore liphe's

dusti eyewaze in pursoot ov noUij. Sakri-

fisin my vallyable liphe in the kawse of tewrin

siense. Get up orf yure bak."

Blojjers got up & stud unsubstanshally

agenst the wall.

"Ohyas," I slilerkized. "I am now a-chivy-

ing ov the mystik unnown, out on the bound-

less-er-distants-anighlater, goin 4 materials 4
my Tewring Artikals, towards wich any litl

ints will B thankfuli reseived. No Konekshun
with any uther firm. Diplomasy on top.

All prises net kash. And wot air jy;^ doin?"
" Wotsh doin ole fler?" remarkt Blojjers,

who wus gradjally slidin down the wall intu

a sitten pozishun, & klutchin 4 nuthin

pertikler with his hands. " Wotsh doin ?

Dunno, ole boy. Seems like sorter waltzin.

Givsh shong ole fler. Waiter ! Waiter !

shlishe lemonsh."

I lent hard up agenst the distants-anighlater

2 purvent it runnin away & sed, solumli

—

" Banberry G. Blojjers, frend ov my yuth,

I am puflikly ashamd ov yu. Blojjer ! yu air

diplomatic—diplomatic I repeat. Ohyuman
natur, yuman natur !" I sed. " This—this

—

well this iz rum."
" Rite yer air ole fler," the disgraisful

inebrit replide—" Rite yer air, rum it wa?,

and good stuf 2. Hav dropsh ole boy !

"

And he aktulle had the impidents 2 Xtend
his flask 2 me.

My ist impulse was to spurn his vial offer

in disgust. My next wus drink the lot.

Sarve him rite, I refleckted, 4 his vishus

habits. Besides it will B removin temtashun
from within his grasp. My better impulse

konkered. I drunk it. It wus veri good

stuph.

" Blojjers ' " I remerkt, with Bkummin
gravity, " in the brite leksikon ov—thet is 2

say I hcd hoped 2 get sum tewrin in4mashun
out ov yu—but yur prezent disgraisful Kon-

dishun prekludes it. Frend ov my yuth, it is

now imperitiv in the hiest intrests thet we
shud find Porkin. And Porkin shal be found !

Hoorar ! Up gards, and hattem !" and I

struck hattitudes.

" Ver gud shong ole fler ," Blojjers

obser(t,"but 2 much akshun. Wotsh Kornsh ?"

I will find Porkin in the next chapter or

—

> • <
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The enthusiasm of cyclists is rapidly be-

coming proverbial. Equally notorious is

their tendency to subordinate every other

employment and every other interest to their

favourite pursuit. No language is too elo-

quent, no slang too vehement, to describe

the fascinations of the cycling art. Both

poetry and prose are, in its numerous jour-

nals, pressed exuberantly and unmercifully

into its service. A code of morals is growing

up of special application to it. The English

language is being enriched daily by the addi-

tions which its fantastic vocabulary makes

to popular conversation.

Modern dress is in some peril of perman-

ent adaptation to the requirements of the

great cycling community. The human calf,

after its long eclipse in the loose, dual gar-

ment of man, is once more emerging from

its obscurity into the prominence nature, un-

trammelled by art, would accord to it. The
arrogant " bell - topper " and the almost

equally despotic " bowler " are trembling on

their hitherto unchallenged thrones, as they

see the gradual usurpation of the human
" poll " by the " polo-cap." Is it any wonder,

as we watch the development of these

phenomenal changes in the habits and en-

vironment of humanity, that we become lost

in misty speculation as to their ultimate issue ?

We indulge in vague surmises as to whither

the portentous growth of the revolving wheel

will conduct us. The wheeling era has

dawned. Will it brighten into a noon of

splendour ? Are the " Cycles of Time," so

often spoken of by the poets of the past, to

have a hteral embodiment and significance

undreamed of hitherto ? Will the historian

of future ages look back upon the rise and

progress of the wheel as a momentous thing

in the annals of our race ? Or will the

whole movement be regarded by him as

interesting simply to the antiquarian and

the curious inquirer learned in human eccen-

tricity ?

By an extraordinary circumstance I am
myself enabled to throw some light on these

absorbingly interesting questions. There

has come into my possession a document

which I confess I regard as of surpassing

importance. It is indeed, I apprehend,

absolutely unique, for it is neither more nor

less than a fragment of a copy of the " Wheel
World " for the year 3,001. A morbid curi-

osity might seek to trace the steps and

investigate the means by which this precious

treasure came into my possession. To this

disgraceful appetite I will not, however,

though strongly tempted, pander. SufBce it

to say that, as a metaphysician, I have long

been perfectly familiar with the fact that

Time and Space are but fictions of the

human imagination.

By a very simple application of this meta-

physical fact, I have projected an idea into

that fiction denominated futurity ; and its

palpable form is, as I have described it, a

part of the "Wheel World" for September,

3,001. I gather from a perusal of this that

the magazine will have somewhat enlarged

its dimensions. The portion of it in my
possession representspages 221,000 to 221,006,

so that sufficiently solid pabulum will be

provided for the monthly consumption of

future cyclists.

I propose at present to give merely one
short extract from the pages before me.
They purport to be an account of the meet-

ing of some scientific society—apparently the

Royal Society of this country, which thus

somewhat curiously retains its name through-

out the democratic changes of the future.

Some v.'ell-known member of the society is

evidently addressing his fellows in an ani-

mated and eloquent fashion, and the subject

of the learned professor's remarks happens to

be peculiarly interesting to us in the present

day. It will be observed that the language

and method of the orators approximate

closely to the florid type that is so prevalent

nowadays ; though, possibly, my editing may
be partially responsible for this peculiarity.

{Extract from speech reported in the " Wheel

World ''for September, A.D. 3001. j

" Few things are more interesting, gentle-

men, in this 31st century of ours than to try

and picture to ourselves as graphically as

possible the condition of the human race at

some remote period of antiquity ; to strive

to realise something of its thoughts, antici-

pations and aspirations ; to form accurate

conceptions of its habits and customs. As
a member of the lately-established retro-
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spective branch of this society, it has fallen

to my lot to examine, in some detail, the

habits and customs more particularly of the

latter part of the 19th century of our era.

For some time past, therefore, I have been

literally immersed in its records, have steeped

myself, as it were, in graphic representations

of its incidents, and have become saturated

with its spirit and tendencies.

" Of all the barbarous ages ot antiquity, I

confess that the one in question is to me
perhaps the most interesting, for, in spite

of the abyssinal and chaotic ignorance that

prevailed, I have, I think, in this century

found the first distinct traces of that

enlightenment in the full radiance of

which we now bask ; indeed, I am not

unprepared to claim for this remote age

some portion of the credit of the impulse

towards that scientific perfection of life

which we now enjoy. In this connection,

however, it is amusing to notice the ludicrous

pretensions, the inflated language, the un-

bounded hyperbole indulged in by the nine-

teenth centurists, in view of the times in

which they lived. To hear them, one would

imagine the whole universe was standing

rapt in amazement at the marvels of what
they were pleased to call their ' civilisation.'

' This nineteenth century of ours ' was ever

on their tongues as a phrase to conjure with,

sure of evoking a storm of applause, in which

the stammering speaker might collect his

scattered thoughts ; its wonders were ever

the theme of their conversation and the

leading topic of their periodicals. They
were never weary of referring to it in terms

which amuse us now, though they sadden us

by the spectacle they present of human
fatuity and conceit.

" It is obvious that they conceived of their

age as so crammed with prodigies, that it

must either burst into wild revolutionary

outbreak, or usher in a quick millennium. It

might interest the society were I to illustrate

some of the peculiar phases of the barbarism

with which I am now dealing. I will content

myself in the meantime with handing round
a few photographs, which will give you some
idea of the scenes amid which these remote
ancestors of ours moved. And, by-the-bye,

gentlemen, I would remind you that at the

period in question there were no means of

resuscitating the past by photography such

as we now possess, and specimens of which
you have in the pictures before you. As
every schoolboy knows, we can now have

presented to us the exact image of scenes

enacted at any place at any given point in

past time. But that he may realise to some
extent the Cimmerian darkness of the 19th

century, we have only to remember that its

science was absolutely unequal to such an

elementary accomplishment as this. Im-

agine, if you can, the confusion, the hopeless

chaos, that prevailed in regard to all facts of

history in the absence of such simple means
of verification as we now enjoy. Conceive

the insuperable difficulties in the way of my
own researches into the history of this

very 19th century had I been dependent

simply upon written records and casual

survivals of its pictorial art. I confess, on

looking back upon the period in question, I

shudder to think of the narrow escape

humanity has had of permanent mutilation,

if not destruction, at the hands of these

ancestors of ours. Will it be believed,

gentlemen, that a large proportion of the

inventions of that age were fatuously de-

signed, in their practical effect, actually to

rob man of the use of his limbs ? What
were called labour-saving appliances were

the chief objects of the inventive faculty.

The whole aim of science appeared to be

to enable man to dispense with the exercise

of his muscles. The soi-disant civilisation

of that time tended most distinctly to make
of man a mere brain-carrying biped. The
multiplication of the various forms of passive

locomotion—railways and similar abomina-

tions—was proceeding at so rapid a rate

that the average man was fast losing the

power of voluntary movement. His grand

desideratum was to dwell as close as possible

to ' trains, trams, and 'buses'—in his own
execrable language—so as to avoid taking

a single step by the unaided efforts of his

own muscular system. Only in certain

circles, known as ' athletic,' and of du-

bious respectability, was the cultivation

of the human form divine deemed de-

sirable and worthy of attention. You
know, gentlemen, as well as I, what would

inevitably have resulted from the perpetua-

tion of this crass and capital stupidity.

Nature would have resented it effectively

by gradually deprivmg man of those limbs

whose proper use he thus despised ; and

what a ghastly lot would not have been ours !

But it was not to be. At this tremendous

crisis in history, a new invention shed its

benignant influence upon the race. Need I

say that I refer, as you all doubtless
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anticipate, to the introduction of the art of

cycling. It is difficult for us to realise the

revolution wrought by this simple invention.

" It came into being, as I have said, pre-

cisely at that crisis when the human race

was literally about to totter on its last legs.

Decried by savans ; scorned by the ' respect-

able ' as the sport of boys, the passing fanc}'

of a fickle athleticism ; mocked at by the

aristocrat as the vulgar craze of the un-

speakable ' plebs '—it worked its way steadily

in general esteem.

"Men who had been seen crawling into

railway trains, with circulation all but

stagnant in their limbs, were now found on

every road, enjoying the vigorous play of

their growing muscles. Dyspeptics, who
had hitherto undergone all the horrors of

chronic starvation, found, to their surprise,

the jaundiced hue of years disappearing to

give place to the rosy flush of health. The
city man ceased to prate of nerves and

'want of tone;' he was no longer to be

found frequenting the consulting-room of his

physician when his daily work was done, but

miles away from his home and his office,

his whole frame glowing with rude, redundant

vigour.

" But it was not alone the direct influence

of the art that was so all important. I am
bound to say that indirectly to it we in this

age largely owe our physical perfection.

Men began dimly to realise the truth which,

among others, that great prophet of the

nineteenth century, St. Ruskin, had long

preached, but preached in vain—a pelican in

the wilderness—to an unbelieving generation,

the truth of the cursedness of all inventions

and appliances that supersede and supplant

the natural exercise of man's faculties. They
gradually learned thenceforward that the

true function of science was not to supersede

but to develop those faculties, whether they

be mental or whether they be physical.

Thus the Nemesis that would have overtaken

a race bent upon deliberate abnegation of its

leading physical functions was warded off'.

On every highway, apostles of the physical

regeneration of man were to be found,

trundling in their might the revolutionary

wheel. A new era indeed commenced. The
supercession and abolition of man's natural

activities by mechanical forces ceased to be

the dominant aim of scientists. The tendency

of whole centuries was checked, and the tide

turned, and the human race saved from

destruction.

*' I have been somewhat led away by my
own enthusiasm from the 19th century, and
have glanced forward to titnes nearer our
own. But the germ of the changes to which
I have alluded was an undoubted product of

that century—feeble, I grant, and small—yet

containing in itself the promise and potency
of those changes, and all that they involved.

You are, I perceive, somewhat amused by
the photographs I have handed round of the

crude and cumbrous machines in vogue in

the 19th century, in which it is difficult to

trace the forerunners and lineal progenitors

of the elegant 'cycles' of our day. But,

gentlemen, I must beg you to remember the

difficulties with which the first machines had
tj contend. With us, as you are aware, the

whole framework of society hinges, as it were,

on the provision we make fjr our cycling

machines. Our roads, our buildings, public

and private, all our institutions, are con-

structed with a view to the affording of

proper cycling facilities. It was not so in

the 19th century. Then, the terrible inertia

of all public bodies, more even than their

avowed and often bitter hostility, was utterly

opposed to such a rank revolutionary inven-

tion as the bicycles and tricycles of those

days. It seemed to be the delight of officials

to thwart and impede their progress in every

possible way. The roads were execrable
;

the petty spite of public functionaries vented

itself in the enforcement of multitudes of

harassing enactments ; the drivers of horses

and carriages looked upon the cyclist as a

kind of social pariah, who had not only no
right to any of the courtesies of civilisation,

but hardly a claim to its most elementary

privileges.

"Yet, in spite of all, the cyclist flourished.

He became a power in the land. He carried

the ' badge of all his tribe ' to the uttermost

parts of the earth. He girdled the globe in

a single tour. He scaled the loftiest

mountains ; he descended the deepest

valleys. The wildest freaks of macadam
failed to daunt him. The most shameless

devices of parochial fussiness served but to

stimulate him to ever fresh exertions. The
gastvocnemit muscles of his legs took on huge
proportions ; his chest expanded ; the

massiveness of his frame became proverbial.

And at last, as I have said, he triumphed,

lie wrested recognition from a reluctant

legislature. He extorted the admiration and
homage even of the intellectual world,

which had hitherto been cultivating its brain
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as the only human organ worthy of attention.

In short, he afforded, or went far to afford,

a practical solntion of one of the chief

problems of the earlier ages, viz., how to

reconcile the growing needs of the intellectual

faculties with the just demands of the

physical.

"Gentlemen, the enthusiastic cyclists of the

19th century were accused, not unfrequently,

of the use of exaggerated language. How
infinitely, ludicrously modest were their

anticipations as seen now in the light of the

actual state of affairs in this 31st century of

ours ! Permit me briefly to point out to you
one significant fact as bearing upon the

influence exercised by cycling upon the

human race. In the earlier ages of the

world, and notably in the 19th century, a

vast number of men existed, known popularly

as doctors—a most influential and hard-

working class, it appears. Their function, it

seems, was to minister, in peculiar ways, to
j

the various derangements to which the
1

human frame was apparently then liable. It

has been exceedingly interesting to me— .i

though a somewhat melancholy task—to trace !

in my investigations the gradual decay and
final disappearance of this once so numerous
and important body of men. How far the
' great art ofcycling' is responsible for this dis-

appearance it is not for me here to determine

—I would simply say, with all due significance,

' Verb. sap. '
"

;;; ;;; ^ ;;; >tc '\i ;;<

At this point the speech from which I have

been quoting comes to an abrupt termination,

the remainder being evidently, and I am
afraid irreparably, lost. The moral I would

deduce from this interesting fragment of a

post-historic age is the necessity incumbent

upon every cyclist not to hide his light under

a bushel, but to exhaust the language of

hyperbole in discussing the future of his art.

Obviously, hitherto he has been absurdly

modest, both as to his own merits and those

of his steed. Let him now launch forth,

conscious that his mightiest efforts of rodo-

montade will fail to do justice to the import-

ance in the world's history of the feeblest

exponent of the " Great Art of Cycling."

— IV. BoothroycL

> • <
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We were both fairly worn out with the so-

called quietness of the London season, and

an intense longing came over my sister

Ethel and I to escape from conventionalities

and compliments, and to rush away to the

silence and peace of the country—some-

where where we might pursue our thoughts

undisturbed, and make the acquaintance of

our own minds. We could not decide for

some time what to do, or where to go. In

crossing the Channel we were told we should

be rushing into the jaws of cholera and death,

so we were reluctantly obliged to forego the

opportunity of pouring forth impassioned

eloquence on the subject of a missing

umbrella or invisible trunk through the feeble

medium of Anglicised French and indifferent

German. Well, we thought on the whole

we could survive for another year without a

sight of the Continent. Bat how about

England ? Watering-places seemed in-

sufferably dull. We had read every novel in

the circulating libraries, and without novels.

what was there to do but to quarrel with

one's family, for which the cribbed and con-

fined life of small lodgings always appears to

offer such special facilities ? Better a house
in town where love is than lodgings at the

seaside and hatred therewith—so we para-

phrased the wisdom of Solomon. Should we
visit any of our numerous relatives ? Ah !

no ; ten thousand times no. Let no one of

the lords of creation think that he knows all

the drawbacks of being on a visit in another

person's house ; only a girl can know all the

terrors of the situation. A man is at least

allowed his freedom during the morning

hours. He can take a walk or ride by him-

self, he can smoke and play billiards ; but for

a girl, all these relaxations are out of the

question. At breakfast time she is expected

to appear looking preternaturally fresh and

bright, ready with something pleasant to say

about anything, or, more likely, nothing.

Then, after breakfast, let her summon up all

her fortitude. She will req-ilre it, for during
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the weary hours from breakfast till lunch she

will be expected to sit stitching at some

pretty bit of uselessness, and, worst of all,

keeping up conversation. A great deal of

this conversation will take the form of dis-

cussions on the failings of former visitors,

and it requires but the smallest touch of

cynicism in the mind of the present visitor to

know that her turn will come as soon as she

is gone, and that no efforts on her part can

avert her approaching fate.

Space would fail me, and I should run the

risk of wearying the reader's patience, were

I to enumerate all the arguments which we
felt might be urged against other plans pro-

posed to us by our relatives and friends. At

Inst we hit upon a plan which had for us, at

least, the merit of novelty, and the dis-

agreeablenesses of it were for the present

unknown. We would hire tricycles, and

roam the country on them for a week. How
delightfully free and independent we should

be. We should hardly require any luggage,

and what little was absolutely necessary could

easily be put in a waterproof bag at the back

of the machines. We should like to try

whether it was not possible to dispense with

some of the indispensable requisites of a

lady's toilette, such as gloves, veils, parasols,

umbrellas, and fal-lalls of all sorts, and still

be fairly happy. If there be any, as I trust

there may, who, after reading this account of

our tour, should be inclined to follow our

example, it may be of interest to mention the

nature of our scanty outfit. We each wore

a very plain dark woollen dress that would

not take any special harm from wind or

weather, nor get much marked with the oil

that invariably comes off a tricycle. In the

way of a hat we armed ourselves with soft

grey felts with shady brim. In our bags,

besides our night things, we carried a pair

oi slippers, a pair of gloves, to wear in towns

to look respectable, a pack of cards, a knife,

some string, and a few light paper-backed

novels—the last, perhaps, the most valuable

of all. We certamly reduced our luggage to

a minimum, being afraid of feehng the

additional weight to carry ; but, after trial,

we found that we could have easily taken

a good deal more without in any way over-

loadmg our vehicles.

Several unavoidable engagements kept us

in London a few days longer than we could

have wished, and during the interval we were
kept incessantly occupied in explaining our

plans, and meeting every sort of objection

which could be raised to them. Our elders

and relations thought the whole thing a wild

scheme—slightly unladylike and improper.

They hoped it might not come off. The
weather looked very unsettled—we should

assuredly be laid up with cold and fever at

some dreary wayside inn. Why could we not

stay at home and enjoy all the rational

pleasures provided for us, well screened and
chaperoned ? Then we should be subjected to

every sort of rudeness from tramps and others

on the road. It would be impossible to manage
without a gentleman—it almost always was.

And given the gentleman, if a gentleman not

yet past middle life, it was equally impossible

to manage without an elderly lady to act as

chaperon. But how were the middle aged

gentleman and elderly lady to be accommo-
dated in the matter of tricycles ? The gentle-

man could, perhaps, manage a tricycle, though

he would certainly be in our way, and want

to arrange things according to his own light

;

but the elderly lady could neither ride her

own tricycle, nor could she find room at the

back with the luggage, so she was manifestly

impossible. Then, having elicited the gene-

ral opinion that it was better and more seemly
to go alone altogether than to take the gentle-

man and leave the elderly lady behind, we
resolved to leave both behind to keep each

other company, and to go unescorted. Our
girl friends plainly envied us, though they

pretended to think our independence rather

bad form, and gave us to understand that it

was only through a remarkable tolerance

and breadth of view that they continued to as-

sociate with us. They evidently thought that

there was something needlessly contruiry—
to use a nursery expression—in thus flying in

the teeth of public opinion and Mrs.

Grundyism, when we might be so well-off, if

we would but comply with the simple usages

of society. It was darkly hinted that the

day would come when we should be old and
ugly, that violent exposure to wind and

weather would hasten the arrival of that day,

and we should then bitterly repent, when too

late, that we had not availed ourselves of the

many excellent opportunities with which

Fate had presented us, of settling down for

the rest of our days in the society of some
one of the numerous wealthy and every way
eligible bores of our acquaintance. The
gentlemen described in this uncomplimentary

manner were, happily, far from realising the

low estimation in which they were held, and
found it impossible to understand what our
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motives could be in running away from them.

They had the happy consciousness that they

had spared no pains to be agreeable, they had

said every kind of pleasant thing, they had

still one compliment in store which must

overwhelm any rational girl with honour

and glory, and yet, forsooth, we must go off

on a wild-goose chase without leaving them
time to utter it. For obvious reasons we were

unable to explain to these misguided beings

that it was precisely this crowning piece of

flattery that we would fain escape, and that

we had no mind to repay all their amiability

with a rude disappointment.

Happily, no real obstacle was put in the

way of the execution of our mad-cap scheme,

and at last,one glorious July morning,we found

ourselves strapping on our bags and posi-

tively about to start. Like wise virgins we
were careful to have our lamps well trimmed

with oil, and our cans filled with the same
fluid ; the working of the brakes and bells

was carefully explained, and it was made
clear as noonday that it was impossible for

even the most egregious fool to meet with

any sort of mishap. By dint of getting up
very early and hiring our tricycles from a

suburban manufactory, we managed to avoid

the eyes of the curious in great measure.

Nevertheless, we felt a horrible and unac-

countable shyness at first. The few people

that were about stared so very rudely, and
would not attend to their own business.

Somehow, too, the guiding wheel did not act

quite so perfectly as it seemed to do in the

shop, and just when it came to a bit of deli-

cate steering, as in passing a milk-cart with

a timid horse standing in the middle of the

road, the whole machine gave an awkward
jerk, and I found myself being carried,

entirely against my will, into collision with a

hansom cab that must needs drive my way
at that particular moment. After releasing

myself from this entanglement, I made my
most ladylike apologies, but somehow they

were nothing like so well received as they

usually were, and instead of an immediate
*' Pray don't mention it"—" Entirely my
fault," the only response was a growl to the

effect that " females had no business on
them things." For one weak moment I

was tempted to wish that I had not been so

chilly in my manner when Colonel Seymour
offered to escort us for the first few miles.

He would at least have looked big, and
military, and imposingly, and would have
taken good care that we were civilly treated.

But then, after all, he had a fussy way with

him ; he would have been always wanting us

to rest or put on shawls, or take them off again

—in short, I knew I should have found him
quite insufferable if he had really appeared.

But he need not have taken me quite at my
word, he might as well have just seen us off.

Perhaps he did not like to get up so

early ; he talked of going to Lady Black's

ball last night, and I suppose he enjoyed it

very much. No doubt he stayed late, and
forgot all about us, though he did always

declare we were such charming young ladies

—of all odious expressions ! Well, never

mind, we were much better off without him,

and I don't know why I gave him a

thought.

At last we escaped from carts and wheel-

barrows, and rag and bone men, and all the

other concomitants of civilisation, and then

the country burst upon us in all its freshness.

How delicious it was after weeks of hot,

stuffy, dusty London ! A slight shower
during the night had just served to make
the green of the trees and hedges more vivid,

and had left a few shimmering gem-like

drops upon the leaves. The wheat, of the

richest shade of gold, was all but ready for

the sickle, while every breath of wind fanned

the feathery fields of barley, and revealed

delicate tints of green and yellowish grey.

So, on and on we rode throughout the long

summer day, feeling that this was life and
happiness indeed. With this free life possible

for one, this free communing with nature,

and with one's own best emotions, how should

one ever return to the pushing, struggling

life of crowds ? how again behold the

vulgar, comic, tragic fight for social exist-

ence, the shoving, the elbowing, the pushing

to rise into a world where the struggler,

should he gain his entrance, would only feel

ill at ease and miserable ? But all too soon

one knows that one must return—to live

alone is not possible, and when one

returns it must be to quarrel with one's

friends, to give pain, consciously or un-

consciously, to those one loves best, and to fall

ever farther away from that lofty spiritual ideal

which at rare moments seems almost within

one's reach. Oh, for some quiet hermitage

and a life spent void of offence !

How long I might have pursued this train

of meditation I know not, but suddenly I

found myself dragged violently and ignomini-

ously back to the things of earth by the

voice of Ethel exclaiming, " How much
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longer are we to go on without something to

eat ? Don't you think we might stop some-

where and have lunch now, Gwendolen ? I

know it is too early, but I am so frantically

hungry !"

It took me some minutes to collect my
scattered thoughts, but having done so,

Ethel's suggestion seemed by no means
so utterly unsuitable as it might have been

expected to one in my exalted frame of

mind. There seemed to be a certain appro-

priateness in making a halt, and, on analysing

my sensations, I certamly thought I could

fancy something to eat, and as for things to

drink—oh ! yes, I was quite parched with

thirst. I may as well say here, once and for

all, lest the frequent mention of food should

become tedious, that throughout our travels

we never knew what it was to have an

elegant, ladylike appetite. Poor Lord Byron !

If you objected to the sight of a woman eat-

ing with all the daintiness of her best company
manners, would it not have been enough to

make you turn in your grave to have beheld

the enjoyment with which we discussed such

frugal fare as wayside inns provide ? Per-

haps, on the whole, we are fortunate that

our lots were not cast in the days of senti-

ment and Schwdrmerei. We should certainly

not have been allowed to tricycle, and I

hardly think a hundred sonnets to our eye-

brows of the most superior quality could

make up to us for the deprivation.

So on again wejourneyed through lanes, and

along highroads between hedges of clematis

and wild rose, past cottages and hamlets,

and the peace of nature sank into our souls,

and the petty vexations of life faded from

our recollection.

The first night we found ourselves in a

quiet little town in Essex, nestling in the

shadow of a ruined castle. Nothing

could exceed the kindness and friendly

interest that was shown us by the people of

the inn. They were evidently quite unused

to the arrival of lady visitors, and although

Vv'e came so scantily equipped, they evidently

thought they must make much of us. Many
were the wishes expressed by the good laud-

lady that we might find all that we wanted,

and she assured us that, as she had made our

beds herself, we should at least be certain to

sleep well. On paying the bill in the morn-

ing we found it addressed to " Lady Bicy-

clists !" How shockingly unfeminine we
must have appeared in the eyes of these

good folks ? They must have thought that

strange things had come to pass in the
world outside their parish boundaries.

After the most friendly of leave-takings

we set forth again, not without a sHght

feeling of stiffness after the previous day's

exertions. Happily, it soon wore off, and we
felt equal to still greater undertakings. But
oar journeyings this day were cut short pre-

maturely through an accident that might
have put an abrupt termination to this and
all other adventures as far as I am concerned.

When in the midst of descending a rather

steep hill, I found -that the brake hardly

acted at all, and that I was going considerably

faster than was agreeable, and in short, after

several hopeless attempts to check my mad
career, I found that my miachine had evidently

made up its mind to dash with all its force

against a high bank at the side of the road,

and in another instant me voila reposing head
downwards on the road and my amiable

tricycle on top of me. I soon discovered

that my limbs were all happily intact, and
after puUing myself together, managed to

shout to Ethel, who had gone on in front.

When she came we slowly examined into

the extent of the damage. Only one wheel

of my carriage was injured, but all the

spokes were so hopelessl}' bent that it was
plamly impossible to ride it any more.

There was nothing for it but to trundle it

ignominiously to the nearest town, a distance

of two or three miles, and get it and our-

selves put into the train for Colchester, where
we trusted to get it repaired. Never shall I

forget how small we felt driving our machines
before us along the hot, dusty road, for Ethel

sympathetically kept me in countenance by
pushing hers also. The one wheel of my
tricycle would persist in lunging and plung-

ing round its own axis in the most eccentric,

intoxicated curves. We became the laugh-

ing stock to every passer-by who was suffi-

ciently observant to take in what had
happened. These wretched beings had not the

sense to see that we were tired and hot, and
in no joking mood ; nothing could prevent

them from viewing our misfortune as an en-

tertainment expressly provided for them.

But even the wildest merriment must ex-

haust itself at last, and some time or another

we found ourselves in the train and free from
mocking tongues. At Colchester the damage
was satisfactorily repaired, and after a view

of the castle, the walls, and the lovely old

abbey, we once more went on our way re-

joicing.
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After this we had no further adventures or

misadventures worth relating. Rude boys

would occasionally run after us for awhile

with shouts of " Gee up !" " Whoa, Emma !"

" Go it, old gal !" and other similar expres-

sions, which seemed to charm them, but

struck us as wanting in wit and applicability.

Sometimes, again, we met with bits of unex-

pected kindness that made one think better

of one's fellow-beings. In one town, when
we were forlornly rambling about, umbrella-

less, in a downpour of rain, we were startled

by a friendly voice behind saying, " If you

don't mind coming into my house for a

moment I shall be happy to lend you an um-

brella." This offer was followed up by the

most hospitable invitation to stay tea and

shelter from the rain as long as we liked.

We were only too glad to avail ourselves of

this kindness, and after an hour spent in

pleasant chat and in the narration of our ex-

periences, we parted from our new-found

friends with feelings of real gratitude and

affection. Deep down in my conscience I

felt an awkward twinge as I asked myself if

I should naturally have felt impelled to take

pity on two tramp-like beings, without cards

or letters of introduction, or civilities to be

expected in return. I was forced to confess

to myself it was improbable. Kindness of

this sort, shown without a tinge of arriere-

pensee, is surely one of the best qualities with

which a mortal can be endowed, and all the

brilliance of the most finished manners looks

dim in comparison with it.

After passing through Ipswich, we followed

the coast-line northwards, spending a night

at Woodbridge, another at Southwold, and

so on by Lowestoft to Yarmouth. At Yar-

mouth we had the comfort of being allowed

to pass without remark, for tricycling in that

unconventional town is all the rage, and

quite babies trotted up and down the espla-

nade on them.

Something in the way of band-playing

appeared to be attracting a crowd to the

Pier, and we accordingly turned our steps

in the same direction. A most unfashion-

able,plebeian crowd they were; consequently,

all the greater was my surprise when my eye

suddenly was attracted by the sight of two

persons dressed in garments of immaculate

Bond Street cut, and, on nearer inspection,

these individuals proved to be no other than

Colonel Seymour and his friend Mr. Wynd-
ham.

I pointed them out to Ethel, who looked

rather embarrassed, and muttered something
about Mr. Wyndham having asked her

where she was going, and she had been
foolish enough to say something about

Yarmouth. Further explanations were cut

short by the approach of the gentlemen.

It was really too absurd of them to have

come to a place so unsuited to their tastes

as Yarmouth, and I tried to give them to

understand how ridiculous I thought it ; but

it suddenly dawned upon me that dusty,

shabby, and travel-stained as I was, it was
hardly the moment for being stand-off or

dignified in manner. Indeed, perhaps my
own appearance might have just a touch of

the ridiculous about it. After all, yes, it

was certainly more pleasant than the reverse,

to see one's friends again, and to have pretty

little speeches made and little attentions

shown. Ethel always had admitted that

she liked talking to Mr. Wyndham better

than to most people, so I allowed her to

enjoy his conversation undisturbed while I

endeavoured to entertain Colonel Seymour.

He did not, somehow, strike me as being at

all so dull and tiresome as he had done a

little while ago—indeed, he was not tiresome

at all, quite the reverse. I knew I must be

looking a perfect fright, and it was so very

kind of him not to seem to notice it, or mind
walking up and down the Pier with me. It

would be tedious to recapitulate the sub-

stance of our conversation on this occasion,

and on many that followed it. Our talk was
particularly interesting to ourselves, but it

might not be so to others. The upshot was
that our tricycling was brought to an abrupt

conclusion in order that we might return to

town to hold some conversations of a much
more serious nature with our respective

parents. Perhaps the reader may guess the

result. Neither of us has ever gone tricy-

cling since ; indeed, our independence has

been curtailed in many ways since that

meeting on Yarmouth Pier. On the whole,

we think the compensations are greater than

the disadvantages in our changed lives ; at

least, we say so. But if ever the time should

come, and I should change my mind, and

long once again to roam the world, I know
there is one who would say to me, " Where-
ever you go I will be with you ; so long as I

am near no peril shall befall you on the road.

Through life we will ride together!"

—M. B.
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THE VIENNA RIDES lO YEARS AGO.

It is always a difficult subject to find some-

thing of cycling interest on which to write.

The mere writing is laborious, it is true, but,

once given a subject, the thoughts fly fast

enough. It is never pleasant to have to

recall a failure, but we have yet to learn

that failure means disgrace, otherwise how

dreadfully H. H. Griffin must have felt his

debut in the athletic world of England, as so

ably told in verse in the following parody by

James Inwards on a well-known air from

the comic opera of the "Grand Duchess of

Geroldstein."

Ye Rueful Knight.

Aiy, ^'Obvious."

There came to our city a rueful young knight

Who said he for honours athletics would strive
;

And this knight thought by entering often he
might

P'raps vanquish the very best athletes alive.

The knight he was comely, and slender, and tall,

And bravely the gauntlet he frequently flung

To runners, and riders, and swimmers ; and all

The time he was practising these words were
sung

—

(Sabre song) 'Tis to the caber, the caber, the caber,

'Tis to the caber, the caber I aspire.

This knight sought the plunge-bath at Mary-lc-

bone,
Where all the competitors humoured his whim

;

He started, but finished his journey alone,

And they said he might run, though he never

could swim.
He climbed from the bath like a man with the

cramp.
And cheers o'er the water derisively rang

;

But naught the Hibernian spirit could damp,
And during his rub down he cheerily sang

—

'Tis to the caber, the caber, the caber,

'Tis to the caber, the caber I aspire.

The L.A.C. meeting-day daw-ned very well.

And thousands of folks were at Lillie Bridge
seen.

When the rueful knight, rigged up a terrible swell.

Walked out to the cinder-path " wearing the

green."

He toe'd a long start, and went off like a gun.

Then the spectators told him this bit of their

mind

—

" Sir knight, you may swim, though you never
can run ;"

But he sang as he finished some paces behind

—

'Tis to the caber, the caber, the caber,

•Tis to the caber, the caber I aspire.

They brought the thin part of a telegraph-pole,

And asked him to pitch it as far as he could
;

But that timber was more than the knight could
control.

For he threw himself backwards, away from
the wood.

Then regarding that log as it lay with amaze.
He seemed for a moment struck partially dumb

;

But having removed from the caber his gaze,

He was heard as he left the arena to hum—
Not to the caber, the caber, the caber.

Not to the caber, the caber I aspire.

It is to this gentleman that we are indebted

this month for that much-wanted thing, a

subject on which to write, for did he not, in

his Notes one week last month, suggest the

idea that it would be interesting to riders of

the present day to hear of the first great

Continental ride which was attempted just

ten years ago ? We will therefore drop the
" we" of the fourth estate, and in the first

person singular give an account of the trip.

In the early days of cycling

—

i.e., at the

period to which I refer—there were practi-

cally no tricycles, and bicycles had not then

been developed to the pitch of perfection

they have reached at the present day. I

was at the time riding what was then known
as a "Gentleman's" bicycle, and had
arranged to spend my usual autumn vaca-

tion in a ride through France, from Boulogne

to Bayonne, returning by steamer from

Bordeaux, when I happened to mention the

fact to Mr. N. Salaman,at that time chairman

of the Coventry Machinists' Co., and then as

now one of the most energetic and far-seeing

men in the cycling trade. He told me that

he had for some time had the idea that it

would be a grand thing for the bicycle if any

rider could cut Lieutenant von Zubowitz's

horse's time from Vienna to Paris, and he

asked me if I was game to try and do it.

Having regard to the fact that the railway

fare for one person to Vienna alone cost £'j

7s., and that I had only a moderate amount
allotted for my annual holiday, I at first

declined. Mr. Salaman subsequently invited

me to dinner at his house, and after talking

over the matter in a post-prandial manner,

I was eventually induced to go to Vienna

and try the journey. As a sailor in India,

China, Peru, and Australia, I had no fear of

sunstroke or suffering from the intense heat,
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and, of course, the dangers of the road in

civiHsed countries hke Austria, Germany,
and France are practically nil.

On the 14th of August, as I was crossing

the Channel, the engineer of the boat came
up to me with the Daily Tehf^raph in his

hand, and pointed out the following para-

graph :

—

"Bicycle Ride from Vienna to Paris.

" Mr. Navin, of the London Bicycle Club, left

Dover yesterday morning for the Continent,
having determined to show that the feat which
was accomplished last November of riding one
horse from Vienna to Paris, a distance of 678
miles, in fifteen days, can be beaten by an ordi-

nary bicycle rider. He has taken with him a
machine weighing 45lbs., with a driving wheel
5iin. in diameter, made for him by the Coventry
Machinists' Company. He expects to leave
Vienna on Tuesday or Wednesday, and will

travel via St. Polten, Emms, Lintz, Munich, Stutt-

gart, Strasbourg, and Nancy to Paris. He proposes
starting every morning at daybreak, to ride for

five or six hours, rest during the great heat of the
day, and start again for a short evening trip of a
couple of hours' duration. With successful
bicycling travel he may be looked for in Paris in

eleven or twelve days' time from his leaving
Vienna. Mr. Navin has undertaken a bold and
perilous venture, and his safe arrival will be
looked forward to with anxious interest by thous-
ands of well-wishers."

This was the first intimation I had that for

the next week or so I was, like Captain Webb,
who was then preparing for his successful

swim across the Channel, to pose as a cele-

brity, and I cannot say that I particularly

relished the role. I was travelling, practi-

cally, continuously from 8.40 a.m. on the

Saturday until 9.30 a.m. on the following

Monday, when I reached Vienna, and put up
at the Hotel Metropole, and rested there two
days. The Daily Telegraph paragraph had
preceded me, and I was therefore inter-

viewed by representatives of the Neiiie

Frie Presse (the Times of Austria) and all

the leading journals. The streets of Vienna
are paved for the most part with very rough

stones like those in Wellington Street, near

the Field office, and are consequently almost

unrideable, but as I was allowed to ride on

the footpaths in the Prater—the Hyde Park

of Vienna— I got a little practice, and shall

never forget the tremendous sensation the

appearance of the first modern bicycle ever

seen in Austria caused as I rode there on the

Tuesday. I hate publicity, and have been

shy ever since I can remember, though years

have somewhat toned down the feeling.

The Neuie Frie Presse, on its own authority,

had stated that the English " velocipedist,'

who they were gracious enough to say was "ein

hiiblische Englander," would appear on his

high bicycle at 4 o'clock that afternoon in

the Prater. The director of the Hotel

Metropole brought me the paper in high glee,

and I at once cried off, but he urged me to

give the Viennese this opportunity of seeing

a machine which, after the boneshakers, ap-

peared so wonderful to them, that I eventually

determined to go. Passing from the bumpy
roadway of the Park on to the footpath, I

could see the people tumbling out of the

open a.ir cafes by the hundred, and eventually

a long double line of human beings was
formed, down between which I rode. To a

shy man the feeling of thousands of eyes on

one was awful, but looking neither to the

right nor the left, I went along as straight as

a die at about twelve miles an hour, and

then rode clean out of the Prater and back

to the hotel. As the thermometer stood at

90 this was a warm day's work. At Vienna

I visited, of course, the Volksgarten (their

Cremorne), and there heard the Strauss

band which has this year been at the Inven-

tionaries, and also saw Schonbrunn, the

Emperor's palace, and as much else as I

could in two days.

On the Wednesday, at 5 a.m., I left the

" Metropole," a fairly large crowd having

assembled to see me off as I rode Paris-

wards. Everywhere along the road I was
asked, " Sic gehen nach Paris ?" to which I

invariably responded in Austrian style, " Yo,

Yo !" The dust for twenty miles around

Vienna was so thick that it was impossible

to ride, and when the footpaths ceased I had
to walk. Afterwards, however, the roads

got less dusty, and I got to St. Polten about

dusk. Here I stayed at the Kaiserin von

Austriche Hotel, and as my German was
weak, they brought in the only Frenchman
the town contained, a jolly-looking, fat, dark

man, to speak to me, and a very pleasant

evening we passed.

Next morning I was early astir, and
although the roads were better I did not

seem to be able to make much progress, and

eventually I was brought to a standstill alto-

gether with the hind wheel locked hard and

fast. It was a cone bearing, and instead of

having, as have all such bearings now, one

head of the pin square to fit in the fork end

both were round, and when the cones fired

the pin itself began to revolve in the hind

fork ends, and thus gradually wore away both

metals. No Austrian smith for money or en-

\»<l»oc
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treaty would tackle the job at Moelk on the

Danube, where I was brought to a standstill,

and I was perforce obliged to train to Paris.

The Coventry Machinists' Company, whose
machines to-day are amongst the finest made,

felt that the journey must be done, and even-

tually it was done by one of two Frenchmen
who started. They were members of the Velo

Sport de Paris Club, and the following are a

newspaper account of their journey and the

diary of the " survivor " :

—

Newspaper Account.

"MM. Laumaille and ' Richard ' left the
Place du Chateau d'Eau, Paris, at 12.30 on
Oct. I2th, and arrived at Fontenay-Tresigny,
near Rosen (Seine et Marne), at three o'clock.

Resting there for a short time, they departed for

Provins, and halted there at 7 p.m. for the night,

after a run of more than 62 miles. The weather
was gloomy throughout the day, and it rained
and hailed violently for an hour and a half. The
riders left Provins at 7 a.m. on the 13th, and
reached Fere Champenoise at eleven. Staying
there until 1.30, they rode on to Vitry-le-Fran-
9ois, where they dismounted at six o'clock.

Distance for the day, 76 miles. The travellers

experienced a violent head-wind during the day,
and rain fell heavily from two o'clock until the
end of the journey for that day, and, indeed, until

seven o'clock the next morning. They were de-
tained at Vitry on the 14th until 7.30 a.m. by the
rain, and reached Bar-le-Duc (about 32 miles)

at eleven o'clock. Thence they rode after break-
fast to Ligny and Toul, where they stopped for

the night, having ridden during the day 68

J

miles. The weather was very fine, and the riders

reported themselves to be in splendid condition,
and that their fatigue was insignificant. Leaving
Toul on the 15th at about 6.30 a.m., they reached
Domeire soon after two p.m., having ridden about
41^ miles. From Domeire they rode to Saverne,
where they arrived at 8.30. Distance for the
day, 68 miles. The weather continued beautifully
fine."

The Diary.

" Petersthal, Oct. i6th.
" To-day a short journey ; only 20 leagues.

Started from Saverne this morning at 6.30, and
breakfasted at Strasburg. We avoided the
Vosges Mountains in order to get to Saverne."

" Reutlingen, Oct. 17th.

"We sleep here this evening. It has been
impossible for us to get further. We have had
to go through the Kniebis chain of mountains in

the Black Forest, and were compelled to walk
for 2?]- leagues, the roads being extremely heavy
and soft. For all that, our bicycles are in good
condition."

"Ulm, Wurtemberg, Oct. 18th.
" We slept this evening at Ulm, the roads,

which could not have been worse, not permitting
us to accomplish more. We had to traverse a
mountain for about two hours, and the rest of the
road has been for us a veritable steeplechase. If

the roads permit we shall sleep to-morrow at

Munich."

The roads, however, must have been worse

than anticipated, for the bicyclists did not

reach Munich until Wednesday evening,

whence they despatched the following tele-

gram :
—" Roads almost impassable

;
pro-

gress slow ; not safe for machines. Shall we
go on ?" which was answered as follows :

—

" Frenchmen never despair. By all means
go on ; roads good to Vienna."

" Haag, Bavaria, Oct. 21st, 1875.
"We continued our journey. After sending

the telegram from Munich we were visited at our
hotel by several members of the Munich Velo
Club, who gave us valuable information about
the state of the roads to Vienna. Acting upon
this intelligence, we did not wait the reply to our
telegram but started from Munich at 3 o'clock

in the afternoon, after a stoppage of twenty-four
hours. From 3 to 6 o'clock we rode a distance

of 44 kilometres. The route, in fact, becomes
much better. We are really astonished, for we
had forgotten the pleasure that is experienced in

rolling along roads somewhat passable. To-
morrow we shall force the pace."

" Nied, Austria, Oct. 22nd.
" Beautiful roads

;
glad we started again. To-

day we have regained part of the time lost in

riding over ruts and through quagmires. We
shall do our best to arrive in Vienna about one
o'clock on the 24th. We shall breakfast to-

morrow at Lintz, and in the evening we will get

as near as possible to Lintz, in order to arrive at

the hour indicated. We keep well, and the

bicycles are in splendid condition."

" Lintz, Oct. 23rd.
" All our dreams of good roads vanished. The

routes to this place execrable. Richard will go
no further. For myself, I am determined to ride

from Paris to Vienna on a bicycle, in spite of

wind and rain. I hope to reach there to-morrow
night."

" Hotel zum Goldenen Kreuz, Vienna,
" Oct. 24th.

"Left Lintz at 7 in the morning, with 100

English miles of weary travelling between me
and Vienna. However, by dint of walking and
riding through deep mud, resting for a short time
at Blindenmarkt, and moving onwards through
the dark night, I got into Vienna at 11 o'clock,

thoroughly exhausted, but comforted with the

reflection that I had accomplished the task I

undertook."
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Through the courtesy of Mr. T. H. S. Walker, of Berlin, the Editor
of the German cycling paper, "Der Radfahrer," we are able to print a
reduced /ac-5/;«//^ of an old engraving of interest to cyclists. A translation

of the inscription reads as follows :

—

STEPHAN FARFFLER,
WATCHMAKER IN ALTDORFF,

Also invciitov of a conveyance with jive wheels, on which he dfovc about,

being a cripple, and which is to be seen in the Nuvemberg Library.

He died a. i68g, 24th October, in his 57th year.
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MORE SPRINGS

Ever since the practical invention of

velocipedes, say 1867, many improvements

have taken place in their making up, no

doubt, and between the appearance and the

working of the first boneshaker and the last

twenty-five pounds 58in. racing bicycle,

for instance, there is a vast difference both

in looks and in running qualities.

There cannot be any mistake about that,

and yet there is a kind of progress which they

have not only entirely discarded, but even, I

will go so far as to say, they have let go back-

wards to diminutive proportions—I refer to

the spring apparatus, which renders our

propelling so much easier.

That for a racing machine destined for the

path, with its smooth surface rolled down to

a billiard-table-like appearance—as regards

the flatness of its top part, I mean—that for

a machine used for such a purpose no spring,

or hardly any, is needed, I grant you, for

two reasons—because the racing man can-

not afford to lose the room that would be

lost by a good spring between the saddle and
the pedals on the one hand ; and on the

other, because the track on which he is

racing at top speed being to the bicycle what
rails are to the locomotive, no precautions

against jolts of any consequence are neces-

sary.

Is that the case with travelling on the

ordinary roads that exist now? Decidedly

not. The average roads, as made in the

present day, are no more to be compared to

the actual lines for railway-cars than the

machines for going about or touring on these

same roads ought to be compared with those

made specially to roll on the even sur-

face of a path. The first one has obstacles

to be surmounted which the other one has

not. Hence I say that the bic3'cle made for

the special track of a hall, let us say, is not

fit for the hard and continuous work which
has to be sustained along the road. And
yet, how many machines do we see that are

made almost alike, ready for the one or the

other, as hazard of circumstances will have
it.

To resume all this in one sentence, I shall

say, " Are the roads to be made for the

machines, or the machines for the roads ?"

That roads are, as a rule, badly made,
there is no mistake about it. I have no

doubt in better times (I might say frankly in

more peaceful times) they will be better

attended to ; but in the actual state of

things they are most shamefully neglected
almost everywhere for many good reasons

—

yes, I say good reasons. First, there is that

new invention called "a train," for which a

special way must be made at a great outlay

of money. Then there is a want of money,
caused by so many new industries being

started, amongst which stands foreniDst the

railway "trade" just mentioned above.

Then there is—in Europe, at any rate—that

mania or that necessity (?)—as you please

—

which forces every nation on this side the

globe to spend to their last farthing in the

pursuit of military displays and deadly

weapons, whether on sea or on land, which
leaves almost no money for the more useful

pursuit of road-making, so that roads are not

what they ought to be, though in my country

they are perhaps better than in a good many
others, owmg to our agricultural wants not

being supplied well enough by rail or tram-

ways.

Roads being acknowledged " indifferent,"

to say the least of them, and I suppose

cyclists not caring to wait two or three

hundred years till they are perfect for to

" wheel " themselves on them, the only thing

to do is to get up a machine — whether

bicycle or tricycle—that will go over the

roads in their present state with a minimum
of jolting, or rather a maximum of comfort.

I say, and I maintain, that the velocipede

as made for common riding is not fit for its

work.

First, with regard to the bicycle, my
opinion on that class of machine—which I

have ridden for some fifteen years—is that

there is little improvement to be made to de-

velop its springing capacities ; for, owing to

the very construction of the backbone, which

is so close to the driving wheel, and owing

also to the very position of the two wheels,

likewise almost touching each other, there is

hardly any room left for any kind of good

spring (for I call the actual one a sham one)

to work between.

I am well aware that there are capital

springs, such as the cradle spring, etc., and

equally as capital a saddle, called Lamp-
lugh's, both giving plenty of ease to the
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rider going on a long voyage. But what

about the machine ? Is there any part of it

saved from the awful trepidation caused by

a bad road ? Any experienced rider who has

rested his hands on the handles for two

hours only on a rough journey will say the

contrary. The fact is— a little stone

comes in the way, and immediately the whole

machine is shaken from top to bottom. The
wheel first, then the front fork, then, oh yes!

then the handles, the backbone, and last,

but not least, the little wheel feel the whole

jerk through every particle of metal repeated

—I might say echoed—over and over again.

It is true, the man on the saddle is saved a

little of that shaking, but with most springs

so little, that if the velocipede be raised or

lowered by some kind of impediment, even

by pavingstones not properly set together,

say one inch, the whole machine resents

the shock without anything to prevent it.

Now, what with the weight of the machine
itself, what with the weight of the rider on
the top of it, that shock may be estimated as

being of some one hundred and sixty pounds
at the very least, bearing with all its sudden
force against every part of the bicycle ; fancy

that repeated only once every hundred
metres, and, during a day's ride, you have

had your "dear wheel" knocked to pieces

something like a thousand times ! I ask any-

one what machine, however well made,
would bear such unnecessary fatigue a long

time ? and you wonder after that that a

machine lasts good such a short time—a bare

two years or so ! I don't— I wonder it even

lasts so long.

Now to the point you will say. You have
proved to me the evils that accompany my
wheel wherever it goes, except on a few

stretches of good road. Show the remedy.

The remedy to me is simple. We see it

pass before our eyes thousands of times a

day without noticing it much. We must
simply use on our wheels the springs that

are daily employed for carriages. Instead

of fastening the fork on the bearings, fix a

pair of ordinary springs (lighter ones, of

course) on them ; have the two ends of the

front fork to meet the middle part of the top

of these said springs, and you have already

the front wheel that will bear its own weight

only, and that of the cranks in case of a jerk.

The handles will no more tremble like an
old man of ninety-nine summers.
The only precaution to be taken will be to

leave enough space between the rim and the

top fork. A few inches more than actually

will do if the corners of the springs are pro-

perely made, so as not to act up and down to

excess.

It is just as simple to suspend the back
part of the bicycle.

This brings the backbone farther apart

from the driving wheel ; also the rider. This

is not an evil—on the contrary—for the

sudden jolts are replaced by longer swing-

ings that, were the bicyclist right over

his front wheel, might " balance " him pretty

quick and often " under " his work, to his

thorough discomfiture.

This new backward position of the cyclist

obliges one to bring backwards also the

pedals, after the safety machines fashion

—

say like the " 'Xtraordinary."

To do this, between the front bearings and
the new springs we have added to the ma-
chine, insert the end part of a supplementary

light rod, sticking up as if the old fork had
been cut off half way, and apply to it the

two rods actually worn on each side of the

driving wheel of an " 'Xtraordinary ;" and
you have the whole bicycle built as I fancy

it—that is, safe, as comfortable as a carriage

almost, and the man right over his work,

using the pedals, not only for driving pur-

poses, but likewise to steady himself in case

of too great a springing motion.

Such a machine would only be good for

road work ; as I said before, there is nothing

to do to the racing bicycle, which requires

no improvement, as it has already attained

the climax of perfection.

But, to tell the truth, I have already con-

demned the bicycle for the road. Its future

for that kind of work is gone. Let but a few

more alterations in the right way take place

in the manufacturing of tricycles, and the

bicycle is dead—dead to our streets and
lanes and highways, though never to the rac-

ing track.

I will now consider at once the road

machine, that is, the tricycle, and investigate

upon the matter of springs as used on such

velocipedes.

But before I go further, some of your

sceptical readers may doubt whether I do

not over-rate the value of springs, and think

that, whether rigid or not, the alteration I

propose would not make much difference in

the general running of the cycle. The
following may, perhaps, convince them to the

contrary. Suppose a wheel without any
spring appliances be burdened with a weight
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say of 100 kilogrammes, and has to over-

come a sudden obstacle 5in. high. The
wheel, in raising over it, to pass on, will have

to raise the dead weight it carries a similar

distance of sin. exactly. Suppose, now, the

same wheel is provided with the proper

spring apparatus, and goes over the same

impediment as above sin, high. The wheel

itself will have to be raised exactly the same

height as before; but not so with the heavy

load it bears, by means ot a spnng this

time, for during the short time the wheel has

been raised sin., the spring, through its elas-

ticity, has yielded the greatest part of these

sin., in the meanwhile sustaining the 100

kilogrammes weight, which consequently

has only been lifted, say, 2in., thus gaining

three-fifths of the work the wheel had to do,

or saving it 60 per cent. Have I now over-

estimated the necessity of having a machine

well suspended for road use ? No ! Of

course, I have exaggerated the height of the

obstacle in supposing it to be sin., but, make

the obstacle ever so small, the principle

remains the same—the saving will be m the

same proportion.

How is it that such an essential principle

has not been adopted in tricycles, and that

makers have satisfied themselves with adapt-

ing the very deficient springs they actually

use on their own machines ? Why have they

not tried—there is no exception among them

—to suspend the frame of the cycle as well

as they have suspended on a spring the un-

fortunate rider ? Is it that they have over-

looked this most important detail ? I believe

not ; only I do believe they found it difficult

to suspend the frame, simply because in

doing so they had to invent some kind of

contrivance to maintain the cranks and the

pedals always at the same distance from the

driving shaft—and that in spite of the move-

ments of the springs—so that tlie chain he always

stretched the same. As it seemed to them im-

possible at first sight, they did not take the

trouble (are not manufacturers selling their

machines without all that ?) and therefore

gave it up at once as an utopy.

But amateurs have more time than they

have to think of these little improvements,

and try and find out the w^ay to carry such

ameliorations into reality. I think I am one

of those amateurs, and, if I have not guessed

exactly the right thing, my idea may lead

one day—when the sale goes down, for

instance—some more thoughtful maker to

try and better the style of his own tricycles.

I have first considered the possibility of

setting the cranks on a suspended frame on
the " Humber" tricycle—firstly, because ma-
chines of that kind, under the name of " Im-

battable," are sold in greater quantities in

France than any other kind ; secondly, be-

cause I think that class of velocipede is

approaching perfection nearer than any
other, on the ground that the rider's weight

is placed at the proper place, exactly behi).d

and above the driving axle, which it has a

tendency to push along, thus permitting the

rider to put as much weight as he likes on

his pedals without fear when wanted. And
here I may remark en passant that, with the

actual mode of suspending the saddle alone,

when the cyclist bears his whole weight on
his pedals, as is the case going uphill or

when spurting, the empty saddle or seat may
not perhaps feel the jolts of the road, thanks
to the famous spring it is attached upon

;

but what about the rider himself, standing

on a pair of pedals, not on springs, and
resenting, therefore, every unevenness of the

way ? Do you not think he must be shaken
to pieces on a bad road then ? I guess he is.

This is how such a bad state of affairs could

be avoided on the " Humber" first, in my
opinion.

If you get nd of the cumbersome back-

bone, and still more weighty piece of iron

which runs from the handle-bar through the

bearings down to the cranks, you can re-

place all that heavy-looking apparatus by
two light springs resembling those employed
in the carriage trade. Set them on the front

bearings, say 16 inches apart, and attach to

the other ends a light frame, shghtly bent

down on both sides in the middle to let the

rider come in and out, which frame will

meet ihe fork of the back wheel, also pro-

vided with a pair of springs. Add to this a

rod running from the shaft cog wheel,

between the up-and-down chains to the

crank cog wheel, attached to the frame in a

manner which I will explain fully presently,

and you have a short description of the

general look of the machine as I fancy it

altered. Every working part being on
springs now need not be made so substan-

tially in iron, as it will not have to bear such
shocks as heretofore.

Only one word about the steering, which
I chose to make from the back wheel to save

the machine its actual wobbling character,

though its present front steering could also

be kept if positively wanted. This works
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like any ordinary front-steerer by means of

a rack and pinion, or some similar device.

Here the handle-bar, etc., attached to the

frame, follows all its movements, and is

therefore suspended—a great boon for the left

hand which holds it. The end of the pinion

over the back wheel would have to possess

the usual hinge to allow for the play of the

rods. The back fork being acted upon when
steering would cause the small wheel to turn

round to the side wished for, through the

springs which unite the one to the other.

Now let us at once to the brief description

of the way I think I got over the difficulty

of having cranks following the motion of

springs, and yet never getting nearer or

farther away from the axle cog wheel, which

is immovable. It is very simple, and will

keep the chain always stretched out to

the same extent.

Let us have a rod to run downwards from

the axle, using, to save friction, the same

bearings as those supporting the springs.

That rod will always keep the chain stretched,

whether it (the rod) goes more or less up and

down. Now, on a projecting piece of the

frame let us attach another short rod that

will also move according to circumstances.

If we have that rod grooved, and in that

groove introduce a bearing to fit and slide

freely into it, and if we provide that bearing

with a small axle to which the crank cog

wheel and the pedals will have been set pre-

viously, and last, if we pass the outside end

of this axle holding the crank mechanism

into the lower end of the rod, we have the

whole secret revealed. En effet, if you have

well understood every part of what I have

tried to explain in a few lines, you will see

that, supposing your own weight, either on

the saddle or on the pedals when spurting,

made the spring come down, the whole frame

would come down in a similar proportion.

The extremity of the rod would do likewise.

Not so the other end—prevented from coming

down by the rod attached to the driving-

axle, that rod would therefore assume a

more horizontal position ; the bearing would

slightly slide upwards in the groove carrying

with it the crank wheel and the cranks

themselves. In short, every piece of the

machinery, though taking a new figure, would

keep its proper position as regards the

general working of the thing ; but the chain

would not have been stretched even slightly,

in spite of all the movements of the springs

or anything else—what I wanted to prove.

The brake would act on a drum fixed on the

other side of the crank wheel in the usual

way. By pulling the handle of the lever, its

lower end would rise up, and, through a cord,

would act on the brake itself by lifting it in

and pressing in on the drum. It is obvious

that the whole brake apparatus being well

suspended, the handle might move a very

little when the springs rise or lower, but no
vibration, as actually felt on springless brake

handles, would be experienced at all. Two
small springs would keep both the brake and
its lever always in their respective position

when not acted upon.

I shall now pass to the application of the

same principle— more springs!— on the

ordinary front-steerers. Every piece of

mechanism is exactly the same in this in-

stance as I have described above, only turned

differently, since the small steering-wheel is

in front instead of at the back, as in my
" Hurnber." It will not, therefore, require

much describing this time to be understood.

Now, the question of the weight of the

driver being satisfactorily settled for the

new front-steerer, we have to duplicate all the

pieces necessary to propel the tricycle. In

the " H umber " pattern we had the driving

chains in the middle ; but here, through the

differently-made frame, which goes each

side of the tricyclist, we must have two

rods hinging from the axle bearings (to save

special bearings) down to the crank cog

wheels ; we must have two driving chains

(at least, so I think, though a good balance-

gear maker could decide upon that particu-

larity better than I can) running from the

axle cog wheels to the crank cog wheels ; we
should have, likewise, two short rods to allow

the necessary play caused by the springs
;

we have to have one bearing for each cog

crank wheel, sliding up and down the said

rod along the groove, and held in the proper

place by the long rod uniting one cog wheel

to the other. When all that is in position,

we only have to set on the sliding crank

cog wheels a pair of cranks, furnished with

the necessary pedals, to have the new-

mechanism complete and ready to work.

You may, indeed, now weigh as much as

you like either on the saddle or on the

pedals
;
you may cause the two springs to

come lower and with them the crank appa-

ratus
;
you will only force the two short rods

to deviate more or less to the left, carrying

with them the bearings on which rotate the

crank cog wheels, which bearings will slide
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up or down the groove according to the

case. But you will never shorten nor

lengthen the space between the cog wheels,

and therefore, in spite of all your exertions,

you will never tighten nor loosen the chains

which drive the tricycle, which is everything

that is required in the case under considera-

tion !

I shall say nothing about the steering or

the brake. It would work somewhat in the

same way as explained before. Of course

the top of the springs of the small wheel is

to be provided with the usual fork and

Stanley head to ensure steering. However,

in this case (front-steerers), the drum of the

brake, if found in the way by the side of one

of the cog crank wheels, had better be

perhaps along one of the axle cog wheels,

provided the string used to put on the brake,

before being attached to the handle of the

lever, ran down round some pulley fixed on

the sliding bearing.

And now I have done It has taken me
much more room to communicate my ideas

to my fellow - cyclists— to the cyclists of

all the world, I might more rightly say,

for I feel sure by this time "The Wheel
World " is read by the entire world of wheels

—than I anticipated at first. I must ask

the kind editors of this magazine pardon

for thus filling up their columns, and must

also give, as an apology to their readers for

taking up so much of their precious time,

my great desire to do something for our

beloved sport—an end which will be only

arrived at by everyone bringing his mote to

the work, or, still more appropriately speak-

ing, by every cyclist giving a shove to help

the wheel to go along towards perfection.

—P. Dcvillers, Paris Consul C.T.C.

CAN CYCLES FEEL?

Who says a cycle has no feeling ?

Surely no man who's used to wheeling.

Why, on a run when you require a drink,

Your cycle sometimes, too, runs dry, I think ?

When gently cared for by its master,

No petted steed will travel faster

;

And should you fall, and badly sprain your wrist.

Your cycle may sustain some strain or twist.

If sunshine makes your heart feel lighter.

Your cycle's every part seems brighter.

And, when abroad, you cannot "Parleyvoo,"

Your wheel is perhaps less understood than you.

A novice, mounting, courts disaster,

For cycle always knows its master

;

And when, fatigued, you ache in every bone,

Poor cycle's joints seem stiffer than your own.

The cycle always moves uprightly.

Ne'er disobeys you, even slightly
;

Though patience is a virtue few possess.

The cycle has it always in excess.

When trembling at the pace you're making.

You'll find your wheel is also shaking

;

And when you're gaily flying down a hill.

You'll never find your wheel is standing still.

In racing, when you do go spinning.

Your wheel goes on, intent on winning
;

Till, seeing you lie sprawling on the ground,

It lies beside you, like a faithful hound.

It soon grows dull, as youth rejected,

When by its owner long neglected :

In fact, it does do everything but speak.

And even that approaches by a squeak !

—" Jupiter,"' in Our Camp,
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A CANTERBURY PILGRIMAGE."

Joseph 'and Elizabeth Robbins Pennell,

two Americans of skill with pen and pencil,

have journeyed on a tandem tricycle from

London to Canterbury.

That is not a remarkable fact, and were

it not that they have given to the public a

written and illustrated narrative of their trip,

would not even be noticeable.

"A Canterbury Pilgrimage," for such is

the attractive title of the book, finds its way
into the reader's hands in such a unique and

pleasing binding, with its quaint press-work,

that he is at once prepossessed in its favour,

and inclined to dip into its contents. If lie

does so we feel sure he will not consider his

time and shilling misspent.

The story is an ordinary one, and hundreds
of wheelmen are yearly going over the same
roads, seeing the same places, meeting the

same people, and encountering similar inci-

dents.

Such will find a charm in the quaintncss
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with which so ordinary a trip is put on paper,

while non-cycUng readers will perhaps be sur-

prised to find " how pleasant it is to go on

pilgrimage," and will not be wearied with

" cycling facts." As there is but little in the

pilgrimage worthy of perpetuation, the inci-

dents being what thousands meet with every

day, what is it that renders the volume so

interesting ? Perhaps it is the very natural-

ness of the whole affair, and the simple and
impretending style in which the story is told

that makes the text readable ; or it may be

that any of its shortcomings are pardonable as

a vehicle for Mr. Pennell's capital drawings.

Among the not least interesting of the illustra-

tions are the quaint reproductions from an old

edition of Chaucer, modernised very closely

to suit cycling requirements. The rest of the

drawings embellishing the little volume are

all good, and what really give it a character

and raise it above mediocrity. Our pilgrims,

so they tell us, wanted " in all reverence to

follow, so far as it was possible, the road

taken by the famous company of bygone
days, setting out from the hostelrie wheie
these lordlings held counsel, making statioi s

by the way at the few places they men-
tion by name, and ending it, as they di \
at the shrine of the ' holy, blissful martyr '

in the Canterbury Cathedral." So our latter-

day pilgrims left the city by the Old Kent
Road, on the Belgian pavement of which
they were stopped by a surly cabby who
wanted more of the road than was his

right. Let us stop, too, to enjoy the dravv-

ing illustrative of tiie scene. The moist

pavement and morning quiet are very well

depictured, and the hansom is true to

life; but the machine is much too narrow,

whilst it would have been as well had the
" ad." on the sign by the roadside been
omitted. It seems impossible to obtain

any cycling literature that is not more or

less tainted by puffs or obtrusive trace

announcements. I cannot follow the wander-
ings of the tourists step by step, as or.e

should read the book and enjoy the

pilgrimage with them. It is a satirical and
sarcastic reflection upon much that is

indigenous to English soil. There is, 'tis

true, an attempt to carefully conceal it in

the narration of facts, but it is none the

less apparent to those who can read between
the lines. For example, we find the travellers

on the second day comfortably ensconced in

the coffee-room of the inn at Sittingbourne,

waiting for their luncheon to be served,

when, the narrator tells us, ** a short man
with a bald head, who wore the Cyclists'

Touring Club uniform, rushed in." No one

expects all cyclists to be gentlemen, but

the Pennells' truthful delineation of what

occurred at the inn is a cut at those

who prattle about the freemasonry of

the wheel, and talk nonsense about the

equality of cyclists. This C.T.C. man is an

example of the sort who thinks a riding suit

gives a right to intrude their unwelcome
presence upon all who, like themselves, find

cycling a pleasant pastime. This bald-

headed man goes on in a disagreeable,

petulant, ill-bred m inner to tell his grievances

to the patient pilgrims, quarrels with his wife

in their presence, and insists upon entering

into a discussion of machines and their

accessories. He is evidently used as an in-

strument to show up a type of Englishman.

Ignorant, self-opinionated and unapprecia-

tive, and always the class foreigners seem

pleased to hold up as an example of what an

Englishman is, though everyone knows he is

no more the national type than is the striped-

pantalooned, blue-coated, and sharp-featured

U ncle Sam a typical American. His expressed

surprise that an American should speak good

English is only equalled by the editor of a

certain London paper, who weakly attempts

to imitate "Yankee" slang, in the ignorant

and caddish belief that it is common among
decent and well-educated Americans.

If he would use Whitechapel the bulk of his

readers would understand better, and he

would find it easier and more natural. It is

undoubtedly true that the average English-

man is densely ignorant of America and the

States, but it is not generally shown so

forcibly in an English publication as it is in

"A Canterbury Pilgrimage." Our authors'

opinion of this disagreeable cyclist is empha-

sized by her statement that she now under-

stands " why it is that Mr. Matthew Arnold

thinks the average Briton so very terrible."

It seems to me rather a pity, as well as un-

just, that our friends should have delineated

in their charming little work only those who,

though much too frequently met with, are

not fair representatives of the English people.

And is not the sarcasm shown in the lines,

" Let us, I said humbly, try to keep our wits

from wool-gathering again, lest we ride

through Rochester and Canterbury with-

out knowing it," somewhat misplaced ? It

seems to me a pity to mention so slight-

ingly those two ancient cities, dear as they
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are to every Englishman's heart, and im-

mortalised by one to whom we are all in-

idebted for many pleasant hours, and charm-

ingly graphic descriptions of places and

characters. And " having produced a castle

and ruined it (very picturesquely), and a

cathedral and restored it" (very credit-

ably), why should they not "rest on their

laurels ? " Our tourists certainly found

agreeable and interesting places, and have

given us a pretty picture of the gardens and

the sleepy life upon the river. They rode

their tandem until they came to the end of

their pilgrimage, and stood in the holy place.

They had accomplished their journey, they

lud reached their goal ; but, as they naively

siy, "Shrine and tabard, chapels and inns

by the way—all have gone with the pilgrims

of yester year." There is a slight touch of

sadness in these lines, and I felt on reading

them as if something were lacking, but it is

not the authors' fault that the ruthless hand
of Time has obliterated many an old land-

mark, and razed many ancient editices.

Altogether, the book makes an interesting

hour's reading, and excites a desire to

" wende " one's way towards Canterbury,
" enter at the town's ende," and stand be-

fore the shrine of the saintly Thomas.
—Londjii W

.

> • <

THE PURSUIT OF OZONE.

" There is a purity and sanctity in the soft

evening breeze as it fills the sails of the fish-

ing boats, and joyously plays with the rippling

wavelets on the shorelet," says The Welsher

pensively, annexing a winkle from a half-

forgotten stand. And as our sticks descend

simultaneously on his new hat, he decides to

abandon sentiment in our company. The
Octopus is not sentimental, nor am I much.

We have come to Hastings in search of

Ozone. We don't exactly know who Ozone
is. The Welsher vows he met her in the

Alhambra Strolleries. The Octopus says he

is sure he cabbed her home from the Empire,

and I am inclined to think she is the corner-

stone of the " Vicar of Wideawakeville"

chorus, but who Ozone really is we none of

us know. Toney Tliomas has told us about

her being here, so has D. D. B., but then she

went up by his train on that occasion. The
Sjljist has said, " My dear, darling boys,

love is the soul of the Hastings Ozone." We
don't understand him, but as we hear there

is no chance of seeing anyone connected with

the N.C.U. or A. A. A. at this spot, we have
come—we are here.

" You must write something funny about
this," says The Welsher, cheerfully, and I

grin feebly at him standing there with his

scarlet blazer, a bronzed face, a white cricket

cap, and a tongue whose prodigious length no
one has ever yet fathomed. He has also on
a pair of white ducks. Have you ever been
told to write something funny, good reader

mine, and asked for it by a certain time ?

Do you know the creeping horror which seizes
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on you, mangling and tearing you in its

cruel playfulness ? I have come down to Hast-

ings for pleasure, and I assure The VVelsher,

with solemn spicy words, that I will be petri-

fied first. The remark is unfortunate, as he
accuses me of being as funny as a brick al-

ready. The Octopus puts an end to the con-

versation abruptly by snorting violently, and
pointing to a passer-by, " Great c. j. fox !"

he swears softly— *' we've come to Margate
by mistake." We do not understand, but

he tells us that the individual is the vul-

pine under - study, getting cast-off white

waistcoats and so on, and that it must be

Margate or he wouldn't be here. This is a

severe blow, and we expect soon to see pink

crocogators and rats, but a boatman tells us

that it is not the jumps, but Hastings we
have arrived at. So we thought, of course.
'* Ask him," I murmur blandly to The
Welsher, " whether he likes the fiddle on the

sands better than the lyre in town," but The
Welsher's eye is fixed, and anon it contracts

slightly, and when, three minutes later, we
see his curly head underneath a crimson

parasol, with his long and lissom tongue

going like an ant-eater's, we feel that he has

found Ozone, and go and do likewise.

Hastings is a charming place. When it is

hot, Sheol is not within 281bs. of it, and then

one lies on one's back and babbles lazily to

Ozone, who drops pebbles in one's mouth
and makes herself generally agreeable by

suddenly lilting her parasol away and scorch-

ing one's only nose. And apropos to pebbles,

let me here record that life without pebbles

at Hastings would still be life. It is impos-

sible for a modest man to walk abroad on the

beach at Hastings, riiminating upon Sir

Charles Dilke, the N.C.U. v. A.A. A. question,

the Pull M^ll, or the loathly appearance of

Ubique's top-hat, without being assailed by

showers of stones from perfect strangers—

a

custom of the British people which tlie

talented author of " John Bull and his Island "

omitted to mention. The Octopus, whose
desire for new sensations is disagreeably

gratified by the insinuation of somewhat
jagged and gruesome flints into the small

of his back, remarks that " playing Stephen
isn't his forte,'' and refuses to come off the

Parade. We find Ozone, but as both The
Octopus and I fancy her, we divide her equit-

ably between us, one taking the morning,

another the afternoon, and so on. Ozone
has deep blue eyes and no mind whatever,

and as I don't want to think or do anything.

I feed her on ices and cream tarts, and let

her babble about the Empire Theatre and
the Balham 'bus. Semadeni's is the great

place for ices here, and he is an affable ban-

dit who doesn't mind us calling him Semira-

mide or Sardini so long as we pay—a brutal

custom of the place we cannot escape from
or reform.

The Welsher is " hail fellow well met"
with crowds of enormous boatmen—and
when it isn't hail ! it's rum neat, with a

gin and bitters for the little 'un. To us,

early in the week, comes The Fraud, with

a solemn countenance as of a man who is

wishing he had never been born. But after

he has sniffed Ozone he improves, and
about Saturday does a sacred war-dance to

commemorate the saving of his great and
good reputation. He is full of ideas for

copy, and we love him with a great love, and
hound him on to write, for we are played

out. G. L. H. writes me that the latest

atrocity of the A. A. A. throws into the shade
all such trifulets as the Batak massacre, and
I groan hopelessly. Several worthy men of

truculent letter- wiiting tendencies indite

savage epistles which I welcome heartily

and print with great delight, wishing tliat

some of the London Wheelers would come
down and see how drunk they could get

at our expense in return for their—but there !

enough of this. We read the letters at

breakfast, and the most scorching sarcasm
of the nobleman Richards is marred by a

globule of marmalade thereupon accidentally

lalling. About four days after Lewes races.

The Welsher, having spent all his winnings

in driving Ozone to Battle in dogcaris, &;c.,

also forgets to talk about the man who hit

him under the ear in the ring, and once

more all is peace.

Humour on the beach is not immense. An
eminent elocutionist, who recites Dagonet
ballads from the top of a bathing-machine,

and weeps over "my poor old wife and the

Guardians," afier perilling his life by at-

tempting to wrestle a la mode; with an imagi-

nary dog for a phantom bone, is pleasantly

suggestive of Criterion Giddens as far as

features go. Another gentleman sings T. W.
Barrett's songs execrably, a proper little black-

guard with a brazen face joJels "Schneider

how you vas " right well, while four ghastly

German men discourse the most infernal

music that ever proceeded from wind instru-

ments—a feat in which they are ably seconded

by three rather more terrible Teuton women.
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At this instant both sets are playing different

tunes — principally variations—^beneath my
windows, and the siunnier sea looks red and
bloody to me, as I roll my head in the sofa

cushions and break up furniture which I

shall later on have to pay for, unless I get a

good start for the station.

About Friday we receive the following

postcard :

—

Items of Ixterest.

Thanks

!

Delighted ! !

Sunday morn ! ! !

Meet me 10.20 ! ! ! !

Per Brighton S.C. Railway ! ! ! ! !

I shall be there with a big boom.
—Ubique.

And with chastened spirits, we prepare to

receive the enemy. All night Friday we
remain in arms, and on Saturday spend our

time wondering whether we shall pull

through. In the afternoon arrives The Bone,

who, by an unfortunate accident, has missed

The Welsher and carried the devil's picture

gallery down with him in the train to no

purpose. The Welsher has been writted,

and we don't know whether Holloway or

Hastings will see him this fine afternoon.

However, he ariives triumphant, and throw-

ing aside his carefully-selected court costume,

goes Ozoning on the pier, and ruffling it with

the best.

We rise with the lark about ten on Sun-

day, and while The Fraud, Welsher, and

Bone skim the ocean wave. The Octopus and

I go to meet the peerless " Ubique," whose
voice trembles with emotion as he shakes us

by the hand, and, in a few broken words,

expresses his thanks for many kind atten-

tions paid to him by us at various times.

We convey him to our chateau, exciting the

wondering awe of a London clubman, who
absolutely gapes at the cheerful trio, and
evidently imagines we are going to throw the

Rev. Thomas into the boiling deep. Our
room is tastefully decorated with extracts

from a low-class paper, in which this wight
" Ubique" writes Toothpicks—no! "Topics,"

and from our windows, in an ecstacy of con-

tentment, he kisses his hand to Ozone, and

tells tales of The Bounder and other " crea-

tions of his febrile imagination." The
necessity for imbibing Ozone carries him
away in the eventide, and The Octopus, who
has found a sensation in monopolising our

blue-eyed imbecile, disappears also. The
Fraud goes to church, and the others im-

prove the evening each after his own modest
and moral fashion.

Cycling men at the seaside are a poor lot.

(The W^elsher is supposed to be writing an
article on the subject, but so far has done
nothing but get blind and paralytic, save

when Ozoning.) They do not compare
favourably in appearance with the men in

flannels, and have a truly loathly appear-

ance when seen at one end of a large pipe

ogling the Ozone. A neat Brixton Rambler
is about the tastiest man, and then there is a

R.C. C.T.C. in vvhite, with a venerable beard,

whose respectability is beyond cavil, and we
yearn to ask him about routes—a somewhat
Radical desire on our part—see ? A well-

known Surrey man wanders about, but not

in uniform. The Octopus takes Sillikins to

Eastbourne, where Alford and Gibbs, of the

Stanhope, meet his reluctant gaze.

Lotus-eating must, after all, have a good
side to it as a pastime, for even the modified

pleasure of sucking at a cigarette while lying

prone on the West Hill, with a burning sun

upon him, fills the dawdler with an ineffable

feeling of rest and content. Stiff collars are

adjured, and in the softened tenderness of

flannels, wearied man finds rest. To him
the blandishments of beauty planting his hat

painfully on his nose, cannot appeal, if

appeal must be followed by conversation.

He wants to let things slide, and he does it

as best he can.

With such sentiments, it is small wonder
that we find ourselves with the tame imbe-

cile in the stalls at the Gaiety Theatre,

Hastings, to see first night of " The Babes,"

and our seared hearts are rejoiced by the

smiles of beauty, late of the Empire, etc.

The Welsher's iace being absohitely copper

colour, and our party monopolising the front

row of the stalls, it is small wonder that his

appearance later on at the stage door with

offers to " row the whole bally chorus" is

greeted with acclaim, and at the time of

writing things are looking cheerful in this

respect. The evil custom of closing every-

thing from public to private houses at eleven

in Hastings is the worst trait in the charac-

ter of Sir Thomas Brassey's constituents I

wot of but apropos to nothing, the man
who said he had never heard of the St.

Stephen's Review, or Wheel Life, and made
me pay for a stall to see a second-rate
" Babes" company, is the condensed essence

of bad customs.
—Junius Junior,
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A SUNDAY RIDE IN ESSEX.

Sunday morning was ushered in with a

cloudy sky and a shrewd north-easterly

breeze ; indeed, the aspect of the weather at

5 a.m. was far from hopeful, and the anxious

cyclist who peeped out at it from under the

Venetian blinds speedily retired disconsolate

and shivering to bed again. Later on, how-

ever, matters improved a little, and at half-

past eight, when the preparations for the

start were nearly complete, and the iron

steed awaited its rider in the dasty roadway

outside his humble suburban abode, occa-

sional glimpses of inspiriting blue were visible

through the rifts in the flying scud, and even

the sun himself condescended to smile feebh'

upon the daring anti-Sabbatarian.

Eight forty-five. A final touch of the span-

ner to the last refractory nut, a light spring

into the saddle, a farewell salute to the little

group in the doorway, and Fern Villa was a

thing of the past.

No sign of life yet in the broad highway

that would presently be thronged with

vehicles and pedestrians; no sound to dis-

turb the silence save the crisp crackle of the

dust beneath the tyres, the rustling of the

foliage overhead, or the cawing of the rooks

in the distant elms.

A bit of a breaker up the short, steep

slope to the New River, flowing serenely on

between its trim banks, and then away to

the right, down the green lanes that lead to

Edmonton.
Here, ere long, the first obstacle of the

day presented itself, in the shape of a

deserted haycart, blocking up almost the

entire roadway ; but a little dexterous

manoeuvring, the invocation of a few bless-

ings on the devoted head of the absent

carter, and the difficulty was overcome.

Another mile or so through the pleasant

meadow-land, and, with the sweet perfume

of the grass still lingering about us, we
reached the top of Silver Street—a singularly

inappropriate designation for so dingy a

thoroughfare. But let us not revile it, for,

as if to atone for its lack of picturesqueness,

it has been paved with asphalte.

One little mile—a few brief minutes of

bliss, and we emerged on to the steam tram-

line at the other end, to find—oh ! horror of

horrors—that, early though it was, the water-

cart fiend had already commenced his fel^

career.

Bump! bump! Rattle! rattle!—wheels and
chains groaning and clanking, mud flying

and spattering in all directions—away we
went through Edmonton. Merry Edmonton,
alas ! no longer, with its grimy railway arches
and hideous modern villas.

Terrible work it proved over that long

stretch of rough, wet, slippery macadam,
but all things mundane must have a termi-

nation, and before the brawny navvies ot

Bonder's End had opened their sleepy eyes
upon this vale of tears, of beneficent public-

hjuses and rebellious wives, the last bit ot

tram-line had been traversed, and we were
gliding silently along the smooth level road
that leads, not to dastruction, but to Hert-
ford and Ware.
But the dreary plodding of the last few

miles had delayed us sadly, and speed as we
might, the hour of ten was chiming as we
crossed the barge-laden Lea and threaded
the narrow, winding streets of Walthain
Cross.

Only eight miles in an hour and a quarter !

This would never do, and we spurted gaily on
right up to the foot of Stubborn Hill. Stub-
born, indeed, and rather resembling a sea

beach than the Queen's highway, so strewn
was it with stones and shingle, but we crested

it at length, and then a well-deserved and
foaming glass of somebody's " entire " was
gratefully disposed of at a cheerful red-cur-
tained hostelry a little further on.

Once to the northward of Stubborn Hill,

and the first whiff of real country air is in-

haled. No trace of the great city taints

the fertile fields and verdant pastures that
stretch beyond. To the left lies the green
valley of the Lea, with the little river shim-
mering like silver in the stray gleams of

sunlight as it winds lazily through the placid
marshes to meet its direful fate in the sewers
of Tottenham. Still farther westward rise

the wood-crowned heights around Hertford
and Little Berkhampsted, the red tiled roofs
of many a hamlet and farmhouse peeriu":

forth in bright contrast with the dark back-
ground of foliage. Almost due north the
high tableland of Nazing bounds the horizon
with a sharply-defined line of grey ; and to
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the right a perfec t labyrinth of leafy lanes

steal away towards Epping, while behind us

the tree-fringed hill-side effectually shuts out

the view of smoky London, and fitly serves

to complete the picture.

Nazing Common, or rather, the steep, rough

road that runs up to and across it, was the

next nut to be cracked, and a pretty tough

one we found it, for here we experienced the

full fury of the keen north-easter which came
sweeping up over the bare landscape in fierce

staggering gusts.

Except for a few cattle, the wide expanse

of common was utterly deserted, and the

forbidding appearance of the heavens—for

the rain clouds had gathered again and hung
black and ominous to windward—rendered

the scene so depressing that we were not

sorry when the great gate at the north-

western extremity had clanged noisily after

us, and we were scudding down the Parndoii

road en route for Harlow.

The pace was now glorious, for we were

descending on a very gradual but still per-

ceptible gradient, and partially sheltered

from the wind, which nevertheless skimmed
by with the quick, shrill hum so welcome in

the ears of the cyclist.

Whizz ! whizz !—trees and hedges seemed
to fly past ; but it was too good to last, and

after successfully routing a flock of sheep,

and startling the driver out of the perambu-

lating nap in which he was indulging, a

sudden bend in the lane revealed a most
heartrending spectacle. Right before us,

from one green hedgerow to the other, and

away as far as the eye could reach, was a

vast sea of sharp razor-like flints. Just time

to clap on the brake, to jam it down hard,

and we were amongst them. Of course, we
instantly pulled up—who could do other-

wise ?—for no mortal tyres would have stood

five minutes of that awful road, and dole-

fully dismounting, ignominiously prepared

to push our trusty steed.

The agonies we endured for the next half-

hour ! — let us draw a veil over them.

Suffice it that limping, stumbling, perspiring,

and occasionally relieving our harrowetl

feelings with strong language, we struggled

desperately on, and eventually arrived,

breathless and exhausted, at Parndon.

A merry little spin along an undulating

road, through pretty rural scenery, quickly

revived us, and brought us to Netteswell,

a peaceful hamlet nestling among the trees.

•' How far to Harlow ?" we enquired of an

ancient rustic, seated pensively on a fallen

tree by the wayside, and who, with a few

slight alterations of costume, might very

well have sat for a portrait of the famous
Rip Van Winkle himself.

" Straight on," was the not altogether rele-

vant reply, and fain to be contented with it,

we promptly left the venerable old gentleman
to his reflections.

We had not gone far, however, when we
came across an unusually broad watercourse,

apparently barring all further progress.

Doubtless, had we been sufficiently adven-

turous, it might have been forded safely

enough ; but the water had a suspiciously

deep look, and although beauty, as personi-

fied by a young lady m a pink dress, appeared

on the opposite bank to stimulate us to deeds

of prowess, we deemed discretion the better

part of valour, and succeeded in crossing by
the foot-bridge. The rest of the run mto
Harlow was neither interesting nor pleasant,

the approach from the south being remark-

ably rough, and covered with small boulders,

which shook us up considerably.

The town itself is a dull, drowsy place, with

quiet, echoing streets, and quaint many-
gabled houses, about which, despite the close

proximity of the railway, a dreamy, old-world

air seems to linger, and we half expected to

see some stiff, stately dame, or big-booted,

swaggering cavalier of a byegone age emerge
from one of the deep, gloomy doorways. But
the modern attire of the few inhabitants

whom we met was not long in dispelling our

illusions, and we awoke to the extremely

practical and unromantic fact that we were

decidedly hungry. Enquiring of a passer-by

for a decent hotel, we were advised to try

the George.

"All the London gents goes there," the

man added, and the recommendation spoke

volumes.

At the corner of a side street a small knot

of urchins had gathered, and one of them
flung a pebble after us with unpleasant

accuracy of aim.

Our dignity being ruffled, we started in

pursuit, and, after a smart chase, summary
justice was meted out to the delinquent.

However, being thus satisfied, we continued

on our way to the George.

It was close upon noon when we drew rein,

figuratively speaking, in the empty inn yard.

Twenty miles in three hours was certainly

not much of a feat to boast of, but the cir-

cumstance did not distress us greatly, for as
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it is, perhaps, unnecessary to mention, we

were not on a record-breaking expedition,

but solely intent on pleasure. As it was, the

cool air and invigorating exercise had quite

dissipated the evil effects of London smoke

and business worry, and we were quite ready

for the capital cold luncheon the buxom

landlady lost no time in setting before us.

Cold veal and ham, gooseberry tart, bread,

cheese, butter and salad, washed down with

a bountiful supply of sparkling ale, made an

epicurean repast, and we did ample justice

to it.

A chat with the ostler, a smoke, and a

leisurely stroll round the town, filled up an

hour after lunch very agreeably, and it was

past two o'clock when, having settled a

moderate bill, we again resumed the saddle.

The fickle sunshine was bathing Harlow in

a brief flood of golden radiance when we

bade, as we imagined, a final adieu ; but the

stupidity of an unintelligent native, evidently

unable to distinguish his right hand from his

left, sent us off on the wrong track, and it was

not until after a smart burst that, discover-

ing the error, we jogged back again rather

more soberly, and made a fresh start in the

right direction.

The road from Harlow to Hatfield Broad

Oak (about seven miles) was in splendid

order, and the wayside scenery, though not

devoid of a certain pastoral beauty, not en-

ticing us to linger, we made the most of the

favourable conditions, and did not pause

until, climbing the hill, we rattled into the

broad village street. Not a soul was in sight,

and leaving the machine at the gate, we
sauntered into the churchyard, but approach-

ing the sacred edifice we suddenly came upon

a formidable gathering in the porch.

A christening party, apparently, or rather

a conglomeration of christening parties, for

there seemed to be babies innumerable, with

whole shoals of attendant relatives—fathers,

mothers, god-parents, aunts, cousins, and all

the rest of them. Fearing lest our intrusion

might not be altogether welcome, we beat a

hasty retreat, and, shaking the village dust

—

of which there was plenty—from our wheels,

were soon on our way to Fakeley.

A smooth, level highway, fnnged with

wide borders of trim sward, now lay before

us, and twenty minutes of tolerably fast

going brought us to a good-sized hamlet,

where, for the first time since leaving Wab
tham, we caugAt a glimpse of a railway line.

This, we were informed, was Fakeley. A

more particularly uninteresting spot it has

rarely been our lot to meet with, and we
were not slow in turning our backs upon it.

As we crossed the main road from Bishop's

Stortford to Dunmow, and struck into a lane

running almost due north, the sun, which
had been shining brilliantly for the last hour,

made its final exit from the scene, and ere

long a dull uniform gre}' overspread the

entire heavens. For the next three miles the

track was rough and stony, and its steady

upward inclination made breasting it no
easy task.

The surrounding country, for an agricul-

tural county like Essex, now began to assume
an extremely wild and desolate aspect. On
either hand lay bare, bleak fields, with here

and there in the distance a gaunt-looking

windmill outlined vividly against the sky

line. The road, too, was lonely and de-

serted, and villages—or even solitary cot-

tages—few and far between ; while the

dreary wailing of the wind through the

straggling trees was unpleasantly suggestive

of a coming storm. Presently, it seemed as

if our apprehensions were about to be real-

ised, for some heavy drops came pattering

down, and our spirits sank to zero as we
thought of the trusty mackintosh we had not

brought. The rain soon ceased, however,

and did not again trouble us.

After awhile, the road we were pursuing,

hitherto comparatively straight and free

from turnings, plunged all at once into a

perfect maze of lanes, among the labyrinthine

windings of which—direction-posts being

conspicuous by their absence—we speedily

lost our way, and it was not until we reached

Broxted that we could find anyone to set us

right.

From Broxted to Thaxted, as the crow
flies, is about four miles, but the eccentric

twisting and curving of the road nearly

doubles the distance, and the gloomy after-

noon was fast fading into still more melan-

choly twilight when we gained the outskirts

of the little town.

In response to our enquiry for an inn, a

ruddy-faced old gentleman, attired in a suit

of rusty black, and a high hat, which had
evidently braved wind and weather for many
a long year, gave us the choice of two—the

"Swan" and the "Cock." Both were
equally commodious, equally central, and
equally near at hand.

We honoured the latter hostelry with our

custom, however, for as we toiled laboriously
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up the long steep hill, on and around which

Thaxted is situated, it was the first to which

we came.

Rather fatigued with our journey, we
experienced a sensation of relief—such is

the ingratitude of man—as we watched the

ostler locking our gallant steed up for the

night, but a cold bath, and a refreshing tea

of poached eggs and bacon, did much to

revive us.

A short stroll round the town in the dark-

ness, and we settled down in the smoke-

room, where most of the local gossips had

now assembled.

A volume might be filled with sketches of

these worthies and the anecdotes they re-

lated, but all too soon closing-time arrived,

and one by one they departed, some gravely,

some gaily, and one or two, we regret to say,

rather unsteadily. Twenty minutes after-

wards we had tumbled into the downy, and
in the land of dreams were again enacting

the little incidents of our day's ride.

And now, in conclusion, perhaps we may

be allowed to say a few words for Essex as

a cycling county. To be sure, it cannot
boast the same pretensions to natural beauty

and diversity of scenery as some of the more
favoured home counties ; but, on the other

hand, it is by no means so flat, ugly, or un-

interesting as its detractors represent it to

be. Indeed, on many of its breezy hillsides

nestle villages and hamlets which for rural

charm and picturesqueness can vie with any

to be found in Kent or Surrey, while it is

almost wholly free from that flavour of

London and London ways which pervades

even the remotest corners of those counties.

From a purely cycling view, too, it can well

hold its own. The roads are for the most

part good and well made, and the hotels

both comfortable and extremely moderate

in their charges.

Finally, let us anticipate the accusation of

partiality with which we may be assailed.

We are neither Essex born nor bred.

—D. H. Blyth.

> • <

THE N.C.U. EXECUTIVE AND THEIR CONSTITUENTS.

It is probably owing to the fact that in

what, for want of a better word, we may call

their Imperial policy, the Union has been so

well managed by the present officials that

the lamentable muddle and the arrogant

autocracy of their home policy has not been

so severely dealt with as it would have been

had not a loyal desire to strengthen the hands

of those in authority in their great straggle

with the A.A.A. stopped the criticisms of

the malcontents. This loyalty to the govern-

ing body has always been a marked character-

istic of cycHsts, and the present Executive

have presumed upon it to such an extent

that there is, unfortunately, a chance of its

giving way beneath the strain, and there is

at present a cloud, no bigger, perhaps, than

a man's hand, on the cycling horizon, which,

if not speedily dispelled, threatens to render

the whole atmosphere cloudy and overcast.

The first feehng of irritation that the Exe-

cutive invited was over the now famous

Webb case. It will be remembered that Mr.

Webb having been suspended for a year by
the Executive, they declined to give any
official notice either to the Press or to Mr.

Webb of the suspension. It was refused on
the ground that to do so would be a libel

;

but surely an institution that has such

powers as the Union has should have
sufficient backbone to publish its sentences,

else does the whole affair become a farce.

Moreover, it is admitted that Mr. Todd told

Webb personally the result of the investiga-

tion, so it appears to me—subject, of course,

to the learned opinion of the counsel who so

kindly and gratuitously advised the Exe-

cutive—that what is libellous when written

is equally slanderous when spoken, so the

argument would scarcely seem to hold water.

It must be obvious to all that an institution

which suspends men and has not the moral
backbone to publish its suspensions is play-

ing a fool's game.

I now come to the extraordinary " balance

sheet" which Mr. Sheppee presented to the
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last Council meeting. Inasmuch as the

Union is not a trading concern, it seems at

first blush somewhat difficult for it to have

a balance sheet in the ordinar}'' business

acceptation of the word, and something of

this kind seems to have been in the minds

of those who framed the rules, because I

find that the}' provide that " the treasurer

shall present a ' financial statement.' " I

quote from memory, because on application

at Ironmonger Lane I find that the rules are

out of print, and that it is doubtful when

they will be reprinted. Now, this balance

sheet (?) was, owing to the amount of work

to be got through at the last Council meet-

ing, but very sHghtly criticised ; but shortly

afterwards Mr. Griffin, in the Bicycling Nezt's,

criticised it in a very calm, judicial and

straightforward manner, inviting the treasurer

to explain the apparent absurdities. This

invitation Mr. Sheppee has up to the present

not accepted, thus showing a contempt for

honest criticism not—to my mind—altogether

in good taste.

The Records Committee is apparently

regarded by the majority of cyclists as a

huge joke, and it must be admitted that up

to the present their proceedings have been

farcical in the extreme. They were appointed

some months ago to enquire into all records

that were claimed for either road or path.

On the 6th June I enquired of one of the

members why it was that we had heard

nothing of their doings, and his reply was that

W. A. Smith having been out of town nothing

had been done, but that he had returned,

and the committee would get to work at

once. From that time to this—nearly two

months—although numerous records have

been cut, the committee has shown no sign

of life beyond telling would-be record-

breakers that they may use certain ferries

during their journeys, which as a piece of

information probably may be interesting,

but as evidence of their activity is scarcely

valuable. It might be thought by those who
are not on this lethargic committee that the

path records that have been timed by Mr.

Coleman might, at any rate, have been pub-

lished as accepted or otherwise, even if the

other records required more time to go into,

but this is evidently not the opinion of the

Rip Van Winkles who constitute the

Records Committee of the National Cyclists'

Union.

The malcontents who wished to express

their opinions on things in general at the

June Council meeting were very disappointed
at no notices being sent out convening such
meeting, but it was not until July came that

there was any very open murmuring
apparent, and on or about the 20th July
appeared an official notice stating that, as

there was no agenda for the June meeting,

it would not be held, and that the next one
would be in October, thus leaving the Exe-

cutive to their own sweet devices for a period

of six months, with no one to check their

doings for that period. I think it will be

generally admitted that it is desirable, even

if there are uo motions for the agenda, for a

meeting to be held, if only for the purpose of

confirming the minutes and discussing the

Executive report, which gives delegates an
opportunity of expressing opinions about the

last three months' proceedings. Anyway,
earlier intimation than on the 20th July

might have been given of the abandonment
of the June Council meeting.

Another point in the indictment against

the Executive is that at the last Council

meeting in March it was decided that the

proxy-voting question should be referred to

a committee, which has, as far as I know,

been elected, but no single member has re-

ceived any notice as to whether the whole

scheme has been abandoned, or whether it

is to proceed. One would have imagined

that the authorities at Ironmonger Lane
would have shown more courtesy to their

local centres than by quietly ignoring a

scheme which is a matter of such moment to

them.

I do not propose to touch on the question

of holding amateur v. professional races,

inasmuch as it would be condemning the

Executive for future actions which, after all,

may not take place, but the evil of such infre-

quent Council meetings is shown by the fact

that the Executive can, if they think proper,

hold these meetings without consulting the

Council, leaving to them the unsatisfactory

business of protesting against an event that

has already taken place.

One of the greatest faults that can be

found with the Executive is the irritating

secrecy with which their work is carried on.

Every new member is solemnly cautioned

against giving outsiders any inkling of what

is being done, and he has to promise not to

betray the Executive secrets. Now, I have

twice had the honour of serving upon this

august board, and I can certainly say from

my own experience that, except upon one or
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two occasions, the deliberations of the Execu-

tive might have been perfectly well carried

on before a whole roomfull of cyclists, with-

out anyone being a bit the worse. This

secrecy, then, is merely affectation.

I think I have now written sufficient to prove

that the Executive, in pursuing their policy of

arrogance and contemptuous silence to fair

criticism, are doing their best to estrange the

sympathies of even their loyalest supporters,

and that it behoves them to alter their tactics

if they wish to present a bold and undivided

front to the A.A.A. enemy. It is my earnest

hope that this article may not be misunder-

stood. The Executive is individually com-

posed of some of the very best men to be

found in cycling circles; they have conducted

the affairs of the Union right well as regards

the majority of things that have come under

their jurisdiction, but they seem to have

become somewhat puffed up, and to imagine

that they are the masters of the Council

instead of merely being the representatives

of them, and to forget that a little courtesy

shown towards those who have placed them
in their present position would not be thrown
away.

There is just one remark—a personal one

—which I should like to make in conclusion.

It has been hinted, and even suggested to

me by one member of the Executive, that

my criticisms on the Union have been caused

b}' the fact that I have been twice rejected

on elections of the governing body. It is

quite true that the Council have twice in-

timated their desire to dispense with my
services, and therein doubtless have shown
the wisdom of the serpent, but I should

indeed be a cur were I to allow this fact to

influence me in my criticisms. I have no

fear of those who know me crediting me with

these unworthy motives, whilst, as for those

who do not know me, and those who, knowing
me, choose to believe this charge which has

been brought against me—well, I can only

say that I am totally indifferent as to their

good or bad opinion of me.
—F. Percy Low.

> • <

HOW WE DID THE GOOD RIDE FROM CROYDON TO RIPLEY.

I sprang to the saddle, and Charlie, sprang he
;

I treadled, Bob treadled, we treadled all three.

When " Ready ?" and " Go !" cried the starter aloud,
And off we all rode in competitive crowd.
Behind were three score in disordered array.
And into the midnight we treadled away.

With a word to each other we kept the stiff pace,
Wheel to wheel, round and round, fighting keenly for place,

Sitting firmly on saddle, with hand upon brake.
Never shortening stroke, but with senses awake
To check the momentum, should danger draw near,
And steadily holding the handle to steer.

'Twas midnight at starting, but while we rode past
Old Handcross, the cocks crew, and daylight dawned fast

;

At Hickstead, a yellow star came out to see,

At Bolney, 'twas morning as plain as could be

;

And entering Brighton we heard the clocks chime.
So Alfred remarked, " We are making good time !"

At Shoreham, up leapt of a sudden the wind.
And soon were the ranks of the leading men thinned

;

While yokels would stare at us pedalling past.

And Arundel's streets we had entered at last.

With resolute thrusting we practised our skill.

And pantingly climbed the precipitous hill.

'Our Camp.
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The August Bank Holiday having gone, the

championships being all decided, and the fierce

competition incidental to midsummer having now
somewhat lulled, quiet times dawn once more.

The path is forsaken by some of its fastest men,

who have "gone for a time to a distant clime, but

not at their own expense "—as an erewhile popu-

lar song puts it, and Metropolitan racing tracks

are less frequently the scene of cycling struggles.

The provinces, on the contrary, teem with sport

;

and the pot-hunter who recks not what expense he

incurs in railway fares, so long as he can pick up
prizes, is going about from this rural sports meet-

ing to that, rejoicing in the vast number of lo-

calities which afford him quite an embarrassment

of riches and make it rather a task to decide

which tempting programme to reject.

The provincial gatherings on the aforemen-

tioned August Bank Holiday were looked forward

to as being likely to decide the legislative dispute
;

and they did decide it, to all intents and purposes.

Whilst argument avails not to influence the

committee of the Athletic Association, facts are

piling themselves up in imposing array, and at

every fresh meeting where athletic sports are

held "under A. A. A. and N.C.U. rules," an

additional link is forged to strengthen the chain

of evidence which points to the indubitable fact

that athletes recognise the right of cyclists to

govern cycling. The head of the athletic donkey
makes no sign, but the tail is wagging so vigor-

ously that the poor animal must ere long take the

bit in its teeth and be compelled to bolt away
from the control of its obstinate masters. In

saying this I am not merely uttering an ex parte

statement, but am reviewing the facts as they

stand at present. Athletic sports are too wide-

spread to be domineered over by a clique ; and
this athletic clique, calling itself the A. A. A., has

put the screw on too tightly ; for proof of which,

behold the wholesale manner in which athletic

sports promoters are disregarding the associa-

tion's mandates by holding their cycling races

under N.C.U. rules ; whilst at the same time
doing all that can be sanely demanded of them,

adopting A. A. A. laws for athletic events. . The
battle is practically over. Nothing remains but

for the terms of peace offered by the victors to be
accepted by the vanquished.

Both the cyclists' camps this year were
modified successes. Harrogate and Tunbridge
Wells both suffered alike from defective general-

ship, officious officials, more^ or less incompetent

and ignorant, marring the satisfaction in each

case. On this subject I should have had more to

say this month, in another part of this magazine,

but that my misguided friend The Artist has

surreptitiously married the young lady who
shared his tandem on the occasion of our Picnic

last month ; and, doubtless having good cause

to dread my righteous wrath, this young couple

have perseveringly kept out of my way ever since,

so that my narrative of " Camping Out in Three
Counties" must wait until next mDnth, in order

to be suitably illustrated.

By the time this appears, the long-cherished

ambition of the Secretary and Editor's heart

will have reached its full consummation, by the

enrolment of the twenty thousandth member
of ths C.T.C. And under these circumstances

it is perhaps not too much to hope for a lenient

sentence being passed upon the luckless wight

whose evil star has led him to propose yet

another scheme for the formation of a new touring

club. This latest idea is no revolutionary notion,

nor is it in direct opposition to the C.T.C, but it

simply proposes to form a touring society for the

express behoof of the temperance class, appointing

as headquarters none but temperance hotels, coffee-

taverns, and similar non-intoxicating houses of

call. If this was all, the thing would never work
;

but an additional point made by the originator is

to look into the future, and let the new touring

society of teetotallers work with a view to

improving the quality of the accommodation at

such houses ; which is rather a laudable scheme,

possibly capable of realisation.

Some folks take a delight in " giving themselves

away "—as the phrase puts it, and making a

deplorable display of their ignorance. Quite

lately we have had the secretary of an ambitious

London cycling club petulantly excusing himself

on the ground that he had never heard of the

newspaper called Wheel Life. It was not surprising,

a little while back, for the editor of one Annual to

confess that he could not understand another

Annual ; such people seldom have the wit to

screen. their ignorance. But for the committee

of such an important athletic meeting as that at

Lincoln to publicly proclaim their inability to

discern the merits of the legislative dispute,

tarring all the bodies with one brush ; and after

adopting N.C.U. rules to attract entries, winding

up by ignoring rules of every kind ; this sort of
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thing emphasizes the surprise which is felt that

people will so inconsiderately make a parade of

their very littleness and want of knowledge.

There has been a very general impression

about, for some months past, that the exhibitors

at the International Inventions Exhibition had
scant cause to anticipate any very discriminating

judgment from the gentlemen appointed to award
medals for the most meritorious exhibits ; and
now that the results of the jury's deliberations

are known, the disappointed firms are grumbling
in the most natural and pleasing manner imagin-

able. As an independent critic, unbiased by any
considerations of interest in advertising, I may
safely declare that I was pleasantly surprised at

the excellent choice made by the jurors, the list

of awards being exceedingly good in the " gold "

and " silver " medal departments, although there

are two or three in the " bronze " schedule who
might very well have been left out.

Mr. Laing has won the five miles bicycle race

for the championship of Scotland. This may
come as a surprising piece of news to many
readers, although I cannot quite appreciate the

reason why Scotland's championships should be

so obscure, when the championships of England
—which, being open to the world, might very

well be termed the world's championships

—

secure so absorbing an interest. As a fact,

nevertheless, Laing's victory produced no more
comment than the victory of any ordinary rider

in any average provincial handicap w^ould have
called forth.

A twenty-four hours road-race haad'cap is the

latest monstrosity born of clubmen. The South-

wark C.C. held a members' competition of this

description, on August 3rd, sixty m!l:s start being

given to one member. How the hindicapping

committee feel, now that the limit man has re-

ceived the first prize, would be interesting to

know, but their gratification at promoting such

sport must be on a par with the self-esteem of the

club committee who, on the same day, gave a

member _;^w hundred and fifty yards start in a mile

race on the path.

Happily, our Records Committee -that great

and good board of officials appointed by the

Union to investigate and approve of all the best

performances on wheels—happily, I say, this

committee is not stone deaf; although the vigor-

ous hammering which was requisite to wake it up
had made us all think that its official mt'mbvani

tympani were badly perforated, if not wholly des-

troyed. The Records Committee has, indeed,

awoke, and is sprinting along in the praiseworthy

endeavour to make up for lost time. A number
of records have been dealt with ; and we may
indulge in the hope that ere long a complete table

of those officially accepted as trustworthy will be

published.

To my shame, I have to confess another month

of bootless endeavour. Time after time have I

essayed to provide the borough coroner with an
interesting subject, but in vain. My family physi-

cian is quite indignant at my depriving him of his

annual surgical practice ; and the family under-

taker complains that the sweet little thing in cold-

meat boxes will warp very soon unless I consent to

inhabit it. I have performed my promise, too, by
riding a safety bicycle; but, unluckily, my choice

fell upon a machine of an unique type that has

something beyond smallness to commend it. The
"Rover" safety is a safety in more than name

;

hence my being still in the land of the living and
the unsmashed. I must resign my contract, and
leave the honour of being the Cripple of The Year

to some other and more worthy cyclist than
—Faed.

The Emerald Isle.

Cycling matters were almost at a standstill

for the last month as regards race meetings,

there being only a few provincial meetings

held altogether, noticeable amongst those

being the Blessington and Newtownbarry race

meetings, held on the 3rd and 4th August re-

spectively, the competition in the cycling

events being very keen at both meetings ; but

things are beginning to present a livelier appear-

ance now, in consequence of the sports of the

Freeman's Journal Club,which have been set down
for the 29th August on the grounds of the R.D.S.

at Ball's Bridge. The events are numerous,

there being five cycle races among them, and I

am sure these will meet with the support of

cyclists which they so worthily deserve. The
club, though purely of an athletic turn of

mind, has, though not many years established,

always found a place in its programme for a few

cycling events, and it is needless for me to say

these have always met with favourable support,

which, I hope, will be long continued. The
prizes which will be offered on the occasion are

well worthy the attention of intending com-
petitors, and can be seen on view at Messrs.

Bussell's late pianoforte establishment, in West-

moreland Street, which place has baen specially

hired for the purpose. It is expected that some
of the leading cyclists of England will compete,

but owing to the disadvantage in the path, the

going being to the right of it instead of to the

left, as in most English paths, I am unable to

foresee their chance of success, having regard to

the opinion of some of them in the recent inter-

' Varsity races ; but those of the public patronising

the meeting are sure to be presented with a pro-

gramme equal, if not better, to that of any meet-

ing yet held at Ball's Bridge.

Speaking of the path at Ball's Bridge, I believe

a motion is standing before the Council of the

Irish Cycling Association as to the changing " the
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going" to the left hand side as in England.

This motion, I think, will be carried early

next season ; but it is better to allow " the

going" at Ball's Bridge to remain unaltered

for the remainder of the present season, so as to

give competitors a chance of getting into the

mode of riding to the left of the path by the

commencement of next season. But there still

remains the question—Why should we change

the going here when we are quite satisfied with

it ourselves ? and if the English competitors be

dissatisfied, w^hy not they, then, change their going

from left to right, and so be on an equality ?

This is a query which should be thought over

before being decided. Why change the course

which has been adopted the whole year, and

with such satisfaction to all Irish cyclists ?

One of the most important race meetings of

the year will take place in the Phcenix Park,

over the two miles course, on the igth September,

namely, the inter-club competition for the silver

challenge cup, which was won last year by the

University Cycling Club. Several members of

leading clubs are already in hard training for the

event, and I am sure a lively contest will take

place between them for places. The race is

composed of a contingent of six members of

each club, and the respective places in which

they come in is marked down to the club, any

competitor not finishing the race scoring a

certain number against his club. These numbers
are subsequently counted, and the club having

the least number is the successful one, and each

member of it competing is presented with a

silver cross, besides his name being engraved on

the challenge cup, which is handed over to the

successful club till it is taken from it by some

other fortunate club next season, unless it be
able to hold its own once again.

I am glad to see Mr. R. J. Mecredy, of the

U.B.C., who sustained such severe injuries at the

recent inter-'Varsity races, is nearly all right

again. He is able to leave the house, and takes

an odd run down on his tricycle, with the assist-

ance of the leg which is whole, to the path at

Ball's Bridge, but is unable to use his left leg yet.

We hope to see him again on the path next year,

if not during the present season. The recent

championships lost a deal of their interest in Mr.

Mecredy not being able to compete owing to this

accident, as he had been in grand form for them,

and though Levis, of the Cork C.C., displayed

fine form, I am sure there would have been a

great tussle between him and Mecredy for

" honours."

Mr. Hall, of the same club, I am informed, has

given up riding, and has placed his machine in

Messrs. Booth's, of Stephen Street, for sale. Mr.

Hall was one of the competitors for the cham-
pionships, but though unsuccessful in securing

them, succeeded in obtaining special crosses for

standard time for the one, four, and ten miles.

Mr. McKay, the ex-champion, also got a special

cross for time in the one mile championship.

Mr. W. F. McCourt, of the Wanderers C.C.,

received special crosses for time in the one, four,

and ten miles championships. Mr. Geo. Phillips,

of the Leinster C.C., also obtained a special

cross for the ten miles championship race.

At the last meeting of the I.C.A. it was resolved

that no member of a club should be allowed to

compete in the twenty miles inter-club race

unless he had been a bond fide member of that club

for three months previous to the date of meeting.

—AthcUath.

> • <



[Inventors and manufacturers arc requested to give the Editor early intimation of all novelties introduced by them

for description in this department.]

Square Fedal Rubbers.

Although for some time in use across the

Atlantic, it is but recently that the square rubber

bars for pedals have been introduced in England.

Whilst the smooth shoe-sole will not readily slip

on a corrugated round bar of rubber, it has long

been known that many pedals are so loosely put

together that the round rubbers can themselves

roll round on their pins, thus rolling the rider's

feet off. But when the round rubber-bars are

replaced by square bars, this annoyance is

obviated, the flat edge of each side of the square,

also, affording a better foot-hold, because giving

a broader surface to the shoe-sole than a round

rubber does. The square bars are made corru-

gated, or rather scored across, to render the

tread additionally secure.

(The square-bar rubber pedals are made by W

.

Bown, Summer Lane, Birmingham.)

A Really Safe Bicycle.

Amongst the numerous dwarf bicycles that

are flooding the market, few have any greater

claim to the title of '

' safety bicycle
'

' beyond the cir-

cumstance of their smallness placing their riders

so close to the ground that a mount or dismount

is easier to make, and that there is not so great a

distance to fall in the event of a "cropper" or

" header " taking place. With the new " Rover "

bicycle, on the contrary, it is practically im-

possible for the rider to go over his handles, the

weight being so placed as to enable the large front

wheel to surmount obstacles without the rear

wheel lifting ; and it is a peculiar fact that

the faster this bicycle is driven, or allowed to

fly downhill, the steadier is the steering. Since

the first " Rovers " were exhibited at the Exhibi-

tions in the spring, material alterations have

been made in its design, the most noticeable

being to supplant the vertical front fork and

bridle-rod steering by a direct' action front fork

sloping at a very great rake ;
this makes it more

rigid, at the same time as rendering the steering

peculiar ; but after a few rides the guidance

becomes singularly easy and pleasant, and the

machine's track displays less " wobbling

"

tendency than do the tracks of machines whose

steering wheels are also the drivers. The total

abolition of very small wheels makes the

" Rover " a capital hill-climber and reduces the

vibration on rough ground ;
and its capabilities

will be thoroughly brought out during the road-

race which is shortly to take place. For the

guidance of those riding this bicycle, the makers

issue the following hints:—"For the first time

or two the steering of the machine will feel very

strange, and to an ordinary bicyclist there will

appear a tendency to fall, which, if given way to,

and the wheel is turned to avoid it, will start the

rider wobbling. On mounting, the rider should

understand the absolute importance of keeping

the wheel straight, and the pedals should be

caught by the feet as soon as possible, when that

tendency almost disappears. The quicker the

rider goes, the better and the straighter he can

keep. Do not give way to the steering, but after

feeling it somewhat for about a hundred yards,

start off fearlessly, and the steering will be found

very easy, and can be facilitated by keeping either

a gentle pressure or tension on the handles.

After one or two rides this tendency to wobble

disappears."

(The "Rover"' bicycle is made by Starley and

Sutton, Meteor Works, Coventry.)

Comfort in Racing.

Comfort and racing would seem to be irrecon-

cileable terms, and perhaps we should have rather

said " diminished discomfort." For many years,

racing cyclists have looked upon their saddles as

beneath notice, and have been content to use any

atrociously-shaped iron plate, thinly covered with

leather, and having painfully sharp edges. This

season matters have improved, and our racing-

path sprinters can now secure, without carrying

any appreciable extra weight, a saddle for racing

machines that is made as nearly approaching

comfort as such things well can be. In place of

the sharp iron edge, the " Gem " saddle boasts of

a good gussetted flap, and its manufacture is of

the best quality. It can, moreover, be had in

either style, to use with or without a spring, in

the former case being provided with the usual

pair of nutted bolts and with Brooks's patent

bar, and in the latter case having a circular or

oval clip to go round the backbone.

(The " Gem" racing saddle is made by Broohs^& Co.

Great Charles Street, Birmingham;)



PROGRESS AND INVENTION. H7

A Cruising Tricycle.

Since it was first introduced, the " Cruiser"

tricycle has met with but slight recognition, its

merits being really unknown save by virtue of

Mr. W. F. Sutton having achieved the best

twenty-four hours' journey on record upon it.

But being designed for a special purpose, it is

highly to be wished that its peculiarities should

be better understood, and Mr. W. Baden-Powell

furnishes a clear and very fair description of his

invention in the following lines:—"As to the

' Cruiser,' which I designed, and Messrs. Hillman

and Herbert have so beautifully completed and

constructed, I take it about with me as an adjunct

to yachting cruises, for runs on shore, visiting

places of interest, and getting leg exercise which

is not obtainable aboard a vessel, and also

especially for running about between fishing

quarters ; thereby having an independent, swift

and very economic means of reaching out-of-the-

way fishing waters. The ' Cruiser' is a ' Hum-
ber'-type as to action, but open-fronted a la

' Rover.' Having ridden some seven different

styles of machine, I concluded that ' Humber'
actio7i was the best, central driving essential,

rear steering to be avoided ; hence double-front

steering, by turning driving axle, preferable even

to turning small front wheel, and finally semi-

open front, allowing a fair, if not certain, chance
of a front dismount on the feet instead of head,

in case of sudden emergency. These points,

together with great baggage-carrying powers,

have been attained. The fault of the ' Cruiser,'

from a public point of view, is, I think, to be
found in the fact that it is adjustable in so many
ways and for so many purposes, that a novice

(unless carefully instructed) does not find out

which way to adjust it to suit himself, and goes

out with it wrongly fixed, and gives up the

problem as hopeless. One instance will suffice. The
steering head is formed by two horizontal discs,

bound together on their edges either loosely or

tightly, even to locking fast, by two lever-handled

nuts ; for running the discs should be in easy
play—not loose — and always properly lubricated.

On stopping at an inn for luncheon, the backbone
can be put over to the side, as it goes in turning,

the disc then screwed tight together—locked, in

fact. The machine in this state cannot well be
mounted, and will only go round and round, a
rare puzzle to the natives. Also it can be dis-

connected in a moment, and the backbone taken

in doors, the remaining portion being, of course,

unrideable, hence comparatively safe from being

stolen. Of course, with this control over the

steering, one can run for miles on level roads

steering only with the feet, one's hands free to fi.l

pipe, hold map, or keep warm in winter. Dis-

connection—dividing the machine into four

parts, viz., two wheels, body and tail, with saddle,

etc.—can be performed in a few moments ; and so

the machine stowed in a train, however full

(comparatively) the luggage van may be ; so use-

ful also where small ferry boats or deep water-

splashes and foot-bridges are met. For these

reasons, and not for its parentage, do I swear by
the ' Cruiser.'

"

(The " Cniiser" tricycle ?s made by Hillman,

Herbert and Cooper, Premier Works, Coventry.)

A Hinged Saddle.

We recently described an arrangement for

setting a saddle at any desired pitch on its

spring ; the invention now under notice is very

similar, and yet serves a different purpose.

Starley's " tilt" secures a saddle rigidly at any

desired slope fore or aft. The saddle " Tip," on

the other hand, is designed to facilitate the

mounting of bicycles and tricycles. It consists

of a long hinge, which is bolted by ordinary

means to the spring, and on the top of which

any saddle can be similarly bolted. When this

hinge is closed, it thus holds the saddle as though

spring and saddle were in direct contact. For

bicycles and " Humber"-type tricycles, the hinge

joint faces backwards, but for tricycles which

are mounted from the front the hinge is reversed.

When its user desires to mount, if on a bicycle

or rear-mounting tricycle, he draws out a small

spring catch which releases the top fold of the

hinge and enables the saddle to be tipped back-

wards, so that the rider, instead of having to

climb over the back of the saddle, merely places

his leg against it, when his weight causes the

saddle to tip down again and so easily carry him
into position, the spring catch automatically

locking the tip in position. For tricycles mounted

from the front, the reverse action is used, the tip

enabling the front of the saddle to be depressed

for mounting, which must be a very valuable

acquisition for ladies especially, the bete noir of

the fair sex when mounting a tricycle being the

tendency of the saddle-peak to catch and tear

the skirt.

(The saddle-tip is made by Sncll and Bron'i:, Great

Eastern Street, E.C., London.)



The decay of Webber is certainly the most

noteworthy fact in connection \v\th the racing path

since I last wrote, for although the Vectis r.der

has ridden well, he has not carried all before him,

having been defeated on his merits by both English

andFurnivall. The next point to which I may call

attention is the fact that English has failed to

carry out his promise of last year. So long as

he followed his ordinary course of life "Bob"
was irresistible on the path, but since he has

lived with his uncle and given more time to

special training he has not done so well.

» »
*

The departure of the English teams — for,

having regard to the different interests in which
some men cross the Atlantic to fight for the pots

and other objects of vertii at Springfield, I cannot

class them all as one team —for America has been

one of the features of the past month, and this

annual flitting of the swallows across the

Atlantic as surely announces the close of the

racing season as does the Goodwood meeting,

a few events, such as the Surrey "St. Leger "

and the Kildare " Cambridgeshire," of course,

remaining.

*

The " Rover" safety race will take place some-

where about the end of September, but we hear

as yet of no definite route. Lots of men are

steadily training for it on the quiet, and wind
and weather permitting, a big performance ought

to be accomplished. Messrs. Starley and Sutton

announce a special prize if the 50 miles road

record is beaten.

In the Birmingham district B. Ratcliff, of th^

Spesdvvell B.C., is still having matters all his

own way. At the Speedwell Charity Sports he

easily secured the half-mils scratch race, and
also won the mile handicap from scratch in

2m. 44|s.
« m
*

A. E. L.\NGLEY, of the Tower Hamlets, succeeded

in winning themile handicap of the Chelsea B.C.

from the 95 )'-ards mark ; H. A. Speechly win-

ning the club ID miles handicap in 32m. 41s., the

last quarter bsing ridden in 41^5.

J. Moore, of the jForward, is at present under

a cloud, as we learn that at the Banbrldge Cricket

and Athletic Club Sports he won the two miles

bicycle handicap easily, and was second in the

four miles. He had the latter event completely

at his mercy half a mile from home, when he

allowed Pickering to pass him. Pickering seemed
to overhaul Button, of Lancashire, who was lead-

ing, when Moore again drew into second place,

but he appeared to ease up in the last 30 yards,

and Button went on and won by a clear length.

The judges called upon Moore for an explanation

of his riding, which being considered unsatisfac-

tory, they suspended him from competing in the

three miles race in which he was engaged later

on, and informed him that the matter would be

brought under the notice of the proper authori-

ties.

— ScJlcJlAiOlg,

> • <
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tropics of the ^ime.
[CDvrcipondence or short articbs on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Maf^azine.]

" The Bencli."

Three London stipendiary magistrates this

past month have occupied the special attention

of cyclists. In the first placs, the well-known

John Paget, the avowed enemy of cyclers, fell

down Aber mountain, in Wales, and nearly killed

himself; secondly, Mr. D'Eyncourt fined a cab-

man £1 for running over a dog, an animal which

most cyclists had hitherto regarded as on the

streets at its own risk; thirdly, Mr. Bushby, at

Worship Street, dismissed a summons taken out

by the police against a bicyclist for furious riding,

on the ground that the Police Act did not, in his

opinion, apply to cycles. The Home Secretary

was appealed to in the House of Commons, and

promptly refused to endorse the magistrate's

views, and we strongly suspect a like decision

will not be given again. Indeed, no good cyclist

would like it to be, as an immunity from punish-

ment for furious driving would do more harm to

cycling as regards the general public than any-

thing we can imagine.

A Pilgrimage to Cambridge.

A fortnight ago I had a few days to spare, and

it occurrei to me that I could not do better than

utilise my trusty bicycle to catch a glimpse of

dear old Cambridge. Accordingly, at daybreak,

on a still summer morning, when everything was

grey and silent, I wheeled my steed into the

road.

I had been staying near Witham, in Essex, and

my way lay through Braintree, Thaxted and

Saffron Walden. It was a strange sensation

passing through these towns so early ; Braintree

was like a city of the dead—not a soul to be

seen^and the clang of my bell woke a loud echo

in the silent streets. Passing through Thaxted,

a quaint old country town, the sun first gave evi-

dence of his presence by flecking the housetops

with light ; but the sparrows had the place all to

themselves, and were holding animated conver-

sation on the roofs.

Leaving Thaxted, with its noisy sparrows and
sleepy inhabitants, I sped on through the open

country, the level sun streaming my shadow long

before me. I now bagan tj meet at intervals

sleepy -looking labourers, trudging to their

monotonous round of daily toil, and by the time

I ran into Saffron Walden, shutters were being

taken down, and the business of the day was
commencing. Here I passed by an open dairy,

and the temptation proved irresistible ; I dis-

mounted, and soon obtained a delicious cup of

white-frothing milk from a clean and pretty-

looking dairymaid.

I was soon in the saddle again, and before

long I was in sight of the lofty tower of St. John's
College, and saw King's Chapel tracing its deli-

cate outline against the sky. This was my first

view of the minarets of the Mecca of my pilgrim-

age, and in another half-hour I was riding slowly

past the grey old colleges to my rooms, where
some of the happiest years of my life had been
spent. A delicious cold bath and a change pre-

pared me for the plentiful breakfast provided,

and then I strolled up to the Senate House to

see the degrees conferred. Dinner in Hall prove d
a most delightful reunion with old friends,

and that evening a merry party in my rooms
woke the echoes far into the night with song and
laugh.

Next day was Sunday, and it passed all too

quickly ; I went to chapel in the evening, and
sat in my old accustomed place, but it was almost

a bitter thought to realise that undergraduate
days were over for me for ever.

On Monday I had to awake to the stern

necessity of return, and it was with a sigh that I

turned my back on Cambridge. At the top of

the Gog Magog Hills I paused for a last look at

the old 'Varsity town, which lay at my feet bathed

in a golden haze. The day was perfect, but it had
lost its charm for me. However, it was no use.

So, mounting once more, I was soon flying down
the long smooth slope which hid from view my
" sweetest of all sweet towns !"

— W. H. Moresby, B.A.

Cycling Tournaments.

When these lines see the light of print, the now
annual band of cycling pilgrims will be on the

broad Atlantic en ;'o«^^ to the Springfield Camp and
Race Meeting in America. Nothing to our mind
proves more the growth of cycling as a sport

than the fact that it pays a body of Englishmen

to travel so far every year, and it certainly is a

happy instance of international meeting. The
American World, however, does not appear to

approve of it, for it says in a recent issue :

—

" Sweep away these large tournaments with their

glittering array of valuable prizes, and substitute

m their stead modest race meetings, with prizes

of small valus for the amateur events, and good

prizes for the professional events, and you wi.'l

make a long step in the direction the League has

signified its intention to travel."
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At Tunbridge Wells.

The Southern Camp for Cyclists has come and

gone, and probably there never was a greater di-

vergence of opinion than exists now as to its

success or the reverse. Whilst some declare it

was a "great success," and "awfully jolly,"

others are heard to whisper more or less loudly

that it was a " ghastly frost"—that the feeding

was poor, hospitality an unknown quantity, either

individually or collectively, and fun and frolic in

a like ratio. For our own part, we can quite un-

derstand that there are people who like pottering

about in camps, and such no doubt enjoyed

themselves. Others prefer a good tour on

wheels, with the more solid comforts of a good

hotel at the end of a day's journey, and whilst

such diverse tastes exist there wall always be a

difference of opinion as to camps. Harrogate

Camp, it should be remembered, was not started

for love of a canvas life, but because cyclists had
so wrecked the C.T.C. house that no other hotel

in the town would take them in. The now des-

pised or rather depreciated meet was the raison

d'etre of cyclists at Harrogate in August, a fact

which everyone seems to ignore now.

The National Cyclists' Union.

The following opinion of an American gentle-

man and cycler, at present visiting England, anent

our National Cyclists' Union will be of interest

to our readers. He says :

—" I attended a meeting

the other day, called for the purpose of forming

a local centre of the National Cyclists' Union.

The " N.C.U.," as this association is commonly
called, is the legisjative body, and bears the same
relation to the sport here as the L.A.W., without

its touring branch, does in the States. There is

this difference, however, between the N.C.U. and
the L.A.W. : the former does actually some good,

and has been and is of positive benefit to cycling.

It has made itself so felt in the council halls of

the nation that even Parliament consults it when
any legislation affecting .the' rights or interests

of cyclists is proposed. It has prevented the

passage of unjust restrictions, prosecuted com-
plaints for the benefit of wheelmen, and has

generally conducted itself as a model organiza-

tion should. The Executive is in London, and
the local centres are not unlike our State

Divisions."

A Word to the Wise.

There is no doubt that some amateur cycling

racing riders should be warned off for life, for

apparently no other process will prevent some
men returning again and again to objectionable,

not to say dishonest, practices on the path. A
false entry discovered and exposed ought to

make any man so heartily ashamed of himself

that he would never again willingly appear in

public, but when such an one has brazened out

such a performance it is hardly to be wondered

at that he is prepared to try all sorts of other

games to secure the coveted prizes. To suspend

a man for riding at a non-Union meeting is no
disgrace on him, but for any positive dishonour-

able act the Union should put in force a lifelong

sentence. It is only by such drastic measures-

that amateur ranks will ever be purged clean.

Great Bargain.

The following, one out of many replies received

in answer to an advertisement for a 5oin. or 52in.

bicycle, may possibly be of interest to riders,

wanting a fresh mount :

—

" May 29 188—
" Sir I ses that in the , . . that you want

a fifty inch Bicycle or fifty too inch I have a

fifty too inch to sell if you wish to bye she is all

bright I carnt tell you wat make she is she is

one of the old fasson ones she as nutted spoaks

she is a little out of repairs I got a new tyire last

year for the hind wheel and the front wheel want

one now it is broke in too but I mended it Last

year and it as stud all this time Thursday week

I road her sixteen mile in a hower and ten minuets

my weight is eleven stone seven riding weight

she as a bell and Lamp and oile can and the

spaner for the spoaks she is goable now I can

sell her Cheap I ham thinking of having a fifty

four now if I Can rech one the man wat I bought

it of he tould me that it Cost seventeen pound ten

when it was new I will take four pound Ten for

her if you want one I doant wish to descave you

my frend I Carnt pay no Carrage out of that."

Correction.

In the letter in our last number on " Elderly

Ladies as Tricyclists," for an " elevation of 4,500-

feet" read 4 to ^00 feet.
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THE LATEST NOVELTY
Lock and Chain Complete, Nickel-plated, 3/- post free.
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"A novel and sowiAsLXticle."—Birmingham Saturday
Night, June 20th.

*• Simple and effective, and suie to recommend itself."

—Bir))iingharn Oivl, July 10th.
" It supplies a lone-felt want, and should have a very

large sale."

—

Athletic News, July 16th.

"Instantaneous action, and practically a 'safety*
guard against thievery."—T/ie Cyclist, July 8th.

Just Published. Price 90.; Post Free
ii st.a.mps.

SAFETY BICYCLES
THEIR VARIETIES, &c.

BY

HENRY STURMEY

OF ALL CYCLE DEPOTS.

London : lliffe & Son, 98, Fleet St.

INSURE your Bicycles and Tricycles

against ACCIDENTS
WITH

THE LONDON & PROVINCIAL

Horse & Carriage Insurance Co.,

LIMITED.

CHIEF OFFICE:—

17, Queen Victoria Street, E.G.

Agents wanted to push this class of business.
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R. MAGEL & Co,, 31, Holtiora fMnct, LONDON, E.C.

THE PATENT

Lace Saddle.

PERFECT ADJUSTMENT.

To effect same, draw the
lace tight and fasten the end
by the screw underneath the
plate.

THE PATENT

Lace Saddle.

UNEQUALLED VENTILATION..

EXOELLENT ^STICITY.

GALLIHG IMPOSSIBLE.

WHITE FOR TESTIMONIALS AND PEICE LI^T, POST FBEE.
f^ TO BE HAD OF ALL CYCLE AGENTS.

'InYlncMe'Blcycles^^'Trlcycles.
Fourteen distinct patterns'. The lightest machinrs in the

World. Unrivalled for ype d. Holding the best lecords.

Equally valnahli' for the path or the roaJi.

I IWiJc Bicycfe Rcrord (C'oifis) 18S'5
I ITIilc Championship 1NH4
lO i^Iiles Kcford, on jjrass 1N84
no itlilcs Championship ... 1SS4
lOO -Elites Kt'cord 1N84
I, 3, and ;{ ifBiles Sociable Record 18S4
1 tolOOiTIileM AuNtraEian &: Canadian Championships,

Cncrman, Rel^inn, Holland, and I9nns;sir an Cham-
pionships, ^vith o her liumerou^^ successes in aEl
partis in 1885* "iNVlNCIBIifc,' iBlCYcLi:

The Surrey Machiijists' Co., Ld., Iriviricible Cycle Works, 129, Gt. Suffolk St., Boro', London, S.E.

New Illustrated Catalogues on application. Cahhiet Ph'ttns, 4d. each, -
. * .\ . .

SAFETY BICYCL
(BEALE & STRAWS PATENT).

The longest dstance »vfr ridden in one day, viz.. 266i
miles in 24 hours, wa? en a 46in. "J-aoiie." The
Jonfest continuous jourriey ever made on a machire, viz.,

3,050 miles in 19 conscculire days, v as ridden on
a 40in. " Facile." More " one day" rides of 200 u iles and
upwards have been made on ihe "Facile" than en nny
other macbJEe. A'l are invited to try the "Facile" by
hiring ore for a month, on terms stated in Descriptive
Parcphlet, free on application.

SOLE I?IAI\VFACTUBERS:

ELLIS & CO., LTD.,
47, FARRINGDON ROAD {^"UtIt), LONDON, E.C. TRADE MARK.

MAPS FOR CYCLISTS.
GEORGE PHILIP & SON have just published a complete series of County

Maps specially prepared for Cyclists. They shovr the Main Roads, distinctly
coloured; the Dangerous Hills in three different degrees; places where C.T.C.
Consuls and Hotels may be found and where machines may be repaired.

Bedford Derby Huntingdon Northampton SilSofX

Berks Devon Kent Northumberland Warwick
Buckingham Dorset Lancashire Nottingham .Westmoreland
Cambridge Durham Leicester and Oxford Wiltshiie
Chephire Essex Rutland Shropehire Worcester
Cornwall Gloucester Lincoln Somerset YBifeshire; N.W.
Country round Hampshire Middlesex Stafford Yorkshire, N.E.
London Hereford Monmouth Suffolk Yorkshire, S.W.

Cumberland Hertford Norfolk Surrey Yorkshire, S.E.
North Wales S(>utli Wales Isle of

'

Wight Isle of Man
Foldec ! in neat cloth case,^ Is. each. Mounted on cloth and in case, 2s each.' ~

.

LONDON: GEORG E PHILIP & SON, 32, FLEET STREE1r, E.G., AND ALL BOOKSELLERS, ETC.
~.^-»„^. . -

.

ILIFFE 4 SON, PRINTERS, 98, FLEET STREET, LONDON; WORKS: COVENTRY.
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H. L. CORTIS, Amateur Champion, won the 25 and 50 Miles Amateur Championship Races
on a Bicycle fitted with Bown's " JEOLUS" Ball Bearings, beating record time.
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Patent^OLUS Ball

Bearings

FRONT WHEELS, BACK WHEELS, AND PEDALS OFi
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

Are universally Adjustable, Dust or Dirt Proof, require but slight
Lubrication, and conseoLuently are the most Durable Bearings yet

introduced.
As a proof of their vast fuperioi-iti/, all the principal Amateur and Professional Bicycle Baces

have been ivon hy the use of these celebrated Bearings.

FRONT WHEEL BEARINGS.

Elevation. Section. Front View with Cap removed

BACK WHEEL BEARINGS.

WILLIAM BOWN,
308, SUMMER LANE, BIRMINGHAM,

SOLE PROPRIETOK AND MAKER.

N.B.—Manufacturer of erery description of Fittings for Bicycles, and Stanipin»«
in Iron and .Steel for !i>anic.
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Bown's Patent "^OLUS" Ball Bearings are admitted to be by far the best as regards durability,
easy adjustment, or attaining great speed, and requiring less lubrication than all others.



ADVERTISEMENTS.

CHEAPEST FINEST AND BEST MACHINES IN THE MARKET.

"Champion Safety."

BICYCLES :

TIi3 Champion Safety.

PRICE £10 10s.

Nancy Lee & Nonsuch

TRICYCLES

:

Paragon and

Flying Scud.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS FOR CASH

OR ON EASY TERMS.
Lists and all information Free.> "Flying Scud."

COOPER KITCHEN, Manager.
CITY OFFICES AND SHOW ROOMS:

Tower Chan]bers, Moorgate St. ; & Albioi] place, Loijdon Wall, E.G.

A Large Stock of Second-hand Machines, in Excellent Condition, on Sale or Hire.

PRESS NOTICES ON THE

MbeelMorlb
FOR JULY.

-: o :

—

'•With the present month commences a new series of
the Wheel World, an iUusfcrated magazine devoted to
bicych'ng and tricychng matters. In appearance it

will compare with any of the almost innumerable
monthlies, and travellers on wheels may be proud of
it. It proves itself what it aspires to be—a thoroughly
representative publication. The contents are charm-
ingly varied, but all apropos of the special character of
the magazine. It gives much valuable advice and
information on the management of the machine, and
we wish we could compel all who travel on wheels to
subscribe to and diligently peruse it, for we are sure it

would greatly improve the tone, temper, and manners
of bicyclists, and immensely increase their popularity
with the pedestrian portion of the public. The editor
has our heartiest wishes for its success."

—

Nottingham
Daily Guardian.

" The best advocate for cycling yet brought before
the pubUc."

—

Lady's Pictorial.
" Just such a publication as all cyclists will be pleased

with."

—

Hants Observer.
" Nicely got up in every respect."—TTesfern Figaro.
" We consider the magazine an excellent one."

—

Wakefield Echo.
" A capital illustrated monthly magazine."

—

Western
Daily Mercury.
" A large amount of useful information and amuse-

ment."— JFi?idsor and Eton Gazette.

i

The July Number scut post free, as speciiiieu,
on receipt of six stain ps. Annual 8ii^>scriptiou

.Six !!!>liillins;s.

LONDON : ILIFFE & SON, 98, FLEET STREET, E.G.

47, QUEEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER,

LONDON, W.

Illustrated Price Lists post free on
application.
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Ttje Mile Handicap,

first prize, ten gns.,

at >Vstoij, May 16th,

woij by a youtl] of 18

years, "witlj ridicu-

lous ease" (see news-

papers).

ON THE ROAD.
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"At last she rose. and. drawing the curtains, looked out into the nightEverything was calm and guiET."
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TRUE TILL DEATH.

A NOVEL.

CHAPTER XVL,

GOOD NEWS.

The bicycle men had just returned when

Charley walked down the street. After some

difficulty he succeeded in prevailing on Tom
to come with him. Tom indeed had promised

himself a merry evening in the hotel parlour

to wind up the day's proceedings, but Charley

was importunate, for it was very likely that,

had the wind-up commenced, the participants

would have gone on winding up for an in-

definite time.

As they walked through the street Tom
said in a very earnest voice, " I have just

heard something that will interest you,

Charley."
" What is it ?" Beverly replied indifferently.

Tom's news did not always impress the

listener as deeply as it did himself.

" Hughes (the senior clerk in the office)

told me this morning that there was a possi-

bility of his getting the Banton agency, and if

he does you have a dead certainty of his

post."
" By Jove ! Melton, that is news !" Beverly

cried, now all attention. "Are you quite

sure of this ?"

" Quite sure. Hughes told me himself

just as we were about to start for the ride.

I met him in the post-office, and he said I

was not to mention it to anyone but you, so

I did not tell the others."

" I say. Melton, if I get this "

" I wish to heaven you may, old fellow !"

Tom said, grasping Charley's hand.

"Thank you, I am sure you do."

Charley pressed his friend's hand, and they

hurried up the street. He felt so anxious to

see Amy and tell her—how happy it would
make her

!

Should he tell her though ? Suppose it

turned out a mistake ? Better wait and see.

No, he could not wait, he must tell her—it

must not turn out a mistake.

The girls were looking very pretty. The
sea breeze had touched their faces with a

warmer tint than they usually wore, and the

change was an improvement.

Tom's announcement was the absorbing

topic during the inevitable tea. Nothing

could be done in Arkford without the assist-

ance of that ingredient. It was tea from

morning to night—tea all day and every day.

Charley wanted to tell the news, but one

might as well rob Tom of his purse as deprive

him of the luxury of telling his own story.

Much better, indeed, for the chances were

that, though you might take his purse, you

certainly would not in the process take much
of his cash.

" Now, Charley, let me tell it," he pleaded,

and the permission was cheerfully accorded.

After all, he had the best right to tell it, for

was he not the first to learn it ? A circum-

stantial account of his meeting with Mr.

Hughes in the post-office ; what he (Hughes)

said, and what he (Melton) said on different

subjects, and a variety of other irrelevant

matter was discoursed on, with the effect ot

greatly trying the patience of the auditors.

He finished this address by introducing with

great ceremony Mr. Charles Beverly, senior

clerk in the office of Mr. Spriggins.

Charley liked the introduction—it sounded

very nice—and he looked at Amy with a

beaming countenance. He felt himself
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growing quite benevolent all at once. His

views on some politico-economic points were

a little strained, he decided; they were all

very well when in a position of less responsi-

bility—very good as boy's nonsense—but

now—ahem !

" I shall be his wife," Amy thought. " His

wife—Charley's wife, Charley's wife," she

Slid to herselfagain and again. She revelled

ii the words; calling herself his darling, his

own darling, and ever so many more pretty

names.

When Tom had finished Charley was not

displeased that she did not speak ; she had

looked at him, and that was enough. It told

him all he wanted to know.
" Nothing is settled yet," Charley said at

length ;
" but if Hughes really gets the ap-

pointment I am next in seniority, and am
almost sure of succeeding him, in which case

we shall have some very high times. Won't

we, Tom ?"

" Of course we shall," Tom answered, and

immediately commenced planning in all

seriousness an elaborate festivity which

would pretty nearly account for the first

year's income of the new senior clerk.

When he had settled the disbursement of

Charley's money satisfactorily, Tom finished

by stipulating for a small loan for his own

convenience, and Charley heartily consented

to the request.

"You are a nice girl," Beverly said to

Jeannie Melton, who was sitting demurely in

a corner, looking over an illustrated paper
;

" you have not even wished me success."

" I do wish you success, Mr. Beverly."

She generally called him Charley.

" Then why did you not say it before. Miss

Melton ?" he said, in a teazing way. He
always called her Jeannie.

" Never mind her, Beverly," Tom said

laughingly. " When you get the job, and

take Hughes's cottage, and wear a tall hat

on Sundays, and all that, she will be civil

enough to you. She is only afraid of com-

mitting herself lest you should be done out

of it."

" I wish you would not talk in that way,

Tom," Jeannie exclaimed, quite angrily,

much to the astonishment of her brother,

who had not meant to annoy her in the

smallest degree, and who would not do so

for any consideration.

" Don't be angry, sis., I was only chaffing,"

he said, going over to her.

Jeannie had some household matter to

attend to, and left the room abruptly. She
did not return until Charley was taking his

leave, and if her manner was a little strange,

it was not observed in the general happiness

and excitement which had resulted from the

news brought by Tom.
" I wonder how that horrid Mr. Sinton

will like it ? " Amy inquired, with a shade of

triumph in her voice.

" Who cares how he likes it ? " Charley

answered contemptuously.
" I declare, that reminds me that old

Smith had the duffer up to dinner to-day,"

Tom exclaimed, with an awkward sense of

saying a disagreeable thing.

There was a pause, and then Charley drew
a deep breath, and said good-night in a queer,

abstracted way.

CHAPTER XVII.

PETER UNHAPPY.

An unhappy man was Peter Jones, as

unhappy a man as Peter well could be with-

out forfeiting his claim to the unusual

quantum of common sense with which he
was, and considered himself to be, furnished.

He kept much to himself, and Mrs. Jones

found that, no matter how furiously the

people of Arkford raged, or how many vain

things they imagined, her son took not a

shadow of interest in them. She was ac-

customed to favour him at breakfast with a

fairly complete resume of the local doings,

but Peter, having ears (and pretty large

ones too), heard not : he lived apart in his

own thoughts.

Nelly, an affectionate child who took less

pains to render the lives of those around her

miserable than did the most of her contem-

poraries, was inconsolable for two days after

Amy's dismissal, when she transferred her

affections to a kitten presented by a

diminutive admirer. Peter and she be-

came closer companions than they had ever

been before, and they walked out by the

riverside very often as the evenings became
mild and long. To be sure, they met Amy
Rentford once in a while, and Amy could

not help stopping to speak to the little one,

for whom she had the tenderest regard.

Had not the child been the plague of her

life for two years ?

During these interviews, Peter talked for

a minute or two with Miss Rentford, and
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these meetings were the end and aim of his

life. His conduct was mentioned to Mrs.

Jones, but for some time she thought it

better not to speak to Peter on the subject.

Mrs. Brown had spoken to him about the

matter before a select coterie, and Peter had

answered her quite rudely—so rudely, indeed,

Ihat the good lady was quite dumbfounded,

and eventually she declared her intention of

resenting the affront in the most marked

way. It did not occur to her, however, to

adopt the plan of staying away from the

Lodge—perhaps that would not have been

sufficiently marked.

Peter never troubled Miss Rentford with

any allusion to his proposal, nor did he offer

to renew the subject. He met her with great

friendliness, but nothing more, and Amy had

almost forgotten that he had ever wished for

a closer relationship, and she found that

friendliness very pleasant. He was not

equally friendly with Beverly; he must draw

a line across his good nature somewhere,

and he seemed inclined to draw it at Charley

Beverly. The latter did not seek to continue

the misunderstanding which had arisen be-

tween them, but went as far as his high spirit

would allow him in making amende to Peter.

Perhaps this was the magnanimity born of

success in a certain matter. Jones would

have none of it, and doubtless his stiffness

was owing to his failure in the same concern.

He was changing greatly, was growing

restless and discontented, whereas he had
formerly been the ideal of easy satisfaction.

He commenced to inveigh against the

dulness of Arkford, and the monotony of

existence in it, instead of advocating the

very opposite view of the place, as he was
accustomed to. Mrs. Jones, indeed, re-

ceived no small perturbation from the

reports furnished by her special corre-

spondents as to the ultimate intentions of

her son. She could not get him to refer

definitely to his new theories of the charms
of life on the Pampas, in the Sahara, at the

North Pole, or elsewhere in her presence,

and she worried herself all the more on that

account.

She was blessed, or cursed, with an active,

vigorous mind which, directed to some
tangible channel, would have spent its force

therein, but in Arkford there were no
channels for her mind, and therefore she

was obliged to manufacture some. She
was, in consequence, if the paradox will be

allowed, never so happy as when she was

miserable over some real or supposed mis-

fortune. It lifted her out of the tiresome

groove and gave her a new interest. The
pleasure of a more fortunately-situated

woman in the last novel, or a coming ball,

was hers in the current grievance. She saw
that Peter was not quite happy, and it was
too bad of him to so selfishly deny her a

share in the novelty.

But Peter was such a strange fellow, so

entirely unlike other men. When stocks

fell he was never disagreeable to his mother;

when his umbrella turned inside out on a

windy day he did cot, with malice afore-

thought, cut the nose off his sister's doll, and
when the select vestry rejected his motion

he did not curse the servants—bless you, he

never even kicked the cat. In the first place,

he would have derived no manner of conso-

lation from these things, and in the second

he would not have accepted such consolation

had they possessed it.

He had so much manliness in his rather

unprepossessing person—or so much com-

mon sense.

CHAPTER XVIII.

AN UNEXPECTED ARRANGEMENT.

The office ! Have we not too long neg-

lected that interesting establishment, and
forgotten that there was such a thing in life

as an office ? Whereas, in so many lives

not only is there such a thing as an office,

but there is little or nothing else. Nothing

else through all the glad, bright spring, the

full summer days, the waning autumn
shadows, the winter's icy breath. Nothing

else whilst hearts are young and gay, and so

hopeful; nothing else when they are grown,

and strong, and so bitterly changed and
hopeless ; nothing else when they are sicken-

ing, world-worn, office-worn, failing; nothing

else when they are weary, and old, and
dying.

What an insatiable maw has this same
griffin ! How many bright young lives have
been trampled out under his iron heel, how
many laughing eyes has he dimmed, how
many living hearts turned to stone, how
many human hopes blasted, how many
sweethearts torn asunder, wives half-clad,

and children half-starved I War, famine

and pestilence slay their thousands ; he
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slays his tens of thousands. War, famine

and pestilence give their victims short

shrift and speedy release ; his victims are

slowly done to death, broken Hmb by limb,

hope by hope, feeling by feeling, on his cruel

wheel. War, famine and pestilence claim

their toll, kill their chosen, and bury them
decently ; he only kills men's souls, and

leaves their empty, spiritless bodies to

wander in ghoulish existence, a parody and

a pretence ; to seem to be wiiat they are not,

to live when they are dead. Whited sepul-

chres are his victims—without they are not

unfair to behold, within they are all rotten-

ness and dead men's bones.

The office was in an unusual state of

commotion this morning—the senior clerk

had been promoted, as was expected, and

there was no small stir over the matter.

The vacancy, which was a prize in its way,

for it carried a salary that a man could live

on respectably, would fall to Charley Beverly,

everyone said, and Charley himself, though

he professed much doubt and felt great dis-

quiet, was secretly certain of success. They
all knew that Mr. Smith, the manager of the

office, held the appointment in his disposal,

and they were also aware that he never

delayed over anything ; so when the news
of the promotion of the present head clerk

was spread, it was only a question of a

couple of hours till his successor would be

appointed.

Charle}' did his best to look cool and in-

different, but it was only a sorry attempt.

The stake was too great, his whole life would

be influenced by what happened in the next

two hours, and another's life as well. Things

are only great and important in proportion

as oneself is small and unimportant.

At last the great ultimatum was delivered.

It was listened to with bated breath.

" Mr. Sinton, you will take up Mr. Hughes's

duties."

" Thank you, sir, I am very much obliged,"

Mr. Sinton said.

" And, j\lr. Melton, you can go on with

Mr. Sinton's work," the manager added.

Then it was all settled, and work was re-

sumed, and everything went on as usual,

and no one appeared very much affected, or

even interested. Charley Beverly totted up
and ruled off and wrote away in his ordi-

nary method, making no more errors than
the average. His lips were dry, and there

was an odd wild flash in his eyes, but
nothing more.

" It is a beastly shame," more than one of

the fellows said, " that Beverly did not get

the post ; better man than Sinton any day."
" I always thought old Smith liked him,"

remarked another.

" So he does ; and I could see he felt sore

when he was giving it to Sinton," said a

third.

"Well, why the devil did he give it to

him ?" Melton asked bitterly.

" I'll tell you why," the first speaker said ;

" Sinton is a sneaking, tell-tale cad, and
that is why he has got it ; and that is why,

by-and-bye, old Spriggins will make him
manager here when Smith retires."

The verdict, wholly inaccurate as it was,

received general acceptance and approval.

Sinton, no doubt, was a fair speciman of the

undesi able type of humanity which the

speaker had declared him. But he got on in

the world by making himself useful to it.

The disagreeable qualities mentioned are

not of much assistance in that enterprise,

nor, indeed, of the least hindrance.

On leaving the office that evening Charley

went straight to the Meltons, and asked Amy
to come out with him. She was soon ready,

and they walked by the riverside, following

the bank seawards. Charley talked on ordi-

nary subjects, too evidently making an

appearance of cheerfulness he did not

possess, till the girl turned and said to him

—

" Charley, tell me what it is."

" Sinton has got the appointment."
" I am so sorry for you," was all she could

say, and they were silent for some minutes,

when she spoke again.

" It is so hard on you, Charley, after all

your disappointments in those other things

you tried for."

" It is hard. Amy." How hard his white

face told.

" I wonder if you will ever succeed ?" then

hastily, "You will succeed; you must suc-

ceed, sooner or later."

"I don't know, darling; it seems as if

everything I do has a curse over it," he said

bitterly. " Every effort I make would surely

succeed, only I am just a month too late or

a fortnight too soon, or a couple of years too

old or six months too young. I wonder why
they are so particular about a year in a

fellow's age m everything ? Is there any

mystic utility in being exactly three days

older or younger than another man that they

make such a fuss about it ?"

" I can't think why it is, Charley ; but ther
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are so many things that are so hard and cruel.

I suppose it is all for the best."

" Now, Amy, darling, don't talk that cant

to me," he answered quickly. " I am sick

of it." Then he went on, with a passionate

thrill in his voice—" It is a creed that is ad-

mirably suited to those model people who
are quite satisfied—perfectly contented with

the best of everything—but it is a doctrine

that does not suit the balance of us folk by

a long way. It is a capital idea for old

Spriggins, in his yacht in the Mediterranean,

and for such as he, for whom no manner of

change can come but for the worse. Of
course, all's for the best to them, and it is all

for the best, I suppose, and not to be

grumbled at that other human beings must

starve, and strive, and grovel in rags and

squalor—^but I say it is a lie. And it's all for

the best that you and I should love each

other, and could be so gloriously happy with

each other if we only had money, and must

be so miserable without each other because

we have none. 1 say again, it is a lie, it is

not for the best ; and if it were for the worst

I want you all the same, and I will have you !"

He stopped suddenly, and took the girl in

his arms and kissed her passionately. His

vehemence frightened her, and she trembled

and begged him to let her go.

" Charley, do not go on so, it makes me so

unhappy to hear you," she said.

" Pardon me. Amy, I shall not give way
to my temper again, but you know it is so

long since we began this waiting, and waiting,

and we have gone on waiting so patiently,

and trying to make the best of everything,

that you cannot wonder if I sometimes lose

heart."
" We can only hope," she said.

" Hope, Amy—hope is the self-delusion of

fools."

" No, Charley, it is the heaven-sent help

to brave natures
;
perhaps you will yet be

able to say that it was good for you you

were disappointed now."
"Well, darling, I shall notdiscaurage you,

but I confess your temperament is sanguine

beyond comprehension. I fancy you would

tell me, should I fall and break my arm, that

I was not so much unfortunate in so doing

as fortunate in that it was not my neck, and,

therefore, instead of deploring the accident,

I should rejoice at it. I say I was unlucky

to break my arm, and whoever likes can
break their necks."

" You always get the better of me in an

argument, Charley, so I shall talk no more,

or presently you would commence that

dreadful political economy, and you know
that always frightens one so," she added,

with unaffected alarm.
" Why does it frighten you. Amy ?"

" It seems to unsettle all my ideas so

much."
" For example," Charley said—and Amy

saw with dismay that he was away on his

hobby —-"you think it, of course, a pitiful

thing to see fourteen children barefooted in

the snow, and you think it a disposition of

Providence, and you maintain that these

bootless ones and their parents should give

thanks that they have been denied those very

necessary resources of civilisation, and ack-

nowledge the wisdom and final purpose of

the arrangement. Rubbish ! The fourteen go

without because a lucky one has got fifteen

pairs, and the sooner the others cease

giving thanks for their own afflictions the

better it will be for them."
" I wish you would not talk like that,

Charley," she said piteously, and he yielded

to her. Then she spoke to him so cheerfully

that he was comforted, and they were soon

talking quite pleasantly.

Just as they turned to go back he said,

" You are the best girl in the world. Amy,
and you are worth"

" Waiting for," she put in for him,

whereupon he kissed her again.

CHAPTER XIX.

AN HOUR OF NEED.

" Yes, dear, it is very hard indeed,"

Jeannie Melton said, when she had heard

Amy's story.

" And you know Charley is so good," Amy
continued. " I know he only feels it on my
account. I remember before he—before we
—you know what I mean, Jeannie ?"

Jeannie nodded.
" Well, he used to be so contented and

happy, and I believe he would have been

like that always ; for I noticed that just as I

fancied he was growing to like me he

changed so much, and now I am so miser-

able. I feel as if I were to blame for it all."

" I don't know that," Jeannie said, " I

think he brought it on himself."

" Of course I do not mean that I tried to

make him like me," Amy hastily said ; " but
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I am so sorry for having been the means of

making him unhappy," thinking, as she

always did, first for him.
" Have you made him altogether un-

happy?" Jeannie presently asked, looking

reflectively into the fire.

" I hope not, Jeannie—at least he often

says he never knew what happiness was till

we met. There has been so much pain with

our happiness that I sometimes think it

would have been better for him he had never

seen me."
" I don't," Jeannie said, still staring into

the fire.

Amy felt glad to hear that, and she put

her arm round Jeannie's neck in a loving

way. " You are such a good little soul,

Jeannie, you do help me so much."
" Not more than you deserve, dear,"

Jeannie answered.
" And do you really think now," Amy

pursued, eager to hear again the pleasant

words—"do you really think that the happi-

ness of love would repay him for all he has

lost ?"

" What did he lose?" Jeannie asked.

Amy was slightly puzzled for a moment.
" Well, you remember I told you how

happy and contented he used to be, and I

know that now he is often very miserable."

" I don't think he is so very miserable,"

Jeannie said.

" Indeed he is," Amy assured her friend.

" If you only knew, Jeannie," andjthere was
now a ring of sore pain in her voice, " how
miserable it is to be with one you love as I

love him, to be with him so much, and feel

that perhaps you can never be any more
than a stranger to him."

" I think it is not so bad as to be without

him," Jeannie replied quietly, and Amy felt

the truth of her words keenly, and gave a

little shiver, as for a moment there passed

over her mind a shadow that told her she

might yet know that wretchedness.

She did not speak for some time, and

Jeannie, fearing she had troubled her, tried

to change the subject. Amy answered only

in vague monosyllables. She was thinking

of this trial which was to come upon her life,

thinking how she would ever bear it, how she

would ever be able to meet that face to face

which, even though it were seen as through

a glass darkly, yet seemed to press the very

life out of her. By-and-bye she recovered,

and the two girls talked on general subjects.

Amy clung to her companion in a helpless

way, and would not allow her to leave her
sight for a moment. Jeannie knew that her

help was wanted, and, like a true friend, gave
it to the best of her power. It was not, per-

haps, very much to do, to merely consent to

spend the whole evenmg discussing the

worldly prospects of Mr. Charles Beverly, and
perhaps it may not have been very hard to do,

but she did her best, and did it ungrudgingly,

and verily she shall have her reward.

The two pence which a certain Samaritan

gave in charity, though a larger proportionate

sum than the exceedingly moderate cash

value now attached to these coins, was not

even then a magnificent gift, but he passed

not by on the other side of the way.

When the girls were parting for the night,

Amy could not help saying

—

" Jeannie, dear, you have been so good to

me to-day I don't know how to thank you.

I don't know what I should do without you."
" I did not do very much for you," Jeannie

answered.
'* Yes, you did, ever so much for me—

I

shall never forget how much. Good night

—good night," and they separated.

Amy was worn out with the trouble and

excitement of the day, and, contrary to her ex-

pectations, was soon sleeping soundly, whilst

hours after Jeannie Melton lay on her bed,

dressed as when she had said " good night."

She lay there tossing restlessly, and now
and then moaning in low, wailing sobs. At

last she arose, and, drawing the curtains,

looked out into the night. Everything was

calm and quiet. Myriads of stars shone

brightly over the great black arc. She

looked up at them wondering ; looked at the

dark space in which the mighty worlds were

strewn, and there came over her a strange

numbness—a feeling of helplessness weighed

her down and crushed her. A moment
before she had felt herself someone—some-

thing ; now an atom—nothing. She had no

hope in life. What if such a miserable little

creature should have none in death ? Could

the great Monarch of all those countless

millions of spheres—greater in number than

the sands by the sea-shore—ever listen to her

small voice, or think of her small soul ? A
dark dread swept over her.

Suddenly she gasped, " God help me—

I

shall go mad !" Then she threw herself on

her knees and prayed for strength and help.

Long and earnestly she prayed, for she knew

that if He to whom she knelt would not help

her other helper had she none.
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CHAPTER XX.

MISTAKEN IDENTITY.

Next morning Jeannie had dark rings

below her eyes, and presented altogether

such a woe-begone appearance that Amy
was much grieved for her. As the morning

advanced, however, she improved, and by

noon the traces of sleeplessness and fatigue

had passed away.
" I wonder will Charley come up to-day ?"

Amy asked, by way of introducing the sub-

ject, in the consideration of which she pro-

posed to pass the remainder of the day.

Truly, love is blind, and, equally true, it is

remarkably selfish.

" I am sure he will come," Jeannie

answered. " He comes nearly every day, and

I am sure he will come to-day."

"I hope he may," Amy said, with a loving,

longing, li'aiting sigh.

Sighing is infectious, and Jeannie followed

suit.

The usual variety of soft woolly material,

with which most girls are supplied, was

scattered around, and they were busily

engaged on this when Mrs. Melton came

into the room at any time, and immediately

ceased when she left. There are some sub-

jects—or at least one subject—the discussion

of which cannot be hampered even by the

knitting of a stocking.

In the evening Tom came in from the office,

and received effusive greeting. The good

fellow was quite flattered by the cordiality

of his reception, and mentally set down and

totted up Amy in the general sum of his

former conquests, though all the time he was

only shining in a reflected glory.

He was eagerly questioned about the

events of the office, whether there was any-

thing further said about the promotion of

Sinton, and so forth.

" Oh, that is all past and gone long ago,"

he answered, giving the impression that the

circumstance had occurred six months since,

instead of the day before. Afterwards he

proceeded to give his sister and Miss Rent-

ford a complete history of a meeting which

had taken place amongst the cycling men in

Arkford for the purpose of forming a club.

" Why should not Arkford have a club ?"

everyone asked, and everyone replied by the

further query, " Why not ?"

So they had a meeting, of which Tom
gave a very amusing description to the girls.

beginning with the first row, which consisted

in a hotly-disputed contention as to the

claims of no less than four persons for the

chairmanship of the proceedings.
" The fact is," said Tom, " everyone in

the place wanted to be chairman, and that is

the reason they opposed everyone who was
nominated."

" Did you make a speech, Tom ?" the girls

asked, with interest.

" Did I make a speech ?" he repeated, with

a look of amazement. " Well, I should say

I did just make a speech— I don't mind add-

ing that I made a dozen of speeches."
" Oh ! that was grand. What did you

say r

" I said," Tom began pompously, but

stopped quickly. "I said," he repeated, less

confidently—" I am hanged if I know now
what I said, but you may be certain it was
good."

" I am sure it was," Amy assented. " Did

you think of any resolution to propose ?"

" I thought of dozens. I was full of reso-

lutions, as the saying is."

" I hope they were passed."
" Some of them only," Tom admitted.
" How was that ?"

" Oh ! everyone was spouting away, and
no one listened to anyone but himself ; so I

proposed several resolutions, which they said

were all humbug, and they would not believe

even that I was serious in proposing them

—

negatived them without a division, in fact.

I determined to have some of my ideas

carried out, and when the money for the pre-

liminary expenses was collected—it only

came to thirteen and sixpence.— I proposed a

drink out of it."

" Of course that was carried ?"

" By acclamation. By the way, as I came
up the street I saw Beverly in close conver-

sation with that fellow Jones."

Great interest among the girls—work
dropped, needles put away, deep attention.

Tom had told all he had to tell, and ap-

peared to consider that the subject did not

call for further remark.

Disappointment, hesitation, resolution.

" I did not think they were friends," Amy
remarked, making deliberate but necessarily

unsuccessful attempts to thread a needle at

the wrong end.

" Neither did I," Tom answered promptly*

A little more disappointment and expecta-

tion, and then Tom showed signs of speaking,

and happiness was restored.
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" He is a deuced queer fish, to be sure."

"Oh! Tom." Amazement, horror!

" How can you say that ?"

" Why can't I say it ?" he rephed, answer-

ing, as usual, one question by asking another,

and looking puzzled. " There is nothing ex-

tremely difficult in saying it, and he is a

deuced queer fish."

Was ever aught like this ?

Tom looked from one to the other, and,

perplexed b\ I heir shocked faces, he tried to

clear up the difficulty.

" I don't say he is a bad fellow—indeed, I

know he is not, but he is a regular rum one

to look at."

This was too bad. Amy felt inclined to

cry, Jeannie to scold her brother.

" I believe he has a special aversion to

me," Tom went on.

" Oh, Tom !
!"

" But I say he has," Tom insisted, annoyed

to find that every sentence he uttered was
objected to. " I assure you I am quite in-

different as to what the old moke may think

of me, with his umbrella, and his tall hat,

and "

Great laughter, much blushing, and Tom
was more puzzled than ever. He looked

from one to another for a time, and then a

long whistle proclaimed his enlightenment,

and he joined heartily in the laughter.

" Oh ! you are a nice pair, indeed you are,"

he shouted ; ''he means no one in the world

but Charley Beverly," and he made believe

to pull Amy's ears—" and you sly little rogue,"

he said, going over to his sister, " who would

have thought you were spooney, too ?"

" I wish you would not go on with that

nonsense," Jeannie answered quite crossly.

Beverly was soon afterwards announced,

and after the usual greetings he immediately

said

—

" That fellow Jones is a queer fish."

" Oh, Charley !" Tom ejaculated, looking

hard at the girls.

Charley seemed surprised, and then said,

unconsciously using Melton's words, " He
may not be a bad fellow, but he is a queer

one to look at."

" What was he talking to you about this

evening?" Tom presently asked.

" Nothing particular," Charley answered,

apparently not caring to refer further to the

subject.

" Charley's visit had not the enlivening

effect on the party that the girls expected.

He was moody and silent, and his low spirits

very soon infected Tom, and rendered that

usually voluble talker as quiet as himself.

Amy noticed that he was pale and
wretched-looking, and she thought to com-
fort him by pressing his hand furtively as he
passed her to look at a photograph which
was under inspection. For the first time she
received no answering pressure.

She felt hurt—it was the first time he had
treated her so, and she thought of growing
angry, but he seemed so utterly downhearted
and miserable she could not be too hard on
him. She had never loved him half so much
as now. She longed to be alone with him,

that she might pet him, and let him talk as

much nonsense to her as he wished, and so

comfort and console him. She only could

comfort him she told herself, and rightly

;

but she did not know that the time was
surely coming when even her power over

him must wane.

When this thing we call the world is

matched against only a woman's loving

heart it generally wins in the end— 'tis such
cruel odds.

Beverly did not stay very long, and his de-

parture was rather a relief. Amy tried to

speak to him a moment before he left.

" I wish to see you to-morrow, Charley."
" Very well. Amy, shall I come here ?"

" No, meet me by the shore, you know the

place."

" I do."

Would he give her never a word of sym-

pathy or kindness ? He seemed so careldss,

she almost regretted she had asked him;
still he looked so thoroughly heartsick she

forgave him at once.
" Do you not care to see me, Charley ?"

" Of course I care."
•' You have an altered way of expressing

your feelings."

*' Naturally, for I have an altered way ot

feeling."

She looked right into his eyes, and quickly

read that in one thing he was not changed.
" I do not understand you, Charley. Do

you mean that you have ceased to care for

me as you did once ?"

" That was not my meaning, though in a

sense it would be true also. I have ceased

to care for you as I once did, because I care

for you to-night ten thousand times more
than I ever cared for man or woman."
He spoke in a low voice, for Melton and

his sister were standing near, but every

word was uttered with distinct emphasis.
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" You used to help me so much, Charley,

and give me so much courage, and tell me to

be brave. Won't you try and bear up

better ?—for my sake, Charley ?"

" It is for your sake that I cannot bear up

—

only for your sake." His voice had a slight

tremor in it as he said this.

Melton and his sister seeing them talking

considerately gave their, attention to the

adjustment of the fire, and Amy waited a

moment or two before speaking, and tried to

think of something hopeful and cheering to

say. It was hard to find anything hopeful

to say to him as he stood looking at her

fixedly, almost stolidly.

She put on a little smile, and said as

brightly as she could

—

" You are not giving up yet, Charley, are

you ?"

" Not exactly—I have given up," he an-

swered.

Poor Amy still essayed to reason with

him, and said rather weakly, though it was
meant to be in a very heroic style

—

" If I were a man I should never give

in."

" Bother—/am only a clerk!" he answered

rudely, but the big blue eyes opened so won-

deringly, that he immediately repented and
apologised, and asked her not to be put out

by his stupid growling, and a great deal

more besides. Afterwards neither could tell

very clearly how they had parted. Amy
made a resolution that night which she

vowed to carry out to the bitter end. She

did carry it out, though it cost her dear, and

the end was indeed very bitter.

(To be continued.)

> • <

A DINNER WITH A LUNATIC.

The interest of travelling through Nor-

way is of the most varied and delightful

character. There are mountains to climb

if one is ambitious of getting up in the world,

there are waterfalls innumerable, compared

with which those of the Alps are insignificant,

and the charm of contact with a simple and

honourable people. On the last occasion I

visited this magnificent country I had the

additional enjoyment of a bicycle tour over

fairly good roads connecting various lakes or

fjords with each other. It is scarcely possible

to go a dozen miles up the West Coast of

Norway without finding an arm of the sea

that must be crossed. At such places, if

there is no steamer, and there often is, there

will be a boat station, appointed by Govern-

ment, and rowing boats will be obtainable.

As the scenery surrounding these fjords is

of the grandest description, the enforced

rest of sitting in the stern of the boat with

the bicycle athwart the bows while a couple

of stalwart rowers are pulling you along is

very agreeable.

The following incident might have had a

somewhat unpleasant ending but for the

facilities of a rapid retreat offered by my
trusty steed.

I had been deposited at S , on the

shores of the lovely Stor Fjord, by a local

steamer, very early in the morning of July

24th last, and after devoting a couple of hours
to sketching, and another two or three to a

run along the road by the waterside, I had
returned to the hotel and stowed my
"Facile" away. I was strolling listlessly

about the little village wondering where I

could get a secluded but easily accessible

spot for a swim, when a rather stout, middle-

aged man came up to me and began, in the

usual fashion, with, " You are an English-

man ? " " Yes," I said, and after a pause, I

asked if he could tell me the best place for

a bathe.

Bathing in the fjord evidently formed no
part of his daily routine, for he could give

me no information on this point. " You
shall come dine with me," he said, " I talk

little English." " I see you do," I replied
;

" but, as to dinner, I have arranged to dine

at the hotel, so I had better do so."

However, he was very pressing, and
seemed disposed to take offence at my refus-

ing his invitation ; so at last I ran indoors,

and told the waitress that I was going to

dinner with Herr F .

On the way up to -the house of this gentle-

man, although we walked very slowly, Mr.

F constantly stopped, and, turning round

towards me, stared hard at me, wiping his
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forehead with his handkerchief, as though

he felt the heat, which was, however, not

very intense. It was evidently his intention

to make the most of his opportunity of talk-

ing English, and when he did not understand

my replies he shouted at me, " Talk Ger-

man !" " Dsey say your Queen very fond of

ze bottle?" "That is a lie." "How?"
"Why," I said, "it is not true, whoever says

it." " But her uncle, he was ?" "Possibly,"

I replied, " I am not concerned to say."

'•Your Queen must write under all her

Ministers do?" " You mean," I said, cor-

recting him, ^^ agree to; we do not say i^'ritc

under/' This I had to explain partly in

German, and I went on to give him my
opinion that our form of government is really

the freest in the world.

In time we arrived at his house, and he

introduced me to his wife, who, I thought,

seemed scarcely pleased to see me. Before

dinner was served, Herr F paced with

heavy tread round and round the sitting-

room, subjecting me all the while to an

examination in English history, the charac-

ters of our Sovereigns, and the principal

events of their reigns. TM}^ answers he only

imperfectly understood until I translated

them into German ; but it seemed to be his

whim to talk English, and I was aston-

ished, at any rate, to see what a

knowledge he had of the history of this

country. I could not help wondering how
many educated English people would be

able to give even half-a-dozen correct

answers if questioned on the names and

dates of the Norwegian succession. When
Mr. F told me that he had been a

" proeste "—that is, a parochial clergyman

—

but had got relieved of his office on account

of ill-health, I felt sure what I had already

begun to suspect, that the good man was

mentally disordered. The interval of con-

versation preceding dinner is sometimes

described as the " mauvais quart d'heure.'"

In my case it was particularly " mauvais,''

for the manner of my host was occasionally

almost violent, suggesting even the de-

sirability of a hasty escape on my part.

However, at length dinner was ready, to which

he and I sat down, while his wife waited

on us without taking her seat at the table.

Twice during the meal the " proeste "

jumped up and embraced his wife, but he

never invited her to sit down and dine.

" How you like my pretty little wife ?—how
old you think is she ?" " I suppose about

thirty," I said, rejoicing inwardly that the

lady evidently understood no English.

" Oh ! but you are too gallant." It seems
I had understated the age of Madame F
by about ten years.

Of course, fish formed the staple dish of

the repast, and this was followed by curds

and whey. During dinner the priest told

me that his income was an amount equal to

;^i5o, but as he was very well housed,- and
had a good garden and some meadow land,

with a horse and carriole, it is difficult to

believe that anyone with the same comforts

could do with less than ;^4oo or ;^5oo a-year

in England.

When we rose from the table, he proposed

going into the garden, and led the way, I all

the while wondering how I could get away.

We sat on either side of a small table in the

summer-house, he, with his elbows support-

ing his chin, staring hard at me for some
minutes without saying anything.

The situation was getting intolerable ; but

suddenly a happy thought occurred to me.

"You have not seen my bicycle ?" " Your
?" he evidently did not understand, so

I repeated it, substituting, however, " velo-

ciped," the word in Norsk, as in German,
for bicycle. As, however, it was a part of

Norway where such things had never been

either seen or heard of, I had still further to

explain by calling it a " riding machine."
" I will go and fetch it and show it you," I

said, and before he could stop me I was off and
on my way down to the inn. There I packed

up my knapsack, paid my bill, and mounting

my "Facile" in the presence of an admiring

crowd, rode back to Mr. F 's house.

Taking good care to leave the garden gate

wide open, I rode into and twice round the

garden, while the " prceste " and his wife

and children and servants stood on the steps

of the house looking on with amused wonder.

However, I did not intend to fall into the

good man's clutches again, so, waving my
hand to him, with " Thank you very much

—

good-bye— good-bye," I made straight for

the open gateway, and in less time than it

takes to write it, was out of sight.

Delightful Norway !—Gammle Norge — I

shall hope to revisit some day, and would
willingly traverse again the beautiful Stor

Fjord ; but in that case the little village of

S would not be one of my stopping-

places, for fear I should again be the guest

of Herr F .

—Edgar Neve, Hon. Sec. Facile B.C,
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CYCLISTS UNDER CANVAS.

The Harrogate Camp business is getting

monotonous. Camping-out on the Harrogate

principle is a delightful experience for once

;

but after once the conviction is irresistible

that the Harrogate principle is really rather

silly. The practical failure of the Tunbridge

Wells Camp this year has proven the fact

that cyclists, as a class, do not appreciate

camping-out on the Harrogate principle. I

say that the Tunbridge Wells Camp was " a

practical failure," because there were only a

few clubs, more or less attached to what is

known in Metropolitan circles as " The
Holborn-cum-Wandsworth-cum-W'est Lon-

don Tricycle Clique," participated in it. A
list of the clubs represented in the camp at

Tunbridge Wells at once dispels any supposi-

tion that it could for a moment be termed at

all representative of the Southern Counties.

I know that it was but a beginning, and that

it will probably grow annually ; nevertheless,

the truth is indisputable, the Southern

Counties cyclists have not " caught on to

the camping snap "—as our Transatlantic

friends would express it.

Just here, I stop to remark that the fore-

going observations resemble very closely the

opening lines of the " Cyclist Christmas

Number." But in the present article I am not

writing in the vein of " Our Camp ;" bat am
seriously and without exaggeration seeking

to weigh the facts as they really stand with

reference to the fashion of cyclists annually

going under canvas for four days at the

commencement of August.

I believe that I am the only cyclist who
has slept in all three of the cyclists' camps.
I slept for one night under canvas at Alex-

andra Park, for four nights at Harrogate in

1884, and for four nights at Tunbridge Wells
in 1885 ; I therefore claim to know my book.

And after making all due allowance for the

undoubted pleasure experienced by the

Harrogate campers when annually reuniting

for their social jollification, I can fully appre-
ciate the causes that prevent these camps
being participated in by any appreciable
minority— much less a majority — of the
wheel world. Let it suffice that Tunbridge
Wells aims at being for the South what
Harrogate is for the North, and the problem

is to determine whether camping-out can be
made more enjoyable than it is under the

Harrogate system.

Few of my " Wheel World" readers know
what the inner life of these camps really is.

Our weekly Press, of course, has familiarised

us with the broad outlines of the thing.

Readers of The Cyclist and The Tricyclist

have for several years found orthodox reports

describmg what clubs were in the camp at

Harrogate, what comical designations they

gave their tents, what humorous sign-boards

and burlesque notifications they posted out-

side their canvas abode, what delightfully

unconventional garb they wore, and what
gorgeous displays of bunting they sported.

We have been told of the al-fresco ablutions

performed in early morning ; of the photo-

graphic deeds done by amateur and pro-

fessional manipulators of dry - plates ; ot

the unsatisfactory catering ; of the elaborate

race-meetings and stupendous processions;

of the whisky-tippling at The Bodega and the

midnight marches back to camp ; and of the

noisy smoking-concerts which took place in

the mess-tent far into the small hours of the

morning. And the conviction induced by

these descriptions must inevitably be that

cyclists in camp obtain the major portion or

their enjoyment by dint of throwing aside

the town-bred dignity of business Hfe and
acting as so many big boys just escaped

from parental control. So it is.

How different is all this from the " camp-

ing-out" so long indulged in by boating men !

All the noise, and rioting, and discomfort of

a Harrogate Camp can scarcely do the toil-

worn business man anything like the good

that a genuine quiet camping-out up the

river affords. The fresh and bracing air

does the cycling camper a world of good,

doubtless ; but the excitement and noise

undoes a great deal of that benefit. One
club I know of, at least, has found this out

long ago, and, instead of attending the

Harrogate Camp, has started a club camp of

its own, which approaches much nearer to

my ideal of a cyclists' camp. I refer to the

Dumfries Bicycle Club, whose men know
Harrogate, and yet prefer to pitch their own
tent in a quiet nook, where they will be free
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from crowds, racing, processioning, and

Bodegas; and where they can boat, fish,

swim, shoot, and indulge in other rural pur-

suits of leisure. Thus they obtain all the

advantages of a holida}' under canvas, with-

out the absurd excitements and enervating

activity incidental to a camp whose chief

attractions consist in its dual race-meetings,

its procession, and its mob.

If asked to explain what is the one greatest

attraction of camping-out, I should say that

it is the novelty of being always on the grass.

After a spring and summer of dusty highway-

riding, and sometimes of cinder-path train-

ing, the fresh green fields come inexpressibly

soothing to the wheelman, and the uncon-

ventionality of breakfasting, lunching and

dining, as well as sleeping, under canvas, in

the same unvarying fresh air, is a pleasing

and grateful change from dwelling in the

bricks and mortar of home or hotel. While

in camp, I would do as little cycling as

possible. I would not go on rides in search

of historical lions in the vicinity, unless they

were within half an hour's easy treadling ; I

would not keep myself on the tenterhooks of

suspense lest the indulgence in sweet-doing-

nothing should be detrimental to my chances

of winning a race. I would simply " live for

the present," enjoying the delights of a holi-

day in rural solitudes, free from worry and

bother, "just doing as I jolly please." The
mob met with in a cyclists' camp ; the big

musters at meals, resulting in bad attendance

and unsatisfactory catering ; the race-meet-

ings ; the processions ; and the midnight

shouting—all these I would fly from, and

when I camp out, camp out.

I am not alone in feeling dissatisfied with

existing fashions. For example, I will quote

the comical description of his initial experi-

ences of camp life, contributed by my friend

" Nym " to Wheel Life. " Nym " had never

been to a cyclists' camp before he joined our

club party at Tunbridge Wells this year, and

he has placed on record some of his experi-

ences just as they struck him, from which a

pretty clear idea may be gleaned of what
really happened, all due allowances being

made for the very evident exaggeration upon
which " Nym " relies for the humour of his

description. I scissor this bodily, prepara-

tory to making some suggestions — upon
which my own club will probably act next

season, or, if not the club, at least several

members of it privately—whereby cyclists

Vjnder canvas may enjoy themselves more

effectually

Wells" :—
than at Harrogate or " the

IN THE DRAUGHT AT TUNBRIDGE
WELLS.

"Note me no Notelets, cart me no Cartoons !"

quoth the Nymlet last Friday night, " I will away
to the tented field to bask in the smiles of Tun-
bridge Wellian beauty, and catch violent colds in

the tent there, placed for my self-mortification by
a committee of brother cyclists." And I went.

Saturday morning, at half-past six, was ren-

dered remarkable by the spectacle of myself at

North Greenwich Pier, apparently engaged in a

desperate struggle with a big steamboat man for

the possession of a " Quadrant " tricycle and a
" Multum " bag. I was embarking, with the

assistance of a member of the steamboat execu-

tive, to ferry across the Thames.
The Kentish roads were better than could have

been expected in such dry weather, and, except

those about Farnborough and Green Street

Green, were very good. With the wind behind,

I reached Tunbridge Wells at an hour too re-

markably early to be printed in this age of dis-

belief. On the field behind that containing the

track (such a track !) were about thirty tents,

mostly decorated with bunting, of which more
was put up later on. There seemed to be scarcely

the life and go in the proceedings which might

have been expected, and great care had to be

taken in walking about the camp to avoid

stepping upon a tent peg or an amateur photo-

grapher. Some of the tent -tenants had followed

the Harrogate example and exhibited labels,

merry, wise, and otherwise, but not all. "The
Bungalow of the Awistocwatic Blenheim " ac-

commodated the tricycling club of that name,

and a little further on, past the Wandsworth
tents, was the " Spinners' Home," the occupants

of which exhibited a particularly small penwiper-

puppy at the entrance to their cobweb with the

novel legend, "Beware of the Dog." "The
Society for the Encouragement of Crime "

flourished in the tent devoted to the Jupiter

C.C. ;
" Our Scamps " was the title affixed to

the tent devoted to the Cycling Peace, Wain-
wright, and Meiklejohn, while their trade an-

nouncements ran—"The Cycling Peace. Tents

burgled by the hour, day, or job. Those con-

taining whiskey preferred." " The Cycling

Wainwright. Families murdered at their own
residences with economy and despatch. Parties

bashed." " The Cycling Meiklejohn, amateur

detective. Treasuries ransacked and Union ac-

counts cooked. So-called balance sheets to order."

" Michael Angelo Tubbs, artist in whiskey-and-

water colours. Badgers drawn and quartered.

Salaries drawn twice a day." " If you do not

see the crime you want, please ask for it. A good
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assortment of swag for disposal by private con-

tract." "Michael Angelo Tubbs " is another

pseudonym of the " Cycling Peace." These

Sybaritic desperadoes had brought down a

private sitting-room tent, furnished with table,

camp-chairs, looking-glass, spirit-stove, tea-ser-

vice, ice-jugs, biscuit-box, pictures, rug, and other

civilised conveniences. The North London T.C.

christened one tent " The Mudlarks' Mission

for the Conversion of Our Scamps," a further

notice setting forth that the committee of the

mission consisted of the Rev. H. T. Whorl-

flower, A.S.S., the Rev. G. Allgood, D.A.M.,

the Rev. A. Crank, D.T., and the Rev. W. S.

Arveigh, M.U.G. There was also a notice to the

effect that " All stray donkeys and puppies found

in the vicinity of this tent will be shot. Please

pass on." The Holborn had a good string

of four or five tents, one of which was labelled

" The Abode of the Innocents," and another,

" Mangling Done Here—No connection with

next door." This club sported a large Russian

flag, among others, probably as typical of the

large number of candles which they subse-

quently consumed in their extensive Chinese

lantern illumination. Most of the other clubs

also displayed a number of flags, " Our Scamps"
mounting a black one with a skull and cross-

bones on the day-tent.

'The Cycling Wainwright had brought down a
" Rover" safety, and, clad in white flannels and

an enormous planter's straw hat, insisted upon

learning to ride it on the grass among the tents.

The sight of his evolutions and those of his

brother criminals who were assisting him in his

exhibition, provided some hour or two's scream-

ing fun for the remainder of the camp. Terrified

men hid behind tents, under sociables and

among hedges, while these desperate ruffians

struggled with one another and the machine, and
shot forward, and toppled sideways, and swept

rows of tents off the face of the earth.

Perhaps the most prominent and ubiquitous

class of person present was the photographer.

Mr. Thomas was there, and seemed to have

several dozen cameras. His series of photo-

graphs ought to be a splendid one. W. J.

Pearce, of the Jupiter Cycling Club, must have
disbursed a small fortune in dry plates, and will

probably have to spend several months of his

existence in a dark room, developing. " Auph-
syde Crank" must have photographed every

man in the camp eight or nine times over. No
one but a very short man could possibly lie at

full length upon the grass, and stretch his limbs

without spilling cameras in every direction.

This sort of thing lasted throughout the proceed-

ings.

The meals on the first day or two were not

very good, but hungry men could eat them. On
Monday they became perfectly vile, and it was a

regular custom to go down town after every meal
to get another. Two kinds of exactly similar

liquid were served at breakfast, the distinction

without a diiTerence being that local superstition

regarded one as tea and the other as coffee.

When the waiter told me the name of my liquid,

I labelled it at once, as I am a forgetful and

abstracted man. The ham was most particu-

larly odoriferous, and anybody asking for beef

received a broken corner of what seemed remark-

ably stale horse. The way to cook eggs at Tun-
bridge Wells is to leave them in the sun for

about two minutes, and serve them up cold. The
only eatables in the camp were the biscuits in

" Our Scamps' " tent, brought in a private capacity

by an angel named Coningham. Those who
were fresh to the district, and innocent, went to

the iron basin to drink inky water out of an iron

ladle, and many a wild-eyed, choking man was
seen racing across the Colonnade to the nearest

bar to wash away the taste.

The whiskey traditions of Harrogate were but

feebly followed up, although noble exertions

were made in one or two tents to do them proper

honour. An empty whiskey bottle having been

used in one tent (never mind which) as a candle-

stick, and the candle having burnt to within an

inch of the bottle during the evening, one sports-

man—who went to bed with his hat on—was
observed in the morning attempting to draw the

cork (!) with his teeth.

When night approached a number of Chinese

lanterns were lit, and presented a very pretty

appearance, the Holborn tents coming out par-

ticularly well in this respect. " Our Scamps" and
the " Mudlarks' Mission" also had a good show,

both interior and exterior, and the Scamps came
out unexpectedly with squibs, crackers and
Roman candles.

I had never camped out before, and perhaps a

novice's impressions of the sleeping accommoda-
tion may be voted effeminate, so I will at once

state them. You are introduced to a large sack

stuffed with small sticks, and a small sack

stuffed with large ones. The man who intro-

duces you informs you that the large sack is the

bed, and that the small one is called a pillow. If

he is a committee-man he will call the sticks

which fill these sacks straw. That is because

he is a born committee-man, and naturally

facetious. Covering these abominations is a

large piece of fluffy brown felt, similar to what is

used for roofing hencoops, and afterwards

tarred. This is a blanket—I know it is a blanket,

because I heard the Hon. Sec. call it one, and he

ought to know. When you turn in^you have to

roll this thing round you, somehow, because

there is only one, and nothing else is underneath

to protect you from the small sticks in the large

sack. When you have, by severe acrobatic

exertion, accomplished this feat, and just begun
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to feel approximately comfortable, and to wonder

whether that is a caterpillar which seems to be

crawling down your back, somebody comes

marching past and says, " Er—ahem ! I see

you've got a light in there." And you reply

sleepily, and with pride at the envy your light is

inspiring, " Yes, very good light, isn't it ? Who
are you?" "Picket," is the laconic answer.

" This bounder is some freemason of the wheel,"

you think to yourself, and then say aloud,

" Indeed ! well, good night, Mr. Picket, hope

you'll sleep well—don't think I've the pleasure

of your acquaint"—— a loud laugh from an

adjoining tent interrupts you, and you begin to

have a dim recollection of some rule or another

about " pickets being on guard to see lights put

out," and when the nobleman outside tells you

to put yours out, you recollect it perfectly. Then,

if you are a law-abiding cyclist, you swear softly

and get up and blow out that light. Then you

spend the rest of the night trying to get that felt

thing on again in the dark, and you tread upon
the other fellows and spill things. If, on the

other hand, you are not a law-abiding cyclist, you

swear not softly, but loudly, and tell the picket

to put it out himself. Then the picket considers

a moment, and finally votes you a shocking out-

sider not worth annihilating, and passes on.

Soon after this you observe something which

you have not noticed before, namely, that the

tent is full of holes, and that all the draughts

seem pointing at you, and as sweet dreams of

prospective influenza and neuralgia mingle in

your exhausted mind, you—perhaps— fall asleep.

On Monday morning we were awakened by a

shout, and terrified by the sight of something in

a red dressing-gown, and with an enormous shock

wig upon the head which was thrust into the

tent. " Have some rum and milk ?" it ejacu-

lated. It was that ministering angel, W. J.

Pearce, of the Jupiter C.C., who had tumbled

out at about five o'clock on this labour of love.

We unanimously voted him a nobleman of the

first degree, and drank his rum and milk. It

was rumoured that his head-gear was the old

original Stone Wigg mentioned so frequently in

the programme.

Some malignant ruffian made a practice of

getting up at about four o'clock in the morning

and playing the harmonium and piano in the

mess- tent. If any other man had dared to leave

his large sack with the small sticks at such an un-

earthly hour, I verily believe that this miscreant's

bones would now have been bleaching upon the

tent-capped heights of Tunbridge Wells.

Among the men at camp who seemed to be

doing what they could to struggle with adverse

circumstances and make the affair a success were
Vernon Smith, Scarlett Thompson, Croydon
Roberts, T. C. Seary, Lane Campbell, and the

rest of the management. Among those who did

what they could to extract enjoyment out of the

affair were Liles and Cooper, who came down on
Saturday afternoon, Lee, Cousens, Sharp, Stan-

ners, Bromley, Faed, and Britten. Lacy Hillier

came flying over the grass into camp on Sunday
afternoon, and went back again after looking

round and sitting for an hour or two in the tent

of the Scamps. C. W. Nairn was also present on
Sunday and Monday, and Larrette looked in

once and was off again. A meet was held, and a

service on Sunday.

The races in connection with the camp were

held on a vile dustheap of a track, six laps to the

mile, and narrow in proportion, with a slope like

a Mansard roof. Fortunately, the wind blew

pretty strongly up the hill all the time, so that

matters were equalised a bit. On Saturday

about a hundred people, all told, were present,

but on Monday there were over three thousand

spectators. The management was in the hands

of men who had evidently never held office at a

race meeting before, and the waits between heats

were unconscionably long. At times, too, the

bell-ringer would forget to signal the last lap,

but he made up for this by ringing the bell a few

laps too soon in some other heats. In addition

to the open events advertised, a bicycle and a

tricycle handicap were added, open to campers

only. The times were unreliable and worthless.

So wrote " Nym "—and as a sober com-

mentary upon his mirthful but overstrained

description, I must correct the impression

of discomfort. The sleeping accommodation
was wholesome, and even comfortable.

What " Nym " calls sacks of sticks were, in

reality, beds made of thin canvas stuffed

with clean straw; not so soft as the

feather-beds on spring-mattresses to which

we are accustomed at home, but vastly more

comfortable than the plank-bed to which

somebody I could name will be condemned if

he perverts the truth in earnest as he does in

jest. With the pair of new blankets sup-

plied to each man, sleep was sound and

hearty. At any rate, I found it so, in all

three counties where I have camped out.

Fortified by a complete suit of woollen

underclothing, and the orthodox night-shirt,

I found the one pair of blankets ample to

keep me comfortably warm ; and as I am
(individually) too deaf to be disturbed by the

noises of which other campers complained,

I never slept better in my life than when in

camp at Tunbridge Wells and Harrogate.

Regarding the catering, again, opinions

differ. Men who expected the camp caterer

to serve up the meals in high-class hotel

style were very naturally disappointed ; but
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for an al-fresco kitchen I affirm that the

catering was really good. This is not my
isolated opinion, either, but the verdict of

the great bulk of the campers, who made
allowances for the difiiculties of cooking a

series of picnic-meals.

Now for the future. I do not anticipate,

or desire, the downfall of either of these big

camps ; I recognise their suitability to the

temperaments of a certain few. But I want

to point out the possibilities of clubmen

enjoying themselves otherwise than in racing

and processionising among a mob. So I

will explain what we—myself and a few

chums, if my club does not care to do the

thing as a club—will do next summer.

Our camp will be private. If only two of

us go, that will suffice. If a dozen, so much

the better. If twenty, it becomes a mob. A
dozen will be ample—half-a-dozen quite

satisfactory. The site will be selected as

near London, and yet as secluded and rural,

as possible. The close proximity to a river

will be essential, for purposes of swimming,

fishing, and (if a navigable river can be found

in a suitable spot) boating. A preferable

site will be a mile or more from a good-sized

village, so that we can ride or walk into the

village for supplies, without having our

privacy invaded by the villagers. If we can

get permission to pitch our tent in a private

park or wood, it will be perfection, especially

if a little shooting is available. If not fowling

or ground-game shooting, then mere target-

practice, "for fun," will be "better than

nothing at all." It will be seen from this

that my ideal camp will be one prolonged

picnic. We shall take supplies of provisions

(cold ready-cooked meats for a staple com-

modity), and cook our meals in a portable

camp stove. " Nym" can have his chocolate

for breakfast, and I my five o'clock cup of

strong tea. " Auphsyde Crank" can store

his whiskey and take it spiced or hot, as the

whim of the moment directs. Each of us

can buy any littlf^ favourite viand he pleases
;

take his turn at cooking the dinner ; and

follow the bent of his own inclination for

pastime, either by river, field, or road.

There will be no races to call us all away from

our delightful laziness, no processions to

disgust us all, and no midnight revelries to

spoil our rest. We will camp out for the

sake of camping out, and indulge in rural

amusements "just as we jolly please." The

road will always be available for a cycling

spin when the humour seizes us, but we can,

if so disposed, lose sight of dusty highways

entirely. " Nym" will have only hnnself to

blame if his food is unsatisfactory. Each
will be "on his own hook." Bother and

worry will be banished for the nonce. We
will have good times of it !

As to the expense. I calculate that my
camp-out will cost less per man than the

Harrogate or Tunbridge Wells system costs.

A second-hand army regulation bell-tent, in

sound condition, can be bought outright for

twenty-five shillings. (Four days' hire at

the Wells cost two pounds !) A camp-stove

to cook for six persons costs thirty shillings,

»£K', burning straw, sticks, newspapers, and
such like rubbish. Beds can be made at

home, and stuffed locally for a trifle ; blankets

and other conveniences can be taken down
from home. Provisions will naturally cost us

less uncooked than they cost when supplied

by the caterer. We wait on ourselves, and
extract fun out of the fact. By selecting a

convenient site, travel from and to home will

be economized ; and at the same time it will

be possible to temporarily abandon the
" pitch" should the weather set in wet or

cold, a run up to town being hurriedly made
by rail or road. Members or friends who
cannot leave business entirely may spend

such leisure as they possess in joining us.

Lady friends can favour us with morning
calls and participate in our amusements.
We can, in short, do the thing " just as we

jolly please,'''' and pass our time under canvas

totally regardless of other people's tastes.

What more can be desired ?

In concluding, I repeat that I do not de-

sire to run down either of the great annual
camps. They serve a purpose. But I ad-

vance my plan for a private and unpre-

tentious little S3'stem whereby cyclists under
canvas may have a good time, in the belief

that it will please many clubs who do not

care to join the big displays in Kent and
Yorkshire. Touring by cycle is the first

favourite means of passing a holiday
; but

for the shorter period I have named, a camp-
out amid the trees and by the running waters

is an incident full of novelty and quiet

pleasure, and I confidently anticipate that

the fashion set by the Dumfries B.C. will be

followed by many others during the next few

years. —Facd.
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IV. INCIDENTAL AMUSEMENTS.

Cycling is a pastime which, however

ardent its devotees may be, has, hke other

sports, its special seasons. It is a pity that

the keen, fresh weather which makes riding

a joy and rapture even beyond what it is in

the sweet June days, should bring with it, as

a rule, a condition of roads which almost

precludes cycling altogether. When the

highways are a sea of mud, or furrowed with

frozen ruts suggestive of the edge of a saw,

riding can scarcely continue the ruling

passion of any well-regulated mind ; and

the cyclist, deprived of his occupation, must

needs turn his attention to other forms of

amusement.

All through the long, dark winter months,

therefore, when the enterprising cycler isn't

cycling, he is seeking in other forms of

incidental amusement to drown dull care,

and banish melancholy.

First among all the forms of manly amuse-

ment dear to the heart of the cyclist out

of work, is the dinner. From October to

March, with a steady energy and a dauntless

courage, the British cyclist does his dining

duty in a manner calculated to strike awe

and admiration to the soul of any nation less

given to consecrating their friendships and

their pleasures at the altar of the great god

Gastronomy.
Now is the reign of the club dinner ; now

restaurant and dining-hall resound with the

cycling toast and song, and the voices of

cycling revelry. These be the sacred

mysteries where but seldom the foot of

woman may dare to tread ; and the woman's

view of the club-dinner is, therefore, of a

somewhat keyhole character. Of course

the mirth must needs be sprightly, and the

wit more sparkling than even the wines—it

were treason even to hint otherwise—and

doubtless it is for some occult reason that

the newspaper records of these festivals,

which are all that meet the view of inferior

woman, read so deadly, drearily, hopelessly

dull.

With these- high feasts alternate the

humbler social, or smoking concert. The
presence of woman at this latter species of

entertainment has been known to give rise

to a certain amount of acrimony hardly con-
sistent with the concord supposed to be the
object of the gathering. Whether the con-
cert is to cease to deserve the adjective
attached to it ; or whether the presence of
woman is to mean the absence of tobacco

;

whether men have a right to smoke in

feminine society
; or women have any claim

to attend a meeting avowedly devoted to

the enjoyment of the fragrant weed, and
then expect the pipes of their husbands,
brothers, and sweethearts to be put out

—

all these are questions which have afforded
theme for discussion, in public and in pri-

vate, by word of mouth, and through the
Press, and have left the discussers thereof
in much the same mind at the conclusion of

their arguments as they were before those
arguments began. Certain it is, that in the
case of woman v. tobacco, the latter client

appears to have an influence and a fascination

to the mind of cycling manhood with which
the former is altogether powerless to com-
pete

; and that the youthful cycling public
of Great Britain in this nineteenth century
appears to hold the society of woman con-
siderably less dear than that of his pipe.

Graver amusements divide the winter days
and nights with the more frivolous pleasures
of the table and the harmonious gathering.

Now is the time of council meeting and ot

legislative congress ; now the members of

that great and good society, the C.T.C.,
hold parliament, and the lesser clubs gather
themselves together and plan the campaign
for the coming year. At these councils of

war woman is courteously permitted to

appear ; she is provided with a chair and a
welcome, but, to the anguish and chagrin of

certain members of the sex who believe in

the rights of woman to express her own
opinions on most subjects, we have not yet

reached a period of advancement in the

which the voice of woman at council

meetings is allowed to make itself heard
;

and the woman's view of these meetings
is, therefore, for the present, a dumb one.

But there is a species of amusement in

which a woman's hour of triumph arrives at

last, for of its joys may no man partake
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without her. I mean the cycHng ball and

Cinderella, with all their minor modifications.

Mian was not made to dance alone, and

cycling manhood must admit its womankind
on equal terms in its revels, when dancing is

the subject of its aspirations and its hopes.

To the woman's view a certain number of

these dancing festivities present features of

particular originality and interest. There is,

to begin with, the great question of costume

still convulsing cycling circles, and forming

a bone of contention powerful enough to

shatter friendships, and threaten even that

potent agent of concord—the vaunted fellow-

ship of the wheel. Not the question of

woman's costume—heaven forfend that we
should ever be called upon to discuss a sub-

ject so serious and so exhaustive—but the

question of evening dress masculine, which,

at the first blush, would appear a simple

matter enough, custom and civilisation having

ordained one universal garb of mourning as

the wear of male humanity in its evening

revels. Not so. It has been left for cycle-

dom to discover that a man is a cyclist before

he is a gentleman, and that the ordinary

dress of society has no power to bind the

soaring fancy of the man who rides, and
whose uniform is supposed by some distorted

reasoning of a disordered brain to be appro-

priate to a scene of festivity dedicated to the

polka and the waltz.

Blood has been near to flowing over this

momentous point. Shall a man clothe him-

self after the manner of his peers, and

attend the cycling Cinderella or ball as if he

were a being of sober mind and rational

habits ? or shall he attire himself as if for

the saddle— quaintly and fantastically, as

though in a harmless masquerade—in a

uniform, perchance new and spotless, but as

probably soiled by dust and travel-stains

—

diverging into curious eccentricities in the

way of boots and belts—and altogether

suggestive of anything rather than an

association with dainty feminine muslin and
lace.

For no one has as yet suggested that

women's ball-going dress should undergo a

similar reform ; though I have heard it

whispered that at certain club-dances of late

the costume of the ladies present has shown
a curious inclination to follow in the free-

and-easy lines so eagerly claimed as their

cycling heritage by their menkind. When
we finally achieve a state of things in which

the devotees of the dance attend their own

gatherings in the garb of their riding hour?,

we may expect a style of manner and
behaviour as free from the trammels of

society as this emancipated style of dress

would suggest.

But not alone to those winter gatherings

where the waltz is the principal object of

cultivation is the presence of woman
unrestricted. There is a species of entertain-

ment popularly known as the conversazione,

and to this is woman made free. There be

variations to the style of amusement in these

meetings, which do not confine themselves,

as their name might lead us to suppose, to

the mere interchange of friendly conversa-

tion, but have been known to include musical

selections, the viewing of photographs, etc.,

etc., and to combine profit with pleasure in

a way not invariable with cycling pastimes.

Even in summer the cyclist may, and
does, combine other amusements with the

mere delights of the revolving wheel. Of
course, there is the racing-path, but there,

as has been before observed, the woman's
view is limited, and she can but wonder at

the fascination exercised over the mind
masculine by the oft-repeated race meeting,

whose joys, in their infinite variety, time

seems powerless to stale. But there are many
summer pleasures whose attractions she well

may fathom. Even the club-run has its joys

for her, though they may not always be with-

in her grasp, since in certam quarters the

club-run exists for men alone, or only on
sufferance for women.
But in certain pleasures of the gentler

kind she is tolerated—nay, encouraged to

partake. The cycling pic-nic, the club tea,

the ever-fresh delight of the summer tour

—

in these her part is recognised and allowed.

Perhaps, after all, the latter species of

amusement is the most enjoyable that

cycling affords ; and while woman may
claim it as her own, she has no real cause

to consider herself hardly used in matters

cyclical. There is a healthiness and a

happmess in all the variety of scene and
movement laid open by a tour, which even
the most world-weary heart must needs
perceive and acknowledge. Race meetings

possess similar features of at least a family

kind. Club-runs have been mentioned by
the vain and cynical in terms that were not

always those of adulation and joy. Cin-

derellas have been known to deserve their

names by other attributes than those of an
early-closing kind. Even at conversaziones
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people will talk too much or not at all
;

photographic displays may come to naught

;

or social gatherings find an apple of discord

the only refreshment provided for their

entertainment
;
picnics may prove illusive,

the salt and mustard forgotten, and the

party scattered by the unanticipated wasp's

nest or the onslaught of the playful midge.

But to the tourist who truly loveth his or

her tour, there will be found in the pursuit

of the favourite pastime no such heart-

sickening disappointment as other pleasures

bring in their train. To be sure, the weather

may be " soft," and the roads somewhat
more so—midges may bite at eventide, and

wayside inns refuse to furnish the where-

withal for the traveller to follow their

example. Yet the ardent tourist laughs at

all these incidents of the way, and abates no

jot of his enjoyment for their sake. The
very obstacles to be overcome add but

another zest to his interest and his joys.

Small of spirit and weak of courage is the

cyclist to whom a stiff hill is terror, or,

indeed, anything but an incentive to con-

quest—and the same instinct of hardy man-
hood which bears him up to its summit, with

quickened breath, perhaps, and beating

heart, but a determination to do or to die,

will carry him through an amount of hard-

ship and that process popularly known as

" roughing it," in a way that no less toughen-

ing training could achieve.

And then the compensating advantages!

The ever-varying scene—the change of sur-

rounding, of life, of thought ! The pure

pleasure of pushing onward through some
country, hitherto unknown, or but feebly

guessed at from the fragmentary point of

view of a railway train ; the fresh, exhilarating

air, and the swift exercise which brings with

it a glow and an appetite unfelt since child-

hood—a healthy view of life, and a feeling

that one's worst enemy may have his good

points after all, however deeply hidden from

the common eye. People who save, for the

magic ring of the cycle, would perhaps never

leave that special microscopic bit of earth

they call their home, have here a key more
potent than any " Arabian Night's" amulet to

open up to them the fair places of the world

they dwell in. Their geographical know-

ledge gets practically extended—even if only

within the limits of their own land—their

views are broadened, and their minds en-

larged—always supposing they possess such

useful articles of property. And since tour-

ing is open to cyclists of either sex—since

even in these advanced days of feminine

usage, lack of escort or of luggage, extreme

youth, and a certain friskiness of behaviour

are not considered bars to the pursuit of the

tour by women—it is that special form of

incidental amusement which will continue to

be, as it still is, the most really popular and
general of all cycling joys.

There are other forms of amusement not

unknown to the cyclist of a certain type,

though never,—the fates be praised !—likely

to achieve any great popularity among the

outer, or Philistine public, whose views on
some subjects will, it is much to be feared,

never attain that fine breadth which might be

expected of them. This breadth, and some-

thing a degree beyond it, is, however, suc-

cessfully reached by the cyclist in question,

who adds thereto a lofty scorn for the poor
conventionalities of this lower sphere, and a

boundless contempt for the world's opinion,

PhiUstine or otherwise.

He pursues his own sweet will in the

matter of his incidental amusements. To
wake the midnight air with his discordant

yell, or the hardly more inharmonious shriek

of his horn, startling the occupants of some
peaceful hamlet from their first sleep, with a

hideous anticipation of sudden doom ; and
charging onward in his wild career, like

a creation of cycling a nightmare, to vanish

into darkness, leaving behind him panic and
dismay—this is an enjoyment whose
humour connot fail to strike everyone but

the prejudiced and the narrow-minded. To
order dinners or teas at stray inns for a

large number of cyclists, and then to enjoy

the exquisite point of a joke which leaves

the enraged landlord with a meal prepared

and no guests to consume it ; to enliven the

monotony of life in a country hostelry by
practical jokes which have the other inmates

for their victims ; to score records by the

simple and harmless method of forged post-

cards and perjured witnesses ; to regard the

old and helpless as only one degree less law-

ful prey, to be ridden down and maimed,
than the young and innocent ; to exult in

their own degradation, and glory in the very

acts which earn the reprobation of all decent-

minded people—these are some of the joys

which sweeten life and gild the future to

the eyes of that cyclist who owns the name
of funny fellow among his boon companions,

and " cad " among the more cold and un-

sympathetic public.
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Of the hundred other innocent and whole-

some amusements that cychng brings in its

train time and space would fail me to speak.

Of the fishing, and even shooting, to which

the cycle may convey its possessor ; of the

botanical, geological, and entomological

collections in which it may aid him ; of the

sketching, photography, and archaeology to

which it opens up to him a wide field ; of

the countless widenings of interest and

rousings of ambition to which it arouses,

and in which it prompts him to excel. Let

those who doubt it give it but the chance to

prove its own cause ; they will but join their

own testimony with added fervour to the

praise which, till they test it for themselves,

cannot fail to sound fulsome. But cycling is

its own best advocate, it needs no special

pleader to espouse its case. To those who
have never tasted its joys, its raptures, its

solid advantages, it is all but impossible to

realise all that it brings in its train ; but to

one who has once known it, in however
feeble a beginning, the charm that hangs
about it, like a breath of perfume about the

lime-trees, takes a close grasp on the af-

fections, and grows with the growth,

strengthens with the strength, till it becomes
a passion so strong and so enduring that it

must be felt to be understood. At least, it

may strike otherwise upon the mind that is

purely practical and masculine, and to that

mind much that I have written may seem
tinged with hyperbole. I have nothing set

down in malice, and can naught extenuate.

The subject has been treated as I see it, and
different as it may appear in other eyes, my
treatment has been—at least, that I may
surely claim for it—only what it has all along

professed to be—and that is nothing more
important than the Woman's View.

> * <

CYCLING PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

HARROGATE CAMP WORK.

Should the general reader of this maga-

zine require some explanation as to the

existence of the following few notes on

cycling photographic matters, unless he is

prepared for a two-paged preface, or a

double-barrelled introduction, I am afraid it

will be necessary to pass on to the next

subject with a grunt, and without even an

excuse for the grunt, save it be that cycling

with amateur photography is now wed in

earnest, and that the notes will prove of in-

terest to more readers of the " Wheel World"
than the grunter can imagine. No sport or

pastime, as such, contains so many manipu-

lators of cameras and chemicals ; and cer-

tainly no sport lends itself to the pursuit so

readily and comfortably as does cycling. It

would merely need a glance at the different

reports of the Harrogate Camp to thoroughly

prove this assertion. A cricketer or foot-

baller may be an amateur photographer, but

he is not a cricketing or footballing photo-

grapher, and his particular athletic hobby
helps him but Httle in the art ; whereas

cycling itself creates subjects innumerable

without speaking of scenery and landscape

work. The Harrogate Camp is certainly

a grand opening for amateur work, and I

purpose this month dealing almost entirely

with what took place there, commenting on

the different men's form and their machines

— I mean their successes and apparatus.

For a moment I was betrayed into the usual

Press slang.

The amateurs in camp were numerous. I

know of Penswervy, of Ashton-under-Lyne,

and of the fellow-occupant of " The Bunga-

low," Shiphundredweight, of London. Then
the North Manchester men seem to bring

more cameras than cycles. In their tent

abode Puddle, the humourist, possibly the

most energetic and all-over-the-shop amateur

in camp, Bartwo and Ehwoman. I won't

swear there wasn't another. The Manchester

Southern had Horsecar Tailor; the Warwick-

shire Wobblers were proud of their chiel,

friend Stirhim, and Losehalfpenny, of

Holmftrth, adorned a not far distant tent.
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This makes a total of seven good men and

true, but there were at least three others,

with whom, however, I became not acquaint.

I trust that it is their loss, not mine.

" We were seven," 'tis true, but what we

might have been is merged into the dim vista

of a future photographic heaven. The
Brixton, for instance, had two men coming,

but they didn't. And there were other clubs

in the same plight, their illustrating historians

failing to come to the scratch. One tent was

adorned by a neat string of quarter-plate

photos on bevelled edge cards taken by one

of the inmates, but as some were again

taken, but not, in this case, by an inmate, it

was deemed policy to let the tent resume its

garb of plainness. I wonder how many men
paused before the tent of "Ye Brixton

Crocks," with its elegant flag adornments

and pretty floral display. And why, think

you ? Because of a most enchanting fig-leaf

picture on view within, admission free and

no collection. " Walk in."

In reality the Camp itself is not a good

subject for work, and upon pictures or ideas

created in the artist's brain depends his

success. There are no trees near, and the

field stands very high, therefore no back-

ground to the white tents is obtainable but

a still whiter sky. The result is a puzzle

picture—" find where the sky begins and

where the tent leaves off," and you get a

pound of tea gratis. One way to dodge this

I have found is to expose well, stop the

development before the Pyro puts in too

much work, and intensify. It is also well to

use plenty of water in the developer.

Owing to the somewhat deceptive light

—

dull and cloudy, but of strong actinic power

—

nearly everybody over-exposed, and flat

negatives resulted. I myself, though sure

that the light was good, could not bring

myself to stop the exposure down enough.

Nearly all the Harrogate negatives were

the same—even by different men with

different means—and, as a rule, only when
a rapid exposure was compulsory did a good

negative result.

Mr. Kenvvorthy got some good pictures,

but as most of his had to be intensified, they

are very slow printers. But they are

excellent pictures, nevertheless. Perhaps

the best is " WoU's Den," a really fine

picture, and one to be proud of. The tent

shows distinctly from top to bottom, the

faces are particularly clear and brilliant—

I

mean photographically, of course—in fact

life-like. But his "Photographic Contin-

gent" and " Anfield Tent" are also good. A
flaw in the negative, which unfortunately

closes up one man's eye, however, spoils the

latter for any practical purpose.

Mr. K. had one of McKellen's latest in

cameras, popularly supposed to be the finest

out. I think it rather too faddy, however,

and there were others of the same opinion.

But for real go-aheadedness Mr. Ruddle

took the palm (and fig-leaf too), for at six in

the morning out came the :^-plate camera,

followed by its owner in knicks and shirt

only—the shiit escaping from bondage and

flying out here and there. It was not safe to

do anything while those knicks, shirt, and

camera were about. He was ready and
willing to take everything and everybody

—

and every five minutes the camera came
ilying over ropes and pegs for "just anither

drap." He got Rucker to stand for him

once, and—well, it's a real picture. The
poor Anfield boys could not even manage a

quiet corner at nap, for he got them ; and he

it was who slaughtered— I mean photo'd

—

the " Three Little Maids from School." A pic-

ture of Sellers mounted on his racer is good,

though the small size tells against most of

Mr. Ruddle's efforts.

Mr. Shipton is as yet a beginner, but still

turned out some creditable pictures. The
baggage-waggon was quite a novelty, and no

one else secured it.

One amateur developed in Camp. I forget

who it was. But surely there caunot be much
fun in it, and a very great risk is run.

The Cyclists' Photographic Exchange Club

is going along nicely. A prize scheme has

been started, and Mr. Kenworthy, so far,

heads the poll; but he is run pretty close

by one or two others.

It is purposed to continue these notes

monthly, and I ask for items of news and in-

telligence from all amateurs, photos for re-

view and criticism, experiences in developing,

toning, &c.—in fact, anything of interest.

Mr. Ruddle has sent me his plate of Mr.

Rucker, and a beauty it is ; also a club

group, with the female element " conspickus

like." The latter is technically a very fine

group, but is too stiff and formal for artistic

efl^ect. —IVolL
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HOW WE GOT OUR CHA(IjN3E.

It was a lovely day in June. I had just

left my restaurant and finished my mid-day

meal, and, with a toothpick in my mouth,

was taking a stroll to see what machines the

makers had got in their windows. I was

engaged in scrutinising a machine in one of

the shops, when my ears were suddenly

seized from behind, and someone gave me
a violent prod in the back with their knee.

As I could not turn round, I looked in the

glass of the window to see who it could be

who was so gently making his presence

known, and immediately recognised the

features of my " old pal,"

Brown. Striking out play-

fully behind, 1 caught him

one in the wind, after which

he left go of my ears, and we
gripped. Brown and I had

once lodged together, and

had had many good old

times in one another's com-

pany until he left " to make
other arrangements." He
was a regular good sort, and,

as his aunt said one day
when I met her at his

house, " a dreadful boy for a

lark."

"I've given up volunteer-

ing," said he, after he had
released my hand.

"Goon!" said I. Brown
had been a most rabid volunteer, and I was
astonished to hear that he had given it up.

"Yes," he continued, "I've chucked it.

Too much fag. I've bought a jigger."

This I said I was glad to hear, and we
walked on, talking about things bicycular for

some time, when suddenly Brown dealt me
a violent blow on the back. " Jones, my
boy," he said, " I'll tell you what : let's have
a day on a tandem !" When I had recovered

from the effects of the blow, I replied that I

was "on," and enquired what day we should

fix for the ride, and how we should get the

machine. After some discussion, we arranged

about the machine, and appointed the fol-

lowing Saturday for the ride.

" I don't suppose we shall beat record

time," said Brown, as we parted, " but we'il

make it move, you bet. I shan't smoke agai.i

before Saturday, so shall be a bit in form.

So long, old chappie." Although I antici-

pate I may as well inform the reader at this

point that we did not beat record.

Saturday morning was fine. About the

first time Brown said that he could remem-
ber it was so when he had arranged to

go anywhere particular. It seemed to be
his fate to have all his beanfeasts in the

wet. I well remember the only picnic he
ever went to. He took his girl.

it'll drop out when he rides, explained he.

do"John," Ishe"] said, before; the start,

you think it will rain ?"

" Rain 1" replied John, " lor bless you, no.

We shall have a lovely day, my dear."

She dressed accordingly. John donned

his new light check suit, light tie, patents,

etc. ; they drove down to the scene of action :

the cloth was spread on the green grass ;

the blue ethereal was above ; the birds twit-

tered ; the corks popped ; the champagne
sparkled ; the insects dropped from the

boughs above into the game pies below
;

the beetles were picked out of the salad ; the

tennis-nets were put up, etc., etc. All was

gay and festive, and—down came the rain i

Every fellow had broasjht an overcoat or

Ga:np except Brown. His girl went hom3 in
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a covered trap with a young lady friend and

two of Brown's greatest foes, and he—well,

his light trousers were knee-breeches long

before he reached home.

However, as I said before, this Saturday

was fine, and about half-past nine Brown
appeared on the tandem.

" What cheer, Jones !" he cried. " How
d'yerfeel? I've been having a go-in on old

Johnson's trike, and I feel like going."

" Old Johnson," I must explain, is Brown's

girl's "pa," and, for a middle-aged man, is

a very good rider. After a few alterations

in height of saddles, etc., we started, and
rode on at a very fair pace until dinner-time,

with only a few intervals of rest. About one

o'clock we stopped at a " wayside inn" and

had dinner. We then agreed to go on for

an hour or so, and then turn homewards.

As we issued from the inn to remount our

steed, we saw standing beside it another

tricycle, a front-steerer. I was having a good

look at it, when Brown called out

—

" Here's a dead cat !"

"Well, what of it ?" said I.

" I'll show you what," he replied, and,

gingerly picking it up, he took a piece of

string from his pocket and tied one end
round the cat's neck.

" You keep a look out for the owner of the

trike, he's in the bar," said he, " and I'll tie

the animal to his machine." While I kept

watch, Brown tied the other end of the string

to the back of the cradle spring under the

saddle, and then pushed the cat in behind

the bag which hung behind, and which,

fortunately, was a very large one.

" It'll drop out when he rides," explained

he. " Come, let's be off. But stop ; blow

me if I haven't left my gloves in the room we
had dinner in !"

"Well, look sharp and get them," said I,

" or we shall be caught."

He dashed upstairs, but no sooner had he

gone than out came the tricyclist. He went
straight to his machine, and, without a look

at the place where our cat was, he seated

himself in the saddle, pulled on his gloves,

and was off. A little higher up, the road

branched off in two directions, and I was
pleased to see he took a different road to the

one we should travel. Just before he turned

the corner and would be lost to sight, some-

thing dropped from the back of his machine.

It was the cat, and as he passed from my
view, it was trailing gracefully along the road

some three yards in the rear. A second

later Brown came down, having secured his

gloves, and very sorry he was to hear that

uur friend had gone, as he said he ex-

pected to have had some fun. We tightened

up a nut or two, went round with the oilcan,

and then started. We rode up the hill, and
had got to where the roads diverged, when
we saw the tricyclist whose machine we had
been ornamenting riding back at a rare pace.
" Hallo !" said Brown, " what's up with the old

bird ?" On he came, and passed us at a

breakneck speed, and as he passed I could

see by his face that he was in a towering

rage. About a dozen yards behind him came
a crowd of urchins, shouting and yelling at

him, and one somewhat ahead of the others

was swinging our dead cat by the string.

Our friend had evidently discovered the

deceased pussy he was towing along by the

shouts of the boys he met, and had cut it

loose and turned back to find the perpetra-

tors of the deed. Suddenly, the boy who
carried the cat made a rush forward, and,

giving it a swing or two round and round, he

released the string. "The missile flew straight

and hit the target (the old gentleman's head)

full and true. Off went his helmet. The
mud and slush spread itself over his head,

neck, and collar in a thick coat. He eased

up and glared round, but, seeing the boys

disperse, continued his rapid ride down the

hill. As he turned round, I could see hi-;

face ; it was as pale as a pickled cabbage.

When he arrived at the inn we had come
from, he dashed up to the door. " Who tied

a cat to my tricycle?" he roared. Imme-
diately a loafer who was leaning against a

wall cried out, " They did, sir—them two

chaps up there, sir ; I saw them do it." The
old chap rushed to his machine, turned

round, and came up the hill towards us.

His face was redder than ever. I turned

towards Brown. " We'd better start," I said.

What could be the matter? Brown was as

white as a sheet." Brown," I cried, " what's

up ?"

"Oh, lor!" he groaned—" that's old

Johnson, 'Liza's father! Let's shunt." I

agreed. The old chap was now about fifty

yards behind, and off we went. We put in

every ounce for about ten minutes, then

Brown said, " Have we done him ?"

" No," said I, after a glance round, " he's

as near as ever."

We put it on again for half a mile or so.

" Look back now," said Brown. " / daren't

—he might know me." I did.
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" How's he now ?"

"Just the same," said I. "I hope he'll

soon tire—I'm getting fagged." Brown said

nothing, but about half a mile further on he

gave another groan. "What's up now?" I

panted. I was getting puffed.

" Jones," gasped he, " I was talking to old

Johnson on Thursday night, and he said that

his great forte was his staying powers.!"

/ groaned this time. " Shall we ease up

and face him ?" I suggested.

" No, no, Jones ! as you're a friend of mine,

don't !" he howled, and the machine seemed

to shoot forward with a fresh impetus at his

energy. We struggled on for about a mile,

but did not much improve our lead. Neither

of us spoke, but every hundred yards or so I

solemnly but silently cursed the dead cat

that had been the cause of

all this agony. My swearing

powers were geared very high

that afternoon. The only

sounds that broke the silence

for some time were the noise

of our wheels and the sharp

patter of the perspiration as

ic fell from our faces to the

load. At last Brown spoke.

In a deep sepulchral voice

he said, " Jones !" " Hallo !"

said I. " Jones," he said,

" my chain is tightening !"

" Go ou !" " Yes it is,"

moaned he, " and it's giving

U to my knees something

awful." I looked back at

our pursuer, and could see

he was shouting out to us.

What he said I could not

catch. " Did he swear much ?'

Brown.
" Rath—er !" repHed I. "He doesn't know

who you are, but he says he'll give you

beans, whoever you are, when he catches

up." The man on the front seat groaned

until the whole framework shook. It was

dreadful work with that stiff chain. Shove

as we would we could not make the machine

move faster. We had now come to a bend

in the road, which shut old Johnson out

from view, and were descending a rather

steep decline. Suddenly, as we rushed

down, a lane appeared on the left.

" Up there !" gasped Brown. " I'm done.

Perhaps he'll go by." Up the lane we
dashed, dismounted, and pushed the machine

into the hedge. I flung myself flat on the

grass. Brown had already given way at the

knees. A second later old Johnson passed

the end of the lane like a flash. I looked

over the hedge and saw him go flying down
the hill, and when he was out of sight I

turned to Brown. He looked at me. A
sickly smile spread itself over his features,

and in a voice that sounded as weak as an

amateur theatrical entertainment, he said,

"Jones, I'm nearly dead."

We lay there about two hours, and as

" the shades of eve were falling fast," I arose

and had a look at the chain. It was stretched

like a bar of iron. I put it right, and then,

with many groans, Brown got up, and we
tried to ride. It was no go, however. I was

too stiff, and Brovvn]said his knees gave him

awful pain. For^two miles he and I pushed

THE MISSILE FLEW STRAIGHT AND HIT THE TARGET."

asked the machine, and then he gave in, and occu-

pied the front seat with his feet on the rests,

and I pushed for the rest of the journey.

[Note.—Brown weighs about 13 stone.

When I can get a week's holiday I am going

to calculate how many oaths I used to every

stone of his weight during that delightful

time. I was hard at it for three miles, and
there were several long hills.]

I forgot to say that after we had gone

about a mile it began to pour with rain. At
last we arrived at the inn, and went inside,

soaked to the skin. Our friend, the loafer,

who had set old Johnson on our track, was
not about, but if he had been, he would have
been quite safe. I had not strength enough
left to have engaged in mortal combat with a

fl— , much less a human being, and Brown
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was a complete wreck. \\'ehadtca— at least

I did. Brown had several threes of brandy,

"to pull him round," he said, and when I

asked him to have a cup of tea, he said he

"didn't collect stamps," and for the next

three hours kept having alternate goes of

Scotch ^nd Irish warm. We then left to

caich 11 e Ic st train, leaving the trike in an

outhouFP. After arriving at our station, I

guided Bioun's footsteps to his place ol

abode, and kit him doing a kind of " see me
reverse" round his jockey-cap, which had
fallen off in the heat of the struggle he had

had with the door-knocker.

Four days after I was able to go out, and

went round to see Brown. He was expected

lo recover, they said, and when I saw him he

informed me that old Johnson had not found

him out, as he had been round and told him
(Brown) all about it. " But, Jones," said he,

as I arose to depart, " my knees are some-
thing awful."

Some time after Miss Johnson and Brown
were married. Brown had been afraid all

akng that it would rain on that occasion,

but through some mistake it didn't. After

the ceremony was over, Brow-n, who will have

his little joke even on such a solemn occasion

as this, gave his wife a recherche squeeze and

said, " We'll get asociable, my dear, and have

lots of pleasant rides, and then it will really

be a case of ' Outside, 'Liza.'
"

"John! "said Mrs. Brown, " don't be so

common." — Ben. Hayward.

JONES, I'm nearly dead.'

> • <

THE TANDEM.

Swiftly by dale and mead,
Merrily flying,

Spins on our faithful steed,

Distance defying.

Light plays the summer breeze

Sweetly caressing,

Whisp'ring the stately trees,

All Nature blessing.

Fragrance from flowery dell,

Gratefully stealing
;

Birds a glad chorus swell,

Rapture revealing :

'Mid all the joyous sounds,

Life-like and flashing,

Onward our courser bounds.

Through hamlet dashing.

Type of a brave life's course

—

Hills are derided
;

Speeds up the iron horse,
Skilfully guided.

Forward the steady gaze,
Nerve never failing,

While the poor coward stays
Troubles bewailing.

Shared by a faithful heart.

Sorrows are lightened,

Quickly the clouds depart,
Gloominess brightened.

Thus may we, true and strong,
Danger ne'er fearing.

Life's tandem speed alcng.
Carefully steering, —F

.

F.S.
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THE CYCLIST'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE : WHAT TO DO AND
HOW TO DO IT.

CHAPTER IV.

TOURING.

Mapping out the Tour—Daily Distances—Com-
panions—Selecting Companions—Luggage
— Clothing—Hotels—Local Lions—Tips—
Touring by Train—Meals— Writing Tours.

Mapping out the Tour.—Always map
out your tour, and lay down a hard and fast

rule never to deviate from your itinerary.

Thus, if you arrange a tour in the Midlands,

including Leamington and Birmingham, do

not be lured out of your route, even if it be

only a few miles in order to see Kenilworth.

One should always have a fixed purpose in

life, and not deviate from one's pathfortrifles.

Daily Distances.—It is absolutely essen-

tial for touring properly to adhere rigidly

to the daily distances you have allotted

to yourself as fit and proper. Never mind
if you feel tired and hungry, if you have not

covered the daily quantity of ground, you

must plough on, even through rain and
against a head-wind. If you feel it mono-
tonous and weary, console yourself with

the reflection that you are out for a holiday

and enjoyment
;
you will find the thought

cheer and sustain you. In fixing your daily

task it is as well to remember that you will

warm to your work, and therefore, whilst

fixing the first day's journey at, say, 80 miles,

let the second's be 85, and so on, increasing it

five miles or so every day. These distances

will be found eminently suited for a long

tour m hilly country, and will give the

tourist plenty to do all day, and prevent

his falling into the vulgar error of stopping

to look at the towns he passes through, a

proceeding that cannot be too strongly

deprecated. When a man goes out cycling

he should stick to cycling, and not try to

combine sight-seeing ; and when he goes out

sight-seeing he should stick to sight-seeing,

and not try to combine cycling. The attempt

to mix different pursuits together is the curse

of the present age.

Companions. — The best thing when
touring is to go by yourself. You are then

able, as " Faed " says, " to ride along hour

after hour without any desire for companion-

ship beyond your own thoughts among
Nature's solitudes;" in fact, the number of

people who "commune with Nature whiht
in her loftiest and grandest moods " increases

every year, and would point to the fact

that Nature is growing cosmopolitan in her
tastes, and that her visiting list is not so

select as it used to be, or perhaps it is that

she is getting more flighty in her old age,

and allows people to "knock on" with

greater facility than she used to. However,
there is one drawback to all this, and that

is that it is too rousing for some people, and
is apt to give them palpitations of the heart

from excessive excitement, the compensatory
fact being that, to properly " commune v\ith

Nature," you must be alone with her, and
there is no interfering cliaperone hanging
around. (We speak from hearsay, and not

from experience, because we have never

"communed with Nature," inasmuch as we
do not beheve in trifling with the affection

of young and innocent girls.) Revenons a

nos moutons. Those who are not on speaking

terms with Nature will perhaps do as well to

take a companion, if only with the object

of having someone to swear and grumble at.

Selecting Companions.— In selecting a

companion let your first object be to find

one who is content to be perpetually in the

background. It is the duty of a gentle-

manly cyclist to do everything in his power
to save his companion trouble. Therefore,

map out the tour, choose the hotels, regu-

late the daily distances without consulting

him. It is just possible that he may ex-

postulate, but of course it will only be as a

matter of form. If he should turn disagree-

able, and object to you having your own
way in everything, he is an ill-bred brute,

and you are well quit of him.

Luggage.—The great enjoyment of

bicycle and tricycle touring is the freedom
from restraint, and the absence of necessity

of taking any luggage. Some people do
take a good deal of luggage, but these are

those who do not like roughing it, and
thereby lose all the enjoyment of true tour-

ing. A night-shirt is an effeminate luxury,

collars are abominations, and, in fact, a tooth-

brush and a sponge is sufficient for a three

weeks' tour.

Clothing.—The main object of touring

being comfort, and an absence of conven-
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tionality, it follows that anything at all

tidy or neat is finnicking and out of place.

Never wear a shirt or collar, but substitute

for them a jersey; it may give you an un-

finished appearance round the neck, but

then—the comfort. Do not wear garters,

leave the breeches unbuttoned at the knee,

as nothing is worse than to have anything

tight there. It may not be altogether neat

to see your stockings hanging in graceful

festoons round the tops of your boots, but

comfort and unconventionality njust be

preserved at all hazards. Above everything,

remember not to shave. Nothing gives a

man a more unconventional appearance than

a ten days' growth of beard. Never wear
gloves ; it does not matter if the oil and
dirt congregate upon your hands until you

leave a black mark upon everything you

touch, you have got to study comfort, and
when comfort is mentioned, your own, and

not other people's, is, of course, meant. No
true cyclist ever studies other people's com-

fort. If the cyclist follows out these few

rules as to dress—and also those others that

will naturally occur to him from time to

time—he will soon earn the reputation of

being a regular devil for unconventionality.

Hotels.—The proper place to remove the

dust and dirt of your journey is the coffee-

room. Some cyclists are in the habit of

brushing themselves in the stable, but they

therein show their ignorance, and place

themselves on a level with the horses. If

your M.I. P. is dusty or muddy, put it on the

sofa or arm-chair ; always be careful of your

own property. Always shout at the waiters,

and if they are not quick enough for you
curse them with great freedom ; this shows
them your importance, and impresses them.

Never appear satisfied, and declare all the

food to be unfit for human consumption.

Nothing is in better form than to osten-

tatiously smell all the meat that is placed

before you. This act stamps you at once as

a gentleman, and is sufficient passport into

any society.

Local Lions.—Be sure to go and see all

the sights the locality most prides itself

upon, and make a point of doubting the

word of the custodian when he explains the

different peculiarities of what is under his

charge. It is a splendid opportunity of

airing your wit for the benefit of your com-
panions and any strangers who may be

present. The custodian may not like it, but

he is simply a menial who has no right to

have any feelings whatever, and it is all in

his day's work.

Tips.—Never tip anyone, however much
he may put himself out for the sake of

securing your comfort. It is true that the

man or woman may have to depend upon
tips for his or her living, but that is his or

her look-out, not yours, and you will be
doing your duty by declining to encourage a

species of begging ; besides, you may save

as much as a shilling a-day, and economy
should always be practised.

Touring by Train.—Etiquette does not

call for much in the event of the tourist

being compelled to take train from point to

point, except that it is imperative on him to

try and best the company by avoiding pay-

ment for his machine. Some cyclists always
pay for them, but it is an amiable weakness
that ought not to be encouraged, and those

who wish to be considered true cyclists will

at any rate try to ramp the company. Ol
course, if they are found out, they must pay,

but it is " better to have tried and failed

than never to have tried at all," or words to

that effect.

Mashing.—At every town you stop at it

is imperative—unless you are too old, too

ugly, or too stupid—to go a-mashing in the

evening. The best way to do this is to put

a large pipe in your mouth and to swagger
down the street as if the whole place be-

longed to you ; to do this is sure to attract

feminine friends. The subsequent steps

must be left to every man's own ideas as to

the best method. There is no royal road to

mashing, but do not be too particular ; take

what you can get and be thankful.

Meals.—Be sure and eat plenty. A heavy
meal in the middle of the day and an hour
or two scorching immediately afterwards is

a good thing for digestion. Always indulge

in meat teas. The tannin in the tea acts

upon the meat and makes it nice and hard,

giving you plenty of exercise to digest it.

Writing Tours. — Immediately upon
your return write an account of your tour,

and try and get hold of some mug of an
editor who will publish it for you. If you
can make him pay for it so much the better,

but he probably won't. A good receipt for

a first-class tour is cold guide-book 12 parts,

bad grammar 3 parts, tautology 2 parts,

moral reflections 3 parts, bad spelling i part,

and quotations i part. Let a vein of piffle

run throughout it, and serve in weekly doses

of three columns per ten weeks.
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MY EXPERIENCES OF SAFETY CYCLING.

I.

Safety bicycling—The boneshaker and its cast-

iron safety steering-spindle—Short handle-

bars—What the dog thought—The " 'Xtra"

—The " Facile" — The " Otto'' — The
" Marvel'' —The " Hiunber"— Britain's

two-speed geared bicycle—George Smith's

" Kangaroo"-—The " Rudge" racer—Rac-

ing on ^^ Kangariidges"—Back-lash and

its absence explained—The ^' Riicker" tan-

dem—Adventures with George Moore—
The " Carr" two-speed bicycle—Bingley

• Hall Wobbleries—SmootJi floors versus

rough roads—The " B.S.A."—The '' Ante-

lope"—The " Challenge"—The " Ivel"—

The " Rover"—High-geared liill-clinihing

—The original and the new design—Peculiar

steering—How to master it—Real immunity

from headers—Mounting and dismounting

—Suggested improvement.

To accept the literal meaning of this title

by dealinf; with " safety cycling" would en-

tail a disquisition upon the merits of tricycles

principally, but my impression—confirmed

by an enquiry to headquarters—is that the

subject of so-called safety bicycling is the one

upon which experiences are called for.

The first safety bicycle I ever rode was

then called a velocipede, and would now be

termed a boneshaker. Its safety consisted

in the possession of a cast-iron steering-

spindle in the socket-head, which said cast-

iron spindle accommodatingly snapped short

off upon the front wheel colHding with a

kerbstone, so that instead of being thrown I

was quickly dropped forward on to my feet,

with the handle-bar in my hands, when wath

a steel spindle I should have been measuring

my length on the pavement. From the fact

that each performance entailed the purchase

of a completely new front fork and steering-

spindle, this form of safety bicycle was
scarcely an unqualified success, although a

man of wealth might overlook such an ob-

jection. I am not a man of wealth.

Later on, the use of a very short handle-

bar became general on spider-wheeled bi-

cycles, the idea being that a rider's legs

could clear such a short bar when executing

an involuntary dismount forwards. I found

this true, when one evening traversing a

suburban street a large retriever rushed out

of a shop, and across the roadway, at ex-

actly the moment of my passage in the trans-

verse direction ; the dog and the wheel

meeting suddenly, I continued onward,

leaving my bicycle behind me. My own
opinion was that short handle-bars were
valuable aids to safe bicycling, but I believe

that the dog disapproved of them on the

ground that a longer bar would have given

me sufficient control over my wheel to have
steered out of his way. This may be so.

Dogs are intelligent animals.

I well recollect the sensation that was pro-

duced at the Agricultural Hall when the

first " 'Xtra" bicycle was exhibited. The
exaggerated rake created the impression, at

first sight, of a bad smash having occurred

;

but when the machine was understood, its

ugliness was for a long time the greatest

drawback to its popularity. The first time I

mounted one I was somewhat astonished to

find that all the accounts I had read must
have fearfully distorted the truth regarding

the peculiarity of its steering. I rode it at

once with the utmost ease, steering as

steadily as I could have steered an ordinary

bicycle. Although my practical experience

of the " 'Xtra" has been but meagre, I

incline to the belief that if I was compelled

to ride only one bicycle all the year round,

and deprived of a tricycle, I would select

the " 'Xtra" as my mount, for the reasons

that it is as safe from headers and as com-

fortable as any bicycle, not geared too high

for winter, and comparatively clear of the

mud.
The "Facile" was comparative!}^ anew

thing when I started to discover for myself

whether its merits had been untruthfully en-

larged upon to me. Some men there are, I

know, who cannot manage the " Facile

"

without a little' assistance; one skilful rider

I met, only this past summer, at Biggleswade,

who could no more get the hang of the thing

than he could fly. In my own case, the

action came easily enough. I mounted a

" Facile " outside Ellis's shop in Fleet

Street, during the full tide of afternoon

traffic, got the knack of the lever action at

once, and rode it without a dismount to Far-

ringdon Station. Here I got off to lengthen
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the connecting-rods, having discovered that

they were too short for my stretch ; and

then rode on to my residence in the suburbs

without any difficulty. It was while essaying

to turn round in the roadway outside my
house that I became acquainted with this

machine's habihty to fall sidewise. Having

been accustomed only to the direct-crank

bicycle, I found myself instinctively using

my feet in the effort to turn the wheel ; and

as the back-treadling on the levers had a

different effect on the wheels to what it

would have had with direct-crank action, I

lost my balance, and went down ignomini-

ously into the dust. Subsequently I found

that, even with the levers at their full stretch,

the machine was too small for me, to which

fact I have to attribute a bad strain which

my knee-cap joint experienced whilst riding

hard up a slight rough hill—Jolly Butchers

Hill, at Wood Green. The unusual lever ac-

tion, combined with excessive bending of the

knee, causing a kind of crick which became
so painful ere my return home that it laid me
up for several weeks; and I have never en-

tirely got over the effects since, but ex-

perience the pain periodically, or whenever

making any unusual species of exertion.

Somehow, although mentally satisfied that it

was entirely caused by the machine being

too small for me, I have never been able to

entirely conquer my repugnance to the

" Facile." In later times, I have ridden

other " Faciles," including those belonging

to Adams and Oxborrow, and found no ill-

effects to follow ; but as a deliberate conclu-

sion I have arrived at the conviction that

there are a few men in the world whose

idiosyncrasies are better suited by the short

sharp strokes and quick leg-motion of the

" Facile," just as there are some men who
(like myself) can ride better with high than

with low gearings ; and, also, just as there

are men like Myers and Keen who run and

ride in an upright style totally unattamable

by the majority of runners and riders.

The " Otto" is called a safety-bicycle, and

I
erhaps has as much claim to the title as

some other machines. During the past five

years I have acquired an undeserved repu-

tation for being actively hostile to this velo-

cipede. This is—contrarily enough—really

because I recognise the real cleverness of

the invention, and have been so thoroughly

in earnest in convincing myself of the

truth about it. In The Tricyclist I have

stated at length the reasons which forced

me to the conviction that the " Otto" is a

delightful machine for a man to ride who is

sufficiently enthusiastic on behalf of its un-

doubtedly scientific principles ; for a man
with leisure to go laboriously and pains-

takingly to work to ride the " Otto" and
nothing else, the pursuit must be a fascinat-

ing amusement. But the safety claimed

for it lies rather " in the skill of the few than

the experiences of the many," as I once saw
it sententiously expressed ; and if there was
no other disadvantage in riding it, I am of

opinion that " Otto" riding would be con-

demned by the one drawback alone of the

absence of " coasting. " The one greatest

charm, without exception, in cycling, is the

ability to run downhill with the feet off the

treadles and the body completely at rest;

and if the " O to" had not one other draw-

back, this alone would be an insurmountable

objection. It is needless to dwell at any

length upon the absence of safety when
descending hills on the " Otto." Even the

most experienced riders are compelled to

use the utmost caution, and to work their

feet, in riding downhill ; the fate of the less

experienced may therefore be imagined.

Mr. H. Smith (" Sigma") took to the " Otto"

without prejudice after reading my opinions

about it, and he gave up riding it with

a rooted determination that I was perfectly

right ; Mr. Smith had been expert on both

the bicycle and tricycle. This year a mem-
ber of my own club, a " bond fide tricyclist"

who had never ridden a bicycle, took to the

" Otto" with enthusiasm ; he has relinquished

it, saying that " he is sure what ' Faed' said

was right," and he " would in future have a

higher opinion than ever of ' Faed's' dictum

on cycling matters." I am egotistical in

quoting this, no doubt, but under the circum-

stances of having been roundly abused by

parties interested in the " Otto," told that I

was totally ignorant of the subject, acd so

forth, I feel excused for publishing every

fresh confirmation of my views. Mr. Smith

and the member of my club just named have

relinquished the " Otto" for the same reason

as I did—to wit, that their enthusiasm is

tempered by discrimination.

I think that the " Marvel " was the first

rotary-action dwarf bicycle I ever rode. I

had been on the " Pony " bicycle, several

years ago, it is true ; but that is now an

obsolete machine, and not worth taking into

account ; although I met a man on one only

last month. The "Marvel", was invented
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about eighteen months ago, and made for

experiment by Riicker and Co. As it is very

Httle known, I may best explain it by saying

that it closely resembles the "Hiimber"
safety bicycle, but has a shorter base and no

automatic steering-controller. When I went,

at the inventor's request, to try the machine,

I had to fetch it from Mr. Rucker's private

house, and my troubles at once began.

Several vain attempts were made to mount

it by the usual hopping process, and a pretty

figure I cut, hopping and swerving and

lurching all over the road without once

getting hold of the treadles, intensely to the

amusement of Mrs. Rucker who had come
out to the gate to watch me. Eventually I

had to seek a friendly post which some road-

repair men had erected, and with the assist-

ance of a dozen or so small boys who were

playing around I did, after several efforts,

get a fair start. Once a-going, I stuck to the

thing like grim death, and was fortunate in

having unfrequented thoroughfares to tra-

verse on my way to meet my club. The
strange action and sensitive steering made
my course more erratic than the veriest

novice would describe when learning the

boneshaker. I found that the feet were

utterly powerless to assist the balance, and

as the small wheel travelled in front the

steering-handle-bar had to be constantly on

the move, making little jerky turns now this

side and now the other. A similar effect

may be observed when wheeling the ordinary

bicycle along; if pushing it forward, the

back-wheel follows in the track of the front

one without difficulty ; but if wheeled back-

wards the little wheel is constantly endea-

vouring to run out of track, and the big

wheel has consequently to be kept constantly

on the move, in little jerky turns, to approxi-

mate to a straight course. When I met my
club that evening, it required two members
to help me on every time I dismounted, and
whilst on the road I was given as wide a

berth by all the other riders as though I had
been afflicted with an infectious disease. The
day afterwards I did succeed in mounting the

machine ; but it never went at all steadily,

the chief defect being the short distance

between the two wheels, which made the

steering very sensitive. On the " H umber,"

I notice, this defect is remedied, and the cam-

and-spring controller aid in steadying the

steering.

Before the introduction of any of the two-

speed gears which now flood the market,

Mr. W. Britain brought under my notice his

bicycle with a two-speed gearing. His idea

was that riders usually have bicycles of too

large a diameter, and that it would con-

duce to greater safety as well as comfort if

bicyclists rode machines four or six inches

under the usual standard. By using his

two-speed gear, such machines could be

made to travel as fast as if they had higher

wheels, and at the same time the lower gear

would enable the steepest hills to be

climbed. I found that this bicycle did all

that was claimed for it, the gear shiftmg

easily and smoothly ; and there can be no

doubt that Mr. Britain's contention is right.

But bicyclists who ride the ordinary bicycle

do not adopt big wheels for speed alone, but

rather with the idea that they look so much
more dignified and noble on a tall than on a

shorter wheel. Nevertheless, now that

dwarf bicycles are so popular, Mr. Britain's

idea is worth something; and as his gear has

been tested on tricycles with success it

might be found that (if properly made by

competent engineers) the friction of the two-

speed gear was no greater drawback than

that of the usual chains and gear-wheels.

The " Britain" safety bicycle was a still-

born invention, like many another good

thing which fails for want of capital.

On the " Kangaroo" bicycle I have done

but short rides. George Smith lent me his

machine—the one upon which he won the

famous 100 miles road race—for a week, last

December, and after riding it for three days

the intense vibration laid me up with con-

cussive headache for a week, spoiling my
Christmas holiday.

The great fault of this and similar wheels

is that their axles have to be so short, so as

to leave room for the two chain-wheels out-

side the hubs, that they have not sufficient

dish to stand the work put upon them. I

know they are fast, and easy to manage ; I

won two prizes on a roadster, borrowed for

the occasion, at Tunbridge Wells ; but the

excessive arm-work required to hold the

geared-up driving wheel in a straight line is

destructive of comfort to everybody save

those who (like G. Smith) are unusually

strong in the arms. It is the same with the
" Rudge," which machine in its racer form

I have ridden on the path at Lillie Bridge

and the Alexandra Park as well as on the road

.

The particular mount I had was too small

for my stretch of leg, so that I did not make
satisfactory time ; but I found it undoubtedly
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fast, and easy to manage. On the road, at a

slow pace, I could steer with my feet, both

hands being off; and the action is practically

very little different from that of the ordinary

bicycle. I found the " Rudge" quite a valu-

able trainer for tricycle racing, because when
going at racing speed round the long curves

at Lillie Bridge it was essential, to prevent

wobbling and swerving, that a very regular

and perpetual pressure should be kept on

the pedals; if I gave jerky or wavering

strokes, the " Rudge " would either swerve

or wobble ; consequently the practice of

pedalling all-the-way-round was good train-

ing for tricycle racing. The strain on the

arms also strengthened them. Unlike the

tricycle and ordinary bicycle, however, I

found that machines of the " Kanganidge "

type (if I may coin such a compound designa-

tion) must not be gripped rigid when spurt-

ing ; instead of the arms pulling the handle-

bar steadily and uniformly, the pull must be

alternate, the right handle being pulled whilst

the right pedal descends, and the left handle

pulled while the left pedal descends. If

both handles are simultaneously gripped, as

we grip them when spurting on the ordinary

bicycle or tricycle, the machine will swerve.

It has been noticed that the back-lash

inseparable from two-chain safeties disap-

pears when they are being ridden fast, but I

have not yet seen or heard the phenomenon
explained. My idea is that the back-lash is

occasioned by the weight of the foot on the

rising pedal, and the weight of the rising

pedal and crank themselves ; but that when
the pace is very great the rider lifts his feet

instead of allowing the pedals to raise them,

and the centrifugal force or momentum of

the pedal and crank are sufficient to keep

them whirling round as fast as the chain

moves, instead of lagging behind to be

drawn up by the chain ; thus the pedal,

crank, and gear-wheel do not drop behind

when the pedal rises, and there is no way to

be made up when the pedal reaches the top

of its stroke.

The " Rucker " tandem bicycle is surely

entitled to be classed as a safety, being, like

dwarfs, constructed in such a manner as to

avoid headers, although side falls are pos-

sible. (In this respect I refer to the " Rucker "

tandem as generally known, not to the dwarf

bicycle for two riders which is not yet on the

market.) Having bought a second-hand ma-

chine of this class last autumn, I bespoke the

attendance of my friend, George Moore, to

help me take it home. It was a nearly new
one, with a 54in. front wheel, and 52in.

back wheel, the tandem-bar being properly

curved down but I understand that, by

some unexplained means, the curve of bar

was not properly adjusted to suit the pre-

cise wheels we used ; hence my difficulties

with it. Starting from the factory in Bethnal

Green,we cautiouslywheeled the vehicle along

the granite-sets, and did not attempt to mount
it until reaching the broad and unfrequented

highway known as Approach Road. Here I,

with great difficulty, mounted the light-weight

on the front wheel, and started him slowly off,

guiding my rear wheel so as to follow in line.

Then I made my first essay to mount, getting

on the step all right, but all our combined
efforts failed to keep the wheels in track, and

I could not get the pedals ; once I did get into

the saddle and touch the pedals, buttheneces-

sity of steering to keep the balance carried my
wheel out of track with the front one, and I

had to hop off again. So we walked a bit,

until reaching the quiet road round Victoria

Park, where I again mounted the Artist, and
actually succeeded in mounting behind him.

We rode for fully loo yards, and then things

began to happen. The steering requisite to

balance took my wheel so far out of track

with the front wheel that the neck met the

side of the Stanley head ; this prevented

further balancing, and I was dragged down
sidevvise, falling with my wheel a mighty

crash, and the front wheel with Moore on it

was also dragged down. Just at this point

a professional teacher of bicycling known to

us happened to ride along, and he took the

thing in hand. He and Moore put me up on

the front wheel, which I found quite easy to

manage, its steering and balancing being

exactly the same as an ordinary bicycle.

But when the professor essayed to mount
the rear wheel, all his skill was unavailing,

and he made a worse job of it than I had

done. It was the same when the Artist

tried the back seat ; the wheels always ran

out of track, locked the steering, and so

down went the rear wheel, dragging the

whole apparatus after it. We walked home,

but a few days afterwards the Cartoonist

came round to make another trial at master-

ing the machine. We had concluded by

now that I had better ride in front, the

bigger wheel suiting me best. Therefore, it

became necessary, whenever we made a

start, to enlist the assistance of chance

passers-by to help in holding the machine
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while I climbed over the tandem-bar into

my saddle. This done, The Artist suc-

ceeded at last in mounting, and by dint of

very careful steering in the track of the

front wheel, and using his brake so that I

did most of the traction, he conquered it

sufficiently for us to ride round several

blocks of houses. • Then he became over-

confident, and in turning a corner swung
too far out ; to keep his balance he steered

further out, the steering locked, and with

a mighty crash we went sprawling on to the

pavement, I j ust leaping clear of the machine

and he bruising his shins and badly lacerating

his nether garments. We adjourned for the

day. With his inexpressibles carefully

repaired, and with a quantity of liniment on

his bruises, the dauntless designer of Wheel

Life cartoons once again joined me in drag-

ing forth the fiery untamed steed. We got

aboard, and rode in triumph as far as Canon-

bury Station ; but I cannot say that the

journey was very lively. Every time a cart

or vehicle of any sort approached, our appre-

hensions gave us extreme torture, and what
with my caution in looking-out ahead to

steer a straight course, and my companion's

anxious watching of my wheels so as to steer

his own truly in track, we did not have much
time to take in the beauties of the landscape.

The remarks made were entertaining, too,

probably the funniest being that of one irre-

pressible small boy, who remarked very

audibly that the one in front was teaching

the other to ride, and another boy chimed

in with "Yes, and they've fastened their

bicycles together so's the front one shall

pull tother 'un along, and not let him fall."

We got home, but the Artist sternly and

determinedly expressed his rooted aversion

to riding that tandem any more ; so I got

two ordinary backbones and back wheels

fitted to the drivers, and thus turned a diffi-

cult tandem into two easy bicycles. I do not

know whether every " Rucker " tandem is as

difficult to ride as mine was, but I should ima-

gine not. My own idea is that there was some
defect in the " lining " or parallelism of the

joints, which caused all its eccentricity.

I rode some twenty miles of hilly road on

the " Carr " safety bicycle one day last

winter. This is a two-speeded dwarf on a

very similar principle to Britain's bicycle,

but both the speeds were too low for me. It

was still in an unfinished state, too, so that

a verdict would scarcely be just upon the

trial under such circumstances.

In a former volume of the " Wheel
World" I have referred to some experiences

of safety bicycles which I gleaned at the

Bingley Hall, Birmingham. In " The
Wobbleries," during the Speedwell Show, I

rode the "Antelope," the " B.S.A.," the

"Challenge," the "Marvel," and the
" Rover ;" but the smooth flooring precluded
a really fair trial. Of these, the " B.S.A."
pleased me the most, being |steadiest and
easiest to mount. But I should not care to

ride it—or any other such very small-wheeled
bicycle—on the road, the small wheels
occasioning such excessive vibration. The
" Antelope" I liked almost as well as the
" B.S.A.," but for road work the handles of
this machine must be too far back, in the
position which has been ridiculed as " putting
the rider's hands into his breeches pockets."
To mount the " Antelope" was an easier

accomplishment

—

on the diy boards—than it

looked, all that was necessary being to place
the left toe on the step, the right foot well

forward on the ground, and to give a good
steady springy skip forward, lifting the body
into the saddle by the hands and left foot.

The " Marvel," on the floor, was again
found too sensitive in steering. The " Chal-
lenge" wanted a few moments' careful

practice before it was mastered, the fork
being so far behind the driving-wheel axle

that the uninitiated rider could not steer it a
yard at first, but this strangeness very
rapidly disappears.

I have also ridden the " Ivel," made by
Albone ; it is an ordinary sort of dwarf, of

the " Kangarudge" type, and steers very well

indeed.

The " Rover," which I have purposely left

until the last, is, in my opinion, the best of
all the dwarfs. It is safer than even the
" 'Xtra," easier to mount and dismount,
because closer to the ground, has less vibra-

tion than any other dwarf, and is unquestion-
ably very fast. The reason I gave preference
to the " 'Xtra," // confined to one machine all

the year round, was that I opine that the
level-gearing of the "Xtra," and its less

liability to catch mud, would turn the scale
in its favour. The " Rover," for summer
use, must take the palm ; I find that I can
fly tiphill at a great pace on the " Rover"
geared to 65 inches. It was at the Tunbridge
Wells Camp that I first saw the new pattern
of this bicycle. At Bingley Hall I had
ridden the first pattern of the " Rover," and
found that it steered even easier than the
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" Kangarudge" type ; but when my machine

met my astonished gaze at Timbridge Wells

I found that in place of a vertical fork and

bridle rods the front wheel was steered by a

direct fork sloping or raking back at a very

excessive angle, greater in fact than that

of the " 'Xtra." This rake makes the steer-

ing very peculiar. On the " Marvel" or

" Humber"-type, as I have explained, the

small front-steering wheel has to be per-

petually making quick little movements to

and fro ; but with the " Rover" the reverse

is the case, and the learner finds that

if he gives way to the instinctive tendency

to steer rapidly aside when the balance

seems to require it, he will go zigzagging

along or utterly collapse. To ride the

"Rover," the steering-bar must be turned

even slower than on the ordinary bicycle. If

the rider seems to be about to fall to one

side, he should not quickly turn the wheel

towards that side, but must endeavour to

overcome the instinctive desire so to do, and

to keep the wheel as straight as possible. The
faster the pace, the easier this becomes, and

the new " Rover" handle-bar is admirably

adapted for controlling the steering, either

by pulling or by leaning on the handles.

Alter a few minutes' endeavour to ride my
" Rover" on the grass, I took it on the road,

and " got the hang of it " at once by adopting

the American teachers' system of riding on

the step do%vnhill until the steering is mastered.

Then I rode it in the meet procession—

a

performance which is sufficient to stamp a

bicycHst as master of his machine. And on

the morrow I rode it home, finding out its

wonderful hill-climbing properties by romp-

ing away from everybody when rising a long

hill. I have since ridden it in a race, and

found it very fast, considering it is a full

roadster, on the track ; and its safety has

been demonstrated by riding it up and down

kerbstones, rushing it down steep hills and

jambing the brake on suddenly, and steeple-

chasing across mounds and furrows in a

brickyard. The rider's weight being so far

behind is the secret of its Jinmunity from

headers, and I believe that the " Rover"

front wheel will break before its rider can go

a cropper. Mounting by the pedal is remark-

ably easy, and dismounting can be done with

facility by either springing back (retaining

hold of the handles) or by slipping off on one

side, throwing the leg not actually " over the

handles," but over the frame between saddle

and handles. I can ride it at any pace

with one hand, and if it had a steering-con-

troller I believe it could be ridden without

either hand. The steering appears to me to

be eccentric from the same cause as made
Singer put his patent head to the " 'Xtra;"

with the " 'Xtra" head, the " Rover" would
steer easier for the novice, but even without

it the steering is very rapidly mastered. The
chief defect of the " Rover" is its habit of

throwing mud into its own bearings and
chain ; this is why I give preference to the
" 'Xtra " for all the year round, because my
riding diary contemplates journeys on 365

days per annum, and I have therefore to con-

sider cleaning contingencies. Riders who
stop at home when it is muddy will not mind
this item so much.

In conclusion, I little thought when I

started to jot down my experiences of safety

bicycling that they covered the ground so

fully as it seems they really do. It is doubt-

less because my safety-bicycling mileage is

so insignificant, compared to my tricycling

record, that I have not hitherto considered

myself at all an authority on the subject.

The deductions I make have been at least

unprejudiced; I have never allowed myself

to be smitten with a mania for any bicycle,

and I think the foregoing " points" may be

regarded as the unbiassed impressions of a

careful critic. —A. J. Wilson,

Poic'crscroft House, Clapton.

II.

I am not a great success as an author, but

I may fairly say that if I have had any

special knowledge of any subject it is ot

safety cycles. It is an old and true adage

that experience keeps a dear school, but

fools will learn in no other, and the proverb

is particularly applicable to cyclists. Certain

it is that while the average bicyclist, in the

crass and salad days of his novitiate, looks

with the utmost contempt upon this class of

machine (to which or to the tricycle he will

with almost absolute certainty slowly but

surely gravitate as he grows in the number
of his scars and the extent of his wisdom),

one who has in his time been all things to all

cycles, can look back dispassionately upon

the long list of his various mounts and see

at once many virtues and many faults with

which they were not credited in his younger

and more prejudiced days.

I am inclined to think that, in the same way
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as some magistrates insist that for their pur-

poses a tricycle shall be a bicycle, many
riders and makers support with warmth
their claims that the so-called "safeties"

which they ride or manufacture are safeties

in verity, not in consequence of the posses-

sion by such machines of any of the qualities

necessary for them to retain the title con-

sistently with truth, but rather because their

own prejudices or the exigencies of trade and

its keen competition render it possible for

them to lay violent hands on a name to

which they have not a shadow of a right.

The oldest " safety " that I remember to

have ridden was one of Singer's safety bi-

cycles, brought out, I believe, in 1877 or

earlier, and at that time the stir it created in

the limited cycling community was really

prodigious. Safe it was indeed, but I doubt

if it was a paying speculation, and the

cramped position of the rider, added to the

awkwardness and ungracefulness exhibited

in mounting and dismounting, went far

toward consigning it to that limbo from

whence latter-day lay inventors seem to

obtain most of their ideas. While touring

in Dorsetshire, however, early this year, I

passed on the road two lads learning to ride

this very ancient style of machine, and,

pausing awhile, induced them to let me have

a short ride on it for the sake of auld lang

syne. I did not ride far, nor do I now
yearn for a renewed acquaintance with it,

but remounting my own tricycle full forty

pounds lighter than the " antique," I left it,

unwept and unregretted, to the tender (?)

mercies of the lads.

I think it was about this time arose the
" Pony " bicycle of the CM. Co., the pre-

cursor of the vast race of dwarfs of the

present day. It was not a favourite ofmine.

It was possible (for I proved it several times)

when riding fast on the level, or going down-
hill, to lose the pedal with your foot, and
find it without any very extensive search by
means of your shin-bone or calf. There
was never any doubt as to its return, as the

pedals of those " Ponies" were four-barred

and saw-topped like a step. None of the

efforts to check this propensity of kicking

with its forefeet were very successful, and it

dropped out gradually in consequence. My
next mount was an ordinary, the then noted
" Timberlake,"and this served me passing well

for a time, until, racing a friend on the road,

my brake, actuated by turning the handles,

suddenly applied itself, and sent me flying

along the road in closer contact with the mud
than was pleasant. To fill the full measure
of my discomfiture, my friend, who was
mounted on what was then quite a new
thing, namely, the " 'Xtraordinary " {alias

the "Camel," alias the " 'Xtra-ugly "), ran

completely over my legs as I sprawled on
the ground, over the back wheel and fork of

my " Timberlake," and then calmly dis-

mounted " to see if I was hurt." He said he

had not had time to put on the brake sooner,

but I had, and still have, a strong opinion

that the severity of my previous expressions

concerning the " beauty " of his machine
had more to do with his tardy stoppage and
the insulting evidence of the superiority of

his " 'Xtra " than he admitted at the time.

This method of conviction was rough, I admit,

but it was certainly rapid and effectual, and
I cannot say that I afterwards regretted it,

save in an occasional growl at the weight of

my succeeding mount. Yes, certainly, I do

like the " 'Xtra." The feeling of /)^r/^c^ secu-

rity, the knowledge that, be the pace or the

obstacle what they may, one second's warn-

ing is sufficient to avoid accident, the acknow-

ledged and undoubted superiority to all other

machines whatsoever on stiff uphill grades,

or really bad roads, are more than sufficient

to cover, as with the cloak of charity, the

small multitude of sins of which that machine
was guilty. It never broke— I must give it

that credit—and its weight, the softness of

its bearing surfaces in joints and links, the

consequent horrible rattle and vibration when
the feet were off the pedals, are all forgotten

in the remembrance of how, riding fast down
a steep hill one black, dark night, lamps

burning, bell ringing, legs over, and every

nerve listening for sound or sight of foot-

passenger or vehicle, I charged full tilt into

the back of a tallow-boiler's van, which had

stopped by the roadside, the horse being

tired and the driver asleep. Bang went the

half-hung tail-board against the back of the

van. I think I awoke the driver, but that was
the only result of the exploit, barring a fer-

vent thanksgiving for my escape unharmed,

a cursory conversation with the half-awake

and startled Jehu, and a resolution not to fly

a hill at night unless I could see quite ten

yards in front of me when going at speed.

As succeeding seasons bore fruit in further

improvements in the details of the machine,

my liking for it increased. Jndeed, I think

this one of the chief peculiarities of the

" 'Xtra." It " grew " on me. The more I
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rode it the greater became my liking for

it and pride in it. Through summer's

dust and winter's snows I rode it daily.

Often and often did I hear, on being

passed by the nose-in-air " ordinary "

rider, cutting and contemptuous remarks

upon the appearance of my machine and

the sense (or want of it) of its rider, and
just as often did I bide my time until the

next stiff hill, when, after a little ankle-work,

my abused " Camel " vindicated itself by
landing me well ahead of its traducers long

before the top was reached. Then the

sweetness of being able to wait at the top for

the lagging competitors, and with amused
glance at their distress, to return on them, in

an audible aside, their own discourteous

comment of " What a fool a fellow must be

to ride a thing like that !"

The commercial success of the " 'Xtra"

induced the CM.Co. to try again, and they

brought out the " Club Safety." The fork

of this machine was raked back a la " 'Xtra,"

but the steering centres were vertical. The
front wheel was driven by a most ingenious

method, with chains, the motion being some-

what akin to that of the " Sun and Planet;"

but, alas ! for cyclical frailty, the chains had
a knack of slipping, thereby lowering the

pedals, until a short ride found them quite

out of reach, while the great rake and vertical

centres combined, made the turning of a

corner at any pace a feat of skill to which

most of the arts of the trick-rider were
child's play. The company must have lost

heavily on it, as it was never heard of after

ts first season. Indeed, as a safety, nothing

in its life became it like the leaving of it.

About this time appeared the " Devon
Safety" and the " Bicyclette." The former

need not receive more notice from me than

it did from the general public. The " Bicy-

clette," better known as the " Crocodile,"

was practically the same machine as the

recently introduced " Rover" safety. Their

lives were short and the reverse of merry, and
a few stray " Crocodiles" here and there,

bought at scrap-iron price, were all that re-

mained of the much be-puffed rivals of the
" 'Xtra."

And then I learnt to ride the " Otto."

Its merits and demerits have been discussed

many times since then, but these are my ex-

periences, told in my own fashion. Although

my practising -place was quiet and retired,

and spectators were few, it was hardly with

pleasure that I heard the remark, " Why,

the silly fool ain't likely to ride it : he ain'^

brought his back-wheel !" Patience and
perseverance, both sorely tasked, overcame
the necessity for this useful part of a tri-

cycle, and in due time I exhibited myself to

the wondering gaze of the locals, as " the

chap wot 'ad 'ad 'is back wheel stole." I

like its gentle, swinging motion, so entirely

free from the vibration known to the rider of

a front-steering tri., but I don't like putting

my feet in straps unless I know to within a

little on which side of the road I am likely

to be when I reach the bottom of a hill. My
wrists, too, are not as nerveless as the uni-

versal points of a " Sparkbrook" axle, and

I like a steering which can be regulated to a

nicety, not one which acts with a succession

of sweeps or jerks. But above all it is not

nice when descending a hill, or going quickly

on the level, you turn your handle to avoid

a coming cart, and owing to your bicycling

habits, involuntarily back-pedal, whereupon
your " Otto" stands instantly quite still with

one wheel, while the other describes a grace-

ful curve of the smallest possible radius in

the direction exactly opposite to that which

you desired, and pitching you over the

side, deliberately and wilfully endeavours to

immolate itself beneath the cart-wheel, leav-

ing you to crawl from between the horse's

feet as bast you may. When / crept out, I

availed myself of the friendly (?) cart in

which to convey the wrecks of myself and
the " safety" home. I consider that the

"Otto" comes as a boon and a blessing to

men who are heavily insured in the " Acci-

dental," but personally I don't want any

more of it. I had quite enough for one life-

time then.

Then a friend lent me a "Facile." I do

not vaunt my opinion on this as unassail-

able, for I had recently been riding a high-

geared tricycle, besides my 54in. " 'Xtra,"

and consequently found the " 4oin. geared

level" a genuine case of toil and trouble, the

quick jerky motion, and the slow speed

obtainable without long practice, prejudiced

me against it, until a collision with a loose

but not large stone, flung me completely

over the handles and dislocated my right

wrist. In great dudgeon and disgust I

returned the " little one" to my friend, and

although I now believe it to be a good

little machine indeed, I have never since felt

safe on it.

And now for a space I returned again to

the tricycle, unkind circumstances over
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which I had no control having severed me
from my " Camel," and safety bicycles, save

for a short trial on the " Sun and Planet,"

knew me no more till the advent of the

" Kangaroo." I succeeded in obtaining one

of the first, and soon learned to like it for its

great speed and ease, its hill-climbing powers,

which almost, if not quite, equalled those

of the '• 'Xtra," and its comparative safety,

but most of all for its exquisite comfort

downhill, as with feet outstretched to the

foot-rests, and pipe in mouth, I put my
hands in my pockets at the top of every hill,

and " let the whole world slide." Anent
this machine I have heard much of " side-

slipping." I never experienced it. I cer-

tainly did have one " fair cropper and no

more," but when a hay-cart is swung across

a narrow lane, and immediately in front of

you, leaving you no alternative but to rush

on to the side grass and into a twelve-inch

gulley, what is there in dwarf or ordinary

bicycles that will stand the brunt of so un-

kind a rub of fortune ? For the rest, are

not its doings and misdoings chronicled in

The Cyclist, and " comment is needless ?"

Then, in quick succession, I tried the
" Challenge" safety—a safety well worthy of

the name—the " Rudge," " Excelsior," and

others of the same time. Of these latter I

will only say that, in my opinion, the use of a

small front wheel does not constitute the

machine a " safety," be the machine ever so

well made. Others I have yet to try, as the
" Humber," the " B.S.A.," and one or two
of similar type.

The " Rover " is the latest novelty that has

come under my notice, and I can quite believe

that when the steering is mastered it is a speedy

and safe machine. Its great objection is the

impossibility of letting go of both handles at

the same time, and as this is an important
point, the makers should see to it. Whether it

will upset the "Kangaroo" record remains to be

seen. One of my acquaintances claims to have
ridden 60 miles on a " Rover" in 4h. 25m.,

but until he substantiates his statement by

placing himself well to the front in the coming
race I still retain my idea that either his dis-

tances or his times were mistaken; or else that

he is " ignorant of truth as a practical prin-

ciple." Meanwhile, I have re-gravitated to

my light, high-geared tricycle, which, in my
humble opinion, is as fast and as safe as any
" safety " that ever washatched. Time, which
proves all things and all men, will doubtless

sift the grain from the chaifin this also; and
meanwhile, allow me to hope that my readers

may have an easier time than I have had in

their " experiences of safety cycles."

—J. H. Ball, Whitley, near Coventry.

> • <
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On the first Thursday of 1868 when I came
down to New Haven, to enter upon the final

six months of my undergraduate life, it

seemed as if every waking hour of that

period would have to be devoted to hard

work, and therefore I hardened my heart

against the lively table-talk at the eatiug-

club, discussing the great velocipedic/«ror^

which had taken sudden possession of the

college and the city. Entrancing tales were

told me daily of the comic and exciting scenes

to be witnessed at the rink, and of the

wonderful possibilities which even the most

sedate and cautious of citizens attributed

to this new means of locomotion. Great

was my temptation, and it increased from

week to week, as the excitement intensified

and drew one classmate after another into

the vortex ; but still I said :
" I will not go

;

I cannot afford the time." At last, however,

four weeks from the day when the term

opened, my curiosity got the better of my
judgment, and I "casually dropped in at a

riding school on State street, just to see what

the thing was like, anyhow." My fancy

seems to have been captivated at once. The
record shows that, on the following forenoon,

" I went in to watch the velocipedes a little

while," on my return from correcting maga-
zine proofs at the printing office, which was
adjacent ; and that, the very next day, I

deliberately " went down to the hall, and
practised with a machine for fifteen minutes,

after waiting there two hours for a chance."

This remark gives an idea of the briskness

of the business which the owners of rinks

were doing ; for not only was every veloci-

pede kept continuously in use, at the rate of

" a cent a minute," but crowds of eager

patrons waited impatiently to "take their

quarter-hour turns," or even gave a premium
for the " chances " of those who had regis-

tered in advance. The enormous waste of

time thus involved in the process of " learn-

ing to ride" brought me back again to a

realising sense of the truth that I simply could

not afford to acquire that most delightful

accomplishment. I vowed that this third visit

to the rink should be my last, and that I

would banish from my breast all ambition for

winning the mastery over this exasperatingly

insolent but marvellously seductive mechan-
ism. I relied upon the axiom, "out of sight

—out of mind," to cure the foolish passion

which had been awakened within me. " But
it seemed otherwise to the gods." The
velocipede wouldn't stay out of sight. On
the contrary, within three days from the

taking of my solemn vow to shun the deadly

allurements of the rink, it boldly emerged
from the decorous concealment of that saw-

dust-sprinkled sanctum, and began flaunting

itself along the city sidewalks. All in vain

did I try to chain my thoughts to " the

appointed studies of the curriculum," or to

confine my enthusiasm to " Lit. subscriptions

and index-checks." No amount of absorption

in books could deaden my ears to the

bewitching rattle made by the approaching

iron tyres upon the bricks ; and when I

gazed from my study window and actually

saw an acquaintance proudly prancing by

on a velocipede, my heart was quite gone.

The charming spectacle enraptured my soul,

and at the same time embittered it. I felt

that I, too, must be a rider, or die !

I remember that one of the rinks kept on

exhibition a venerable " veloss," of the sort

that had seen service in New Haven during

the rage of fifty years before ; and it was
such a terribly clumsy aff'air that the bone-

shaker seemed ideally light and graceful in

comparison. A fair description of it is given

in the following badly-written letter, dated

at Yale, July 14, 1819 : "The 'velocipede'

has excited the curiosity of the students.

It is a small carriage with one wheel placed

before the other, and a saddle between them,

on which the rider sits, and, by touching his

feet to the ground, sets the wheels in motion,

and keeps them rolling by now and then

lightly touching the ground. Some will ride

at the rate of ten miles an hour. .1 have rode

it a number of times, and can advance six

or seven miles an hour. It requires a level,

hard-beaten road." The Yale Courant of

February 13, 1869, had a column sketch,
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" Half-hours with the Best Velocipedes,"

descriptive of the editor's experience. The
first words were : "We caught the fever,"

and the last :
" Long live It-of-the-swift-

foot !" From the same paper of a week

later I extract the following :
" Velocipedo-

mania.—Every student and every other man
seems to have velocipede on the brain. Two
halls have been opened in the city for

beginners, without meeting the great demand
;

and Hoad promises that a third (the base-

ment of Music Hall) shall be in readiness

for the knights of the bicycle by Thursday

evening. The proposition for turning

Brothers and Linonia (debating-society halls)

into one commodious velocipede arena has

been actually agitated about college for some
time, since the appearance of the fascinating

bicyculars. Bring on your ' glorious memo-
ries,' ye babblers of the forum, for these

Philistines be upon thee ; these Gauls

assault your very senate-chamber ; these
' wabblers' mean business. Already have

the fervidcc rotce wakened unwonted echoes

about the ears of the grim academical

ancestors in Alunmi Hall. Neither bolts

nor oaken doors have barred their entrance

to those august presences. How, then, shall

the flimsy trappings of j'our bellowing-places

avail to awe them ? We think the mania is

rather subsiding, however, though one, two,

three, and four-wheeled vehicles have made
their appearance (the one-wheeler is a

wheel-barrow). The best time on record is

to the boat-house in twelve minutes, and
back ; distance, a mile and a quarter." The
latter remark is ambiguous, but, as I do not

believe that any Yale boneshaker ever

made the round trip of two miles and a half

in twelve minutes, I suppose the reference is

to the downward ride simply. Even on that

interpretation, it was a faster one than I

recollect taking. No races took place at

New Haven, either in the rinks or on the

side-walks ! but first prizes for " the most
skilful riding" were won by two students in

rink competitions, and one of these winners

exhibited his skill at the athletic exhibition

given in the college gymnasium about the

middle of March.

The truth of the opening remark of the

present chapter, concerning the fallibility of

memory, is again illustrated by the fact that,

after writing those pages which tell how I

for four weeks refrained from taking a look

at the hobby which had aroused my class-

mates' enthusiasm, I find, on turning to my

own printed chronicle of those times, that

the actual period of my resistance to tempta-

tion was only four days ! Though the craze

had captured New York on New Year's, it

was exactly a month in reaching New Haven
—probably because the metropolitan demand
for machines prevented the manufacturers

from taking any outside orders. In assigning

"January" as the month of considerable

college table-talk on the subject, my recol-

lection may not have been entirely at fault,

however, because the current newspaper
gossip must have attracted some attention,

and some of the many undergraduates who
spent their vacation in the big city must
have brought back stories of the " wheelo-

mania" which prevailed there. My own
earliest printed paragraph on the subject is

this (written February 4, i86g, the self-same

day that I first saw a boneshaker) :
" The

velocipede is the plaything of the hour

among the Seniors, who find in its subtle

and alluring capabilities their chief amuse-

ment." The progress and decline of the

furore were minutely chronicled ia three

successive monthly issues of the Yale

Literary Magazine, from which I present

extracts below, with the date of each. The
first two were written by myself, and the

verses have since seen the light in the

Wheelman (July, 1883, pp. 256, 311). The
record also has a certain historic value, as

representing in a general way what happened,

during that exciting period, at every other

considerable college, and every other wide-

awake city, throughout the entire land. In

my tours on the modern bicycle, it is a very

common experience to meet with men—of

great diversity in character and occupation,

but resembling each other in respect to

being about forty years old—who are inspired

by the sight of the new vehicle to recount to

me the comic experiences of their " bone-

shaker days."

" By all odds, the liveliest things of the month
have been the velocipedes, which of themselves
ought to make February, 1869, famous in our
history. They came to town the first day of the

month. The old church on the corner of State

and Court Streets was turned into a riding-room,

and beginners were ' at it ' night and day for the

space of a week. Then the shopkeepers below
objected to having the plaster from the walls

sprinkled upon them longer, and so the rink was
closed. On the loth two clerks from Springfield

opened a new school in Literary Hall, on State

Street ; but they, too, at the end of a very successful

week, were obliged to ' move on,' and so went
home with their machines. Thatcher and Co.
ran a rink' at De Garmo's old dancing hall, 303,
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Chapel Street, for the week ending on the 20th,

and were then forced out of the building, as the
others had been from the other places, on ac-

count of too much falling plaster. Their present
riding-rcom, corner of Crown and Park Streets,

is better than those already mentioned, and alto-

gether superior to the only other one now in

operation—Hoadley's, established in the base-
ment of Music Hall, on the i8th. Hoad., how-
ever, was one of the first to introduce the ' veloss,'

ard had several machines at his store ready for

outdoor usage within a day or two of the opening
of the earliest rink. Eli Hill soon followed his
• X ample. Thomas Brothers have several machines
lo let at their headquarters, the Madison House,
on State Street ; and Oatman, at the Park House,
on Chapel Street, opposite the green, is the latest

claimant for bicycular profits. A cent a minute
is the usual tax, though Hoad. lets machines out
for out-door use at a half-dollar an hour, and
possibly the terms of some of the others are as

low. The thirty or more velocipedes thus at the
service of the public are constantly in use, and
earning a neat little sum for their owners. The
two rinks close at ten o'clock in the evening, and,
unless the weather prevents, ardent velocipedists

are driving about the green, or the different

streets, until that hour. Machines can be engaged
for a single day only in advance ; and he must
get up very early in the morning who would be
sure of 'a good choice' for the following day.
The walks on the green are naturally the great

resort, but the broad sidewalk at the west end of

Chapel Street is the best course we have yet dis-

covered, while Howe and Dwight Streets offer

good facilities. A great many people, who, if

they haven't been injured by the bicycle, imagine
they might have been or may be, and who in any
case hate to see others enjoy themselves, have
lodged complaints with the authorities, and it is

probable that the city fathers may order veloci-

pedes to be kept from the sidewalks altogether

—though no such action has yet been taken, in

spite of the rumours. The machines in the

,
riding-rooms are mostly poor ones— ' good enough
for beginners, you know '—and cost from ^50 to

$75. Those rented for out-door use, patented by
Pickering, Wood, Monod, Witty, and others, are

less clumsy, and are supposed to be worth from
^75 to ^125. We give the names in order of

merit, as it appears to us, though many account
Wood's the best machine. Everyone is waiting
for the price to fall before purchasing, and no
college man yet boasts a bicycle of his own. The
Lit. editors are all velocipedists, with the dis-

graceful exception of a single individual. He
perversely pretends to admire the ungainly three-

wheeled machine, which by its occasional appear-
ances excites the unqualified disgust of all who
are capable of appreciating better things. Even
the so-called ' skatorial queen ' mounts a two-
wheeler in going through with her ' great veloci-

pede act,' at the 'calico ball' next week." (March
I, 1869, pp. 255, 256.)

" Spite of the bad weather, velocipedes have
held their own during the past month, and have
recompensed their owners. The rink on Park
Street has just been supplied with a new flooring

and other improvements, and is equipped with a
dozen machines, including several new ones.

The proprietor is also preparing a quarter-mile
track, in the neighbourhood of Savin Rock, which
is expected to be in readiness for out-door riders

and racers about the middle of May. Going down
Crown Street we came to Hoadley's new rink,

opened March 24th,inthebasementof Music Hall.

'Way down town, on Franklin Street, we climb
up four flights of stairs, and reach the big ' Elm
City Rink,' opened March i6th. Barring the
difficulty of getting to it, this is the best in New
Haven, as it certainly is the largest. It claims,

indeed, to be the largest in New England, and
its outer track measures one-sixteenth of a mile,

exclusive of a good-sized L, reserved for begin-

ners. Its stock of machines comprises 18, mostly
of the ' Hartford' pattern, but is soon to be
increased by several ' Pickerings' and ' Monods.'
Hoad.'s original ' Pickering,' by the way, is the
only one thus far owned in the city, and we are

fully confirmed in our opinion that it is the best

variety which has yet been put forth. The two
first-mentioned rinks rent machines for usage
upon the street, as do also three or four other
concerns. A cent a minute still continues to be
the regular tax, and an admission fee of 10 or 15
cents is generally charged in the evening—the

ticket entitling the visitor, at his option, to a
similar number of minutes upon a ' veloss.' The
subscription paper, which was started about the

middle of February, for the purchase of veloci-

pedes for the gymnasium, has for more than a
month made a mournful exhibition of the two
lonely legends :

' Instructor in gymnastics, $25 ;

D. J. Merrill, class of '27, ^5.' A more compli-
cated plan, devised by the same instructor, where-
by every subscriber for the purchase ofgymnasium
velocipedes was to have a proportionate amount
of riding upon the same, was detailed upon
several sheets of foolscap, and posted in the

reading-room for several days ; but we believe it

fared no better than its predecessor. We presume
the janitor of the gym. might make a good thing

by getting a few machines and renting them at

low rates to college men ; but to expect the latter

to pledge the money in advance is absurd. Two
or three velocipedes are already owned in college,

and doubtless the number will be greatly in-

creased next term. They as yet have the right of

way on the sidewalks, and if the city officials

have any idea of restricting it, we are sure they
will at once change their minds, when they read
the ' prayer' appended to this chronicle. These
verses, by the way, are the work of the ' private

sweep' of our Class Poet, who concocted them by
the aid of the latter's rhyming dictionary, while
he (the C. P.) was absorbed in calculating his

'Index' losses. ' The sweep' also gave us a list of

words rhyming with ' velocipede,' in addition to

those employed by himself, and these we now
publish for general accommodation :

' Ac- re-

pre- se- ante- super- inter- cede, soli- palmi- multi-

centi- pede, sue- pro- ex- ceed, feed, bleed, need,

deed, reed, breed, freed, weed, bead, lead, plead,

mislead, mead, read, knead.' Though the value

of the rhymes indicated is almost incalculable,

the price of the present Lit. will remain unchanged ;

city fathers, hear my prayer ! I'm but a student, yet give heed,

And, as you hope for mercy, spare ! Don't, don't outlaw Velocipede !

Why banish him ? He does no harm to anyone. Indeed, indeed,

1 know the timid feel alarm and hatred for Velocipede

;
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But yet I say he harms them not. Their fancy 'tis which seems to need
Repression, for it makes them plot and lie against Velocipede.

Don't believ^e the stories that they tell of accident or foul misdeed
;

The JouvnaVs ' horse' long since got well, uninjured by Velocipede.

'Tis env^y simply that's at work—the one who must on foot proceed
Feels jealous when, with artful quirk, another rides Velocipede.

Some, too, there are who hate all fun—who count all sport of ill the seed

—

And such judge that the Evil One himself devised Velocipede.

But those who believe in life, and joy, and jollity, must fain concede
The many virtues of this toy we fondly call Velocipede.

So let him have the right of way ! The sidewalks he will not impede,
Nor force the footmen to delay their steps for him, Velocipede.

Or, if from Chapel, State and Church you order him, we are agreed,

If, leaving these streets in the lurch, elsewhere may roam Velocipede.

Now, city fathers, hear my prayer ! I'm but a student, yet give heed
To my poor words, and spare, oh ! spare my only love. Velocipede."

(April 7th, 1869, pp. 295, 296, 308, 309.)

" As for velocipedes, we can only tell, what we
nv 'er expected to have to tell, of their dying
days. Alas ! Poor Yorick ! A dire pronuncia-

mento of the city fathers (' No person shall use

or propel by riding thereon any velocipede along

or upon any paved walk in said city, formed for

the convenience of foot-passengers, under penalty

of ^25') has sent you to an untimely grave. Many
disciples mourn their loss ; but columns full of

complaint have availed not for repealing this

obnoxious article. A couple of bold riders who
were arrested on the green, owed their release to

the fact that paved walks were specified ; but
this quibble will no longer prevent strict justice

from being meted out to all offenders. Anticipa-

tions of bright moonlight rides on the green

on summer evenings have faded beneath the

cruel blow. The best rinks with their best

machines at 25 cents per hour cannot rescue the

dying-out enthusiasm. Monods, Pickerings,

and Hartfords are temptingless. The large

Velocipedrome at the Beach House, Savin Rock,
is not realising the golden expectations of its

builders. Eli has grown thin from the total

' standstill ' of his velocipede stock. The corner
rink at Park and Crown Streets offers big

inducements ; but few are enticed. Elm City
still assures us that his building is warranted to

stand for ages ; but few attempt to test the

accuracy of his statements. Here and there a
solitary rider passes alcng the college yard—sole

remnants of your former greatness—sole proofs

of what you might have been. Nor is the sky
overcast with circles of hope. No more will

your followers see 'stars.' Signs point to a

premature death. Your days are numbered, O
Velocipedus ! The Lit. has done with you.

" ' Green be the turf above thee, friend of my
earlier days :

None knew thee but to love thee ; none named
thee but to praise.'

"

(May 22, 1869, p. 368.)

A little book, entitled " The Velocipede

:

Its History, Varieties, and Practice," by J.

T. Goddard (N.Y. : Hurd & Houghton
; pp.

107 ; large type ; thirteen coarse woodcuts),

is the only such memorial which the mania
produced here ; and its preface—dated at

Cambridge, March 20, 1869—assumes that no
book on the subject had then been published

abroad. Though hastily flung together.

without literary skill—a mere jumble and
hodge-podge of unaccredited gleanings from

the newspapers, and from the circulars

of manufacturers and inv^entors—it serves

well to show how extensive the craze really

was, and to point the contrast between that

noisy furore and the quiet advent, a decade

later, of the sort of cycling which is destined

to flourish for ever. The history of the

wheel in England exhibits no such contrasts.

The London authority quoted in the first of

the fine-type extracts appended to this

paragraph (reprinted also in Harper's

Weekly, March 30, i86g, p. 189) represents

John Bull at that time as an amused spectator

of Brother Jonathan's antics. The British

boneshaker days had no such wildly im-

petuous and frenziedly hopeful beginning

;

but, on the other hand, they had no such

sudden and ignominious ending. Though
the American carriage-makers all dropped
the veloce in a hurry, with a feeling of contempt
for their own folly in having interrupted their

proper business in behalf of such a deceptive

toy, the less-excitable Englishmen kept

pegging away at it, both on the road and in

the machine-shop, until the modern bicycle

was evolved. Velocipeding never entirely

erased in that country, in spite of the re-

action which followed the impetus of 1868-9
;

and neither there nor here nor anywhere in

the world has any " craze " or " mania " ever

been developed in regard to the modern
bicycle. This gift of all the ages comes to

all countries quietly, as if conscious of its

power and permanency. It causes no general

fuss or ferment ; but it comes to stay.

" The furore has migrated from France to our
brethren across the Atlantic, passing over us.

The go-ahead vehicle is exactly suited to Ameri-
can ideas. Schools, with the imposing name of
Vclocinasiums, for teaching the young idea how to

gyrate, are -being established; races are being
rolled ; men and boys are whizzing here, there,
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and everywhere, at a speed of twelve miles an
hour. Inventors are improving the machines,
and are making them wholesale, the supply at

present falling short of the demand. Our turn

may come yet. Or have we had it ? There was
a considerable rage for velocipedes in England
some thirty (fifty ?) years ago. There may be
those living who can recollect seeing no less a
man than Michael Faraday spinning one up
Hampstead Hill."

—

The Gentleman's Magazine,

London, February, i86g.

" The two best and largest rinks in the United
States are to be found at Harvard Square, Cam-
bridge. One of therh has 12,000 square feet of

floor, and 25 good machines. The other, built

by J. C. Stiles, is in the form of an amphitheatre,

and has a circular course of a little less than an
eighth of a mile. Only part of the track is under
cover. At night this rink is brilliantly lighted,

and the scene is at once novel and inspiring.

Scores of riders rush madly after each other at

break-neck speed round and round the arena.

We have seen an expert wheel over the course in

17 sec, which is nearly as good time as any record-

ed abroad, and better than any heretofore made
in this country. Harvard students crowd these

rinks ; the billiard-halls and other places of

resort are deserted, and all are eager votaries of

the fascinating art. The fever is not confined to

the Eastern and Middle States, but rages

throughout the South and West. The Hanlon
Brothers, well-known as gymnasts, have the

largest hall in New York, with 25 machines, and
at their recent ' velocipede reception and hop '

exhibited many daring feats upon the bicycle.

Other gentlemen afterwards gave proof of their

skill, among them Charles A. Dana, editor of

the Sun, who is an expert rider."—Goddard's
" The Velocipede" (March, i86g), pp. 93, 95.

" Several months have passed since we heard
of a two-wheeled contrivance, called bicircle or

veloce, by w^hich it was possible for an active

Frenchman to traverse ten miles of the streets of

Paris in a single hour. The fever which raged so

high there seems to have broken out in America.
Schools for instruction of velocipede-riding are

being opened. Youngsters ride down Fifth

Avenue with their school-books strapped in front

of their velocipedes, and expert riders cause
crowds of spectators to visit the public squares,

which afford excellent tracks for the light wheels
to move swiftly over. The Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher has secured two of the American
machines, and other gentlemen, well-known in

the literary and artistic world, are possessed of

their magic circles. One of them takes his ride

of nearly ten miles daily, and saves time as well

as enjoying the ride. A number of persons are

already making use of the velocipede as a means
of traversing the distance between their homes
and places of business. Professional inventors

are now labouring to bring it to American com-
pleteness, and the few dealers in New York are

doing quite a driving business. Their prices

range from ^60 to ^100, about the same as in

France. The weight of a medium sized machine
is about 6olbs., and the size of the driving-wheel

most in favour from 30 to 36in. The winter
season is not favourable to ff/off-riding, but with
opening of spring we may expect to see the two-
wheeled affairs gliding gracefully about the

streets and whizzing swiftly through the smooth

I
roads of Central Park."

—

Harpy's Weekly, De-
cember ig, 1868, p. 811.

The above extract from that well-edited and
representative "journal of civilisation " exhibits

the date of its earliest mention of the matter,
made which w^as to accompany a pair of pictures :

" Velocipede Race in Paris on Sunday after-

noon," and "The American Velocipede." The
former, reproduced from a foreign paper,
represents four women competing, in the
presence of a large crowd ; and the latter,

sketched by T. R. Davis, gives a good idea of the
" Pickering" machine, which was described in the
following words from the Scientific American : " It

differs from the French veloce in the arrangement
of the tiller, which is brought well back and
sufficiently high to allow of a perfectly upright
position in riding. The stirrups or crank pedals
are three-sided, with circular flanges at each end

;

and, as they turn on the crank pins, the pressure
of the foot will always bring one of the three

sides into proper position. The connecting
apparatus differs from that of the French bicycle,

in that the saddle-bar serves only as a seat and a

brake, and it is not attached to the rear wheel.

By a simple pressure forward against the

tiller, and a backward pressure against the tail

of the saddle, the saddle-spring is compressed
and the brake attached to it is brought firmly

down upon the wheel." Harper's Weekly after-

wards printed (Feb. 20, 1869, p. 124) the picture

of " an ice velocipede recently seen on the river

near Tarrytown. It has but one wheel, whose
tyre is armed with sharp points to prevent slip-

ping. The frame is supported behind by two
steel runners, like those attached to ice-boats,

and the machine is propelled with astonishing

rapidity." This was followed (March 6, p. 149)
by a reproduction of "the picture published by
Ackerman, of London, in i8ig, showing precisely

the same thing as the velocipede which is just at

this moment so popular in New York, except in

the crank or treadle." Quotations from a w^eekly

paper of August of that year are appended to

show that "our excitable citizens went into an
ecstasy of astonishment and delight over the

introduction of these 'dandy-horses,' and the

manufacturers for a time could not apparently
meet the demand of the ' velocipeders.' " The
editor adds : "The velocipede mania of a half-

century ago soon died out in New York, and the

people who had purchased machines at high
prices gave them away as playthings for grown-
up boys. Time must decide whether history is

to repeat itself. At present, however, there

seems to be no diminution of the interest taken
in this curious machine, of which a single agency
in this city has prepared seventy patents for im-
provements."

Goddard's little book reprints all these details

about the New York craze of 1819 (page 14, 15),

and also makes casual allusion to the " ice veloci-

pede, invented by a gentleman of Poughkeepsie,
who propels it with astonishing rapidity" (p. 81).

A story is also quoted (p. 13) from William
Howitt's "Visits to Remarkable Places," pub-
lished 1841, showing this odd discovery made by
him at Alnwick Castle: "Among the curiosities

laid up here are two velocipedes, machines which
twenty years ago were for a short period much in

vogue. It is said that the duke and his physicians

used to amuse themselves in careering about the
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grounds with these steeds. One young man of

our acquaintance rode on one of these wooden
horses all the way from London to Falkirk, in

Scotland, and was requested at various towns to

exhibit his management of it to the ladies and
gentlemen of the place. He afterwards made a

long excursion to France upon it ; for he was a

very adroit velocipedean." The allegorical

design which I have described on the first page
of this chapter (Harper's Weekly, Jan. 9, i86g,

p. 25) was drawn by Winslow Homer, who, at

about that time occupied a studio in the Univer-
sity Building. The same paper of April 10 (p.

236) had a sketch of the Prince Imperial and a

boy companion practising on velocipedes in the

presence of the Emperor, in the reserved garden
of the Tuileries. Its final illustration of the

subject (May i, p. 281) was a full-page picture,

drawn by Thomas Worth, entitled " The Veloci-

pede Mania—What It May Come To !" This is

of a comic cast, and depicts eight bicycles and
three four-wheelers driving swiftly along in front

of "
J. Shank's Horse Meat Market." The latter

vehicles are ridden by women, one of them
having a baby in her arms, another having a

garbage-cart attached, and the third being a lady
of fashion, for whom a parasol is held by a "tiger"

in the rear. The bicycle riders are an editor, a
soldier, a clergyman, a doctor, a student, a baker,

a milkman and a butcher-boy ; and the single

pedestrian in the sketch is emerging, with his arm
in a sling, from the "Velocipede Manufactory
and Riding School." At just about the time
when this picture was printed, " the craze" came
to its sudden end ; and this end was foretold by
another comic cut in the same issue of the paper :

" The Fate of the Bicycles— ' Knives to Grind !'
"

The only later allusion to it ever given in Harper's

Weekly, was contained in the following sketch of

a " Wheelocipede" which the editor inserted

twice (June 26, p. 407 ; Sept. 11, p. 587) :
" It has

only one wheel ; neither treadle nor saddle ; and
is built in such shape that you don't have to

straddle. The man who propels it takes hold
with his hands of two parallel bars, and on the
ground stands : puts his feet in motion, one after

the other, while the vehicle goes without any
bother. This funny machine has no painting nor
gilding : it is useful to carry material for building
•—shingles and shavings, brick, lime and plaster
— and, the lighter the load, it can travel the
faster. It is better than a bicycle, for it isn't so
narrow ; and our wheelocipede we call a wheel-
barrow !"

Looking backward through the mists of

more than sixteen years, I am quite unable

to recall the image of a single one of my con-

temporaries as he "sat his veloss" in New
Haven. I remember the names of some who
were persistent riders, but I have entirely

forgotten whether they ever accompanied

me, or whether I always rode solitarily. I

cannot create a vivid mental picture of how
the boneshakers used to look upon the

street ; though the " scenes in a velocipede

riding school" are called back with some
degree of freshness whenever I turn to a

certain wood-cut of that name which ap-

peared in Harper's Weekly (Feb. 13, 186(^1

p. 109). It was on Saturday, the 24th of

July, that I brought home my "impossible"

A.B. degree ; and the record shows that my
first act, on the 26th, was to send for the

lists of various velocipede makers. The
price of a new " Pickering" had already

dropped from ^130 to ^80 ; but I bought a

second-hand one of the ex-keeper of a rink,

paying 1120 for it. This was on the 13th

August, and on the following day I spent an
hour and a half in riding it four miles to

Springfield, where I urged the dealer to

return my money. Instead of consenting

to this, he made a few repairs which
he declared " caused the wheels to run

true," as originally warranted. I denied his

assertion, but my denial did not avail to

loosen his hold on the ^20; and so I sent the
" Pickering " home in a cart. I took short

rides with it, every day or two, until the end
of October ; and, on a half-dozen occasions

during the latter month, went as far as the

post-office, two miles distant. This was my
furthest objective point, and I presume such

long tours may have been rather wearisome,

for I oftener employed a horse to draw me
thither, in spite of my indifference to driving.

My latest entry concerning this machine
shows that, on the first day of December, " I

rode a little in attic, in addition to usual

exercise." This usual exercise was club-

swinging, to which I gave about a half-hour

daily ; and the scene of it was the top storey

of a large storehouse, whose floor furnished

a smooth riding-surface, but whose converg-

ing rafters restricted the scope of it. How
much or how little I circled there, on the

veloce, as a supplement to my customary club

exercise, during that winter I cannot now
recall ; but I probably never again mounted
the " Pickering " in the open air, for, when
the warm weather returned, I presented it to

a twelve-year-old boy, who has preserved it, I

believe, even unto the present time. When
he last dragged it out for my inspection, a

year or two ago, I was impressed with

surprise at my ever having had the ability to

ride it, and at my ever having had the

infatuation to see grace and loveliness in its

clumsy outlines.

My post-collegiate experiences with the

boneshaker were doubtless restricted by my
lack of leisure for indulging the hobby; for

it was during the half-year that ended with

the last day of April, 1870, that I wrote " Four
Years at Yale," a sort of cyclopaedia of under*
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^graduate life there, or matter-of-fact present-

ation of student customs and traditions.

The production of such a manuscript (950

large pages, containing about 220,000 words)

in so short a time required uninterrupted

industry; and the events which followed its

completion proved almost equally prohibitory

to thoughts of velocipeding. During a nine

months' European tour, which began in Oc-

tober, 1871, I made four distinct visits to

England and London; and, on the last and

longest of these visits, I saw a sight which

pleased me more, and made a stronger im-

pression on my memory, than any other

single experience of the tour. This was the

dog-show at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham,

where 1,050 specimens of the canme nobility

of the kingdom (including a goodly number
of adorable bull-dogs) howled and barked a

discordant chorus which made sweet melody

in my ears. No show of the sort had then

been known in America, and a passage

across the Atlantic seenled to me a small

price to pay for the privilege of witnessing

so sublime a spectacle. I record the date of

it here, however, only because that was the

last day when I ever put myself astride of a

boneshaker, as shown by this entry (June

7, 1872): "After regretfully taking leave of

the dogs, I went out into the garden of the

palace and hired a velocipede 'for an hour';

but I got enough of it in ten minutes, because

of the wetness of the ground and the bad-

ness of the machine. I prove to my own
satisfaction, however, that I still know how
to ride." My memory of the unrecorded

sights of those days is very vague, but it

seems to me that 1 used to be confronted

quite often by the veloce in the parks, not only

of London, but of Paris, Vienna and other

continental cities. In all those places, how-

ever, my own favourite " mount" was the roof

of an omnibus or horse-car; though when 1

went to London again, in December, 1875, I

saw so many advertisements of the new-

fangled, rubber-tyred bicycles—giving prices

at which they could be hired by the day or

week, for use upon the road—that my old-

time passion for personal wheeling revived

once more, and I resolved to take a tour with

one before I left the country.

Had I kept this resolve I should inevitably

have purchased a bicycle ; and, as I sailed

homeward from Liverpool on the 20th April,

1876, that same suppositious machine would

have been the first of its sort to roll along the

roads of America—because the first which
actually did this dated its career from the

same summer's Centennial Exhibition at

Philadelphia. Procrastination, that thief of

time, thus robbed me, " all unbeknownst," of

my possible honours as a pioneer. Though
I lived for nearly five months in the un-

broken seclusion of " No. 33, St. James's Place,

S.W.," without once speaking to a private

acquaintance, and though the rather re-

markable task for which I established myself

in that haughty and high-priced cul-de-sac

(the construction of a secret tunnel thence to

the innermost vaults of Somerset House)

was completed long before the expiration of

that period, I somehow never quite got

leisure to indulge in the anticipated bicycling.

Perhaps the thought that the roads would

grow better with the advancing spring led

me to postpone the experience to as late a

date as possible ; until at last I suddenly saw,

amid the rush of things that must be done as

sailing day drew near, that I had postponed

it beyond the possibility of realisation. Of
course, I had no shadow of a premonition of

the brilliant future which was just then be-

ginning to dawn upon the modified bone-

shaker. I did not think of the proposed ride

as a matter of vast latent significance. I did

not suspect that it concealed the " potency "

of causing a definite deviation in my whole

course of life, such as my actual adop-

tion of one wheel, three years later, has

caused in fact. But it is certainly true that,

among all the regrets for things undone and

pleasures postponed, my chief regret, when
I sailed away from England in '76, was con-

nected with the fact that I had failed to

explore its roads on a bicycle ! My consola-

tion was the old one : that the mysteries

and attractions of the mighty metropolis are

too vast and varied for any philosophic

visitor ever to reach the end of. My own se-

lected samples of "life" there had proved

sufficiently amusing and instructive, even

without any trials of the wheel. Though the

mystic formula " G. B. V. 4. 5. 6." had not

availed to give me the hoped for pot of gold

when I reached the end of its rainbow, it had,

at least, been the means of impressing me
anew with the significance of these lines from

Cowper:

" Where has pleasure such a field—so rich, so

thronged, so well supplied—as London ?

Opulent, enlarged, and still increasing London !

"

^—Karl Kron.
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OLD STORIES RE-TOLD.—No. 2.

THE FIRST ROAD " RIDE."

" Road rides," as contests on cycles on

the high roads are judiciously called in 1885,

are now tolerably common, but in 1873,

when the Surrey and Middlesex B.C.'s

brought off the first bicycle road contest on

record, they were unknown, and the speed

obtainable by cycles burst as a revelation on

the athletic world, and, indeed, on all

interested in locomotion. Nothing like it

had before been known, and although nowa-

days the same journey could probably be

done on tricycles in the same or less time,

this fact does not lessen the interest attach-

ing to the pioneer struggle on turnpikes,

although it proves the growth of invention

in the wheel trade. Men also have learnt

a few things as regards long rides on roads

since 1873, and the " scorchers" of to-day

will smile to read of Causton's walking into

the sea with his clothes on, and, indeed, at *

losing any time at all, as he did, on a

hundred miles race. But to recount our

story :

—

Early one August morning in 1873, the

figure of James Inwards, at that time on The

Field, stood apparently objectless near the

white railings opposite the Oval Tavern, at

the end of Harleyford Street. The raison

d'etre for his appearance, however, soon be-

came apparent, as in the 15 minutes succeed-

ing 5.30 a.m. no less than a dozen bicycles

put in an appearance, to the astonishment of

the policemen on duty and the night cabmen,

and these riders greeted the lounger with

inquiries as to the " time of start." This

was the day appointed for the first great bi-

cycle race, which in the result proved this

important fact, that a man travelled over a

hilly road 100 miles in iih. 8m., which up to

that time was within the knowledge of man
the greatest distance ever achieved by a

human being by muscular exertion alone.

The Middlesex Bicycle Club having carried

out the great London to John-o'-Groat's

journey, had been challenged by the Surrey

Club, who possessed both " crack" and long

distance riders, to compete in a match from

Kennington Oval, London, to Brighton and

back.

Surrey selected their then captain, Richard

Causton, who bestrode a 5oin. " Keen" bi-

cycle; W. Biddlecombe, their popular
" heavy weight" and treasurer, who placed
his bulky person over a 53in. wheel ; Alfred

Howard, who mounted for this occasion a
48in. ; Charles Wheaton, the veteran poet of

Long Acre, who had the previous year made
a " fastest time" to Newcastle-on-Tyne, and
who also rode a 48in. ; A. Ward, author of
" Thirty Thousand Miles on the ' Tension'
Bicycle," and who took a 5oin. bicycle on
this journey; and H. E.Watson, on another
48in.

Middlesex selected as their champions
William Wood (the first man in), afterwards
Mr. Sparrow's professional teacher, who
rode a 52in. "John-o'-Groat's" ; G. Pearce,

on a 47in. ; E. Kennedy, on a 48in. ; C.

Leaver, on a 45in. ; A. Walker, on a 5oin.

;

and another Walker, who subsequently

turned out an excellent rider, also on a 5oin.

At one minute past six. Inwards gave further

evidence of his raison d'etre by starting these

men on their long, hot, hilly, and dusty

journey.

The Middlesex men were very smart in

mounting, and left by the western end of the

approach ; but the Surrey team, who went
out by the eastern end, had less of a crowd
to shout at, so that in Harleyford Street the

dozen racers and as many mounted spectators

went trundling along in close order. At the

church, Messrs. Watson, Kennedy, Ward,
and Howard rode up the Clapham Road,

while Messrs. Causton, Biddlecombe, Pearce,

Leaver, Wood, the two Walkers, and
Wheaton took the Brixton Road. Kennedy,
Watson, and Ward did not go the shortest

way, but Howard gained the main road

about three miles from the point of diver-

gence, when those who had ridden by the

Brixton Road were out of sight, presumably
ahead. In the first flight Middlesex men
held all the best places through Brixton and
Streatham ; but Causton, Biddlecombe, and
Wheaton were only a few yards behind.

Going down Streatham Hill Wheaton scored

the first accident to Surrey by taking an

impetuous header from saddle to ground,

via the upper side of the steering-handle.

During the performance of this manoeuvre

the rider and his oilcan parted company,
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anJ the mysterious compound which had
filled his equally strange refreshment tin box

was splashed over his clothing. Bleeding and

dirty, however, the wiry veteran re-mounted

his slightly-damaged bicycle, rolled along,

and was soon in company with the others.

In the meantime Kennedy ran ahead of

Watson and Ward, who were also in front

of Howard. Two miles beyond the Red
Lion in Smitham Bottom the last man ran

up to Watson and Ward, and about a mile

farther on the rearmost three caught Ken-

nedy. Very little change took place in the

relative positions of the men as they rode

through Croydon and Horley, but there the

pace and the S.W. wind found out the weak
men in the Middlesex team. As the bicy-

clists neared Crawley the brothers Walker
fell back, and were presently passed by

Kennedy, Wheaton, and Howard, who found

them at full-length on the grass, and alto-

gether out of the race. At this time Causton

put on the pace, and ran away from his own
and the Middlesex men. At Crawley Caus-

ton led well, followed by Wood, Biddlecombe,

Leaver, Pearce, and Ward. Then came
Wheaton half a mile ahead of Kennedy,
Watson, and Howard. From Crawley to

Pyecombe the race was well contested by
the leading division without an accident, and
the bicyclists went splendidly down from
"The Plough." Causton was the first to

reach the " Albion," having run the 50 miles

down from town in 4h. 51m. Failing to

obtain a warm bath at Brill's, the Surrey

captain lunched, walked into the sea with

his clothes on, and returned to the "Albion,"

where he found that Wood, having arrived

thirteen minutes behind him, had left for

London eight minutes. Wheaton, Biddle-

combe, Pearce, Leaver, Kennedy, Watson,
Ward and Howard reached Brighton, the

last man getting in at 12.20, or 6h. 19m.

after the time of starting from Kennington
Oval.

On his return journey Wood, the leader,

met Howard just on the Brighton side of

"The Plough" at Pyecombe, being at the

time at least eight miles ahead of him.

Causton met Howard a mile nearer Brighton.

Wood and Causton kept up a good pace
]iast Hicksted. W^heaton was at this time

going well, in spite of his early mishap.

About three miles out of Brighton, Watson
and Ward, who had been riding for some
hours in company, overtook Howard, and
shortly afterwards these three Surrey men
caught Pearce and Kennedy, two of the

Middlesex team. At "The Plough," on the

top of the hill, the five riders were all together.

Watson and Ward kept on, but the other

three stopped at the little inn. Between
Pyecombe and Hicksted, Ward and Watson
met Wheaton, who having been badly

thrown, was very much broken about the

face, and so stupefied, that he imagined him-

self on the way to London, whereas he was
really going towards Brighton again. He
had been riding along comfortably, and
whistling as he went, when, careless as ever,

he reached a bad bit of roadway, and took a

short, sharp fly over the handles, damaging
his skin and shutting up one eye in the

'operation. He, however, turned and trundled

off homewards in the most determined

manner. At Crawley, Howard sat down,
fell asleep, and was overtaken by Pearce and
Kennedy. The leaders ran well nearly all

the way home, but Causton only managed to

catch a sight of Wood once during the fifty

miles, and that was upon Earlswood Common.
Biddlecombe, who had been delayed forty

minutes about 15 miles this side of Brighton

by the tyre of his hind wheel coming off,

caught Leaver near Merstham, whence they

rode home together. Wood, with one of the

Walkers ahead and the other by his side,

reached the Oval at 5.8, and Causton was
eight minutes behind him. Ward arrived

next, at 5.44, then came Watson, Biddle-

combe, and Leaver. Howard and Wheaton,
knowing the result, rode over the last part of

the journey easily, and arrived later in the

evening. The race was thus won by Surrey,

although Wood, a Middlesex man, reached

home first.

> > <
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America is the partof the wheel world to which

all eyes are directed just now, and whilst we de-

plore the shoddy amateurism of the makers'

employes who have gone across the Atlantic to

contend for prizes and honour, we cannot avoid

a feeling of gratification at learning of the trium-

phant manner in which British cyclists have

proved that the old country can more than hold

its own with the new. When we reflect upon the

enormous extent of territory from which the

United States cyclists are drawn, and when we
know that our handful of representatives are

bringing home upwards of 80 prizes between

them as the results of five days' racing, we cannot

help an inward chuckle, but feel forced to indulge

in a bit of a crow over Brother Jonathan, whilst

we are "washing our hands with invisible soap,

in imperceptible water."

Fast times were to be expected on such a track

as the half-mile at Hampden Park, Springfield
;

and when it is recollected that the N.C.U.
Records Committee has accepted the record for

a mile in 2m. 39|s., made by Webber on a

quarter-mile track, it ceases to be a wonder that

2m. 39s. was made in America last year ; and if

Webber can ride four quarter-mile laps in

2m. 39|s. in England, surely it is within the

bounds of possibility for such a man as Fred

Wood to cover two half-mile laps in 2m. 35fs. in

America. Nevertheless, scepticism is rife, and,it

is an open secret that prominent men in London
wheel circles are ready to hint at incompetent

timekeeping, or worse, for no apparent reason

beyond the fact of the record being made in a

foreign country. To look with suspicion upon
all reports of wonderful performances, or to be

sceptical of remarkable feats until trustworthy

evidence is forthcoming, may be plausible enough

;

but to reject a record because it is American,

whilst blindly accepting the report of any per-

formance so long as it was made at the Crystal

Palace, is childish.

Even the Springfield prizes sink into utter in-

significance when compared with the valuable

trophies given for racing at the Antipodes. A
first prize of the value of ninety-five guineas (to

which they surely might have added five shillings,

while they were about it, so as to make the value

a round hundred pounds) must make the pot-

hunter's mouth water ; and when it is added that

the "pot" referred to took the form of a Brins-

mead pianoforte, the eminent "utility" of the

prize is demonstrated.

"Tinieo Danaos et dona feventes" ! ! Such was
the alarming announcement with which The Cyclist

came out, as the heading of its leading article;

and many a guilty cheek blanched, many a roper's

heart quailed within him, many an athletic bosom
was rent by apprehensive emotions, many a sur-

reptitious acceptor makers' shekels trembled

at the thought of that he was bowled out, and
the knees of many a wicked wheelman knocked

violently together; for Enery S. had said it

—

" Tinieo Danaos et dona fcrcntes"—and vengeance

was about to overwhelm the sinful. I don't

exactly know what Timco Danaos et dona ferentes

means, and neither did the individuals referred to

above; but the moral purpose served by that

dread fiat was all the more powerful by reason of

the popular ignorance of its meaning; and the

wheel world will now be purified by the know-
ledge that Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes

;
yea, verily,

the wicked shall cease from troubling, and Timeo

danaos et dona ferentes shall bring peace to the

souls of the upright.

Whilst at Wolverhampton, Alexandra Park,

and Lillie Bridge race-meetings are being held in

aid of the fund for testimonialising John Keen,

somebody should start a fund to present a similar

emblem of national gratitude to another individual

who has started a good work, which bids fair to

do a world of good for the sport. Unfortunately,

this is a genius who hides his benevolent light

beneath a bushel, and his name cannot as yet be

made known, but if he follows up the good work
commenced when he smashed Marriott's tricycle

by rattening Nixon's tricycle and Oxborrow's

bicycle, and the cycle of "any other man" who
starts on the crazy Land's End to John-o'-Groat's

journey, he will put a stop to that species of

cycling midsummer madness, and deserve the

gratitude of us all.

Where to place competitors' numbers at race-

meetings is not at all a generally-solved problem.

Years ago, the numbered card used to be tied

around the steering-head of the bicycle ; then a

similar tying around the competitor's upper arm
became popular. Pinning the card to the vest,

on the left breast, was in vogue at mixed athletic

meetings. Now it seems generally recognised

that the back is the best place, enabling the

judge to spot the numbers after the men have

crossed the tape. But wnth the all-prevalent

fashion of " grasshoppering," numbers pinned on

the back, between the shoulders, become invisible,

and are also liable to catch the wind. Un-
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doubtedly, the best place is on the rider's back,

pinned to the waistband of his breeches, in which

position they can be read by judges, lap-scorers,

and the public under any circumstances, and do

not catch the wind or hamper the competitors'

movements in the slightest degree.

For pure unadulterated logic, commend me to

" Athcliath," who argues last month that because

a trumpery handful of riders at Ball's Bridge

track have not found right-hand inside riding

inconvenient, that the thousands of English

riders should change the now regular practice of

riding with left-hand inside, so that when one or

two of them cross the Irish Channel they will

not feel strange at riding on Ball's Bridge.

Ireland is not the world, " Athcliath," any more

than Ball's Bridge is the quintessence of a model

cycling path ; and Irish riders must not expect

English, Scotch, and American wheelmen to

alter their national custom at the bidding of the

Ball's Bridge authorities.

Offering a fifty guinea gold watch as first prize

for a road race on particular machines is becom-
ing quite a common or trade practice. The
" Rover" race, now in the immediate future, will

prove whether the principle of the type is right

or not.

Tandem tricycle races have not increased this

year as they were expected to a twelvemonth

ago. With so few events open, too, the sport

afforded has been but mediocre ; and the possi-

bilities of the tandem will not be demonstrated

to a nicety until races have become more regular,

so that it will be worth the while of riders to

train systematically. Hitherto the tandem races

have been contested by scratch pairs who have

had little or no preliminary work together, and

to ensure good " shifting" some regular practice

is indispensable.

Just at present I am touring. The art of tour-

ing, during this autumn of 1885, consists princi-

pally in flattening one's nose against hotel

window-panes and gazing earnestly at the

descending rain. Now and then the rain leaves

off, and the tourist makes a start for the next

village, where he arrives in a state of moisture

which makes an immediate adjournment to bed

imperative, what time the touristic clothing

steams in front of kitchen fires. Once in a

while, the tourist is blessed with quite three, or

sometimes even four, hours of fine weather ; this

period he occupies in paying visits to village

smithies, instructing rustic Vulcans in the art of

manufacturing mud-guards or replacing broken

bolts ; and by the time the job is done the rain

comes down again. Verily, an English summer
or an English autumn is a beautiful thing to

contemplate. —Faed.

> • <
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for description in this department.']

Scope for Inventive Genius.

The bicycle has admittedly reached a point of

perfection in simplicity which leaves no apparent

room for improvement ; tricycles are rapidly

approaching a similar condition, and require

improving rather in minute points of detail than

by radically new patterns. Safety bicycles are

being over-produced, and the inventor can find

no market for mere fads in this line. Two-speed

gearings are a drug in the market. There is

plenty of dormant genius of an inventive kind

latent in the wheel world, which only requires

directing into a correct channel to develop suc-

cessfully. A few departments of machine con-

struction still offer fields for remunerative

patents, and the inventor who wishes to make
money will do well to turn his attention to the

wants of the time. Par exemplc—a perfect

tandem tricycle has yet to be devised ; the

admittedly fastest type—the " Humber"—being

faulty by reason of its tendency to tip forward

;

four-wheeled types being condemned as subject

to excessive "clinging" to the ground; front-

steerers with loop-frames suffering from ill-

balanced side strains on the frame and conse-

quent binding of bearings ; and rear-steerers

being—like all rear-steering tricycles—tricky at

speed downhill. Something might be done to

produce an effective anti-vibration handle-bar

for safeties, and spade-handles with a spring

motion for tricycles. Steering racks and pinions

are open to improvement in the matter of taking

up wear. The great problem of tyre cement

remains unsolved. An adjustable lamp-bracket

to fit different lamps was promised us last

winter, but is not yet forthcoming. By searching

out for things, such as these, that are really

wanted, the inventor can find plenty of occupa-

tion for his ingenuity.

A Novel Alarum.

Of tinkling bells and striking gongs we have a

variety, but in his latest introduction the patentee

of yEolus bearings has given us a gong of a very

decidedly novel nature. At a first glance it

looks as though it was only a trifling departure

in pattern from the well-known " Big Ben"
alarum, but when examined closer it appears that

there is no thumb-piece or " trigger," the striking

apparatus having a direct connection with the

horn grip of a "spade" tricycle handle. This

spade handle is of the now general pattern, but

instead of the grip portion being rigidly riveted to

the metal bow it is pivoted thereon, so that it can

be twisted round vertically. Outside the bow a

pinion is mounted on the end of the pivot, this

pinion engaging its teeth in the striking gear of

the gong, so that when the tricyclist wishes to

sound the alarum he need not remove so much
as a finger from his handle, but can give either a

short stroke or continuous tintinnabulation by
twisting round the grip of his handle.

^ (The alarum is made by W. Bown, Summer Lane,

Birmingham.)

A Luxurious Spring.

It is becoming recognised that the ordinary

spring fitted to tall bicycles is far from being

sufficient to secure ease to the riders of dwarf
safety bicycles, and to afford the needful addi-

tional elasticity, the " Brighton" spring has been
designed. This consists of a flat steel spring

resembling the letter Y in shape, or rather a
cross between a Y and a T ; but instead of the

flat spring being the only means of imparting

elasticity, this Y or T spring is mounted on the

tops of three vertically-coiled spiral springs

which are attached to the backbone of the bicy-

cle (or " Humber"-type tricycle) by suitable

clips. The result can be easily imagined, and it

is difficult to conceive any arrangement which
would be an improvement upon this combination.

(The "Brighton'' spring is made by Whitington

and Co., Ann Street, Brighton, Sussex.)

Starley's Saddle Tilt.

There probably has been no more really useful

invention in connection with the cycle produced
this season than that of Mr. J. K. Starley's saddle

tilt. There is no point on which riders differ

more than on the point of position. One man
likes craning forward with all his weight thrown
on the handles ; whilst another avers that there is

no happiness in wheel life unless he can sit

upright, supported in front by the saddle alone

;

whilst a third, with a fear of croppers before his

eyes, actually likes to sit with his saddle tilted,

so that he resembles on the backbone the posi-

tion of a costermonger on a jackass's hind

quarters. Mr. Starley's "Tilt" enables all the

varying tastes above mentioned to be met by a

simple and ingenious arrangement, which acts at

once as the saddle fastening and as a tilt.



Hamlet without the Prince has been, in a

modified degree, the position of cycle-racing in

England this past month, for our Furnivall and
our Webber, our Cripps and our English, and
other shining lights of the path, have been over

in America hauling in prizes with the facility

with which mackerel are caught on the coast of

Peru.

This being so, the races for the Crystal Palace

challenge cup, the Surrey ten miles, and the

Kildare " pot," which have been the principal

struggles of the month, have been somewhat flat.

J. H. Adams, who, good man as he undoubtedly
is, has not come up to the expectations formed of

him on his " Facile" form, won the first event,

and Speechly took the second in the best style

he has shown this year. The Kildare pot, as

everyone knows, went to W. F. Ball, the un-

assuming and popular Speedwell man.

The numerous and valuable prizes which are

given each year at Springfield continue to draw
men across the Atlantic, and they have mostly

gone this year to England, Furnivall taking,

practically, the position occupied last year at

this meeting by Gaskell. The following will be

found an interesting table :

—

Prizes Won.
The Professional Riders.

RIDER. 1ST 2ND 3RD
R. Howell . . 6 . . 5 . . o
Fred Wood 5 . . 4 . . o
R. James . . o . . o . . 2

The Amateur Riders

RIDER. 1ST
Percy Furnivall .... 7

R. Cripps 4
R.H.English .... 5

R. Chambers 4
M. V. J. Webber .. i

W. A. Illston I

A. P. Engleheart . . i

F. Allard o
Gaskell o
Lambert o

Some amateurs' mouths will water to hear that

Howell scooped in /204 ; Fred W^ood, ;i^i24 ; and

James, ;^i6.

Hendee, though fairly and squarely beaten,

had not his record lowered by an amateur, but

2ND

3

5

3
2

I

2

I

2

o

I

4TH
o

o

I

3RD
I

2

I

3

4
2

I

o

I

o

TOT.\L

. . II

.. 9
•• 3

TOTAL
, . II

. . II

.. 9

>• 9
. 6

•• 5
• 3

2

I

I

hi*s mile went by the board to a professional, viz.,

Fred Wood, of Leicester, who made the marvel-

lous travelling of 2m. 35^s. for 1760 English

yards.

Turning from Springfield, I have to note much
dissatisfaction at the handicapping at the Free-

man's Journal Sports at Dublin, concerning which
one English visitor sarcastically remarks that

the visitors from across the Channel were hope-

lessly overweighted, and as England sent, in

Sellers, one of her best men, it would seem as if

there were something in the statement.

Germany, which last year arranged a big thing

in autumnal races, this year also had an English

visitor to share the plunder, the veteran G. Lacy
Hillier coming out once more and visiting

Leipsic to some tune, for not only did he take

solid silver spoons, &c., to the value of £2^, but

he also made a record over 6J miles (19m. i4|s.)

for Germany, and drank more lager beer than

ever he before dreamt of being able to consume.

Naturally, this column is penned before the

close of the month, and therefore I am only able

to record that, of road scorches, Nixon, in

drenching rain, started over his now annual

jaunt of Land's End to John-o'-Groat's ; the

" Rudge Rotary" riders competed in a 24 hours'

ride, and the " Rover Safety" riders covered 100

miles of road.

Amongst the riders who keep up their form

well are Macbeth and W. Brown, but I really

think the latter would do better for himself to

avoid first-class scratch races, and confine his

energies to handicaps. Terry and Ratcliffe, the

Birmingham riders, put in an appearance on the

London tracks at the Crystal Palace, and the

former also at the Oval, where he ran Speechly

very close in the ten miles. Young McKinlay
took the Surrey handicap with ease, and it was
only a matter of regret that Peter pater was not

there to see his boy win, there being no more

enthusiastic sportsman in cycle-racing circles

than ISIr. Deputy McKinlay. • Pie evokes the

admiration of young and old alike, including

that of

—Scorchalong



tropics of tbe Zimc,
[Correspondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.']

Springfield and Hartford.

It is generally taken as an accepted fact that

distance, if it lends enchantment to a view, also

lessens interest in an event. The announcement

of "Ten thousand people killed by an earth-

quake " on the contents-bill of a newspaper is

startling enough, but when it turns out that the

locus in quo of the disaster is Chili, instead of Col-

chester, British interest lessens, and more is

thought of the result of the Leger. In cycling

circles, however, an undoubted interest has been

taken this past month in the Springfield and

Hartford races in America, and perhaps this is in

a great degree due to the energy and liberality of

The Cyclist, which was first in the field with an

account of the British victories on the wheel,

which was obtained by wire and published gra-

tuitously for the benefit of the cycling community
within 24 hours of the event.

Makers' Amateurs.

The question of Springfield naturally brings

to mind the above subject. Now, what we think

is this—that it is quite a different thing for a man
to be kept wholly and solely for the purpose of

racing as an amateur—paid a weekly wage, in

fact, in addition to his expenses — and for one who
undoubtedly gains his living by other means to

be subsidised as regards his expenses to a distant

gathering like Springfield. It is utter nonsense

to suppose that more than, perhaps, one stray

fortunate racing man can be found who possesses

the necessary funds to undertake any such jour-

ney, and it is equally ridiculous to say that

makers shall not be allowed to invite other riders

to be their guests for a trip abroad. Of course

it is an interested invitation, but so is every in-

vitation made socially or otherwise. People do
not invite persons to a dinner, a ball, or a party

because they simply happen to be their fellow-

creatures. They ask them because, perchance,

they are amusing, give good dinners in return, or

can dance well, or sing suitably. If this, then, is

the rule, and it is, which governs life in general,

why should cycle manufacturers be debarred

from making their hospitality take a form which
benefits their own business, and certainly pro-

motes cycling sport in general ? Of all the utter

rubbish to be found in print commend us to the

lucubrations of the would-be purist in sport— they

are invariably the outpourings of men whose own
chance of crossing the Atlantic gratuitously is

practically nil. The makers' amateur, pure and
simple, to whom we alluded at the beginning of

this paragraph, is quite another thing. With
regard to him we have at present no desire to

deal.

The Power of the Press.

At various times we have had occasion to

speak of the abuse of Press power— meaning, of

course, so far as we are concerned, the cycling

Press—and Mr. Shipton, the able secretary of

the Cyclists' Touring Club, has in another place

ably shown up certain other cases where a little

passing Press power has been abused. Now we
come to a case where the legitimate power of the

Press has been applied, and if it has failed to

produce the actual delinquent, it has, at any rate,

drawn forth a practical refutation of intended or

wilful negligence on the part of the only man
who rides a " Coventry Rotary" in Kent with a

brindled bull-terrier attached thereto by a lan-

yard. As the case to which we refer was given

in The Cyclist, it appeared that two riders,

both elderly gentlemen, were riding, one down-
hill and the other uphill, near Farningham, in

Kent, one evening last month, when the down-
hill man's machine collapsed. Thereupon the

uphill rider turned sharp round and made off in

the opposite direction without rendering any
assistance. The power of the Press was shown
by the fact that, on the case being reported in the

journal having the largest wheel circulation, viz.,

The Cyclist, the only rider in Kent who takes

a bull-terrier on his tricycle runs wrote at once

to deny that he witnessed any such accident as

that described.

A Cycling Wanderer.

There are few more enthusiastic tricyclists than

Dr. Gordon Stables, R.N., a retired officer, who,

resident at Twyford, in Berks., since he left the

navy has devoted himself to literature as a pro-

fession, and has written largely in favour of the

wheel, both as a medical man and as a personal

devotee of the pastime. This gentleman is now
living in a caravan, and moving from place to

place, accompanied by his coachman, who drives,

and a valet, who rides ahead on a " Ranelagh

Club" tricycle. The doctor is most enthusiastic

over his new mode of locomotion and living, but

we fancy we should prefer the trusty trike and a

comfortable hotel. However, chacuu a son gout.

An American Club Run.

The Kansas City Wheelmen have had a trip to

Indian Creek on the carpet for a long time, and
whenever it was given out at the regular club

meeting that the trip would be made on a certain

day, it invariably rained at that time or a day

before, so the roads would not be in good order.

Last Sunday, however, the trip was made, and it

will be one long remembered by the participants.

The club met at the club-room at an early hour,
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and at the bugle sound of "stubble" the mem-
bers brought out and inspected their wheels for

the run. Everything being in readiness, the

bugle again sounded " attention," when twelve

men dressed in full club suits formed in line in

the street along the curb. The bugle again

signalled "one mount," and one after another

mounted their wheels and rode away over the

fine block-paved streets to Westport, where the

first stop was made. So far, Mr. Ashcroft was
the only one who did the beautiful in mid-air,

and he is not a fancy rider either. Indian Creek

was reached at 10.45, when the stream was found

to be much swollen. Now came the problem of

how to cross the creek. The water was running

fast, and no one dared to venture to wade with
his wheel. Scouting parties were sent out to

look for a more favourable crossing, but none

could be found. Dinner was on the opposite

side awaiting them, and all felt as though they

could make a good dinner look sick. At

last a bright idea struck the captain. A small

negro boy came into sight riding a very dilapi-

dated-looking animal down the road to the ford

to water. As soon as he reached the party he

was stopped, and many questions asked as to

how to cross the creek to dinner. When the

captain curled his long legs up on the back of

the horse (a very uncomfortable seat, the animal

being rather poor) and drew his 58in. " Expert"

up over the animal's rump, and requested the

lad to " drive on," the boy, to accommodate the

captain, sat on the neck of the horse, and the

bicycler and bicycle covered the balance of the

animal. Away they went, step after step, his

companions on shore nearly dead with laughter

at the ridiculous sight of a horse (which looked

more like being carried than carrying) up to its

belly in the rushing waters with its two riders

and bicycle. The bottom was not as smooth as

it could have been. The poor animal stumbled

several times, when the cry was heard, " Look
out; I'm falling! Stop a minute; I'm falling

off!" The horse, only too glad for the oppor-

tunity, stopped, of course, and rather suddenly

too, and came near landing its precious freight

on the bottom of the creek. After considerable

manoeuvring, the captain was landed on the

opposite shore. The balance of the party was
much amused at the sight just witnessed, and
now came the question. Eleven more were to

cross, and none cared to take such a risk.

When the lad returned they inquired about a

team, when the party engaged him to take them
all over in a wagon, and hurried him away to get

the much-wanted vehicle. At last it arrived.

Such a team ! One after another the wheels

were piled in, then the riders, and the start was
made. Water came in the bottom of the wagon,

and the way the boys balanced themselves on the

rickety sides of the tumble-down wagon was

wonderful. If one had lost his balance and fallen,

the entire load must have followed him to the

bottom. The captain now had a good time

watching the manoeuvres of the party as they

approached. At last they landed, and the way
they struck for Watt's Mills, where dinner was
waiting, was a caution to snakes.

A good country dinner was ready when they

arrived, and when the hungry cyclers tackled it,

it suddenly disappeared. The patent lawyer

declared he never was so hungry, and managed

to get under his white flannel shirt, among other

things, two glasses of water, three glasses of sour

milk, several dishes of green corn, and wound

up with green apple pie. Well, he has not

been feeling as well as usual since. The party

left at 2.30, and when about half way home
a drove of cows was encountered rather suddenly,

and one of them particularly did not altogether

fancy the idea of being run down by a bicycle

and wanted to show fight, but all hostilities

ceased when the owner arrived and drove them

off, and the cyclers once more started home-

ward. Not far off a dairy was swooped down
upon by the thirsty riders, and " Ice and milk !"

was the cry. A can was procured and taken out

in the grove ; the dipper went round and round

until all the contents were consumed. Even the

patent lawyer handled the dipper lively. No
wonder he don't feel well. The entire party

arrived here late in the evening, all well but

Higdon, much pleased with the long-looked-for

Indian Creek run. — Victor.

Amongst the Clubs.

There has not been much doing amongst the

clubs this past month. The weather has, as a

rule, been vile for club runs, and owing to this, and

the fact of so many men being away on tour,

musters have been small, the attendance medal
" demons " alone caring to turn out in rain and

mud.

Signs of the winter season are on us, for already

the Crouch Hill and the Canonbury C.C.'s

announce a series of Cinderellas for 1885-6.

The former occupy the Holloway Hall, the latter

stick to their snug quarters of the past two years,

Seyd's Hotel, Finsbury Square.

There has not been a more popular club win

this year than that of Dan Albone, who took the

championship of the Biggleswade B.C. last

month. Everybody knows Dan by name, and all

who know him personally like him.

Jupiter Pearce has nodded, and straw hats are

to give place to cricket caps for the "few remain-

ing runs this season." The ominous words " few

remaining runs " are applicable, we fancy, to

most clubs, for another Jupiter, who takes Pluvius,

not Pearce, as his second name, is avenging him-

self for a dry summer.
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TRUE TILL DEATH.

A NOVEL.

CHAPTER XXL

GREAT EXPECTATIONS.

When the preliminaries mentioned by Tom
in the last chapter were brought to some-

thing like completion, and the entire sum
subscribed expended, it was found that there

was still an insufficient membership to form

anything like a proper club, so, by way of

enlisting public interest in the matter, it was
proposed to hold a race-meeting. To further

encourage all sorts and conditions of riders,

it was also proposed to make every event a

handicap, and thus everyone might have a

chance of winning, no matter how backward

he might be as a rider, or how antiquated

his machine.

Tom jMelton was, as might be expected,

an energetic worker in all these arrange-

ments, and the bright summer weather

having now manifested its pleasant presence,

no time was to be lost. Extraordinary efforts

were made by the committee of management,

and the townspeople evinced considerable

interest in the undertaking. The day was
fixed, the course prepared as well as might

be, and even an unsophisticated sort of stand

was put up—the most marked feature of

which, by the way, seemed to be a very pro-

nounced tendency to fall.

Every moment of Melton's time after office

hours was spent in the prosecution of the

preparations, and, having secured the mana-
ger's consent to close the office at noon on

the day of the races, he had no fear of being

prevented from taking part in the contests.

For an entire week he went about with

measuring tapes as part of his personal attire,

enormous flat-headed nails came out with

his handkerchief, knotted cords cut in lengths

surrounded his watch, and fancy-coloured
ribbons were entangled with his keys. He
was a walking epitome of allowances and
such important concerns; had at his fingers'

ends the last time for the *' hundred miles "

(the longest race was to be five), and knew
the order of arrival of every man in the last

twenty-four hours ride. If he bothered his

memory with a Httle superfluous matter,

however, he made himself well up in the
really necessary details, and as the day of

the race approached the charge of every-

thing was given over to him.

Jeannie was kept very busy working at

flags and streamers and various ornamental
designs. ''The Arkford Bicycle Club'' she
embroidered on a gigantic banner, which
was to wave from the top of a tall flagpole.

Amy, of course, gave her much assistance,

and they were both quite thankful to have
the novelty of the work. It was better than
the eternal dolmans and such things, and
they were taken out of themselves by the

fuss and hurry in which Tom kept them.
Besides, Tom was so happy and light-hearted

now when he had some excitement on his

mind that it did them good to hear him
laugh and joke, and it was impossible to be
near him and not borrow something from his

overflowing cheerfulness.

Beverly did not seem to take much interes

in the proceedings. He was still dull and
morose, but he had agreed to ride, and Tom
was happy ; for the fellows were all aware
that he was the only man who could have a

chance with Sinton, and they earnestly

wished for the senior clerk's defeat.

Charley practised very little ; no one
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trained exactly, but every man in Arkford

who owned a wheel was out every day riding

or his life. Beverly, indeed, had only taken

a few rides at the earnest solicitation of the

worthy organiser, who was persistent in his

appeals to him to work hard for a week.

Tom himself had very little spare time, but

he said he did not mind, and that he would

not care to win when he had taken such an

active part in the handicapping. He took

some credit to himself for his suggestion that

Mr. Peter Jones should be asked to act as

starter, judge, and in various other useful

and onerous capacities. Mr. Jones, who
liked to be of as much use to everyone as he

possibly could, had promptly accepted the

responsibility, and this was of great moment,
for it at once secured the respectability of

the proceedings. Now, everyone who has

lived in Arkford knows how important a

consideration respectability is there esteemed,

and therefore the distinct advantage of Mr.

Peter Jones's presence and patronage.

On the evening before the races a number
of the intending competitors assembled on the

track—if track it could be called—and ex-

pressed their opinions as to the weather, the

probable attendance of spectators, and other

kindred subjects. Much divergence of

opinion appeared to exist on nearly every

one of the heads discussed, with one excep-

tion, on which all were agreed. This was
with reference to the handicapping; every

single man declared it to be altogether

unfair, though each individual differed as to

the time allowance he himself should get.

This did not, however, necessarily imply a

real injustice on the part of the authorities,

for where all were displeased, or affected to

be, it may be assumed the balance had been

pretty evenly struck. No one wanted a per-

fectly fair arrangement; they all wanted

just the least shade of advantage, and if their

intentions could be guessed from their con-

versation only a sorry show of competitors

could be hoped for on the morrow.

Melton had been driven to frenzy all the

evening by various complaints and threats to

withdraw provided this or that matter were

not forthwith settled to the liking of the

applicant, and after doing his very best to

humour and pacify them he finally lost his

temper completely. So, when a deputation

came to wait on him with a scheme for the

entire re-arrangement of everything, he bade

them go to the deuce with their scheme, and

when the deputation threatened the with-

drawal of their support from the races he
bade them go to the devil with their support.

This brought things to a crisis, and the

deputation, who were self-elected—at least,

they represented only themselves, notwith-

standing that they talked significantly about

a mysterious constituency whose views they

had formulated — grumbled a little, and
separated sulkily. The president paid no
attention to their protestations, knowing well

that every one of them had been preparing

for the great day for weeks past, and had
spent as much time in selecting his racing

colours as if he had entered for an inter-

national event. There was not, in conse-

quence, a shadow of doubt of their turning

up.

Tom found Beverly with the girls when he

got home, and, as usual, his presence helped

to dispel the cloud which now seemed always

to hang over them. They looked pleased

when he came in, and anxious to hear all his

news, and, now in his element, he lectured

in the most enthusiastic way, till even

Charley's brow lost its frown, and something

of his old genial self came back.

"Are you in good form, Charley ?" the

speaker at length asked, with great earnest-

ness.

" Pretty fair," Charley answered.
" I wish you had worked harder this week."
" What time had I to work ? I did not

leave the office a single night until eight

o'clock for a month."
"Well, you might have gone out then."

" I did not care to go then "—this with a

look at Amy.
" How will you do with Sinton ? " Tom

asked. Sinton was his anxiety.

" Oh ! all right, I think I shall win."
" I don't know, Beverly—Sinton is a great

stayer."

" No matter."
" I would not discourage you, Charley, on

any account, but I am afraid the brute will

win."

" I don't think he will," Charley answered

quietly.

CHAPTER XXII.

THE RACE.

" Darling, I do so wish you to win."
" I have no heart for it. Amy, I wish it was

over. A year ago I should have enjoyed it

immensely, and would have been quite as
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delighted with it all as Meltcn is. I do not

care for it now—I am sick of everything,"

Charley said, petulantly.

They were awaiting for Jeannie's return

from executing some trifling commission for

her mother down the street before they set

off for the field where the races were to be

held. Tom had dashed down to it the

moment he left the office.

"You are growing so despondent, Charley."
" I suppose I am," he said. Then, seeing

her anxious eyes turned on him, he added,
" It is too bad, Amy, I am always annoying

you in this way. I must be very selfish, for I

seem to like it. You have your own trou-

bles to bear, and I never help you, I always

want you to help me."
" How I wish I could help you !"

"You do help me, you know you do."

" Then will you do me a little favour ?"

"Of course I shall."

" Everyone is happy to-day, let us be

happy too, we shall be all the better for it."

" Agreed," he said, with a hearty ring in

his voice, and, Jeannie having returned, they

started.

Jeannie was looking her best in a light

summer dress which suited her dark style

admirably, and Charley wondered why he

had never noticed what a pretty little crea-

ture she was.

" How do you do. Miss Rentford ?"

" How do you do, Mr. Jones ?"

Peter requested the same information from

Beverly and Jeannie and joined the party. He
at once acquainted them that the day was fine,

and receiving their assent to that statement,

he further assured them that he anticipated

a continuance of the agreeable weather, and

though the girls hoped his opinion would

prove correct, they did not fail to note that

he was provided with the ubiquitous um-
brella. He had a rosette signifying his office

for the day, and he asked to which of the

fair hands, or rather, to which pair of fair

hands, he was indebted for the symbol with

which Tom had presented him some time

previous.

It appeared that Peter, at first, had re-

fused to sport the badge, when Tom imme-
diately said, " Oh ! it does not matter, I'll

tell the girls I forgot to give it to you," and
then Mr. Jones changed his mmd and agreed

to wear it.

" It really does not matter," Tom said.

" They will be sure to think I forgot it in the

hurry," and he pretended to put it in his

pocket. Peter, however, insisted on having

it.

The various minor races came first in

order, and they had been disposed of, and
the great race was the only item remaining.

Charley had lingered near the girls during

the morning. Peter Jones and Tom Melton
had been busy arranging and carrying out

the different events, which had all come off

satisfactorily to everybody, with the excep-

tion of the beaten candidates. The Arkford

people had turned out in good numbers, and
for so far the day was a pronounced success.

Tom now came over to the stand and told

Charley that it was time to prepare for the

big event, and the two walked together to

the dressing-tent.

Seven competitors appeared for this race,

and although five of them received more or

less favourable terms from Beverly and
Sinton, who were scratch, no doubt could

be entertained but the race lay between

them. The two girls felt as nervous and

anxious as if the prize were a thousand

pounds, instead of the unpretentious gold

pencil.

Peter got them settled with much less

trouble than he had experienced in any of

the previous races. Tom's colours were

yellow, Charley's pink, and Sinton's blue.

All the men in this rac-e could ride decently,

and there was no blundering at mounting,

such as had been at the others, so they got

away without a mishap.

For the first mile the only change'jn the

relative positions was that Tom Melton ran

quickly through his men, and at the end of it

led by a few yards ; whilst Charley and

Sinton were rapidly closing on the rest,

though, of course, they had still a good-

sized gap to cover. In the second mile the

lot were together, Sinton and Beverly oc-

casionally passing each other, but neither

yet pushing, whilst Tom was pounding

away with a clear lead in front. The girls

were shaking with excitement, and sometimes,

as the cyclists swooped round, hugging the

corner at the stand till they almost brushed

each other, they could hardly help covering

their eyes.

Amongst the spectators no particular

selection seemed to have been arrived at, till

in the third mile it was apparent that one of

the scratch men or Melton must win.

Beverly and Sinton had now passed all their

men, and were racing up on Tom, who
showed sigas of want oi condition, if never a
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sign of want of pluck. The pace began to

improve, and the interest to grow, whilst the

girls were getting literally faint. Tom had

about twenty yards to the good still, but at

every lap—and there were no less than eight

to the mile—he lost half a dozen of them,

and, when there was still a mile and a half

left of the race, the three came down the

track abreast.

The spectators now saw that Tom was un-

likely to win, and because of that, and from

the reason that he was very much smaller

than the others, and rode a smaller wheel,

he at once received all their sympathy. Pass-

ing down on the side where the crowd stood,

a great shout greeted the " young fellow,"

and he was cheered vociferously. It gave

him new heart, and as they swept up to the

corner he spurted, and again led by a few

yards. Amy and Jeannie waved their hand-

kerchiefs to him as he passed, and when he

came round again, still in front, a round of

applause awaited him.

Sintcn and Beverly had kept the strictest

watch on one another all the time, each

gauging, as it were, how much his opponent

had left, and how much he was doing. Each
appeared to wait on the other till there was
only a mile to go. Then Sinton gripped his

handles, and with a few drives of his great

wheel he forged up to Melton. Beverly im-

mediately quickened his pace too, and again

the three were abreast for a lap, when
Sinton led by some yards. In this order

they went round a couple of times, Beverly

keeping cool, and looking to have a good

deal in reserve, whilst poor Tom was pretty

nearly done for. Closing up to Charley, he

said, hoarsely and breathlessly

—

" I say, Beverly, that fellow must not win."
" He won't win," Charley answered.

"I tell you he will!" Melton exclaimed.
" Look here, Charley, 1 can't win, and I'll

ride into him, should I break his neck or my
own, and you can go on and win."

"You'll do nothing of the kind."

"You see if I don't," Tom said, savagely,

and he pulled himself together and spurted.

"Then I give up the race," Charley said,

and Tom was obliged to surrender his idea.

" Well, then, I'll make the pace for a

couple of rounds as good as I can, and fall

out, for I am sewn up. You stick behind,

and we'll funk him when he thinks we mean
to keep it up till the end."

This conversation was not maintained as

consecutively as it is written, but snapped

out at intervals. Tom, as he promised, came
on with a great rush, and Sinton was sur-

prised at the rattling pace which he made.
The people, thinking that the "young fellow "

meant winning, became quite frantic, and
whooped and halloed with delight as he
pressed Sinton hard, and bade fair to pass

him. Sinton, however, was of a mind to

hold his lead to the end, for he bent down
and forced his wheel round till the pace be-

came tremendous. Tom closed up — the

people cheered—he tried to pass—Sinton

spurted again—he got alongside—and the

people yelled. Coming down thus to the

stand, Tom felt he could not go another

round, so he drew his breath hard, and, half

blind as he was with excitement and exhaus-

tion, he made his final effort, and showed
daylight ahead of Sinton. A great cheer

greeted this, and Tom, limp and nerveless,

rode off the track into the rough field, where

he quickly deposited himself on the top of

his head in the long grass. When his ma-

chine was picked up, and a dozen willing

hands offered to raise him, he demanded to

be left alone. He was not injured, but he

preferred to rest as he was.

With Tom's sudden collapse, when in the

opinion of his well-wishers he was just going

to win, a great deal of the interest in the

race waned, till it was seen how close a thing

it must be between the two still left, and the

excitement then began to revive. Sinton had
been, as Tom judiciously anticipated, well

blown by the spurt, and he found it hard to

renew it when Beverly closed up with him
for the last round. On the side opposite the

stand the two rode abreast, Sinton taking

the corner slightly in front, but in the straight

run home Beverly clenched his teeth and

shot past. Sinton was not yet beaten, for he

made a desperate rally, and the cheer of the

crowd swelled into a roar as they swept down
the straight with only half a yard between

them. Amy shut her eyes, and Jeannie turned

away her head. Tom Melton sat up and

screamed. The previous competitors, victors

and vanquished, trampled and tumbled over

each other inside the ropes, and the crowd

trampled and tumbled over, and cursed each

other outside. The flying wheels flashed

past the stand, the crowd gave a final shout,

and the race was over.

Jeannie turned her head, Amy opened her

eyes, Tom Melton lay down again, and

Charley Beverly, panting and hot, stood be-

side his wheel. It seemed so foolish, they
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did not know who had won, and they were

actually afraid to ask.

Presently they heard one of the appren-

tices in the office say to Beverly, " I am so

glad, I was afraid he would win."

" I wasn't," Charley answered, and the

girls were made supremely happy.

CHAPTER XXIII.

AMY DECIDES.

On leaving the race ground Beverly walked

with Amy along the river-side towards the

sea. He felt unsettled by the excitement of

he day, and disinclined for the quiet of his

rooms ; so they walked slowly along, talking

rather more pleasantly than usual.

When they had reached the end of the

shore walk, and climbed the hill which

showed the ocean, Charley suggested that

they should sit and rest whilst he smoked a

cigar, in which he proposed indulging in

honour of the races. Cigars were not

generally affected by Mr. Smith's juniors.

The soft twilight was deepening slowly,

and the sea was calm and still. Scarcely a

breath of wind stirred the leaves. The blue,

curling wreaths of smoke from Charley's

cigar mounted up in little circles, widening

and growing dimmer till they faded into a

faint mist. A solitary redbreast piped his

melancholy song hard by.

" I hate that wretched dirge," Charley

said.

" Why do you dislike it?" the girl asked,

in a dreamy tone. The soft glamour of the

scene was upon her, and there was a sad

look on her face.

" I don't know ; it gives me a miserably

lonely feeling. I always feel queer by the

sea on these quiet evenings."

" I thought you liked the sea, Charley."
' " Like it ! I glory in it, but not as it is

now. I like it when it is wild and raging,"

11% said, his dark eyes kindling as he spoke

—

" when it thunders over the sunken rocks,

and dashes against the cliffs. It is grand

then ; it makes one forget how stupid a thing

one's life is, and how wretched a thing one's

self is ; it sweeps away in its mighty roar all

one's paltry misery."

He stopped, with an impatient gesture, and
then Amy looked towards him. The fire

had died in his eyes, and he added, in a list-

less way, " Now it is only dreary and dull."

As Amy sat there, whatever wavering may
have crept into the resolve which she had

made passed away, and left a firm, decided

purpose. She would fulfil it, and quickly,

she said to herself, but not to-night. It was
the first day for long enough that she had
seen his face wear a smile, and she would

let it pass thus. The time would come, she

felt, when it would wear no brightness—not

even for a day.

Most women glory in sacrificing themselves

for those they love ; very few men do. A
good many women seem even to enjoy doing

this for its own sake ; surely no man does.

Charley Beverly, at least, was not such an

one. Amy thought as she sat there that she

would gladly suffer life's roughest paths if

she could only tread them with him. But

she knew, too, that, though he loved her

truly, though he cared for her only in all the

world, he had not the patience, or the

strength of mind, or the dull indifference,

or whatever it is, which helps men to give up

everything and bear everything for another's

sake. He was quick in action, and reckless

of consequences, if only something tangible

was to be met. He could face without a

flinch the direst foe, be he never so fright-

some ; could pitch his life to the winds

without a sigh, if the thing were only to do

and be done with. But to do and be done

with measured his courage ; to be always

doing and never done was greater than his

manhood : it is greater than the manhood of

the bravest, though it is compassed in the

womanhood of nearly the lowliest. She knew
this, and the knowledge helped her in what

she had set herself to do.

They turned homewards, and as they

walked slowly by the river-side. Amy said

gently, " I have a letter to send you to-mor-

row, Charley."

" Why do you write to me. Amy ? why not

tell me now anything you wish ?
"

" I would rather write. Please let me
have my way in this."

" Very well. I hope it is nothing serious,"

he answered, anxiously.

" It is very serious to me," she said, with

a slight shiver.

" Then it is very serious to me. Amy, and

I wish you would tell me. Don't be afraid

to tell me. I am not afraid to hear it," he

returned, with a hard expression on his face.

Amy knew that his masterful spirit would

overcome her, and that he would succeed in

prevailing on her to tell him there and then
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what she preferred to write, so she hurriedly

said, " No, Charley, please do not ask me.

I shall be grateful if you will not ask me."

Thus appealed to he' yielded, and when

they arrived at the Meltons' house, he bade

her good evening.

CHAPTER XXIV.

TWO LETTERS.

The next evening, Beverly sat in his room

turning over and reading for the twentieth

time the letter he had received from Amy.

There was a white, crushed look on his face,

and a tremor in his hand.

It was a long letter, and every line of it

breathed love and trust in him. It was a

sensible letter, too, and that is sometimes a

different thing. It contained Amy's view of

" the situation," and it likewise announced a

decision she had arrived at—and which,

indeed, had given her much grief to arrive

at. Bearing in mind the offer which had

been made to her by her relatives, she saw

no alternative but to accept it, and pray for

help to meet the separation. She had

already long outstayed her intended visit with

Jeannie, and, although she felt herself

thoroughly welcome to remain, yet the right

thing to do was to go. Charley " must not

be weighed down, nor hampered in his

struggle with the world by her," &c., &c.

" He was quite free, but she would never

more love another," &c., &c. And the letter

ended up with a piteous little appeal " to

think sometimes of his poor Amy."
"Will you dine now, Mr. Beverly ?" Mrs.

Pyper asked.

" No."
" Shall I keep dinner back half an hour ?"

"No."
" When will you have it, then ?"

"Never."

"La! bless me, Mr. Beverly! What do

you say ?"

" Nothing."

The good woman was nonplussed, for

Beverly was evidently unconscious of what

he was saying.

She fussed about the room, making believe

to " settle it," and in reality to have a glance

at the letter in his hand. She was a sharp-

eyed person, and at once recognised Miss

Rentford's writing—she had ample oppor-

tunity of becoming acquainted with it—and

her anger rose against that young woman.

" He has had more trouble," she reflected,

" with that girl than she is worth—oh ! but he

is the sadly changed gentleman since he

came first, so bright and pleasant, and now
there is never a smile on his face."

Mrs. Pyper was sympathetic; Charley was

not in a humour for sympathy.
" Perhaps I could get you something if

you will not have any dinner, Mr. Beverly ?"

" Perhaps you could, but I won't have it."

The fire was poked, the hearth swept, and
then

—

"I hope you are not ill, Mr. Beverly."

" I am not, Mrs. Pyper."
" Do you feel well, Mr. Beverly ?

"

" I do not, Mrs. Pyper."

From the door—" Could I leave you any-

thing, Mr. Beverly?"
" Yes, Mrs. Pyper. "

Interested—" What could I leave you, Mr.

Beverly ?
"

" You could leave me alone, Mrs. Pyper."

Charley rose and paced round the room,

placing with the most rigid care a foot on

each recurring flower which the pattern of

the carpet contained. These being in ir-

regular zig-zag fashion, it required no little

trouble to keep his balance after some of the

long strides followed by a tiny step, but he

devoted such care to the process, that he

never failed to hit the exact spot.

This was, naturally, a very uninteresting

occupation. Charley, indeed, was not at all

interested by it ; he was thinking, and his

mental faculties were quite oblivious of the

carpet or its pattern.

" We might be able to live," he said to

himself. " I am not very sure that we could.

I could hardly give her enough to eat, and I

certainly could not give her a new dress

oftener than once in sixteen years. We
could grind along somehow, I suppose, in

misery and poverty—not genteel poverty,

but poverty without any gentility whatsoever.

Jones would marry her any day she liked."

A great stride, and the distant rose was

landed on.

" Yes, indeed," he went on bitterly, " I

am a promising candidate for matrimony.

What about the worldly goods wherewithal I

should undertake to endow her ? Worldly

goods ! I should like to know where they are."

Here began an exhaustive inventory of his

personal property, with unfavourable re-

ferences to many of the articles classified.

" After all, is not Peter Jones, Esq., with his

fine house—or his mother's fine house, which
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I suppose is much the same thing—his

carriages, and horses, his man-servants, and

maid-servants, his oxen, and asses—including

himself under the latter head—preferable

to Charles Beverly, clerk in Mr. Spriggins's

office, with his—here followed the inven-

tory."

A few more turns up and down, and then

he. stopped short. " I will not do it. She

will forget me and be happy with Jones,

happy as every comfort can make her, and

not more happy than she deserves. Better

fate for her than galley-slaving with me. I

have tried all I know, and I can do nothing,

get nothing. I have tried only for her. She

would have shared my success ; she shall

not share my failure. I'll give her up. Oh,

God ! give her up !
" and he sank on a chair

as if struck down by a blow. He put his

head down on his arms on the table, now
and then he shivered as if cold, and mut-

tered, " Amy, Amy ! my darling, my darling !

Bah ! I'll play the man !" and he sprung up.

" What have such as I to do with feeling,

and misery, and love ?
"

He got writing materials, and began

hastily to write. It was an answer to Amy's
letter, and it approved her resolution to go

to her friends, for a time at least. She was

free, &c., and he would never love another,

&c.—much the same as her own letter,

and then his pen dashed along at a furious

pace, splashing and spluttering noisily. All

this, when read, was a strange medley

—

endearing names, fierce declarations, loving,

passionate, miserable, mad protestations,

hurrying over and tripping up each other

confusedly. But it seemed strangely sweet

and smooth to the sobbing reader, and the

pages were fondly kissed and folded small,

and fondly placed in the heaving bosom—to

be brought forth again and read over, and
wept over, far into the night.

After despatching his letter, Charley did

not resume the pacing of the carpet, but sat

for a long time without moving, and his

reflections were of so unhappy a nature that

he felt relieved by even the diversion caused

by the advent of tea and Mrs. Pyper. The
good soul was determined he should have
some refreshment, and the dignified way in

which she set down the tray, suggestive of

considerable disgust with her last reception -,

did not conceal her anxiety lest he should

not partake of the soothing cup.

"Thank you, Mrs. Pyper," blandly.

Mrs. Pyper nodded stiffly, and was not

niolliiied—not even when an inquiry about

her cough followed.

" Is there any news in the town ?
"

Charley asked casually.

That was enough. She sat down, folded

her hands across her apron, cleared her

throat, and began with vigour.

This was right. Beverly had merely to

put in an occasional " Indeed !" " Do you
say so ?" and such comments, without paying

any attention to the narrative. General as

may be the purport of these phrases, how-
ever, they sometimes come in rather out of

place. Mrs. Pyper had finished up a long

rigmarole, indicting all and sundry of the

inhabitants of Arkford with various misde-

meanours, with " But, for the dear sake, Mr.

Beverly, don't say I was telling you."
" Humph !

" from Charley. In alarm,

"You surely would not mention my name,
Mr. Beverly—you would not do such a thing?"

" Indeed !" In distress, " Oh, Mr. Beverly

you will get me into such trouble."'

"Do you say so?" suddenly. "Yes, of

course " Charley saw by the look on the

lecturer's face that he had done something
wrong, so, as he had not the least idea what
to say to better himself, he said nothing, but

looked so amiable that Mrs. Pyper was satis-

fied. She soon resumed her oration, re-

viewed in rapid succession the relative claims

to good looks of Miss Melton, Miss Rentford

and others, the success of the last prayer-

meeting, the price of eggs, and a large num-
ber of subjects, till Charley's attention was
just going again, when he heard a name
which interested him.

" And they do say Mr. Sinton, ofyour office,

has taken ' Ivy Cottage,' and quite time
someone took it, for it was was getting into

a sad way "—here followed a long personal

narrative of the previous dwellers in the

habitation referred to.

" Who told you Mr. Sinton had taken the

cottage ?"

" Oh, it's ' all over the town.' As I was
telling you, the youngest son was very
delicate "

" But I should hke to know if Mr. Sinton
has really taken the cottage."

" Certainly he has," Mrs. Pyper answered
with tartness. " Have I not told you it was
all over the town?'' This, in her opinion,

meant absolute certainty, though why it

would be hard to say, for " all over the town "

was the broadest fabrication in nine cases

out of ten.
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It must be admitted Charley hated Sinton

just then for being able to take " Ivy Cottage,"

or any other cottage. A month ago he had

been looking at it with eyes which broke the

tenth commandment very badly, and now

Sinton had got it.

Mrs. Pyper, having exhausted her budget

retired, and Charley finished his meal, and

recommenced pondering. " I wonder," he

reflected, " if a fellow could do anything by

emigration, and leave this wretched land,

where no one can get a step up the ladder

except by shoving some other fellow a step

down ? I wonder what Jones meant by talk-

ing to me that day in the street— I am sure

he has lots of friends all over the world, his

travelling would have done that. I wonder

ifhe could give me an introduction anywhere ?

I am sure he could; but I can't ask him—no,

I won't ask him. I'd starve first." The
last declaration must be taken with some

reserve ; still he would not have been easily

tempted to ask Peter Jones for a favour.

Then he thought of Sinton and the cottage,

and he seemed to attach the widest range to

that gentleman's capacity for enjoying other

people's goods. He forgot that what Sinton

had come in for never had been his, but he

was not in a very reasonable mood this

evening.

CHAPTER XXV.

" GOOD-BYE, SWEETHEART."

They stood in an empty room in what had

been the Rentfords' house, where they had

first met long ago. Amy was to leave the next

day on her journey to her relations, and they

had taken a strange longing to say good-bye

where they had sat together in the early days

of their first love; where they had planned

so many joyous days, which never came

;

where they had built so many tall castles,

not one stone of which was destined to ever

stand upon another ; where they had pictured

so many bright visions, never to be realised;

such great happiness, that was not to be.

They faced each other with a dull, beaten

look in their eyes, and a numb despair in

their hearts. The girl seemed the less utterly

cast down. She was doing this for his sake,

and that was something—it was everything

—

if she died under it. It is a woman's place

to suffer—at least, it is a department usually

relegated to them. The man appeared to

quail before her. It is a man's place to

conquer—to fight the world and win, and

bring the spoils and lay them at the feet of his

chosen. To fight and win, fairly, honourably,

if possible—or, say, convenient—but to win,

and he had not won. To boldly pluck life's

choicest flowers, or craftily steal them, and

strew them over the loved one's path, and to

deftly turn aside life's hurtful thorns—or if,

perchance, a prickly plant be obstinate and
unyielding, to tear it out by the root and fling

it afar, to wither and rot. He had not been

able to cull the flowers, and the thorns had
not yielded, but only wounded him sorely.

He had asked her long ago to be his wife,

when his right hand would have gained the

strife, and success had clothed him. Ashamed
he stood—unsuccessful—beaten.

Beverly spoke first, and said in a low, weak
voice, " Amy, darling, we must go. Remem-
ber, whatever happens, I am true till death."

She had borne up bravely, and now she

gave way and clung to him, sobbing help-

lessly.

" Say that again, Charley—oh ! say it

again." And he said it again, and again.

The sinking evening sun poured a soft

yellow light into the room, and threw the

corners into a dark shadow, and brought out

the dismantled, dust-covered walls in staring

ugliness.

Those moments ! how queer everything

looked—how very strange the footsteps in the

street sounded. Such moments come but

seldom in any life, and well it is so. They
could not come frequently, for in their going,

like some loathsome malady, they kill the

power of receiving them again ; they carry

from us something that never comes back

;

they drift away with something out of our

hearts, or our lives, which never returns.

The yellow sunlight glowed through the

dusty panes. Without people passed care-

lessly to and fro, boys romped about shouting

merrily in their play, heavy drays passed at

intervals going toward the quays, and within

the iron sank deep in those two souls.

" Amy, you must be brave," Charley said;

hoarsely.

" I will, Charley, I will try—I cannot part

with you, my darling!" and she clung closer

to him.
" Then don't !" he answered. " I told you,

my angel, I would brave everything for your
sake ; if you are willing we will face the world
together. I mean to have you, and I will !

"

he said, wildly clasping her close to his

heart.
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Then strength came to her.

" I would suffer anything for you, Charley,

but 1 can't be a millstone round your neck.

I will not. Kiss me now and say good-bye."

It was very unlike story people in general.

Somehow, story people in general can do

such outlandish thiogs with impunity, and,

somehow, ordinary everyday people can't

dp such things without bearing their con-

sequences ; can't exist on nothing a year, or

next to nothing ; can't marry on love and

live thereby ; don't have mysterious relatives

in far distant places who die in great pain at

the crucial moment ; don't meet those mys-

tical and mythical tradesmen who supply

their wares out of sheer benevolence ; and,

worse than all, can't ignore these trifles.

So they said good-bye—a smothered ex-

clamation—a wailing sob—and they parted.

Every parting must have an ending, even ii

that ending strain and snap love's wretched

tendrils, which cling so closely, and blast

and kill the growth of months and years,

which, at first but a green delicate thing, now
must needs be rent asunder with fierce

power—to leave the once fertile spot barren

for evermore.

(To be continued.
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Sunday, May 6th, 1883.—After playing

tennis to so late an hour last evening, we
were not in the least disposed for early rising

this morning, and consequently ten o'clock

had struck before any of us made an appear-

ance in the breakfast-room. I, as usual,

came last, only half awake, and rather cross

to have had to forego my delicious sea bath.

However, it was of no use grumbling or feel-

ing discontented.

When we were all assembled, Garda an-

nounced that we should go to church, that

one described in the guide-books and Got-

land's Geografi as Domkyrkan Sankt Maria,

or, to Anglicise the three awkward-looking

words, the Dome Church of Saint Mary.
" Service begins at half-past ten, and we

have fully a mile to walk, so you had better

make haste, you girls," said Garda, in her

quick, precise tones.

" Bother the church !
" said Marie

promptly. She is certainly not possessed

of a very prominent bump of reverence—

I

tremble for the girl. "Bother the church,

Garda, I thought we were going to tennis

again this morning."
" Marie, be quiet," cried Hulda, laughing

at the child's sullenness, " you must go to

church sometimes."
" I went last Sunday, and I shan't go to-

day," declared Marie, tenaciously.

Well, after a little more squabbling, in

which Dagobert and Helny took part, with

a great deal of laughing and noisy chatter,

quick as we could we swallowed our scalding

hot coffee, made our outdoor toilettes, and

rushed off at a devil-take-the-hindmost speed

along the narrow, uneven gator (streets),

paved with those smooth stones English

lads, and especially Warwickshire lads, are

wont to designate as ducks.

Such a scuffle and a struggle we had to

get inside the church, large as it is, for, all

seats being free, as a matter of course,

everybody wants to be first. However, we
got a very good place quite near the pulpit,

so had nothing of which to complain. To
my astonishment, the congregation was
composed almost entirely of women, young,

old, middle-aged, ill-dressed and well-dress-

ed, fashionable and unfashionable, some
even picturesque. There were a number of

boys, and a sparse sprinkling of men, mostly

aged and decrepit. True, a few young
sparks and some officers crossed the thresh-

old, but after taking a cursory glance

around, they rubbed their feet on the door-

mat, and, hastily departing, the sacred

cloisters knew them not.

The organ played a grand Solemn overture,

and then the prest, or parson, issued from

the vestry. He was a tall, slightly-built

man, with an eagle eye and a hawk nose,

a trim golden-brown beard, and a perfectly

bald head.

Prayers commenced, and I, conscious of

my ignorance of the Swedish language,

seizing a prayer-book, opened it at hap-

hazard, and endeavoured to look as wise as

possible. In this I was unsuccessful, for,
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like the convict, Jean Valjean, in " Les

Miserables," I seemed to be pretty well

known. The peasant girls and daughters of

the bourgeoisie freely criticised my hat, my
thin, pale face, and, in truth, my general

appearance. I began to feel quite uncom-

fortable, and stared hard at the high white

roofing, to my eternal disgust, almost

smothered in dusty cobwebs. I looked about

the uncushioned seat for spiders, as a creepy

sensation ran down my back, but I could not

discover any.

Oh ! how that phlegmatic /r^s^ droned on,

while I, poor mortal, understood never a

word. Then and there I vowed a vow to

apply myself diHgently to the study of the

Scandinavian tongue, a resolution to which

I mean firmly to adhere. I shut my book

with a vicious little bang, and concentrated

my erratic attention on the bare white-

washed walls, here and there ornamented

by flimsy, gaudy pictures of venerable

fathers, prophets and masters, Bible animals,

and scenes from Scripture history. Strange

to say, they failed to interest me, and so my
gaze wandered off to a little knot of loutish

-

looking men, fifteen or more of them.

Horror of horrors ! they were taking snuff

with evident delight, every mother's son of

them.
" Wendela," I said to my cousin sitting at

my elbow, in a very audible whisper, " why
are those fellows allowed to take snuff here ?"

"ylc/i/" she answered, shrugging her

shoulders carelessly, "it is nothing new, they

do it always. We take no notice."

How the singing of the psalms amused me.

The time was so slow, or, rather, the music

was, that my feet drummed impatiently on

the floor. But I must allow that the voices

were clear and sweet, in beauty far exceed-

ing those heard even in our best English

churches.

At last the proceedings came to an end,

and we rushed madly out through the vestry,

taking no more notice of the prest disrobing

himself than we should have done of a block

of stone. Two and a half mortal hours we

had been kept penned in there, so no wonder

we were eager for the fresh air.

Thither we walked sedately down to the

beach, where, within the huge stone wall

which runs completely round the town, cut-

ting off the ingress of the sea, is the fashion-

able promenade, called Student Alleen, or the

students' allee. It is about two hundred

yards long, bounded on the south side by an

old, old gateway, called the Maiden's Tower,

and on the northern extremity by the ruined

portion of a wall about three feet thick and

two feet high ; beyond it is a ditch full of

muddy water, which empties itself into the

mouth of the turbulent little Baltic.

As we passed under the Maiden's Gateway
and entered the allee, quite a gay scene pre-

sented itself. There was a crowd of chatter-

ing, laughing Swedish dames and lasses, and
rosy-cheeked girls, officers in full dress smirk-

ing at and saluting in true military style their

acquaintances, a few tall, heavily-bearded

Russians, a couple of German sea-captains,

a dapper young Frenchman, and a perfect

army of students, conspicuous by their white

caps and black peaks.

The whole of the beau monde, and ihecreme

de la creme of the demi-monde were there—in

fine, we saw all the world and his wife

pacing up and down. Our cousin Herman,
a gallant young lieutenant, smart in his

regimentals, was the first to espy us, and in

a little speech, replete with the flowers of

rhetoric, expressed his intense delight to

meet us here ; close at his heels hastened

several friends to greet us, the daughters

and niece of their respected colonel. Know-
ing full well that I was the cynosure of all

eyes, and not a little bewildered by the

chattering crowd, I clung close beside our

governess companion, good Fru Berg, who
smiled at my timidity, and strove to re-

assure me in a delightful jargon of Swedish,

French, German, and unintelligible English

phrases, hopelessly muddled up together.

More than in church they criticised me
here. My short velvet walking skirt hardly

clipped my ankles, and so displayed my
low-heeled, square-toed boots, which seemed
to interest them immensely. My long

strides looked awkward, positively mascu-
line, beside the daintily, gingerly-stepping of

the Swedish girls, amongst whom high heels

are very prominent.

A tall, stout young fellow, an especial chum
of Herman's, strolled up and chattered to me
in quaint broken English—so broken, in-

deed, that I could scarcely piece together

his disjointed sentences.
" Pretty day, fruken " (miss), he said, with

an apparent great effort.

" Oh ! beautiful," I replied, trying my
hardest not to laugh ;

" it is lovely, so un-

usually warm for May. It is such a trea-

cherous month in England, you know, not at

all like these six fine days we have had here/'
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" Handsome weather," he added, evi-

dently pleased at his own capabilities.

Now, this last was a trifle too much for my
risible faculties : they would 7iot be controlled.

I stared iiard at the Botanical Gardens

stretching away to the east, but vainly;

there was something laughable in them.

Turning my head to the west, where the sea

rippled and danced with a soothing murmur,

I could only catch glimpses of it through the

portholes in the old grey boundary-wall.

Failing this, I gazed steadfastly up at the

horse-chestnut trees just bursting into bloom,

which arched and overhung the allee, con-

verting it into an ideal avenue, but the sun

filtered through the half-clothed branches

and blinded my vision. No ! I was obliged

to laugh, and laugh heartily. My cavalier

looked so phlegmatic, and so thoroughly in

earnest, even though I was only throwing a

stone in my own garden, for he had the ad-

vantage of knowing at least something of my
mother tongue.

''' Fruken''—a well-bred Swede always com-

mences his speech to a lady with the formal

prefix, and always addresses her in the third

person—"Frc/'^^/i likes Gotland, hkesWisby?"
"Very much indeed, I revel in the ruins,

they are splendid." (There are eighteen

churches in Wisby more or less ravaged and

decayed by time.)

"Ja," he responded slowly, " Wisby is a

very pretty town, and very healthy."
" Very healthy, it stands so high above

the level of the sea. Is it not built on the

slope of a hill ? The house-tops seem to

rear above each other in irregular rows."
'' Vaxdon, fruken, I understand not."

Fruken repeated the sentence twice over

very impressively, and went so far as to

simplify its meaning, which, nevertheless, he

did not quite grasp.

" Ah," he said, " Gotland a very tight

little island."

To say I laughed "at this assertion would

be but a weak expression— I fairly roared,

the tears streamed down my cheeks. How
my jaws and side ached with mirth—how
my throat grew sore, and my face burned,

I could not adequately describe here.

" You sing English songs ?" I remarked at

length, gravely.

^'
Ja, ja," he answered. ^^ Lilla fruken—

but what he was about to say to her she

never was destined to hear. There was a

sudden tumult of voices, the crowd gave

way, and through the Maiden's Gate dashed

a young fellow on a bicycle, a primitive

machine of the earliest boneshaker days, a

period long bygone. Heaven be praised !

now we have so graceful a steed to super-

sede it, so light and noiseless, and goodly

to look upon withal.

" Akta mitt barn, akta, akta ! " (Take care,

my child, take care) cried a grey-headed old

veteran behind me, and, heedful of the

kindly prayer, I too fell back.

What a comical sight met my eye, and
bade fair to obliterate all sense of the loud

cries and tumultuous hubbub around ! For
between you and me, my dear little journal,

these Swedes, high-bred and low-bred, are a

somewhat noisy crew.

On came the hero of the boneshaker,

amid a storm of applause, his arms were

akimbo, likewise his legs, the latter made all

the more ridiculous by the fact that both

bicycle—no, I will not insult these latter-day

inventions by applying to it that term ; it

shall be velocipede or boneshaker hence-

forward and for ever, with me at least—and
trousers were much too short, and disclosed

a goodly piece of mottled blue-stockinged

leg to view. His coat-tails were flying in

the breeze, and the ends of his red spotted

neck-handkerchief streamed after them
gloriously, his hat was cocked rakishly on

the back of his shock head, and his eyes

glittered—well, brighter than the loadstars of

the poets—they were at that moment simply

beyond compare. Now, I do not profess to

be even ordinarily clever at metaphors, but I

am nevertheless morally certain that art or

nature never produced aught that could vie

with the brightness of this boneshaker hero's

eye. Possibly the violent exercise had some-

thing to do with it, but I can only say that he

had a luminous eye, and an eager one

to boot.

He forcibly reminded me of the funny

poem relating to the famous ride of one

Master Johnny Gilpin, where he went neck

or naught, and

Little dream'd when he set out

Of running such a rig.

The wind did blow, the cloak did fly

Like streamer long and gay
;

Till, loop and button failing both,

At last it flew away.

So, like an arrow swift he flew.

Shot by an archer strong
;

So did he fly—which brings me to

The middle of my song.

And well-nigh to the end of my narrative.
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Lord ! how we all laug^hed till we cried,

and cried till we laughed again. What a

babel of sounds and loosened tongues there

was ! But, to his everlasting praise let it be

spoken or sung, nothing daunted him of the

boneshaker—calmly ignoring us, clothing

himself with the majesty of a day, he rode on.

On past the sjon (sea) gate, on past the port-

holes, on past the watch-tower, on past

the gaily-dressed crowd. The mid spot of

the allce was gained, but the brave hero

showed no signs of slackening speed ; still on

he went—on, and ever on—and the eager,

gaping folk tore after him in pursuit, athirst

to see the culmination of the sport.

They anticipated, and rightly, that some
misfortune would befall him ; but some
demon of madness had entered either the

bicy—there, I nearly said the word— I mean
velocipede, or taken possession of its rider.

A hundred yards was gained in far less

time than it takes me to write it here, one'

hundred and twenty-five, one hundred and

fifty—the mad speed increased—one hundred
and seventy-five. " Sankta Maria /" cried a

score of voices—only twenty-five yards

further and then

And then ? Yes, oh ! yes, and then, like

all things earthly, both good and bad, this

remarkable ride would Let me not

chronicle it yet.

On he went, past the last porthole, by the

last green painted rustic seat, past the

last chestnut trunk, and rode straight at the

three feet of wall. I have heard of people

knocking their heads against a stone wall,

but I must confess that I never saw it done,

or rather, attempted, before. It is an easy

but an unpleasing feat to accomplish.
" Where was Moses when the light went

out?" a schoolfellow once asked of me
mockingly ; but where was he of the bone-

shaker when the boundary line was reached ?

Not in the Student Allee, though the veloci-

pede was, and its rider, I will tell you where.

Straight as an arrow, clean as a dart, he
pitched over its handles (I fancy there is a

more technical term for it, but alas ! I do not

know for certain), over the ruined stone wall,

and into the very middle of the fetid ditch.

When we came up in a swarm to see the

sight, there sat the hero, half immersed in

the dirty water, alternately bhnking viciously

and rubbing his knuckles into his eyes with

vigorous force. We all stood stock still ; we
gazed at the velocipede, we gazed at the

man, we gazed helplessly at each other, and

finally, as of one accord, broke out into a

loud, mirthful laugh, which rang and re-

echoed through the walk, considerably irritat-

ing the object of our amusement. The
heavy Russians, the dapper Frenchman, the

gay-hearted Swedes, the two German sea-

captains, ladies and maidens, laughed one
and all. I'faith, who could help it ? why
never a one of us, the spectacle was so

excruciatingly funny.
" De rider of de veels iss very amusing,"

quoth my English-speaking companion,

lucidly, which remark I passed over in com-
plete silence.

Herman leapt the boundary wall, and
landed safely on the other side of the ditch.

He extended a helping hand to the

offended one.

" Have you hurt yourself?" asked Herman,
kindly.

" You be !
" was all the answer vouch-

safed, and he would have marched off with

his boneshaker then and there, had not a

young officer, his back smothered in dust,

and his cap battered out of shape, come
rushing up irately, followed by two others in

the same predicament.
" Here, you velocipede fellow !" he said,

giving him an angry shake, " what did you

mean by rolling me into the dust ? Keep
your infernal machine out of this place for

the future, you might have hurt some of the

ladies seriously."

" I have as much right to be here as you,"

retorted the other hotly, whereupon a violent

altercation ensued. However, Herman,
with his usual ready tact, patched up the

squabble, and, sullenly consenting to bury

the hatchet, the hero of the hour was allowed

to depart on his homeward way rejoicing."

"Vile brute!" cried Kejsen Bolin to me,

as the man sta.lked moodily off, ^^ ser dn, lilla

Engelskan'' (look thou, little English girl),

" what he has done!" and she held up the

long tail of her dainty silken dress for my
inspection. A portion of it was rent sadly.

" And I wore it for the first time to-day, you

know," she added, with a piteous expression.

"What is done cannot be undone," I re-

marked, consolingly. Then we all chattered

and laughed again, and so trudged merrily

home to our three o'clock lunch.

I am too tired to write more to-night. My
eyes are heavy with sleep, and already I

have yawned four times. But the refrain of

a French ballad Dagobert and Herman sang

while we lingered over our coffee after dinner
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keeps ringing through my head—" Rive, rire

toiijours—chanter, chanter toujours P' The sweet

sounds came floating through the open glass

doors as we sat on the balcony watching the

myriads of stars reflected in the blue sea,

calm and still as a huge lake. So we do

laugh and sing every day.

And now I must really seek my couch and

nestle in the welcome embrace of Somnus,

for to-morrow I am going on my tricycle to

Burgsvik, and it is a long, long way. So good

night, my dear journal. I shall tell you more
of my adventures before very long.

—Amy Hurhton.

> • <

TANDEMS.

It may safely be asserted that had any

person, four years ago, ventured to predict

for the tricycle the amazing extension which

its adoption has now reached he, she, or it

would have been incontinently voted to a

lunatic asylum. Not even the most sanguine

of manufacturers could have anticipated so

unprecedented a victory over the public

mind as has been attained by the humble

three-wheeler. For years the bicycle sus-

tained the attacks of all and sundry dealers

in ridicule and contempt. Successful at

length in obtaining a fir.Ti foothold for itself,

it would seem no sooner to have reached the

fair haven of toleration than the tricycle

appeared upon the scene to seize upon the

hard-won results of years of contention, and
to appropriate the lion's share to its own
use. In all considerations concerning the

velocipede, the tricycle was simply left out

of all calculations to such a degree that now,

when the number of its votaries threatens

hourly to overwhelm by sheer numerical

force the adherents of the more graceful two-

wheeler—when tricycles are met with even

more frequently than bicycles—there are no
laws having any direct bearing upon their

use and control.

Not for long, however, were either bicycle

or tricycle to remain single. The early
*' Ariel" and " Surbiton" had scarce emerged
from their chrysalis stage of boneshakerism

ere restless minds set to work to double,

treble, and even still further multiply their

carrying capacities. Numerous patents were

taken out for linking together two or more
bicycles, while the tricycle can scarcely be

said ever to have had a separate existence.

The feasibihty of extending this type of ma-

chine was immediately observed by the acute

mechanician who then ruled our cycular

destinies, and the tandem was the immediate

result. True, the type was not of a highly

elaborate class, but it contained the germs

of future possibilities, as demonstrating prac-

tically (the great desideratum in those days)

that the idea involved was feasible, and re-

quired but further development to bring it

successfully to the front. But its time was
not yet. A lamentable accident, whereby a

Mr. O'Brien lost his life, closed for a time

the gate of public approval upon the tandem
and opened it to the " sociable."

It is not good for man to be alone, and the

old-world dogma is every whit as true now
as when first promulgated. This opinion,

there is every reason to believe, was quite

as strongly accepted by the fair sex as by

the more privileged members of the sterner,

and, from our point of view, less lovable

half of humanity. It proved its correctness

even among cycle manufacturers, and it is

incontrovertible that much of the dis-

satisfaction which arose in the domestic

circles of many of our more mature riders

was caused, not so much by the fact that

the husband was away from home exploring

the country on his bicycle, as by the more
painful realisation by the deserted wife of

his bosom that she was not able to follow

his example.

It is not good for man to be alone, and
hence arose the " sociable." But the

ordinary sociable, though received with

fervour alike by paterfamilias and by the

scorching clubman, was soon discovered to

be lacking^in the most vital requirements of

a cycle. The quondam bicyclist missedthe
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ease, the speed, the firm yet free control

which he was wont to find on his single

track, and though willing—nay, anxious, to

induct into the mysteries of cycling those

of his sisters, cousins, or aunts whom he

could imbue with sufficient disregard of

Mrs. Grundy, his affection for the tricycle

for itself was of the most fragile character,

and his freedom once more obtained, his

release was the signal for his immediate
return to his first love.

The introduction of the first of the more
modern tandems, namely, the " Excelsior,"

caused none of the stir with which the

wheel world of old usually received any
fundamental departure from the beaten

track. Gradually the whisper went round
Coventry that the " Excelsior " tandem had
covered 12 miles inside the hour, and the

statement was received with blank incre-

dulity. The rumour, however, circulated

with a bold self-assertiveness, which would
not be denied credence, and no sooner was
it believed to be possible, than other makers,

quick to grasp the situation, commenced to

elaborate designs for improving upon it.

The first in the field were Messrs. Singer

and Co., and to them belong the credit of

at once recognising the advantage to be

gained by driving a tandem with a balance-

gear (the "Excelsior" driving each large

wheel separately). Their machine has been
altered and improved in detail since then,

but remains practically the same—a fact

which speaks volumes in favour of its original

design—and attained a considerable success.

Myself and a friend rode the first that was
made from Coventry to London as an ex-

perimental trip to test the value of the new
departure. Favoured with wet and heavy

roads, and a route well known for its hills,

we reached Holborn Viaduct in exactly 12

hours from the start, including all stoppages.

This rendered self-evident the possibilities

to be developed by further improvement of

the machine, and opened the eyes of other

firms to the capabilities of the new style of

sociable.

Quickly following on the path so success-

fully struck came the Centaur Co., whose
machine differed essentially from the " Chal-

lenge" in being a front-steerer—in fact, an

ordinary " Centaur" tricycle having an exten-

sion of the frame backwards to allow the

attachment of an extra crank, &c., for the

rear rider. This machine also remains sub-

stantially unaltered to the present time, and

is familiar to the readers of the " Wheel
World," as the constant theme of the clever

drawings of George Moore, and the not less

delightful chatty articles of his fellow-artist,

" Faed." Both of the foregoing are sound,

strong, and reliable machines, though heavy,

and will probably be in good running con-

dition when many of their lighter competi-

tors have taken up their final habitation in

the abode of the marine store dealer.

It is singular to note that, in 1882-3, the

bitterest opponent of the tandem was "Faed "

himself. Early in 1883 he wrote an article

condemning it on principle, and from all

points of view. His own words will best

illustrate the great change which has taken

place between that time and the present ; a

change not merely in " Faed's " personal

opinions, but one which has been general

throughout wheeldom. Writing in The

Tricyclist of February i6th, 1883, he speaks

of "the ungainly and absurd ensemble of a

tandem tricycle, no matter how ' smart and

spry' the riders may be. It is," he con-

tinues, " difficult to account for the

increase in the number of tricycles of this

class, since both comfort and sociability are

sacrificed at the same time as appearance.

. . . Sociable they certainly are not.

. . . Taken altogether, then, the tandem
is decidedly at a disadvantage compared

with the ordinary sociable, and nobody will

find it preferable to possess such a machine,

unless the considerations of narrowness for

stowage and convertibility are paramount."

A little later " Faed " showed the courage of

his opinions by offering to match himself and

another on a sociable against any two mem-
bers of a certain club on a tandem. Vanitas

vanitatum. Where now be " Faed's" cham-

pionings of the sociable against the tandem,

and who would bear " the proud man's con-

tumely" were the notion of making such a

match now broached again ? Personally, I

rejoice that things are as they are, for not to

everyone is it given to write in such vein

that one may read, and read with zest and

vivid enjoyment, the simple tale of an after-

noon run, or a midsummer pic-nic. But to

return to our sheep.

And now appeared tandems of varying

styles. Coventry and Nottingham had fairly

settled down to work, and the result was seen

still in tandems. The "Club" was a de-

cidedly faster machine than either of those

already mentioned, chiefly on account of the

great reduction of weight. Its chief fault
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was that, as with the •' Coutaar," the steer-

ing was under the control of the front rider

—usually a lady—a consummation by no

means to be desired. Its success has been

great ; but I hold a strong opinion that no

four-wheeled tandem is to be compared

for speed and ease, weight for weight,

with the three-wheeler. The " Carver " is

another of very similar construction, also

beautifully made, and, like the " Club," with

the greatest possible attention to perfection

of detail. In both these machines the mania

for convertibility is carried to such an extent

that the happy purchaser finds himself

possessed at once of a front-steerer, a " H um-

ber," or a tandem at will. This is undoubt-

edly a great advantage, but my own experience

is, that although few people will buy a tandem

that is not convertible, still fewer will convert

it with any frequency when they have it.

At its best the operation is one which

can hardly be performed without much
soiling of fingers, and after the first few

days the machine is rarely out of its

double form. Especially is this the case

with the " Humber " tandem.

I have purposely left the consideration of

this machine until nearly the last, as after a

considerable experience of all makes of tan-

dems, one clear fact remains pre-eminent, viz.,

that for ease and comfort, lightness and
speed (the terms are not always synonymous),

no other form of tandem is for one moment
to be compared with the " Humber," whether

it be made by Humber and Co., Marriott

and Cooper, Hillman and Co., or any other

good firm. A most notable fact it is, that

while the steering of the single "Humber"
pattern is notoriously tricky, that of the
" Humber" pattern tandem is precisely the

reverse. So perfectly does it steer that,

provided he can pedal equally even, a novice

can at the first venture steer it on a fair road

with his feet alone. Downhill its steadiness

is marvellous, and hills can be descended at

a pace which puts to shame the speediest

bicycle that ever was made. The sensation

of flying a long hill on the " Humber " style

tandem is only to be approached by the

same feat on a "Kangaroo" or "Rover."
Feet on foot-rest, s and with serene confidence

in the machine, we " wind her up " at the

top of the hill, and with the wild wind loudly

buzzing among the spokes, dash straight to

the bottom without once swerving from our

course. The quietude of the machine itself

seems to add to the contentment of the

rider. Here are no noisy rattlings, no clank-

ing of metallic dress-guards, no chattering,

clattering steering-rack and joints, but every

part as silent as on its nearest relative, and
now beaten competitor, the bicycle.

Here we might expect to stop and write up
that smart double pun of Mr. G. Singer's,

" Tandim perfectio,'' but the Sparkbrook
Manufacturing Co. thought differently, and
brought out this year what should be in

theory and in practice the best tandem yet

extant. Certain it is that the vibration on
this machine is not nearly so severe as on
the original " Humber" style, and the use of

four bearings to the axle imparts to the whole
machine a firmness and steadiness which I

have found in no other. I confess also to a

partiality for the axle used by this company,
and which is peculiarly adapted to the re-

quirementsof atandem. These" specialities,"

added to the above enumerated good qualities

inherent in all of the " Humber" style, should

make this machine a warm favourite. Few
things are productive of greater annoyance
than a sudden collapse of one's machine,

but how much worse would it be when, not

only yourself, but " Jones's sister, Nell," is

suddenly left to walk, ten miles from every-

where, through a mishap to the machine.

I have heard a whisper that Singer & Co.

are about to introduce a tandem somewhat
on the lines of the "Sparkbrook," using a

frame similar to that of their racing
" Traveller." Such a machine should be a

traveller indeed, especially if built as this

firm have recently proved themselves able

to build as regards weight.

With all machines of this type some care

should be exercised in applying the brake,

the rear rider sitting well back and putting

his pressure upon the brake-lever as

gradually as possible, to prevent the liability

to tip, which is naturally ever present

(though its dangers have been greatly over-

rated) upon these machines.

The " Rotary " tandem occupies a place

distinct from all others—very fast, light, and
a capital all-round machine on dry roads,

though not quite so good on wet ones, owing
to its single-driving. It is somewhat apt to

rock when going at speed downhill, but the

brake power is Ai, and the steering steady

and reliable. Its chief fault is that the space
between the riders is less than on some
others, and might with advantage be in*

creased.

The new " Quadrant " tandem is one
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which deserves more than a passing notice.

It is a three-wheeled front-steerer, central

geared, the rear rider being quite clear of all

obstruction at the back, as in the "Centaur."

The one of which I obtained an all too short

trial belonged to two American gentlemen

who were touring upon it. Light, neat, and
apparently well and strongly made, it should

prove a genuinely good thing for this push-

ing young firm.

Some others I have tried, notably the

" Invincible," a beauty of its class, though

I have an invincible objection, after the

"Humber " steering, to trouble myself with

the rack and pinion. One or two others I

have not referred to, but in these cases they

are chiefly copies or duplicates of a well-

known type, as with the "Marriott and
Cooper " and the new " Premier " tandems,

both of which are identical with the original

" Humber," sharing alike its virtues and
failings. It were idle to suppose that the

end of improvement has yet been reached
;

the evidence of the last four years teaches

us otherwise ; but of one thing there can be

no doubt, viz., that in the very near future

all the fastest records, both for the road and

the track, will be held not by bicycles, nor by
safeties, but by tandem tricycles.

—Peter Bell.

> • <

WINTER.

Through the tall forest trees,

Fitfully sighing,

Sadly the wailing breeze

Mourns Autumn dying;

Borne on its sable wings.

Muffled and dreary,

Hark ! to the dirge it sings,

Voice never weary :

Mourn for the summer's joy.

Too soon departed
;

No more the glowing sky

Cheers the sad-hearted.

Heaped in the silent shade,

Leaves are reposing

—

Sternly o'er wood and glade

Winter isxlosing !"

Gone is the flashing wheel;

Merrily gliding

;

No more the steed of steel

Comes from its hiding

—

Heavy the cycler's heart.

Vanished his gladness

Rudely his joys depart,

Leaving but sadness.

Earthly bliss flies away

—

Fleeting is sorrow
;

Deepest grief dies away,

Sunshine to-morrow :

Beaming with golden rays,

Gladsome in lightness

—

Once again happy days

Burst in their brightness.

—F. F. S.
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THE CYCLIST S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE : WHAT TO DO AND

HOW TO DO IT.,

CHAPThR V.

ON THE PATH

Who should Race—Diet—Training—Trainers-

Starting — Paying Entrance Fees— The

Handicapper—Racing for Honour—Selling

Prizes — Racing Costumes — Rectiving

Prizes—Accepting Invitations— How to

become a Maker's Amateur —•
Forcing

Applause — Wearing Numbers— Getting

" Chucked In''—General Behaviour.

Who Should JRace.—Everyone who can

do a mile under five nunutes should makeup

his mind to go upon the path. Ifanyone should

suggest that he will do no good, and only

hamper the genuine racing men, treat such

suggestions with lofty disdain. Every man
for himself is a splendid motto, and should

be pasted into the hat of every cyclist.

Diet.—As soon as you have definitely de-

cided to go in for racing, commence to diet

yourself, and in doing so, bear in mind that

everything you enjoy is bad for you, and

everything that you are unable to eat without

a feeUng of nausea is doing you an immensity

of good. All meat should be eaten as nearly

raw as possible, and only half a pint of liquid

be drunk per day. You may be a trifle

feverish, and suffer agonies from the thirst,

but comfort yourself by thinking of the

numerous pots that are looming in the imme-

diate future.

Training.—If you are going in for a

twenty miles race do the full distance every

evening, and never practise starting or spurt-

ing—it is a shocking waste of time. Always

practise every evening and during the day

as well, if possible. Never mind if you feel

tired and worn out ; keep on at it and you

will probably be a wreck in a week. Take
three Turkish baths every week. They may,

and probably will, make you feel like a

washed-out rag, but then consider how you

will keep your weight down. Purchase every

kind of unguent and embrocation advertised,

and anoint yourself with them frequently.

People, whose organs of smell are delicate,

may avoid you, but that is of no conse-

quence.

Trainers.— It is absolutely necessary that

every racing man should have a trainer.

Trainers as a rule, are gentlemen of high cul-

ture and delicate susceptibilities, which,

coupled with an extensive vocabular}',enables

them to express their views upon various sub-

jects with considerable fluency. Their duties

are multifarious, and chiefly consist of polish-

ing you with a rough towel whilst they explain

their views upon the work of the handi-

capper. They have generally a taste for

fluid refreshment, and are useful, after you

have lost a race, for the purposes of swearing

at ; but you must be careful not to go

too far, or you may hurt their feelings.

Trainers, as a rule, come to their duties in

fashionable attire, and drive down to the

scene of operation in a brougham.
Starting.—Always get a friend to start

you who has never performed the duty

before. Tell him to take hold of the machine
just below the saddle, and to push hard. If

he follows out your instructions properly, he
will, in all probability, shoot you over the

head of your machine, and render all further

trouble on your part quite unnecessary, and
save you the fatigue of riding out the race.

If you do not like this p^an, tell your friend

to start you directly the starter says, " Ar^
you ready ?" so that by the time the pistol

fires you will be some yards on your way.

If you adopt this plan, one eye should be

kept on the umpires, as they are the most
interfering officials on the course.

Paying Entrance Fees.—These should

not be paid unless it is absolutely unavoid-

able. Enter by telegraph, on a postcard, or

to the handicapper, so as to have an excuse

for not forwarding the fee. If you are

allowed to start without parting, you will, of

course, not dream of paying afterwards.

This would be the height of folly, but the

secretaries of some meetings are sufficiently

offensive as to refuse to allow a competitor

to mount unless he has paid ; then, of course,

you will have to disburse, but not until you
have made use of every lie your inventive

powers can supply you with.

The Handicappsr. — Always keep on

good terms with tlie handicapper, and tell
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him confidentially that you are very much
off colour, and cannot do the mile a second

under 3m. los., and really your starts are

preposterously short, and that your right

mark is 170 yards. This may or may not be

productive of good results, but if it should

not, and you happen to know a pressman

who will ring into the journals he writes for

a few depreciatory remarks about the handi-

capping, so much the better ; but this last

game is slightly played out, and sometimes

leads to unpleasantness.

Racing for Honour. — This is a

thoroughly exploded idea, and therefore

scratch races, where the prize is generally

a paltry medal, should as much as possible

be avoided, and handicaps with big prizes

selected. Besides, there is always the

chance of your being chucked into a handi-

cap, and you can seldom be quite certain of

winning a scratch race ; moreover, as a rule,

there is more betting on the handicap, and

you get a better chance of earning a little

money.
Selling Prizes.—Owing to the interfering

habits of an inquisitive body of men called

the Executive of the National Cyclists'

Union, it is not safe for an amateur who
wishes to remain so to sell his prizes, although

they are his own to do as he thinks fit with,

but there is no reason on earth why he

should not give them to his friends as pre-

sents, and nothing to prevent his friends

giving him handsome Christmas-boxes at the

festive season. He will, of course, take care

to arrange with his friends that, if he is ever

called upon to produce them to the N.C.U.,

they will lend them for the purposes of

production. This is called yzne'ss^.

Racing Costume.—This should be as

attractive as possible, so as to be easily dis-

tinguished by the spectators. A crimson

jersey (sleeveless), with a large device about

the size of a frying-pan embroidered in blue

worsted on the back and chest, a pair of

yellow calico drawers reaching not quite to

the knees, light blue silk socks, patent leather

shoes with pointed toes, and a green silk

jockey cap, is everything that can be desired

as a neat and tasty racing costume. The
effect when you first turn out upon the path

will probably be electrical, especially if in

London.

Receiving Prizes.—If a lady is giving

the prizes away, and you should happen to

be one of the recipients, keep her waiting as

long as possible when ycur name is called

out, as it gives the crowd an opportunity of

cheering you. When the applause has sub-

sided, swagger up to the table with a devil-

may-care air, holding your hat in your hand,

and keep your gloves on. Leer familiarly at

the donor if she be young and pretty, grab

the prize out of her hands, duck your head,

turn your back upon her, and swagger out of

the enclosure with a grin upon your face that

blots out the horizon. A practice has lately

sprung up of taking the prizes before they

are presented, but it is sometimes attended

with some unpleasantness, as occasionally

the police are called in.

Accepting Invitations.—If you are a

crack rider you will probably receive invi-

tations from race committees in different

places in the country to take part in their

scratch races. Make a point of accepting,

even if you know full well that you will not

be able to go ; it pleases the committee, and
something may turn up enabling you to go.

If you are unable to be present, do not

write and tell them, nor is it necessary to

write afterwards and apologise for your non-

attendance. It is not expected that a person

of your high social position and transcendent

ability should trouble himself about the

ordinary courtesies of life.

How to Become a Maker's Amateur.
—This sort of thing is so well known and
abundantly practised that it is quite un-

necessary to say anything at all about it.

Forcing Applause.— If you win your

race, or even your heat, ride slowly round

the track after the other competitors have

dismounted, in order to give the spectators

a chance of applauding you. They like to

do it, and you should never deprive the

British public of their innocent recreations.

If you fall, and are capable of it, remount

and ride all you know after the other com-

petitors, even if they should have gained a

lap on you. Although it may be obvious

that you have not even a little dog's chance,

the spectators are sure to applaud what they

are pleased to term your pluck.

"Wearing Numbers.—Cardboard num-
bers are generally given to the competitors

for the purpose of enabling the laptakers

and other officials to identify them, but if

there is any way out of it they should not

be worn. Some secretaries, however, insist

on their being worn, but the difficulty can be

easily obviated by wearing them in some
position where they cannot possibly be seen*

On the breast, if you are in the habit o
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bending well over the handles, is a good

position, but the majority of the racing men

at present on the path will explain many
other methods.

Getting " Chucked In."—This is a great

game, and is generally played as follows.

The majority of your training should be done

in the daytime when no one is on the track,

but care must be taken to practise also in

the evening when, naturally, after the fatigues

of the day, your times will be much slower.

The first four or five handicaps you will lose,

and your start, of course, be increased until

at last you are put on a mark that enables

you to know by the time test that the handi-

cap is at your mercy. Then, your friends

having put the requisite money on, you go

in and win—by a yard. Care must be taken

not to win until you have got such a long

start that, even supposing you get pulled

back twenty yards or so after each win, you

will still be able to pull off the next two or

three events you enter for. Another good

method is to work up a reputation as " John

Brown, Universe B.C.," and then to enter

for a country race meeting as a member of

some small local club that you can join for

the purpose, and figure on the pro-

gramme as "John Brown, Mudville B.C."

The handicappers may fancy that you are a

novice, and if so, you will probably get a long

start, but, unfortunately, handicappers are

getting objectionably cute just at present.

General Behaviour. —Let " Swagger,

ioujouvs swagger,'' be your motto. If you are

a scratch man, treat the long start division

with haughty condescension and outsiders

with extreme hauteur. Between the heats

swagger about the enclosure and in front

of the grand stand, ogling the ladies, and

look as much of a devil as you can. Always

be careful to tell everybody that the only real

flier on the path is yourself. There are sure

to be some people who will accept you at

your own valuation; the race of fools is not

yet extinct. —Kosinns Junior.

(To be continued.

)
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THE CYCLING AMATEUR.

In the columns of the weekly papers de-

voted to the wheel sport there has been

throughout the season now fast drawing to

a close a murmuring thunder of criticism,

which seems likely ere long to burst in storm

upon the cycling amateur racing man. The
Press, which, in our sport—owing, perhaps,

to the fact of its representatives mixing more

freely with the public, and allowing an iden-

tity of a personal character to thereby attach

itself to their printed utterances—is not as

influential as it might and ought to be; but

there can be no doubt that in the crusade

which certain of our journals never weary of

preaching against the spurious amateur of

the day they carry with them the good

wishes of all sensible and honest men, and

the supineness of the National Cyclists'

Union, in face of the strenuous efforts of the

Press to make the subject a burning ques-

tion, will stand out in bold relief when a

reckoning day eventually comes.

The question is not one which any cyclist

can afford to disregard, be he tourist or

racer, enthusiast or disillusionised. Under
the broad generic term " cyclist " all sorts

and conditions of men find themselves. We
have an Archduke delightedly informing the

Coventry Machinists' Company how far he

rode his first mount ; we have actors enter-

ing for a London tricycle race ; we have the

clergy using the wheel in their parochial

avocations ; we have the bicycle making its

way into the stern game of war, and we have

ladies and gentlemen of the upper classes

using the machines from which springs the

title " cyclist." Many another type could we
mention were it necessary, but all have an

interest in keeping the name free from re-

proach, and it is monstrous, it is preposterous,

that a veritable fraction among the vast num-
bers of the wheel world—a fraction known
as the " Racing Division "—should be the

means of bringing down scorn upon a great

national sport, and that no endeavours on

the part of the best wheel papers can succeed

in awakening the legislative body of the sport

to a sense of its responsibilities and a recog-
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nition of the duties it is called upon to per-

form.

A doctrine is being preached in several

quarters, and is obtaining converts every

day, in favour of the total abolition of the

amateur definition. The scathing satire of

such men as Henry Sampson ("Pendragon"),

of The Referee, has for a long while been

directed in full blast upon its intrinsic

absurdities, and if an inliorn canker of un-

reason can destroy, surely the definition

must die. Against it are gradually arraying

themselves all who hope for honesty in sport,

all who hate humbug and despise a sham,

and all w!io believe in the possibilities of

pure amateurism. The idolatrous bigotry

of the conservative element— the unen-

lightened Tory element, we should say,

rather—which, while unable to avoid a re-

cognition of the stupendous fraud now being

worked upon the public, consoles itself by
slamming down, as it were, the gravestone

of oblivion upon it, and sitting upon that

stone and vowing there is nothing underneath

it: that element is represented chiefly by
the men who find in the direction of the fads

and details of so-called amateur cycle racing

the pleasure and employment of their leisure

hours. A poor taste—but their own !

For most things in life there can be found

a reason, and absence of raison d'etre is

generally rapidly followed by annihilation.

The ostensible reason for the amateur defi-

nition is to keep apart two great bodies of

men, those who race for honour and those

who race for gain. Now, we have no hesita-

tion in stating that in cycle racing to-day

there is not a class which races for honour.

Individuals happily there are, but they are

not sufBciently numerous to come under the

heading of a " class," while, on the other

hand, those who ride for gain are in the pro-

portion of twenty, aye, forty to one, and
instead of being classified under one title,

they are known indifferently as amateurs and
professionals. The latter takes cash and
earns hi=i living in the sight of all men, and
the former races wherever the most valuable

prizes are on offer. We have the amateur
who, at the end of his career, and when
amateur status is of no import to him, and
very frequently long before the close of his

connection with the path, sells his prizes at

a large reduction upon their value, and ob-

tains the cash on a deferred system, which,

morally, is exactly similar to the action of the

professional, but not half so honest. Or the

amateur who is called an amateur because,

being a coal-porter or a milkman, he owns a

bicycle and has not openly raced for cash or

against the open professional rider, and who
wins or loses races to suit the book of the

party behind him, who back him to win or

lay him to lose as best suits their purpose
and the market, while he obeys the mandate
delivered to him ere he mounts. Or the

amateur who rides a machine supplied to

him by a maker for nothing, in order by his

speed thereupon to advertise the maker's
wares. Or the amateur who knows that a

ten-guinea cup will be offered for a handicap
in September, and lays himself out to win
that handicap— we beg his pardon! that

cup—by "roping" all August, riding half-

trained, apparently, murmuring to the han-

dicapper that the latter overrates his powers,

sitting up with a stitch in one race, "falling

all to pieces " when collared in another,

dropping down exhausted after the finish of

a third, and so on ad infinitum. We who
write knotv that these things are so. There
is no word-painting in the foregoing. In the

inner circles of racing, no secret is made by
some prominent amateurs of their intentions

to " work up their starts," as the phrase goes.

There was a meeting the other day at
,

where another game was played, starting on
this basis:—In the final of a handicap one
well-knovvn Londoner came to another, and
said, " I want to work up my start, so I

shan't try for this, but will make pace for

you." The other, who thought he held his

opponent safe anyway, said, " No, I should

try to win if I were you." The first repeated

his desire to work up his start, and they went
to their respective mounts. In the race the
" worker up of starts" went off at score and
was only caught in the straight by the other

man, who, U(ji reckoning upon him retaining

his lead, had been waiting upjn a third man.
The start-worker now, instead of doing as he

had asserted he meant to do, came again

and closed on the post with the man whose
racing tactics he had thus upset. There is

an amateur for the consideration of the un-

biassed ! Such cases are not isolated : there

are men in London alone—scores of them

—

who laugh to scorn any suggestion of riding

for honour, and who closely weigh the pro-

babilities of a prize at one place being worth

more than the prize at another jJ'/ws the rail-

way fare to the first. The class of men who
ride in the ordinary London handicaps is

recruited from the offices and warehouses of
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the City in great part, and it is marvellous

how these riders manage to get through the

year with all the expenses incidental to

racing showering down upon them, and the

only species of specie accruing to them
being, if they are lucky, a few cups, clocks,

Siiid. bric-a-brac. Of course, some men back

themselves or an opponent regularly, but as

the sight of a sovereign terrifies the all too

knowing bookmaker as a rule, and produces

the solemn " Can't bet !
" there is not much

to be done in this respect.

Regarding these facts calmly, we defy an

impartial observer to come to any other

conclusion than that amateurism on the

path of to-day is a mere name—an intangible,

despised nonentity, which goes gibbering

along, attracting some reverence for its grey

hairs, but, beyond that, simply not " under-

standed of the people."

If an amateur is one who races for honour,

let each man claiming to be such an one

substantiate his claim by doing what is in-

cumbent on an amateur. The N.C.U., some
years ago, passed a recommendation that no

club should give a prize in an open competi-

tion worth more than five guineas, but, owing

to the positive refusal of several clubs to adopt

such a course of action, the recommendation
never arrived at maturity. Now, it seems to

us that the N.C.U. is strong enough in

future to formulate its decisions without any
fear or favour of clubs, and the simple fact

that it can suspend any riders racing at a

club meeting where a N.C.U. rule, as it

should be, limiting the first prize to five

guineas, is disregarded will be quite suffi-

cient to bring recalcitrant clubs to their

senses. This would be a step in the light

direction.

But where, after all, is the reason for thiq

so-called amateurism, with its frauds and
follies ? As a barrier to racing for gain it is

a proved non-success, and its name is a bye-

word among the broader-principled classes

who patronise such sports as horse-racing,

shooting, &c.

It would be a signal mistake, ere closing

this article, to omit a reference to the few

faithful left in Israel—the true amateurs who,

to the best of their power, live up to and
race under the glorious flag of " Honour."

Such instances of pure sporting instinct as

were displayed when J. M. Bow, of Edin-

burgh, refused to finish alone for a Scottish

championship after his opponents had fallen,

or when Lacy HilHer, at his own request,

was penalised in a Leipsic handicap to make
a race a race indeed, are oases in a Sahara

of cynical disregard for all principles of

honourable racing never to be forgotten.

So we, like H. O. Duncan, the professional,

whose intelligent and withal incontest loly

argumentative letter to a daily contemporary

created much comment, would have the

barrier swept away, and the boys and

young men who now hunt the useless pot or

never-ending clock allowed to ride for honest

cash, paid in the eyes of all, and in no way
dishonouring to the recipient. Then we
should have a select class who, with neither

desire nor need for money prizes, would

band themselves together, and either race

in the open field, handing over the cash won
to charity, or, with " no value prizes " a

code word of its existence—form a society to

race simply and entirely for honour. Then
we should have an amateur class ; at present

we have not, if there is any meaning in

words.

->^-<-
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CARDINAL AND BLACK.

A PACING FOMANCE.

The Newville Challenge Cup was indeed

a beauty. Advertised as of the value of 50

guineas, it was really worth several pounds

more than that sum, and was a prize worthy

of its donor, the wealthy George Daryl

Mostyn, Esq., Q.C., M.P., who early in the

spring of the year in which our tale opens

had presented it to the Newville Cycling

Club, of which he was president, and thus

it came that that club, although not a very

rich one, was able at its first spring meeting

to offer a 50 guinea cup for competition in a

five miles race, to be won twice in succession,

or three times in all, as the notices of the

race set forth. For some weeks previous to

the day fixed for the race meeting, this event

was the main topic of conversation in the

town of Newville, and public opinion put it

down as a good thing for Henry Rozilio, the

local crack. But as entry after entry came
in, people began to see that it would not be

quite the gift it was thought at first it would

prove to be. Rozilio was a fine rider, but

there was one name among the long list of

entrants which made the locals less confident

that their man would win—that of George

Linton. The question was—Would he start ?

He was a London man, and as the town of

Newville is a long way from the Metropolis,

it was very uncertain whether he would or

not. Everybody hoped he would, for he

had a tremendous reputation for being a

straightforward, honest rider, and a thorough

gentleman amateur. These qualities, coupled

with the fact that he was a scratch man,

were enough to make him popular with all

who knew anything of racing cyclists, and

it is needless to say he had swarms of

admirers and lots of friends. Rarities are

always much sought after, and, alas ! the

before-mentioned combination is not very

common now-a-days. These admirers and
friends were not disappointed. Two days

before the race he came down, bringing his

machine, and the same evening took a turn

or two round the track. George Linton

was in the London office of a large firm of

wealthy merchants. As they had been very

busy all the previous summer, he had not

been able to have any holidays at all, and

seeing the advertisement of the race at

Newville in the sporting papers he had asked
for a day or two's holiday to go down to

compete, and, obtaining leave to be away
for a week, he arrived as already told, and
accepted a long-standing invitation to stay

at the house of an old friend, the secretary

of the Newville Club, Charley Gordon.
It was the day before the race that George

Linton, on getting up in the morning, found
he had nothing to do. He did not want to

ride, as it was too near the contest, his friend

Charley had gone away on business, and he
was at his wits' end how to amuse himself.

However, after breakfast his host came to

his aid.

" Well, Mr. Linton," said he, " what are

you going to do to-day?"
" Really, Mr. Gordon, I don't know," re-

plied George. " I don't want to ride, I'm

not much of a walker, and there's nothing
much else to do that I know of."

" Can you row ?"

" Only a very little.*'

"Well, there's the river here, you know;
and I'm sure Charley won't mind you having

his boat. What do you say to a pull up a

mile or so ?"

" Good thought— I'll go," said George,

and off he went to dress, shortly afterwards

appearing in a costume half aquatic, half

bicycular, consisting of a cap with his club's

badge, a rowing sweater, and bicycling

knicks and hose, and after securing the key

of the boathouse he started off.

There is no need for me to describe my
hero; we can get on very well without the

colour of his eyes and the shade of his hair.

Suffice it to say that, in addition to being

well built and not bad looking, he was,

although so good a rider, of a modest and
retiring disposition. I mention this because

the two do not always go together. He was
not a man who had suddenly jumped into

prominence—a regular phenomenon, in fact.

He started racing two years before our tale

opens, and from the limit mark had gradually

and slowly worked his way back to scratch.

Such a course as this tends to make a man
who has reached the goal value his position
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far more than when he suddenly takes the

place by storm, and after a race or two from

a middle mark comes back at once to

scratch.

On arriving at the boathouse he got out

the boat, and, securing a pair of sculls, em-

barked, and set off up stream for a row.

Now, although he could manage one oar all

right, George got rather mixed when using

two, and m a boat without anyone to steer.

First of all the sculls seemed too long, and

the ends would knock together at every

stroke, much to the damage of his thumbs

and knuckles. Then, while he was trying to

remedy this, he would forget to look where

he was going, and the consequence was that

before he had gone half-a-mile he had run

aground five times, and had many narrow

escapes from capsizing. It was astonishing,

too, how he seemed to slide about on his

seat. After he had gone about a mile he

came to a straight bit of water, and, looking

out ahead, saw another boat rounding the

turn at the other end.

Now, thought he, I must pull myself

together a bit, and try to go by with the pace

on.

He took a fresh grip, and started off. For

some little time all went well ; he managed
by dint of a tremendous amount of back-

watering and looking out ahead to keep a

pretty straight course until, as the other boat

got nearer, he began to try a bit more pace.

Gradually and unnoticed his boat approached

the bank. Closer and closer it crept, till

suddenly his near-side oar struck against a

stake planted at the edge of the water, and

snapped off short, the boat swung round

towards the land, and the other oar, which

in the sudden shock he had released, slid

gently out of the rowlock into the water, and

he was left sitting in his boat with the stump
of the broken oar in his hand. Here was a

pretty go, just as he was getting on so well,

too. What should he do ? He would spring

on to the land. But it was too late, the

current had carried the boat back, and he

was already several yards from the bank,

drifting helplessly down the stream. In this

emergency he looked for the other boat, and

was startled to see that its only occupant

was a young lady, who was sculling down
towards him. What a position to be found

in, and he a scratch man, too ! It was awfully

annoying. However, there was no help for

it, and he was rather uneasy lest lower down
the stream there might be some young

Niagara Falls over which he might be swept

if left to drift for long. So he carefully stood

up, and called out

—

" Hi ! miss."

The young lady gave a few strong strokes,

left off rowing, and, shipping her oars, her

boat came gliding on towards Linton's.

"All right, I'll help you!" she cried,

laughingly.

" Oh !"thoughtGeorge,"sheevidentlysawit

all, and thinks it a great joke. I must appear

as if I thought so, too." So he tried to look

as if he did. Needless to say, it was a com-

plete failure. When the young lady arrived

alongside, George held her boat to keep it

there, and said

—

" This is lively, isn't it ? What shall I

do?"
" You had better get into my boat," said

his rescuer, " and we'll tow yours behind."

He did so. His companion then un-

shipped the rudder of her skiff, and used the

lines to tow his boat by.

" She's very business-like," thought he.

" Where do you want to go to ?" asked

she, when he had sat down.

George was going to say, " To the Bank,

conductor," but he didn't.

" I'm staying at Mr. Gordon's," he said.

" I don't know if you know him."
" I know young Mr. Gordon—Charley

Gordon, that is—and I know their place. I

live at the Priory, and am going back there

now, and you can have the oars to go on
home with after I land."

" Thanks," said George, " you're very

good. I don't know what I should have

done if you hadn't arrived. Do you often

go out rowing alone?" He was beginning

to feel quite at home.
" Oh, yes," replied his companion, " I

often go out for a row by myself. I'm awfully

•fond of the river. Are you fond of rowing ?"

she added, laughing.

" I like it pretty well," said he, " but, as,

you have seen, I am not very proficient

in the art."

" Yes," she said, " I saw that."

They went on talking for some time, and
George learnt that his companion was Miss
Alice Mostyn, the daughter of the Mr. Mos-
tyn before mentioned, who was, as already

told, the donor of the challenge cup, for

which he had come down to compete. In
return, he informed Miss Mostyn who he
was, and what he had come down to New-
ville for, and thinking it would be a good
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opportunity of learning something about his

chief rival, he asked

—

" Do you know a fellow down here named
Henry Rozilio ?"

" I do," replied his companion sharply
;

" but why do you ask ?"

George was surprised. Her whole manner
had changed at the mention of Rozilio's

name, her laughing stopped, her face wore

an expression as of intense pain, and she

leant anxiously forward as if eagerly awaiting

his reply. " Why do you ask ?" she repeated.
" Oh," said he, " I only asked because I

am going to race against him, and not having

seen him, wanted to hear something of him."
" I don't know much about him," said she,

evidently greatly relieved, and then, as if to

turn the subject, " what colours do you

wear ?" she asked.

"Cardinal and black."

" Do you really ! I think those the pret-

tiest of any for a racing costume. I've been

asked for my opinion ever so many times

lately, and have always said the same."
" If that is so, I am afraid there will be a

lot with them on to-morrow," said George.
" Oh, no, there won't, " said she. " There

is one man—the man you just mentioned

—

who is going to wear them for certain, and

so I don't think anyone else will have them."
" You mean Henry Kozilio, I suppose.

Funny, that the man I most fear should wear

the same colours as myself."

His companion looked up quickly.

" Do you fear him most," she said. And
then in a dreamy tone, as if speaking partly

to herself, she added, " so do I."

George stared at his companion a second

or so.

"You afraid of him!" cried he. "Miss

Mostyn, what do you mean ?"

" Oh, nothing," she replied, confusedly.

" Mr. Linton, you must excuse my being so

foolish. I didn't mean to say that; I can't

tell you all about it. It was very silly of me.

But here we are ; this is where I'm going to

land," said she, with a sigh of relief—" do you

mind pulling that oar ?"

George propelled the boat towards a small

wooden landing stage built on the bank of

the river, and, drawing it to the side, held

it there for his companion to land. At her

request he tied her boat up, and when he had
finished, " Good-bye," she said, holding out

her hand, " you can return the oars when
you like. You may think what I said just

pow is strange, but you don't know all. May

I ask you not to say a word of this to any-

one?"
George took her hand, and retaining it

in his own, " I will not breathe a word to

anyone, Miss Mostyn," said he—" I will not

even say I met you. Many thanks for your
kindness ; I will return the oars this evening,"

and he added, " do you think we shall meet
again before I go ?"

" I don't know, I'm sure. Do you hope
so ?" said she, stepping on to the landing.

" I do, very much indeed," said George.

"Then if you do, so do I," said she, and
was gone.

George sat a minute or two gazing at the

turn in the path round which she had dis-

appeared, and then taking up the oars,

rowed off home.
" Well," thought he, " she is a peculiar

girl and no mistake. How Rozilio's name
affected her. I must ask Charley about her

when I get back—he knows nearly everyone

about this place."

W'hen Charley Gordon got home that

evening he was assailed by a hurricane of

questions concerning Miss Mostyn. George
did not say he had met the young lady, but

pretended to have heard about her. How-
ever, he did not acquire much information

from his friend, as beyond that she was
reported to be a very headstrong girl, and
was supposed to be engaged to Rozilio,

Charley Gordon really knew very little of her.

" But there's one thing," said he, " that I

do know, and that is that she's awfully

pretty, and awfully nice.

George inwardly endorsed his remarks to

the fullest extent.

In answer to a question as to who Rozilio

was, George learnt that his father, who had
died some years before this tale opens, was
an old friend of Mr. Mostyn's, but, said he

—

" Henry is not much liked, although he

has plenty of money, and flings it about

pretty well too."

The following morning George went down
to the track to have a final canter round, and
in the dressing-room met Henry Rozilio.

On seeing George, he came towards him,

and in a most friendly manner shook hands,

and then introduced him to the few men
present with whom he was not already

acquainted.

The race meeting started at three. At

five the bell rang for the five miles scratch

race. On leaving the pavilion, Rozilio was

loudly cheered, as were several other well«
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known men, but the warmest reception was

accorded to the London crack, our friend

George Linton. When the cheering was at

its loudest, George took a glance at Rozilio.

He had a fierce scowl on his face, as if

wild at his rival's popularity. The men
then tossed for places, and fate placed

George and Rozilio side by side in the rear

row. of starters. They mounted, and were

waiting for the signal to go, when, as the

starter cried " Are you ready ? " Rozilio

leaned towards George and hissed in his ear
—" Do you like cycling as well as rowing,

Mr. Linton ?
"

Before George had time to reply, the

pistol was fired and they were off. After a

hard-fought race, Linton came in first,

Rozilio four yards behind, the rest beaten

off. The win was a most popular one, and

the excitement attendant upon it was long

in subsiding; so long, in fact, that it was

almost dusk before the prizes were distri-

buted. Rozilio, who it was noticed seemed
to feel his defeat very acutely, had dressed

and gone off directly after the conclusion of

the races.

As the people were dispersing, and George
was packing his bag ready to depart, the

judge clapped him on the shoulder and said,

"Good-bye, my boy. The next race will be

in the autumn. I hope you will compete."
" Well," said George, " I hope so ; but I'm

going to manage a branch business over

in Berneoux, and I'm not at all certain that I

shall be able to get away."
But, as the reader will see, it was not

business which stood in his way.

The remaining two days of George's stay

at Newville were chiefly taken up in

paddling about the river, ostensibly for the

purpose of fishing, but really for the purpose

of waylaying his rescuer on the occasion ot

his first appearance as a sculler.

The first day he was unsuccessful, but, on

the morning of the day on which he was to

leave, as he was passing, lor the eighth time,

the landing stage where her boat was moored,

he saw, on looJdng up the narrow path which

led to it, two figures. They were Miss

Mostyn and Henry Rozilio, walking side by

side.
" Dash it !

" thought George, "it won't do
to be seen hanging about here. What shall

I do ? If I row oif they will see me."

A glance round decided him. All along

the edge; of the river grew a thick band of

osiers, tall and green. With a few strong

strokes he sent his boat right into the midst

of them. The impetus carried him some way
in, and when the boat stopped he was en-

tirely hidden from sight, although only about

six feet from the landing, towards which he

could hear Miss Mostyn and his rival slowly

approaching. They were talking rapidly,

Rozilio in his usual sarcastic way, his com-

panion in a half-mocking, half-serious tone.

He could hear quite distinctly in his green

hiding-place.

" So," said Rozilio, as they arrived at the

landing, "you refuse to let me accompany
you ?"

" Yes, I do," replied Miss Mostyn. " I

think I said so when first I met you."
" You did, Alice," said Rozilio, "and I was

a fool to come here in hopes you would
change your mind."

" You were," replied his companion, can-

didly.

" Thank you," said Rozilio. " Then I'll

return. I hope you will enjoy 3'our solitary

row.''

" Thanks. Perhaps I may meet some
friends. If I don't, I shan't be lonely."

" Perhaps you'll see your friend, George
Linton, the splendid oar," said he, with a

sneer.

" Anyhow, if he is a bad oar," said she, as

she pulled away, " you didn't find him very

backward at racmg, did you, Mr. Rozilio ?"

With an oath, Rozilio turned on his heel

and strode away. As soon as he was gone,

George emerged from his concealment and
sculled rapidly after Miss Mostyn's retreating

boat. Arrived alongside, he quickly made
its occupant acquainted with the fact that

he had overheard the conversation which

had just taken place, and also informed her

of what Rozilio had said to him at the start

of the race, and after mentioning that he was
going to leave Newville that afternoon, and
must soon return to his friend's house, to

which fact she nmst attribute au}^ signs of

hurry on his part, he begged her to tell

him if she knew why Rozilio, whom he had
only known two days, and had never inter-

fered with in any way, had taken such a

strong dislike to him.
" Well, Mr. Linton," replied Miss Mostyn,

" you know that "

" Wait a minute," said George, seeing that

she was not annoyed at vvhat he had said.

" Excuse me interrupting you, but I could

hear so much better if I were in your boat.

May I come in ?"
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Obtaining permission, he stepped from his

boat into hers, and sat down. In a few

words she explained all. Rozilio had seen

him land from her boat on the day of his

mishap. He had been waiting at the land-

ing, but had retired as they drew near, and

waited for her higher up the path. Being

the son of her father's oldest friend, he was

a privileged, though, as she said, " not wel-

come " visitor at the Priory ;
" and, you

know," she said, "he makes out he's awfully

fond of me, though I hate him, and when I

say I won't have anything to do with him,

he frightens me by saying he'll shoot himself,

and all sorts of horrid things." She then

went on to say he was awfully jealous of

George, and was doubly wild because of his

defeat at his hands in the race, and wanted
her to promise not to speak to Linton again

or, at any event, not to make herself pleasant.

" Oh ! I hope ^ou will speak to me," said

George.
" It looks like it, doesn't it ?" replied his

companion. " But won't you be late if you

don't start back ?"

"Yes," said George, glancing at his watch,
" I must be oft\ Are you going any farther

up ?"

As it was so late. Miss Mostyn thought she

had better return, and George had the plea-

sure of rowing her back to the Priory land-

ing, where he reluctantly said good-bye, and

then went on home.

After a hurried tea, he bade his friends

adieu, and, with his racer in the guard's van,

was soon speeding swiftly towards London.

The spring had turned to summer, and

summer was changing to autumn, when the

advertisement of the second race meeting at

Newville appeared in the papers. The chal-

lenge cup was again put up for competition,

on the same conditions as on the previous

occasion.

Soon after the advertisement was out,

entries began to roll merrily in, and great

satisfaction was expressed on all sides when
that of George Linton was received. In a

letter sent to his friend, Charley Gordon,

George said that, although he was at the

time of writing in Berneoux, he hoped to be

able to get over to the race meetmg. Rozilio

also had entered, but it was observed that

he did not sport " cardinal and black," as of

yore, and, when spoken to on the subject,

seemed greatly annoyed.

When asked for his reason for forsaking

them he said, " Oh, I'm tired of them."

" You don't like to see them in front of you
when near the tape, eh, Henry?" said an
observant fellow-clubman.

Rozilio made no reply, but it was evident

the shaft went home.
In a short time it was known that he would

ride in all white. People were astonished.

So many persons had asked Miss Mostyn her
favourite colours, that almost everybody
knew what they were, and as Rozilio had
always ridden in them since the club was
started, he was, in a way, looked upon as

her champion in the races. His attentions

to her were a well-known fact, therefore his

change in costume was looked upon with all

the more surprise.

One night, about three weeks previous to

the race meeting, the club gave a concert in

the Newville Town Hall, and, after it was
over. Miss Mostyn, who was generally the

centre of an admirmg crowd of male acquaint-

ances, was asked, as her old champion had
forsaken her colours, who was to be her new
one, and the questioner intimated that he
would be only too pleased to be the favoured

man.
"Thank you," replied she, with a slight

blush, " but I have one already."

This was news indeed. Who was he ?

She would not say, but told them to wait for

the next races, at which he was certain to

ride. This was enough for the others ; they

put two and two together, and agreed that

the lucky man was no other than the holder

of the cup, George Linton.

The next morning Alice Mostyn received a
letter. The writing on the envelope showed
it to be from Rozilio. She tore it open. It

was a letter of nine words. Across the sheet

of paper was written, " Don't be too sure
;

your champion may be absent." No signa-

ture. The next day Rozilio disappeared
from Newville.

It was night on the English Channel,
pitch dark, and as the steam-packet
" Iranian," from Berneoux to London, made
her way slowly through the gloom, the fog-

horn was kept continuously going, beyond
which and the thump-thump of the engine
not a sound was to be heard. The passen-
gers were all below, glad to exchange the
damp, lonely deck for the cosy cabins. No,
not all. One remained above. Standing at

the bows of the boat was a tall figure, clad in

a long caped ulster. The rain was driving
down, as it had been for some hours previ-

ously, but there he stood, seemingly imper-
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vious to the wet, peering into the gloom as if

anxious to get the first glimpse of the lights

of the English coast. The sailors were all

aft, and for some time he had the forepart of

the ship all to himself. The ship's bells had

just been struck, showing nine o'clock, when
from the shade of the hurricane deck a dark

shadow came stealthily forth,and glided ghost-

like towards the man at the bows. Nearer and

nearer to the solitary watcher it approached.

It was a man enveloped in a large dark

cloak. When within about five yards he

stopped, and peered cautiously round. No
one was near. Flinging aside the cloak, he

gathered himself up for a rush. With a

bound he reached his man, and gripped him

tightly by the throat. There was a moment-

ary struggle, but the suddenness of the

attack, and the fact that he was hampered
by a heavy coat, all told against the intended

victim. His assailant, without releasing his

hold, raised him up. For a second he

paused, and then, with a supreme effort,

hurled his victim out into the cold, dark

waves. There was a dull plunging splash, a

faint cry, and all was still. The man on

deck leant over the side, and, glaring at the

spot where he had sunk, hissed

—

" How now, George Linton ? How's that

for the Newville Challenge Cup and Alice

Mostyn ?"

It was Henry Rozilio. Unseen, he stole

back to his cabin.

"Ha! ha!" laughed he, as he closed the

door, " so much for her new champion !"

The next morning there was a com-

motion on board. George Linton was
missing. His cabin was empty, the berth

had not been slept in. Search was made all

over the ship, in every nook and corner.

Rozilio joined eagerly in the search ; indeed,

was the most diligent of all. Every possible

place was scoured for the missing passenger,

but all to no purpose, he was not to be found.
" Poor fellow," said the captain, "he must

have fallen overboard."
" It really seems as if he must have done

so," said Rozilio.

The week previous to the race, the sport-

ing and local papers contained a notice that

the Newville Fifty-guinea Challenge Cup
would be on view for two or three days at

" Mr. Piggott's Bicycle and Tricycle Stores,

18, High Street, Newville," and the shop was
soon after besieged by crowds of cyclists and
others, anxious to have a look at the far-

famed trophy. It was on the evening of the

Tuesday previous to the important day that,

as the worthy proprietor, Thomas Piggott,

was partaking of tea in his little back
parlour, he heard someone enter his shop.

He hurried out.

" Have you got any steel washers ?" said

the gentleman in the shop. He was tall and
dark, and was enveloped in a long ulster

coat.

Mr. Piggott produced a long string of

them. His customer selected, paid for

a couple, and was turning to go, when he

stopped.
" By the way," he said, " have you got the

challenge cup on view?"

"Yes, sir; step this way," said Mr.

Piggott, who was immensely proud of his

exhibit, and was much given, when showing

it to anyone, to play the part of showman, as

it were, and inflicted a narrative of the race,

including the minutest details, on all who
came to his shop to see it.

" There you are, sir," said he, as he

produced the solid silver cup from its velvet-

lined case, " isn't it a beauty ?"

" It is, indeed," said the stranger.
" Whose name is that cut on it ?"

" Oh, that's Mr. George Linton's," said

Mr. Piggott, only too pleased to see the

interest his visitor took in the matter. " He
won it last time, but I've heard he's not

likely to start on Saturday."

"No! How's that?"
" Well, I don't exactly know why ; but

between you and me I've heard he funks

Mr. Rozilio—at least, that's what Mr. Rozilio

himself told me, when he was here last

week. He and Mr. Linton don't seem to

knock it together, and from what I can make
out there's a female at the bottom of it, as

usual. Oh ! those girls, eh, sir ?" chuckled

Mr. Piggott, rubbing his hands briskly to-

gether. " Yes, I believe there's a gal at the

bottom of it, and my brother-in-law, Tom
Wilkins, as is head groom up at the Priory,

do say as it's not very, very far from them
parts that she lives, too. But it's a fine cup,

isn't it ?" he said, checking himself sud-

denly, and returning to his original theme.
" It is a splendid cup !" said the stranger,

walking towards the door ;
" and the man

who wins it will indeed have something to

be proud of. Good evening."
" Good evening, sir, and thank you," said

Mr. Piggott, as he hurried back to his tea.

George Linton, for it was he—risen, as it

were, from the dead—walked rapidly off.
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He had accomplished his purpose. While

the shopkeeper's back was turned, and he

was rattling on with the account of the race

and other matters on the same subject,

George stooped down, pretending to read

the words engraved on the cup, and dropped

a scrap of ribbon into its voluminous gold

inside. Then, as already related, he left

the shop.

The following evening, Mr. Piggott's shop

was again visited by a person who came to

look at the "pot." This time it was Henry
Rozilio. When Mr. Piggott produced the

cup, he glared at the name of " George
Linton " engraved upon it, as if seeking by

that means to sear it off the metal. When
would his own appear on it ? The following

Saturday, for certain, he would be entitled

to have " Henr}^ Rozilio " written in the

plain shield-shaped space left on its shining

surface for the names of the winners to be

recorded upon. How about Miss Mostyn's

friend then ? What would she think as he

(Rozilio) passed the post first ? How would

she feel when she found her champion had
failed to start to do battle in her cause ?

These and other thoughts of a like nature

coursed rapidly through Rozilio's brain,

called up by the glittering trophy before him,

and of which he counted he was so soon to

be the holder. But suddenly he started,

his face turned ashy pale, his eyes seemed
starting from his head, his breath came in

sharp, short gasps, as, with a look of horrid

fright, he glared at the challenge cup on the

table before him. He staggered, and would

have fallen had he not clutched at a chair

for support. His eyes seemed riveted on

the inside of the cup. He could not take

them off. At the bottom lay a small dark

object. It was a square of ribbon ; its colour

—cardinal and black.

To the astonishment of the shopkeeper*

he gave a deep groan, and then, with an

effort against the fascination which seemed
to have possessed him, he withdrew his gaze

from the cup, started up, and rushed head-

long from the shop.

The night before the day of the race

George Linton went down to the Newville

track to have a final spin. When he arrived

at the dressing-room it was nearly dark.
" You won't ride now, old man, will you ?"

said one of the men who had been practis-

ing ; it's quite dark, and you can't see the

corners. You'll run upon the grass."

"Oh, no! I shan't," said George, confi-

dently. " ril be careful. Lend me your
King of the Road. I'll put that at one
corner and this one at the other, so that I

shall be able to get round all right."

Rapidly stripping, he put on his practice

clothes, and after setting his beacons at the

only two corners of the track, wheeled out

his machine, and went to the block placed

opposite the dressing-room for men to mount
unaided by. This block was formed of two

short wooden uprights with a cross piece on
the top consisting of a plank about 6in. wide

by 3in. in thickness. On arriving at the

place where it was fixed, he found the top

piece gone.

" I say, you fellows," he shouted, " what's

up with the mounting-block ?"

" Oh, I don't know," said one of them in

reply, " the top piece was gone when I was
out. Can't make it out. Must ask the

groundman to-morrow. Do you want a

mount ?"

Receiving a reply in the affirmative, he
started George off, and then returned to the

dressing-room. After paddling quietly round
for a lap or two, George quickened his pace,

and then went off for a mile run at racing

gait.

" George is a long time doing his spin

round," said one of the men, after he had
been absent for about ten minutes.

" He is. I hope he hasn't come a cropper,"

said Charley Gordon, and he walked outside,

followed by most of the others. After wait-

ing a minute or so for him to come round,

Charley said anxiously

—

" I say, we had better walk round and see

what's up. Come on."

They all set off round the cinder-track at

a sharp trot. On arriving at the top corner,

Charley Gordon took up the lamp Linton

had placed there, and went on flashing the

light from side to side, the rest following at

his heels.

When nearly half way round, he rushed

suddenly forward, and with a cry of " Here
he is, he's down !" pulled up beside the

figure of a man lying full length across the

path.

"Why, it's not him!" he cried, a second

later, as the light of the lamp shone full on
the dark object before them ;

" it's someone
with ordinary togs on," and, stooping down,
he turned the person over. A cry of dismay
broke from all present as, by the uncertain^

flickering light, they recognised the ghastly

face of Henry Rozilio. In his hands he
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clasped a heav}^ plank of wood. It was the

missing part of the mounting-block.
" Do you see that ?" said Gordon, his

voice trembling with excitement; "he's been

here for no good. Where is Linton ? " The
search was resumed. A couple of yards

further on lay George's racer, a total wreck.

It was literally smashed to bits. But where

was George himself ? One of the men
dashed across the grass for the other lamp,

and as he was returning round the track he

espied something white about half-a-dozen

yards from the path. He ran to the spot.

It was George Linton, sitting upright in the

damp grass, his clothes torn, and his face»

arms, and legs terribly cut and lacerated-

He looked at the light in a dazed and dreamy

manner, and then fell back unconscious.

They raised him up and carried him gently

to the dressing-room, where Rozilio had

already been taken. Charley Gordon imme-

diately dashed off for a doctor. One or two

men began at once to wash out Linton's

cuts. He was in a frightful state, grazed all

over. Rozilio they could do nothing for.

He seemed completely stunned. It was a

most mysterious affair. How came he on

the track, and what was he doing there ?

Everyone was busy attending to the two

sufferers when the doctor arrived. The men
fell back. He went first to Linton.

" He'll be all right," he said, decisively.

Then, turning to Rozilio, he made a rapid

examination. In a second he looked up, and

turning to the anxious faces surrounding

him, he broke the silence, which up to that

moment had reigned over the room :

" He's dead," he said, quietly. " He died

from a blow on the temple." Late that night

the body of Henry Rozilio was conveyed in

a gig to his residence, and George Linton*

still insensible, was borne home to Gordon's

house. A.S the men who had been in the

dressing-room dispersed for the night, one

of them said

—

" I say, you fellows, what do you think

upset George Linton to-night ?"

" Well," said one, " I believe Rozilio upset

him."
" So do I

"—" and I
"—" and I," exclaimed

the others.

Here Charley Gordon spoke up :

"Wait a moment, you fellows !" he said.

" It most certainly was Rozilio who upset

him, and as it has come to this, I may as

well tell you all."

In a few words he proceeded to relate to

his wondering audience what the reader

already knows—how Rozilio had attempted

to take Linton's life.

" Rut," he said, after he had told how
George was overpowered and sent over-

board, " Linton is, as you know, a very good
swimmer, and after he had, with great

difficulty, got rid of his great coat, which
was fortunately unbuttoned at the time of

the attack, he, by dint of alternately tread-

ing water, floating and swimming, managed
to keep afloat for some time. However, the

icy coldness of the water, the weight of his

clothes, and the exertions he had been

making, began gradually to tell on him, and
he was nearly exhausted when he beheld the

light of a boat bearing down rapidly towards

him. Summoning all his energies, he gave

a loud cry for help. In the stillness of the

night it was heard, and shortly afterwards

he was lifted, almost unconscious, into a

small fishing-boat—the Twin Brothers, of

St. Malo. The rough fishermen showed him
every attention, and landed him in the morn-

ing at the port to which they belonged.

After som.e days' delay he reached England,

not much the worse for his narrow escape

from death, and he immediately put the

police on Rozilio's track ; but they had been

unsuccessful in capturing the would-be

murdurer. The only time he had been seen

was when he visited the bicycle stores to see

the challenge cup, as already related. A
detective had gone to Mr. Piggott's shop im-

mediately on hearing that Rozilio had been

there, but beyond receiving from the loqua-

cious Mr. Piggott a long account of his

strange behaviour on seeing the piece of

ribbon which was in the cup, he could give

no information whatever. After he had told

his visitor all he knew, Mr. Piggott naturally

wanted to know what he was so anxious to

know such a lot for, and almost died of

curiosity when the detective persisted in

maintaining a mysterious silence on the sub-

ject. And that's all I can tell you," con-

cluded Charley—" you must wait for further

particulars till George is in a fit state to tell

you himself. Of course, his chance for the

cup is all up now."

By twelve o'clock next morning the news
was all over the town. Great sympathy was
expressed for Linton, and there was a general

feeling of disappointment when it was known
that his injuries would prevent him from com-
peting. However, it was some satisfaction to

know that he would appear on the ground.
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At three o'clock the races commenced.
The attendance was enormous, the pro-

gramme a good one, and the path in grand

condition. The only thing wanted to make
the affair complete was that Linton should

ride. His name was first on the list of com-
petitors in the race for the challenge cup :

" No. 25—George Linton—cardinal and
black." When he appeared he was assailed

on all sides by all sorts of questions as to

the cause of his fall. The only thing he

knew was that, as he was going at topmost

speed, he saw a man stooping down over

the track m front of him. He did not see

him in time to do anything to avert a colli-

sion, and almost before he had time to shout

out, the rim of his wheel struck the man's

head, and that was all he recollected.

Rozilio had evidently been placing the heavy

plank across the path to bring down George,

and the noiseless racer, coming round before

he expected, and before he had time to step

back, had run him down and killed him.

The narrow rim had struck him right across

the temple, and, from the tremendous force

of the blow, death must have been instan-

taneous.

The numbers of the competitors for the

scratch race went up, and what was the

delight of the crowd when, among the six

others, appeared " No. 25." Much against

his friend's advice, George had made up his

mind to start. A mighty cheer went up from

the assembled spectators, but it was nothing

to the prolonged roar which greeted him as

he emerged from the pavilion, very pale, and

covered with strips of plaister.

The race started, and at the commence-
ment George tried his old game, making the

pace and trying to run away from his oppo-

nents. But his injuries soon began to tell

upon him, and he was obliged to slow up a

bit. At the end of the fourth mile he had
one man beside him, and two hanging on to

his back wheel. It was evident that he was
greatly distressed. There was no alteration

in the position of the men till the last lap,

when one of them suddenly shot forward

and took the lead. A tremendous shout was

raised, as it appeared as if George Linton

was beaten. But it was not so. Two
hundred yards from the tape he gathered

himself together, and, rapidly leaving his

men, overhauled the one in front, and, fairly

lifting the machine over the tape, " cardinal

and black" came in first by five yards. To
attempt to describe the scene which then

i took place would be futile. The spectators

;
seemed to have suddenly gone mad. Hats

I

and sticks were thrown in the air, totally

j

regardless of where they went to, a rush was
made for the winner, and he was carried

shoulder high to the dressing-room. The
I

audience seemed to have totally forgotten

I

the other competitors, for they swarmed all

over the track, and only the second man was
able to finish. Later on, when the prizes

were distributed, there was another scene of

j

excitement, and when George stepped for-

! ward to receive the cup, the shouts were
perfectly deafening. It was his own now.

The scene is again the river at Newville.

It is a lovely evening in the early spring, and
a boat is floating lazily down the surface of

the stream. Its occupants are two in num-
ber ; they are George Linton and Alice

j

Mostyn. They are both sitting in the stern

j

of the boat, she with the rudder-lines over

! her shoulders and one hand over the side of

the boat, just touching the water. George,

dressed in flannels, is leaning back, enjoying

the gentle fragrance of his cigar. At their

feet lies a great heap of bulrushes, gathered

higher up the river. It would do admirably

for a picture to be entitled " Ease."

"Alice," says George, "I shall turn up
racing after we're married."

" I should think you would, too," says she.

" I hope you won't ride at all."

"Oh ! shan't I," he says, " I thought you

were going to have a tricycle ?
"

" No, I don't think I shall now," said she,

" it's such a fag."

" Such a what ?
"

" Such a fag."

" Oh, lor !" said George, " what bad
language you do use."

" Well, you say it," replied his com-
panion. " But, really, when are you going to

leave off riding ?
"

" Never," said he, " I shall always do a

little road-riding."

"Oh, no! don't," said she. "Besides,

you'll have to take me out wherever you go."
" Oh, yes, I know that. But I must ride a

bit, you know."
" But you'll have quite enough to do with-

out it. You'll have to take me for rows and
rides and drives all day, and play tennis and
all that when it's fine, and stay in and talk

to me when it's wet."

George groaned.
" But I won't be too hard on you," she
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continued, " I will let you have a little time to

ride."

"Oh! thank you," said George, "that's

awfully kind of you. But you're tremendously

hard on bicycling. You forget what I have

gained by it."

" Yes," she said, " a few prizes."

"You're right," said George, "only a

few paltry prizes, and among them a fifty

guinea challenge cup and a priceless

wife."
—Beit Haynuu'd.

> • <

THE WHEELMAN AND THE JOURNALISTS.

One misfortune only befell my quarter-

year's career on the bone-shaker ; but that

one attained a national notoriety, in so far

as universal newspaper mention could confer

it. The facts of the case were these : I was

driving a velocipede southward along the

west sidewalk of Dwight Street, at a slow

rate, on the afternoon of February 24th, when

I noticed that an old white horse, hitched

beside the roadway, showed symptoms of

fright. I dismounted immediately, but,

though a distance of two or three rods still

intervened, the animal continued his con-

tortions, made a vain attempt at impalement

on the hitching-post, and then threw himself

down. He was soon brought up again, by

the assistance of some men who ran out from

an adjacent carpenter's shop, and was

apparently uninjured. I expressed my re-

grets to the owner, who had by this time

appeared upon the scene ; and, as one of the

wheels of his carriage, to which the horse

was attached, had suffered the loss of one or

two spokes, in the animal's endeavour to kick

himself free, I made a tender of payment, to

cover the probable cost of repairs, and the

owner accepted a dollar with apparent

satisfaction. The next forenoon, however,

those of my fellow-velocipedists who chanced

to see me riding kindly shouted the infor-

mation that the city police had been
" visiting all the rinks, in order to arrest the

student who scared a horse ;" and I found,*

when I returned to my lodgings, at noon,

that official enquiry had actually been made
for me there. I hastened down to police

head-quarters, therefore, to demand an
explanation of the threatened outrage, and
was told by the chief that there had been no

pretence of authority to arrest, but that, as a

personal favour to the owner of the horse, he

had instructed some of his men to discover

the velocipedist's identity. He gave me the

address of the owner (Rosenbluth b}' name,
broker and general agent by occupation,

German Jew by descent), and I at once

repaired thither to learn what might be

wanted. The man said that a large swelling

had appeared on the spot where the horse

tried to run the post into his belly; that he

valued the beast at 'S'150, and should hold me
responsible if, as seemed probable, he were
to die ; but that he would accept a tender of

#50, in lieu of all prospective damages.
Instead of greedily jumping at this liberal

offer, I divided the sum of I4 equally between

a horse-doctor and a lawyer. The former,

having examined the horse, suggested that

he might hardly sell for more than ^50 even

without the swelling, and that this might
soon disappear (as in fact it did). The
lawyer advised me that I was not responsible

for any penalty ; and I sent a note of that

effect to the owner. I repeated my decision

to him, verbally, the next morning, when he

accosted me at the gymnasium, while I was
engaged in my customary club-swinging.

And these be the final words of Rosenbluth,

as recorded in my journal of March 5th :

•' So you says you pay me noting ? Ver' well

!

I'll sue you, if it costs me five tousand

dollar!"

On the face of the facts, as here minutely

presented by the chief actor in them, there

seems little excuse for making this a " cele-

brated case," but there are vast latent

possibilities in "journaHsm," and the short

story which these facts gave a local news-

paper an excuse for setting afloat (with eight

errors in less than that number of lines)

ensured for it a currency quite unexampled
among the " velocipede items '' of that
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period. The paragraph made one of the most

remarkable runs on record, and I believe

there was no sizeable city between Bangor

and San Francisco whose newspapers did

not give it some sort of a show. The lying

lines exasperated me at first, but I afteiwards

took a sort of perverse pleasure in watching

them " hmp from scissors to scissors " across

the continent. I watched them thus

through the files of the colK^ge reading-room,

but, as I resisted the base temptation to

indulge in any surreptitious snipping there-

from, and only purchased such few papers

as came in my way, the number of distinct

specimens which I find in my scrap-book,

and now literally reproduce, is only nine.

The first of these is the original story,

containing eight misstatements of fact, and

the rest were all copied from or based upon

it. I regret my neglect in failing to preserve

the names of the papers to which the several

extracts should be accredited ; but the

collection, even as it stands, has a certain

representative value, as exhibiting the

average trustworthiness of "journalism."

The ninth and final extract which I reproduce

will be recognised by all experienced

journalists as a really fine specimen of what

is known in a newspaper office as " intelligent

condensation"—the art of recasting the

substance of a current story into the fewest

possible words. The paragrapher concerned

in this special case, instead of making a

slovenly surrender of " eight lines for the

eight lies," had the genius to " boil down
the whole business into a single line,"

containing a single lie eight times as im-

probable as any one of those in the original!

This, surely, was a master stroke in the

direction of securing " readableness." The
simple majesty of such falsification compels

me to pay the tribute of italics.

(i) " On Wednesda)', a student riding a veloci-

pede, in attempting to cross a street in the upper
part of the city, ran into a horse, throwing the

animal down, and in attempting to rise the animal
breached himself, and it is expected he will have
to be killed. The owner considered him worth
$300, and calls upon the Junior for that amount.
So much for the velocipede mania. We expect
items of a similar character daily, soon."

—

Nov
Haven Jounial and Courier, Feb. 26th, i86g. (2)
" The velocipede mania has fairly taken hold of
the city. Four rinks are constantly filled, day
and evening, by novices learning how to manage
the machine. A large number of those engaged
in the exercise are Yale students, many of whom
appear upon the streets with the vehicles and ride
them with much skill. On Wednesday a Junior,
in crossing a street in the upper part of the city,

ran into a horse, causing the horse to throw him-
self The horse, on attempting to rise, sustained
injuries which it is thought will necessitate his

death, and the owner calls upon the student for

^300 damages." (3)
" A velocipedist, who could

not control his 'animal,' attempted to cross a
street in the upper part of the city, Wednesday,
24th, when he collided with a horse, throwing
the beast down ; and, as the horse attempted to

get up, he was so injured that he will have to be
killed. The owner wants the Junior to pony up
^300." (4)

" A velocipedist ran his machine
into a horse while crossing a street recently. The
horse was thrown down, and in attempting to get

up was so badly injured as to be worthless. The
owner of the horse now wants ^300 damages."

(5)
" A student riding a velocipede in New Haven

recently ran into a horse, throwing the animal
down, and, it is supposed, fatally injuring it.

The owner values the horse at ^300, and calls

upon the student for that amount. W"e expect
to have to chronicle several accidents of this

nature before the velocipede season closes. If

the velocipedestrians get too thick on the
sidewalks, the other pedestrians will have to

provide themselves with stout canes for emer-
gencies." (5) " A Yale student ran his velocipede
against and threw down a valuable horse in New
Haven, the other day, and the owner wants ^300
from the unlucky rider, because the horse is

fatally injured." (7)
" A velocijjedist in New

Haven last week, while crossing a street, ran
into a horse and knocked him down. The horse
was so injured by the fall that the owner was
obliged to kill him, and he now holds the veloci-

pede rider responsible to the extent of $300." (8)
" A Yale student, the other day, velocipeded
against a valuable horse. The animal died, and
the owner claims ^$300 from the fatal veloci-

pedist." (g) "A Nen' Haven velocipedist ran over

a horse and killed him.'' — Karl Kron.

^ » <
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CYCLING PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

For the benefit of those who may, per-

chance, have failed to see the notes under

this heading which appeared in last month's

issue, I would repeat that, if the subject

proves sufficiently interesting, it is intended

to continue these notes monthly. But in

order to do this, I must ask for assistance

from such of our readers as dabble in the

art. So much distance intervenes between

the various cycling amateurs that only

correspondence or postal communications

can bring us together, and give the necessary

food for this hungry column. I want all and
every item of news available, experiences in

development, toning and dodging, photos

sent for criticism, difficulties to solve, grand

discoveries, tours with the camera, &c. ; in

fact, let those notes be useful ones, and, at

the same time, entertaining. And should a

maker or dealer bring out anything new, our

readers should tell him forthwith of the great

importance of the " Wheel World " photo

notes.

Amateurs would do well to cultivate the

interest of their sisters— I mean their own,

their very own, not some other fellow's—for,

oh I how useful they are in printing, making
the starch for mounting, ironing unmounted
prints, and some of the other monotonous
labour. Should they say, " Freddy, dear,

what's this leather thing on this brass thing

in front of the wooden thing ?" don't reply,
*' Bother you, Angelina Maud

;
you wouldn't

understand if I told you," but kindly and firmly

explain that it is the cap of the lens, and you
expose the plate by means of it. A week
later, when that dozen copies for your best

girl are required, and you cannot get the

time for printing—probably a break off of

the match depending upon a prompt
presentation of the promised copies—then
your kindly firmness scores one, and Angel-
ina Maud you enthusiastically, but vulgarly,

style " a brick." My usual advice to all

beginners is to get everyone they can in-

terested. It pays, for even the mater will

half excuse a stained carpet or a pyro'd
tablecloth if she feels proud of " her
Alexander."

I*' Make your own varnish. " Make our own
What ? Surely the man's mad !" He isn't.

It's one of the easiest things to do, much
easier than trying to explain to your maiden
aunt why photos are not taken on cardboard
in the camera. Here is a formula I have
used for a long time. It is thoroughly re-

liable, and costs about 6/- a gallon, instead of

i/- for a tiny 8oz. bottle or so :—White
hard spirit varnish, i pint ; alcohol sufficient

to fill up a Winchester. Mix, allow to settle,

and then filter. The varnish ought to cost

you at a chemist's or oil and colour depot
about 1/6, and the spirits of wine 4/6 per
gallon. It is used in the ordinary way.

" Now is the winter of our transparency,"

and now we ferret out our old negatives of

lantern slides. On no point do opinions

more greatly differ than on the best method
of producing them. Bad-initialed Dawson,
of Newcastle, gets some fine results on
gelatino chloride plates— at least, if the

one he sends is a sample, for it is beautiful,

and reflects credit upon his manipulation.

Chloride plates for those who have time at

their disposal are excellent, but they take

time and trouble. I have succeeded fairly

well in the ordinary bromide plate, using the

ferrous-oxalate develope with zixtol instead

of Bromide, exposing well, developer weak,
citric acid and alum as a clearer before

fixing, and finally a careful washing.

Some deem intensification a last resource,

and something to be shunned. It's a mis-

take. If the picture is flat looking, don't

develop too far, but trust to intensification

for the required brilliancy.

Manchester way seems lantern mad. Every
one there appears to turn their negatives

into slides to show at their annual dinners.

Well, it's a capital use to put them to, and
shows off" the club's amateur to advantage.

But Ruddle, dear fellow, do be careful K'hich

pictures you exhibit. Don't put anything in

the lantern.

A correspondent—a safety rider—asks me
to help him choose an apparatus. So far so

good. I'll help. Then he says that if I see

a suitable one in town, will I purchase, for-

ward on to him, and he will send a P.O.O.
per return. With the greatest of possible

pleasure—the more so that I know you not

—

only, unfortunately, I'm rather short just
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now, and therefore regret my inability to

comply with the flattering testimonial to my
choice and discretion—and gullibility.

The Cyclists' Photographic Exchange Club

is suffering from unpunctuality somewhat, but

is none the less progressing. Friend Sturmey

therein mooted a prize scheme, which has

caused a little dissension, but it will blow

over ; especially so as the scheme has caused

a manifest improvement in almost every

detail. Mr. Kenworthy is still at the head

of the poll, but another is now level, and a

good third come up. Mr. Ferrers was over

in Germany in June, and the members get

the benefit of his successes with the camera.

The hon. sec. has just returned from Ireland

with, I believe, a hundred views or more, so

let us be joyful. The sub. is only 2/6.—why

don't others join ? With Mr. Ferrers's Ger-

man views, Mr. Lehrs in Moscow, one in

Edinburgh, etc., surely there is variety

enough. Won't some American or Canadian

join the ranks? There is a nice " Trypo-

graph " circular each month. Perhaps Pd
better state that I get no commission on new

members, and that my zeal is simply for the

club—and in order to get more photos each

month.

To arouse the latent talent of our cycle-

photors, or photo-cyclists, I desire to offer

the following prizes for competition—all on

my own account,mind,so be canny:— (i.) An
album of Harrogate Camp photos., 1885, for

the best set of six lantern slides, ^^ X 3t>

landscapes, seascapes, or humorous pic-

tures. Value of prize, £2 los. (2.) A smaller

set, unmounted, of the same, for the second

best set of six lantern slides. The thing need

not be hampered up with conditions. The
slides should bear the name of a subject and

a nom de pluiue, and be sent to " Woll," c/o

the Editor. They will be given a thorough

trial by the best light, and the prize allotted

to the best six, counting points for artistic or

novel treatment, and for workmanship. The
slides will be retained by me, and if less than

six compete, the second prize will vanish.

Last date for receipt of the same, December

15th, so that the result may appear in the

next month's " Wheel World."

There is a very funny side to amateur

photography. Indeed, it may be said to

bristle with fun. Not long ago, before I

started in business, a friend accompanied

me on a picture-hunting expedition. Cross-

ing a field in order to reach some fine old

trees, we came across a cow-shed, and at

the door stood a cow—at least, we think it

was, but as the reader will afterwards under-

stand, we could not be certain on the point.

Down went the camera, the picture was soon

focussed, but just before I exposed, my friend

shouted, " Stop a minute," and ran off in

the direction of the animal, wildly waving
his handkerchief " to get her animated," as

he explained. But she did not see the joke,

and made straight for him. I doubt if I ever

laughed more m my life, for the scene pre-

sented—my friend, all legs, arms and hand-

kerchief, cutting for his life, with the excited

but not graceful quadruped breaking record

after him—was so irresistibly comical that I

roared. I got a picture, however, for

another cow came to the door to see what
on earth the rumpus was about, and I soon

exposed and secured it. We call the picture

" Qui va la ?" as the cow in the doorway looks

as if keeping guard. The title, too, has a

double meaning if applied to the other two

actors.

The following are a few things the amateur
should invariably do :

—

Tell ladies you have taken them upside

down. This joke always goes down, and
may be warranted to wear well.

Tell a child that you are sorry she has

come out with a black face. She must have
cried at being washed that morning. This

joke goes down with mamma, who uses it in

future instead of the usual " bogie is coming."

If you want a pleasant expression, say,

" Now please smile." This is quite a serious

joke.

In taking a group of ladies in your back
garden, tell them you detest conventionality,

and ask each one to get into some position

she has never been in before. This joke

will give them an excellent idea of your

artistic notions.

If you spill the developer over a white

tablecloth, put on a pleasing smile, offer to

take the mater's photo next day specially

well, and buy her a new cloth out of the cash

she ought to pay you for them. This is a

grand joke—if you don't have to buy the

cloth.

In mixing developing solutions, don't weigh

or measure anything. This is an effective

joke for sellers of plate.

— Woll.
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AMONG "THE VERTICALS."

A TOUR IN THE WEST COUNTRY.

Fj^OM Highgate North Hill, on the cloudy,

windy evening of Saturday, July i8th, 1885,

two riders of the bicycle, whose lengthened

acquaintance with the wheel had as yet

wrought no abatement of their predilection

for the freedom of the road, started for the

South Coast, one being my old friend P.,

who had ridden from Tottenham, bound for

Bournemouth ; the other, the writer, also

making for that pleasant, sunshiny place, as

the first part of a tour to be extended as far

westward as circumstances might decide.

By pretty Hampstead Heath, through Kil-

burn, Notting Hill and Shepherd's Bush,

we reached our main line, the Staines Road,

and after a somewhat arduous ride, on

account of the strong west wind ahead, we
entered Staines just at dark, putting up at

the cosy Swan by the silvery Thames.

We did not work hard the next day—we
never do, it is not our object. The coffee-

room of the Swan is exceedingly pleasant.

You can sit at the open windows looking out

upon the broad river and the tall elm trees,

see the fish leaping out of the water, hear

them splash, and watch the people in punts

engaged in piscatorial acquisition.

After a pleasant stroll upon the banks, we

left Staines at 11.30 and rode up the hill

through Egham, encountering the headwind
again on reaching the top of the rise. All

along that pretty road through Sunningdale

to Bagshot, up and down the gentle slopes,

and past the lovely scenery at Virginia Water.

So riotous was the wind, that we had to lie

down upon the bar the whole way, diving

under the stiff sou'-wester, which robbed us

of the delights of flying legs over. This was
tantalising, but let no pedestrian reader in-

dulge in a sneer or a smile at our toils. All

good wheelmen are quite reconciled to all the

adverse conditions of their favourite mode of

travel, and never—no never, give way to

invective or murmur.
Through quiet Bagshot and up the long

hill we travelled, and over the undulating

road between the heathery perfumed pine-

woods down to Blackvvater, after leaving

which place we rise the great plateau of

Yateley Heath, the wind here being so strong

that for awhile we had to walk. The views

around from this high heath were beautiful

—

the distant ranges of hills, dark blue and
purple, the huge rolling masses of black-blue

cloud, and the fir trees scattered about in

groups near, presenting some striking com-
binations of colouring.

Descending at length from this five miles

of tableland, we rushed down through the

woods to Hartford Bridge, where we took

our mid-day meal and a rest of about two

hours.

The afternoon's stage brought us to

Basingstoke in time for a cup of tea, and
here, at the Wheat Sheaf, we met a fellow-

clubman on tour, like ourselves somewhat
fatigued with hurricane riding, and as we
found mutual pleasure in each others' com-
pany, we all resolved to spend the night

here, which we did most comfortably, for

mine host of the Wheat Sheaf well under-

stands the requirements of touring wheelmen.

A light rain fell in the night, and we all

indulged a hope that the demon of the wind

might be laid by the morrow, but " 'twas

not to be," for the morning of Monday, Jul}^

20th, was as cloudy and as gusty as yester-

day had been.

After a short delay on " account of some
loose spokes discovered in P.'s veteran road-

ster, we got under weigh, and leaving Basing-

stoke behind made what progress we could,

under the trying atmospheric circumstances,

along the Popham Lane towards Winches-

ter, up the long hills, occasionally walking,

and getting no rests down the corresponding

descents, which, with a fair wind, we ought

to have flown at lightning speed.

Thus through pretty heathery Michel-

dever, and among the undulating woody
scenes of sylvan Hampshire we rode, enter-

ing at noon the beautiful and venerable city

of Winchester, and dismounting at the door

of the White Swan, a house so abounding

in comforts and attractions of one sort and
another that it was ample compensation to

us for all the toil of the morning to arrive

here, and grief to be going ; and should any-
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one ask, what is the attraction, I would say

let him go and find out.

After dinner and a quiet visit to the

cathedral, whose beautiful aisles at the time

of our entering were resounding with solemn

tones from the organ, we quitted Winchester,

chmbing the vast downs south-west of

the city, which appeared from that high

point of view very picturesque—nestling

under its white cliff deep in the hollow.

The sun was now shining brightly, and

our ten miles stage through the woody

country approaching the New Forest to

Romsey was very enjoyable.

Entering that little town at five o'clock, we

stopped for tea at the White Horse

—

the buxom and energetic landlady amusing

me considerably by her solicitude mani-

fested the instant I dismounted in the yard,

about my friend P., who, she observed,

" looked extremely tired, and had better have

a warm vinegar-bath—such as they treat

the horses to—immediately, and go to bed."

And she was issuing instructions to

" Emily Jane " about this bath before I had

time to consult with P. as to the advisability

of our wasting several hours of daylight yet

before us at this—let me allow — most

comfortable and ably-managed hotel.,

W^e, however, laboured, not without success,

to convince the kind-hearted old lady that

the appearances she observed in us, so far

from indicating fatigue, represented vitality

and great store of physical and muscular

strength.

This evening's run of seventeen or eighteen

miles was an experience to be felicitated

upon the acquisition of, a joy to contemplate

for ever after, and compensation many times

over for all the struggles of our ridicu-

lously protracted journey from London.

The wind had dropped to rest, and the

evening was sweetly calm and sunny,

when we left Romsey and started for Ring-

wood.

To Cadnom Bridge, distant about six miles

from Romsey, the road passed through a

prettv green and well-timbered country,

smooth and pleasantly winding among
villages and farmhouses, until at the bridge

we entered the New Forest, the road being

quite shady from the close-crowding trees

on either side.

Much as we would have enjoyed strolling

at leisure through the forest, this was out of

the question, for but little daylight now
remained—we had no lamps—and about

twelve miles lay between us and Ringwood
our destination.

Into the " dewy dens," then, we plunged,

riding as fast as was prudent on a capital

smooth road, uphill and down, through very

dark, thick woods, indeed, for a bit ; then up

a rather long, steep incline, which brought

us up to a high part, where the reflected

sunset light still lingered, showing an open
country of heathy description, bounded on
every side by the dark ridges of woodland

—

in the west black against the red sky, and
in the east again black against a crystal

clear blue sky, just silvering with the rising

moon.
The scene was one of rare and very

romantic beauty, the air was cool and very

calm, and no sounds were to be heard save

the voices of the forest-mice, bats, beetles,

and occasionally the whirring of the fern-

owls. A forester's waggon loaded with

brushwood formed a picturesque object,

coming along the narrow track meeting us,

and beyond this we saw no signs of human
life, except one solitary and comfortable-

looking hotel in the middle of the plain.

So excellent was this road that we were
able to dash along at a high speed, until a

descent towards a dark valley across our

line of march caused us to slacken, and
eventually to dismount, for the hill proved

to be rather too sharp for safety at night.

At the bottom of the valley we found a great

many beasts—cows and wild ponies—all

rambling among the bushes and across the

road. Looking up the valley eastward,the view

was exceedingly lovely, the brilliant moon
showing clearly the thickly-wooded slopes

and the winding of the glen, with the hills

around.

After a vast, long, swift rush through these

lovely nocturnal forest scenes, we entered,

by a gentle downhill incline, a very dark,

shadowy lane, where the moon could not

penetrate, so thick were the trees and hedges,

and so, by ahuDst feeling our way, we in a

short time glided, like sylvan sprites from the

dewy glades, into the quiet little town of

Ringwood, finding in the cosy coffee-room of

the White Hart all that was desirable in the

way of supper and rest to end this enjoyable

day's travel.

The morning of Tuesday, July 21st,

dawned with a slight rain, which detained

us for awhile, but ceasing eventually, we got

upon the road, and by pleasant winding lanes

among gentle wooded hills, we in ver
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leisurely style proceeded to Christchurch, a

quiet and interesting old town, separated by

wide, lonely marshes from the sea, and rich

in the possession of its beautiful old Priory

Church, to which, after our mid-day meal at

the Ship, we took a stroll.

Later, we again took to the road, to travel

the five remaining miles to Bournemouth
and very hot we found the sun as, leaving

Christchurch behind, we entered upon a

broad, white, dusty lane, and slowly rode

forward, nothing sorry to be so near our first

seaside point.

Entering Bournemouth soon, we, ere seek-

ing our respective quarters, indulged in a

stroll (in the saddle) all about the place,

riding slowly through the pleasant pine

avenues, and thus obtaining without delay

a capital general idea of the geography of

Bournemouth, which is, it must be admitted,

a very pleasant spot indeed, with its grand

sea, its beach of yellow sands, its beautiful

public gardens traversed by the purling

Bourne brook, and shaded by the famous

odorous pine groves. Indeed, had I

not already indulged my mind with a

more ambitious programme than is com-
prised in a prolonged lounge in one spot,

I do not doubt that I could have been

very happy for a considerable length

of time here with my friend P., who>

unshaken in his resolve to cast anchor at

Bournemouth for good, had soon fixed him-

self up for a fortnight's rest and recreation.

We spent a pleasant evening on the pier

in the bright light^of a half moon, among a

goodly company, entertained by the music of

the band and the waves on the yellow sand.

My self-imposed order to resume the road

seemed rather hard—not to say illogical

—

next morning (Wednesday, July 22nd) when
I viewed Bournemouth in the brilliant sun-

shine of a cloudless day, and watched the

leaping waves and the happy people, during

my pre-breakfast stroll down to the shore.

But having quite made up my mind, I

severely repressed a species of chicken-

heartedness arising within me at the thought
of the warmth, the cheerfulness, and lively

company at Bournemouth, in contrast with

the solitude, the labour, the heat, the oc-

casional hardship, and the certain unde-

niable dangers of the lonely wheelman on a

strange road.

But all this has its compensations, and
very real compensations, indeed. So at

about eleven o'clock I took leave of P., and

quitting the Pembroke, where I had spent a
comfortable night, took the road to Poole, a

decaying little old seaport, so devoid of any
particularfeature of interest, that I regretted

having come at all, and, after getting very

nearly upset by a large waggon in a narrow,

slippery street, and riding like a maniac
along the quay, to the boundless amusement
of some colliers and children of Poole, I

quitted the place as fast as I could, soon

entering a very pretty country of steep hills

and dark woods.

Walking up a dangerous hill to the Sea
View Inn, I lay down near the top to enjoy

the lovely panorama before me, of the wind-

mg roadway bordered by tall fir trees and
distant blue ranges of hills, with the sea

beyond, all basking in the hot, dreamy sun-

shine.

I now found a capital road, and a wind
rather favourable than otherwise, and so,

after an enjoyable ride, during which my dis-

affection for travel was overcome by a

proper feeling for exploration, I reached the

little town of Wimborne Minster, and, enter-

iug the square—occupied by nothing save

sunshine—stopped at Laing's to dine, q.fter-

wards taking a stroll to see the Minster,

upon the exterior of which some very elegant

architecture is to be seen, but for the

interior I cannot speak, as I did not enter.

My afternoon's stage of ten miles to Bland-

ford, along a smooth road of gentlest grades,

winding this way and that with the river

Stour, through a very pleasant though quiet

style of country, was thoroughly enjoyable,

and I found some exceedingly pretty scenery

at Blandford, where the road passes by a

bridge over the river, which winds away
through the greenest meadows at the foot of

a great precipitous pile of woodland rising

nearly vertically to a considerable height.

After tea at the Kings Arms here, I set

out in a delicious evening towards Sherborne,

soon finding, however, that I was ia a coun-

try of dangerous hills, and that my best

caution was necessary to avoid disaster.

Being thus obliged to walk at times, and
sometimes driving the machine over unride-

able surfaces—of no surface at all, in

fact, occasionally— I found the sun was
near setting, and decided to stop at Stur-

minster Newton for the night, if, indeed, I

should manage to reach that place.

I also lost time in a frantic attempt to

sketch a representative view of a very

awfully steep, narrow lane, shut in all round
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by very awfully high hills, but, after charging

through a village called Shillingstone

—

uphill—through gutters full of loose stones,

I did at last come to Sturminster, and so

charmed was I with the rich beauty of its

woods and hills, and its lovely river winding

picturesquely through richest meadows and

under the most romantic bridge of six gothic

arches, in mossy, hoary stones—so delighted

was I with all this, that for a time I seriously

thought of travelling no farther, but resting

in this little out-of-the-world town, whose

crooked, rambling street of irregularly built,

old-fashioned houses, with its ancient hostel-

ries, wide-arched and roomy, seemed to

belong entirely to a past age, to have nothing

whatever to do with to-day, and certainly I

was much surprised to find next day that

actually there was a railway station at Stur-

minster Newton in Dorset.

As the town, so was the Swan Hotel,

where I stopped, and, leaving the machine,

strolled off before supper to avail myself of

h^ short interval of twilight remaining to

sketch the bridge.

Here, at the riverside, a lovely picture lay

before me of the water reflecting the red

sunset, the dark arches, and the line of dis-

tant woods showing above the parapet

of the bridge. Half-a-dozen farm-horses

splashing in the water added a lively element,

and all around tall trees made a thick shade

about the river, where two boats, occupied

by " brethren of the rod," floated lazily.

There is a kind of cliff here by the side

of the road to Sherborne, and a terraced

walk high up among the trees, affording

romantic prospects of the river m its wind-

ings below, and the distant hills beyond the

town. From this terrace walk you can climb

a flight of rough stone steps, which lead to a

path across wide fields over the hill-tops,

where the red West-country cattle graze,

and cast inquiring— if not angry—glances at

the stranger intruding in their pastures.

All these charming details of Sturminster

Newton did I explore at leisure the morning
following my arrival, and so pleasant did I

find lounging here, that it was nearly high

noon of a very hot day (Thursday, July 23rd),

ere I settled my moderate bill at the ancient

S.van, and rode out of the village, watched
by the good people of the place with some
curiosity, for it appears cyclists do not swarm
in these parts.

A few miles of very hilly roads brought me
to Stalbridge, which town I passed through

without dismounting, and on over white sun-

burnt hills, through the quaint villages of

Henstridge and Temple-Combe, until, at about

dinner-time, I climbed up into cheery Win-
canton, a town pitched upon a steep hill,

and thankfully seeking shelter from the

scorching sun in the cool retirement of the

Greyhound, I rested and dined.

Entering the stable-yard after dinner, I

found the merry maids of the Greyhound
had dressed the machine in flowers, and

were then awaiting in the shady porch, with

much mirth, my discovery and acknowledg-

ment of the pretty demonstration, which, it

is needless to observe, I fully appreciated,

and expressed my felicitation upon.

From Wincanton, in the fierce sunshine of

the afternoon, I made my tracks over the

hills to Castle Cary, and thence by a good

level road between the hills, about eleven

miles, to Somerton, to reach the high level

of which town I had to scramble up a very

steep, narrow lane, indeed.

After some tea here, I rode to Bridgwater

by the dead-level road across Sedgemoor,

the track running beside a little tree-bordered

stream for miles, while away on my right

rose the Paulet Hills, a range or ridge of

handsome appearance showing darkly against

the sunset sky. On my left, across the

flats, rose the Quantock Hills, and before I

had left Somerton many miles behind, the

sun had set, and the moon was growing

brighter over the hills each minute," enabling

me, though, as is my habit when touring

without a lamp, to continue riding, and to

follow the open road, which, without any
fence, traversed these great flat marshes.

Entering gas-lit Bridgwater at 10.15,

whitened with dust, and dazzled with the

light, like an owl, I soon arrived at the

Royal Clarence, and was comfortably ac-

commodated for the night.

On Friday, July 24th, I was extremely

lazy, never mounting until 11.30, when I took

leave of Bridgwater with no sorrow what-

ever, for I had not, during my brief stay, dis-

covered anything rare or attractive about the

town. Just outside, however, I found a splen-

did white chalk road, which continued—eigh t

or nine miles of it—perfectly smooth to

Nether Stowey, passing through a most in-

teresting country of great wooded hills, the

Quantocks being the chief range, and appear-

ing on my left in many a high ridge and bluff.

Peeps and glimpses of wide stretches of

dark moorland on the horizon now began to
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remind me of my approach to that country

rendered so popular of late by Blackmore's
" Lorna Doone"—in fact, the " Dooneries,"

as I then and there styled the wild and ro-

mantic district lying just ahead of me.

Through the pretty village of Nether

Stowey, the holiday resort once of Coleridge

and Wordsworth, and the birthplace of the

" Ancient Mariner," I rode steadily, and

found the road just beyond very hilly indeed,

and very rich in beautiful scenery, passing

sometimes through shady woods, all on the

slope of the hill-side, where, riding as it

were among the leaves of the trees, you en-

joyed vast prospects towards the sea on the

north side across the low-lying country.

Here, in fact, the road passes right over

he WestQuantock's Head—a mighty isolated

hill at the west end of the range, and from

which I descended by a terribly long, steep

incline into the pretty flowery little villages

of St. Audries and Williton.

The great power of the sun, and the

walking I had been obliged to perform, com-

bined to fatigue me so much, that on entering

quaint Watchet, and finding here the sea

and a very comfortable hostelry—the West
Somerset— I resolved to take a half-holiday,

and stay the rest of that day, the more
especially as the good landlord, and his two

agreeable daughters, pressed me to remain,

and who could withstand the invitation ?

After a snug dinner, then, I repaired to the

quay to enjoy a quiet hour in contemplation»

assisted by the pipe of peace, to gaze across

the water westward at the rounded bluff of

Minehead, and inland at the rolling hills

and the rich valleys, through which the

railway follows a serpentine course. The
country round about Watchet is exceedingly

picturesque, as I found during a long lonely

ramble I took in the evening by the light

of the moon. Passing by the church, from
which organ melody floated deliciously in

evening stillness, I took a footpath through
sloping meadows in the valley, a range of

hills rising on the right, and a succession of

isolated trees standing like sentinels against

the sunset sky, making a peculiar and
romantic appearance.

Following this pathway, I at length came
to a very lonely farmyard, where a watchdog
at large made such ferocious demonstrations

on sighting me that it was not until I

received information from a native of the

existence of a public way through that I

cared greatly to descend from the high field

whence I made my inquiries. {Cyclists'

calves greatly tempt country watchdcgs.)

Passingout beyond this farmyard, I entered
an exceedingly narrow, shady lane, so quiet

and unfrequented that I began to flatter

myself I had succeeded in losing my way.

—H. B. Catcs.

(To be concluded.)

> • <

OLD STORIES RE-TOLD.— No. 3,

In these days, when a safety bicycle can

dash off a hundred miles of roadway in a few

minutes over seven hours ; when the list of

hundred milers is so large that no cycling

paper can publish it ; and when tricycles

are ridden 235 miles—more or less—in the

24 hours, the first recorded road ride of more

than 100 miles, viz., that ofthe Hon. Ion Keith-

Falconer in 1875, may seem somewhat
" small beer," but it is nevertheless interest-

ing reading, as showing the great improve-

ment which has been made in machines

during the past ten years. The human race,

it is generally admitted, is deteriorating

rather than otherwise; therefore to machines,

and to road rides which have improved

machines, oh Lacy Hillier, we must look
for the improvement to-day in pace over the
days when Keith-Falconer wrote that he
made an average of 8^^ miles an hour, and
that he could " not understand how some
riders can keep up ten miles an hour." It

will also be curious to read nowadays with
reference to Holywell (or Peahen) Hill, St.

Alban's, that it cannot be ridden. It is

certainly stiff, but no ordinary rider need
dismount for it.

Again, the superior knowledge possessed
by cyclists of the roads near London in

1885, as compared with 1875, will be notice-

able, for who does not know that the
northern slope of Digswell Hill deposits one
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right into Welwyn Street without any check-

ing rise? or who does not know of Scott's

Hill, Rickmansworth ?

Keith-Falconer, who, by-the-bye, at the

moment we write is supposed to be en route

to Japan on missionary work intent, tells his

story in the following words :

—

"BOURNEMOUTH TO HITCHIN.
" I started from Bournemouth, in Hamp-

shire, at 3.50 a.m., my destination being

Hitchin, in Hertfordshire. A tolerable

breeze was blowing dead against me, and at

first I thought of giving up the idea, and

going by train instead, but rode on in hopes

that the wind would change ; and I was not

disappointed. The ride was pleasant enough

as far as Holmesly (twelve and a half miles),

for the sun had not yet risen, and the road

was good. After crossing the railway at

Holmesly Station, the road, which runs

through the New Forest, became so exces-

sively sandy and loose that every now and

then I was obliged to dismount and walk,

and that not only up the hills, but down them
also. This state of things lasted till I

reached Lyndhurst (nineteen miles), where

the road became suddenly better, and I soon

covered the five level miles between that

town and Totton (twenty-four miles), where

I had an opportunity of refreshing myself,

as the inns were opening (with lemonade,

however, as I am a teetotaller). Here, too, I

struck off the Southampton road to the left,

and after traversing two and a half uphill

but good miles of cross-country road, found

myselfin the main road between Southampton

and Winchester. By this time the wind had

subsided in a great measure, and was blow-

ing from a more favourable quarter. The
road, too, was a capital one, being very

smooth indeed, but rather hilly, especially

near Winchester. All the hills, however,

could be surmounted by a hght rider, which

I am not. I arrived at Winchester (thirty-

seven miles) at 8.20. Here I stopped for

breakfast and a^ bath at the Black Swan.

Off again at 9.35. Basingstoke (fifty-five

miles) was reached at about 12.5. This

latter piece was very hilly indeed, the hills

being long and some of them very steep
;

but the road was as well made as before.

Basingstoke was left at 12.20, and Reading

(seventy-one miles) was reached at 1.45.

The road from Basingstoke to Reading is

perfection itself, being almost absolutely

level and most delightfully smooth. The

only thing I had to contend with was the

heat, and I believe I should have got a sun-

stroke if I had not worn one of Tress and
Co.'s pith and felt solar hats, which I strongly

recommend to bicycle riders for summer
use. These hats shade the eyes completely,

and cover the back of the neck, are extremely

light, and most perfectly ventilated. I halted

at Reading at the George Hotel for another

bath and some dinner. I left Reading at

3.0 under a blazing sun by the Bath Road.
This road, I believe, is more frequented by
bicycles than any other in England. I met
two a couple of miles from Reading. The
riders appeared to have put on their night-

shirts, or something equally cool, for the

occasion. I met another bicycle rider about

two miles before entering Maidenhead, who
joined me for a little distance. There is a

hill down into Maidenhead from this side,

but let bicyclists beware of running down
this hill too fast, for the street immediately

below is one of the roughest I have ever

come across. The road between Maiden-
head and Slough I did not find very good

;

it was sandy and loose. However, it mended
on arrival at Slough, where I drank some milk,

which I am certain is far preferable to beer or

any other liquor. Here I turned off the Bath
Road to the left into the Uxbridge Road ; this

road again I left about two and a half miles

after passing Slough, and turned to the left

into the Rickmansworth Road. The sun
was now low in the sky, and the air was cool,

so that I should have felt very comfortable

had my saddle been a little softer ; but it was
extremely hard, and ninety miles' riding on a

hard saddle is apt to make one sore. I

arrived at Watford (107 miles) at 7.40. The
only hill worth speaking of between Slough
and Watford is one just after Rickmansworth
on the Watford side ; this hill is, I think,

without exception, the steepest I have ever

seen ; to mount it on a bicycle is impossible,

to run down it is dangerous. From Watford
to St. Albans (115 miles) the road is very

good, but is rather hilly near the latter town.

It is impossible to ride through St. Albans
from the Watford side, as the street is an

immense hill and very rough. Here I filled

my bag with biscuits. I had intended to

take tea somewhere, but time would not

permit this, so I had to eat something going

along. The five miles which separate St.

Albans from Hatfield (120 miles) were about

the besL five miles I met with on the

journey, being level and smooth. At Hat-
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field I turned into the North road and made

for Welwyn (125 miles). The road is pretty

level for a mile and a half out of Hatfield,

then steadily ascends for another mile and a

half, and then descends all the way into

Welwyn. There is a steepish hill down into

Welwyn, and I think I remember it was

stated in a letter to The Field that bicychsts

might safely run down this hill, as there was

a rise at the bottom. The only rise I

could ever find out is a large brick

house. There is a hill on the other side of

Welwyn, but not at all steep. The clock

struck ten as I passed through the town.

The next four miles were rather uphill as

far as Knebworth ; the next mile consists

of two downhills and two uphills, then

a steady descent for three miles, then a

mile uphill, and then one mile of rapid

descent into Hitchin (135 miles), where 1

arrived just after the clock had struck eleven.

The whole distance was performed in

nineteen and a quarter hours, including

stoppages, or just about sixteen hours

excluding stoppages, showing an average of

Sj'^jj miles an hour. I cannot understand how
some riders can keep up ten miles an hour,

but I think I should have gone faster if my
saddle had been softer. I rode a 53in.

bicycle by Thomas Sparrow, of Knights-

bridge. These machines are very strong,

and especially adapted for long distances
;

they are very safe, and the back wheel never

kicks, as is the case with some machines.

A very spacious saddle-bag can be attached

between the spring and the backbone,

capable of holding enough for several days.

I do not think lamps are of much use. Mine

always goes out when it is the least shaken.

As to foot-rests, I think the best are those

supplied by Messrs. Noble and Co."

> • <

THE RACING WOMAN OF THE FUTURE.

" God made him, and therefore let him pass for

—Merchant of Venice.a man.

Scene i.—The market-place of a flourishing

provincial town. Time, 9 a.m. Enter Messrs.

Smith, Brown, Jones, fl/zi Robinson, fl7/flrw^^

with large marketing baskets, and each followed

by a small army of children varying in age

from one year up to eight, all carrying baskets of

a smaller size. They make the round of the

stalls, purchasing meat, poultry, eggs, butter,

fruit, and vegetables, and as they prepare to

return home meet at the entrance.

Brown.—Ua.\\o ! Jones. How are you, my

dear fellow ? So delighted to see you.

Jones.—Thanks, I am in excellent health.

I believe you have not met my friends Smith

and Robinson before, so let me introduce

you.

Brown.—Happy to know you. I shall

hope to see you here again. I come

shopping every morning, as my better half

has no time now for such things.

Smith.—Then I suppose you are the

husband of the fastest— I should say fleetest

—woman on the path. I congratulate you,

indeed, how happy you must be !

Robinson.—Do I indeed address the lucky

possessor of Mrs. Brown. I have long

dreamed of this moment : would you mind
coming into the sunlight so that I can gaze

on a man who must be perfectly happy ?

Brown.—Yes, you are right, I am Mrs.

Brown's husband, and I suppose I am happy.

If I were not I should be the most ungrateful

man in the world. To tell you the truth,

when we were engaged I hated the idea of a

woman racing, but my wife got into it by

degrees, and my objections disappeared, so

that now she does very little else, and I try

to be happy in making our home as comfort-

able as she would were our positions

reversed.

Jones.—How strange it would seem if our

wives went marketing now, and we went in

for racing. It would be a remarkable change

for us, and a change that is not likely to take

place just yet. The only reason I wish for

it is that I should have a little more leisure

time : the children are so tiresome some-

times, and lead me such a life.

Robinson.—Do you, too, find that your
children bother you ? I am glad to find a

fellow -sufferer. Sometimes I suggest to

Mrs. Robinson that she shall mind the in-

fants for a morning, and let me have a few

hours quiet, but she always reminds me that

if she misses a morning's exercise it will
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spoil her chance of beating the other com-

petitors, so, of course, I have to give in. My
wife is a dear little woman, and I would not

do anything to spoil her successes.

Smith.—Did you see my wife last Satur-

day romp in a winner by twenty yards ?

She believes she will very soon be at scratch,

and I suppose she will then be content.

Brown.— I always say that Mrs. Smith

is a coming woman on the path. I always

dwell with pleasure on the muscular strength

she shows on her machine, and her spurt is

worth going miles to see.

Jones.—By-the-bye, what do you think

of the costume that my wife wore last Satur-

day ? I flatter myself it was a great success.

I suppose you all make j'our wives' costumes

now ? Mrs. Jones found that she could not

find time to make them herself, so set me to

work, and, without egotism, I think they are

a success.

Robinson.— I make all my wife's dresses,

and although I do not mention it, as a rule,

I will tell you that no one touches any of the

children's frocks except myself.

Smith.—What a pity it is that Mrs.

Robinson has got the imprint of the cinder-

path on her face. It used to be considered

unsightly in a man, when men's races were

held, but in a woman it is ten times to be

deplored. Can nothing be done to remove
it, I wonder ?

Robinson.—To tell you the truth, she is

rather proud of it than otherwise. She says

that when she has to retire from the path she

will always be able to show that she made
her mark. Of course, if admiration for good

looks was a woman's chief pleasure, as in

the olden time, it would be different, but, as

she says, " Beauty is only skin deep," so she

prefers winning honour to admiration.

Brown. — Did not your wife, Smith,

break her nose when on the path ?

Smith.—Yes, she came a howler—at least,

that's what she called it—and came down on

her nasal organ. It used to be a fine Grecian

nose, but you would hardly recognise it as

such now.

Jones.—I am glad you have told me how
it occurred. How very sad. I am thankful

to say that Mrs. Jones has escaped up till

now with a broken arm. A wonderful escape,

as I tell her occasionally {thoiightjully)

very occasionally.

Brown.—Did you ever hear how my wife

escaped in the only accident she was ever

in ? No ! Then I will relate to you the cir-

cumstances. But perhaps she had better tell

you herself, so just come round to afternoon

tea this afternoon, all of you, and hear about

it.

(Tlicy separate, and all return home, accom-

panied by the children, ivho fight and quarrel all

the way with great energy.)

" Turn two mincing steps

Into a manly stride, and speak of frays
Like a fine bragging youth."

—As You Like It.

Scene 2.

—

The racing track of the same

flourishing provincial town. Time, 9 a.m.

Enter Mesdames Smith, Brown, Jones, and
Robinson, arrayed for conquest (not of man,
but of woman J, in the costume approved by the

undergraduates of Girton. They wheel thetr

tricycles on to the track, and prepare to train.

Mrs. Jones.— I feel quite lazy this morning,
and think a novel in a hammock would be
much more acceptable than hard riding;

but my trainer has forbidden me these

luxuries, and as I have placed myself in his

hands, I must perforce do as he orders me.
Mrs. Brown.— I have forgotten the plea-

sures of novels and hammocks entirely, and
only live now in the excitement of racing.

My whole aim and object in life now is to

beat record—a noble pursuit, I am sure, and
one that housekeeping will not bear com-
parison with. Being now the scratch woman
of the day, I have a reputation to keep up,

and enj oy my canterings every day thoroughly.

I don't believe in the dolce far niente of life a

bit.

Mrs. Smith.—Ah ! lucky woman. You are

at scratch, and can scoff at those small

pleasures that used to find a place in our

daily routine. When I have reached that

coveted goal, perhaps I shall have forgotten

novels and hammocks ; but, at the present

time, I must confess that I do occasionally

sigh for them.

Mrs. Broicn.—If you go on improving as

you have been lately, the time for your
appearance at scratch is not far off. A
finer spurt than yours last Saturday I have
rarely seen, and I am considered an authority

usually on these matters.

Mrs. Robinson.—How sweet is the praise

that greets our efforts. I don't know which
is the most enjoyable, the applause of the

spectators, or the feeling that day by day
we are proving to the men how far superior'

in every way we are to them.
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Mrs. Jones.—A feeling of sorrow comes

over me sometimes when I reflect that we

cannot be racing all our lives. When do

you consider a woman is too old to race ?

Mrs. Brown.—If a woman begins young,

say at eighteen, she can have about ten years

of it, I should say. Some women then get

stale, and take up housekeeping for awhile,

but very often they again take to the path,

and are even more successful in their second

period than in their first.

Mrs. Jones.—You give me new hope. If

it is not a rude question, is this your second

period, may I ask ?

Mrs. Brown.—You have formed a wrong

opinion altogether of my age. I am only just

twenty-two, and have frequently been taken

for less than that. Dear ! dear ! how terribly

some people miscalculate age.

Mrs. Jones.—Ah ! now I look at you more

closely I see that silver does not thread

among the gold, and the wrinkles are not

those of old age. Really, I regret having

made such a mistake.

Mrs. Robinson.—What do you think of

the last ride from Land's End to John-o'-

Groat's ?

Mrs. Smith.—A good one, but I believe

any of us could beat it with ease. I intend

starting next month to try my hand at the

distance. I shall have my husband to go

down with me and to meet me at three or

four places each day, just to see that I am
all right. He wanted to ride with me, but

that was of course absurd, as he cannot ride

half as fast as I can, so that I should leave

him all behind.

Mrs. Brown.—Do you intend trying this

new ladies' bicycle which is being advertised

so much ? They say that it will move at a

great pace, and in time take the place of the

tricycle.

Mrs. Robinson.—Well, I for my part would

not be seen on such a thing. Fancy a woman
riding a machine which is always used by a

man. Most indelicate, I think, of men to

suggest such a thing.

Mrs. Smith.—I agree with you entirely, my
dear Mrs. Robinson, it would be most un-

womanly. You could do a great many things

with impunity, but even you would look vul-

gar, I am afraid, if such a thing is possible,

on a bicycle.

Mrs. Jones.—Are you going in for tandem
racing this year at all ?

Mrs. Brown.—No, I think not. I cannot

get anyone to suit me. My husband used to

ride, you know, with me, but I found he was
too heavy, and not fast enough, so I had to

try a lady friend; but on one occasion, when
I lost my pedal she lost her temper, and we
fell out, and have not spoken to each other

since. I may try it next year, but not this, I

fancy. By-the-bye, will you come in to tea

this afternoon with me ?

(They train hard and talk little—a doubtful

change for the better—with a short interval,

until 3.30, when the whole party give their

machines into the care of the groundman, and

accompany Mrs. Smith to her home.

J

" What a strange thing is man, and what a

stranger is woman."

Scene III.

—

The home of Mrs. Brown and

husband. Time, 4 o'clock. Messrs. Smith,

Brown, Jones, and Robinson discovered,

each with a piece of needlework of a domestic

character, and each accompanied by children.

The room to a domesticated female would look un-

tidy, hooks, work and toys being scattered about,

and an absence of antimacassars and curtains

gives one the idea that the delicate touch of woman
ts an unknoivn luxury.

Brown.—For goodness sake, be quiet, you

brats ! Why can't you behave yourselves as

well now as you used when your mother

was at home ? This awful responsibility is

simply driving me out of my mind.

Smith.—Children are a nuisance, but I

think that if you had the care of mine for a

few hours you would think yours were angels

by comparison.

Brown.— I should be glad to prove that

mine were angels, but if minding yours for a

few hours is necessary for the proving of it I

think I will continue as I am. I prefer going

out of my mind by degrees to rushing away
from sanity in indecent haste. I hope our

wives will not be long. Mrs. B. said she

would bring her friends in about 4 o'clock to

afternoon tea, and as a rule she is as regular

as clockwork. Ah ! I see them coming now.

/"Rings the bell.)

Enter a maid, looking decidedly slipshod,

without cap and apron, and hearing the imprint

of the grate on a face and hands that were once

white. She places in a slovenly manner the after-

noon tea-things before Brown.

Enter Mesdames Smith, Brown, Jones, and

Robinson, sliglitly fatigued w>ith their exertions.

The children of each rush and embrace their fond

parents.
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Mrs. Brown.—My darlings, how untidy you

are. Surely your father has not washed and

dressed you this afternoon ? How different

to my teaching.

Brown.— I really could not catch then to

put them in order. They were, as usual,

running wild in the neighbourhood, and play-

ing with all the little vagabonds. I never

saw such children belonging to anyone else.

Smith.—Well, my dear, had a good day's

practice on the track? What time d'you do
for the mile ? Beaten any records ?

Mrs. Smith.— 1 only just got inside 3.20,

and, of course, that is not at all good ; how-
ever, being a little off colour will account for

that. Did you get through the shopping all

right ? and have our dear children been good ?

Smith.—The children have been as good
or bad as usual, and I did all the shopping.

Butter has gone up, and eggs are dearer ; at

least, that woman at the market who swindles

me daily says so, and she ought to know.

Robinson.— I never know whether one

ought to beat these people down. I believe

they rush one, but they always declare that

the price they ask is the bare price they pay,

and I hate being hard on them.

Mrs. Robinson.—You don't mean to say

that you give those women the price they

ask ? Why, when I went shopping I never

gave them more than half! and I know then

they made a handsome profit. I see that I

shall have to take up the shopping again,

unless you are more careful.

Mrs. Jones.—Have you got that dress

ready for me to try on yet ? I must wear it

next Saturday, for you know it is the race

meeting of the year, and I want to look and
do my best.

Jones.—You are getting terribly extrava-

gant—a new dress last Saturday, and another
next. You will have to draw in, I am afraid.

However, it is all ready for you to try on
when you have time, and as soon as you
have approved of the fit, I will finish it off.

Mrs. Brown.—Do you remember Mr.
Green, who was so dead against a woman
racing when the idea was first started years
ago?

Mrs. Smith.—Yes, well ! He declared it

was unladylike, and that it would never
come to anything, as it was the absurd idea
of one or two masculine women who wished
to ape the amusements of men. What has
become of him ?

Mrs. Brown.—Why, you know he married
some time ago a lovely girl who also objected

to female racing, but I hear, on good author-

it}^ that she has now gone in for it heart and

soul, and is never off the path, training hard

when not actually racing.

Mrs. Robinson.—Serve him right. What
pel feet nonsense some men talk about its

being unwomanly and delicate. What does

Mr. Green say now ?

Mrs. Brown.—Oh ! I suppose he is resigned

now, and does the shopping as naturally as

our husbands do. What an absurd idea it

was to call men the lords of creation, one

almost expects to hear that men are our

superiors in intellect and stamina.
Brown.— I do remember a time when we

were considered so, but in this age of pro-

gression that seems years and years ago, and

has disappeared almost entirely from my
recollection.

Mrs. Brown.—My dear! instead of talking

nonsense, would you mind boxing that darling

boy's ears for not obeying me ?

Brown.—Any wishes of yours, my own, I

carry out without hesitation {proceeds to box

the ears of the darling boy).

Mrs. Smith.—Where do you intend going

for your summer holiday t is year ?

Mrs. Jones.—We are undecided between

Brighton, Ipswich and Cardiff. There is

a track pt both place, so I don't mind which,

it only rests now with my husband.

Jones.— I wanted to go to Southsea,

Hastings or Eastbourne, but my wife says

there is no track at any of those places, so

that we cannot possibly go, so gives me my
choice of the three she mentions. {In an

undertone to Smith. As she had settled so

far, I think she might have gone further and
named the happy place which is to be

honoured by the Jones family.

Brown {also in an undtrtone).—You go to

Brighton, my boy, and I will try and per-

suade my wife to take us too, and we will

together mind the children and have a little

fun.

Jones.— Right. I think we will go to

Brighton, my dear. I hear there is a nice

beach there where the children and I can

sit and enjoy the pure fresh air, paddle in

the briny ocean, and listen to the nigger

minstrels that I am so fond of.

(The happy fathers collect their children and

carry them off to their respective homes, and th^

mothers adjourn to the track for their evening

practice, and, being satisfied with their day's

labours, retire to rest to enjoy the sleep of the

just.) —Kris Marlowe.
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Tops are out, hoops are in ! So rules the

fashion of the time amon^'st the sportive youth of

my suburb ; and as I sit scribbling at my window,

the energy and perseverance with which the boys

go rushing past, with their iron hoops, propelled

by skid or stick, call to mind a trait in human
nature which is exemplified even in the days of

extreme youth. Without their hoops, these boys

would not dream of running continually about at

their top speed ; but with their hoops they have

an amusing object, which makes them enjoy the

wild rush of speedy exercise. And it is the same
with cycling; the velocity of the cycle, combined
with the amusement caused by propelling and

steering it, gives the adult rider an object which
makes his hard bodily exercise not only endur-

able, but pleasurable. When the weather gets

colder and damper, and the short days rob the

boys of their opportunities for hoop-bowling after

school hours, the reign of the hoop will cease

until next season, and simultaneously the un-

thinking cyclist will put his cycle—his adult

hoop—away for the winter, regardless of the

benefits to health which the exercise gives during

cold weather.

Winter riding has been a pet hobby of mine
for some nine winters past, and each season I

have the gratification of finding more and more
veteran riders coming round to my way of look-

ing at it. I may be excused for laying such
stress upon the subject, considering that, had it

not been for winter cycling, I should have been

lying under six feet of clayey soil in Abney Park
Cemetery at this present moment, instead of

enjoying the robust health which seemed beyond
attainment a few years ago. Novices who have
never thoroughly given winter riding a trial can
safely rest assured that the game is worth the

candle, the only precaution being to habitually

carry a " Clytie" bag behind the saddle contain-

ing mackintoshes for very wet weather, a flannel

shirt to put on whenever stopping for more
than a few minutes, or a complete change
if a long stoppage is expected. On returning

home tvet at night, a single dose of Camphor,
Dulcamara, or Kay's Extract, will effect that

prevention of a cold which is proverbially

preferable to cure; and the cyclist who rides

through the winter will find—as is the case with
the man who never misses his matutinal cold

bath—that the exercise grows more fascinating

the more regularly it is indulged in.

The charitable desire which I expressed last

month, that somebody would arrange to break
up the machines of all the scorchers who start

from Land's End towards John-o'-Groat's, was
apparently fulfilled in Nixon's case, his machine
breaking down at an early stage of the proceed-

ings. With an enthusiasm worthy a better cause,

Nixon seems to have made another start, on yet

a different tricycle to his previous mounts, but

his strength was not equal to his opinion of it,

and he caved in utterly. Similar results have
waited upon J. Lee, of Clay Cross, and L.

Fletcher, of Liverpool, owing to lack of road

training in the one case, and to vile weather in

the other ; but T. R. Marriott has been more
fortunate, and by great good luck contrived to

make his tricycle stand the end-to-end journey,

so that although the snow fiend did its best to

keep back the veteran road-tricyclist in mid-

Scotland, he was successful in overcoming all

his obstacles, and reached John-o'-Groat's house

in faster time than any rider, bicyclist or tricy-

clist, had ever accomplished the feat before. I

am really glad that Marriott has done this, be-

cause it not only puts the tricycle to the front as

equal to the bicycle for all-round work in all

weathers, and after dark as well as in daylight,

but by lowering the record to such a brief period

he has effectually deterred mediocre riders from

attempting the feat, and made the task one which

none but sterling crack cyclists will dare to under-

take. Six days fifteen hours twenty-two minutes

will stand on record, bracketed with the name of

T. R. Marriott, for some considerable time to

come, I believe and hope.

Next in point of merit, and even more interest-

ing to the wheel world at large, is the record of

seven hours five minutes for a hundred miles

ride on the road by George Smith on the

" Rover" safety bicycle. For Smith to beat his

own record, made last year on the " Kangaroo,"

by six minutes, is not in itself surprising or very

interesting, even taking into consideration the

less favourable wind on the " Rover" day ; but

it is evident that two other men would have done
the distance in much faster time had they not

met with accidents, neither of which accidents

reflect in the least upon the safety or construction

of the machine, being caused by extraneous

circumstances. Next season will witness trials

which will reveal what the machine is on the path.

High gearing, combined with vertical position
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and the elimination of very small wheels, is the

secret of success.

How the Executive of the National Cyclists'

Union must sigh for the palmy old days when

the report of the Executive was passed at a

Council meeting as a matter of course, without

any comment beyond a few unctuous phrases of

adulation from the member who moved its

adoption. Nowadays, people are discovering

that the Executive is not necessarily the creme de

la crime of the Council exclusively, for the excel-

lent reason that many capable men decline to

serve on a body whose meetings make such

extensive inroads upon the leisure time of its

members ; and as the Council grows more confi-

dent of its position as the Parliament of the

Wheel, councillors are beginning to open their

eyes to the fact that the report of the Executive

should be a straightforward and complete account

of the work done and the progress made. A
year or so ago I was severely rebuked by some
writers for being the prime mover in a discussion

which caused about an hour to be occupied over

the report ; the whirligig of time has already

brought me its revenges, by the very men who
then denounced me as an obstructionist taking

prominent parts in a precisely similar course of

proceeding which occasioned three hours and-a-

half to be spent ere the report of the Executive

was disposed of at the October Council meeting

this year.

As will have bscn gathered from my opening

paragraph last month, I am not one of the anti-

American class who would jump at the least

straw that was being blown momentarily in a

direction I wished to prove the wind blowing,

and until something more than mere assertion

was forthcoming, I would not represent the wheel

world at large as being decidedly against the

acceptance of the marvellous times alleged to

have been made at Springfield. But when facts

begin to rear themselves up and stand shoulder

to shoulder in solid phalanx ; when it transpires

that not only does the only named timekeeper at

Springfield admit that the track was short (even

on the American i8in. measurement)
; and that

in a race of, supposedly, 20 miles duration the

officials were divided in opinion as to the number
of laps ridden, instead of every lap being timed
separately and progressively to avoid the possi-

bility of error, I have to admit the truth, which

is, that the most enlightened portion of the wheel

world is wagging its head incredulously, and

waits for doubts and misgivings to be removed by

those who claim to know of the genuineness of

the alleged records.

An event which has set the wheel world

wagging very vigorously has been the sudden

transformation which the " Coventry Ring " has

undergone. In placeof our proprietors employing

two separate staffs of men to produce The Tricyclist

and Wheel Life weekly, the two staffs are com-

bined, and further strengthened, by the accession

of the late Editor of Bicycling News,di\\ three of

the papers named being amalgamated under the

title of the oldest. The result is a foregone con-

clusion ; with twenty pages ( exclusive of adver-

tisements ) of original matter, penned by educated

writers, and edited by two such men as Hillier

and McCandlish, Bicycling News must have an

enormous circulation. The band ofpenmen com-

prising " The Coventry Ring" are quite proud of

their title, notwithstanding the offensive intention

of those who invented the phrase.

It would grieve me sorely to add to the already

numerous wrongs of Ould Oireland by casting

an undeserved stigma upon the commonsense of

its cyclists, and I therefore hasten to remove any

erroneous impression that may have been created

by " Athcliath's" absurd proposal relative to

left hand inside on racing paths, and by my com-

ment thereupon. A correspondent of The Cyclis

has effectually upset any idea that might have

existed of "Athcliath's" views being representa-

tive of cycling opinion in Dublin, the truth being

that our friends across the Irish Channel are far

too shrewdly alive on racing matters to run any

danger of cherishing a desire for England to

take racing lessons from Ireland, and, as a fact,

the way of running will be left hand inside next

year at the Ball's Bridge track, said track being,

in addition, at present undergoing improvements

in the way of banking, altering curves, etc. As

to " D.D.'s" invitation, I am not at all sure that

I shall not make him regret it by taking him at

his word ; indeed, I have already put aside a

bad florin and a Jersey shilling towards the

expenses of an unconventional trip to Dublin

next Easter.

—Faed.

->«-^



[Inventors ani m2nufactureys are requested to give the Editor early intimation of all novelties i:i diiced by them

for description in this department.
'\

A Dodge for Steering Tandems.

Most of the tandem tricycles at present on the

market enable the steering to be performed by

the rider who sits behind, for the excellent reason

that when a lady is riding she usually occupies

the front seat. There are, however, some few

machines which have facilities for none but the

front rider to steer ; and it is for the benefit of

owners of such tricycles that we describe a dodge

which has been rigged up on his "Centaur"

front-steering tandem by a London rider. As a

general rule, the front-steering "Centaurs" are

fitted with double and alternate steering ; but

there are some of this make, as of others, in

which the front rider only can guide. There

must be a grooved pulley, some four inches in

diameter, keyed on to the spindle of the front

spade handle, and a similar grooved pulley keyed

on to a spade handle turning loosely in a socket

at the rear. By joining these two grooved pulleys,

by means of an endless cord—a length of green

or red picture cord, with its ends tied together,

will answer the purpose—taking care to fasten

the cords at the opposite extremities so as to

prevent their slipping around in the grooves—the

two will necessarily turn horizontally in complete

unison, and the rider in the rear can control the

motion of the front steering-handle. A tourni-

quet arrangement, formed by twisting the cords

with a pair of short stiff wires, will enable a

proper degree of tension to be kept. One con-

siderable advantage afforded by such an arrange-

ment is that a novice can be safely schooled in

the art of steering the tandem from the front

seat, the rider in the rear only taking charge

when a difficult corner is approached. The
arrangement is also applicable to rear-steering

tandems, such as the "Invincible," when it is

desired that the front rider should steer.

(Suitable grooved pulleys for this purpose are made
by Ashton Brothers, London Road, Clapton.)

An Improved Oilcan.

The tendency of the ordinary flat oil-tin to

discharge its contents into the pocket or wallet

of its owner, by reason of the screw-cap coming
off the end of its spout, has led to several patents

being secured for oilcans which aim at remedying
this state ofthings. The latest is known as the

" Kensington," the spout of which is contrived so

as to altogether do away with the screw-cap.

Leeson's oilcan aimed at accomplishing this end

by means of a couple of rods, hinged at the root

of the spout, bearing on their joined extremities

a screw-cap which could not get lost ; but the
" Kensington" is a much lighter arrangement

;

and although somewhat similar in action to

Leeson's, it has a small spiral spring, surround-

ing the spout proper, by means of which the cap
is kept firmly pressed on to the orifice. The
action is thus quicker than a screw, and it is

impossible for the cap to accidently work loose.

This oilcan is no larger or heavier than the

ordinary type.

(The "Kensington" oilcan is made by J. Harrison,

Kensington Street, Birmingham.)

Wind-stoppers.

One of the cardinal discomforts attendant upon
riding in cold and windy weather is that the

wind blows up the sleeves of the rider's coat, and
strikes very cold to the region around the arm-
pits. Gauntletted gloves have been adopted by
many men as a panacea for this evil, but their

appearance is very distasteful to most cyclists.

Under the name of "wind-stoppers," a London
firm is now selling a simple invention which very

effectually stops the progress of wind up the

sleeves, without in the least altering the appear-

ance of the coat, and without the necessity for

any discomfort. These wind-stoppers are made
of Jaeger's patent all-wool material, and resemble

the ends of the sleeves of a merino-undervest, the

extremities clinging around the wrist by the elas-

ticity of the material ; they are about nine inches

in length, and the upper ends have to be sewn
inside the coat sleeves. Thus it is seen that the

wind-stoppers form an integral portion of the

coat, although invisible outwardly ; and when the

hands are put through the sleeves the " stoppers"

cling around the wrists and prevent any rush of

air up the arms ; at the same time, the woven
wool allows of perfect ventilation, and absorbs
any perspiration from the wrists with which it

is in contact.

(The wind-stoppers are sold by Dr. Jaeger's Sani-

tary Woollen Company, 42, Fore Street, London^
E.C.)



2^1 PROGRESS AND INVENTION.

A Novel Alarum.

There are such embarrassing numbers of bells

and gongs on the market that it would seem

difficult to contrive a completely new one ; but

it is now possible to fit spade-handled tricycles

with a gong which can be rung without so much
as removing a finger from the handle. This new
alarum is screwed to the steel bow portion of the

ordinary " spade " handle, and the horn grip

portion having been taken out, the steel core by

which it is secured to the bow is replaced by
another steel core made so that, instead of the

horn grip being rigidly riveted to the bow, it

turns easily round. The front end of this steel

core comes out beyond the edge of the bow, and

is squared off so as to fit into a square hole in a

vertical pinion. This vertical pinion gears in

with the striker of the gong, so that as the horn

handle is turned, vertically, the gong sounds,

either a single stroke or a series of strokes. The
gong and the steel core for the horn grip are

supplied to fit any make of spade-handle ; and
the name of the manufacturer is sufficient

guarantee for the soundness of the work and
material put into the alarum.

(The alarum is made by W. Bown, Summer Lane,

Birmingham.)

A Lady's "Cripper" Tricycle.

One of the principal objections raised against

the use—by ladies— of tricycles popularly known
as " Crippers " lies in the apparent awkward-
ness of climbing over the axle between saddle and
wheel. To avoid this, the " Cunard No. 6 "

tricycle is now fitted with a handle-bar, one half

of which can, by releasing a catch, be made to

hinge downward, leaving ample room for a lady

to step in from the front.

(The "Cunard Lady's Crippcr'' is made by F.

Gibbons, St John's Works, Wolverhampton.)

A Steering Controller.

From the days of the wooden-wheeled and iron-

tyred boneshaker, riders have recognised the

desirability of controlling the motion of their

front wheels by means of elastic springs, which

tend to keep the steering weeel in a straight line,

save when voluntarily deflected by the rider

;

and, although the rider of the ordinary bicycle

of to-day does not experience such a want, it is

different with regard to tricycles, and many
contrivances have been applied at various times.

In the " Cunard " steering appliances, the inventor

has perfected a neat and durable controller,

which is not only available for his own machines,

but can be adapted to the steering-wheels of other

tricycles ; and this is found peculiarly useful on

machines of the " Humber " type. A socket and

plunger, with a spiral spring inside the socket,

are bolted parallel to the backbone of the

"Humber" tricycle, and an annular clip is

bolted around the vertical tube, close under the

Stanley head, the clip being joined to the end of

the plunger by means of two short steel chains.

Thus, whenever the wheels are steering in a

straight line, the plunger is at rest ; but directly

the wheels are deflected out of a straight line the

clip on the head draws the chain on the outer

side, so that the plunger is forced further down
inside the socket, and the spiral spring tends to

force the chain to draw the clip—and conse-

quently the wheels—back to a straight line again.

This prevents the sudden violent swerving occa-

sionally experienced by riders of "Humb'^r"-

pattern tricycles, relieving the arms of a great

deal of the strain usually caused by perpetually

holding the wheels in a straight line, and enables

the machine to be ridden straight while the

rider's hands are both off the handles.

(The " Cunard'' Steering Appliance is sold by the

Wheeling Sale Rooms, 79, Chancery Lane, W.C.,

London.)

> * <



My closing article lor the year is now being

penned, and, if I except the beating of Mr.

Mowbray Webber (that is he of the Vectis C.C.

and the many initials) by the veteran, George
Lacy Hillier, over five miles at Lillie Bridge at

the Keen Fund Races, there is not much to

record in the path racing way this month—at

any rate, not in England. Across the herring

pond, at St. Louis, Hendee is reported to have

lowered the mile record to 2m. 38|s., but that

does not affect us much here.

On the road, however, big work has been

done ; as, on the 24th of September, J. H. Adams
put in a wonderful performance on the " Coventry
Rotary" tricycle, riding from Hitchin to Norwich,
via Biggleswade, Norman Cross, Peterborough,

Wisbech, Lynn, and Dereham, and back as far

as Tempsford, a journey of some 234J miles in

the 24 hours, the event being "clocked" by no

less a personage than the official timekeeper of

theN.C.U.
Closely following this, viz., on the 26th Sep-

tember, came George Smith's wonderful 100

miles ride on the new " Rover" safety bicycle,

of Messrs. Starley and Sutton, of Coventry,

when the bi-tricyclist again broke record between

Norman Cross and Twyford, covering the

distance in yh. 5m. i6s.

Finally, I have to notice the biggest thing yet

done in the way of long-distance riding on a

cycle — I use this word advisedly, for Mr. T. R.

Marriott's Land's End to John-o'-Groat's journey

in 6 days 15 hours and 22 minutes eclipses both

bicycle and tricycle record over this now well-

known course.

With these few remarks I lay aside my pen

until the spring of 1886 necessitates more racing

" copy" from —Scorchalong.

> • <

THE RIVALS.

(See Plate.)

Which shall be fairest.

And swiftest and rarest ?

First in the lyrics that poets shall sing ?

A query confounding

Where merit's abounding

—

" Hurrah for the lot !" then, our voices shall ring.

When Paris on Ida

Was asked to decide a

Vexed question of beauty 'twixt fairest of dames,

He picked for the dearest

The one that was nearest,

And didn't care twopence for titles or names.

His task was soon ended,

Minerva offended,

And Juno astounded—as well might she be :

But who would be blaming

This delicate naming ?

They wouldn't permit him to mention the three.

The facts and the figures

Connected with jiggers

Would bother a Nestor, or Sturmey himself

:

The very best maker

Would puzzle the Quaker,

So, e'en undecided, it " lies on the shelf."

Who'd make a selection

Where all is perfection ?

A Paris is wanted to aid us just now.
'Tis very distressing,

And takes some finessing.

To know to which beauty the cycler must bow.

—F. F. S.



XTopics of the Z'\nc,
[Corye5pondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.']

Brawling.

Amongst the duties laid down by St. Paul for a

bishop is that he shall be " not a brawler." The
apostle, however, did not include cycling press-

men in the advdce, and, if he had, it is doubtful

if they would have followed it, judging by recent

events. There are natures which enjoy a mill,

but to the majority of mankind the sight of fight-

ing and the thud of blows is repulsive—more
repulsive, indeed, though not so terrible in reality,

as the quick flash of the Spaniard's steel or the

report of the Western statesman' s revolver. This

being so, we cannot but earnestly express a hope

that cycling race meetings will not again be the

scene of personal encounters. In that which is

alluded to in this paragraph it is clear that whilst

an error of good form may have been made by

introducing a lady's name merely for the purpose

of saying she was a professional tricyclist, it is

also evident that if there is any odium attaching

to such a position, her husband alone was to blame

for placing her in it ; and, as he personally

assaulted one man, although well knowing that

another had written the article at which he felt

aggrieved, he alone must be saddled with the

responsibility of introducing brawling in public

at cycling race meetings.

The Old Road Again !

After two futile attempts on the part of Alfred

Nixon, one by Lawrence Fletcher, and another

by J. Lee, of Clay Cross, to get from Land's End
to John-o'-Groat's last month, T. R. Marriott

succeeded, in spite of a snowstorm in the Gram-
pians, in getting from one end of Great Britain

to the opposite extremity in 6 days 15 hours 22

minutes, on an ordinary " Humber " type tri-

cycle, a performance which is without parallel in

the annals of cycling. It reads almost like a

fairy tale of travelling to hear that a man flitted

from Land's End to Bridgwater the flrst day

;

to Hodnet, near Wem, in Salop, the next ; to

Kendal the third, and to Edinburgh the fourth
;

still possessing sufficient vitality to go on the

fifth day to Kingussie and thence to pedal 196J
miles in a final burst of 39 hours 22 minutes to

the shores of the stormy Pentland Firth. Many
men can do a big ride on one day, but it requires

rare stamina] to go on day after day doing

distances, any one of which would have been a feat

worth recording. When we state that the follow-

ing were Mr. Marriott's daily rides we fancy

that our cycling readers will agree with us that

his was a truly marvellous performance :

—

Miles.

First day 165^
Second day .... 146
Third day 114

Total, 8

Miles.

Fourth day .... 143
Fifth day 116
Sixth day, etc. . . ig6f

!i5 miles.

The Furnivall " Feed."
Nothing has tended more to show the existence

of strong public opinion in the cycling world

than this affair, which came oft on the 17th ult.

Dr. Furnivall, the father of the most successful

of the English amateur team which recently

visited the United States, naturally felt elated

at his son's success, and desired that the team,

including, of course, his own son, should be

feted. With an utter ignorance, however, of the

wheels within wheels in the cycling w^orld, he

rnshed into print in the shape of a circular issued

and dated from a manufacturer's premises, and

at once the " fat was in the fire." The tact and

personal popularity of M. D. Rucker alone saved

the affair from being a faisco, and we are glad to

record the fact, as we should have greatly re-

gretted if what was really only the natural

promptings of a gentleman who knew not our

wheel world had caused the welcome home to

England's " boys" to be a " frost."

Amongst the Clubs.

It has been practically impossible to be socially

amongst the clubs lately, for what with races so

frequently and diminishing club runs of any mag-
nitude, the prospect has been blank.

Now, however, when "Chill October"—by
Millais, not Horseley, oh Edmund the Great, of

" Cads on Castors" fame—causes men to shiver

over fires, and to care not to stand watching

riders careering madly around a track, we once

more get amongst the clubs, and note that the full

tide of winter festivities is setting in as of yore.

Dancing—one of the finest exercises in the

world for those who like it—is steadily on the in-

crease, and this year the Minervas and the London
Wheelers have joined the Cinderella-giving clubs.

The Canonbury and the City of London,
within the " great City," viz., at Seyd's Hotel,

Finsbury Square, and the Belgrave B.C. out

West, will, as of old, hold—the first two fortnightly

and the third monthly—eleven o'clock " hops."

The socialising season opened on the 8th ult.,

when the City of London, at The Champion,
gave a large and well-organised smoking concert,

and since then, the Silver Cross and other clubs

have followed suit at their various headquarters.

The London B.C. have closed a most success-

ful season with a muster, at Ewell, of 81 men, and
propose to while away the winter months by a

smoker on November nth ; a dinner on the

loth December ; and a ball, which is to "knock
all creation," that is, all cycling creation.

The Canonbury C.C. Assault-at-Arms is once

more fixed for Holloway Hall, on the 13th

February next, by which time the effects of their

dinner on the i8th December will have passed

away.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

CHEAPEST, FINEST AND BEST MACHINES IN THE MARKET.—— »«<
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The Champion Safety.

PRICE £10 lOs.

Nancy Lee & Nonsuch
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LIBERAL DISCOUNTS for CASH
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Lists and all information Free."Champion Safety." "Flying Scud."

LmmwMi ..2f5' EQ
COOPER KITCHEN, Manager.

CITY OFFICES AND SHOW ROOMS:

Tower Chanjbers, Moorgate St. ; & Albioi) flace, Lorjdon Wall, E.G.

A Large Stock of Second-hand Machines, in Excellent Condition, on Sale or Hire.

THE "QUADRANT.
))

No. 5, BICYCLE STEEWNG^No. 9^DE STEERING.

Makeps-LLOYD BROS., Sheepcote St., Bipminjliaiii.
UNRIVALLED FOR SPEED, SAFETY, COMFORT, LIGHTNESS AND STRENGTH.
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" I have never known its equal."
"Have never met with anything equal to yours."
" I have never ridden a machine nearly equal to the ' Quadrant.'

"



ADVERTISEMENTS.

IF YOU HAVE READ "OUR CAMP"
It will be sufficient for you to know that "The Cyclist" Christmas Number for 1885 has

been written by the same authors.

IF YOU DID NOT READ "OUR CAMP"
You had better hasten to make up for lost time by perusing "The Cyclist" Christmas

Number for 1885, written by

"FAED" AND "TITANAMBUNGO,"
with contributions by

JUNIUS JUNIOR,"
F. PERCY LOW,

'' KRIS MARLOWE,"
''AUPHSYDE CRANK,"

AND others.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS
To this volume are far in advance of anything ever before attempted ; the inventive genius of

the authors being splendidly carried into effect by the facile pencil of

GEORGE MOORE.
there are

FOUETEEN FULL-PAGE LITHOGRAPHS,
Comically depicting all manner of cycling episodes, in addition to numerous smaller illustrations,

comprising headings, incidental side-sketches, /a^: similes, silhouettes, tailpieces, and a series of

^ovt^-thtu portraits oi i^g|ncal Hactnj Cgcltsts,

Introduced as the centre-pieces of

FOETY-THEEE PEIZB MEDALS
Of different designs.

The text abounds in WIT, HUMOUR, FUN, SATIRE, in both prose and verse; and there are

TWO ORIGINAL CYCLING SONGS SET TO MUSIC,
Either of which is alone worth more than the cost of the entire book, while

-THE COMIC KALENDAE FOE 1886 -
Embodying PREDICTIONS FOR THE MONTHS, and FADKIEL'S HIEROGLYPHIC,

must not be missed by anybody fond of a hearty laugh.

IF YOU WANT ^^ early copy of "The Cyclist" Christmas Number, subscribe now. It

will be ready sooner than you think, and the first copies printed will be

despatched to those who have sent us Fifteen Penny Stamps.

LAST YEAR ^^e could not print fast enough to keep up with the demand for

"OUR CAMP."

THIS YEAR the authors of "OUR CAMP" have surpassed themselves by writing

"The Cyclist" Xmas No. for 1885. Price i/-. Post Free 15 Stamps.





Please, Miss Amy, what are you sorry for?" he asked timidly.
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TRUE TILL DEATH.

A NOVEL.

CHAPTER XXVI.

LOVELORN.

Amy was gone, and over Charley Beverly's

life there drifted a shadow of dumb misery.

A dull, stupid pain seized on him, and he

bowed down under it. The sun shone not

for him, neither did birds sing, nor flowers

bloom. For a week he did not return to the

office—he was on sick leave—then he came

back and went to his desk in a mechanical

way.

No one spoke to him ; it did even pene-

trate the not-over-sensitive brains of " the

fellows" that they would do well to leave him

alone, and they did so. They were actually

conscious, in their slow way, of a vague,

half-forgotten sensation, but they did not go

so far as to define that indefinite perception,

so it is unnecessary to analyse it for them.

After a time, Beverly began to spell Mr.

O'Toole's signboard in the old monotonous

habit, and by and bye he went so far as to

renew his discussion with Melton as to the

exact meaning of " consumed on the pre-

mises."

The summer passed away all too quickly

for Tom, for his new club had been fairly

successful, and the long, fine evenings had

been favourable to the runs. Now the days

were closing down, and his office hours being

late, he was seldom able to join his cycling

friends. They missed his chaff for a little,

and then they ceased to miss it.

The evenings becafne dark and gloomy,

and the streets slushy, and lights were re-

quired in the offce all the afternoon. Charley

kept quiet and unsociable, and Tom's spirits

went rapidly to zero, and much below that

point if possible. Sometimes—in the absence

of the manager and Sinton—he went to

Beverly's desk, and tried diligently to remove
that official's attention from the ledger before

him, and direct it to some more agreeable, if

less important, subject. Charley always

answered him kindly, but went on with his

work without betraying any especial interest

in the theme suggested for his consideration.

Then Tom was wont to stare blankly at the

sodden street, and watch the rain drip, drip,

and the dilapidated sparrows pursuing their

avocation in that disconsolate manner pecu-

liar to town birds, and listen to the scraping

of pens and the opening and closing of books,

and at times his despondency grew so over-

powering that on one occasion he pitched his

ledger on its shelf, and exclaimed, with some
warmth, not to say profanity, of language,
" Boys, I could not stand this— I'll go and
enlist, I'll be if I don't !

" But Mr.

Sinton entered the office at the moment, and
the ledger was taken down again, and the

forces of Her Gracious Majesty received no
recruit over the matter.

" What do you do in the evenings now,

Beverly ?" he asked one day.
" Nothing," Charley answered briefly.

" I hope you find it an agreeable pastime."
" Not particularly."

" Why don't you give it up and do some-
thing, if you are tired of it ?"

" I am not particularly fond of doing

nothing, but I hate doing anything."
" That's rubbish. What do you say to

going for a good long ride to-morrow (Sunday
—holiday in the office) before the winter is

dead on ? You had better—you will de-
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generate into as great a moke as Jones

himself. I should not be surprised if I met

you in charge of an umbrella one of these

days."
" I shall think about it."

" What—the umbrella ?"

" No—the ride."

" Oh ! please don't ; there is not the least

necessity for mental effort. Be ready at ii

o'clock, and that will do for me."
«' Very well, I shall be ready."

" That is right, 1 am glad of that." Tom
went back to his desk satisfied, and in the

evening he said to his sister

—

*' Charley Beverly is going with me for a

ride to-morrow ; it will rouse him up a bit,

and I shall bring him back with me to spend

the evening. He would kill himself in no

time moping about as he has done since

Amy Rentford went away. And, look here,

Jeannie, you must do your best to cheer him

up, for he is making a regular fool of himself.

You can do it, you know, better than anyone ;

he likes you, and you talk to him about Amy,

and that is what he wants. I must say I

should find it rather a bore, but you don't

mind."
" No. " Jeannie did not mind.
" Indeed, 1 was rather spooney about Amy

myself, but that is a long time ago," he

added reflectively.

It was certainly a long time for him.

Tom was in a communicative mood this

evening.
" You are the right sort, Jeannie ;

you

never bother spooning, and you miss an

awful lot of worry." Tom pitied himself

very much.

Jeannie was sure it was a great worry.

" I hope, sis., you'll never take it into your

little head to marry ?"

" Certainly not." This with such sudden

determination that Tom looked at her

anxiously, and she turned away her face.

" I don't see anything so very extraordin-

ary in the idea, either," he went on

;

" fellows' sisters have married before now,

have they not ?"

Jeannie admitted that she had heard of

such instances.

" What I mean is, I hope you won't be

married for a long time— not till I am
married myself."

" How long might that be ? " Jeannie

asked smiling.

" Well, at the rate my salary has pro-

gressed up to the present, I should say about

forty years
;
perhaps, by that time I should

not care for the idea."

" Then, I think, the best thing we can do

is to make up our minds to give up the idea,"

Jeannie said cheerfully.

" I don't believe there is a man in the

world good enough for you," Tom said affec-

tionately.

" Yes, there is," Jeannie vehemently an-

swered ; and as Tom looked curious again,

she hastily added, "lots of them, I am
sure."

" You frightened me. I thought there was

someone in particular you meant. I might

have known better, you dear little sis.

Fancy such a thing !"

" Just fancy it !" Jeannie echoed.

CHAPTER XXVII.

JEANNIE won't BEAR IT.

At eleven o'clock next morning Charley

rode down the street. Jeannie was usually

dressed for church at half-past, but this

morning she was arrayed in all the glory of

her best costume quite an hour before that

time.

Tom had made the most binding engage-

ment on Charley to be ready punctually at

eleven, and he desired his sister to have him
called early. By having him "called" he

meant having him worried into getting up.

Mere calling was another thing. On every

day of the week save the seventh he rose

entirely on his own responsibility, and it

was too great a luxury—that of having

breakfast an hour later—to be readily for-

gotten. It was too pleasant to be able to

remain in bed, or get out of it, as he chose,

not to be enjoyed when practicable. So on

one day in the week Tom was called.

Jeannie knocked at his door at the

appointed hour, and, though he drowsily an-

swered " All right !" when Charley came
he was asleep. This made it imperative that

Jeannie should play the hostess until her

brother appeared. Beverly seemed in no

way put out at the delay ; on the contrary,

he insisted that Miss Melton would not

hurry her brother—" there was plenty of

time ; the day was long"—and so forth.

When the slumberer at length hurried

down, full of apologies, he was very glad to

see Charley talking to his sister in a gayer

mood than he had been in for many
months.
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After a hasty breakfast, Melton declared

himself ready, and the two were going out,

when Jeannie requested their acceptance of

some sandwiches which she had prepared.

" I always said you were the light sort,"

Tom exclaimed, taking the parcel. '* I'll

carry the grub, Beverly."

" Oh, I have some for him, too," Jeannie

observed timidly.

"You are very good to think of me,"

Charley exclaimed cordially, as he took the

neatly-put-up parcel.

" Isn't she a regular stunner, Beverly ?"

Charley nodded acquiescence, and Jeannie

heard someone calling and ran off.

" Now, I call this jolly," Tom said, when
they had cleared the town and were on the

same road as the picnic party in the spring

had gone by. The scene was very different

now ; the trees had lost their leaves, the

helds their bright colour, and the meadows
were despoiled of daisies and buttercups

;

but the distant sea was as blue, and the

Nesbar mountains looked as grand, and the

morning was almost as fine as then.

Charley talked and laughed in an excited

way ; the reaction from months of moody
grief was too great, and he showed for the

time a reckless gaiety.

They pushed along roads rather soft and
heavy, at a good pace, and, finally, they

turned down the coast road and rested at

the same place as the others had done. It

was a little dreary, so they mounted again

and rode on the hard sand for a mile or two,

until they arrived at a cliff" running out for

three or four hundred yards into the sea.

Here they dismounted and clambered over

the rocks, and made their way to a point

where the sea, although the day was calm,

was breaking over the rocks in great sheets

of spray. There was nothing dreary or dull

now. They watched the great green hills of

water sweeping along, towering wave over

wave, up to the brow of the cliff. There they
dashed with a roar over the jutting rocks,

the unbroken portion of the wave meanwhile
surging past and far in shore, where it died

away in tiny breakers.

Reminded of luncheon by the keen air and
fresh sea breeze, Tom proposed the con-

sumption of the sandwiches, after which
they sought a sheltered nook and rested.

Remounting, they rode back to the main
road, and, having made a detour of a con-

siderable distance, they reached Arkford
after a pretty long ride.

As they approached the town the ligh"-

was nearly gone. Tom felt quite happy in

the idea that he had done something for his

companion, though he did not relish

Charley's repeated offers of liquid refresh-

ment at various wayside village inns. This

was a novel experience for which he was

not prepared, as Beverly had been always

very temperate.

Jeannie awaited them with a pleasant

welcome, and the elder Melton people

having long since enjoyed their meal, the

three dined together.

Tom made at least a fair average of

awkward remarks during dinner, and with,

as usual, the best intentions. Compliment-

ing his sister on her attention to his wishes,

he observed, "You sent him off in splendid

humour this morning, Jeannie, Amy Rent-

ford herself could not have done it better."

Jeannie bent over her plate. He was a

sad bungler, this brother of hers ; but some
people, or some girls, are so very quiet that

they ought not to be surprised if they are

occasionally overlooked. They are always

trying to efface themselves, and in sooth it

is an endeavour which, generally speaking,

meets with slight opposition.

Charley began to realise that, after all, it

was better not to goon moping; that moping
did no good—ever so much harm, indeed

;

that, next to Amy, Jeannie was the best

little girl in the world, and Tom the very

best fellow therein.

" She is a dear girl," he reflected, on his

way to Mrs. Pyper's habitation, " and it is

sweet of her to talk to me about Amy so."

" He only cares to speak to me of her,"

Jeannie reflected miserably when in her

room. " I won't bear it !" she exclaimed,
" I won't— I hate them all ; I wish I were
dead. I

" tears—headache—sleep.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

DUNCASTLE.

Journeying from Arkford on her way to

her friends, Amy Rentford did not very much
mind, for the first part of the journey,

whether the train collided, ran off the rails,

burst its boiler, or effected any other mishap
incidental to trains in general. Indeed, as

to the second possibility mentioned, it would
have made very little difference to the com-
fort of the passengers if the train they
travelled by had betaken itself to the

sleepers, for the rails were so roughly joined
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they could scarcely be much worse off, and

the pace was so moderate that, had anyone

felt alarmed, they could have got out and

walked.

It was a long, weary journey to Amy, and

when the engine at last whistled to convey the

intelligence that they approached Duncastle,

she roused herself and began to fancy what

her aunt would be like ; would she be cross

or kind—would she find life tolerable with her

or intolerable ? Presently she began to

wonder whether the whistle had been a false

alarm, for the train was drifting along at

much the same pace as before, although a

long distance had been covered since she had

heard the warning blast.

Symptoms of a stoppage become more

definite, creaking and groaning somewhere

behind, snorting and groaning in front, two

or three bumps which threw most of the

passengers who had risen to see if their

friends awaited them back in iheir seats.

One old gentleman whose head protruded

far out of the window, lost his hat for the

time, and an old lady sat down with great

emphasis on her bandbox; whilst the four

persons whose destination had been arrived

at clutched excitedly at their parcels, and

waited as nervously for the final dash as if

the time allowed for alighting was but a

moment instead of pretty nearly a quarter

of an hour.

The train stopped, the stationmaster and

his porter postponed the settlement of a

dispute over a game of " twenty-five" until a

more convenient season ; up in the village

the solitary jarvey said sententiously, " She's

in," and decided to yoke his horse later on

and go down to see about a " commercial"

who had telegraphed for a car to be in

waiting. Amy's belongings were leisurely

deposited on the platform, and she herself

looked around in the hope of seeing an

expectant face.

A tall, bony-looking female, wearing spec-

tacles, advanced to her. It was her aunt,

and her aunt knew the stranger to be her

niece from the fact that she was acquainted

with the names of every other passenger by

the train, and with the business of the most
of them.

Amy was duly kissed, and conducted across

the street to her new home. If Arkford was
not quite a city, it was indescribably superior

to Duncastle, and, though the latter place

may not have been much at any time, it

certainly looked its very worst on the present

occasion. If you would see Duncastle aright,

do not visit it on a wet day in summer. Amy
removed her travelling wraps, and looked out

curiously on the village street. It was very

wet, as village streets not unfrequently are,

and in a pool of water opposite a number of

ducks were having a high time of it, splash-

ing and bobbing, and making believe to be

wild ducks, floating on foam-crested waves,

and showing off how they would flap and

dive if it really were a foam-crested wave
instead of a muddy pool in Duncastle street.

Amy watched them with interest. It was

well to have anything to watch in Duncastle.

The whole place had a mildewed air about

it; everywhere proof lay of better times, and,

as a matter of fact, it had seen better days.

There was, first of all, a gaol, and that was

now disused ; a military barracks, also dis-

used ; a number of mediaeval castles and

towers, which were, as might be expected,

long since disused ; the main street of the

village was narrow, dirty, tumble-down, and

—

I had almost said—now disused, but that

would be inaccurate, for, as Amy looked out,

two men walked together on the side-path,

and an old apple-woman drove her donkey

down the very middle of the street.

Outside it was not cheerful, so Amy be-

thought herself of going downstairs. The
house was large, and required all its size, for

the family was in keeping with the dimensions

of it. A number of children, all nearly of the

same size, and apparently differing little in

age, ran about from room to room engaged

in their game for wet days when they were

not allowed out. The game did not appear
to come under any recognised rules, no par-

ticular method or system was observed in it,

each participant evidently composing or

varying his own part to suit his fancy.

Whatever may have been the object aimed
at, the result was particularly severe on the

carpets and wall-paper. A cessation was made
occasionally to enable a weeping member to

recover from the sorrow consequent on a

damaged shin.

Mrs. Black was in the kitchen, helping to

prepare dinner, and when a louder fall, or a

louder bawl, than usual occurred, sheshouted,
" If I go up to you !" She never said what
she meant to do should she decide on coming
up, but it must have been something very

dreadful, lor the remark was followed by an

instant lull in the proceedings above for two
minutes or so.

Inside it was not cheerful.
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It took some time to arrange all the youth-

ful Blacks at the dinner-table. The head of

the house was a quiet, careworn-looking man,

who betrayed little of that exceeding happi-

ness which the Scriptures ascribe to him who
is blessed with a quiver full.

Dinner was noisily consumed by the olive

branches, and the mortality in places was
something extraordinary ; every additional

smash wringing lamentations from the

seniors, but being productive of sterling

satisfaction to the juniors, as attested by their

numerous bursts of hearty laughter.

Amy was not asked to enter on any duties

that day, and she did not feel inclined to

volunteer her services. When she got to her

room, she mentally reviewed the events of

the day—wh}' it seemed like a year since she

had left Arkford, she wondered what Jeannie

and Tom were doing, and very much she

wondered what Charley was doing, and,

woman-like, though she herself was so un-

happy, she straightway fell to planning little

distractions for his benefit. She hoped he

would spend manyevenings with the Meltons,

and she did so much hope and trust they

would sometimes speak of her, and think of

her, and she tried to school herself into

thinking of Charley Beverly as a lost chapter

in her life. It was not a lost chapter though,

the page was turned down, and the place was
well marked, so well that the book of her life

always revealed it, no matter how carelessly

opened.

She was sitting in a very sad, melancholy
way, when a tremendous howl from the next

room recalled her wandering mind to the

reality of the present. It was horrible, these

yelling children, this cold, cheerless house,

and last night she was on Charley Beverly's

shoulder and her hands in his.

" Will he be true to me ?" she asked her-

self. " Why should not I give him up ? He
was never happy all the time ; he will be
happy now and forget me. I wish he may—no,

I don't wish that, but I hope he will not

be miserable. I wonder, if we meet again,

will he love me as he does now—will he be
true ?"

Before sleeping she murmured a soft good-
night to her darUng, and this she did always.

CHAPTER XXIX.

A VISITOR.

Amy rose early next morning unrefreshed,

for she had slept badly, and had all manner

of visions of bodily hurt coming to Charley

Beverly, and strange disturbing dreams.

She could not receive any letters that day,

so she began in a feverish way to assist Mrs.

Black" in making the children tidy. As to

these, we may as well take them by the lot,

it would be out of the question to individu-

alise, when their own parents hardly pos-

sessed a clear idea as to the identity or

number of the brood.

The only one which Amy could distinguish

from his fellows was a fair-haired lad, who
bore the name of Frank. He was a shy,

sensitive little fellow, and seemed to take

a degree less delight in kicking his feet

through his boots and wearing his knees

through his trousers than the others. He
made friends with Amy at once. An elder

boy—it is unnecessary to particularise—had

been asked by Miss Rentford to cease pulling

the cat's tail, an occupation he was pursuing

to his own marked satisfaction, and the

animal's equally marked distress, when he

replied to the not improper request by

hurling the domestic pet bodily at his cousin.

" For shame, Phil," Amy's little friend

said indignantly.

Phil cut short further remonstrance by

administering a hearty cuff to the speaker,

whom he immediately bullied into silence.

Amy brought her little champion away,

and petted him, and told him not to cry

—

shame had brought the tears—and presently

the incident was forgotten.

So they were friends. Phil resented the

preference, and bullied his brother all the

more when no one was by.

To say that the daily life of the Blacks

was a grind conveys no adequate idea of

the monotonous sameness which it consisted

of. Every day was exactly like every other

day, every week like every other week, and
so with the months, and with the years.

Amy's only happiness was in the child-love

of little Frankie, and the boy only lived in

her presence. He had been bullied and
badgered, and crowded out by his more
vigorous brethren, and in the uncongenial

atmosphere must have withered and pined

out of existence. Now he improved daily.

He learned all he could, and would have
given his little curly head to serve his good
angel.

The day contained one great pleasure

—

the post hour. Charley's letters were like

messengers from another world. She got

the letters, and always went to her room to
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read them. Some days she kept them for a

long time before she could bear to open

them—not that she feared anything, but one

can't open a letter and read it and still have

that letter to open and read. These letters

rarely contained any very startling news,

and were not of themselves anything very

brilliant in the way of literary excellence,

but they were Charley's, and that meant

that they were grand. In the evenings she

replied to them. There was not so much
pleasure in that, though she tried to make
hers as cheerful and hopeful as she could.

As time passed Charley's letters came less

regularly. It could scarcely be expected

that he would go on writing every day, but

the first morning that brought no letter was

a sore disappointment. By-and-bye two or

three days passed without one. When they

came they were the same as ever, but they i

grew less and less frequent, and, though she

did not complain. Amy now only wrote

when she received one.

One day Frankie came in from playing and

found her crying, and the lad was greatly

troubled to see her unhappy.
" Please, Miss Amy, what are you sorry

for ? " he asked timidly.

" I shall tell you, Frankie," she said, catch-

ing the child in her arms—" I hsve a dear

friend that I knew before I came here, who
used to love me ever so much—as much as

you do."
" I don't believe it," Frankie said doggedly.

*' Yes, he did dear and now "

"Has he been rude to you?" Frankie

asked, his ideas of grief being somewhat
limited.

" No, dear, but I am beginning to think he

has forgotten me."
" Oh no ! Miss Amy, he could not do that,"

he answered confidently.

" I am afraid he has. I am afraid he has

met some one nicer and better than I am."
" I don't believe it," Frankie said again,

this time angrily.

The child's talk pleased her strangely. He
appeared so sorry for her, and so anxious to

comfort her, if he only knew how. She
looked away for a little, and suddenly she

felt a small hand slipped into her own, so

gently and so shyly. Poor little Frankie

meant kindly, and was greatly taken aback
to find himself clasped again in the girl's

arms, whilst her tears came faster. He felt

very much inclined to cry too.

" Won't you always love me, Frankie ?
"

" Yes," he said simply.

" Would you be very sorry if I went away
from here ?

"

" Don't go, please. Miss Amy!" P^rankie

said, all alarmed, as he nestled close to

her.

She was strangely comforted! a child's love,

if rarely very lasting, is better than none, and

just now it was very sweet.

At length she asked him about his new top

to dispel the cloud from his young face, and
immediately an exhaustive explanation was
given of the mechanism of that most wonder-

ful toy. " It was the very strangest top, you

had only to pull a cord and it went off with

such a jolly hum."
Frankie staid indoors with Amy all that

day, not once wishing to join the other boys

in their games outside, and she felt thankful

for her little comforter.

Jeannie Melton wrote often to her, so also

did Tom. In their letters they gradually

mentioned Beverly with less frequency, and

after a time they rarely alluded to him.

Amy conjured up wonderful possible and im-

possible contingencies to account for their

silence, and for Charley's seeming negligence.

She did her duty—overdid it, indeed, in her

restless craving after occupation which
might help to dull the mental pain that was
always present with her. Mis. Black knew
the first rest in her life from the date of her

niece's arrival, and accorded her all the

affection she was capable of. It was pleasant

for Amy to know that she was not working

altogether unappreciated, but poor Mrs.

Black's love was scarcely such as to satisfy

her heart-hunger. She missed the visits,

gloomy as they often were, of her sweet-

heart ; missed his tender love, even though
their meetings had often more of misery

than happiness in them.

Thinking of what might have been, how-
ever, does not assist one very much in

undertaking what is. Life anywhere, apart

from the object of one's affections may not

be altogether enjoyable, but in Duncastle

it was a more than ordinary bore. Amy
endeavoured to fill up her time as well as

the very limited sphere she moved in

would allow. She went about in the village

a good deal, and made many true, if humble,

friends. The women were more tractable

than the men, and always welcomed her
;

with them she was quite a favourite. She
was rather diffident in endeavouring to

" improve the occasion " with the masculme
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portion of the community, after an interview

she had had with the local tinker.

He was a man of sporting tastes, and the

higher branches of the chase being above

his reach, he concentrated his energies on

the rather humble, but to him intensely

interesting, pastime of rat-hunting. For this

purpose he kept a bull-terrier of the best

breed and pedigree. The animal was
treated with a solicitude becoming his illus-

trious lineage, and his condition was in

marked contrast with the pinched, half-fed

look of his master's children. The clergy-

man and the doctor, had remonstrated with

him in vain, and they waited as a deputation

on Amy, to obtain her influence in securing

the surrender of the dog.

In compliance with the request, Amy
called at the sportsman's cottage, and felt

rather frightened at the task she had under-

taken. After several timid remarks, she

informed the tinker that she had been
commissioned to make him an offer for his

dog.

" I won't sell him," the man returned

sullenly.

" But I can give you a good price, and
with the money you can dress the children

better, and send them to school for a

quarter."

" Don't want to send the gossoons to

school."

" Well, you could buy some nice little

things for your cottage."

" Ugh !
" contemptuously.

" But you might do something with the

money that would be more useful."

" What ?"

Though Amy felt a Httle put out by the

fellow's rude manner, she determined to do
her best.

" Why you could—buy a pig," she said,

desperately, hoping to stumble on something
which would arouse his interest.

" Well, danged if that isn't good, miss !

''

the tinker said, with a laugh. "I would
look well on Sundays, wouldn't I, going to

the bog meadows to kill rats with a pig ?"

This settled the matter, and Amy left

discomfited.

Mrs. Black was deeply grieved to notice

that the girl's health rapidly failed from the

time of her coming to Duncastle. She did

not complain, or seem to suffer from any
definite illness, but a nerveless lassitude

grew upon her, and she became thin and
white, her cheeks slowly lost their soft out-

line, and her tender blue eyes assumed an
unpleasant brightness. The doctor, who
had also a sincere regard for Amy, was
much exercised over the matter, and
frequently spoke to Mrs. Black about her.

He knew that the only remedy he could

prescribe was change of air and scene,

and that this was precisely the one which
could not be administered. They had many
consultations on the subject, and frequently

inquired from Amy if anything could be

done for her, and if she felt ill. They were

always told that she was not ill, and that

there was nothing that she wished for.

"She is fretting about something" the doc-

tor said to his wife one evening, " and she is

more than likely to fret herself into consump-
tion."

" I thought people did not do those things

now-a-days " the lady answered.
" My dear, there are certainly a great

many people now-a-days who are innocuous

to mental ailment," the doctor said, a little

tartly, " because you see they have very

little mind to be diseased, but this girl is

not such an one."

Duncastle in summer was dull, in winter

was abysmal. The long, dark evenings, too,

were not suitable to the requirements of a

household numbering so many juvenile mem-
bers as that of the Blacks. The youngsters

romped furiously about, and made as much
noise as they were capable of. They clam-

bered up the stairs, and fell down them with

great regularity, and kicked the paper off

the walls, and the paint off the doors with

equal industry. Mr. Black swore a little—it

seemed to ease his mind. Mrs. Black scolded

a great deal—it seemed to ease her's.

Amy still watched the post hour with

interest, watched and waited for what rarely

came. Her health became worse, and Mrs.

Black was more alarmed. The doctor was
called in, and could prescribe nothing but

change of air and tonics. Tonics were

possible, but change of air was not, so

tonics were resorted to, and change of air

was dispensed with.

One evening Amy was very low and ill,

and kept her room. She had been trying to

read, but found no interest in the book, and
felt so lonely that she was communing with

herself as to the advisability of going down
to seek the company of Mrs. Black, when that

person knocked loudly at her door, and with-

out waiting for permission to enter, hurriedly

ran into the room.
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" Amy, dear, there is a young gentleman

below waiting to see you !

"

Amy was interested. It was something in

Duncastle to have anyone call, young or old,

and she exclaimed with some eagerness

" Who is he, Mrs. Black ? What is he

like ? Where does he come from ? " All

three questions in a breath.

Mrs. Black answered the last first.

"He comes from Arkford."

" Oh ! Mrs. Black."

"Good gracious, child ! what is the matter?"

" Nothing," Amy answered, with a gasp.

"He is a nice gentleman, indeed," Mrs.

Black went on, answering the second question,

and forgetting the first and most important

one.

Amy rose from the bed where she had

been resting and took Mrs. Black's hand in

both her own. Then she asked in a weak,

quivering voice, stopping at every word

—

" What—is—his—name ?
"

" Oh ! his name," Mrs. Black said, indiffer-

ently—I forgot that—Mr. Jones Lord
bless me! she has fainted."

( To be continued.)

> > <

ANOTHER LEAF FROM MY JOURNAL.

Tuesday, June 12th, 1883.—Yesterday we

all went in a body to picnic at a lovely

place called Hallbys, a sort of tiny settle-

ment which, by the greatest stretch of

courtesy, you could not term village, since

it does but consist of a rambling old farm-

house and a few wooden cottages in its im-

mediate vicinity. A modern Arcadia in its

way, it is about six miles and a-half as the

crow flies from Wish}'', and quite close to

Bolarfve, a hamlet proper as marked by its

church.

Being invited to spend a whole long day

—

come to breakfast, in fact—we elected not

to walk along the dusty high road, under a

broiling sun, and so fag ourselves, but to

take the early train.

Twenty minutes past seven, or 7.20 a.m.

as the time-tables say, found us assembled at

the railway station, a chattering, rollicking

tribe of merry hearts, enjoying to the full and

reveUing gladly in the early June sunshine.

It really seemed as though every friend we
possessed was on the same pleasure bent

—

at least forty, mostly young folk, were going,

for these Swedes are hospitable to a degree,

never doing things by halves. They like a

goodly company. So do I.

The station is built on an eminence—

I

forget how many feet above the level of the

sea, but thence we stood looking at the

wavelets' flashing azure, just tipped with the

tiniest of foamy white crests, lapping the

rocky shore with a gentle murmur highly

conducive to somnolence. A few boats were

idly moving along, their canvas sails out-

spread to catch any passing breeze. It was

such a fair picture we were loth to take our

eyes therefrom.

But the minutes flew on, and we must
prepare for an immediate departure, for

time and trains wait no man's convenience.

Therefore, we entered the booking-office, an

uninviting, painfully bare apartment, which

apparently served as general waiting-room,

parcel depot, left luggage and cloak depart-

ment. In very deed it was a sleepy world of

dreams. We purchased our tickets of an

official who, as far as I could discern, com-
bined the onerous duties of stationmaster,

booking-clerk, porter, and I don't know how
many other functionaries. Motives of politi-

cal economy must urge the directors on to

this ultra-frugality, and I conjured them up
as lean, hungry-visaged men, with long bony

fingers extended to clutch at the yellow root

of all evil. However, the general factotum

before us, somewhat corpulently made,

looked very generous, with a hail-fellow-well-

met air in his polite bearing.

The platform, primitive to a degree, was
gravelly, and on a level with the lines, so w^e

must perforce climb up into the train. In

all my life I never saw a more makeshift ter-

minus, but then the traffic is inconsiderable.

Count and Countess UUa had come to see

their daughters and the whole party start

;

they themselves were to drive over in good
time for luncheon and witness our outdoor

theatricals, which took the form of a pastoral

play, the leading role of a lonely shepherdess

being mine.
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*' Are you Mell up in your part, Engd-

skan ? " asked the Count, in his jovial way,

laughing.
" I think so," was my calmly dignified

reply. " I have studied it hard these three

weeks."
" Only every time she should say eight,

lilia EvgeJskan says early in the morning,

and, instead of the messenger, she substitutes

the shop walked quickly to the river !
" struck

in Majken Ulla, laughing delightedly at my
mistakes.

There was a whistle, a shrill scream, a

hubbub of human voices, and the mighty iron

monster puffed majestically into the station.

I regarded it rather suspiciously—it looked

so lazy, not like our English engines, trim,

neat, in good hands, and ready for any

amount of pressure the driver chose to put

upon it. Nevertheless, I followed my fellow-

travellers' example, and leaped into the

compartment.

Waving our hands and shouting an rcvoir

to the Count and Countess, we were off at

last, but slowly, very slowly. With a con-

tented sigh I settled myself in a corner, half

listening to the noisy laughter of my com-

panions ; only faintly comprehending their

rapid conversation, I could not enter into

their fun. Half lost in the land of Prester

John, I stared through the open windows at

the woods stretching far away on either

side, deliciously fragrant in their glorious

summer beauty. Three or four miles we
were whirled at an indifferent pace, through

a magnificent pine forest, in which cattle

browsed indolently, with here and there a

clearing where wheat or grass throve

beautifully.

Slower and slower we journeyed, till I was
impelled into remarking, with as much
sarcasm as I could possibly throw into my
tones, " They are surely over-solicitous for

the safety of passengers on this line, at any

rate. How many miles an hour do we go?"
" Nine," said Anna Fohstrom promptly.

"It used to be fourteen, but there was an

accident two years ago, and since then the

speed has been decreased."

" So it seems," I answered, with fine irony-

" we are not likely to run the gauntlet ot

such a calamity again. Perhaps we shall

stop altogether just now. I should really

prefer to get out and walk the rest part of

the journey."

Scarcely had I given utterance to the

words, in execrable Swedish, before we came

to a complete standstill, then there was a

loud banging as of compartment doors. None
knowing what to make of this performance,

we sat and silently gazed at each other in a

ludicrously inane fashion.

" Mina darner'" (ladies), said a gruff voice,

good-humouredly, whereupon we all turned

in the direction whence the sounds proceed-

ed. A grimy black face, out of which peeped
two merry blue eyes, poked itself in at the

window, smiling gaih'. It was the stoker,

regarding us mirthfully, doubtless amused at

our apprehensive anxiety.

"What has happened?" demanded two

or three in a breath.

" Nothing, save we have to take in a little

water, mina darner, and must therefore delay

ten minutes or so. If you choose, you have
plenty of time to get out and gather a few

Saint Peter's Keys !
" With that he marched

on to the next compartment.
" Saint Peter's Keys !" I gasped. "Cousin

Karl, what in the world did the fellow mean ?
"

"Those purple flowers over yonder,

"

laughed Karl, nodding his head indicatively
;

" do you see them growing amongst the

bracken fern ?
"

" Ah ! I see. Let us gather some, they

are such a beautiful blue, and group them
with cowslips in a bouquet. Come on,

Karl—pleascvreach my basket from the rack.'

Descending the uncertain steps, we
scampered across the sward and fell to

plucking the dainty blossoms in eager haste,

making merry over the unprecedented delay,

and levelling poor satire at the expense of

conductor, stoker, driver, and railway

directors indiscriminately. Then the u histle

sounded, and pell-mell we rushed back to

regain our former places. Another twenty

minutes and the train was again brought to

a full stop some distance past Lanna. They
are very accommodating to set one down at

any expressed point after the style of a tram.

Thence we trudged about two miles through

the wood, and just as half-past eight chimed
from a distant clock, we entered the Hallbys

domain—so lovely I was dumb with ad-

miration.

The long avenue of stately horse-chestnuts

was one mass of pink-white bloom, at the

farthest end of which lilacs and delightful

syringa in plenteous blossoms forced their

way in at the open windows and grew saucily

beside the door. On the old-fashioned lawn
tiny parterres were marked out, riotously

over-run with late spring and early summer
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flowers. Our kindly hostess and her daugh-

ters greeted us boisterously on the steps,

bade us remove our light walking attire, and

attend to the breakfast awaiting quick dis-

cussion. This we were nothing loth to do,

and the good things disappeared with mar-

vellous rapidity. Afterwards we rambled

about the woods, hunted ferns, played tennis,

croquet, and other\\i£e disported ourselves

till luncheon,whereat the whole of the numer-

ous guests were present. Everybody had a

great deal to say, and more to hear; some

criticised the surrounding scenery, others

endeavoured to provoke mirth by making

century-old jests, while little cousin Karl re-

lated time-worn anecdotes for Eugehkan and

a select circle of his friends. Then came

the great event of the da}-—our amateur

theatricals, " A Maid Forlorn."

We who were in the caste adjourned to

our several tents behind the stage erected

nearly at the end of the avenue, with drop-

curtain and everything an fait. The specta-

tors flocked up and seated themselves on

camp-stools, wooden benches, or folding

chairs, to witness the somewhat bizarre

performance.

The first act passed off very smoothly

indeed. I made my rustic courtesy to a

couple of squires, a sportsman, a haughty

graude dame, and a king with a gold paper

crown. The few lines that fell to my lot

were tripped out fairly correct, though the

pronunciation was faulty.

In the second act my troubles began. I

had to drive three lambs across the stage,

and one grew fractious. He bleated woe-

fully, and, eluding my efforts to catch him in

my arms, ran through an opposite wing. Of
course there was a roar of laughter at my
expense when, crook in hand, I returned to

confabulate with my Lubin, picturesquely

got up in every colour of the rainbow.
" How many crowns hast thou earned this

day ? " questioned Lubin gravely—" thou

flighty one, how many ?"

^^ Early in the morning!'' I responded,
wrongly pronouncing the word dtta as otta,

whereupon there was a huge burst of merri-

ment, to my utter discomfiture.
''• Engelskan means eight—eight crowns!"

screamed Majken Ulla, by way of enlighten-

ing the rest of the audience.

I bit my lip angrily, and determined to

retrieve my laurels forfeited a moment ago.

Keeping careful guard over my tongue, I

managed very well till the king entered in flow-

ing robes, bordered wiih mock ermine and
flimsy paper crown. Possibly his overwhelm-

ing majesty awed me— I do not know, but

directly he addressed me the next lines com-
pletely fled my memory.

" Come hither, thou maid forlorn," he

commanded, " we have heard much of thee.

What wilt thou ?"

^^ The sJiop Jias gone dozen to the riverside!'^

I responded, muddling my answer up with

one from the the third act, giving an incorrect

accentuation also. Our audierce laughed

again at my expense.
" You needn't make fun of me," I said re-

proachfully, " it is dreadfully difficult "—their

mirth only waxed the louder—" and I cannot

remember any more of my part."

By a mighty effort the whole play was got

through, and, triumphantly successful, we all

retired, bowing our gracious thanks to the

applauding as lenient audience. The pro-

ceedings terminated with a recitation, written

in English by my fifteen-year-old cousin

Karl. He said the verses were translated—

I

maintain them to be strictly original

:

If thou wert a pea,

And myself a dove,

I came straight to thee

On the wings of love :

I should kiss thy cheek,
Take thee to my nest,

Clasp thee to my breast.

If thou wert a leaf.

And myself a gale.

As a happy thief

Just escaped from th' jail,

I should snatch my prey.
Fly with thee away

—

Be so glad, so glad.

Be so mad, so mad.

I could hardly continue, the verse was
so ridiculous, and wondered vaguely as to

what correlation there could possibly be

between a gale and a happy thief.

^^ Engelskan—cousin Amy!" shouted Karl,

in a furious passion, "you are a horrid

creature ! My verses are good."

The audience turned to look at the youth-

ful poet who had such a good opinion of his

own production. They were vastly amused,
and with one accord bade me go on :

If thou wert a rose,

I a busy bee.

Then my little nose
E'er should cling to thee :

Thou shouldst be my hive

—

O, how I should thrive !

Sheltered from the shower
By my lovely flower.
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If thou wert a wave,
And myself its strand,

I would be thy slave,

Fettered by thy band
;

Light this band would be,

I should feel so free.

Listening to thy song
Night and day along.

" Karl, oh ! Karl," muttered Herman, in a

very audible stage whisper, " my dear boy,

I am astonished. Such consummate rubbish

—bah ! sentimentality from an embryo
lawyer ! Some bright eyes have witched

him who should be bullet-proof."

" He is so glad, so glad—he is so mad, so

mad !" chanted Majken Ulla merrily, which

little rally had the effect of stirring the on-

lookers to convulsive hilarity. Democritus

the Abderite held both their sides for a full

two minutes.

Karl was thoroughly exasperated, his

risible faculties had died a temporary death.
•' Shut up !" he cried angrily, " and don't in-

terrupt Engelskan.''

Half choked with suppressed laughter I

continued

:

Yet my hope is vain

—

Thou from me art gone,

Comest not back again,

I must stay alone.

Stream, O tears, a flood,

Heart pour out thy blood
;

Now is gone my mirth

—

Open thee, O earth !

" That last verse was rather uncertain on

its legs," cried Garda, as I concluded my
recitation.

" Why didn't you set it to music, Karl?"

inquired Majken the irrepressible.

" How your wits do wander far afield !"

said her sister Alva, who loves to tease the

poor boy.
"

' Open thee, O earth !' was a most extra-

ordinary wind up—affecting tc a degree,"

supplemented Herman, making a great

pretence of weeping.

But for an answer Karl the persecuted

turned on his heel sharply and walked away
in the direction of the beech avenue, there

to meditate over human gratitude. He is a

bit of a cynic now and then in his quaint

way.

Day sunk gently into the arms of her ebon
sister Night, and we began to think of journey-

ing homewards. Just before we started we all

mounted a ledge of rock where sounds will

echo clearly, and sang a grand if simple

evening song. How the beautiful Swedish
voices rang out sweetly silver-toned as a

chime of bells on the still summer air,

gradually swelling from softest carol to

noble chant, then sinking to a low burden
that was almost a sob. They seemed to

transport one into an unknown region of

peace where happiness and contentment
reigned supreme.

As under a potent spell, we remained quiet

a space, and, as a gentle zephyr fanned our
faces lightly, rose to go regretfully.

There being no train back to Wisby at

that hour—nine o'clock—a few intended to

ride home, the others to drive in com-
pany. I chose to do the former, a3 being

more to my pleasure than jogging in a

clumsy carriage over deep-rutted roads.

Donning our habits, we equestrians vaul'ed

into our respective saddles and dashed be-

hind those who drove at a smart pace, then

cantered on ahead. Suddenly Majken Ulla

drew rein. " Hark !
" she said, and we all

stood still.

There was a noisy rattle not unfamiliar to

our ears, more and more distinct for every

breath, and lo ! coming madly along the

road that branched off to the right was our

never-to-be-forgotten hero of the boneshaker.

So weird he appeared in the bright moon-
light, so intent upon his work—it was naught
else—that we were dumb—fascinated. Turn-

ing the sharp angle bravely, on he went with

unslackened speed, riding as for dear life.

With a whoop that echoed and resounded

through the woods, we galloped after him,

half expecting a repetition of the Student

Alleen episode, and were not disappointed.

We rode to the right of him, rode to the

left of him, before and behind him, in a

fashion which seemed to please and flatter

the hero mightily. He smirked and grinned,

bridled and pedalled away at his machine

with untiring assiduity worthy of a better

cause.

" Herr Velocipede!" cried little Karl, " be

thou careful of this incline, it is dangerous

to thee."

Heedless of the injunction, he of the bone-

shaker, if anything, increased his velocity,

clapped spurs to his horse, so to speak, and,

putting on a spurt, descended the hill at a

great rate, we following after him post-haste.

As Karl predicted, the foolish fellow came
to grief. Half-way down the incline he ran

with tremendous force against a meek cow,

evidently strayed from a neighbouring farm-

stead, and too bewildered by his sudden

appearance to quit the road. Over they
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toppled, man and boneshaker, the former

lying so still we thought he was dead. How-
ever, he was only stunned, and a few minutes

suffered to restore his consciousness.

Boy fashion, Karl leapt from his horse and

ran to the tiny stream to fill his student cap

—the only available vessel—with water, while

Herman and old Kris assisted the fallen hero

once more to regain his feet.

Countess UUa was so apprehensive for the

man's safety that she wanted to give him a

seat in her char-\-banc, a kindly offer he

courteously declined, rather electing to re-

mount and finish his ride.

Laughing heartily over the rencontre, we
also continued our way, and when the Sankt

Maria bells were chiming ten passed under

the East Gate to enter again the once fa-

mous, now ruined, Rome of the North.

Ah ! me— *vhat a pity it is one cannot

always be young and happy as we were that

summer day. —Amy Ilnrlston.

> • <

THE ANNUAL BALL OF THE PLANTAGENETS B.C.

It had come at last. The evening that I

had been looking forward to for days, weeks,

even months. Who could have gone to the

ball of the Plantagenets Bicycle Club in

1884 and not look forward to its repetition in

1885 ? Could one forget the fair partners,

the floor that one could have seen oneself in,

but preferred to see one's partner, the bril-

liant room which was filled with the beauty

and chivalry of cycling, the eyes that " looked

love to eyes which spake again," or the band
which gave fresh beauties to " Mia Cara" and
" Les Sourires," and saddened one even while

waltzing with the lightest and fairest in the

room ? Impossible. No one who tasted of

these delights could forget them, and a man
would have been foolish not to drink again

from such a cup of nectar when he had the

chance.

The evening of its repetition had again

come, and I was whirling along in a hansom
cab, attired in the sombre garb which men
in civilised countries don for evening wear.

I was alone, but I felt sure that as soon as I

got to Willis's Rooms, where the ball was to

take place, I should meet members of both

sexes whom I knew, and who would introduce

me to partners in the event ofmy not knowing
enough. The cab drove me into St. James's

Street, where a long string of vehicles waited

to put down their light-hearted loads at the

door to which I was making. I waited my
turn and entered the portals as I heard the

first waltz strike up. I hastily disposed of

my coat and hat before any of the men in

front of me had time to disrobe themselves,

and, having started, drawing on one glove,

ran lightly up stairs to the ball-room to fill

up my programme to my own satisfaction,

The man at the barrier at the top of the

stairs looked at my ticket, and then at me in

rather a surprised way, and, after requesting

me to wait a moment, went away. Presently

I heard a voice say, " All right! let him in,"

and he came back again to tell me to go

through after handing me a programme.

The brilliancy of the lights dazzled me at

first so that few objects in the room appeared

distinct, but, when I became accustomed

to the glare, I found that the band was not

playing, and in the interval between two

dances the people were sauntering about. 1

also found that a great many of them had

stopped walking, and were calmly staring at

me as if I were a strange creature, instead of

a very ordinary young dancing man. I re-

gretted their rudeness, and my modesty for-

bidding me to retaliate in the same way, I

turned round and strolled out at the door.

As soon as the next waltz struck up I again

entered the room, thinking that the dance

would be more to the liking of these manner-

less individuals than 3taring at me; but judge

of my surprise when I saw the first man who
passed me was in cycling costume. What
could the committee be thinking of to allow

such a thing, I thought, and, while debating

whether to turn him out myself or not, I

suddenly came to the conclusion that the

whole of the men in the room were attired in

the same garb. No wonder I was stared at

for being in ordinary evening dress. I suppose

I was looked upon in the same light as a man
would be if he appeared aloce in cycling

costume in a room full of men in black cloth.

I was inclined to pity the ladies at first, but

they seemed to take it as a matter of course,

and, if my eyes did not deceive me, some fe
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had put on their riding dresses as well, for

dusty patches suggesting oil, tailor-made

costumes and divided skirts—if such a thing

can be detected—flitted hither and thither

among the knee-breeched men.
My first surprise left me gazing at this

strange sight, and though my programme
still remained in my hand, I was not equal

to moving from my position to get dances,

although I recognised several faces I knew,

What had come to these men? Were they

completely mad, or had something in the

air touched their brains for a time, which
would leave them again in their right minds?
If they recovered their senses during the

evening I pitied them. I had heard of men
going to balls in cycling dress, but never

believed a hundred or so would agree to

make themselves look so foolish. It was
such an extraordinary sight that I made up
my mind not to join in their revels : if a

girl liked one of these men to dance with, I

knew she would not care about me for a

partner, so I just took a seat, and noticed

everything that went on, and picked out those

that I knew personally or by sight.

Here was C. W. Nairn, who always talked

a great deal about the freemasonry of the

wheel—though he never advocated cycling

dress for a ball-room—partner to a young
and ardent dancer well worthy of his

powers. He was in a Cyclists' Touring
Club costume of grey, with grey stockings,

and dancing pumps. He wore, unlike some
others, a linen collar and cuffs, and white

kid gloves, and looked well for a man in that

garb, but not like C. W. Nairn in evening

dress. He seemed to be perfectly comfort-

able, however, and was talking away to his

partner as if nothing strange was happening.
He saw me as he passed, and was going to

nod, but suddenly catching sight of my
dress, stopped short, and made some remark
to his partner about me, for she immediately
looked at me with surprise.

Here was C. E. Liles in the same style,

dancing as he alone can, making his way
round the room by strides too large for any-

one else to attempt. The difference in the

lower part of his anatomy's usual appear-

ance was not so marked, for, from the style

of trousers that he had been in the habit

of wearing, he had evidently anticipated a

move such as this.

F. E. S. Perry, attired in blue, soon came
into sight, and I contrasted his present

appearance with that of last year. He was

dancing with a lady also in blue, who was
evidently a tricyclist, wearing a riding dress,

for in the first place it was too long, too

thick, and too high for anything but

tricycling, and in the second several large

spots of grease adorned the front and
flounces, making her in appearance a

partner with whom it would be a doubtful

privilege to dance with.

One man I noticed who had evidently

ridden there. He wore a brown riding suit,

with stockings to match, walking shoes that

might have been clean once, but now bore no

trace of such a -luxury, a pair of huge
gauntleted gloves that when new were white,

and though I could only see the collar of his

un Jer-garment, that stamped it as being

from the depot of Dr. Jaeger. He was
thoroughly at home in the ball-room, and as

he did not feel the weight of his own boots,

or the rough state of the floor after his feet

had glided thereon, nothing interfered with

his enjoyment.

A. M. Bolton, W.lMcCandlish, the Elegant

Swingtoes, and all other dancing men who
attend cycling balls were there in the ap-

proved costume, and hosts of men whom I

knew by sight passed me as I sat there. The
girls whom I expected to dance with all passed

me by, and though stewards and men I knew
came up now and again to offcir to introduce

me to partners, the tone of their voices told

me that nothing but a sense of duty would

have persuaded them to make such an offer,

so I declined with thanks, preferring my soli-

tary seat and memories of past dances to join-

ing the motley group so ridiculous in my eyes.

" Dream Faces," well played by the band,

recalled old scenes, and the faces of these

men and women present disappeared, and

others that were once real took their places.

" Mia Cara's" soft strain floated through the

room for this assemblage to dance to. If I

could have rescued it from their sacrilegious

touch I would. The idea was horrible. I

had danced it with a woman who came near

enough perfection in the art for any mortal,

however fastidious, in this very room, and
now to have to listen to its strains accom-
panied by the clatter of thick boots and
loud-voiced females who combined riding

and dancing in an evening's entertainment.

I heard " Les Sourires," a waltz which
Waldteufel has hardly, if ever, surpassed,

but the smiles which had always been asso-

ciated with it were absent. " Myosotis " was
there, again calling up old memoiies and
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faces that luckily found no place in that room.

The "Lancers," from Caruteit, was danced,

but in the place of lightly-tripping feet I

heard a sound as of sabots, and everyone

rushed at the figures with the determination

of getting very hot and very tired.

A sort of fascination kept me there against

my will, and I felt it was impossible to leave

the scene of revelry. Half-way through the

evening, however, I moved from my seat,

and passed into the side room that is lighted

dimly, and always has comfortable seats

placed round, conducive to confidential con-

versation. Here I found a number of

chaperones, and for a change I sat down and

listened to what they had to say. One
handsome old lady was holding forth about

the horrible change that had come over

dances and balls, and with a tongue which

could be, and was, severe, held up to ridi-

cule the appearance of the men, and some of

the women. She called it conceit on the

men's part wearing knee-breeches, and said

that if they could but see themselves with

her eyes they would discard them at once

and for ever. She described how bandy-

legged one man was, how knock-kneed

another; how one man endeavoured to solve

the question as to the best disposal of his

feet, and suggested that he should try the

receptacles which usually contained his

hands. She had, it seemed, never been to a

cycling ball before, and she vowed it was the

last time she would attend one, orchaperone

any more girls. Her disgust of the ladies

who were wearing riding dresses was very

fine, and I only regretted none of them heard

her. The other ladies who listened were

mild, and took her remarks quietly ; but I

was glad to notice that before I left the room
several of the dancers entered and spoke to

them, so that I felt that, being women, all

they had heard would be repeated afterwards

to their hopeful sons and daughters.

Without entering the ball-room again, I

passed through into the refreshment rooms
with some curiosity to see whether any more
new regulations were in vogue. There I

found the dancers heated in the fray— for

hey could call it nothing else—cooling them,

selves as well as a small space and a large

crowd would permit. Very substantial sup-

pers seemed necessary to recruit the strength

of all; even the ladies who at dances used to

exist on excitement and a glass of water I

found hard at work on plates of edibles

which most dancing men in the old time

would have thought twice about before at-

tacking. The men, after they had refreshed

themselves with a heavy supper, all produced
cigars, cigarettes, and even pipes, and started

smoking as a matter of course, while chatting

in a careless way to their partners. I mar-

velled at the primitive simplicity of these

children of nature. The ladies seemed to

enjoy a mixture of smoke and supper, or

smoke and conversation, and were hail-fel-

low-well-met with everyone who would meet
them on an equality. My wonder was that

cigarettes did not form part of their refresh-

ment, but remembering that they would dance
with these men afterwards, I came to the

conclusion that they would then inhale

enough smoke from their partners to satisfy

their likings. Courtesy on my part, and a

desire not to appear conspicuous by speaking

to such an extraordinary being on theirs,

forbade our entering into conversation, for

both of which reasons I was thankful.

The racing woman, the hard-riding womar,
the woman who sought publicity in the papers

were all here, and all talked in a loud tone of

voice to anyone and everyone who would

listen. I noticed that these all had fine sus-

ceptibilities on some points, for both the

racing woman and the hard-riding woman
gave forth that they would never race or ride

on the road unless accompanied by their

brothers, fathers, or husbands ; and the

woman who sought publicity in the papers

was very indignant because some man had
the audacity to comment on her doings in a

paper which was not friendly to her. I had

heard of these feminine monstrosities with

shuddering, and though always glad to in-

crease my knowledge on most subjects, re-

gretted that members of the sex that should

set men an example in softness and modesty

should fall so low. I fancied I heard one

woman call a fellow near " old man," but I

cannot swear to this, and give her the benefit

of the doubt. I wondered, if such an expres-

sion became general between women and

men, whether the former would soon be

termed "old woman" or "old girl," a form

of words which would at first jar on those

who have been used to see woman treated

with gentleness and courtesy by the opposite

sex.

But this interesting study grew wearisome

at last, and I again sought the ball-room,

where I could, at least, be with my own
thoughts. Here I found a new-fangled dance,

composed of the waltz, the polka, the galop,
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the quadrille, the Lancers and the Cale-

donians, in full swing. The M.C. gave out

at the beginning of each figure directions for

the guidance of the dancers—directions that

were a necessity. I forget the name of this

mixture, if I ever heard it, but it was com-

posed, it seemed, for the express purpose of

mystifying everybody, and for the M.C. to

show his skill in getting everyone, at the end

of each figure, into their right positions. I

always thought the waltz, the polka, and the

three squares mentioned above enough for

an ordinary individual; but I suppose when
people dance in cycling costumes they wish

to have a dance manufactured on purpose.

The Master of Ceremonies—a position

easily filled, judging by the absence of cere-

mony in most of the company— I did not

discover until the dance just mentioned.

Whether he was a cyclist or not I cannot say
;

but his dress was a pleasing mixture of

cycling and every-day dress. He wore dark

knickerbockers and stockings, patent leather

boots with very thick soles and heels, a frock-

coat, and an elaborate tie of scarlet silk.

He was greatly admired by all present, and
still more so by himself, and took every

opportunity of gazing on his manly form

reflected in the mirrors arranged round the

room. The creakings of his boots could be

heard distinctly from one end of the room
to the other, a weakness or strength in the

soles of his boots that he was rather proud
of than otherwise.

The excitement of watching the marvel-

lous gyrations of the company present left

me completely exhausted ; and partly from
the fear of falling asleep on the seat in

which I had ensconced myself on my return

to the ball-room, and partly from a feeling

of weariness in watching extraordinary an-
tics which were neither graceful nor amus-
ing, I determined to return home. There
was no need for me to say any farewells in

that room, for no regrets on my part or on
the part of those present would accompany
my departure; so when the band struck up
" La Reine des Pres," and the clatter of
the soles and the gaspings of the dancers
began, I glided out of the door sadly and*

silently, with sorrow at my heart and indig-

nant words in my mouth that dancing should
have sunk so low. I descended the stairs

with a far heavier heart than when I as-

cended them four short hours before; and
having wrapped myself up against the night
air, I hailed a hansom passing, and returned
home. Thus ended the first ball that I had
attended without being one of the most
energetic dancers in the room, and without
being the first there and the last to leave.

Of coarse the above was a dream.
Readers by this time must be fully prepared
at the end of my startling revelation or
narrative to find that everything occurred
during sleep. I know it is usual to give a
reason for such a dream ; but as pork chops
is the only indigestible dish I can think of

now—and I detest and avoid it— I merely
say, without accounting for such a night-

mare, that the above all took place in an
ordinary every-day dream. Whether the
fashion favoured by a few bold men of

wearing cychng costume at balls will ever
become popular I cannot say ; but with a
better opinion of politeness in the male sex
than others seem to have, I feel pretty cer-

tain in my own mind that it will not.

—Kris Marlowe.

THE NT.C. PATENT REVERSIBLE CLUB BADGE.

— OBVERSE —REVERSE

(blue-ribbon contingent) (blue-ruin COrMTINGENTy

Chacun a son gout.
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BOWLED OUT BY "THE PRIVATE SECRETARY."

When first I bad written this tale I didn't

know what to call it. VVilkins (my oldest

friend) suggested " How we were Had on the

Hop," but 1 preferred something I had

thought of myself. I didn't want to have

Wilkins in it at all. When I had done more

than half of it, he came to me and said, "Let's

be joint authors!'

I said "I didn't quite understand."

"Ob," he said, "like Harry J. Swindiey

and Curtis James, you know, 'Found

Drowned' style."

But still I couldn't see it, and I remained

sole author of this tale, and called it as above.

The " Private Secretary " referred to, you

must know, was a member of our cycling

club ; he wasn't really a secretary, private or

otherwise, that was only what we called him.

He was really a clerk in a Government office,

a kind of " Somerset House young man," in

fact. I will tell you how he got his name.

It was at a general meeting of the club that

he first appeared. He had been elected a

member a week or so previous. Only one

fellow knew him, and he proposed him.

"What sort of a fellow is he ?" asked the

others.

"Oh," said his proposer, "he's all right.

He has just come up from the country, so he's

rather quiet."

Someone seconded him, and he was duly

elected. When we arrived at headquarters

on the evening I mentioned, we saw a fellow

standing at the foot of the stairs trying to

get out of a huge mackintosh.

" That must be George Roberts, our new

member," said the captain to me ; "doesn't

he look like a curate in that long coat and

low hat ?"

He certainly did. We went upstairs and

into the meeting room. Most of the fellows

had already arrived, and the room was pretty

full. We took a seat. A moment later there

came a quiet tap at the door. " Come in," we

shouted. The door opened and in stepped

the new member, still wearing the long coat.

He walked straight up to the only man he

knew, and after shaking hands, said, " Do
you know I couldn't get this coat off, will

you give me a help ?" He had hardly got

the words out of his mouth, when such a

roar went up from the fellows present that

made the chandeliers rock—" making the

welkin ring " was a fool to it. All the fellows

who had been to see the play at the Globe

went into fits of laughter, and those who
hadn't been laughed even louder than those

who had. I suppose they desired to be in

the swim, and I hope they found out after

what they had been laughing at. From that

day forth our new member was known as
" The Private Secretary."

At the time of which I write Wilkins and
I had got the cycling fever very bad. We
used to ride before breakfast nearly every

morning, and every evening, when the state

of the roads permitted, went for a good
spin. Of course, Saturdays were spent in

the same way. On that day we rode wet

or fine. Roberts was also very fond of

riding, and often went with us ; but he rode

so very slow. We always went out on the

scorch. At that time we were so infatuated

with cycling, that we almost formed our

opinion of a man by his riding abilities. A
good rider we venerated, a bad one we look-

ed down upon. Roberts was a bad rider,

ergo, we looked down upon him. He didn't

seem to mind it though. " George," we
would say, when out on a run, "we're

going on to catch that man in front, we'll

wait for you at so-and-so." " All right," he

would say, " go on, hope you'll catch him,"

and pedalled on quietly at the same easy

pace.

One evening Wilkins and I went to a kick-

up at a mutual friend's house in the suburbs.

Oar Private Secretary also went ; he was an

old acquaintance, it seemed. It was on that

evening that I first met Miss Maud Lewis

—

my host's daughter. I thought her an angel.

Even when I was escorting her to supper,

and she came down heavily on my best corn

but six, my opinion remained unaltered. It

is wonderful what a lot a fellow will bear

when he is in that condition. I don't mean
when a middle-weight girl is balancing her-

self on his most tender corn, but when he is

m so bad a state that he thinks her an angel.

As I said before, that is what I thought. So,

it seems, did Wilkins. In the cab, going

home, he said, " I say, old man, did you
notice Miss Lewis ? Isn't she a treat ?"

My reply to that question was, " What
shall we give the cabman ?"

I felt inclined to say, " Don't interfere with
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other people's property," but I didn't. The
largest ring you could form in a two-wheeler

would, I am afraid, hardly give scope to the

full abilities of the combatants. From that

day (or night, rather) Wilkins and I were

enemies. I longed, as it were, to have his

common plebeian ordinary or red " gaw,"

and I am sure he would have liked to have

spilled mine— that is the rare or ber-lew

ber-lud. After that eventful night we didn't

speak as we passed by.

It was some time before I heard of Miss

Lewis again, but one happy morning in the

balmy spring-time, when the birds were

—

no, it was in July—a letter came to me from

I\Ir. Lewis (her pa). It contained a lot of

news, and he wound up by asking why I

didn't run down to see them. " Ride over,"

he said—" I wonder you and your friend

Wilkins don't often have a ride down." My
friend Wilkins indeed— "Your rival Wil-

kins," he ought to have said. However, I

made up my mind to do as he suggested.

The following Monday would be Bank Holi-

day, and I would then ride down and have

a good day. The Saturday previous to that

day I spent in cleaning my machine. I had
a regular go in at it. Oh, how the hubs did

shine. Had the sun been much stronger I

should have had to have borrowed a pair of

blue spectacles to finish the work with.

How black my fingers were, too, after it. It

took me nearly three hours to callect the

spanners, screw-drivers, and rags I had used

in the process. I also had a brush up at my
uniform, and shone up the club badge. I

was resting from my arduous labours, ad-

miring my resplendent machine, and had

just wiped my manly brow, leaving several

streaks of black oil across my face in so

doing, when I heard someone open the side

gate, and a second later the " Private Secre-

tary " burst into view, and, seeing me, came
rushing across the garden, entirely regard-

less of flower-beds.

" I say, old fellow," he said, " can you

lend me a bell ? Mine's broken"—and, he

added, "you do look a masher, I must say."

I lent him the bell, and explained the

reason of my toffish appearance. He said

he was greatly obliged, and then informed

me that he had got a brand new " Humber"
tandem, and was going out on it on the

Monday. He then left in the same manner
as he came, only this time he included one

o'" two standard rose trees and a favourite

picotee in his line of route. I was astonished

at this unwonted behaviour
;

generally, he
was so quiet, but I had seen before that he
was not such a saintly fellow as we took him
for. One Saturday we started for a club

run to a little place about twenty miles

away. It was a miserable day, the roads
were very wet, and Wilkins, the Private

Secretary, and myself were the only ones
who turned out. It soon began to rain, and
the roads got worse and worse. When we
had gone about eight miles, Roberts said he
had had enough, and should turn back. We
laughed at him, and urged him to keep on,

but he was detei mined, and so we left him
and went on by ourselves. We had a most
awful grind, and when we got to our
journey's end found that the place wc had
intended to have had tea at had changed
hands since we were there last, and the

present owner didn't care a rap about
bicyclists. We had a very bad tea, and
then pUughed back. When we got to a pub.,

about half-a-mile from where we had left the

Private Secretary, we agreed to have a

drink. In we went, and ordered drinks,

when we heard sounds of merriment issuing

from the bar parlour. We peeped in. The
sight we saw fairly astonished us. In a

huge arm-chair, drawn up to the fire, sat

our fellow-clubman, a large pipe in his

mouth, and a glass (also a large one) which
he had just set down (empty) was by his

side. He was playing cards with two other

cyclists who were sitting one on each side ot

him, and they were evidently having a jolly

time of it, regardless of the pouring rain

outside. As soon as they saw us they

shouted to us to come in, and didn't they

just laugh at us when they heard what a

time we had had. Our man, it seemed, had
ridden back as far as the pub., and had
turned in there, and while discussing a sound
tea had been joined by the other two. After

tea, as it did not clear up, they agreed to

stay on an hour or so.

"What time are you going back?" we
asked; " we may as well ride back together."

" Ride back together be blowed !" said

the Private Sec, " I'm going to train it."

" So are we," said the other two, " why
don't you do the same ?"

But we refused. As we had gone so far,

we thought we might carry the thing through,

and we couldn't get any wetter than we
were. Sj off we started. On the way back,

there was a hill about a mile and a quarter

long, and we had to get off at the bottom to
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avoid a great patch of newly-laid stones. We
wheeled our machines through them, and

then tried to mount, but couldn't. Wilkins

stuck me on, and then tried to mount him-

self. But, what with the steepness of the

hill, the fearful state of the roads, and a wet

saddle, he couldn't do it. Then I put him

on, and tried to see if I could mount, but I

fared even worse than he did, for I made a

mess of it, came down anyside up, put my
lamp out, and tore my mackintosh in three

places. In the end we both walked, as

Wilkins found it impossible to ride through

the mud, and long before we reached home

we agreed that the Private Secretary had

had the best of us that time.

But to resume. On the Monday morn-

ing I had an early breakfast, and set

off for Mr. Lewis's. It was very warm
then. Later on it got worse. I forgot to

mention that in his letter the old gentle-

man had given me very minute instructions

as to how to find his house. He said,

"When you pass through the town, keep to

the main road for one mile. When you have

gone a little way past the first milestone,

you will see a small farm on the left-hand

side of the road, with a large hayrick near

the road. Just after you have passed that,

you will see a small lane run off to the right.

Don't go down that. Keep on a little way

further, and you will come to another lane.

That is the one. Go down that for about

half-a-mile, take the first on the left, which is

a bit downhill, and soon you will see it

branches off two ways. Go to the left. It's

rather narrow, but quite rideable. After a

bit you'll come to a farm on the right side.

If you ask there anyone will tell you my
place."

It seemed quite a day's journey after leav-

ing the high road. However, as I have said,

I started, bearing on my machine a small

parcel containing an offering to propitiate

the goddess I was going to visit. I rode

pretty leisurely, and got to the town men-
tioned in the instructions about y.30. After

having a drink I mounted and rode on to

find the lane. I found it, and rode down for

about a mile, but came to no turning. It

was a most abominable road, nothing but

small stones and a deep ditch each side. It

was also very much downhill. When I had
gone about a mile and a quarter I began to

think that I must have missed the turning,

so I got off', turned round, and, with great

difficulty, mounted and rode back. I looked

carefully at the side as I rode along, but no
signs of an opening appeared until I had got

to about 400 yards from the main road.

Then I came across a small lane—very small

indeed. As it was so near the entrance, I

had missed it on my way down, as I did not

look out for it until I had gone the half-mile

mentioned in Mr. Lewis's letter. I turned

down it, and after a short ride came to the

branch, turned off to the left, and found the

farm-house, which was surrounded by a very

high wall. I enquired the way to Mr. Lewis's

of a boy who was clipping a hedge, and was

directed to keep on till I came to a very long

hill, go up it, and take a turning to the right,

which led direct to his house. I thanked my
informer and pushed on. After a bit I came
to the hill ; it was a hill—steep and stony.

What with ploughing about the stony lanes,

and mounting and dismounting, I was getting

pretty tired, and now I had this long hill to

surmount, flowever, I went at \\, and was

overjoyed to see another rider about half-way

up. I would try and catch him. I did try,

but I didn't catch him, and he disappeared

over the top, leading by as much as he had

got when first I caught sight of him. I felt

disheartened, so I got off" and walked. That
seemed the longest hill I had ever been up,

and I thought I never should get to the sum-

mit. I felt played out. It was so hot, and
wasn't the dust jolly thick ! I searched for

a trusty lemon I had put aside to bring with

me, but found I had left it at home. How-
ever, the few strong expressions I used on

finding this out refreshed me almost as much
as the lemon would have done. They quite

made my mouth water—and then there were

no pips in them. I pushed on up, and when
about 100 yards from the top my little offer-

ing, which was tied on to the handle-bar, be-

came detached from its moorings and fell to

the ground. I picked it up, and when I got

to the top (for I did get there at last) 1

turned down the lane, as directed, and soon

came in sight of a large red house. By the

description I had received I immediately

recognised it as the residence of Mr. Lewis.

I thought to myself—" I can't appear before

the lovely Maud like this," so I leant my
machine against the thick hedge which grew
at the side of the road, and tried to knock
some of the dust from off my uniform, and
also secured my parcel to the handle-bar

again. As I let go of the machine, it sank
deep into the thick bush. I reached forward

to pull it out, when, from the other side
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of the hedge, I heard someone call out

" Hallo !" as if startled, and a second later

a face appeared over the top. This took me
so much by surprise that my feet slipped

down into the ditch, and I came into a sitting

posture on the road with a sharp bump. I

looked up. Peering over the hedge I beheld

the well-known face of Thomas Wilkins.

" Henry !" he exclaimed.

"Wilkins !" I gasped. I was still suffering

from the effects of the bump.

He leant down over the hedge and ex-

tended his arm. I took it and was speedily

on my feet.

" What brought you here ? " he said.

" What are you up to down here ? " said I

at the same moment.

"Oh!" said he, "I came down for the

same thing as you did."

" And how do you know what I came down
for ? " said I haughtily.

" Look here, old man," said he, " let's drop

all that. A fellow-feeling makes us wondrous

kind, and I'm sure you have a fellow-feeling

with me in this business. But we're both

out of it, old man. We take a back seat,

my boy ; we're done, and if you confess that

you came down to see Maud Lewis, I'll tell

you how it is. It's all genuine. Very much
so, I assure you."

"Well," said I, quite overcome by his

open-hearted manner, " that is what I came
down for. Now for the news."

" Come with me," he said, mysteriously.

" What about my machine ? " said I.

" Oh, bring that round to where mine is,"

he said, " there's a gate a little farther up."

I wheeled my machine into the field and
placed it beside his. I noticed that his

handle-bar also was ornamented with a

small square parcel.

" What's in that parcel you've got there ?"

said I.

"Only something I bought on the way
down," he answered. " What's in yours ?

"

" Oh," said I, "that's a packet of sand-

wiches." I wished I could have hidden it

before he saw it. But it was too late.

"Come on," said he, "keep near the

hedge and they won't see you."

"Who's they?" said I.

" Oh, you'll see shortly right enough.

You'll know them when you see them."

I followed him along by the side of the

hedge till we came to a much thicker and
better kept one which ran at almost right

angles to that which we were following.

" Stoop down," whispered Wilkins.

I stooped. He then parted the hedge

with his hand and motioned for me to look

through. What did I see ? I could scarcely

believe my eyes. A "Humber" tandem,
driven by a fellow in our uniform, and a

young lady skimming and circling about

the smooth lawn in front of the house. As
Wilkins had predicted, I knew both of the

riders well enough. One was Maud Lewis.

The other was the Private Secretary. He
had a cigarette in his mouth and was
chatting and laughing with his companion
in a most annoyingly friendly way. I

thought, " Oh ! carry me home." After a

bit they stopped, and he sat down on a

rustic wooden seat erected under a large

beech, while she went off in the direction of

the house, to return a minute later wdth a large

cut glass jug and two glasses on a tray.

There was also a biscuit box. She sat down
beside him and filled the two glasses from

the jug. It was—iced claret cup. Fancy
my feelings ! Fancy riding 30 miles on

loose roads on a scorching hot day to see

the girl of your heart, only in time to see

her seated on a garden seat under a tree

with a fellow whom you always put down as

a muff helping him with her own hands to

biscuits and iced claret cup, and you dying

of thirst too. It was agony. I think the

sight of that cool jug of nectar affected me
almost more than the other did. Wilkins

was quite upset by it. He kept saying

quietly to himself, " Claret cup—claret cup,"

and seemed to have forgotten all about the

young lady. We stood thus for some time,

I peeping through the leaves, Wilkins saying
" Claret cup "—then I said, " What are you

going to do ?
"

At the sound of my voice he woke up and
left off saying " Claret cup."

" I'm going back," he said.

" Come on, then," said I, taking his arm,
" I've had enough of this."

We went to our machines, and then

Wilkins said, " Aint I just hungry !"

" So am I," said I.

"Well, let's have some ofyour sandwiches,"

said he. Oh, lor ! What should I say ?

" What sort of sandwiches are they ?
"

said he. I didn't know what to say, but at

last made up my mind for a bold stroke.

" I say, Wilkins," said I, " if you'll chuck

your parcel into the pond I'll do the same
with mine; it's not sandwiches."

" I thought so," said he—" you brought
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something down to present to Miss Lewis.

So did I. But you made a mess of it by

callin<^ it sandwiches. You should have

bought something on the way down hke I

did." We both laughed.
" Don't let's throw them away," he went

on," let's give them to the first children we
come to." I agreed. Then we got into the

high-road, and set off down the hill.

" I must have something to drink," said I,

" or I shall die of thirst. I wish I were a

camel."

"I wish I had some of that claret cup,"

said Wilkins.

At last we came to the farm-house where I

had enquired my way on the journey up.

We dismounted to see if they could give us

anything to drink, and leant our machines

up against the high wall. Wilkins was oiling

his bearings, while I went forward to make
enquiries. I had opened the gate, and was

about to step into the garden, when I heard

a deep growl and saw an immense bull-dog

rushing directly for me. I retreated,

and shouted out to Wilkins. The dog rushed

out. I rapidly clambered into the saddle of

my machine, leaning against the wall as it

was, and managed, after a short struggle, to

get both my legs over the handles. The dog

rushed for Wilkins, and he did the same
thing as I had done, but not quite quick

enough ; for the beast took a large piece of

stocking off his left leg before he could draw
it up. When the animal saw us both out of

his reach, after making two or three attempts

to get at us, he gave it up and sat down to

wait, about half-way between us. Then we
tried to overcome the brute. We started by
calling him " poor old fellow," went on to

squirting the contents of the oilcans over
him, but after we had thrown all our
spanners and wrenches at him we were
powerless. We had a try with our shoes,

but he took no notice. I then tried to work
my machine away from him, but as the path
was so much downhill, and so very rough,
I at last got into such a position that I was
afraid to move at all for fear my little wheel
should slip away and deposit me in the road
at the mercy of my canine foe. Shouting
for help we had long given up, as it made
not the slightest impression. Everyone
seemed to be out. I carefully noted the time
we were there and found it to be exactly 47
minutes. At last help came ; hut the remedy

was almost as bad as the disease. We heard

a bell ringing some distance up the road. It

was coming nearer. Suddenly a machine
came into view round the corner. It was a

tandem, and on it were Maud Lewis and the

Private Secretary. Oh, how they laughed

when they saw us ! Tears ran down their

cheeks— I thought they would never stop.

But they did.

" Come here, Sugar I" said the young lady.

Fancy calling such a fearful beast
'" Sugar!" I felt so wild I could have shook

her. The dog went up to her as quiet as a

lamb, and laid down beside the machine—it

was evidently an old accjuaintance. Wilkins

got down from his machine in safety, but I,

overcome by emotion, made a mess of get-

ting off, and fell over the handles into the

road. Then they had another good laugh.

We had to tell a lot of lies to account for our

presence in that part of the country, and the

worst of it was Wilkins told a totally

different tale to Robeits to what I recounted

to Miss Lewis. I don't know what they

must have thought of us when they came to

compare notes afterwards. They pressed

us to go back with them and have some
dinner, but we refused. Even the efforts of

Miss Maud Lewis herself failed to persuade

us.

" I don't think we should have enjoyed

ourselves if we had accepted her invitation,"

said Wilkins afterwards.
" Maud do I," said I.

So we mounted and rode off, they ac-

companying us for about a mile, notwith-

standing our rude efforts to leave them
behind. The way they moved that tandem
astonished us, and we were glad when they

turned back. From what we learnt after-

wards we found that they were engaged, and
had been so some time ; and as I received a

piece of wedding-cake the other day, I pre-

sume they are noA^ united. I say I presume,

because I didn't trouble to open the box, but

gave it to my landlady's children, fervently

praying it might make them sick.

We got rid of our two parcels by present-

ing them respectively to a nursemaid and a

flower-girl, to whom they must have been
quite windfalls. Of our homeward ride I

have nothing to say, as you now know how
we were " Bowled out by the Private

Secretary."

—Ben. Ildvivani.
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A NIGHT ON WIMBLEDON COMMON.

The following amusing sketch was written

aboLit eight years ago by a gentleman now
fining an important post at Copenhagen, but

who in his giddy youth went in for the festive

cycle. It is founded on fact :
—

" My bicycle would have been a very good

machine if the front wheel had been round,

or if the hind wheel had not revolved in a

way peculiarly its own. But these defects

were only known to the owner, for was not

the article passing fair to the outward eye ?

The painting was of the most varied and

gorgeous hues, and earned for the machine

the sobriquet of the ' perambulating rain-

bow.' Can words adequately describe the

effulgence of the brass and steel work or the

glories of the colossal brass candle-lamp

carried in front by springs cunningly devised,

so cunningly indeed, that by the time I had
gone a mile over an uneasy road, the illu-

minating qualities of the lamp were com-
pletely obscured by a coating of candle

grease. I may be described as a cautious

rider, for I make it a principle never to ride

up a hill, and fear prompts me never to ride

down one. Touching my riding capabilities,

a fair wag at a small village on the Ports-

mouth Road once said that I looked my best

when wheeling the machine, supplemented

by the (rude) remark that she seldom heard

of my riding it. While another wit added
that I might have been a good man on
wheels had I known how to mount without

the assistance of two men, or known how to

get off without the aid of a friendly wall ; in

fact, that I was the ' bicyclingest ' man on

foot, and the ' footiest ' man on a bicycle she

had ever seen. Be this as it may, one fine

summer evening I determined, at the urgent

request of my friend Tommy, to ride to the

camp at Wimbledon. So being duly equipped
in the thinnest of flannel jerseys and the

most meagre of coats, and having given the
' rainbow' a parting polish,we started. Tommy,
of course, off at full speed, while I wheeled
the machine with becoming dignity round
the corner, where my efforts to mount might
not form the theme of conversation for an
admiring public. A mile on our journey and
I found myself gracefully sliding down the

backbone, and became aware of the fact

that the saddle had worked loose and had
wriggled down the spring. Then shouted

the irrepressible small boy from the footpath,

' I say, guv'nor, why don't yer stick yerself

on with a piece of cobbler's-wax ? ' That
boy, I am morally convinced, will come to a

bad end. Three miles on our way and I

fancied the machine wanted oiling; so ac-

cordingly stopped at the next ' public ' and
obtained a pint of the necessary oil. A
dreadful hill—which perhaps it is unneces-

sary to say I didn't ride up—and we were on
Wimbledon Common. After casting about

for a secure harbour, we espied a friendly

tree, and forthwith padlocked both machines

thereto. Having wiped the perspiration

from our brows, we meandered over the

camp to witness the refreshing spectacle of

the amateur soldier enjoying himself after

the arduous and fatiguing duties of the day.

In due time we visited the lines of the sturdy

and bekilted Scot, and there met certain

members of the fair sex, by whom I was
beguiled into staying and witnessing the

torchlight dancing—while Tommy, turning

a deaf ear to the charmers, judiciously took

his departure. On its own native heath

Scottish dancing may be interesting, and the

mellifluous tones of the bagpipes may have

charms when heard on the heather-clad

hills ; but to my unappreciative ear the notes

produced—well, I don't believe I could have

endured it had it not been for the persuasive

influence of the jorums of ' toddy ' with

which we were liberally served. Touching

this 'toddy,' some malicious people (I will

not say friends) of my acquaintance have

darkly hinted that my subsequent adventures

were principally due to this potent beverage
;

but I am sure that persons of well regulated

minds will scout the notion as the imaginings

of a cankered brain.

" One by one the ' outsiders' left the camp,
and it I had listened to the promptings of

prudence, I should have followed their ex-

ample ; but no ! I lingered on, and it was
not till the clock struck ten that I bethought

of searching for my bicycle. Away I went
in the direction I fancied I had left it, aqd
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no doubt should have eventually found it,

when lo ! bu,i<le after bugle sounded, out

went every ligiit, and your humble servant

found himself in pitch darkness iu the middle

of Wimbledon Common. Blindly I wandered

on, stumbling over mounds, ruts, and prickly

furze, and occasionally introducing one of

my feet to a pool of muddy water. Matters

now became serious, and to add to my misery

the elements reviled me, for it began to rain

in torrents, accompanied by a pleasing

variation of thunder and lightning. I soon

presented the appearance of a water sprite,

and my chances of reaching the gates became

more and more remote. Staggering on, I

was brought suddenly to an anchor by a

mass of woodwork which ' scraped' up an

acquaintance with my shins in a truly im-

pressive manner. As a night in the open

appeared inevitable, it occurred to me that

I might make it as comfortable as circum-

stances would permit, so, creeping under

the timber, I endeavoured to snuggle down
for the night. How long I should have re-

mained crouched in that damp and circum-

scribed position I cannot say, for suddenly a

groan burst upon my startled ear, accom-

panied by the remarkable words, delivered

i;i a husky voice, 'The British army is an

institooshun !' Here was a brother in mis-

fortune, at any rate, so scrambling from my
shelter, I groped about till I came to the

author of the last patriotic sentence. Who
or what he was I could not at the time dis-

cover, and in reply to my repeated enquiries

as to how he came there, ' groggily' hic-

cupped, ' The British army is an institoo-

shun.' Of course, I tried to impress upon
him that I did not wish to argue the point

;

but in confidence I may say that my feelings

towards the miUtary in general, including

the ' auxiliary forces,' were none of the

sweetest.

"The question now was—What should I do
for the champion of the British army ? That
he could not be left there was certain, and
that I could not remove him was equally

certain ; so I liad recourse to shouting at the

top of my voice. This in due time caused

lights to appear, and soon I had the extreme

satisfaction of seeing the patrol advancing

towards us. By the aid of a piece of silver,

I explained matters to the sergeant of the

guard (regulars), who immediately suggested

my remaining with him in his tent for the

rest of the night, and by the light of the

lantern we discovered that our friend was,

to use a police-court phrase, ' an elderly

party respectably attired.' Supporting him
on each side, we marched off to the far end

of the common, where the camp of the

regulars was situated, and having deposited

the elderly party (who still huskily asserted

at frequent intervals the acknowledged facts

about the British army) on some straw in the

sergeant's tent, we adjourned to the can-

teen. On reaching our tent again, we found

our elderly friend flourishing the sergeant's

drawn sword, and reiterating in a furious and

excited manner the now well-known words.

The situation was dangerous, but by dint of

cajoling and a little brute force, we obtained

possession of the sword, and induced our

friend to return to rest.

" We were not long in following his exam-

ple, and I slept soundly till aroused by the

bugles in the morning. So I turned out, ob-

tained some rations from the commissariat,

breakfasted with the good-natured sergeant,

bade him and our novv sobered comrade
good-bye, and then went off in search of my
bicycle. Alas ! its glories had departed, for

the rain had worked changes, and rust and
mud covered it from top to bottom.

" With the help ofthe usual tree, I mounted
and rode off at full speed. The morning had
set in with a melancholy drizzle, and half-

way home the tyre came off, while fresh dif-

ficulties were experienced with the miserable

saddle, and the ponderous candle-lamp kept

up an incessant and irritating rattle. Wet,
weary, and disgusted, I at length reached

home ; and a severe cold and an utter horror

of bicycling were the fruits of a night on

Wimbledon Common."

->-•-<-
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A GLIMPSE AT SOME OLD PATENTS.

If we were asked what was the only oasis

worth mentioning in the Great Legal Desert,

we should unhesitatingly reply, *' Patent

Law," and certainly the most attractive

department of the Patent Law—to us, at

any rate—is that relating to cycles. Ma-

chinery is essentially a man's study, being

by no means a woman's forte, as the reader

will readily admit who has attempted to

unravel the rigmarole (purporting to be a

description) given by some fair friend of

a wondrous tricycle that she has lately seen

on the road, generally turning out to be a

«' Coventry Rotary." Of course there may
be brilliant exceptions to the general rule.

We remember a certain damsel who was

quite equal to comprehending the mysteries

of balance gears and ball bearings ; but

then she discussed Euclid with her break-

fast. Cycles, especially, are an interesting

form of machinery to most men, simply

because they are not too fragile or intricate

to handle, nor, on the other hand, so plain

or ponderous as to lose their charm, but

form a happy medium. It is well that it is

so, for the ratthng rear-steerers and the

wobbling back wheels one sees are enough

to give the " mechanically-minded " heart-

ache. It is only too true that many riders

of the steel steed have no idea of how to

tighten the simplest bearing, nor, indeed, do

they know or care that their machines ever

require any such attention. Yet these are

by no means the least inventive, in their

own eyes at any rate. For does not our

friend, who is only just being initiated into

" the art," confidentially inform us that he

has got a new idea which he thinks he shall

"bring out?" We, half guessing, press for

further particulars. After a little becoming

hesitation, the would-be inventor condes-

cends to inform us that " it's a sort of dodge,

doncher know, for letting down a pair of

support things, with wheels on the ends, so

that you can get on while the machine

stands still." We have to admit, of course,

that it is an excellent idea ; but venture to

think we have a vague remembrance of

having seen something like it before at one

of the shows, and we might add, with almost

equal truth, at all the shows we have ever

been to, and expect to meet it again the first

time we go to another. Most of us probably

know the true and first inventor of Andrews's

lengthened centres ; we know two or

three of him ourselves. But his num-
ber is totally eclipsed by the inventors

of telescopic, non-vibrating spring back-

bones for bicycles, nearly all of whom
quite neglect the fact that the line of " give "

required by the back wheel should run at a

very considerable angle to that obtained by

their pet notion. We would advise these

gentlemen, and others who err in a similar

way, though in less degree, perhaps, to pay
a visit to the Patent Library (located in

Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane,

London), which is open free to the public

during the usual business hours. Let us do

so in imagination now. Having had the

contents of our bag overhauled by the police-

man downstairs, we mount several Bights of

steps, and presently, after turning to the

right, find ourselves in rather a handsome
room, with a row of bays on each side, on

the walls of which are shelves holding the

copies of specifications arranged in order of

date, and a large number of books on sub-

jects allied more or less closely to invention.

In the smaller rooms adjacent are numbers
of scientific books, magazines, etc., both

British and foreign. But before we begin to

examine them, we must sign our names in

the book kept for the purpose on our right.

Hush ! You have a very fine bass voice, no
doubt, but we must ask you to restrain it a

little here out of consideration for others.

Think of the power of mind required to pro-

duce the wonders, the silent witnesses of

which stand all around. Yes ! you are not

the only inventor in the world. In front of

us are three or four large tables, and on the one

nearest to us, as also on the one farthest away,

are two kinds of index divided into annual

volumes. One kind contains the names of

the inventors in alphabetical order ; and the

other the classes of subject matter arranged

in a similar manner, our subject matter

(cycles) in the earlier volumes coming under

the head of " Velocipedes," and later under
" Bicycles." We will suppose you have an

idea relating to the steering of tricycles, and
want to see if you have been forestalled.

Patents usually run for 14 years, so you must

look back to 1871 in the subject matter index.

The first 10 years will probably be blank, but
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then the work begins. Take one of those

Utile slips of paper from the box and write

down the year of the index and the numbers

of all patents dealing with the steering of

velocipedes. Your work will increase as you

go on, but a little trouble spent now may

save you receiving sundry letters (not auto-

graphic) from Her Majesty, commonly called

writs, later on.

Having examined the indexes up to 1884,

inspect the registers on the other tables,

which are kept up to date. Now, with your

complete list, go to the bays, where you will

easily find the specifications corresponding

to the particulars you have noted. First

comes the Provisional, and then the Com-
plete Specification, and lastly, the drawings

(if any). Take care not to tear these last,

they are a little awkward to unfold some-

times. A glance at the drawings and the

" Claims" at the end of the Complete Specifi-

cation will be sufficient to satisfy you that

most of the patents are utterly unlike your

idea. Cross these right through on your

list. Others will seem suspicious at first,

but a glance into the body of the Complete

Specification will set your mind at rest.

But if you are the least uncertain, put a

special mark against the offender on the list.

Very likely before you have gone far you will

find your identical idea nicely described in

word and diagram. Never mind, better luck

next time, you will get used to such dis-

coveries soon. Do not let it take the pluck

out of you, but rather spur you on to fresh

exertion of your mental powers.

Now, you are curious to see John Jones's

balance gearing. When was it mvented ?

Not earlier than 1883, you think. Very well

—

we will look in the other index, s'arting at

the latest volume, and working back. Quite

right—here it is !
" 1883, May loth. No.

2,357. Improved gearing for tricycles and

other velocipedes." Enter the year and

number on your slip, and be quick, for it is

nearly four o'clock, and we must not detain

the ever-obliging attendants. Now you

have thoroughly examined that we will take

our departure.

Perhaps you will be surprised to hear that

probably you could obtain a patent for your

invention though it has evidently been pro-

tected before, yet this is sometimes the case.

The authorities can refuse, upon specified

grounds, to grant a patent, but they do not

pretend to assert the validity of those they

do grant.

As we said before, you may not be quite

certain whether one or two of the patents

you have inspected cover your idea or not.

These you specially marked when looking

up the specifications. In this case it is

necessary to consult a " Patent Agent," and
as there are several who make "cycles" a

speciality, it is best to go to one of them.

Indeed, it is always well to go to an agent un-

less you are satisfied, on your own inspec-

tion, that both your idea and its application

are anticipated. Having found your way to

the library once, you will probably do so

again ; it has a sort of fascination about it.

When you are on the way there for the first

time, be careful to avoid going into those

places where they exhibit signs bearing the

wondrous words " Patent Office." These
are the offices of the agents, who may, per-

haps, entrap you into a few fees before you

find you are not in the " Official Office

"

where the Public Library is, though we have

generally found these gentlemen very cour-

teous, and even ready to give a little advice

gratis.

From this short sketch it will be seen how
foolish those inventors are who do not take

the trouble to look up the records before

they patent their ideas, only finding out

when too late that they have trod on some
person's toes who is not slow to retaliate.

One may also, by looking up old patents,

chiefly in kindred branches, get some excel-

lent tips applicable to the existing state of

affairs. For though the principle and ar-

rangement may be old, yet, if the applica-

tion be new, the patent may be taken out

and, if valid in other respects, will assuredly

stand.

We once spent some time looking up the

old patents relating to road carriages, and
making short abstracts of those we deemed
interesting from a cyclist's point of view.

The first we noticed was dated 1734,

taken out by Jacob Rovve. It is the 543rd

patent recorded, not for that year, but since

the registering of them began. Many of our

readers, no doubt, will be able to recall the

way the chain was attached to the cranked

axle of the " Coventry Lever " tricycle. In-

stead of being hooked on, a roller or wheel,

about an inch and a quarter diameter,

was made to bear against the axle, so that

their surfaces touched rather than rubbed,

the friction being considerably decreased
thereby. Of course, there would be the

additional fiiction generated by the revolving
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of the roller on its own axis, but this would

be much less than the resistance produced

by the working of the plain, non-yielding

surface ofthe hook on the axle of the machine,

for the simple reason that the one would be

much slower than the other, and, other

things being equal, the larger the roller the

greater the gain. Jacob Rowe seems to

have studied this somewhat deeply, more so

than his composition, perhaps, as will be

seen by the following extract from his speci-

fication :

—

" Bearings.
" All heavy wheels have their frictions greatly

diminished by means of other wheels caused to

turn under the axis of the heavy wheels, or against

the point or place where the said axis m*ust bear, so

that according to the greatness of the diameters
of the wheels used for taking of the friction, the

same is proportionably greatly diminished
beyond common, and more particularly by
adding severall of the wheels called friction

wheels, their axiss bearing on each other cir-

cumference. The usuall frictions is thereby con-
siderably diminished (that is) by one friction

wheel the friction is made less beyond common,
as the diameter of the friction wheel's axis is less

than the diameter of the said friction wheel

;

and if two friction wheels are concerned than the
friction is less than common, as the diameter of

the axis is less than the square of the diameter
of the wheel, where . . three ... as

the cube, and so forth."

Where he uses more than one friction wheel,

we presume the axle of the machine bears

on one only, which in turn is borne by

another; but as he dees not favour us with

any drawings we cannot say for certain.

We wonder if the inventor of the elastic

spokes as used by the Otto Co. ever looke

at Patent No. 1,026, 1772, taken out by

James Butler. Our abstract runs as fol-

lows :

—

" Spring Spokes.

" The nave of the wheel is made of wood and
bushed as a common wheel ; the rim(s) . . . are
wood felloes, straitly fixed in a circular iron
hoop, which . . . has two counter struck holes to

answer the foot of every spring. The springs,

which serve instead of spokes, are made of steel,

in the form and shape as described in the plan
drawn in the margin hereof, which, being made
with square feet with two holes in each, are
stragly screwed into the nave. The feet of the
other ends are made lengthways and with two
holes, which receive the ends of the bolts that
come through the iron hoop, the fellies and
springs all at one time, and by the foot of every
other spring being fixed across the joints of the
fellies, prevents the joints from stirring out of
place."

The drawing represents three waves, to-

gether extending to the full length of each
of the spokes, which look very thick and
clumsy.

Next to gears, perhaps bearings form the

mrst entertaining study to the mechanical

cyclist. Though this part of the machine

has had so much attention, and has been

brought to such perfection, we venture to

think there is still room for improvement.

The great fault of many complex bearings is

that in motion the balls or rollers have at

the same time tendencies to revolve in two
opposite directions, the one produced by the

motion of the axle (in a bicycle front wheel)

or hub (in a bicycle back wheel), and the

other by the balls or rollers touching one

another. Truly, various attempts have been

made to overcome this fault by means of

collars, as in the "Cycle" roller, and Hill-

man's double ball bearings; but the remedy
must be nearly as bad as the defect, for the

friction of the pieces against these collars is

necessarily very considerable. What is

wanted is a series of intermediate rollers,

which shall be so arranged as to pass on the

motion from one revolving and weight-bear-

ing piece to another, without touching either

axle or case. Starley's Frictionless Rollers

were a step in the right direction, but they

failed in this last particular. For the benefit

of those who do not quite remember them,

we extract the description of them given in

the " Indispensable " for 1879 by Mr.

Sturmey :
—"The axle is provided with a

wide steel collar turned upon it, and the case

has also the centre diameter much less than

at the sides. The rollers used are of two

kinds, and sixteen are employed for each

bearing. The first are long and narrow and
have the ends nearly twice the diameter of

their central shaft . . . These run (on the

axle itself) on their ends, and they touch the

outer box, though not the collar on the axle,

with their central shafts, and between them
are placed shorter rollers of the ordinary

shape, which touch the inner surfaces of

both axle, collar, and case . . . the ends of

the longer rollers being just kept from con-

tact with each other by the insertion of the

shorter ones." This at first sight seems very

good, but a little closer examination reveals

the fact that both kinds of roller tan^lr^both

axle and case (or box), and that each roller

touches those next to it on both sides, and
so the contrary motions are imparted to

each, with the necessary result—frict on.

" A friction-board lever or girt, which retards
or stops the machine when pressed against the
fly-wheel by means of a cord or other communi-
cation." And the same document would seem to

indicate that they were quite used to ball bearing
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of a highly perfect nature even in those days :

" The friction of this machine is diminished

by . . . substituting co-revolving surfaces

which, as it were, only toicch, in lieu of those

which rub against one another ; this may be

accomplished by a cylindric axle, turning with a

moving set or box of surrounding balls, and by
many other methods now in practice for reducing

friction."

Stephen Halladay took out a patent (No.

2,254) in 1798 for a most remarkable machine

for travelling on the road without horses,

he depending for motive power on the

momentum of a highly-geared fly-wheel, or,

as he terms it, a " volatile fly-lever," the

velocity acquired by the weight and force of

which " takes off the labour immediately

after I first strike by my hand-lever two or

three times, snd if the stroke be moderately

followed up, its power will be equal to the

draught, upon a proper calculation, of two

good horses ; and if my pinion F had only

eight cogs, instead of sixteen, it would force

a carriage along at a double increased rate."

Poor fellow ! fancy him trying to churn along

at twenty odd miles an hour. It is worth a

journey to the Patent Library to read this

specification alone, the above being but a

small portion of it.

Starley's safety brake was perhaps one of

the best of those applied to the back wheel,

and I daresay a number of my readers have

themselves "invented" it in their younger

days. Mr. Sturmey thus describes it in the

" Indispensable," 1879 :

—

" It consists of two arms pivoted at one end
to a point on the back fork about 2in. above the

centre of the wheel ; their other extremities are
connected just beyond the tyre by a pin which
passes through the centre of a milled roller

;

from their junction a cord proceeds to the handles
in the usual manner. To apply it the cord is tight-

ened, thus drawing the roller upwards and bring-
ing it in contact with the wheel. Its chief

advantage is that, should the cord snap, the
brake falls by its own weight on the wheel, which
is immediately jambed and its revolution stopped,
thus so far arresting the impetus of the machine,
and enabling the rider to dismount and replace
the damage."

Very similar to this is Joseph Bramah's
brake which he patented in 1809, No. 3,270.

The figure shows a round block fixed ec-

centrically to the axle as near the shoulder

of the nave as possible, and so as to have its

highest eccentric part in a perpendicular

line with the centre of the axle. A lever is

forged with a ring, which is fitted on to the

periphery of the round block like a belt, so

that, when the lever drops below its level

position, the hook which encompasses the

leading periphery of the wheel, by losing

length in the distance from the centre of the

wheel as it falls, by turning on the block,

bites the rim so as to render it impossible to

continue its motion.

George Alexander Thompson's specifica-

tion (181 1, No. 3,440) shows the same
idea ; but instead of the lever working on a

block it pivots on a bolt, which, it is pro-

posed to put in front of the wheel, and to fix

a skid-pan to the end of the lever. This lever

is then to be pivoted in such away "that

nothing should damage by the weight of

the carriage," etc. The drawing in this

case represents a regular old " family

coach " with the brake attached ; but the

figure in Bramah's specification is very

meagre.

The first one to take out a patent for a

band-brake seems to have been William

Taylor, who did so in 181 1 (No. 3,475). The
point of resistance is the end of an arm of

steel which projects from the axle near the

nave. To the end of this arm are fixed two

half hoops, each in the form of a semicircle.

These hoops or bands have one or more
joints, and are placed so as to form nearly a

circle round the nave. To retard the wheel,

the two half hoops are forcibly brought into

contact with the nave by means of a common
screw and shoulder, or a right and left-handed

screw without a shoulder passing through the

free extremities of the bands, the whole

communicating with the body of the carriage

by an upright rod provided with a joint to

allow for the motions of the vehicle. The
brake is applied by turning this upright rod

round by a handle. Taylor's next figure

represents the axle as having an arm fixed

to it which projects beyond the periphery

of a smaller wheel fixed to the spokes of the

one to be checked. To the end of the arm is

fixed a spring hoop. This wraps round the

small wheel and is then joined to one end of

a lever, which, to lock the wheel, is pulled

back by the other end by the hand, or it may
be arranged so as to be forced down by the

foot.

In 1814 Lewis Gompertz took out a patent

(No. 3,804) for adjustable coned bearings.

The bearing points are at each end of the

box, which is turned to run on the coned
surfaces of the axle, the cones being base to

base. Adjustment is obtained by turning a

pin, similar to that for adjusting a Stanley

head, in the outside end of the nave.

William Panter patented some coned
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rollers " which may be various in shape "

in 1817 (No. 4,110), but seems to have over-

looked the opportunity they afford for ad-

justment. The last patent we shall describe

forms the connecting link between the past

and present. It is none other than Denis

Johnson's " Pedestrian Curricle " or velo-

cipede, 1818, No. 4,321 (a curious collection

of figures) :

—

^^ JoJinson's Specification.

" To all to whom these presents shall come, I,

Denis Johnson, of 75, Long Acre, in the county
of Middlesex, Coach Maker, send greeting.

"Whereas, &c., a machine for the purpose of

diminishing the labour and fatigue of persons in

walking, and enabling them at the same time to

use greater speed, and which he intends to

denominate the 'Pedestrian Curricle.'
"

One drawing represents the machine as it

appears, without the furniture or trimmings,

and when not in use ; and the other shows
the same machine with its furniture or trim-

mings, and the jock, and with a person upon
it, and in the act of using it, " by which

such manner of using will be sufficiently

obvious." The machine in its dismantled

state consists of a beam, made of wood or

metal of sufficient strength, to bear the

weight of the person who is to ride or use it.

This beam is supported on two light wheels,

by means of the light (!) iron work, the hinder

wheel being so fixed as only to revolve on its

axis or centre-pin in the direction of the

beam ; but the front wheel not only turns

up on its centre, but has a motion for turning

the carriage by a pivot or axle passing

through the beam, and secured by a key or

screw. The saddle or seat is supported by
two long screws, passing through the beam,
and fixed by two nuts upon each screw, one
above and the other below the beam, and by
these the seat may be raised or lowered,

and fixed at a convenient height to the

person using the machine, who, for this

purpose, must stride the saddle, as if on
horseback, the height of the seat having
been previously adjusted to the length of his

legs, so as to allow convenient foothold

upon the ground, which will best be deter-

mined by trial.

The person thus seated leans his body
forward, resting his elbows upon a cushion

fixed for that purpose, so as to support him-

self with the full muscular use of his legs.

With one or both hands he holds the handle,

which communicates with the axis or axis-

carriage of the front wheel through a light

bar, and thus he will be able to guide him-

self and the machine, and to turn the same
when going at the greatest speed.

The dimensions of this machine must de-

pend upon the height and weight of the

person who is to use it, as well as the

material of which it may be formed, conse-

quently, no specific directions can be given

about them, further than saying that the

lighter and more free from friction the whole

can be made, and the larger the diameter of

the wheels, the better and more expeditious

the machine will be. The more effectually

to obtain these ends the beam may be con-

siderably curved or bent downwards at the

part where the saddle or seat is placed, and
thus it will still pass over the tops of the

wheels, though their diameter may be con-

siderably increased.

The wheels may be placed nearer or fur-

ther asunder, but must not be so close as to

interfere with the legs of the person using

the machine while turning it out of its straight

direction.

A copy of this specification may be had
at the Office for the Sale of Specifications,

in Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, for the

small price of 5d., with drawings complete.

The copies of the specifications are certainly

very cheap, generally costing only a few

pence, the charge, I believe, being regulated

according to the number of folios (of 72

words).

It must not be inferred that any patents

that have been taken out with regard to

cycles are invalidated by those we have been

glancing at ; for, as we said before, though

the idea may be old, the application to cycles

is new.
—G. Doughs Leechman.

> • <
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OLD STORIES RE-TOLD. -No. 4.

THE FIRST INTER-'VARSITY BICYCLE RACE.

That the two great Universities of England

—Oxford and Cambridge—have always had a

healthy rivalry between them in the way of

athletic contests is well-known, and just as

the annual boat race had risen to the zenith

of its fame, viz., in 1874, bicycling had so

far advanced that it was thought good

enough for a challenge to be issued to

Oxford by Cambridge, which, for some in-

scrutable reason, had always been more

addicted to the bicycle than Oxford. In-

deed, although it was only in February, 1874,

that Cambridge formed what is at the pre-

sent moment the largest bicycling club in

the world, viz., the Cambridge University

Bicycle Club, and Oxford had started in

June, 1873, the " Dark Blue Bicycle Club,"

a title which has since given place to that of

the " Oxford University Bicycle Club,"

Cambridge has always been ahead as regards

he number and general prosperity of her

bicycle club, though such men as Weir,

Ainslie, Reynolds, Buckley, and other "dark

blues" have sustained the prestige of Oxford

so far as actual racing contests are con-

cerned.

No one thought there was anything wrong

in racing on the road in 1874, and as the

most natural thing in the world it was de-

cided that the contest should be from one

University town to the other, and Oxford was

chosen as the starting point. When we
read, as we do, that for two miles out of

Cambridge along the Trumpington road,

where the race ended, the highway was lined

with people on foot, on horseback, and in car-

riages, cabs, and vehicles of other descrip-

tions, it will be seen that the liveliest interest

was felt in the affair, and we cannot do

better than give, in the words of The Field,

the only paper which then dealt extensively

with bicycling road work, a history of

THE FIRST OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE BICYCLE

RACE.

" The term at Oxford and Cambridge

has been brought to a close by a somewhat
novel proceeding—namely, a bicycle race be-

tween members of those Universities. By

some persons the art of bicycling may be

thought to have degenerated, but, thanks to

the recent vast improvements which have

been made in machines, this mode of locomo-

tion appears to be fast gaining popularity,

as to a certain extent was evidenced by the

race in question. At Oxford a bicycle club

has existed longer than at the sister Univer-

sity, for at Cambridge it was not until the

end of last term that a club was established.

During the present term bicycling has been

indulged in as an amusement to a consider-

able extent at both Universities, 'meets'

occurring once at least in each week, when
some fifteen or twenty have taken a run of

twenty or thirty miles together. The idea

of an inter-University bicycle match origin-

ated at Cambridge, and at the beginning of

May a challenge was sent to Oxford and

immediately accepted ; the question of dis-

tance, the number of competitors, and other

matters being left for after consideration.

Oxford at first wished to have a somewhat
shorter course than the one afterwards

selected, but in the end it was agreed that

the race should be run from Oxford to

Cambridge—a distance of a little over eighty

miles—that there should be three light and

three dark blue representatives, and that

the University which first got in two of its

representatives should be considered the

winner. This settled, it was now for each

club to decide as to who should be entrusted

with the representation, and this was done

by competition. At Oxford the selection

fell on Messrs. Penrose of Oriel, Wing of

Worcester, and Reed of Queen's ; while for

Cambridge, Messrs. E. St. John Mild-

may of Trinity, James of Jesus, and the

Hon. J. W. Plunkett of Trinity were select-

ed. At Oxford the matter does not appear

to have been taken up with anything like

the amount of interest which was evident at

Cambridge. At the former place only a

very few persons were present to witness

the start (owing, perhaps, to the early hour

at which it took place, namely, ten minutes

to ten), but at Cambridge the greatest en-

thusiasm prevailed, for nearly the whol
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town turned out at five o'clock to witness the

finish. The road from Trumpington to

Cambridge, a distance of two miles, was

lined with people the whole way, most of

them on foot, but some on horseback—'Some

in cabs and traps of all descriptions, and

not a few on locally-built bicycles, which

contrasted very unfavourably with the splen-

did machines used by the competitors. In

fact, there must have been at least five thou-

sand persons present at the close of the

match.

"At 9.50a.m. the race began at the Head-
ington turnpike, on the road to Thame,
about a mile and a half out of Oxford.

Plunkett of Cambridge soon attained a lead

of sixty or seventy yards, which he main-

tained as far as Thame, reaching that town

at exactly 10.45 5 Mildmay coming next, fol-

lowed by Wing, Penrose, Reed, and James,

all close together. It should be mentioned,

however, that, when about six miles from
Oxford, a horse took fright at the bicyclers,

and, seeing the men behind, in some un-

accountable way made a charge at Plunkett,

which obliged him to stop—the other men,
however, very generously allowed him to

make up the lead which he had previously

obtained. From Thame they went to Ayles-

bury, ten miles further on, where they

arrived at 12.50 in the following order

:

Mildmay, Plunkett, Reed, the others being

some distance behind ; Penrose, in fact, quite

out of sight. At Leighton Buzzard, eight

miles beyond Aylesbury, Plunkett, who held

the third position, and thinking there were
only one Cambridge and one Oxford man in

front, eased off a bit, and presently stopped
at a farmhouse for nearly a quarter of an
hour. Starting again, he went on at a great

pace to Dunstable, eighteen miles from
Aylesbury, where he found Penrose had
arrived by some other route. James, of

Cambridge, and Wing, of Oxford, were also

there. Forty miles had now been traversed,

and James and Wing, being exhausted, ex-

pressed their determination of giving in, and
completing the journey by rail. This left in

only two representatives of each University,

Mildmay of Cambridge, and Reed of Oxford,

who were some distance ahead, and Plun-

kett of Cambridge, and Penrose of Oxford,
who were about half a mile apart, the latter

gentleman being last. The next town passed
was Hitchin (about fifty-five miles from the
start), which Mildmay reached at three

o'clock. Plunkett went through seventeen

minutes later, and Penrose a mile behind him.

Just befere reaching here. Reed, who had
kept close to Mildmay all the way, unfortu-

nately broke his machine, and returned to

Oxford by rail. The race was now virtually

over, at least as regards the chance of Oxford

winning. Just before Royston, which is

thirteen miles from Cambridge, Plunkett

stopped for eighteen minutes until Penrose

came up, when he told him how matters

stood. These two then went on to Royston,

where Penrose stopped and had some tea,

Plunkett still continuing the journey. Mild-

may all this while was several miles ahead,

having passed through Royston about an

hour before the other two arrived there, and

he reached the winning post at 5.55. Plunkett

came in at 6.32, and Penrose about half

an hour behind him. Thus Cambridge won
easily the first light and dark blue bicycle

race.

" Both winners were loudly cheered by the

numerous spectators present, Mr. Mildmay
being carried to his rooms by some enthusi-

astic artisan class.

" The start was effected without the assist-

ance of a regular starter, and at the finish

Mr. E. Turner, of Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, was present as umpire and referee

should his services have been required,

which, under the circumstances, however,

were not needed. The official time at Cam-
bridge was taken by Mr. A. Reed, silversmith,

of that town, the time being as follows

:

Start, 9.50 ; finish, 5.55—from which it will

be seen that the whole distance (eighty-five

miles) was accomplished by the first man,
Mr. Mildmay, in 8h. 5m.—very tolerable time

considering the bad state of the roads and
the adverse north-easter which blew all the

way."

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS.

Only one more race was held on the road,

however, viz., in the following year, when (it

is said), on account of the men getting from
St. Alban's to Oxford quicker than the time-

keeper did by train, it was resolved to hold

all future races on the path.

The following is the result of the contests

since 1874, viz. :

—

1875.—50 miles, St. Alban's to Oxford

(Headington toUbar). Cambridge won.

1876.—Oxford won. 50 miles, at Alexandra

Palace, Oxford (Crofton). Date, 28th June.

The races then commencing in 1877 were

run best two out of three, over distances of
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two, ten, and twenty-five miles, the following

being the results :

—

1877.—Cambridge won. At Oxford (Iffley

Grounds). Two miles, Cambridge (Keith-

Falconer) ; ten miles, Cambridge (Keilh-

Falconer) ; twenty - five miles, Oxford

(Thorpe). Date, nth June.

1878.—Oxford won. Two miles, Oxford
;

ten miles, Oxford ; twenty-five miles, Ox-

ford. Date, i8th May.

1879.—Oxford won. Two miles, Oxford

;

ten miles, Oxford ;• twenty-five miles, Ox-

ford. Date, loth May.

1880.—Cambridge won by two out of three.

Ran at Cambridge.

1881.—Cambridge won all three events.

Ran at Oxford.

1882.—Cambridge won. Two miles, Oxford

;

ten miles, Cambridge; twenty -five miles,

Cambridge. Ran at Cambridge 6th May.
1883.—Oxford won all three events. Ran

at Oxford 5th June.

1884.—Cambridge won all three events.

Ran at Lillie Bridge 2nd July.

1885.—Oxford not challenging, the contest

—first time since its institution—fell through.

> • <

A MENU OF THE WHEEL.

Most well-informed men will remember the

first horseflesh banquet in England, which

was held at the Eangham Hotel, under the

presidency of Mr. Forsyth, Q.C., and how the

" Kitchen French" of the menu was twisted

to suit the occasion, there being, amongst

other things, " Cotelletes a la Rosinante,"

and " Croquettes au farci." It was the San

Francisco Bicycle Club, however, which first

gave a cycling banquet in which the idea of

the sport was carried into the menu. The
following is the description :

—

THE BANQUET HALL.

Here a strictly " bicycle spread " awaited the

guests. The central figure was a nickel-plated

"silent steed," surrounded with flowers. The
menu, which was unique, reminded one of that

memorable chess dinner given now some twenty
years ago, when Paul Morphy won the American
tournament. Upon that occasion the pieces all

represented something belonging to the ches-

board. In this banquet of the San Francisco
Bicycle Club the menu was unique :

—

Menu.
Eastern Oysters on Racing Saddle.

potage.

Chicken Cream, with Ball Bearing—Sherry.

HORS d'cEUVRE.

Shrimp Salad, Patent Tyre Cement.

Patties of Lark with Fluted Forks, a la Club

—

Sauterne.

French Olives.

POISSON.

Lake Bigler Trout, a la S.F. Bicycle Club.

Potatoes, a la Pope Manufacturing Company

—

Chateau la Rose.

relevees.

Tenderloin of Beef, Braised, with Rubber Handles.

pieces froides montees.

Gelatine of Turkey on a Cradle Spring.

Beef Tongue, a la Oakland Bicycle Club.

Aspic of Lobster, a la L.A.W.—Chateau

Margeaux.

entrees.

Supreme of Chicken, a la Coventry.

Compote of Duck, Stufied in Hollow Felloes.

Roman Punch, on Moonlight Run.

ROAST.

Turkey, stuffed with Rubber Tyres.

Goose, on Backbone—Chateau Lafitte.

ENTREMETS LEGUMES.

Green Peas, a la Waterhouse.

String Beans, a la Hobe.

Mushrooms, a la Finkler.

Stewed Tomatoes, a la Butler.

Baked Potatoes, a la Warschauer.

ENTREMETS SUCRE.

Champagne Jelly, in Cone Bearings.

Charlotte a la Russe, Nickel-plated.

Sillery Mousseux.

Krug.

PIECES MONTEES.

Bicycle a I'Eggers—3.15:^.

Pyramide d'Clairmont, a la Pioneer.

DESSERT.

Fruit. Assorted Cakes. Nuts.

Cheese. Coffee. Raisins.

A la Header.
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CYCLING PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES.

Trays,—To the amateur who is Hmited in

his outlay on photo materials the item of

trays is well worth consideration. I refer

more particularly to those used in the toning

and fixing of prints, because they need to be

of comfortable dimensions. Possibly the

cleanest are those of porcelain, but they are

expensive, and like those of wood with glass

bottoms, liable to fracture. Even if nothing

bigger than half-plate prints are turned out,

a decent size tray makes the toning and

fixing a pleasure instead of a bore. A 12 X 10

porcelain one costs 5/-, and if treated care-

lessly means another 5/- in a few months.

The first time I purchased one of these I

walked into a lamp-post (I had not been

dining either), and promptly reduced the

dimensions of my parcel—and stock of pro-

fanity on hand. The wrinkle now given is

perfectly practicable ; indeed, I use them
daily. Purchase at an ironmonger's or tin-

smith's the usual meat or baking flat tm
dishes—the size I use is 20 X 16, and costs

1/3. Then give them three coats of Bruns-

wick black, and there you are. They will

stand hot water, never break, and are hght

to handle. When, with wear, the tin begins

to show through, either give another coat all

over or dab the brush over the bare spots.

Why I have specially mentioned them for

toning, &c., is because amateurs do not, as

a rule, exceed the 8^ X 6| size, and ebonite

composition and porcelain up to that are

not expensive ; but for all my 15 x 12 work I

use nothing else. When used for plates, they

require coating oftener, as the edges scratch

or chip off the blacl- The cost of three.

20 X 16 trays and Brunswick black would
not exceed 4/6.

Mr. A.J. Leeson, the hard-working Birch-

field boy, has sent three very nice cabinet

prints. That of the "Tricycle Championship"
has been noticed in the cycling Press, so that

I need say little. It is a very good print for

an amateur, and Cripps, Priest, Chambers,
and English mounted ready to start, with

Shipton, Coleman, and others in the back-

ground are all good likenesses. Cripps wears
he grin, as usual, though Reub. comes in a

good second in that line. One of the North
Warwickshire men, taken September 26th, is

a capital natural group, Milner and " Great
Barr " being specially good. Then there's the

Birchfield crew, which, though suffering from

lack of background, is fairly good. Judging
from these three prints, the Birchfield are

well off in having Mr. Leeson as their ink-

slinger and pen-dabber.

Toning.—Now, no doubt everyone have
their own methods, or at least their own ideas,

as to the best way. Nevertheless, in giving my
opinion, it is the result of considerable ex-

perience, and may be relied upon that,

professionally, I have found it advantageous.

First count the prints and allow f of a grain

to each sheet, have hot water ready and the

bi-carbonate of soda. Then put in about a

teaspoonful of the bi-carbouate into the

tray, pour on sufficient hot water to well

float the prints, and lastly, add the gold. One
spoonful of the soda will be enough for six

sheets of paper, and more can be added if

more sheets are to be toned. It is ready in

five minutes, tones quickly, and brown or

black results may be obtained. I have toned

four or five quires per week on an average

for the last twelve months m this way. I have
worked the borax, acetate and phosphate

formulae in turn, but for ease and simplicity

give me my beloved bi-carbonate.

Photographic Socials have now become
quite a recognised feature in cycling life,

and justly so, for they are very much more
interesting than these dreadful
" Sing song, sing long, sing Midshipmite "

affair3. How nice to take one's very best

girl to see enlarged pictures connected with

the club

—

that picnic

—

that group. Of course

the clubs minus amateurs will be out of the

hunt, but even they could engage somebody
to give them a lecture illustrated by cycling

views and scenes. The following are a few
ideas for such an event, which are free to

one and all:

—

The Peace Question.—Lacy Hillier, Furniss,

and Cameron walking the streets singing,
" We're a band of brothers."

Ejfect slide: " Sixpenn'orth Hot."

Scene.—A cosy tea-table, McCandlish being

passed a cup of tea by Mrs. Barrow, Mr. B.

smiling and offering toothsome crumpet.

Scene.—^The burial-place of the hatchet.

Sturmey and Harry E. dodging behind
trees, ready to dig it up again when the other

isn't looking.

Movable lever slide: The hatchet going up
and down.

Scene.—PoHce Court, three magistrates on
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bench. Road surveyor hauled up and
reprimanded.

Sensational effect slide : Production of

specimen stone.

Scene.—The A.A. A. Championships. Very
highly-coloured slide, with movable panorama
of spectators, which can be used several

times, so as to give the idea of a numerous
gathering.

Quick change effect: "Good Night."

Scene.—Ironmonger Lane. Group of

legislators poring over illegible writing from

a pro-mateur.

Effect slide : Appearance of sub-amateur.

Touring.—The pleasures of running over

the country with a camera and exposing about

100 plates are more appreciated when it

comes to development. Friend Sturmey
Used some 150 plates in Ireland, and in a

recent letter says, "Have only got a dozen or

two left to develop now," and that was a

month at least after his return home.
Exchange Club.—It looks very much as if

the Cyclists' Photo Exchange Club will have

to be re-organised, and if so unpunctuality

will be the main cause. It looks ominous when
the circular starts with "The Situation,"and a

private circular from Dr. Stacpoole-Westropp

is enclosed. He wants a " circulating

album " system, and says the present

arrangement is mere drudgery to him, as all

his spare time is taken up with printing.

Whilst agreeing that the production of the

copies must be to an amateur a considerable

labour, I fail to see^hat his suggested plan

will alter matters for the better. Procrastina-

tion is at the bottom of everything.

Mr. Wimpenny has been photographing in

Belgium, a sort of cyclo-photo tour. I hope
he got some good results, and if there are

any of Brussels, Antwerp or Ghent, send them
along this way, please, good sir, for those

places I know as well as Brum, and photos

will bring back my younger days once more.

The elections ought to give a grand oppor-

tunity for instantaneous street work. But in

the old days of the hustings, that would have

been the time for good pictures. Now, even

if the plates and processes are quicker, the

election arrangements keep pace and are

worked more expeditiously and speedily.

Still there is plenty ofchance for odd pictures.

I offered last month the following:

—

An album of Harrogate Camp photos, 1885,

value £2 los., for the best set of six lantern

slides 3:^ by 3^, and a smaller set unmounted
for the second best. For further particulars

please refer to last month's issue. I want

to rouse interest in these notes, and to give

a lift to lantern slide making, and hope that

many will compete. The making of six

slides won't cost much, and to cycling photo-

graphers the album of camp views ought to

prove an acceptable prize. — Wall.

> •<

THE GREAT ROADS QUESTION.

With all the enthusiasm of the cyclist who,

still in the acute stage of wheel fever and the

knowledge derived from a legal training, Mr.

H. R. Reynolds, solicitor, of 31, Craven

Street, London, W.C., the well-known road-

rider of the Oxford University and London
B.C.'s, has thrown himself into the great

"Roads" question. He has first opened a

preliminary long range fire on the road sur-

veyors of England, by distributing amongst

them a well-written and exhaustive pamphlet

as to how roads should be made, and how
the greatest road-maker of any age, McAdam
—the much and wrongfully-abused one

—

recommended that stones should be broken

for the purpose. Secondly, Mr. Reynolds is

prepared on suitable evidence, in conjunction

with the N.C.U., to take up a case in the

neighbourhood of London, under the High-

ways Acts, where it can be proved that a

road is in such a condition as to be danger-

ous to any average bicycle rider, and to put

the law in force against the person or per-

sons whose duty it may be to keep the road

in order. We need hardly point out that

success by Mr. Reynolds in one good case

would mean an immense deal for cyclists.

No sentimental or good or proper feeling

will ever move a road authority—it must be

through their pocket in law expenses that

their sense of duty be touched. Whatever
law may say, it is clear that equity would
decide that " proper repair " means such as

will meet all forms of modern traffic ; and
that what would do for the lumbering

vehicles of the reign of William IV., when
the original Highways Act was passed, will

not do for 1885, the cycling era.
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The Great S

Camp

'

-." What can it mean? "Our
was a tolerably lucid title for a book

;

but to call The Cyclist Christmas Number by such

a name as "The Great S " is a mystifying pro-

cess. Does it mean "The Great Sturmey ?" No!

"The Great S" might be merely the letter

which, tacked on as initials and terminal, caused

the authors of " Our Camp" to become " Sour

Scamps." But that is not it. Does it mean
" The Great Sell ;

" or will the amiable and

highly accomplished proprietor of the opposition

annual say that it means " The Great Swindle" ?

Neither! " The Great S " is the title, and

you must find out for yourselves what it means,

and what its discovery resulted in.

" Sub-amateurism " is the latest improvement

upon " Makers' Amateurism;" but sub-amateur-

ism is not " The Great S ." Sub-amateurism,

and how to eradicate the class of sub-amateurs, is

the burning question of the time. According to

Walpole, every man has his price ; and the price

which a few of the cycle-makers offer is sufficient

to purchase the services of many a crack rider
;

and so long as no deception took place in the

matter, no social stigma could attach to the

sub-amateur. But when the Union placed its

•definition of an amateur on such lines as to pro-

fessionalise sub-amateurs, the fact of a man
being a sub-amateur at once made it advisable

for him to conceal and contradict the fact ; and

such deception occasions a social stigma to rest

upon him far more heavily than it would do if he

turned openly and honestly professional.

So far the fact as to the man. As to the

remedy, that is already in the hands of the

Union ; but if the Union is (as it appears) too

much afraid of the libel-action bogey to put its

own laws into effect, we must devise some round-

about means of effecting our purpose, very'

probably to the failure of our true object, and

with injustice to innocent parties. In this

matter, as in most cyclo-political concerns, the

average agitator is very apt to be appalled by im-

aginary difficulties, and to seize with avidity

upon shadowy remedies which promise to

achieve his object by some such heroic measures

as "uplifting the club of Hercules to crush a

butterfly."

The taciturn but persevering Thomas Stevens

has reached the Capital of Persia, and is pro-

bably by now "chumming it" with Nasr Ed
Din, as he intends remaining at Teheran until

the weather clears up a bit It is pleasing to

know that his progress so far has been less

difficult than he anticipated, the savage tribes in

the East having lionized him instead of knocking

him on the head. At one place, in particular,

the hostelry where he stayed was so besieged by

the curious sightseers that the proprietor charged

a fee for admission, and made quite a paying

spec out of the circumterraneous bicyclist—an in-

cident that gave Stevens the idea that if all else

fails him he may succeed in penetrating China,

under the guise of a travelling mountebank,

giving performances on the bicycle in the places

he goes through, and deceiving the Celestials as

to his real purpose.

If the recent amalgamation of the three papers

Bicycling News, The Tricyclist, and Wheel Life has

done no other good, it is to be commended for

one thing at least, to wit, that the attention which

its Club Editor devotes to clubs and their interests

is bearing speedy fruit, and promises to revive the

drooping energies of our cycling clubs. There

is a lot of latent power for good to the pastime

—

as contradistinguished from the sport— by club

organisation, and members of clubs can obtain

plenty of amusement and enjoyment by support-

ing their local clubs in deed as well as nominally
;

and with such a powerful organ as the News has

become to back up their claims, our clubs will,

undoubtedly, take a more prominent position

in i885 than they have during the season just

over.

Hill-climbing competitions are still popular in

America, as they deserve to be in England ; and the

Muswell of Boston, high Corey Hill, has been

scaled by such a large number of both bicyclists

and tricyclists as to demonstrate the great pro-

gress the Americans are making. At the previous

contest, two years ago, only one rider succeeded

in climbing the hill ; but this time, seven bicyclists

and four tricyclists were successful, the fastest

rider of a three-wheeler being a " nigger," as we
Englishmen usually refer to a man of colour.

The " Rover" safety-bicycle's record for loo

miles lasted for less than a month, the "Kangaroo"

race resulting in the lost laurels being regained,

and the time reduced to the wonderful figures

—

6h. 39m. 5s. At the same time, the "Rover"
retains the 50 miles record, 3h. 5m. 34s., and

when all the circumstances of the two races are

taken into consideration, it is impossible to say

that either the " Rover " or the " Kangaroo " is

faster. The races have proved that both are

fast, and it is highly probable that in a set match,

on a day when neither machine had advantages

of wind and weather, and with riders of equal
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power on the machines, the result would be a very

close thing indeed. These races, too, are decep-

tive in another way, the speed attained under

such circumstances, on specially-made racing

machines, being no true criterion of the pace attain-

able by riders of standard pattern roadsters.

Neither is it proven that either safety bicycle is

faster than the ordinary bicycle. All that is known
is that the time quoted was made under certain

favourable circumstances.

Cyclists have figured as successful plaintiffs in

two important lawsuits lately. In one case, at

Guildford, a carman had to pay for the damage
done by his horse, having been left unattended,

starting off and bringing his van into collision

with a tricycle standing by the kerbstone. In

the other, a cyclist who had entered for Lincoln

Sports was successful in claiming his expenses by
reason of the Sports Committee allowing N.C.U.
suspends to compete at a meeting advertised

to be held under N.C.U. rules. These cases are

both very satisfactory as tests ; and now what
we want is a wholesale waking-up of the road

surveyors around London.
We shall arrive at perfection some day. Every

year brings forth some fresh truth, and what
with vertical action, forward handles and high

gearing, we are continually having discoveries of

what are practically new mechanical principles

demonstrated for us. The latest advance is in

the direction of longer cranks. Six-inch cranks

for tricycles and safety bicycles are insufficient,

we are told, except for short men with moderate
gearing. Tall men, with high gearing, will find

advantage by using seven-inch cranks, and even

the bicyclist who races on the common or direct-

action bicycle is advised to try longer cranks,

such as Furnivall has been so successfully using

this year. Five years ago, before the tricycle

was a practical vehicle, I used to swear by long

cranks ; and on the many tricycles which I have
since used I invariably used six-inch cranks.

Now, like the rest of the open-eyed ones, I mean
to [see what seven-inches will do for me with

66in. gearing ; and for winter work, at any rale,

I anticipate a success.

It is not often that a cycling club falls into the

error of appointing as its secretary a man whose
resignation from the club is gladly accepted be-

fore his nominal term of office has expired. One
such case has recently come to light, and it

transpires that the ex-officer possessed such

execrable bad taste and want of honourable feel-

ing as to endeavour to make capital out of the

office which he no longer held. Having decided,

in a doubtless laudable spirit of enterprise, to

open a stable as a sort of refuge for houseless

tricycles, at so much per week, this sweet youth

forthwith took counsel with his printer and
arranged to have some posters printed for

display on such unprotected walls in the vicinity

of the stable as he could find. So far the
enterprise was blameless

; but when the posters
were drawn up, printed and posted about
the district with the name of the speculative

stable-renter thereon attached to the title of
" hon. sec. and treasurer of" the club he no
longer belonged to, matters assumed a different

complexion, and the club very properly—although
in far too mild terms—complained of the mis-
deed in the cycling Press. Whether the offensive

and misleading posters have yet been removed
or not I dinna ken, but in the event of the
recalcitrant pretender remaining obdurate I

would suggest that the clubmen might take the
law into their own hands by organising a special

club run around the neighbourhood for the
express purpose of tearing down the false adver-
tisements.

Professional racing is a thing. of such mystery,
and professional championships are matters of
such frequent occurrence, that very few of us can
find time to keep touch of the various men's
form. It may, therefore, be of value for me to

epitomise the performances of the champions
during the past season, giving winners only in

each case. At one mile Howell has been victor

on all three occasions. At ten miles Howell has
won twice and Wood once. At twenty miles
Howell won all three races, one being on safety

bicycles. At twenty-five miles Wood won on
both occasions. Lastly, at fifty miles, Duncan
was victor on both occasions of the race being'

held. So that the results are—for one mile to

twenty miles, Howell ; for twenty-five miles,

Wood ; and for fifty miles, Duncan.

Record-breaking continues to goon in America,
and no sooner have we got one set of times by
heart than a cablegram arrives to tell us that

some other novice has come out and knocked
everything into a cocked hat. Under these cir-

cumstances, the weary penman can only resign-

edly give up the task of recording the best

performances, and merely remark that our Trans-
atlantic friends are leav.'n^ us behind in racing

matters as eff"ectually as they long since did in

the department of trick-riding on the wheel.
" For the promotion of fast and long-distance

riding on the Great North and other roads," a

club has been formed under the title of North
Road C.C., and one of the qualifications for

election consists of a record of at least a hundred
miles in the day. For riders fond of " a good
scorch " in company, with any number of pace-

makers at hand, and no captain to order the
pace so as to suit the slowest, this club must be a

grand institution, and its runs ought to be very

notable departures from the common or Saturday-

afternoon runs. Any long-distance rider who
wants to know more about it can communicate
with

—Faed.



[Inventors and mxnufactuyevs are requested to give the Editor early intimation of all novelties introduced by them

for description in this department.]

Safe Direct Action Bicycles.

In these days of geared-up dwarf bicycles,

many of which are " safety " only in name, it is

satisfactory to note that one intelligent maker,

being himself a veteran rider, recognises the fact

that a direct-action bicycle of the ordinary type

can be made as safe as many, and safer than

some, of the misnamed dwarfs. In the " Dear-

love " bicycle, we find a machine which can be

modified to suit any individual purchaser, some

of the latest turned out being noteworthy for the

simplicity of their parts. The wheel is made

well within the rider's size, with a very narrow

tread, only three and a half inches being clear

between the hub flanges ; the cranks are full six-

inch throw, reducible one inch ;
the tyres to both

wheels are full inch diameter, and the back wheel

is no less than twenty-two inches in height.

With an " Illston " spring, cow-horned handles,

and well-designed brake, the actual weight of

this wonderfully rigid and comfortable roadster

is forty-five pounds. Bicyclists who would fain

ride safely, and yet shun the lowly position of a

dwarf bicycle, can attain a certain increase of

their safety, and at the same time retain their

high seats, with a vast accession of comfort and

scarcely any diminution of speed, by using such

a machine as this.

(The " Dearlove " bicycles are made by J . H

.

Dearlove, 14, Rydon Street, New North Road,

London.)

A Flexible and Adjustable Lamp Socket.

The very first lamp we can recollect to have

achieved any degree of success as a bicyclist's

beacon was that called the " Salsbury," with a

three-sided leathern handle stiffened by three

tin clamps ; and later on this yielding handle

w^as augmented by a spiral spring which

assisted in keeping the lamp in a steady

yet flexible position, yielding upwardly and

downwardly to evjry jolt caused by inequali-

ties on the road. Lately, the growth of

tricycles of the " Cripper " type and of dwarf

bicycles has caused a revival in the demand for

such a lamp—a demand which had temporarily

lulled by reason of the universal popularity of

hub-lamps for tall bicycles — and now the

Salsbury head-lamp is fitted with the leather and

spiral spring-handle, in addition to a novel arrange-

ment designed to secure the handle tightly to the

bracket on the machine without losing the

advantage of rubber insulation. The socket by
which the attachment of lamp to machine bracket

is effected has in this case an indiarubber lining,

in common with most lamps nowadays ; but

besides this there is a tapered bolt or wedge
arrangement sliding up and down parallel to and

behind the indiarubber, controlled by a small

thumb-screw. Thus the socket of the lamp,

having been slid over the bracket, is loose there-

on until the thumb-screw is turned downwards,
whereupon the rubber lining of the socket

tightens itself on the bracket, and holds the lamp
fast thereto, yet without allowing metallic con-

tact.

(The " Invincible" headlamp is made by Salsbury,

Long Acre, London.)

iEolus Bearings for Dwarf Bicycles.

It was not long after the " Kangaroo " style of

bicycle appeared that the discovery was made
that this pattern of dwarf safety bicycle did not

wear at all well, the want of durability being

principally attributable to the rapid collapse of

the bearings at the lower fork-ends, on account

of the awkward side-strains and cross-twistings

generated by the wholly one-sided action of the

cranks and gear-wheels. Several attempts at

producing a really durable and adjustable bear-

ing have culminated in the .lEolus bearing, which
is contrived so that the case itself is in one with

the revolving crank and gear-wheels, only the

central coned pin remaining rigidly attached to

the fork
; this produces a beautifully rigid and

durable bearing, truly adjustable by Bown's
unique patented method, and of such construction

as to economise space greatly, enabling the tread

to be considerably narrowed.

(The " ^dIus " bearing, crank, and gear-ivheel for

safety bicycles is made by W. Bjivn, 308, Summer
Lane, Birmingham.)

A Hand-power Gear.

In the good old days, when sociables were just

coming into fashion, we often thought that a

hand-power gearing would be a great assistance

in hill-climbing, and once or twice were on the

point of fixing up an experimental lever attach-

ment to enable the left hand to do some work in
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climbing Muswell or Reigate Hill. But whether

it was the improvements effected by the adoption

of a vertical tread, or merely increased personal

skill and strength, we cannot say ; whichever

might have been the case, we forgot all about the

idea for some time. Such, however, was not the

case with the inventor of the gear under notice,

who has persevered towards success with his

arrangement of a hand-lever, connecting-rod,

and crank, whereby hill-climbing is effected

by aid of the left hand as well as the feet ; and as

this can very easily and inexpensively be fitted

to almost any pattern of tricycle already in use,

it should meet with attention from riders who

find hill-climbing under existing circumstances

too great a tax upon their powers, especially as

the gear could, if desired, be used in conjunction

with a two-speed gearing. Briefly described, the

apparatus consists of a horizontal bar hinged to

a clamp on the frame of the tricycle near the left

hand extremity of the axle ; sliding thereon is an

|_ piece adjustable at any position on the

bar, varying the motion from sin. to i2in., and

so giving varying powers ;
this |_ piece is con-

nected by a vertical rod with a crank, usually

6in. long, on the end of the ordinary pedal-crank

shaft, so that as the pedal crank goes round the

horizontal arm rises and falls, and the rider can

either rest his hand on the ordinary left handle

of the tricycle or shift it on to the handle at the

end of the rising and falling bar so as to assist

the feet in propelling the tricycle.

(The hand-poii'ev gear is made by Grey S' Co., 290,

Essex Road, London, N.)

Tyre-cementing Simplified.

Books on cycling usually contain the time-

honoured recipe of melting the cement in an iron

spoon as the easiest way to fix a piece of rubber

which has become loose ; but novices as well as

veterans know that this is not a very satisfactory

way of accomplishing the task. A remarkably

simple expedient, and available at all times and
almost in all places, is to merely set light to a

large strip of newspaper, which gives forth a

large flame of considerable power, by means of

which the felloe becomes rapidly heated ; and in

the event of there not being sufficient cement in

the rim a far more expeditious and simple method
of supplying the needful is to break up the ce-

ment into small fragments—mere powder, indeed

—and spread it thus dry in the rim between steel

and rubber for the heat to melt it there already

in its place. This method of powdering the ce-

ment, and making the rim serve instead of an iron

ladle, is equally efficacious in the case of a long

piece of rubber being cemented on by aid of a

lamp.

> • <

Uopics of the ZUnc,
[Correspondence or short articles on subjects of current interest are invited from all readers of the Magazine.']

Exhibitions.

This is a subject which will have to be faced

in the course of a very few weeks. It is admitted

on nearly every side that, in boycotting London

cycling shows last year, the leading manufac-

turers made a mistake ; and that their subse-

quent exhibits at the " Inventionaries" were

both inadequate and too late in the season to

suit cyclists. What will be done in the coming

year we cannot say, but we feel certain that if

the Stanley C.C. desire to hold their annual

exhibition, and the makers boycott them, there

will be considerable feeling engendered in the

wheel world, as cyclists, who one and all enjoy

one good show a year, look upon the Stanley as

the body to whom they are indebted for that

hitherto given in London. Possibly, the time

has come when it is desirable that makers should

have more to say in the matter, but we think

that this might be met by the formation of a

committee of the leading houses in the trade with

two Stanley representatives ; that the com-
mittee should be made permanent, and the show
h eld annually by them under the title of the

" Stanley Cycling Show." The question of

expense could easily be dealt with by the pre-

paration of a careful estimate, and the guarantee

of such firms as were represented on the com-
mittee. The profits from gate, &c., to be divided

into pre-arranged portions, some going to the

Stanley as goodwill, and others to the guarantors.

Some such compromise is certainly necessary.

Stevens.

So Thomas Stevens, the taciturn Englishman
who, for some reason or another, is always spoken

of as if he were an American because he is travel-

ling round the world ivith a bicycle in the cause

of the American monthly magazine " Outing,"

has actually rolled into Teheran in safety. It is,

in good sooth, a wonderful journey which Stevens

has carried out, but nevertheless everybody seems
rather to look upon the whole affair as a comical

episode. Stevens, unimpressionable as he seems,

himself admits that he has passed through some
wonderful adventures, and that Asia Minor is

the place /lar excellence for hospitality. If Thomas
can only put his adventures into readable Eng-
lish, there is interesting matter in store for the
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future readers of " Outing ;
" but for the life of

us we cannot see where the profit side will come

in to that spirited magazine, having regard to the

expense of tooling round the world on a bicycle.

Stevens says that all around Teheran the camel-

tracks are excellent going for a bicycle, so he will

be able to keep up his practice all through the

winter, and, if familiarity does not breed con-

tempt, start on his journey afresh in the spring

with his novel passport—a bicycle.

Canary.

A genuine American bicycler has been witch-

ing the London world with his bicyclemanship

at the Westminster Aquarium and the Oxford

Music Hall this past month, and he certainly is

the smartest trick-rider who has ever appeared

in this " effete old country." It is not a question

of what Canary can do— it is rather one of what

he cannot do, and that, so far as the bicycle is

concerned, appears to be nothing. He simply

takes the bicycle as if it were a ladder, and,

balancing it in air, climbs up the spokes on to the

pedal, and thence steps into the saddle. He lays

it on the ground and, standing on the rim of the

front wheel, without himself touching the ground,

pulls the machine by cunning but graceful jerks

into a standing position, when he vaults into the

saddle and rides off. Such acts as mounting by

the pedal, hanging on the backbone and working

the pedals with his hands, riding on one wheel,

riding backwards, turning in an infinitesimal

circle, vaulting from the ground to a standing

position on the saddle—as he is depicted in the

Bicycling News cartoon—and riding with the back

wheel in the air are apparently the merest trifles

to Dan Canary. When, however, he has fairly

astonished his audience with these and similar

feats, he proceeds to take off the hind wheel and

backbone and rides the front wheel alone. Then
he takes off the handle and repeats his ride.

Anon the front forks are removed, and still he

rides on the pedals. Once again a dismantlement

takes place in the bicycle, and the cranks and

pedals disappear. Undeterred by this, Canary

rides the wheel, propelling it with his hands

whilst standing on the axle ends. It is undoubt-

edly the most skilful show of the kind yet seen.

Cortis.

We have seen many a cyclist disappear from

England in our time—good riders and enthusias-

tic wheelmen they have many of them been—but

we have never seen one who clings, though 20,000

miles away from home, so faithfully to the " old

game," and keeps up such a genuine interest in

the pastime of his youth, as does Cortis. It does

one good to read from time to time the letters

which he sends to the London Editor of The

Cyclist, and which show that his heart is still on

the wheel, Australian horses, buggies, sandy

oads, and intense heat notwithstanding.

Amongst the Clubs.

The clubs are now vieing amongst each

other, in fact, if not in intention, as to who shall

pass the most festive winter season, the Novem-
ber weather having " shut up" even the hardiest

of winter riders.

The London Wheelers come before us with

a big bill, consisting of a dinner, a ball, and six

Cinderellas, the Freemasons' being the locus in

quo for the latter, and Willis's for the ball.

The Canonbury settle down into a dinner, an

assault-at-arms, and eight Cinderellas, four of

which have already been held.

The London pose with a dinner, as usual, and

a ball for the first time of asking, all other

Terpischorean feasts of the L.B.C. having been

district affairs.

The Pelham, for the fifth season, give five

monthly " social dances " at Forest Hill, com-

mencing the igth of last month, and ending the

1 8th March.

Turning to Hackney, we find the Stars are " on

the hop" to the extent of five monthly "quad-

rille assemblies," also commencing November
and ending March ; the chosen floor being that

of the Manor Rooms at Hackney.

Up to date the Stanleyites have given no out-

ward sign of show, dinner, or dance, but all in

good time no doubt. They gave an invitation

dramatic entertainment at St. George's Hall on

the 17th ult.

The grand old Pickwick announce a dinner

only, but then it /5 a dinner ; and our tongue will

show, on the 6th December, how hospitable the

Pickwicks have been on the 5th.

The Chelsea announce four "select quadrille

parties" at the Chelsea Club, and a club ball in

February at the same place.

The Leytonstone Rovers repeat their Cin-

derellas of last season at the Town Hall, Ley ton.

The dances are four in number.

The Crouch Hills were first in the field,

having commenced a series of six Cinderellas at

Holloway Hall on the 9th October. The series

end on the i8th of this month.

The Hermits—on whom the mantle of the

Rovers seems to have fallen—end on February

the 12th a series of five "quadrille assemblies"

at the Bromley-by-Bow Vestry Hall, commonly
known as the " real ice floor."

Amongst the "dinner only" clubs are the

Zephyr, the ^Eolus, the Rovers, the Middlesex,

the Hammersmith, the Clarence, the Swallows,

the Tollington, and the Kestrels.

The Lonsdale have a ball on the 3rd inst., as

have also the Suns ; and the Polytechnics' dance

on the 4th. The Guildhalls have a series of

Cinderellas under way.

The City of London men have their dinner in

January, fortnightly Cinderellas at Seyd's up to

March next, and then the usual ball.
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A NOVEMBER CLUB RUN.

Hark ! hark ! where the captain is roaring,

List ! 'tis the growl of the sub
;

They're blessing the rain which is pouring,

And damping the fire of the club.

The men with impatience are grinding

Their way through the the terrible flood

—

Except two, who are startled at finding

The sec. toppled into the mud.

'Tis fearful that breath should be wasted

—

'Tis dreadful the words that are said
;

That this horrible dose should be tasted

—

Oh ! would we were safely in bed !

What need all this anguish to suffer ?

The confounded croppers beside ?

They may call me a butterfly duffer

—

But give me the sun when I ride.

Our club never heeds the bad weather.

In hard-riding members we're rich

(There's two of them over together

—

By Jove ! they are safe in the ditch).

My uniform's done up completely,

Can't wear it next week at the ball

;

My chips have been running out fleetly,

Repairing has swallowed them all.

Oh, joy ! here's a pub—and they're stopping

(Confound it! they've all gone to bed)

—

I can't lift my leg to go hoppmg,

Must push the old jigger instead.

I'm blessed if this isn't a warning!

Could I find a convenient tub,

I'd just tumble in till the morning.

And shout a " good-night '' to the club !

—F. F. S.



NOW READY.

Sensatiorial ^pNd by a ^ew Writer.

PLAYED OUT & LOST,
By miss amy HURLSTON

(AntJior of " Barbara Allan").

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.

London Literary Societ)^ 376, Strand, London.

CYCLISTS SHOULD WRITE TO

Walter D. Welford,
WOODBINE STUDIO,

43, Hagley Road, BIRMINGHAM,
FOR HIS PRICE LISTS OF

Harrogate Camp Photos., 1883-4-5.
Celebrities, Racing Men, Clubs, &c.
Meet Photos.
Cycling Xmas & Birthday Photo. Cards.
Photographic Ball Programmes, Menu
Cards,Toast Lists, I nvitation Tickets, «&c.

— o —
"Woll" does a great deal of work for amateurs,

and is prepared to give them any prices or quotations
required, for developing, printing, mounting, re-

touching, enlarging, &c.

R, BAGEL & Co., 31 Holborn Viaduct, LONDOS, E.C.

THE PATENT

Lace Saddle.

PERFECT ADJUSTMENT.

To effect same, draw the
lace tight and fasten the end
by the screw underneath the
plate.

THE PATENT

Lace Saddle

UNEQUALLED VENTILATION.

EXCELLENT ELASTICITY.

GALLING IMPOSSIBLE.

WRITE FOR TESTIMONIALS AND PRIOE LIST, POST FREE.
«^ TO BE HAD OF ALL CYCLE AGENTS.

The IROQUOIS

Gycling Depot,

47, PEN'S ROAD, BAYSWATER,

LONDON, W.

niTistrated Price Lists post free on
application.

Insure puF

Bieijoles and Tnejioles

ajainst Accidents.

WITH

THE LONDON & PROVINCIAL

Horse & Carriage Insurance Co.,

LIMITED.

CHIEF OFFICE:—

17, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.

Agents wanted to push this class of business.



THE"FACILE" SAFETY BICYCLE
(BEALE dt STBiWS PATENT).

The longest distance ever ridden in one day, viz., 366^
miles in !34 hour.4, wai on a 45in. "Facile." The
longest coatinuous journey ever made on a machine, viz.,

3,050 miles in 19 consecatire days, was ridden on
a 40in. " Facile." More " one day" rides of 200 miles and
upwards have been made on the " Facile " than on any
other machine. All are invited tb try the "Facile" by
hiring one for a month, on terms stated in Descriptive
Pamphlet, free on application.

SOL.E ITIAIVUFACTURER9

:

ELLIS & CO., LTD.,

47, FARRINGDON ROAD {^lUtTtX LONDON, E.G.TRADE MARK.

THE LATEST NOVELTY
Lock and Chain Complete, Nickel-plated, 3/- post free.
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"A novel and BO\mda.iticle."—Birmingham Saturday
Night, June 20th.

" Simple and effective, and suie to recommend itself."

—Birmingham Owl, July 10th.
" It supplies a lone-felc want, and should have a rery

large ssAe."—Athletic News, July 16th.
" Instantaneous action, and practically a ' safety

guard against thievery."—TTie Cyclist, July 8th.,

Just Published. Price qd. ; Post Freb
II Stamps.

SAFETY BICYCLES
THEIR VARIETIES, Ac.

BY

HENRY STUBMEY.

OF ALL CYCLE DEPOTS.

London : lliffe & Son, 98, Fleet St.

IReab

Bicycling

Every friday. Oqe fepy.

'InYincMe'Blcycles^^'Tricycles.
Fourteen distinct patterns. The lightest machines in th

World. Unrivalled for speed. Holding the best records.

Equally valuable for the path or the road,

1 inile Bicycle Record (Cortis) 1883
1 mile Championship 1884
lO lUiles Record, on grass 1884
50 lUiles Championship ... ^ 1884
lOO miles Record ^ 1884
1, 3, and 3 miles Sociable Record 1884
1 to iOO miles Australian& Canadian Championships,
German, Belgian, Holland, and Hungarian Cham>
pionships, >vith other numerous successes in all
parts in 1885. "iNVINCIBIiH" TBICYOIiE.

The Surrey Machii)ists' Co., Ld., Iijviijcible Cycle Works, 129, Gt. Suffolk St., Boro', London, S.R
New Illustrated Catalogues on application. Cabinet Photos, 4d. each.

ILIKFE * VON, PRINTERS, 93, FLEET STREET, LONDON WORKS COVENTRY.










